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THE ANNUAL CONVOCATION

His Excellency the Chancellor’s Address*

Mr. VlCE-CnANCEIiLOR, Ladirs ano Grnti.rmbn,

For the fifth and last time T address you in Convocation.

If, as Aristotle tells us, it is difficult to say a second time what

one has in essence said before, how can I hope to speak in

this Hall for a fifth time without wearying you by repetition

or traversing familiar ground ? I am encouraged, however, by

the knowledge that though the scene is the same as that in

which I first spoke in lb33 my audience is a dilfercut one.

The present Vice-Chancellor is the fourth, with whom 1 have

been privileged to work, and though there are some professors

and heads of colleges who have been present at the last four

convocations the bulk of my audience—the students—come

fresh to the scene every year. And since it is for them rather

than for their teachers and professors that this ceremony is held

I may without any apology repeat to this year’s recipients of

degrees the words of encouragement that I have addressed to

their predecessors.
,

In the first place. Ladies and Gentlemen, let me congratu-

late you on having successfully passed the examination which

' Delivered at the Senate House, February 10, 1927.
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has enabled you to receive at the hands of the Vice'Chancellor

the certificates which testify to your academic success. Pour

or six years ago you passed tlirough the entrance gate into the

University. To-day you are passing through another gate

which is at once the gate of exit from the University and the

gate of entrance into life. I wish you all happiness and pros-

perity in the wider world that lies before you. Tests and

competitions of one kind or another will await you even there

for, as Browning had reminded us, “All to the very end is

trial in life.” So you will find, as doubtless some of you have

found already, that life is one long scM’ies of examinations

different from those to which you have been accustomed and

testing other (pialities than those which can bo made the subject

of paper examinations. 1 hope that in all these you may meet

with the same success wdiich you have achieved so far.

When I recall my own school and college days I am
ashamed to confess that very few of the -words of advice that

were addressed to me by older men of wisdom and experience

have remained in my memory. But there was one seriiibn

spoken from the pulpit in nay college chapel which set

my imagination on. fire os I listened to it and which 1 shall

never forget. The preacher on that occasion reminded us of the

impressive pageant of Empire which we had recently witnessed

in London on the occasion of Queen Victoria’s second Jubilee.

He described in eloquent terms the representative character of

that pageant, he oiiiracratcd the many lands, races and peoples

who composed the domiinions of the great Queen and who had

sent their most distinguished men to do her honour
;

he spoke

of the vast responsibilities which the administration of such an

Empire entailed, of the qualities of statesmanship required to

maintain harmony and unity among its component parts. "And
where,” he asked in conclusion, “ are we to look for the men
who will carry on this work, shoulder these responsibilities and

maintain unimpaired the great traditions of the past ?”

Then he thrilled us all with these words : “If they are to be
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found anywhere they must be found nore. They are among

those whom I see before me.”

So as I gaze upon this gathering of young men and women

who are standing upon the threshold of life, I feel that here, if

anywhere, are to be found those of whom India will have need

in the years to come. What, then, can I say to you in order to

prepare you for this high destiny ? There was an> old Philoso-

pher once who, when asked by his friends on his death-bed if he

had anything to regret, replied
“

I have only one regret that in

my life 1 did not praise men more.”

I must confess that I have never derived much benefit from

those preachers who addressed their congregations as the inhe-

ritors of every sin and doomed to perdition, unless th(;y could be

saved l)y a special measure of divine mercy, but I have been

much helped and encouraged by those who honoured me with

their good opinion. It is as one who believes in you, who
cvpects much of you, that [ speak. Emerson says that it is

only a friend who can make us be what we can'—with a friend

“we are easily great, there is a sublime attraction in him to

whatever viiduc is in us.”

It is as a frieud then in this sense, as one who pays you the

conijdcment of expecting from you all the virtues, that I

would address you to-day, and my only message to you is to

. remind you of the great po.ssdji lilies which lies before you, the

great things which it is in your power to accomplish—India

has a very ancient civili/. ttiun behind her, but she has also a

great future before her. In the modern world she is only just

beginning to wake out of long .sleep. She has been the cradle

of many races hut as a nation among nations she h*as still her-

self to make and her place to assert. In Tndu.stry, in Commerce,

in Science, in Liteivature, in. Art, in Politics she needs more

than ever before men and womAi with trained riiind.s and up-

right characters—and the need for women is perhaps even

greater than that for men. India needs you for her service

and she expects that already in your college days you shall
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have acquired some of the qualities which will fit you for that

service. Some of you have just received degrees of Master

and Bachelor in Law, some in Medicine, some in Arts and

all of you have, therefore, begun to qualify for that last

degree of all—^the degree of Master of Life. I would

ask you to believe that in all these matters in which you

have specialized it is not the forms you make use of but the

spirit in which you use them, the principles rather than the

methods you adopt, which will secure for you that last degree.

It is not the drugs which you dispense but the extent to which

the pursuit of health is your goal that unll enable you to bring

credit to India as a doctor. It is not the composition of the

courts or the forms of law which you practise but the extent to

which justice is your aim that will enable you as a lawyer to set

your country high in the estimation of the world. India will

not thank you for changing the forms of her government

and institutions unless thereby you can bring more health, more

happiness, more prosperity to her people.

When you come to the end of life you will look back upon

your college days and judge them by the rapidity or otherwise

with which they brought you to that realization, which Emerson

tells us comes some time in every man’s education, “that envy is

ignorance; that imitation is suicide; that he must take himself

for better, for worse, as his portion
; that though the wide

universe is full of good, no kernel of nourishing corn can come
to him but through his toil bestowed on that plot of ground

which is given to him t.o till.’’ You will each of you have your

plot to till in preparing for the harvest of the future, your part

to play in building up the fabric of Indian nationhood. In this

work two qualities will be required of you, sincerity and tole*

ranee—to trust yourselves and to trast others. “ Truk thyself

;

every heart vibrates to that iron spring. Great men have always

done so, and confided themselves childlike to the genius of their

age, betraying their perception that the absolutely trustworthy

was seated at their heart, working through their hands.
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predominating in all their being. And we are now men and must

accept in the highest mind the same transcendent destiny; as

guides, redeemers and benefactors, obeying the Almighty Effort

and advancing on Chaos and the Dark." Could any words

more fittingly describe the work which awaits the generation

which in India to-day is just beginning its life work ? When
I think of all the problems, insoluble except to the eye of faith,

of all the difficulties that have to be overcome, of all the

diversities that have to be reconciled, I realize how great is the

need for a generation rich in individuality, sincere in purpose,

courageous in action.

For individual achievement these qualities may suffice, but

if you are to be nation-builders there is another which is equally

essential, indeed without which all other qualities are useless.

That is tolerance, trust in others equal to the trust in yourself,

the willingness to concede to all men the liberty you would your-

self enjoy, that power to associate with others for a common

good which the Vice-Chancellor has s{x>ken of.

However shapely and well-proportioned a brick may be,

however perfect the quality of stone marble, they are useless as

building material unless they possess the perwer to coalesce. The

brick that insists on remaining a brick is useless except for the

destructive purpose of being used as a missile. What India

needs is not dynamite but cement, not brickbats but walls, men
* and women who will live for her rather than die for her. It is

easy enough to die for a cause but to live for it is harder. To

remain true to a cause throughout a life-time, to grow wiser

and stronger in its service, to work for it always on the condi-

tion that no other is injured thereby—that is a task which will

test a man to the utmost.

To such a task I hope you^are prepared to devote yourselves

and in the accomplishment of i{ to unite with all who share your

ideals, regardless of the barriers of caste or creed.

Gentlemen, I have valued my association with your

University during the five years in which it has been my privilege
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to be your Chancellor. I have sought to servo it. I hope

that within the narrow limits which circumstances financial and

political permitted I have served it. The Vice-Chancellor has

encouraged me to believe that some of the acts of my govern-

ment during the last five years are recognized as having been

beneficial. The stabilization of the Post-Graduate Department

and the revision of the Matriculation regulations by which the

Vernacular will be made a medium of instruction and examina-

tion are at least I hope solid achievements free from any

element of controversy. The establishment of a Board of

Secondary Education—a more debatable subject—has not yet

been accomplished. We have, however, had several conferences

which have narrowed the issues and brought the Government

and the University nearer together. I am hopeful that this

question is now ripe for settlement by agreement and though

I may not see it accomplished I can, I think, regard it when it

comes as a legacy of my period of office as Chancellor.

That it has not been given to me to see the achievement

of those reforms which the University Commission considered

essentiiil will be to me in retirement a source of keen regret.

It is sad to think 1;hat other Universities have derived more

benefit from the labours of that commission than this one

with whose welfare they were exclusively occupied. Many of

the weaknesses which they deplored remain unremedied, young

lives are still cheated of their highest aspirations by inadequate

teaching, the constitution of the University remains unreforined.

But I leave you in hope rather than in despair, for, if during

my term opinion has not been able to crystallize into action,

if the forces opposing change have succeeded in checking not

only radical reform but eveii minor change, yet opinion in

favour of reform has, I think, been .growing and will before

long express itself in an insistent demand for action. For

Bengal knows that change in the present constitution of the

University is essential though there is not yet agreement as

to the exact nature of the change desired. This University
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claims the sentiment and devotion of Bengal in a way which

no other institution in the Province can hope to emulate and the

public, which can now through their minister control educational

policy will, I am convinced, not tolerate obstruction to reform

for with their pride in the intellectual capacity of the Province

they will not rest satisfied with anything but the best, nor

will they allow reform to prejudice the permanent interests

of the University. Changes will come and I shall watch them

from afar with interest and with sympathy. And so I say

farewell in hope and expectancy, confident that the harvest

for which 1 have worked will be brought to maturity before

many years have passed and that Bengal, w'hich 1 have tried

to serve will not rest, as I have never rested, until the grain

glows golden and ripe for the harvester.
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n.

THE ROLE OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS IN

WORLD SOCIETY

In the previous lecture' in this series, I attempted to trace

the growth of international co-operation before the War with a

view to emphasizing the fact that the League of Nations which

was founded in 1920 was not cut out of whole cloth, but was a

continuation of a process which began as long ago as the middle

of the nineteenth century. The various public unions, of which

the outstanding example is the Universal Postal Union, dating

from 1875, were in themselves leagues of nations which served

as prototypes for the League of Nations now launched on a

grander scale. The experience of a whole half-century had

pointed the road to be taken in the extension of government in

the new world community, and the tragedy of the War had

fastened attention on the need for that extension in such a way

as to make the necessary departures possible.

Perhaps it may seem too much to say that the framers of

the Covenant of the League of Nations consciously proceeded

along the lines of organizations in existence before the War.

Mr. Leonard Woolf’s timely book on International Government

published in 19 IC, had directed attention ini English-speaking

countries at any rate to the possibility of utilizing past ex-

perience in that way, and the reference in Article 6 of the

Covenant to the International Bureau of the Universal Postal

Union is one indication of the fact that some attempt was made

to profit by the successes of international organization in the

past. It is significant also that the frame-work of the new
experiment was fashioned so clearly by the general ideas which

had given form to the pre-War ufuions. The Assembly of the

League of Nations corresponds very closely to the general

conferences of the various unions which had been meeting with

} Pahliebed in the Marob isane, Calcutta Rcvicvi.
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greater or less regularity for half a century ; the Council of the

League of Nations corresponds less closely to the international

committees which, as in the case of the International Union

of Weights and Measures, had been meeting with greater

frequency ; and the Secretariat of the League of Nations finds

its prototype in the bureaux maintained by some of the unions,

particularly the five international bureaux at Berne. Of course

this correspondence cannot be pressed too far
;

past experience

had shown that some departures were necessary ; the efforts of

the Hague Conferences had focussed attention on the conflict

between tlic political dogma of state equality on the one hand

and the political tact of the hegemony of certain Po ^vers on the

other hand ; and with the ending of the World War, the time

was ripe for experimentation with some new ideas. But the

fact remains that wo had already passed through a long period

of endeavour to implement the new world society with agencies

whose operation was not confined to single states, and the teach-

ings of that experien(M5 were available when the time arrived for

a more thoroughgoing effort to organize the world community.

I suppose it was inevitable that as soon as the League of

Nations was organized it should be invested in popular opinion

with a distinct personality. People at once began to think of

it as a political entity comparable in a larger way with the states

which were its members. In some parts of the world there

were those who condemned it as a super-state threatening to

undermine the prized sovereignty and independence of national

stales, while others welcomed it as a super-state which might

in time be guided by a world opinion which would organize it-

self independently of the prevailing nationalism. As soon as

the activities of the League of Nations got under way, it was

easy for the former group to “blame the League” for many

of the throes through which the post-War world had to

pass ; and the temptation wasT great for people in the latter

group to claim “credit for the League” for any successful

efforts to alleviate the difficulties of post-War reconstruction. ‘

2
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These attitudes of mind were encouraged of course by

the wave of high idceilism which carried the world through

the sufferings of the War, and without which the necessary

willingness to extend our international organization might

possibly have been long postponed. Ijike so many other things

in the psychology prevailing during the years of the War, this

idealism became highly inflated, and the immoderate hopes

which inspired people to make the sacrifices necessary for wag-

ing the War led many people to look forward to a new interna-

tional order which was to be wholly dissociated from the past,

and particularly from the difficulties which had thwarted

progress in the later years. As a ronsequen(5c, inordinate

expectations were aroused, which had the effect in some in-

stances of relieving people of that sense of responsibility which

they would otherwise have felt; and the disappointment of these

expectations prevented many people from lending their support

to the organization of international co-operation along new lines.

Now T submit that for a truer view of the League of Nations

we must regard it, not ns a new political entity created in a

world of states, not as having a political personality of its own,

not as a state in itself, but as a new method which has been

adopted by the existing states for co-operating to meet those

needs of world society which cannot bo met by national action.

The League is not a new power erected to see that righteous-

ness prevails throughout the world; it is not an independent state

which goes behind the governments of national states to their

peoples for its constituency; it is not a governmental agency

with an unlimited mandate to maintain the world’s peace. It

is merely a device by which certain nations have undertaken to

co-operate in their efforts to solve some of the problems which

they have in common, and to protect the interests of the larger

world community as they are vieWfed-by peoples each of whom
would jealously guard its own national existence. It is, in

short, a method of co-operation, a way of living together for

the states of the modern world,
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I have often) heard the League of Nations condemned as a

league of governments and rsot a league of peoples. It is an

accurate description in many ways, but I cannot think that

the condemnation) proceeds from an accurate appraisal of the

present possibilities of international action. If the future holds

in store some sort of world government which does not depend

on national governments, 1 find it impossible to discover any

indication of it now. The War has intensified rather than

diminished the spirit of nationalism, and at the present time it

would seem that progress in organizing world society depends

upon the collaboration of national govoriHuents. It is to extend

that collaboration, already begun before the War, that a new

method has been adopted, iind intelligent support of the method

seems to call for our seeing it dearly as such. This does not

refer to certiiin Icgiil theories of the ntiture of the League of

Nations, which rmiy bo invented to einible certain things to be

done. For iixstance, property in Genova has been acquired by

the League of Nations iis such, and to this extent it may be

classed as a corporation.‘

[ sometimes fear that some friends of the League of

NatioiDS, arc remlering a disservice by contmuing to regard it as

more than a way of doing business. When some progress is

made, they are tomptcil to claim “credit for the League,’’ as if

^the credit belonged to a single political body and not to the

vfirious governments which have united to achieve a desirable

end. I have frequently been asked what is the attitude of

the League toward particular international problems. Such

questions are based ou) the confusion which I would fain

dispel. A method docs not have attitude, a way of doing

business dpes not formulate judgment. But with reference

to any particular problem, the government of each of the

Members of the League of Nations may have an attitude

and may seek at Geneva to have it shared by the governments

of other Members. The difference is more than a difference .in

‘ See 20 American Political Saieocc Review » 847.
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form of statement—it seems to me a difference in understand-

ing, and in appreciation of how we must proceed to work by

international action.

As a method of dealing with world affairs, the League of

Nations is mainly limited to what may be done by conferences

of national government representatives. The Assembly in an

annual conference which is too inclusive for executive action, but

which serves the world most usefully as a forum for public

discussion and as an agency fur guiding opinion. In seven

years, it has become an accepted thing that this conference is to

meet on a fixed date each year. If one studies the history of

the numerous international conferences which have been held

since 1850, I think he has to say that this in itself is a great

advance. Before the War, it was often very difficult indeed to

get a conference assembled. If one state suggested it, others

frequently suspected its motives. The agreement in advance

on the agenda of a conference was difficult to reach when states

were limited to communication through the formal channels of

their diplomatic representation. If a single conference was

held, it was with the greatest difficulty that its work was

continued in later conferences. Most of the international

anions came but slowly to tue possibility of conferences meeting

at regular intervals. The first Hague Peace Conference in

1899 looked forward to the assembling of its successor
; but

although President Koosevelt acting on the initiative of the

Interparliamentary Union sought to negotiate to that end in

1904, it was not until 1907 that the second Peace Conference

was held at the Hague. A third Conference was then envisaged

after the lapse of a similar interval, but in 1914 it bad already

become clear that apart from the War some postponement was

to be made. Immediately before jibe War, people interested

in extending international co-opsration were concentrating their

efforts on the meeting of a third Peace Conference at the Hague,

and on the establishment of the tradition tihat such conferences

should be held at intervals of eight years in the future. How
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inadequate such a programme appears to-day I The wildest

optimist would hardly have predicted before August, 1914, that

within little more than a decade the world would have grown

accustomed to annual international conferences at which the

representatives of more than fifty Powers would be able to

consider many of the current problems of international affairs.

Yet that has actually been achieved to-day, and we have come

to count with a degree of confidence on a session of the

Assembly beginning on the first Monday in each September.

The action of the Assembly is limited not only by its size,

but also by the principle of unanimity. Some of the unions to

which I referred in my previous lecture succeeded in making

significant departures from that principle, and the Assembly

itself has established a practice of liberality with respect to

certain types of resolutions which do not strictly relate to

procedure. But I doubt whether much purpose is to be served

at the present time by an insistence on formalization of more

radical departures. It has sometimes been suggested that

certain measures taken by the Assembly might be deemed to be

binding on all Members of the League which do not actively

dissent. No such suggestion is likely* to win favour in an

actively nationalist era, and premature steps of the sort might

lead to an unfortunate setback. It seems enough of a task, for

the present, to establish the Assembly firmly as a forum of

general discussion, as a meeting place of statesmen, and as a

centre for broadcasting the raw materials of world opinion.

By its review of everything that is done throiigh the Council

and through League commissions, and by its control of the

finances of the League, the Assembly already exercises powers

which give it prestige and importance, and attempts to make
it an executive body can hardly be destined to increase its

usefulness.
,

The conference method which we call the League of

Nations also includes a smaller international conference which

during seven years has been meeting on the average of six times
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a year. The record of these forty-three conferences is so

voluminous, so many questions have arisen before them, and

such frequent appeals have been made to them, that one

wonders how the pre-War world found it possible to live with-

out any analogous j)rocedure. Yet few people had envisaged

such a method before 1914, and doubtless Avithout the pressure

of a great world crisis its inauguration would not have been

achieved in 1920. The recent difficulties in reconstituting the

Council of the League of Nations have grown from insistencies

more prevalent before the War than now ;
and if the world of

to-day were confronted AAuth the task of l)cginning this form of

organization, one wonders whether agreement coAild be reached

at all. Yet in seven years, wc have grown accustomed also to

this form of co-opcratioii, and the business of many Foreign

Offices in the w’orld is ac.tuially conducted with reference to the

calendar of the quarterly meetings of the League Council.

The actual composition of the Council seems to be fre-

quently misunderstood in popular discussion. It is often

overlooked that Article 4 of the (Jovonanl provides that “ any

Member of the League not represented in the Council shall be

invited to send a i\*prosentative to sit as a member at any

meeting of the Council during the consideration of matters

siACcially affecting the interests of that Member of the League.”

During the past seven years, matters aff(5cting the interests

of Members not regularly represented on the Council have

arisen very frequently, and such Members have often availed

themselves of the jirivilegc of special represemtation. Their

representatives sit on a basis of equality with other representa-

tives, and hence the requirement of unanimity in Article 6

applies to them. But criticism of the Council has often been

based on a neglect of this fact, and supposed dominance by

certain Powers is one of the unfoijtunate results.

One great advantage of this smaller conference has been its

size. It was originally planned to consist of representatives

of nine Powers, but that number AA'as early increased to ten,
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and it has now—at the seventh Assembly—^been increased to

fourteen. Though this latest increase is attributed to a desire

to take account in a more comprehensive and equitable

measure of the principle of geographical distribution of seats,"

it must be explained as due to persistent demands which could

not practically be ignored, and it yet remains to be seen

whether the Council will continue its elfectiveness undimi-

nished. With the privilege of special representation, each

state not regularly represented on the Council could prevent any

serious compromise of its intci'ests, and the larger body has

now lost a certain psychological advantage in its deliberations.

The desire for regular representation on the (-oiineil gives fresh

indication, however, of the prestige already acquired for this

new method of international co-operation.

It is a bit surprising that through these seven years the

w'ork of the Council has proceeded so smoothly. This is not

because many questions about its organisation and procedure

do not still remain open. The allocation of functions as

between the Assembly and the Council has never been clearly

determined. The Covenant provides that both may deal “ with

any matter within the, sphere of action of tbe League or affect-

ing the peace of the A\orld”; yet the uncertainty has caused

little friction since the time of the first Assembly when a

conflict arose over their jurisdiction as to mandates. Nor has

•it been formally determine d what constitutes that interest in a

matter which will entitle a state to special representation on the

Council. Questions as the requirement of unanimity remain

open, also, and when the Mosul dispute was being heard, they

necessitated a request for an advisory opinion fron^ the Perma-

nent Court of International Justice. But in spite of these points

and others *which might he mentioned, the willingness to co-

operate has been such that tile Council has been able to carry on.

and gradually a practice accumulates itself which may serve the

needs of the future. I think the Council’s success far exceeds

what most cautious students would have been willing to predict
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for it seven years ago, and certainly it goes far beyond what

most of us had imagined to be possible in the way of inter-

national co-operation before the War. One is tempted to believe

that with such a beginning the conference method has come

into the world to stay.

The success of these two series of conferences—the Assembly

and the Council—has not meant, of course, that all interna-

tional affairs can be handled by them. In the first place, the

pre-War unions still exist—Article 24 of the Covenant has not

detracted from their separate status ; and because of the abs-

tention of certain Powers from co-operation by the League of

Nations method, some of the unions have been greatly enlarged.

For example, the Office International d’ Hygiene Publique has

been given larger functions by the convention signed at Paris in

192G. In the second place, new unions or autonomous organi-

zations have been created ns a part of the League itself, and the

International Labour Conference which meets annually possess-

es an importance second only to that of the Assembly and the

Council. In the third place, it has been found convenient to

hold many cxinferonces dealing with special questions indepen-

dently of the meetings of the A.sseml>ly and the Council. In

some cases, these conferences arc called by the Council and held

“ under the auspices of the League.” The facility with whieh

conferences are now convened is one of our greatest advances

since the War. Suspicion no longer arises from the initiative-

taken by the Council ; a secretariat and a procedure are at hand

to assure the smooth working of the conference ; and a possibi-

lity exists of having attention given to the work of the confer-

ence after* it has adjourned. The special conference

on traffic in women and children, the conference on the

suppression of traffic in obscene publications, the two confer-

ences on traffic in opium and dailgerous drugs, the conference

on traffic in arms, the conference on the simplification of cus-

toms formalities, the two conferences on the standardization of

biological products, the two conferences on the simplification of
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passports—all of which have been held—and the economic con-

ference which is planned to meet this year, are outstanding ex-

amples of conferences of this type. I suspect that many people

in 1920 anticipated that more of this activity might be entrusted

to the Assembly itself, but it woul d have meant an undue en-

largement of the personnel of the various delegations in the

Assembly to have included the experts necessary for such varied

subjects.* In the fourth place, there are some questions which

because they are of-special interest to a few states or to states

not members of the League, must be considered at conferences

held outside of this system—^the Washington Conference on

Limitation of Naval Armaments is an example. In all of these

ways the post-War world proceeds with the task of government,

and the progress since the War has far outstripped that of any

previous period in the world’s history.

But the development of this conference method of dealing

with international affairs was not the end and aim of the League

of Nations. It was only a means of serving other ends. And

we should now turn our attention to some of the functions of

the League of Nations in modern world society, and make an

effort to say how they are being discharged.

During the progress of the World War, the conviction was

borne in upon people on both sides of that struggle that some

way ought to be foun d for nations to live together which would

avoid such fratricidal h error. In some of the countries arrayed

against Germany and her allies, the belief took root that such a

way could be found by all the nations joining in a pledge to

use t heir power against a disturber of the world’s peace, it

being stipulated in advance what would constitute a nation such

a disturber.. The psychology of the War itself and the necessiity

of crea ting a moral which wpuld continue it, led people on both

sides to think of the struggle as»due to the deliberate purpose of

• The Indian delegaiion to the seventh AsBembly has expressed the view ^at an

asBcnsbly session is an inappropriate occasion for the conclusion of separate international

VeementB whidi are intended to be open for immediate signature. See its Interim

Report, p. 88.

.9
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a single nation. T suspect that few of us view the matter so

simply to-day. But when the Peace Conference met at Paris in

1919, the statesmen of the victorious countries found themselves

dealing with a po^ye^ful public opinion, partly of their own
creation, which demanded that every elfort be made to provide

for the common use of force against any state which might run

amuck in the future. In the United States of America we had

had a powerful " League to Enforce Peace " which was organiz-

ed on that platform, and in other countries opinion had

developed in the same direction.

It was inevitable, therefore, that as the League of Nations

was founded at the end of the War and partly as a result of it,

its Covenant should express that purpose. Article 10 of the

Covenant pledges the Members of the League in a general way
to protect each other against external aggression. Article 11

declares any war or any threat of war to be a matter of general

concern to all of the Members of the League, Article 16

declares any resort to war in disregard of the procedure laid

down for preventing ho.stilities, an act of war against all other

Members of the Ijcague, which are ox)mmitted at once to an
4»

application of certain economic sanctions and which may be

advised by the Council as to their employment of force itself.

These obligations were very sweeping, and they were bound to

have given rise to much difference of opinion. No doubt they

were as well drafted as was possible with the differences in

viewpoint prevailing at Paris ; but they were not so well

drafted as to le avc no room for long controversies as to their

meaning. They had to be studied by peoples who were

accustomed io different Avays of reading the written word—^in

some parts of the world the general language of Article 10 was
given its general meaning, In otherg it was viewed as a model of

preeision which left no scope fon interpretation. The result was
exaggerated fears which the interpretative efforts of the Assembly

have not yet dispelled, and which have been influential in keeping

one country at least outside the membership of the League.
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Perhaps enough time has now elapsed since the Peace

Conferenice at Paris for one to see how these efforts to eisforce

peace were influenced by the excesses of the time. Certainly

President Wilson’s view, expressed in the heat of bitter

controversy, that Article 10 is the heart of the Covenant, will

hardly be shared by most of the people who during these years

have borne the brunt of the responsibility for the success of this

experiment. And the view seems to bo widely held that the

practical difficulties of enforcing econoinii'. sanctions are such as

to render that provision in Article 16 of little value. Pew people

in countries which are Members of the League have ever supposed

that Article 16 empowers the Council to control the use of their

armed forces, and the crucial decisions which would have to l)c

taken if it were quite clear that a particular country were the

aggressor in a war still rest where they would rest if Article 16

did not exist. It may be doubted, therefore, whethei' the

attempt made at Paris to enforce peace will succeed ; a test has

not yet come, and much will depend upon the particular way that

it does come. Some purpose may be served by having this part

of the Covenant formulated in advance ; it may have tlie effect

of adding to the deterring forces in some cases, and even when

words do not execute themselves they sometimes serve as useful

pegs upon which insistences may be made to hang.

Whatever be one’s judgment of tlic provisions of the

'Covenant, I think he has to say that the use of the League of

Nations method of handling acute international situations during

these seven years has been so satisfactory as to warrant high

hopes for the future. The record may not fulfil the extravagant

expectations entertained in 1919—few were the interested

people of that day who did not expect too much ; but

it does justify us in believing that a great advance has been

made over that time when no machinery existed and no

procedure had been developed for conferences in situations

which threatened war. In a number of instances, the useful*

ness of the new method has been proved. The first outstanding
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case was that of the Aaland iBlands, where a qaestion falling

quite clearly into the category of matters affectiiog “ vital

interest and national honour ” usually excepted from the

application of pre-War methods of peaceful settlement, was

handled in such a way that it has ceased to agitate the

politics of Finland and Sweden, the countries concerned.

It was followed by the prolonged difficulty between Poland

and Lithuania over the territory of Vilna, and if one

cannot yet say that this difficulty has vanished still it has not

led to open hostilities. The frontier disputes between Albania

and JugO’Slavia grew very Ihreatcniing at one time, and that

was the only occasion when serious reference baa been made

to executing Article 1(3 ; but those disputes have passed without

occswiondng a war. The difficult question of the boundary

between Germany and Poland in Upper Silesia was successfully

handled by the Powers acting through the League of Nations,

and if the result is not permanent, it is proving at any rate

the bridge upon which the two countries have passed and are

passing to more friendly relations. The occupation of Corfu

by Italian forces created a very tense situation which was
certainly alleviated by the conferences held in Geneva. The
inability ol Great Britain and Turkey to agree upon the

allocation of the V ilayet of Mosul as between Iraq and Turkey,

created a situation which might easily have led to war, but

which was settled by an award which all parties have now
accepted. In 1925, the border trouble between Bulgaria a.Tid

Greece was so serious that a war would have seemed almost

inevitable if there had been no recognised acknowledged
forum in wh^ch Bulgaria could seek redress for hostile incursion.

In all of these cases, the League method has been employed,

and employed with success. They were not all dealt with in

precisely the same way. Some of them required the utilization

of other agencies as well. Some of them may not have been
handled according to all peoples’ ideas of justice. But in all

of them, the world has had reason for satisfaction that a new
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method of proceeding was available and was in fact resorted to.

I do not want to leave the impression that 1 think that a war

was clearly averted in any one of these cases. We cannot see

the wars that do not happen. Perhaps other ways out might

have been found in every single case. Nor am I claiming any

“ credit for the League ” for what was actually achieved. My

insistence is that this record justifies our thinking that the new

method is serving the needs of our time and offers prospect for

greater harmony in the international community in the future.

If it had been in vogue in 1914, the recent history of the world

might have been very different.

It is fortunate, I think, that no attempt has lieen made

to apply any absolute conceptions of justice in the instances

which I have enumerated. The League method consists in

bringing representatives of the disputing states together around

a table for an open discussion of their differences it does not

mean that any specific is at hand for any trouble which may

arise. Nor can we be oxjrtain that this discussion will always

avail to keep the peace. It is worth a great deal to hjive a

table ready, and the agencies of communication available for

such discussion to be begun. The ropKesentatives of other

Powers assert the general interest in the preservation of peace,

and sit in readiness to explore possible ways of settlement.

Public attention is focussed on such a meeting, and in such

• a situation as that created by the Corfu crisis an informed pub-

lic opinion can make itself felt as a powerful deterrent to

precipitate action.

It seems to be easy for a public to oversimplify many inter-

national problems and to suppose that the coip^e of justice

is clear and unmistakable ;
but if the experience of the last

few years fs studied, I think it will demonstrate the frequent

necessity of trying many expedients before any settlement can

be reached. It is important to’ have not one forum, but many ;

to be able to shift the discussion from the one forum to another

as an impasse is reached in the one, and in many cases to shift
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it back again. The Mosul case will illustrate my meaning
;

the Council first considered the situation ; it then created a

commission to visit the territory in dispute ; it reached an

impasse in dealing with the report at that commission ; it

requested an advisory opinion of the Permanent Court of Inter-

national Justice ; it created a second commission to report on

the maintenance of the status quo ; and it reached a final

decision more than a year after it became seised of the dispute.

Such a process requires not only machinery, but continuous and

patient use of it. None of us needs to cherish the feeling

that it is a simple matter to maintain the world’s peace, nor

indeed that it can be maintained in all cases. Instances may

well arise in which the League method cannot most usefully be

applied ; I am not sure that the non-participation of the United

States of America and the dispute of the historic government’s

authority do not make the present situation in China one of

them. Other instances may arise in which the League of

Nations method may fail ;
certainly its invariable success is not

assured. But what we can bo sure of, I think, is that the effort

at rational solution is worth while, and if the alternative of war.

which usually gives no solution at all, can ever be justified,

it is only after every other possible course has been fully

explored.

But the facilitation of efforts to prevent war is not the only

advantage which accrues from co-operation conducted by the

method of the League of Nations. Quite as significant for the

future is the attempt now being made by more than fifty

nations to deal with a large number of matters which require

something resembling administrative action. The numerous

committees and commissions now maintained on a more or less

permanent basis, each dealing with some special 'matter of

general concern, had no counterpaH 'in the pre-War situation.

It was not because the problems did not exist before the War,

nor because there was no desire to deal with them ; but simply

because no form of organization had been developed which made
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it possible. To-day, there is hardly a week ini the year when

some international conference is not being held in Geneva, and

the volume of constructive work already accomplished is so

significant that this kind of co-operation now seems indispen-

sable for the future.

I shall speak first of the Permanent Mandates Commission

of the League of Nations, for it represents most strikingly the

new method of asserting the general interest in matters which

before the War were left to national control. It was one of the

consequences of the industrial revolution that some of the

peoples whose industry was most highly organized began to

exercise political power over other peoples who might furnish

them markets or raw materials. The continent of Africa

became prey to imperialistic expansion, and many were the

scandals which came out of the relations between the invaders

and the indigenous population. Some of these scandals shocked

the whole world. The atrocities reported to have been commit-

ted in the Belgian Congo aroused great resentment among

various peoples and led to many efforts at protestation. Such

was the feeling in several Western countries, at any rate, that

the governments would have been moved te action if any avenue

had been open for it. But thejre was no avenue open. There

was no system of accountability in such matters. There was

no way for the general interest in humane relationships to be

asserted. One has only to read Lord Grey’s recent memoirs,

entitled “Twenty-five Years,” to appreciate the difficulties

which thwarted the British Government’s desire to use its

infiuencc effectively toward improving the situation in the

Congo. It was clear at the end of the War, therefore, that

some system of accountablity had to be devised before any more

territorial expansions in such areas would be justified. The

decision to deprive Germany of her overseas possessions is quite

another matter, and I would not attempt to justify that decision.

But once it was determined that a change was to be made, the

interests of the international community quite clearly demanded
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the creation of machinery and methods for enforcing the

accountability which pre-War experience had shown to be

necessary. And that office is being served to-day, under Article

22 of the Covenant, by the activities of the Permanent Mandates

Commission. One does not need to think that the mandate

system is perfect, he may think that it was inaugurated at the

Peace Conference as a disguise for annexation, he may find the

administration of certain of the mandated territories most un*

satisfactory, he may object to the placing of certain territories

under mandate ;
but 1 think we have to say that if control over

certain peoples by others is to be continued at all, the system

represents a great advance over anything that was in vogue

before the War, and that it is pregnant with possibilities of

future development which may correct many evils.

No other part of the co-operation through the League of

Nations has been the subject of such wide misunderstanding as

the mandate system. The impression seems to prevail in some

quarters that it is a method of direct government by the League

of Nations, and as a consequence it is assumed that a power

exists in some body at Geneva to correct particular measures

of what is thought to be mis-governraent taken in a mandated

territory. Such an impression seems to mistake international

accountability for international administration. I am quite

convinced that the task of a mandatory Power would soon

become impossible if its every action were subject to appeal and

review by other Powers acting tlirough one of the agencies of

the League. But it is quite possible that better methods of

enforcing accountability than have been in practice during the

past seven years can be devised. Certainly it is not enough

that the Permanent Mandates Commission should be confined

to receiving reports from mandatory Powers after troubles have

occurred. If the recent pro])osqi of the Commission that it be

allowed to receive petitions from the inhabitants of mandated

territories in exceptional cases cannot be accepted, some other

method should be invented for giving to such inhabitants an
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opportunity of presenting views which the mandatory may not

approve.

A somewhat allied attempt is being made by the Council

of the League of Nations in exercise of the power conferred

upon it by the various treaties for the protection of racial,

religious and linguistic minorities. In certain countries of

Western Europe, the possibility of maintaining international

peace is very closely connected with the treatment accorded to

minorities. Any territorial readjustment in that part of the

world, in 1919, would have been precarious
; but it was almost

certain to be more so unless some way could have been found

for assuring to the inhabitants of transferred territories a

minimum of consideration for their racial, religious and

linguistic traditions. In making these treaties a part of the

peace settlement itself, and in conditioning the sanction of

certain transfers of territory on their accei)tance, the Peace

Conference at Paris was but following precedents of long

standing. Elaborate provisions had been drawn up at the

Congress of Berlin in 1878 for protecting the minorities in

several of the Balkan States, but in some instances they had

proved wholly ineffective because there Avas no way for other

countries to seek to have them enforced. One docs not need to

believe that the new treaties will be observed to the letter, to

see that they may serve a very useful purpose. It is something

that their provisions, which are far more detailed than those

elaborated by the Congress of Berlin, are put in such a form

that they can give the starting-point for discussions of consti-

tutional guarantees. And it can only be considered an advance

to have the possibility of the Council’s con sideiution of cases

of flagrant abuse. Such cases may under the treaties be brought

to its attention by the govemn^ent of any state represented on

the Council ; but in practice ,a much more liberal procedure is

followed, and any bona fide petition from an aggrieved minority

actually receives the attention of a committee of the Council.

If one compares this situation with that prevailing in 1902
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when the ITniited States of America protested about the treat*

ment of Jews in Boumania, I think he has to say that progress

has been made in dealing with this great problem which is at

once local and general.

I do not propose to deal at length with the work of all of

the League commissions which I am sure you will agree is very

important. The Health Committee has rendered the whole

world a signal service in the establishment of an epidemiological

intelligence service ;
and the recent organization of an intelli-

gence centre at Singapore must have been greatly welcomed

in this part of the world. Its international exchanges of public

health personnel promise the beginning of a movement which,

if continued, may come to mean that the whole world will in

time be speaking a common language of public health

administration. The Economic Committee has rendered the

greatest service in dealing with the serious problems growing

out of the aftermath of the War, and the success of the

reconstruction undertaken in Austria and Hungary and the

refuged settlement schemes launched in Greece and Bulgaria is

one of the brightest chapters in our post-War history. Even

when normal conditions may come to prevail in the world again,

the need for such a committee will continue. The Advisory

Committee on Transit and Communications meets a demand

of the intemational community which has been long neglected

in the past, as a simple enumeration of questions considered

during the past year will indicate ; these questions related to

inland navigation and ports, maritime navigation, the unifica-

tion of tonnage measurement, safety of ships at sea, buoyage and

the lighting of coasts, railways, passports, road traffic, telegraph

and telephone communications, transmission of wpter-power,

unification of law relating to inlapd navigation, and the reform

of the calendar. The commoq interest of nations in such

matters was recognised as long ago as 1865, when a

convention was signed by various Powers for the main-

tenance of the Cape Spartel lighthouse on the western shore
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of Morocco ; but mthout such machinery as has now been

created, it received but spasmodic attention. The Government

of India has taken a very special interest in the work of the

Advisory Committee on traffic in opium and dangerous drugs,

and it is within the* past few days that we have read of the

election of Sir John Campbell, your Indian representative, as

chairman of that Committee. The people of Calcutta must also

have taken a lively interest in the work of the Committee on

Intellectual Co-operation, in which your distinguished scientist.

Sir Jagadis Bose, has played an important part.

Each of these activities, and many others as well, would

deserve to be the subject of a whole lecture. But I want to

speak only of their general effect, and of the effect of all the

co-operationi by this method, on the intelligence of the modern

world in its approach to international affairs. I think it is safe

to say that never before in the history of the world has so much

of that intelligence been directed to the solution of the problems

which the peoples have in common. One excellent result of a

centre like Geneva is the creation of a personnel trained in

international co-operation. Officials in various governments go

there and become acquainted with their* opposites in other

countries. Continuous contacts arc maintained. Experts in

the service of all the fifty and more governments are giving

their time through twelve months in the year to matters of

'common interest to all peoples, and they serve as independently

of national bias as it is possible for any of us to be. The

Secretariat is an international civil service at the disposal of the

various conferences, and its work is of inestimable value in

increasing their efficiency. Time and again, reading the

reports of pre-War conferences, I have been impressed with the

need of such a service. American delegations returning from

various conferences, notably *the,seconid Peace Conference at The

Hague and the fifth Conference of American States at Santiago,

have complained of the ineffectiveness of their efforts owing to

lack of organisation. The conference method, as we know it
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ki the League of Natione, works because there are trained

people at hand to make it work. Of inestimable value also, are

the personal contacts between statesman, who in such a place

as Geneva can meet for informal discussion without the glare

of headlines playing about their heads. In the sixth Assembly

of the League of Nations, I counted some twenty cabinet

ministers from as many countries, gathered in a single

meeting.

Quite as important is the effect of this method on popular

opinion. We who are students of international affairs must be

specially pleased to have the documentation necessary for

keeping abreast with international developments. The League

of Nations Treaty Series is a mine of interest for the lawyers,

who now for the first time in history have a reliable com-

pendium of the world’s treaty law. The reports of commis-

sions and the proces-verhaux of conferences, usually so difficult

to procure in the past, are now made available in uniform

pubUcations. The reports of the delegates of India to the seven

sessions of the Assembly of the League of Nations issued as

public documents in this country, seem to me excellent guides

for public intelligence, and the delegates of other coimtries

could not do better than to take them as models to be followed

for informing their publics of what they have attempted to do.

The newspaper-reading public has better facilities for following

the progress of affairs than it had in the days of conferences

organised on the older diplomatic lines. In fact, publicity has

had many victories since the League method was inaugurated.

In the beginning the minutes of the Council were not made
available to the public ; but that continued only for the first

eleven sessions. To-day all the minutes are made available as

they are prepared. This can be the better appreciated if one

compares the recent methods of the ilonference of Ambassadors

at Paris and those of the Council of the League of Nations.

The record of the former is a sealed book, that of the latter is

opi^ for those to read who will.
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The results of this increase of intelligence applied to inter-

national affairs cannot fail to be helpful in the future. Not

only do they promise a greater rein for rationalism in its contest

with those supposed instincts of man which make him want to

fight and to let off steam, but they promise also a mobilization

of power directed to the development of the political experiments

through which an organized world must pass. In my own

field of international law, I feel that we are at the beginning of

a new era, and in a later lecture I shall deal with the prospect

for an extension of law and justice in the world society of the

future, as a consequence of the existence of the League of

Nations.

Manley 0. Hudson

Delivered at the Calcutta University, February 1, 1927. A chapter from Current

International Co-operation, to be published by the University of Calcutta.
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THIS BAKLj

Of making many books there is no end and much study is

weariness of the flesh ; so said Solomon the wise and never said

anytUng wiser. Yet the world was not then the Babel of

books that it is to-day. The amount of reading done by the

venerable king would pale into insigniflcancc by the side of the

enormous gobbets of information gulped down by an average

undergraduate of to-day, and would not fetch him a bare ‘ pass
’

in a modem university. The few rolls that lay at his elbow

would be regarded as hopelessly modest fare compared to our

monstrous orgy of books. There is no doubt, therefore, what

the ancient patriarch would do if he lived to-day. Instead of

contenting himself with a wise saw' he would stop our mischie-

vous traffic in books by royal decree ; he would free mankind

from the tyranny of the pen by putting a ban upon it, and

compel authors to take up the spade instead ; he would disman-

tle all printing presses, ransack and burn libraries and scatter

the ashes to the winds. Milk and honey would again flow in

our earth and beauty'and song return to life.

The wise among ns have always put their heads together

over the evils—more numerous than the brief seconds allotted

to our mortal threescoi c and ten—of which w'c are supposed to

be the victims. Every day in every way we are becoming worse

and worse inasmuch as u fresh evil is being discovered and

ushered into our midst. All our studies are now studies of

evils. To us facts arc no lunger facts but have become problems

and enigmas.- We arc sceptics and cynics before we have cut

our wisdom-teeth or cut any teeth at all. We inhale doubts at

every breath and arc for ever ridden by the nightmare of

problems. But no saviour has yet arisen to deliver us from one

of our principal afflictions—^books ! Term in, term out, a huge

torrent of books is issuing out of the Gargantuan printing press.

It swamps us and sweeps us in its raging tide and leaves us no
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breath. We have books of every kind and description, of every

possible and impossible activity or interest, on every conceivable

and inconiceivable subject. Even Mirondella would get brain

fag in the attempt to enumerate and classify them, much less to

read them. We have poetry, drama, fiction, criticism, science,

travel, devotion, philosophy, sport, diary, history books

for entertainment, knowledge and edification ; to laugh, weep,

dream or yawn over ; to road or merely to admire, disparage and

talk about ; to ‘swank’ about or decorate our rooms with ; books

to be tasted, swallowed, chew'ed and digested
; to be read only in

parts, and to be read wliolly ; books on authors and books ; on

books on books, on books ad infinitum . Even a man with Macau-

lay’s brain and the etcrnul leisure of the Romeos of conventional

love-stories can hardly* aspire to keep his head above this onrush-

ing stream that engulfs him and tosses him about like a blade

of straw. We may plod on wearily till the crack of doom, yet

at the end find ourselves precisely where we’ began. For, even

Macaulay confessed to the weariness of flesh when, in reviewing

the Rev. Edward Nares’ colossal Lord Burghley, His Life and

Time, he remarked “ such a hook might, before the deluge, have

been considered as light reading by Hilpa find Shalum. But,

unliappily, the life of a man is now threescore years and ten,

and we camiot but think it somewhat unfair in Dr. Nares to

demand from us so large a portion of so short an existence.”

Our complaint is that there arc too many Dr. Nareses abroad,

and no attempt is being made to control their slipshod and

irresponsible fertility. Even Macaulay, w’ho wrote like this, has

inflicted on us much weariness of flesh by his encyclopaedic

contributions. Wordsworth, who could, under *the not too

frequent visitations of his daemon, sometimes write sensible

things, never does better than jvhen he calls books ‘ a dull and

endless strife ’ and advises his fpiend to ‘ close the barren leaves

lest he should grow double .’ Yet the same Wordsworth so

often kills his Pegasus by overloading him with stuff that is

only fit to be put on the back of a pack-horse.
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The tendency towards overproduction is a chronic disease.

Every considerable writer has been most inconsiderately prolific.

And, as if we did not already have sufficient unto the life the

books thereof, critics and biographers must needs speak

apologetically or regretfully of authors like Sappho, Gray,

Charlotte Bronte or £eats who by virtue of temperament,

circumstances or premature death were enabled to escape the

bane of overproduction. The only sane and sincere attitude

towards such cases should be one of relief and thankfulness.

Lope do Vega’s plays are said to have run* into hundreds. We
pity the author as being i)erpctually hag ridden by a prolific muse

who hardly gave him breathing time, and condemn as utterly lost

souls readers in whom he docs not produce the only possible,

legitimate and natural feelings of consternation, disgust and

fatigue. Not even a German critic has yet complained against

Shakespeare that he wrote too little. It is also admitted by his

sturdiest admirers that originality was not among his faults ;

that nothing good of his age would have remained anonymous

if he could only lay hands on it. Yet every year we find

indefatigable Shakespearean enthusiasts patiently grubbing in

the obscure corners uf Elizabethan literature, and rifiing his

poor contemporaries of any good play, act, scene or passage tljat

they might have stumbled into, with the sole pious object of

foisting it upon their idol. As if the world has not had enough

of Shakespeare and Shakespeare had not enough of such spoils ;

also, as if we have not had enough of such learned futility.

What we already have is cracking our shelves and splitting our

skulls. We want no more of the dust of other peoples’ writings

that Shakespeare probably touched to gold by the alchemy of

genius and that the critics invariably retouch to dross in the

melting-pot of controversy. ^he much-maligned cook of

Warburton—^may her tribe increase and that of her master decay I

In manuscript Mr. Bernard Shaw’s plays run into furlongs, we
are told, and his prefaces into miles we imagine. As they are

slightly less in print, happily Mr. Shaw has a blue pencil in biq
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desk beside his pen'. In these hard days when so few of us

have a roof and four walls to rest and stretch our limbs within,

it is sheer inhumanity to expect us to house so many books,

house ourselves as we cannot. At the rate books are multiplying

we shall soon have bookshelves jostling out din(Der>tab1cs anid

libraries everywhere instead of dwelling houses. It is a positive

menace. We are glutted with books. We regret the initroduc-

tion of printing and wish for another bonfire like the burning of

the library at Alexandria. We feel towards it like what every

IioaJthy-min'ded school boy does when be learns how some books

of Euclid were lost, lie feels grateful for what the fire did and

is sorry for what it left undone. In this deluge of ink we cry

for another Noah’s ark.

Books are sapping our vitality and forcing us to live barren

.‘ind unnatural lives. The real use of literature is that it should

provoke and satisfy a keener taste for life ;
contribute, that is to

to make life fuller, intenser and stranger. It should add a

dinicnsion to our experience, a vista to our outlook, and a fillip

to our feelings ; and by feeling more wo live more. We make

tein|H)rary sojourns in the world of print in order to

reliirii to the real with greater freshness and ‘zeal. But, now,

instead of books being meant for life, life seems to bo meant for

hooks. Instead of being the highroads to life they are so many

back-lanes to sneak out of it. To so many among us the world of

*h(5oks is more real than the real world. These people incapacitate

iheinselves for first-hand enjoyment of life and prefer a vicarious

one tlu-ough books. They are not alive. They are not human

as they are not sensual. The springs of their feeling are frozen,

the roots of their being dried up. At best they are •all brain

and no blood. Nothing is left of them but a cold, merely

intellectual, and often cynical curiosity towards life. If that is

so with readers, there are like\^ise some writers who, as Walter

Baleigh says, exhaust themselves in the effort to write, and

distil all their essence in a book. Their master-pieces have

something inhuman in them, like the jewelled idols of barbarous

5
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tribes, the work of men’s hands, before which human flesh and

blood are sacrificed. One wishes for more authors like Dr.

Johnson the breadth and humanity of whose temper made him

regard books as subordinate to life : "Books without knowledge

of life are useless ; for what should books teach but the art of

living?”

It is more serious than wo allow ourselves to think, this

print-sickness, this constant morbid desire to escape into the

realm of cold print to which so many of us are victims. It sits

on us like the Old Man of the Mountain on Sindbad, and has

us always in its skeleton grip. The miscliief begins with the

early morniing when we camiot enjoy our cup of coffee wthout

having to swallow the professional hypocrisies and propagandist

lies which newspapers only can utter Avith impunity in their

own brazen manner ; and since we pay for them we feel we

would not have our money's worth if we did not smack our lips

over them. In a train or in a’bus instead of enjoying healthy

genial human fellowship, or, what is more agreeable, composing

ourselves into a short nap that we are rocked into, we

invarinbly bury ourselves under a magazine, paper or novel.

To such absurdities are we reduced that w’ith so many of us

the best way of closing our eyes in sleep is to keep them open

over a book. Wonderful indeed were the Scud(?rys and La
Calprenedes of the 17th century who could spin out their

interminable tomes of heroic adventure and sentiment, and more

so the generation of valiant ladies like Mrs. Pepys and Dorothy

Osborne M'ho could go through them. In fact, our habit of

reading is like the dnig-habit
; only, it lasts longer. The Earl

of Rochester who bragged of having been drunk continually for

five years cannot clink glasses with the maniacal bibliophile

burrowing into aneient lore till his last breath! The chief

danger of the habit is that it* is so insidious. The dupes

through whom it works its mischief arc so splendid—the great

pundits among us commanding respect and admiration. We
are proud of it and cultivate it sedulously. It is one of our
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seven deadly virtues. The grown-up among us are inoculated

thoroughly with it, aud, not to spare the child we spoil the

rod on many a back at school. The test of our liberal culture

now a days is how many books we have got through, and not,

as it should be, how many books have got through us. The
literary swells and high-brows are always asking us in their

usual nonchalant air whether we know this play or that novel.

To say no is to meet the uplifted eyebrow and to prove oneself

a back number.

The danger becomes more dangerous when we consider

that most of the reading done by us is sheer frittering away of

energy. It is so because more than half the books we read

we do not really enjoy. Wo read them not because

we like them but for other reasons, the chief of which
is that we regard reading as a duty religiously to be performed.

This motive specially colours our approach towards the great

writers, the acknowledged classics. It springs out of the

traditional reverence which the cunning few versed in the craft

of letters have always received from their unlettered brethren)

in all countries and ages. The author has always been placed

on a high pedestal
; he has been the oracle of Grod, his art a

miracle which it would be sacrilege to try to understand. We
are never plcast^d as when somebody bullies us, and we invent

a god to do it when there is no body else. We are over-awed
’ in the presence of a great writer and we worship him as a god,

and not love and understand him as a friend. The incense

burnt at his feet by generations of critics and readers is the

mist that makes him all the more mysterious, loss human and
more divine. The moral sense is always better* and sooner

developed in us than the aesthetic. We want always to be
good and are seldom happy. The author may bore us and even
cut against the grain with us, yet we piously flog ourselves into

an appreciation of his greatness. To feel dislike we dare not
as it would be wickedness, much less to speak it out which
would be blasphemy. On the other hand, the more of a
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penance lie is, the more good he is supposed to do. Discipline

which should be the moderation of pleasure has, by a cui'ious

perversity, come to mean the infliction of pain. Wc regard as

serious or wholesome works that cause us suilering, and look

witth suspicion and contempt on those which frankly delight

or amuse.

There is, besides, another spirit, that of snobbishness,

that leads us to the study of the ancients. Few of us have the

necessary imaginative sympathy and buoyancy of mind to be

able to recreate the past and move easily in it. To most of

us an ancient author is more dead than Tutankhamen, the

ancient world more remote than Tiorra del Fuego ; its fitness

to us no better than that of Procrustes’ bed to bis viictims.

Yet what pride do wc take in our classical education. We
humbug ourselves into the belief that with it we should be

superior to the vulgar who lack it. W(s read the ancients not

out of any real love for them, but with the object of scoring off

others. Everybody who reads the classics may not be a snob,

but every snob reads them. This spirit exists most in the

academics, the hi/ves of so much barren industry. Eo author

receives homage from thciu in flesh and blood, not until he has

served his tei-m in lladcs for a few centuries and hardened into

some ism as the illustration of some abstract notion, school,

tcndt'iicy or influence. They dig up from the graves obscure

nonentities of past ages uhom time has rightly consigned to

oblivion, and turn out elaborate investigations on them. Our

shelves are chock-full of them, as well as of the colossal editions

of the better-known writers, compact of industry and ingenuity,

including innumerable variorum readings and minute textual

criticisms involving heated arguraen'ts over dots and dashes,

and life-and-death struggles oyer commas and semi-colons.

Like the Indian village-lawyer,^ completely innocent of English

or English law, who, when asked why he was carrying big

volumes of English law-books, luplied ' to afraid the judge,’

superior scholars in academies are producing their works to
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afraid each other and the public. ‘But what good came of it

at last ? ’ little Petcrkin might ask of them.

Nobody should suspect us of talking light-heartedly of bad

books
;
of nagging, as is the custom with self-conscious

Litterateurs with a capital Tj, at the Messrs. Nincompoop and

Misses Gabble-Goose among us. Their works are frank pot-

boilers with no suspicion of immortality ; the necessary super-

fluous outgrowths of a country ultimately dying of their own
accord. They are harmless because they are bad. We need not

be afraid of them because they are e])hemeral. The really

dangerous ones are the good l)ooks
;

those that knock at our

doors for permanent lodgings. The li'ouble is they are both

so good and nuinerons. ‘I’hey are, nt) doubt, gems, as some

would say, the precious life blood t)f a master-spirit crystallised

into rubies. But what should wc do if we had rubies as

common as pebbles, everywhere and always dazzling us with

the same hard brilliance ? Wc should gr(»w sick of them and

shove them out of the way. Matthew Arnold’s cry for the

best that has been thought or known was only an ingenious

contrivance for self-preservation against their oppression. Yet

Arnold was more than an intellectual Atlas conjpared to us,

bearing as he dkl the double burden of the ancient and modern

worlds on his broad back. Also, his select-the-best theory

ultimately brijigs no relief, for there arc endless varieties of

‘ best ’ in the ample fields of knowledge or thoughl. Arnold

did not sufficiently realise this and wa.s obsessed with only a

few
; hence his narrowness and critical bliiid-spots. In poetry

alone we have, to mention only a few, higli seriousness and

grand style best (the favourities of Arnold), natural magic

l)est, narrative, music, sensuousness best. All of them are

laws unto themselves and any canon drawn exclusively from

one is fatal to the others. {Should wc dismiss a haunting line of

Yeats because it has not the grand style or high seriousness of

Milton ? None but the literary dysiM5ptic w'ould feed solely

upon the romantic poetry of Keats and Coleridge, and fail to
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enjoy the satires of Pope nml Dryden
;
none but the mean

would turn down gentle Lamb and dear old Pepys, the ever-

delightful chatterers into immortality, because they offer no
‘ criticism of life.’ Our munds should be like the lyre responding

sympathetically to every touch. To exclude any of the great

is to deprive ourselves of some of the highest artistic experiences,

to deny ourselves some of the intensest moments of life. But

have we sufficiently realised what this means ? And who does

not blanch at the prospect of the enormous reading that it

iinvolves ? One must begin with the classics of one’s own
country ; and oven the most audacious would shake in his shoes

at the sight of the serried Oxford poets from Chaucer to

Bridges. To turn away is to be haui>ted for ever like Hugo’s

Cain by the eye of remorse. Then, there are the classical

literatures of ancient Greece and Borne, and of India and

Palestine too, and the masterpieces of modern languages rising

like peak above peak on the Himalayan ranges. By this time

our pulse beats irregularly, aud when we consider that liberal

culture also wants us to know the best in other arts and

sciences, it has stopped.

In modern timc?5 our improved methods of publicity and

transport have shortened the distance between countries and

continents. We are the citizens of a huge commonwealth of

ideas. The English language is a medium which transinits

the heart-beats of every coinitry. Its far-flung empire extends’

from pule to pole. Through translations we have passports to

the universe of ancients and moderns, and the responsibility

of the iierson who would utter a word in English is now

greater than ever. Who would listen to the dramatic critic

of to-day if he did not supplement his Shaw, Synge, Barrie and

Galsworthy with Benavente,
^

Chekov„ Sudermann and

D'Annuzio, to take only a few out of a multitude. And what

a wrestle it is whciii we reiid a foreign writer, the initial

disappointment and displeasure, the bars of taste, custom and

idea. But to be without them is like being witliout a limb.
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Ati<^ how numerous they are. They ride on the wings of the

wind and come from all quarters of the globe. Anatole France

inviting us to his garden of Epicurus; Maeterlink to his

shadowy fountain of symbolism ; Ennt Hamsun from the north,

and Tagore from the east with mysterious fingers for ever

writing on the wall ; Yonc Noguchi from the far east stalking

like a ghost; Bjornson, Hergiesheimer, Dostoieffsky, Gogol,

Schnitzler, Hauptmann, Sienkiewicz the very names

so awful, so forbidding, so remote, strange and alluring

—

all magic casements opening on perilous seas. Bun away

wherever we can from them, the cry is ‘ still they come.’

J. C. Ghosh

WHERE LIGHTS SHINE

The starlight feeds the earth with longings for the far

That lies beyond the kem, where dreams and visions arc.

And teaches man to strive to look beyond the light

To where no night is named and light itself is night.

The sunlight feeds the heart with memories of the star,

And inlays work with dreams, confounding near with far.

And fills the world with light and shrouds the soul in night.

And blinds the eye of heaven with days of smirchibg light.

And lovelight fills the eye with visions of the hour,

Wlien earth fades away frohi sight and heaven resigns its power.

And shielded from all fear, a haven of balmy rest

Makes day a fragrant candle, night a loving breast.

Nalinimohan Chattbrji
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HUMOUR IN SIKHISM

Humour is commonly takers to mean the sense of ridicule

or mockery. But on observing tire finer developments of

human cliaracter, it would appear to have also a deeper signifi-

cance. Tt is really an extreme sensitiveness to the true propor-

tion of things, a sense that at once discovers for us whatever is

out of joint in any thought or action. Tt is not merely a make-

shift quality for leisure hours, but has a substantial value in

our moral development. Tt bespeaks a full and strong sense of

personal identity and is not ineoinpatihle Avith religion. Nay,

explain it how Ave will, true humour always goes Avith ripeness

of Avisdom, and long-faced seriousness, as much as frivolity, is

a sign of immaturity. Without the sense of humour virtue

itself becomes self-forgetful ami loses its balance. It is humour

alone that can keep our sympathies well-regulated and in good

turn. It is a fine collective, force in our character, and works

like an instinct against all excess. Without it, a man’s character

is always underdone or done on one side only.

It AA'as with this sense of humour that one quiet morning,

at HardAA’ar, Guru Nanak had begun to throw water toAvards

his fields in Ivartarpur. His purpose was to disillusion the

Hindus who helicA'ed that tJie Avater thrown to the east would

reach their dead ancestors in tlie world beyond. It Avas the

same humour he displayed at Mecca, AA'hen he lay doAvn at

night Avith his feet purposely turned toAxards Kaaba and said to

the priesis who protested that they could turn his feet to any

direction where (bid Avas not. He often; announced his coming

in a very strange manner. While coming back to India from

Mecca, he halted at Baghdad. It was yet early dawn, and

the people had not yet begun stirring I'or the morning prayers.

Guru Nanak wanted to have a congregation of his OAvn.

He took himself to a high place, and in a loud sentorian

voice began to imitate the famous Mohammedan call to prayer.
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Hearing this new kind of Azan, the people flocked around

him and listened to his preaching with more than usual

eagerness. On another occasion, during his wanderings,

he came upon a knot of happy children playing in the street.

The sight was too alluring for him. He at once put off his

gravity and began to leap and bound and shout just as the little

urchins did. It must have been a sight for angels to see the

grey-haired prophet jumping and singing in the company of

children ! And then look at the quaint dress he wore on occa-

sions : a leather apron round his waist, a string of bones round

his neck, a tilak on his forehead or a prayer carpet under his

arm.

Guru Arjan, who compiled the Holy Granth, know the

value of humour and when incorporating the compositions of

different Bhagatu ho did not discard the passages which were

humorous or lively. One of the most effective and sincere addresses

to God is the prayer of Dhanna the Jat, wherein he asks for his

simple daily bread in this way :

" 0 God, I, Thine afllioted servant, come to Thee. Thou arrangest

the afiairs of those who perform thy service. I heg of thee to give me
flour, ghee, and pulse, so that my heart may rejoice for ever. I want

shoes and fine clothes, and com grown on a field ploughed seven times

over, I want a milch cow and a buffalo, and a good Turkustani mare,

and a good wife. These things thy servant Dhanna begs of Thee"

—

Dhanasri.

There is also a similar passage in Kabir, wherein he

throws up the beads to God saying that he can offer no prayers

as long as he keeps him hungry. He lays down a .regular bill

of fare, which he declares to be “ none too covetous.” (Sorath.)

As Sikhism is particular in discarding asceticism and

encouraging secular life lived religiously, it has provided a free

scope for developing a bright and vigorous spirit among the

Sikhs. Bhai Bidhi Chand, who was the right-hand man of

Guru Hargobind, was one of the most adventurous youths of

the time, noted as much for his humour as for his devotion,

6
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His '* larking" campaigns were so humorously conceived and

romantically executed that for him even the prosaic Mr. Macau-

liffe is constrained to pause for diversion.

But the most striking example of Humour playing a promi-

nent part in Sikhism is the fact that there exists a regular order

of Humourists called Suthras, who have carried on religious

propaganda in the name of Guru Nanak mainly through

Humour.

Guru Govind Singh also realized the value of humour and

made full use of it in his religious work. Once he dressed up a

donkey like a lion and set it roaming about the fields. The

Sikhs began to laugh when they heard it braying, in spite of

the lion’s coat, and a.sked their leader what it meant. The

Guru told them that they too would look as foolish as the

donkey, if, with the Singh’s (lion’s) name and uniform, they

still remained as ignorant and cowardly as before. The same

love of the dramatic is exhibited by the way he exposed the

futility of the belief in Diirga, the goddess of power. When
all the ghee and incense had been burnt and Pandit Kesho had

tired himself out by mumbling mantras by the million without

being able to produce ‘the goddess, the Guru came forward with

a naked sword and flashing it before the assembly declared ;

“This is the Goddess of pow'or.’’ The same grim humour was

shown by him, when one spring morning, in the midst of hymns

and recitations, he appeared before his Sikhs and demanded a

man who would sacrifice himself then and there for his faith.

He wanted to see whether the people dared to do anything

beyond mere singing of hymns and reading of texts.

As w'as the Guru, so became the Sikhs. In the face of

desperate circumstances, they often put on a fine brag—^that

Hannibal or Sir Walter Raleigh might have envied—and litera-

lly shouted over a difficulty. Once a small straggling detach-

ment of Sikhs was hemmed in by a numerous force of the

enemy. Then friends were far off, and there was no hope of

their coming in time to save them. Tet they did not«lose heart,
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They took off their broad white chaddars (sheets) and spread

them over the neighbouring bushes to make them look like tents

from the distance. All the while they kept up shouting every

fifteen minutes the famous national cry of Sat Sri Akal. The

enemy thought that the Sikhs were receiving so many instal-

ments of help and did not dare to come forward.

As a result of this brave spirit, there grew up among the

Sikhs a peculiar slang, which was called the Vocabulary of

Heroes. In it the things connected with the difficulties of life

were expressed in terms of such cheerfubiess and bravado, as

if, for the Sikhs pain and suffering had lost all meaning.

Death was familiarly called an expedition of the Khalsa into

the next world. A man with an empty stomach would call

himself mad with prosperity. Grams were almonds, and onions

were silver pieces, while rupees were nothing but empty crusts.

A blind man was called a wide-awake hero, and a half blind

man an argus-eyed lion. A deaf man was said to be a man in

the upper storey. A baptised Sikh was calld a brother of the

Golden Cup, which by the Avay, was only an iron vessel. To

be fined by the community for some fault was called getting

one’s salary. The big stick was called a lawyer or the store

of wisdom; and to speak was to roar.

There is a superb humour in all this, which breathes a full

and healthy spirit. It shows that our ancestors knew, how

much better than we do at present, that religion is not incom-

patible with brightness and vigour.

Teja Singh
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CHRISTIAN CIVILIZATION

Aqi article written! by T. L. Vaswani in an Indian news-

paper on the subject of Christian Civilisation” recently found

its way to New York. The article was a statement of the

findings of Bishop Fisher of Calcutta regarding the status of

the Indian in South Africa, with pertinent remarks on the

subject by T. L. Vaswani.

One pauses to question whether the prejudice against the

Indian in South Africa is a race prejudice or not ; whether it

is religious antipathy, or whether it might be called Christian

prejudice because it exists on the part of the whites and the

whites are Christians.

The Christian religion has, of course, one fundamental

doctrine, and one only, the brotherhood of man. It has for

the guidance of Christians but a single rule of conduct ; Do unto

others as you would have others do unto you. This rule of its

ethics is known as the golden rule.

Tolstoy asked the question What is to be done about

poverty. A similar question is confronting the world to-day

with regard to the superiority (assumed or real) of the white

man over the black. It is without doubt the violation of the

sociological ideal, i.c., the brotherhood of man, and the concept

of human behaviour, the golden rule, on the part of Christians

professing adherence to the faith against Indians who have done

nothing to injure them that has caused the ironic ire of Bishop

Fisher and Dr. Vaswani to belch forth—^justifiably.

One must seek the root of the evil, as Tolstoy did with

reference to poverty. Does this root have its incipience in a

theory of evolution that existed before the time of DarWin much
more commonly than is popularly believed ? Does it have its

birth in the feeling that the stages of man’s progress are from

the savage to the civilised man, and in> the fact that because

the savage happens usually to be ” black ” the false deduction
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has arisen that all blacks (that is to say, non-whites) are

savages, a belief based presumably upon an absence of univer-

sally disseminated facts to prove the contrary ?

Mr. I. B. Sen, of Calcutta, had his difficulties when in

America. He found that a great deal of prejudice against the

native of India existed in even that “land of the free.*’ He
ran into still more trouble when be went on a journey to

Washington, the seat of government, on behalf of Indians in

America to make a plea before a body of adamant governors to

establish the fact that Indians are Aryans and therefore white.

It was a futile effort, in connection with a law passed in the

United States before, or about tlie time the Colonics of Great

Britain in America threw off the yoke of the mother country

(1776) and declared themselves to be the United States. That

hw granted the boon of citizenship to whites, but not to blacks,

and it is a law which has not been repealed. Just before Mr.

Sen’s visit to the United States, the Supreme Court of the

United States, from whose mandate there is no appeal save

through an Act of Congress repealing the latv in question, held

that the prohibitive clause referred spccihcally to black skins,

tiut savages, not the uncivilized, not the truly, non-white in the

Aryan distinction. It meant exactly what it said.

So long as such a state of mind persists in any country,

that darkness of colour indicates non-intelligence, non-culture,

•even the inability to attain culture even through a process of

civilisation, so long as it indicates non-desirability of subjects

for citizenship, a great deal of educative procedure must be

undertaken. Mr.Sen pointed out at one time in an article

published in Calcutta that the Japanese had won their

position in the sun of the world’s respect and recognition

as a world power, through individualistic and nationalistic pride

that would not accept an insult. * That has been one way of

achieving the desired end of national recognition, but it has

not increased the respect of the whites in California for the

Japanese labourers.
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There is one means—when resort to national strength is

impractical—of coanteracting and removing, eventually, the

ban of colour between India and the nations of the white people,

at least in countries non-British where the political question is

not a factor if it cannot be achieved in South Africa, and that

is through propaganda, a well organized, widespread distribu-

tion of the truth. Countries like the United States have a

national Chamber of Commerce. This is organized very

much on the order of the city Chamber of Commerce that one

finds in every city in the country, and in almost every town. It

is ready at any moment to give forth information concerning

the United States. A national body of publicity, or a national

Chamber of Commerce in India, might do more.

Not long ago a minister of the Christian faith preaching

in New York said :

“ Impurial liitssia justified the holding of serfs because the people

were ignorant and docile. But their just cause was gradually placed on

the conscience of mankind and they were liberated. In our own country

(U. S. A,) the writers of some of our best hymns preached the righteous-

ness of holding slaves and foilified their iirgumciit from the Scriptures, but

the just cause of black iiiuu was gradually placed upon the conscience of

mankind. Andrew Jseksou saw the struggle coming in lUSO. Ho said

to n group of his associates concerning some of their struggle-i with John 0.

Calhoun, ‘ Gentlemen, to-duy the issue is status’ rights, the next time

it will be slavery .
’ Truth crushed to earth will rise again because it is

congruous with the underlying moral order of human existence under

a divine and an ethical God."

If the question of India’s injustice might be put upon the

public mind, what might not happen?

It would amaze more Indians than one might imagine at

first if they knew the little that is really known of India in the

western world. Let us take the United States ior example.

Outside New York, and perhaps San Francisco, the two seaport

gateways to the Orient, Orientals are almost unknown. Chinese

and Japanese are present, of course, in California, the Chinese

are active in many communities throughout the country such
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as Minneapolis and Chicago, in the universities there are a

few hundred, perhaps thousands, Chinese, Japanese and Indians

—but that is all. There are a few societies endeavouring to

struggle along for the good of a so-called union between the

East and the West.” Theirs is an admirable work, but it is

extraordinarily difficult in the face of financial pressure. It

was surprising, when the writer was actively connected with

the Orient, now The New Orient, to find many advertisers,

even in America supposedly non-political as far as the British

Indian situation is concerned, refusing to advertise because the

journal might be anti-British propaganda on behalf of India.

That a journal might exist to feature culture and not politics

was unbelievable, and that India had anything but a political

aspect still more unbelievable.

If Indians, and other oppressed peoples, resenting the
"

superiority attitude ” of the whiles, would face the situation

which the writer believes to be due almost wholly to the absence

of correct information in the western popular mind, a step

forward might be taken definitely. If w’hite humanity to-day

recognizes intellect and demonstrated personal culture as the

standard of its social recognition of non-whites (speaking with

regard to colour, not race distinction) and the non-whites wish

to receive such recognition, there is but one action possible,

and that is to prove not only that they are of intellectual equality

but also of intellectual superiority. This India might do.

It would be the greatest possible stride in such a direction,

fur instance, if Mahatma Gandhi were to tour the western

world. The effect of such a tour w'ould be, at the present

stage, incomprehensible. Tagore and Vivekananda, 'one a poet,

the other a cjiltist, are almost the only two Indians who have

made an impression upon all America. They were unknown
to vast majorities of Americans before their arrival, but they

were able, nevertheless, to function for the good of India.

Mahatma Gandhi, on the other hand, is known to Americans—
as they were not known. He has received a great amount of
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publicity, and his presence in the flesh would have an effect

that would be not less than miraculous. He might have, also,

a message that the western world would need.

India, send your leaders to America! Wend them to

France, Italy, Germany I Send them not only as students, but

as teachers ! Let your literature go fourth into the western world.

Let your support be ever increasing in strength for the indivi-

duals who are engaged in the work of spreading a knowledge

of India through the western world. An India, increasing

in economic strength, and giving full and wholehearted

support to every institute, every society, every journttl, each

effort, no matter how insignificant, leading toward world-

education with regard to matters Indian, will dp much to

do away with “ Christian civilization and superiority.”

A^iola Irene Cooper
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THE FUTURE OF GEOGRAPHY IN INDIA

I

There already exists a number of excellent studies on India.

Remarkable works have been produced on geology, climatology,

botany, and languages. The decennial censuses of India are car-

ried out on admirable lines and are better than any in Europe.

On the other hand, India has on the whole, no real geographi-

cal studies, for no attempt has been made to co-ordinate the

various sciences relating to geography.

What then is geography? About fifty years back, it con-

fined itself to mere descriptions of the world, made for utilita-

rian purposes, such as we find in Gazetteers. It indicated,

about any area or any particular place, what should be known

by a trader, a soldier or a tourist. But to-day geography has

become a true science, since, like other sciences, it seeks

not only to describe but to explain phenomena. It endeavours

first of all to analyse a given region and bring out the features

l>oonliar to it. But next it sets out to disclose the factors that

have made the region what it is,—the geological forces, the

siction of weather or of running water which model the relief

of land, of climate that determines now forest and now savan-

nahs, and of man here destroying nature and there Ixjttering

•it. Further it demonstrates how physical environment acts

on the organic world, especially mankind, and vice versa.

During its enquiry, geography has unceasingly recourse to

.the allied sciences that deal with nature or with man. It uti-

lises these in order to co-ordinate them, for it is essentially a

synthetic science. And it reaches new conclusions because it

has a method of its own.

Here are some of the main* principles which determine its

method. (1) The principle of Localisation. To find out the

exact place and proper limits of every observed fact. (2) That

of Causation, understood in a special sense. The geographer

admits that even the works of man, such as the position of

7
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cities, the direction of routes nnd the extension of empires, are

determined in paii; by natural environment. (3) General Co-

ordination, which maintains that the world is a whole whose

parts are closely knit together. Whatever fraction of the globe

one studies one cannot separate it from the rest, for its features

depend on influences which are numerous and often distant. One

cannot study, say the climate of the Punjab, without consider-

ing the winds blowing over the whole Indian Oceani : neither

can one know about the population of Bengal without viewing

its relations with the neighliouring provinces and even with the

Iranian world. (4) Evolution : Tliis ju’iuciple, so fruitful in

biology, applies also (a) to mountains and rivers for their aspects

vary with their "age ; and (6) to human activities, wdiosc present

forma can only bo understood by kiU)wing those of the past.

(5) The fifth principle is that of Adaptation. Every organism

dcjicnds largely for its form and extension on its physical en-

vironment. No doubt the applications of these guiding princi-

ples are still a matter of discussion among specialists, for, after

all, the science of geography is still young
; still they agree

upon the essential points of this method.

The field is so
,
vast that there has already arisen some

“division of labour.’’ Certain scientists devote themselves

wholly to physical geography. They try to explain the model-

ling and relief of the earth, the direction of water o.ourscs and

their regime, the facts of climate and of vegetation. On the

other hand there are others who devote themselves to human
geography. These while making use of the results of the first set

out to discover the influence of nature upon man and of manupon^

nature. TIiq former make use of geology, meteorology and botany,

while the latter utilise applied economics, ethnography and

history. The C/Onstant aim of both these branches, however,

is to place, to localise every fact iui order to explain it, to view

the country as a whole and at the same time to disengage the

features which are specially its own. And both need for their

work the same synthetic spirit,
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Let me lake as an example the recent work of Dr. Arthur

(ieddes, son of the eminent thinker so well-known in India.*

It is a stud^ of the Santiniketan region and of Western Bengal.

The author begins his study by a description of the country, at

once precise and picturesque, showing the differences of aspect

upon the Old Alluvial awl the New. He seeks to explain this

diversity ; he defines the several environments, and characterises

the theatre where the drama of human activity is to be played.

He indicates how environment transforms itself dnring the

course of ages, for example the effects of deforestation and

erosion in the uplands in silting up the "dead rivers” of the

delta. Next he studies agriculture and industry, subjects also

included in economies, but here, viewed from another point Uf

\ie\v—that of constantly defining the influence of environment

on organism, of place on work. Also, he shows how the

flianges in the courses of rivers lead to the dccadene^ of certain

ii'gions and the development of malaria. Again, he describes

the villages and houses, showing the part of physical factors

deleruiining the place and form of human habitation. One of

the most original chapters of this study defines the regions of

culture, tracing their evolution, by means of the same enviroii'-

ineutal factors, and searches for the most subtle relations be-

tween environment and intellectual activity. Dr. (ieddes con-

<'judes his study by describing the Avork of I'ural reconstruction

inaugurated by Babindranatli Tagore, after describing the diffi-

cidties of the present, he brings forward the remedies by a better

adaptation of nature by man. It is by such means that geography

Avhich describes and explains certain of the ills of mankind,

makes thus their diagnosis and prepares their rational cure.

Another, thesis recently presented at the University of

Montpellier, by Dr. (iopal jVd*rani,® is de\'otcd to a study of

rural life in Siwl. It sIioavs how geography is a necessary

preface to the study of scientific agriculture, how it can state

' Thesis for the Doctorate of tbo UniTersity of MoDtpellierv 1927.
* This and the above are published by Librarie NouvelUt Moq^pellier.
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the deed of a people, and of what practical use it is, without in

any way ceasing to be a science.

Again, I may bo allowed to draw attention to the studies

on the population of India by Vidal de la Blache and myself,

published in les Antides de Geographic of 1906 and 1926.

These studies will show how geographers work out the facts

presented by statisticians by methods of their own, in explaining,

for instance, variiitions in density of population and in

migrations.

Such is the conception of modem geography as elaborated

by Humboldt, K. Bitter and Vidal de la Blache. A completer

idea may be gained by reference to Physical Geography

by W. M. Davis, the Traitd de GSographie physique by

Emmanuel de Martonne, La Geographic humaine by J.

Brunhes,* and the admirable Tghleau de la Geographic de la

France by Vidal de la Blache.

Now India has as yet hardly any works which are truly

geographic. Too often those so called are really gazetteers

in which the various subjects are treated separately without

any inter-relation. Hero then has resulted a curious fact

:

A European savant finds it much more difficult to visualise

the various aspects of India than those of China. Numerous
travellers have traversed the Great Plain of Peking and have
described its landscapes and some of them have even noted

the relation between soil, cultivation and population. On the

other hand, for the Deccan there arc a number of studies, some
geological, others botauical or demographic, but there is no
co-ordination, not even a general description of the country.

It is liardly' an exaggeration to say that from the geographical

point of view, India is almost an unknown country. There
are materials everywhere but they are scattered and hardly

any attempt has been made to build them together.

* This hM been translated into English (New York, Band Mao Ntlly, 1030).
Bnt some reservation must be made upon the conceptions of Mr. Bmnhes, specially
io the first few chapters.
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It would be a task of immense philosophic interest to con-

struct the geography of India/ owing to the diversity of its

regions and its peoples and also because of the antiquity of its

races and the extraordinary differences in cultural development.

It would also be of the greatest national interest. For

if a country is to gain consciousness of nationhood it needs

must know itself. For the past, history (with the study of

scriptures) is the means, but for the present, human

geography.

Geography too can reveal elements of the nation’s future

for it is the science that finds in natural environment permanent

factors of evolution. It prepares the solution for problems

that face the statesmen as in studying the material life of a

people and its deficiencies and discovering the latent means

of making up for these, or in tracing regional units and thus

indicating rational boundaries for administration. And finally,

geography can help India to be loved by her sons and by

strangers too, for one of its aims is to describe the splendours of

nature and to show how man is rooted to the.soil of his country.

Such arc a few of the aspects of geography. We hope

enough has been said to bring out the gfeatness of the task

before the Indian Universities. Calcutta has been a poineer

in national history and linguistics; why then should iit not

now become the same for the geography of India?

n

How then to reconstruct this geography of India? This

task must fall to Indians themselves, as modern conception

' It may be noted that national consdonaneBB haa formed itself in other

conntries in similar ways. A cenjbnry ago Germany owed its arousal not only to it>

poets like Wieland or to philoBopherB like ^iebte, but also to the historians who after

1812 have tried to find out the monuments of the German past in order to awaken

interest, too long dormant, of their fellow countrymen in the life of their countiy.

Again after the Great War peoples long oppressed have evolved to nationhood.

Jugo-Slavia, Poland, Cseokoslavaque and Boumania are now occupied in geographical

as much as historical research so that they may better understand their country and

also come to love it more.
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of geography is very little known in England save for notable

exceptions, far less in France and CJermany.

Within the next two years I hope to publish an outline

of this question in the Geographic Universellc ediited by Tidal

do la Blnchc and Gallois. Later, if possible, I shall try to

develop this into a book of 400 to 500 pages. But that, too,

will be a general view rather than a detailed study, and of

necessity 1 shall put more questions than I shall solve. Such

work will be a sort of short and superficial reconnaissance of

the territory to be explored. It should be followed by a series

of monographs such as those of the Frc'nch School (Deman-

geon on- Picardie, Blanchard on Flanders, Arbos on the Alps,

my own on- Normandy and others) . SucJi regional surveys

or monographs should be the labour of young Indians. How
are they to prepare themselves for such a work? I shall always

be very glad to help them in this task, and here is what seems

to me one of the best opportunities for their scientific prepara-

tion.

The Indian student may come to Montpt'llicr in October when

the beautiful Mediterranean autumn begins.' If he know’s no

French he may take a course, in our rnivorsily, arranged

specially for foreigners to initiate them into the lan-guage and

the civilisation of France. On the other hand I will guide him

in his reading beginning with methodology and later introduce

him to the study of French regional monographs. About

May he might go to Strasbourg or Paris, wheni he would find

specialists in Physical Cleography. He might spend the

‘ With its warm climate Montpellier wonld be Aery ogrecable for Indian

BtudentB (average temperature daring the coldest montha is 43''F, and that of the

hottest is 73^F.) It is becanse of this that a number of students come from Egypt

and the Mauritius. Prof. Patrick Geddes has established here an intellectual centre

to bring about a union of East and West frefecenee may be made to an article that

appeared in the Modern Keview, Calcutta, Nov., 11120). One of the University professors

takes a keen interest in Asiatic sociology and another in educational problems of the East,

Students will also be put in touch with orientalists in Paris, like MM. Sylvain

Levi, Jules IMoch and others. While books are generously lent from the libraries of the

India Office and the office of the High Commissioner.
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summer in the Pyrenees or in the Alps where the Universities

of Toulouse and Grenohle have organised vacation courses and

syslomntic excursions. His second year might be passed in

Montpellier with, perhaps, a few visits to the libraries of

Paris Or London. During this year, the student could prepare

for two examinations—(1) the Certificate for Higher Study of

Geography, in order to have a general idea of our science ; (2)

the doctorate of the university, consisting of a thesis on the

study of one of the various regions of India to which he wants

to devote himself. I believe that at the end of two years,

an intelligent student would l)e ready to begm the scieiiitifio

exploration of India. Naturally, a third year could be well

spent in studying, according to his tastes, geology, or botany

or anthropology; in sh(»rt, in- mastering one of the sciences

auxiliary to geography. It goes almost without saying that

such a programme concerns students already advanced, or

young members of university staff ; for beginners this period

would 1)0 far too short.

Before coming to Franco, the student should be able to

road French (a list of useful l)ooks could be sent him). ’ From
the scientific standpoint it would be an* advantage if he had

already done some geology or botany, but this is not absolutely

necessary. The same applies for histtjry and political economy.

(Geography having two branches, physical and human, and

•it would stifl&c^*. for him to know something about one of these

before leaving India.)

What is more important than acquired knowledge is the

spirit which makes the true geographer, a. care for precision,

a horror of vague generalisations, and al)ove all the power of

synthesis, the love of his country and his people and the

desire to khow them better. This assumes a certain maturity,

together with the keenness lin& intellectual flexibility of youth.

Let us remember that for a developing science the right start

is essential : one good student rather'than twenty ordinary ones

to begin the exploration of India.
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Further might it not be profitable to think of inviting to

India an European geographer to begin this work which

would be a true collaboration of East and West? For it is

often observed that the inhabitants of a country do not of

themselves always notice the very features of their land which

are most characteristic of it, because they have always seen

them, day in day out,—^jnst as one may cease to mark the

physiognomy of people with whom one lives in daily contact.

It happens that in France a province has generally been best

described by some one hailing from a different one. In the

same way Europeans would be useful in the beginning by

arousing interest of Indians to some essential problems and to

show them on the spot the lines on which they may bo solved.

Would it be possible for a time to associate some European

geographers as professors in Calcutta University? The recent

experience of Boumania has beeni very encouraging. An
eminent teacher of the Sorbonne, M.de Martoime, was invited

to one of the Boumanian universities, Cluj. He delivered a

series of lectures on the method of general treatment of geo-

graphy of that part of Europe. Later, during summer, he

selected a batch of « his best students and took them for a

number of weeks to the mountains of Transylvania. Though

he himself did not know the country, any more than they, he

knew the methods by which to analyse these countrysides and

regions. And it was of great benefit to the students to see how
he worked in the field. It will be of great use to introduce the

same in India : the European geographer could give a series of

lectures, and later he should conduct long vacation excursions

which may help the students to be educated in a concrete and

living way. Thus he would not merely produce students to

know about geography ” but at the same time he will

show them how to make their owif geography, teaching them

to observe nature and understand it.

JutBS SXOB
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THE PLACE OF BERGSON IN MODERN PHILOSOPHY

There has been a tendoiucy in recent philosophy to look

for the secret of truth in other sources than reason, and we

take Bergson to be a representative of this anti-intellectualistic

spirit wMch has expressed itself in more forms than one all the

world over, viz., the American Pragmatism which tests the

truth of a doctrine by its Ethic rather than by its Metaphysic,

or again the Italian Expressionism in Art and Beligion which

makes Reality to be Expression itself, not the Expression of an

Idea. And of all revolts against the classical method in Philo-

sophy, we take it, that of Bergson has been the boldest.

For, while all the others have shown due respect to the time-

honoured ideas of Metaphysics, Bergson has revolutionised

them altogether. What is history ? History is, according to

Bergson, an Infinite energising, not of a great Principle,

—

a great Power, a great Idea or a Great God,—^but the Energi-

sing itself which goes on without beginning and end. What
is life? Life is a portion of this Infinite Energising. And

what is the meaning of History for Humanity? Humanity has

only to participate in tliis Infinite Energising—and that is

its salvation—^rather than sit down, reason and classify, without

end hoping for some miraculous revelation of truth. The dua-

iinns of life and thought have, therefore, no significance for

one who lives, not on any carefully reasoned Metaphysics of

the universe, but, directly and straight, on this philosophic

Intuition.

Such a philosophy as this, on account of its extreme sim-

plicity, naturally appeals to us moderns, who have long lived

down the Medieval Schoolmen’s love for syllogising
; and it

appeals all the more to the special student of the history of philo-

sophy, owing to the deadlock which has been recently created

by the perfected systems of the great dialectician Hegel on the

one hand, and of the great empiricist, Spencer, on the other.

9
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For J3egeJ has claimed for his system, on the ground of his

Logic, the final goal and the highest perfection of alf philosophi-

cal doctrines which have dissolved their opposition's by slow

dialectic steps through history. Philosophy, after Hegel, there-

.fore, should cease to be a thing which apparently contradicts his

own doctrine of the eternal self-evolution of the Infinite Spirit

through history. And Spencer ? Spen-cer has found the

philosopher’s goal as ‘ unknown and unknowable,’ after a cease-

less classification and co-ordination of all the Sciences of his age.

Intellect thus seems to have failed at this point of history to

satisfy the philosophical craving. It is high time, therefore, that

we should have a truer philosophy that draws its inspiration

from other sources than the Intellect and is in harmony vdth

the idea of progress and optimism which is the keynote of the

modern age. And there have been attempts throughout the

world,—James in America putting emphasis on ‘ personal

psychology,’ Croce in Italy on the ‘ Aesthetic sense,’ Douglas

Fawcett in England reducing the whole world to Imagina-

tion.” Nietzsche has already experimented on a philosophy of

Power and failed. We have in Bergson a great exponent of

the present age, who has given us a beautiful, almost poetic,

philosophy of Intuition which is in keeping with the energy and

optimism of modern' times.

It is interesting, however, to look into the fundamental

standpoint of a philosopher before we try to appreciate his con-

clusions. Bergson always refers to the personal self, Kant to

the Pure Beason, Hegel to the Idea ini need of Expression'.

Bergson is a psychologist before he ie a Metaphysician; Kant or

Hegel a Metaphysician before a psychologist. While Bergson,

with all the keenness of a psychologist, cannot make himself

see in the world and self anything real but change and

movement, Kant finds reality, to be the very opposite of

it,
—^the thing-in-itself which we, with our spectacles of

time and space, wrongly see in various colours. Kant
concludes after his critique of thought that to think is to get
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entangled in space and time and miss the real once for all;

Bergson, on the other hand, finds himself perfectly real as a

moving, changing personality in time. Reality, he says, is

motion itself, not the motion of a thing
;
change itself, not the

change of a thing ; because the most immediate and real fact of

experience on which we have to philosophise is ‘ myself ’ which

is essentially a ceaseless motion and change. The ' me ’ of

to-morrow is no more the ' me ’ of to-day. Life End

consciousness are absolutely indeterminate. Intellect which,

attempts to grasp motion in terms of geometry only, necessarily

cuts up reality, which is continuous life and movement,

into dead pieces. It is thus, as a Bergsonian might say, that

Reasoning caused Adam’s fall from the heaven.

The opposition between this new philosophy and the

old, clearly, is one of standpoints, the psychological oppo-

sing itself to the metaphysical. Bcality, says the modem
psychologist, is of the nature of an unrest. To the 'metaphy-

sician it is a perfect calm. Who is to be trusted? Yes,

it is the eternal conflict between the romantic and the classical

spirit in human nature. It is for history to decide whether

Intuition has to be explained by Intellect or Intellect explained

by Intuition,—whether the philosophy of Bergson is a stage

in Hegel’s Dialectic, or the philosophy of Hegel a moment

of.Bergson’s continuum.

The final answer,—oris it ever final?—to all problems of

philosophy, wo believe, must come from the Intellect. There

comes often a stage in the history of civilization when the

human mind gets tired of Intellect, feels loth to reason, finds

relief in other forms of its being,—^in worship of Power,

in variety and boldness of imagination and experiment.

It is in such an age as this that we are living to-day.

Humanity has lived a similar age in the beginning of the

Renaissance, it is re-living that age at present on a more advanced

and extended scale. It is only when the creative faculty of the

human imagination exhausts itself for a time and the results of
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its experiments settle down that some intellectual giamt appears

before us, classifies, co-ordinates and harmonises the results and

gives us a neat system of philosophy which explains all. The

world seems to progress more by a Brownian than by a

Bergsouian motion—more by jerks than by a single, continuous,

indivisible movement. But the present age is one, pre-

eminently, of Bergson. The meaning of Bergson is plain

to us. It is a protest againet the false intellectual pride of the

nineteenth century philosophers. It is in tune with the present

age of daring. We care more for a clear ethic than for a

correct Metaphysic. Let the fastidious metaphysicians of

old ever quarrel and bother about points of Logic, while we

Bergsoniians of to-day live, energise and produce an infinite

variety of Science and optimism.

P. C. Kar
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STRAY THOUGHTS

A Beggar Boy.

A little boy—scarcely four, a sad slender figure—behind

him his mother—a pitiable creature, in rags—with a feeble

cry of want on her lips. A spectacle so touching! They

come to me for alms. While they stand expecting the

usual penny I look at them. My heart melts with sympathy

for the stripling—his tiny face with two little innocent eyes

makes a profound impression on me. Has he not a faint

resemblance in appearance with my son ? 1 like to take him

up in my lap, place him close to my bosom, feel his rapid

heart-beats and impart a little warmth to his unprotected limbs

from my own flowing heart-blood. He speaks not a word,

sees me plunge my fingers into my pocket and bring out a

penny for him. I wish 1 could take his tender fingers, place

them within my pocket and feel the tingling confusion. I

place the penny in his little palm—^just big enough to

hold the coin—and enjoy the pleasure of his touch for a

moment.

He is gone, ixsrhaps satisfied with a iieiiny—but I am not.

He makes me uneasy. How glad would 1 be to see his boyish

restlessness, to lieten to the music of his voice and to enjoy

the playfulness of his limbs I He stands before me with the

curse of poverty on his head. His innocence and purity

—

wrapped in ugly poverty. How helpless he looks ! The morn-

ing of his life how sad and gloomy when he should be happy

as a lark. He moves about with a captive’s chain when he

should be the freest of the free. He has yet a morning and

a noon while my days are about to dose. And be comes to

beg of me—^how strange ! What can I give him ?—^a coin, a

mere nothing. I wish I could beg of him a little of his natural

simplicity and artless innocence to feel the glow of childhood
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once again. In my presence he gives the coin to his mother.

He forgets all about the coin the very next moment and sees

with wondering eyes the passing carriage.

In the evening when I wend my way home I find the

mother and the child seated by the road-side exhausted—^the

child’s head drooping with the heaviness of sleep. Would he

pass the night without a morsel of food? Where would he sleep

—^in his mother’s lap? Would he suck the milkless breast of

his afflicted mother? Does any hut protect their heads from

the cold night? All these thoughts make me restless. In

my bed I lie as one prostrate with helplessness.

My Child.

I have a child of my own—an only child—whom I hug

to my bosom at all hours of the day. When I take him up

how completely he surrenders himself to me! He cannot

distinguish his mother from the rest of the world as yet. His

helpless state brings a world of thoughts in me. If I place

him on the railings of my staircase or on the edge of the

reservoir, he does not realise the danger. He is so careless

of his own safety. Give him the most priceless jewel, he

will throw it away if he is not pleased with it. He is naked

—

stark naked—^but his innocence covers his nudity. In the

presence of the most august personage he will play with his

little limbs absorbed in his own delight.

A burning candle attracts him and he extends his tiny

fingers to catch it. His little blue eyes are so transparent that

they reflect the light of heaven unbedimmed. The unmatted

floor is as much to his liking as the soft velvety bed. • He is

an emperor in miniature. He controls every one about him.

He does not hold me physically, but he has an iron control

over me. I forget my work. I forget that time Avon’t stop

for me. I am helpless. How is it that a helpless little babe

makes me helpless? When I come back from my work, I
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find him as much unconcerned for me as if he never saw me.

His little face floats on my vision and gives me an inward

delight during the leisure moments at my office. No one can

divine the source of my delight. The reflectioui of his face

in my mind’s eye enlivens me and opens a vista not known to

my vision before.

People go to the church to enjoy the bliss of heaven on

earth. But the very air you breathe is holy to me. When
I am in your presence I find myself in a different world—

a

world so simple, so beautiful, so natural. You seem to me
to be the representative of the All-holy and the kingdom of

heaven lies about you. When I kiss you, the odour, as if

of ambrosia, regales my senses.

When I find you lying in your mother’s lap, sucking her

breast, my senses become overpowered. It is a vision beatific.

A divine glow, an angelic purity then dawns upon your mother’s

face. She seems to me an angel conic down from the empyrean
heights to give you the divine drink of nectar. She fondles

you in a language which I never understand. I stand at a

distance, not daring to approach you while you are lying in

the sanctuary of your mother’s bosom. Could any sight be
holier than this—a child sucking its mother’s breast? Could
any love be purer than this—a mother’s embrace to her child?

Could any sacrifice be greater tJian this—a mother’s suffering

tor her child?

A Faded Flower.

A faded flower—how changed beyond recognition ! Where
is thy arresting beauty, thy charms, thy soft petals smiling

with fra^ance, thy soul-thrilling form? No admiring eyes

will pause and watch thee !* No hand will lie stretched to hold
thee now ! No bees will come to greet thee and no butterfly

will stop to wipe atvay drops of sweet from thy lovely face.

You have lost all except the innate sweetness of your nature.
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You are supremely meek even in your adversity. This is what

attracts me most and I place thee again on my bosom.

I can see marks of violence on thy person. For thee I

weep bitter tears in extreme anguish. How hard that heart

must be I Whoever he is, wherever found, he is accursed.

Poor flower ! on my lap thou diest. Thy petals droop away

one by one. How silently you pass away. The lingering

warmth of your perfume is no more. Even a fairy creature

like you is not spared the icy touch of death. Beauty was thy

garment, and fragrance thy breath— but where are they now?

Sweet flower I Your death makes me gloomy. Is this

world an empty dream, a huge Nothing where I am not, an

unfathomable void? Is it a meaningless form, created without

purpose?

The Rain-Drop.

I owe the rain-drops a heavy debt. Apart from the thrill

of pleasure which a cool draft of air gives while whispering in

my ear of their approach, I am deeply grateful to them. They

suspend for the time the feverish activity bom of my dissipated

taste. When I am .arrested by them, in the midst of a field,

no shelter near-by, I feel very delighted. I surrender myself

to their soft embrace. Why shall I shun them ? They come for

me, to give me freslmess, delight and exhilaration; I voluntarily

submit myself to be drenched. My mind gets relaxed and I

hear their peculiar music with a rapturous soul. Streets are

flooded. Little streams of water come running from all direc-

tions and transform the aerial into an earthly music.

In moments of deep silence we sometimes awake to the

beauty of nature. She is calm, sober but temptingly beautiful

to an observant eye. Her sports with the elements fascinate

my mind. I am as much moved by a blue sky on a clear day,

the reflexion falling on a clear sheet of transparent water, as by

a cloudy sky vocal with the low murmurs of a grumbling

thunder. The over-powering flashes of lightning followed by
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load reports of thunder are terror-striking indeed but they give

to my mortal eyes a glimpse of the blinding brilliance of the

empyrean when its gates are flung open.

When wind and rain come together there is a wild merri-

ment all through nature, and they send a riotous mirth through

me. Little children begin to dance in unison with the music,—

appreciating the wild harmony in nature. The dull conven-

tionalities of life appear meamingless to me and my heart

realises a broader life—natural, true and' universal.

The Daun.

In my boyhood I could not understand how the gloom of

night vanished with the approach of dawn. I attributed this

to some magic in nature.

I cannot forget the indescribable charms of dawn. The

moment the chorus of birds regales my ears I leave my bed and

come out to welcome the infant dawn. Like a little child its

steps are faltering, its presence is sweet, its face is smiling and

its look is innocent and fresh. There is a divine halo in its

presence. It dances with the little twigs that move with the

breeze. The dark impurities of my mind are scattered away

and I can see to the very bottom of my soul which vibrates in

unison with the soul of outer nature. I feel a new strength in

'every nerve. I look at the serene vault of the blue sky and

gaze with wonder at its spotless beauty. The sun is not yet

up. It is still hidden in the womb of the infinite deep. The

strife of life is not yet begun. The world is still asleep. Only

the birds are awake. I hear the flutter of their wings. I

cannot imagine why they rise with the dawn.

« • Hash Ranjan Basv

9
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GLIMPSES INTO POPULAR RELIGION AND
BELIEFS IN ANCIENT INDIA

A careful analysis of the evidence furnished by the ancient

literature of India enables us not only to have a clear idea of

the popular religion of those early days but an insight into the

mentality of the people. They were essentially a more primitive

people than their descendants of the present day, and though

the progress of science or the change of cnvironmenit has

materially altered the ideas of their descendants, yet many of

these which influenced them still subsist in the latter. To
enquire into the beliefs and ideas of the past, we must

begin with the literature of the Vedas wliich affords us

ample materials for enquiry on diverse lines. Not to speak of

the gradual evolution of metaphysical ideas, the progress of

society, or of the sciences, we find in this ancient literature

ample evidences which unfold to us the minds of the people who

composed it, their conception of the universe, its regulative

forces, the chief soufces of detriment to man, and the ways of

attaining safety from the evil influences which assail mankind.

With the evidences which dwell on the former topics, we are

not at all concerned, but we confine ourselves to those which

enable us to have a glimpse into the mentality of the mass of

the people and their real religion.

The Vedic people, like their brethren in antiquity in other

parts of the globe, believed in the existence of ever-present

agencies which controlled the universal system and its diverse

phenomena. These agents may be classified into two categories :

e.g., (a) the beneficent elements, and (b) the malevolent agents.

The former comprised the Deva’s,'^ the rulers of the cosmica]»

system as well as the beneficent spirits of ancestors who were

supposed to look to the welfare of their descendants. The

conception of the Devas need not be discussed here in detail,

but clearly they were the personfleations of the presiding
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elements of the different aspects or the various phenomena of

nnture. To mankind, their influence was overweening and they

fully controlled their destinies. On the whole, they were

favouirable to man, though they were not unmindful to punish

those who transgressed their laws and commands. The God
Varuua had his spies and their nooses with which to torment

sinners. Certain diseases also- were supposed to have been due

to his punishment. Similarly, there were the dreaded dogs of

Yama, the king of the departed.

The gods were many, and prominent among {hem were the

great single gods like Indra the war god and the god of rain,

Varuua the Judge par excellence of the immortals, Aditi, Bhaga
the Lord of creation, Prajapati, Surya or the sun. Soma, Pusan
(God of cattle). Then there were the group gods, the Budras,

Maruts, Adityas and the 'Vasus, etc. The mutual assimilationof

different traditions of diverse sections of the people, different

explanations about the same natural phenomena, diversity in

the conception of the variou.s aspects of nature, gradually

enlarged this huge pantheon, and gradually led to the growth

of a traditioni about the mutual relations between the diverse

gods, their manners, customs, ways of dealjngs with men, their

appearances, figures, weapons, peculiar garbs, favourite food,

etc. Everything gradually came to be defined and a mass of

myth and legends about their birth, origin, doings, or life

‘history, came into existence, almost on lines parallel to those

we find in Greece, Borne or in other parts of the ancient

world. Anthropomorphic considerations naturally played the

supreme role in the evolution of these ideas together with a certain

amount of imposition of higher attributes like immortality, or

control over the ordinary laws of the universe which affect and

influence m’aukind. But, with all these lugher attributes, the gods

were not free from passions Urlhe cravings of mortals. They,

too, often transgressed the laws of morality and consequently

suffered. They, too, were liable to greed or lust and fought

amongst themselves. They, too, engaged in sports and pastimes
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like the game of chess or chariot race, drank wioe to their

heart’s ooutent and did everything to gratify their senses.

The primitive mind is swayed by wonder and fear and

naturally tries to do recompense for the good done or to appease

the anger of the omnipotent agents. As such, the gods were

worshipped and this worship was nothing but offering vvious

kinds of food or sacrificing animals to them—^practically,

the same means as wins success with ordinary men. course

of time, this sacrifice elaborated into a complicated ritual and

came to have a different purpose and meaning.

If wonder or gratitude impelled man to venerate or worship

these deities or the spirits of the departed ancestors, fear made

them dread the spirits of evil which infested the world. To

counteract these evils they had recourse to various arts and arti-

fices. With progressive ideas, they prayed to the gods for their

deliverance from all sorts of trouble, but at the same time, they

performed various rites to nullify evil influences. They had

recourse to what we call spells, charm or magic, and these

coming from more ancient times clearly survived, in spite of

progress, in spite of the growing belief in the omnipotence of

the gods. The hymns of the Atharva-veda or the ritual of the

BrShmanas throw a great flood of light on the beliefs and prac-

tices of that remote age. The evil agents remained, as in more

primitive times, the chief sources of dread to the people. Promi-

nent among these evil spirits which endangered the safety of man
were the Asuras, the spirits of evil and the perpetual enemies of

the gods, their objects of veneration, ghosts, Tak^has, Eimidins,

YfitudlUlnas, the flesh-eating Pi-^has, the spirits of diseases

or of misfortune. These were constantly dreaded and the simpler

and unsophisticated mind looked to easier ways of deliveruxce

other than sacrifice and prayer to the gods. The Atharva-vedic

hymns are a storehouse of such t£ngs wUch comprise invocations

to gods and charms and rites which werebelieved to have been

efdcacious in removing evil influences. Care was taken to

^isurc the safety of man all throughout his existence and
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to dispel evil ioAtmaoes in all acts of bis life. Hymns wereutiered

or rites performed to counteract evil in everyday life as well as

on spedfic oooasioss. Thus, we have instances of such things

on the occasion of the building of a house, to ensure plenty and

good'health and for safety, prosperity and freedom from danger.

Men had recourse both to prayers and to charms or magical rites

just on child-birth to ensure the good-health of the child to drive

away barrramiess in the woman, to dispel fiends who caused abor-

tion, to have a good rainfall, to destroy impediments to agricul-

tural operations, to ensure a good harvest by counteracting

drought, lightndng or vermin, to safeguard a commercial adven-

ture, to ensure unanimity among kinsmen, to safeguard loyalty

of subjects to the king, to dispel evil influences or the evil eye or

diseases from a man, family or any particular people. Conver-

sely, similar means were employed to satisfy the anger or

vengeance of man. We have charms for destroying enemies,

for counteracting the influence or for impairing the good fortune

of a co-wife, and to make enemies suffer in all possible ways.

It would be rather tedious to mention all these but on analysis

we find a carious commixture of older ideas, methods and

practices with those of a subsequent and more enlightened age.

On all occasions aikd for all purposes the gods were invoked and

the invocations to them show how their omnipotence was accept-

ed in principle, but at the same time the older element of

charms and magical rites continued as before. This is proved

by the use of amulets, or the employment of similar means for

counteracting the evils without even the mention or assistance

of a deity. Some of these mentioned in the Atharva-veda

show how persistent was the popular belief in magical

rites and charms. Thus, in the case of diseases we

have not only prayers to gods but in some cases we
find only the employment of charms and magical rites.

In one of these, in which the object is to'cure dysentery

^ operator employs an arrow of rnuUja grass and throws it

away symbolising the cure. Secondly, to drive constipation,
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the seer or the performer of the rite discharges an arrow which is

supposed to purge the patient of all evil. In* the case of jaundice,

no gods are invoked at all, but suggestione are repeatedly made to

the patient and the yellow colour is transferred to plants and

birds. Similarly, in the case of love-charms, we find no invoca-

tions to gods but a recourse to what we call magical rites. To

unite the lover with the wished-for maiden, two cuttings from a

tree and a creeper attached to it are joined together along with

some other rites. Similarly, in a hymn for ensuring the birth

of children, an arrowis discharged symbolising the passing of

the semen into the woman’s womb.

Belief in sympathetic relation lietwecn natural pheno-

mena and animals and plants, as well as in the inherent

powers of certain herbs or plants had a prominent place

in this ritual. Plants like the Apamtirga or Eustha were

supposed to have the power of defeating enemies or counter-

acting poison. Another plant, the Pilta, could stop an adversary

in debate. Gold was supposed to give life and prosperity. Lead

was supposed to counteract evil influence. Similarly, there were

other plants w'hich were supposed to excite or dispel love.

Among animals, the rfrog was supposed to have the power of

invoking rainfall. This belief is found ini more than one place

and in operations for bringing in water into newly-dug canals

or reservoirs, a frog was invariably placed in them. The

inherent auspicioius or inauspicious character of birds and

'

animals was recognised and as an instance, we may mention

prayers and rites to dispel the evil brought by owls.

Signs and portents were also believed in and as an

instance of omen-reading, we have in the A.V. the mention of

the SakadhQma, who was supposed to foretell rainfall by noting

the smoke issuing from burning cowdung cakes. ‘ There was
a persistent belief in witchcraft and its presiding spirit was

conceived to have been a female ever malevolent to mankind.

Charms were employed against witchcraft and herbs were

used as antidote.
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Id some other works of the Vedic Literature, we have

ampler evidences of the magical element. One Brfthmaijia, the

SSmavidh&oa not to speak of the Eau^ika Sfltra, gives us

details about these rites and practices which were supposed to

fulfil the desire of the performer. It mentions auspicious and

inauspicious signs, the good or evil infiuemce of planets, the effi-

cacy of amulets in dispelling harm or removing diseases, snakes,

and the evil caused by sorcerers, ghosts and other evil agents.

We may not go into all these in detail but one magical rite may

be mentioned to illustrate the popular mind and the nature of

these rites. It is nothing but a magical rite to kill an enemy.

To do this, the performer is to make an image of the man of

dough and having dried it he was to cut it to pieces and to eat

it up (Sflmavidhana BrSinna^a). It is not irrelevant to relate

that a similar method of destroying the enemy was known

among the Boinans and the Teutons.

In the ideas relating to cosmology, the explanation of the

doctrines of Karma and of transmigration modified the

old ideas. Yet, people continued to believe in the existence

of Heaven as the place of rewards for good done in life

and of Hell as the abode of punishment. All these ideas

persisted in spite of the evolution of philo.sophical doc-

trines or metaphysical explanations. Not to speak of the

literature of the BrShmauas, we have on these points the

evidence of the ancient folk literature preserved by the Buddhists

in the form of the Jataka stories which purport to describe the

various previous births of Buddha. These Jfttakas give us an

insight to the popular mind and enable us to study the popular

religion of the day. In them, wo find the common people believ-

ing in a world infested with Yaksas living on human flesh, ogres

inhabiting the forests, trees or waters. Ghosts too were

dreaded, and they were supposed to pass lives of torment for sin

committed in human existence. They were supposed not to

cast any shadow and were generally inimical to mankind. They

were dreaded and men tried to appease them by offerings of food
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and other things. Caityas were objects of worship with the

common people who also made offerings to the spirits residing

in trees or forests, rivers or lakes. The spirit of the ancestors

were also worshipped. Men believed in signs and portents, feared

the consequences of evil dreams oromens and tried to counteract

the evil by taking the assistance of men with supernatural powers.

Of the superstitions on this head, we may fiwd many such survi*

ving in our own days. In regard to supernatural powers men
believed even in the power of seers to enliven a dead ^nap. or

animal.

The evidence of the Jfttakas is confirmed by later works,

prominent of which are the Artha^tra of Kautilya and mangr

other later works describing social life, or the ritualistic prac-

tices which we find in the Tantra. The ArthaiSstra is a work
of the 4th century B.C. and though professedly a work on

polity, it opens to us a page in the history of the evolution of

religious ideas of ancient India.

As time went on, philosophical speculations were devoted

towards the explanation of the phenomena of the world, the

relation of man to the forces of nature and the root causes of

the universal Hystem. But, in spite of these activities, the

old beliefs and ideas continued to exist and do exist even now.

Even to-day, people believe (as they do elsewhere in the world)

in the existence of spirits and ghosts. The planets are

even now supposed to mould the life of individuals. Amulets

are ‘ still supposed to be efficacious and men with supernatural

powers are believed in. Many, practically of all the supersti-

tions uhich are found in ancient works, still survive in some

part of India or other and the present-day ritual still shows the

influence of older charms or magical practices, which have been

assimilated into newer riites and practices.
' ->

Narayanchandba Banbiubb
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PUBUC MOVEMENTS IN BENGAL AS CHANNELS OF
WESTERN INFLUENCE

One of the noteworthy features of the nineteenth century

in Bengal—^by no means the least important—^was the variety

of movements to which the introduction of the European world

had given an impetus, if not birth. Ini a former issue of this

Review (September, 1926) we referred to such movements and

their share in conveying Western ideas to Bengali life. Here

we propose to dwell on the significance of these movements,

tracing them, wherever possible, to the Western ideas that

prompted them. It will be seen that though all of them may
not have been the products of such ideas, they were in some

way connected with them—either, they were translated into

action as a practical consequence of tbe promulgation of

Western ideas, or they were inaugurated to combat such hereti-

cal tendencies.

First let* us consider the religious movements, and the

Christian Missions in that connection. The
Cbrutimn Miinons.

Sending out a mission to India was

by no means new. In the Census Report for 1921, Vol.

V, Part I, p. 169, we read
—“ The Portuguese were the first

to bring Christianity to Bengal. Portuguese adventurers

enslaved their captives and converted them to Christianity.”

But they were Roman Catholics. We still remember

Kiernander, the first Protestant missionary who came to Bengal

from South India whence he was ousted by the French and

who on coming to Calcutta received the patronage of Lord

Clive. In 1775 there arrived a second mission from Halle but

practically it did very little.
^
lu 1789, the year of the French

Revolution, the Reverend Abraham Thomas Clarke was sent

to Calcutta by the Christian Knowledge Society but he receiived

under the Government and was thus lost to the

vlwj' * Mr. Thomas had come to India before this. In 1792

10
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the Baptist Missionary Society had been formed and next year

Bev. Mr. Oarey and Mr. Thomas arrived at Calcutta. With

the arrival of Mr. Carey the work of the mission began in

earnest. He settled at first in Maldah and began to work in

the neighbouring places. He was followed in 1799 by his valued

associates—^Messrs. Ward, Brunsdon, Grant and Marshman

who formed a group by themselves at Scrampore. Carey

was attached to the College of Fort William after this and his

work there was important from the point of view of the Bengali

language and literature, but he was not wholly lost to mission

work. The vernacular dialect was a powerful weapon. In all

ages religious reformers use it to preach their new doctrine

—

Luther in Germany, Wyclif in England, Buddha in Northern

India. In 1801, Carey translated the New Testament into

Bengali, in 1809 he did the same service with regard to the

Old Testament. The translation of the Bible was considered

a very valuable work, and Dr. Buchanan, Mr. IJdney, and

Rev. David Brown constituted a corresponding committee

to promote the translation of the Scriptures into the Eastern

languages. In 1809, the funds of the committee were increased

from £200 to £590 and -Mr. Henry Martyn and Mr.

Thomason were added to the list of members. In J811 was

established the Calcutta Bible Society. It acted as a stimulus

to the cause of vernacular translation and, as a necessary corol-

lary, to that of verbal criticism. We may realise its activity

when we remember that between the years 1811 and 1849 it

issued 602, 266 copies of vernacular scriptures, in whole or

in part, of which one-fourth was in Bengali. To understand

the advance the language had made in these years one requires

to glance at Ellerton or Carey and to refer to Yates for compari-

son. There had also Ixseni an appreciable fall in the price of

the books; what cost Rs. 24' in 1811 would require only

Rs. 6 in 1849.

The Bible did not take up all the energy of these mission-

aries; they were better organised in Qpurse of time. ' 1813,
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Indian Episcopate bad been established and Bev. T. F.

Middleton, the First Bishop of Calcutta, came to India next year.

There has been a steady increase in the number of workers since

then. About 1816 the Church Missionary Society had 24

stations in India, of* which 10 were situated in the Bengal

Presidency. ‘'Instruct the yoimg, preach to the adults, and

distribute religious books” was their programme of work.

Accordingly, to execute the last item efficiently, a society was

formed in 1823 to compose and distribute religious tracts.

This was called the Calcutta Tract Society. Here is a list

collected from the Calcutta Review, old series, of such tracts in

Bengali distributed in 1823 :

—

Memoir of Fabik Chand.

Mental reflection and enquiry after salvation.

Christ’s Sermon on the mount.

Harmony of the Four Gospels—Parts HI*VI.

Life of WUUam Kelly.

Dialogue between a Durwan and a Malee.

History of Christ, the Saviour of the World.

Dialogue between Ram Hari and Shaddha.

On the Nature of God. ,

Dialogue between a Scotchman and a Native Gentleman.

Extracts from the Gospel Magazine—Nos. I, H.
Reward Book for Schools.

Scripture Extracts—Farables.

The Picture Room.

Catechism, let.

Catechism, 2nd.

Watt’s first Catechism.

Rev. Mr. Duff’s work in the field of education has already

been described in detail (Calcutta Review, January, 1926). It

was he who worked among the intelligensia of the Hindu popula-

tion and all his first converts were young men with brilliant

prospects, who left their family for the sake of religion. Of these

Rev. E. M. Banerjee won distinction in his later career.

The progress of the missions may be easily imagined when we
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remember that in 1852, there were 81,850 students in the

Missionary Schools compared with 142,952 in 1872; and in the

year 1864, a distinguished writer in the Calcutta Bevieto thus

describes the condition of the MissioniB :

—

** We hear of some 400. more or less educ*ated, mtelligent, active

and zealous European Missionaries, engaged day and night in doing

their philanthropical works, establishing themselves in the land, having

formed no fewer than 800 stations, where they generally erect pennanent

buildings, and set their varied machinery at work, including no fewer

than 2,000 schools which contain above 64,000 pupils of almost all

classes of the Indian Community
;
gathering round them in their several

spheres altogether some thousands of their fellow agents, natives of the

country, and in various degrees educated, trained, obedient men, fully

prepared to carry out the designs of their employers and actually engaged

in acting on the minds of the people, teaching in the schools, preaching

and distributing books innumerable in the bazar, and at the melas or

in various noted places,—as well as journeying about the village—^pursu*

ing their work of propagandism—spending on this work not tar short of

jSSOOiCXX) sterling per annum.’*

How things stand to-day is worthy of consideration. Says

the Census Report for 1921 :

—

** Christianity has made but little impression upon the population of

Bengal when measured by the number of converts which have been made.

The number of Christians is but 31 per 10,000 of the population, less than

one in 800, and among Indians only one in 856. The total in Bengal,

149,060 is only one in 820 of the Christians in India, for the proportion

of the total population which Christians form is very much higher in

Southern India Christians are more numerous in Central Bengal than

in other divisions of the province, mainly by reason of a large number

found in Calcutta and the 24-Parganas It will be seen that the largest

body of Christians is in Calcutta. To this body Europeans and Anglo-

Indians subscribe rather more than two-thirds. The 24-Parganas, and

Dacca, are the only districts outside it which hold more than 10,000,

though ” etc.

There were newspapers and magazines started by

Christians—the Vernacular Press thus continuing the instruc-

tions given in the school. The Digdarshan was based on Penny
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and Saturday Magazines as its model, and propaganda was

carried on in the form of sermons, dialogues, and anecdotes

from the Bible. In the Bangabandhu, a magazine in the latter

part of the century under Christian management, it is remark-

able how the paper bears the impress of Bankim Chandra’s

influence—a few lines from the are quoted as its motto,

and there is an article

Thus we see how the Christian Missions, by establishing

an Indian Episcopate, translating the scriptures, publishing and

distributing religious tracts, starting schools and colleges for

the education of the young, were eager and energetic in their

work of conversion. Their attempts evoked great opposition

both from the orthodox and the liberal sections of the Hindu

population.

The Brahmo Samaj, however, did not owe its origin to any

such opposition. Baja Bam Mohan Boy’s life was a quest of

Tb.Br.h«o8«n.i.
‘ruth from his very early years. When he

was 16, this quest of truth led him to Tibet.

It was this striving, after truth which did not allow him to settle

down to a life of comparative ease after the close of his official

career in 1814, when he came down to Calcutta. During his stay

in Calcutta from 1814 to 1830 he was connected with the reform

movements of Bengal. The establishment of the Hindu College

was in some measure due to his foresight and enthusiasm ; with

'the anglicisatinn of Government educational policy he had

something to do ; he shared in the political aspirations not only

of his country but also of lands far away from bis native shore.

But more vital still was the new way of worship—so diifferent

from his contemporaries ; he was opposed to the conventional

Hindu worship of gods and goddesses, opposed to the caste

system, opposed to the Suttee which he helped to abolish. He
was a Yedantist and his yealrs of stay at Calcutta were occupied

with preaching the monotheistic doctrines of the Vedanta. In

1828, ho started a Upasanasabha. So far all was right; there had

been no western influence except perhaps, the congregational
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system of worship which he favoured ;-r-on the contrary Bam
Mohan’s papers—he had liiis own organs to preach lus views

—

were anti-missionary in their tone and ideas. The Baja left India

in 1880, and after spending 3 years in England and France, died

in 1833. After him the movement was guided by Dwarka

Nath Tagore and Bam Kanta Vidyabagish, but it could not

make much of a headway. On the 7th Pous of 1843, Maharshi

Devendranath Tagore with about 20 companions was initiated

formally into the Brahmo religion. The Maharshi drew his

spiritual nourishment from the Upanishads; and beside

questioning the infallibility of the Vedas and ignoring the

sanctity of caste in the conduct of divine worship—steps which

he was persuaded to take by Akshoy Kumai*—^made no departure

from the existing traditions of Hindu society. On the other

hand, he dreaded the gathering influence of Christianity on the

ne\^eligion—and at least once he mentioned this as

There was no sharp division as yet between his followers and

the orthodox section of the Hindus;—consequently no sectarian

feelings existed. It was for Keshab Chandra 8cn to give a

distinct shape to this legacy from Baja Bam Mohan and ini his

brief career he lived lio see two splits in the new sect which he

had done so much—and who like him ?—to create.

Keshab could not boast of being free from any western

influence. He thought and asserted—the Bible was indispensable

toman (Keshab Charita, p. 2). He learnt the highest truths

from Christian scriptures, English science and European

history. Shakespeare, Milton and Young were his favourite

poets. When he was only 18, 19 or 20, Young’s Night

Thoughts sustained him and fed his passionate mood. In 1859,

he opened a Brahma Vidyalaya in Sinduriapati (the Hindu-

Moslem riot blazes forth here
,
now and then—strange irony

of fate!) where he began to teach theology in English.

Devendranath’ s medium was Bengali and Keshab’s English.

Morrell, Cousin, Hamilton, Parker, Newman were hiil theological

masters; intuition, revelation, penance, reverend, brother

—
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these tenns were bodily and in significance imported from the

western writers. He also organised preachers for missionary

work—an order of brotherhood long forgotten in Bengal.

He tried to give a scientific interpretation of these and fully

admitted the western influence on him. He was in close

correspondence with Unitarians like Newman across the seas.

Daring his service at the Bank of Bengal he used to compose

small tracts in English. In the Victoria Memorial Hall in

Calcutta there is a portrait of Kcshab Chandra Sen where he

stands with th^ Bible, the Avesta, the Bigveda and the Quoran

bcdide him ; it is a fit symbol of the eclectic nature of his creed.

Eeshab Chandra was a force in his day. Old men who were

fortunate in hearing him hold forth to his audience, still remem-

ber and admire the inspired words. It was his original purpose

to have a number of apostles of the New Dispensation, each

one of whom would take up a distinct line of work in connection

with a particular creed for the benefit of the eclectic creed—^the

New Dispensation. This idea of synthetical reconstruction

is to be taken into account in estimating the work of Kcshab

Chandra, but that is l)e8ide our purpose. The great influence

he exerted on his contemporaries helped much to popularise

western ideas in matters of theology. And out of the great

schism when Kcshab drifted away was made the Sadharan

Brahmo Sumaj which is constituted on purely democratic lines

•as the term Sadharan indicates—authority and tradition were to

have no more any sway, the Sadharan Samaj prides itself on

being guided solely by reason.

The many oppositions which Hinduism had encountered made

it look to the efficiency of its own constitution
Neo-Hindmim.

called for organi»ation on new lines. In the

beginning of the century when the missionary activity was not

so prominent, when Baja Bam Mohan’s new mode of worship-

ping the Supreme God had not many followers, this call was not

so urgent. » But the interests of the Hindus were zealously

guarded by such leaders as Baja Badha Kanta Dev and Bam
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Comul Sen. Thus we find that when Sir Edward Hyde East,

in the informal meeting leading to the foundation of the Hindu

College, mentions the name of Baja Bam Mohan as one of the

members, all the other people bolding orthodox views without

whose co-operation the success of the project seemed an absurd-

ity, made known their refusal to work conjointly with him.

In this emergency. Bam Mohan, with characteristic self-efface-

ment, withdrew from the Committee. We also know popu-

lar songs were composed condemning the mischievous (as it

seemed to the orthodox party) action of the Baja in worshipping

one God after his new-fangled (?) theory. There was opposi-

tion offered to the Christian Missionaries and papers started for

the purpose. There was some stir in Hindu society when

Derozio’s teachings revolutionised the thoughts and ideas of

Young Bengal and it was doubted whether all the Hindu

College boys would renounce their religion in favour of free-

thinking or Christianity. Hence the removal, grossly unjust, of

Berozio from the Hindu CoUege staff. There were other

instances of Hindu activity. When Duff took the field, he

cliallenged Babu Pramothanath Dev, a rich and enthnsinstic

Hindu gentleman, to prove the superiority of Hinduism. There

were numerous fights in the residence of Babu Mathura Mohan

Sen of Jorabagan. Society was astir.

The Hindu College boys organised the Hindu Theophilan-

thropic Society and the first meeting was held at the residence

of Babu Eissory Chand Mittra, the Secretary of the Society, on

the 10th February, 1843. Its object was to teach the Hindus

to worship God in spirit and in truth, and to enforce those

sacred and moral duties which man owes to his Maker, and to

his fellowman. Its campaign was against Hindu idolatry and

it sought to preach sound and enlightened views of tlie Supreme

Being. The meetings were to be h41d once every month when

discourses were given in English and Bengali on the nature and

attributes of the Deity and general, moral, and religious principles.

It also held within its scope the preparation and publication
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of Bengali tracts on moral and religious subjects and the

squinting of Bengali and Sanskrit works of a like nature.

The attmidanoe was fairly representative. Dr. Duff, Bev.

£. M. Banerjee, Akshoy Kumar Datta, Bam Gopal Ghose,

Iswar Ghandra Gupta and others came and spoke in the meet-

ings. Evidently, it was a move on the part of the liberal sec-

tion of the community.

The first occasion when we find the orthodox party organi-

sing itself is in 1848, when the Dharma Sabha was established,

under the distinguished patronage of Baja Badha Eanta Dev.

But more remarkable than that is what may be called the Geeta

movement, for want of a better expression. Among others we
may mention Pandit Sasadhar Tarkachudamani, who wrote a

treatise on the subject and who belonged to the extreme section

of the orthodox party; there was Babu Banikim Chandra

Ohatterjee, the distinguished novelist and man of letters, to whom
Bengali literature owes so much, who neither renounced Krishna

nor followed the orthodox school but tried to interpret his life in

the light of reason and history through the journal Prachar;

there was the Arya Mission Institution, a school where the

teaching of the Geeta was compulsory; and Iswar Chandra

Vidyasagar, usually so reticent on religious questions, when

pressed rather hard, would recommend the study of, and obe-

dience to the Geeta. Towards the end of the century, in the

eighties, the Lord Gauranga ” movement, bearing a dear

stamp of the west, also made some noise; last, though by no

means the least, comes the Bam Krishna Mission, which has sent

its missionaries to Europe and America, and preached Vedanta

which, it asserts, is the common meeting ground of all religi-

ons. In this connection, it will not do to omit all mention of

Babu Bhudeb Mukerjee, whose power of synthesis was little

b)^ of the marvellous, and whose cultural Hinduism is in

contrast with Bankim Chandra’s political Hinduism, and

though he did not belong to any particular movement he dung
to the orthodox school and offered rational explanation of his

ll
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belief prescribisig courses of conduct in the family and sodety,

to the ndneteenth century anglicised Beuigali ECindus. Baj

Nm'ayan Basu, Chandranath Basu and Akshoy Chandra Sarkar

who wrote generally in favour of Hinduism, are lesser lights in

comparison with the above.

From the above survey of the Christian Missions, theBrahmo

Samaj, and the Hindu revivalist movement, we may partly, if not

in a full measure, realise the currents of thought which agitated

the public of the day. The issues are not yet dead, but still

vital and full of sigodficance for literature and life of the times.

The religious movements which threw young Bengal into

1 u ^ BO much agitation could not but be attended

by corresponding social movements in the

Hindu society where there were specific rules agaimt dining

and generally mixing with people professing a different creed.

Difficulty was felt in regard to those who renounced their tradi-

tional religion and embraced Christianity or Brahmoism—spe-

cially the former of these. At first they were legally debarred

from the rights of inheritance. The bar was, however, removed

by an act of legislature.

The converts from Hinduism were not only assured of their

legal rights—^it was a step taken by the Government—^but

attempts were made by the leaders of the orthodox section to en-

sure their social rights, at least the right to go baek to Hindu-

ism il the converts so wished it. If it was possible for them to

renounce their religion, it was argued, there should be nothing

to prevent them from reverting to the folds of the Hindu

society, in case they happened to change their minds. Accord-

ingly there was in circulation a small tract signed by about 100

orthodox Brahmin Pandits advocating the measure of receiving

such people back after due penance had been performed and

admitting that it was quite consistent with the injunctions laid

down in the Shastras. There was for the pursuance of this

measure a Patitoddhar Sabha which would meet at the residence

of Babu Shib Chandra Mallik of Amratola, Calcutta, .
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After the abolitioa of the Sutee custom, the question of

widow remarriage come to the front, and the opposition offereid

by the orthodox section to the proposed step may be illustrated!

by yarious, incidenits, of which the following is a spedm^.
About the year 1845, Babu Moti Lai Seal, it is said, offered a

gift of Bs. 10,000 ten thousand to any Hindu who abnuld dare

to marry a widow of his own faith. Moti Babu, in one of the

. meetings held to request the people belonging to the orthodox

party to petition to the Government asking them to remove all

legal hindrances in the matter, met with a rebuff
; they would

rather sign a petition for freely burning their widows as was

the custom in the good old days before 1829. But the tide

turned when Iswar Chandra Yidyasagar entered the field and

showed by quoting chapter and verse from the Hindu law books

that widow-remarriage was sanctioned by the Hindu Shastras.

The question now received a much wider consideration
;

Dasu

Bay composed a pamchali on the subject
;
popular songs passed

from village to village ; even cloths had their borders printed

with reference to the newly proposed measures, quoting lines

from these songs. Vidyasagar’s book, fwl atPpr®

materially helped the cause. Within one.week of its publica-

tion, the first edition of 2,000 copies was exhausted
; and

the next edition of three thousand copies was also sold out very

early. Petitions containing signatures of numerous persons belong-

ihgto various sections were sent up, and through the advocacy of

the*Hon’ble Mr. J. P. Grant, the Widow Remarriage Act—the

Act XV of 1866—was passed. For his help in furtherance of

the measure, Mr. Grant received a public address.

The curse of Kulinism or polygamy for the Kulin Brahmins

had long been felt. Yidyasagar’s name is associated with the

movement which aimed at its removal. His treatise—Baku

Bibdha—^is a historical accouilt of Bengali Brahmins and shows

up the grossness of their attitude towards women in the middle

ages when they were considered to be nowise better than

dumb domestic animals. In his attempt to reform, Yidyasagar
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did not stand alone. The exertions of Babu Bash Behari Sanna,

a native of Tarpasha in Bikrampur, deserve to be remembered.

He was a writer of popular songs and toured through the

villages of Eastern Bengal, singing songs composed by him for

the occasion—preaching against this pernicious custom ; two

extracts are given below from his ballads :

—

wtvtwiCTsrR

writfw*Wf

^1 c«W cw^‘sc>rc»n c^,9te*iwcwt»twvi

(c*itfl) CTirv w, ftof w I

(CTtCW) *w rt>t, « CIW,

(««si) m CTCf^ I

Moreover, ini 1855, certain cndightcnod Bengalis of Calcutta and

its suburbs submitted a joint petition, to the then Legislative

Council for an act against this institution of Polygamy. Another

petition, largely signed by the orthodox Pandits of Eastern

Bengal and recommending the abolition of the custom by an act

of legislature, was sent by Babu Baj Mohan Bay, a Zemindar

of Dacca. One of these petitions was signed by more than

twenty thousand people. The movement continued for about

20 years, but it did not receive the legislative support which was

at first expected ;
views of the |)eople have changed by

education and the economic question also has demanded greater

attention and for all practical purposes, the custom may be said

to be extinct at the present time.

One of the evils which attended English education in its

initial stage was drink, from which not even the illustrious men,

leaders in all questions of reform, were exempt.* In 1864,

however, the Bengal Temperance Society was started by Peary

Charan Sarkar to counteract the tendency and the practice of

Young Bengal in this direction. It had two organs to disseminate

its views—-one in Englieb and the other in Bengali—the
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Well-muhet ondf^WiMV. In connection with the reform

measures proposed or carried out in the last century, theConsmut

Bill deseires a passinig mention.

It should not be presumed that the movements described

above must have been the direct results of English education or-

organised only by people imbued with western ideas, but it must

be conceded that the principles of monogamy, of widow-remar-

riage, of a temperance society for the eradication of the drink

evil are widely current in western countries and had been

accepted in this country after considerable opposition.

Political consciousness was not a new thing with the

Hindus. It was bound to come with the loss
PditaeBiMoremeiit.

power. It was present in Bam
Mohan whose sense of it was so strong that he could glory in the

emancipation of other lands far away. After him, Derozio’s

love for India expressed in vigorous verse had no doubt its share

in forming this consciousness in Young Bengal. The study of

history of other countries must have stimulated it. Tarachand

Chakravarty’s QuUl, an English organ, helped to keep alive the

embers of political fire and annoyed Government officers by its

searching criticism of their action. *

The impetus towards political organisations, however, came

with Mr. George Thompson,^ sometimes styled rather enthusias-

tically as the Father of Political Education in India, a famous

Anti-slavery orator who accompanied Dwarkanath Tagore on his

return to India in 1842. It was the acute distress of the

Upper Provinces on account of outbreaks of famine that first

drew India to his notice. He had to stir up political conscious-

ness and lectured at Maniktala Garden House of the late Babu

Srikissen Singh, 31 Fouzdaree Balakhana, etc. He had great

faith in the efficacy of educating the British public on Indian

matters. The old Hindu Coflege boys gathered round him and

his speeches stirred them and the British India Society was

‘ Bet ipeeehet by Hr. Oeorge Thompeon, ed. by Btj J^ogeehnr Better. (Maeert. 8. K.

Ld>iriaOo.).UMI.
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establiBhed on 2(Hh April, 1843, with the British India Society

of Enigland formally established 4 years before through his

initiative as its model. Bengal began to take an interest in

politics and Bam Gopal Ghose’s career took a new direction.

By speech and writing, he made his voice felt on all important

occasions ;—in the Town Hall meeting of the 24th December,

1847, where he silenced three prominent English barristers by his

skilful arguments and persuasive eloquence and carried his point

;

regarding the proposed removal of the Hindu BumiDg Ghat

from Nimtolla, when he made a very effectual protest ; against

the European opposition to certain
**

Draft Acts commonly called

Black Acts ” when his performance evoked vindictive vehemence

of his European opponents.

The British India Society was amalgamated with the Land-

holder’s Society and transformed into the British Indian Associa-

tion in 1849, through the efforts of Bam Gopal Ghose and his

associates. The work of Bam Gopal was continued by Harish

Mookerjee, Shambhu Chandra Mookerjec and Eristodas Pal.

Harish Mookerjee was a power in those days. He made a

memorable protest against Dalhousic’s conquest of Oudh ; but

his more important work was the support given to Canning’s

Clemency Policy, when that policy was severely criticised by

European residents in India and when Bengal seemed to be

speechless and powerless before the blind wrath of infuriated

Englishmen goaded to revenge by the horrors of the mutiny.
’

Canning himself would, it is said, consult the Patriot regularly

and attach to it much importance as the organ of Indian opinion.

Nor should we forget the yeoman' service rendered by Harish in

connection with the Indigo Commission. aitwi,

CftPlI TrtWRf—thus ran the popular song. Harish Mookerjee was

cut off at 39 in 1861. Shambhu Chandra’s was a journalistic

career—he edited the Samachar-i-Htndusthani of Lucknow, the

Hindu Patriot, the Mookerjee's Magazine which later on was

named the Rais and Rayat. He also worked in various other

capacities—as Minister of Hill Tipperah, Political Adviser to the
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Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Persousd Assistant to the Nawab of

Bampur. Shambhu Chsudra and Eristo Das were life-long

friends ; and the subsequent career of Eristo Das Pal was al-

most identified with the successful conduct of the Hindu Patriot

and, we may remember, the controversy round the Dbert Bill.

In this connection it will be sufficient to glance at those meni of

letters who tried to rouse a sense of political nationalism in

Bengal through their writings—^Bankim Chandra, Dina-

bandhu and Jogendranath Bidya-Bhusani ; Bankim Chandra

through his novels and essays, and Dinabandhu in his NU-
darpan, and Jogendranath through the Shomaprakaah, which

began in 1858, and introduced Mazzini, Garibaldi, and Cavour

and William Wallace to the Bengali public. Mazzini, the

Italian pariot, had taught the ideal of unity and the Indian

patriots saw the vision of a united India.

" It was Mazzini, the incarnation of the highest moral forces in the

political arena,—Mazzini, the apostle of Italian unity, the friend of the

human race, that I presented to the youth of Bengal. Mazzini had

Italian unity. We wanted Indian unity. Mazzini had worked through

the Toung. I wanted the young men of Bengal to realize their potentia-

lities I soon popularized Mazzini among the young men of Bengal."

—Sir Surendranath in his A Nation in Making, p. 48.

We may also note that there has been, since the eighties, a

movement towards the improvement of indigenous industries and

this movement had been fostered by the Hindu Mela, when

Babindra Nath was a young man. It was in 1896, that the

first Bengal Provincial Conference was hold at Erishuagar

where speeches were made in Bengali for the first time in pro-

vincial politics.

' As the, British Indian Association had become in course of

time the organisation of the handed aristocracy of the province,

in 1876 was started a new society called the Indian Association

which is still flourishing and which has done much useful work

in spreading political ideas among the initelligensia. At first

it was suggested that the Association should be named Bengal
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A^BOoiation, but the leaders, inspired by Mazzini’s idealism,

saw the vision of a United India and, accordingly named it the

lodiani Association.

The conception of the Congress came from Mr. Hume. It

was he who suggested to Lord Dufferin the advisability of there

being a central or All-India body of educated gentlemen who

would come together from time to time and discuss social topics

under the Presidentship of the administrative head of that

province where they would meet. Lord Dufierin rather

favoured the idea of an opposition party in the country which

might criticise the government policy and the conduct

of the officials and thus work for the efficiency of public

services. When the idea was accordingly circulated to the

leaders, they took it up eagerly and decided to hold at Poona a

gathering of representatives from various parts of India during

the X’mas holidays, to promote mutual intercourse and to

discuss the programme for the next year. The first Congress

was held at Bombay, not Poona where there was an outbreak

of cholera. The second Congress met at Calcutta. To these

gatherings sympathetic Englishmen would come and take part

in the discussions that ensued. Mr. George Yule, Sir William

Wedderbum, Mr. Alfred Webb were elected Presidents in the*

4th, 5th .and 10th sittings. Mr. Bradlaugh of England, a

famous and active member of the Parliament, was present in

the 5th Congress and was hailed with joy. In these years,

topics like the following occupiied the attention of the

leaders :

—

1. Bcconstitution and gradual Indianisation of the

Public services.

2. Separation of the Judicial and the Executive.

3. The Arms Act.
' *

4. The growing poverty of the country.

5k The question of Indian labour on the Indenture-
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The leaders looked forward to tha Parliament to remedy

the evils which the country suffered from. Their idea was

frankly expressed in the Prachara of 1889 :

—

f¥fwr, wrtii fw 5t^, *nf*iCTp^ tifrtti ^ 5tk»

cfa *n, *tif*iCTc^ fwi wrt wifts'e fill *wnpn i

An office was opened in England for propaganda work with

the India for its organ. Surendranath’s was the outstanding

personality of the times.

Beading his Autobiography Nation in Making” penned

towards the close of his career, we find that he had been large-

ly inspired by Western ideals and that he had been all along

accustomed to look up to the West. We are speaking of his

political activities ;
and the reader will draw his own conclu-

sions from the passage quoted below :

—

(Speaking of Kriato Daa Pal and othira) the new school of

politioisns, fresh from their oontaot with the West, familiar with Western

methods and imbued with the Western spirit, left the beaten track and

extended the scope of their work by direct appeals to the educated

community and even to the masses. The new ideals and the new methods

moved the people, and imparted to them an impu^ that bore fruit in the

manifold activities of an awakened national life.” A Nation in Making.

-p. 198.

This is Surendranath’s reading of the political

Situation. And what about his own attitude ? When
starting the boycott agitation In Bengal, the organisers

of the movement commissioned Surendranath to consult ‘‘some

English friends as to whether they would advise such a resolu-

tion and what should be its form’ ’
; (p. 192) and when it

received the sanction—or was it the imprimatur ?—of English-

men, only then boycott as a temporary measure and for a

particular object was proposed. * The “moderate” party, whose

great representative Sir Surendranath was, has always stood

and even now stands, for grafting English parliamentary

politics on the soil uf this country.

12
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Sterner ideas and ideals have dominated the political field

since ; the PartitioDi of Bengal in 1905 roused the opposition

of the people and its consciousness of power; and though the

partition has been annulled, the antagonism called forth by it

has not toned down in any considerable degree. Politics is no

longer a resort for fashionable and educated gentlemen of

position ; even school boys and poor men have taken it up,

rightly or wrongly, as their life’s vocation, and have freely

given their life’s blood to the cause. It is the dominant

question of the day and has cast into shadow everything else,

though it may be for a short while. Hence the importance of

attending to the clear western impress- which is manifest in the

department of politics. In tracing the growth of extremism in

a broader sense than political. Sir Surendranath in his remini-

Bcences emphasises the nature of this impress. Says he,

—" Our fathers, the first fruits of English education, were violently

pro-British. They could see no flaw in the civilisation or the culture

of the West. They were charmed by its novelty and its strangeness.

The enfranchisement of the individual, the substitution of the right of

private judgment in place of traditional authority, the exaltation of duty

over custom, all came With the force and suddenness of a revelation to an

Oriental people who knew no more binding obligation thui the mandate

of immemorial usage and of venwable tradition Everything English

was good—even the drinking of brandy was a virtue ; everything not

English was to be viewed with suspicion. It was obvious that this was

a passing phase of the Youthful mind of Bengal ; and that this tempera-

ment had concealed in it the seeds of its own decay and eventual extinc-

tion. In due time came the reaction, and with a sudden rush. And from
e

the adoration of all things Western, we are now in the whirlpool of a

movement that would recall us back to our ancient civilisation, and our

time-honoured ways and customs, untempered by the impact of the ages

that have rolled by and the forces of modem life, now so supremely

operative in shaping the destinies of napkind” (p. 808).

Coming back to the narrower domain of politics wc find that

the Boycott movement over the Partition of Bengal, the Anti-

circular Society, the Home Buie Agitation, the Bon-co-operation
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movement with civil disobedience to fall back upon

as its ultimate step—in all these the western influence is visible

on the surface, and though they are not wholly due to it they

are largely indebted to the ideas of the French Revolution, the

Irish Homo Rule agitation, the Young Italy movement and the

civil disobedience theories of Thoreau and Tolstoy. If terms

' mean anything, the significance of the incorporation of such

words as Congress, Delegate, Vote, Conference, etc., will not be

wholly lost.

In bringing this brief essay to a conclusion, we should

like to repeat that there has been a great wave of western

influence passing over all the varied walks of life and that the

extent of such influence will be partly realised when we consider

it as moulding the public movements of the time in Bengal.

In social, I'eligious and political matters our thoughts as they

now are owe a good deal to the West.

Priyaranjan Srn
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A NOTABLE CONTRIBUTION ON INDIAN HISTORY*

‘'Truth has on eternal title to our oonfession. though we are eure to

be sufferers by it."

This book—The Other Side of the Medal—^presents an

account of the so-called Sepoy Mutiny of 1867, the true story of

which is but little known even to the historians, and to the

public not at all. The author is an Englishman and feels that

much imjust propaganda and deliberate lies have been circulat-

ed about the Sepoy Mutiny, even by those who class themselves

as “ Christian Missionary Statesmen,” ” the missionary lead-

ers who are trusted and encouraged at Foreign Offices and

Colonial Offices.” He informs his readers at the preface of the

book that he has written the book, in spite of opposition from

many English religious leaders who felt that the time was not

ripe for telling the other side of the question. The author is

not an anti-British propagandist
; on the contrary he feels

that India is Britain’s business and the Americans and others

must not meddle init. (Page 126.)

To paint Britain’s enemies in the darkest hue is the general

British method of writing history. For instance, during the

World War, the British War Office invented the story that the

Germans were boiling the bodies of the dead soldiers to secure

fat. Now we know that this ingenious lie was spread all over

the world even in Germany to create deep and gruesome impres-

sion about the brutality of the Germans. This method was

adopted to rouse indignation among the Chinese who respect the

dead, against the Germans, and at the same time to win world

'sympathy towards the cause of the British who. were engaged in

the fight to protect the ”poor Belgians” and to help ” to

make the world safe for democracy.” Most of the official

histories of the Sepoy Mutiny were prepared to spread what the

1 ** The Other Side of the Medal " by Bdward Thompeon* Haxoourti Brace k Go”

N.Y.
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British authorities saw fit to tell the world and thus they ate full

of misinfonnation.

» The author in this work shows that although the British

were not fiends, but to strike terror in the mind of the people

of India, most horrible forms of wholesale massacres of Indians

—young and old, women and children, combatants and non-

combatants—were carried on by the British military and civil

authorities. Mr. Thompson, in every case, has substantiated

his point, by quoting most authentic documents and writings of

British officials, that Indians were blown from the mouths of

cannons, indiscriminate burning of the villages, and wholesale

hangings were the practice sanctioned by the British authorities

in India. The author in one instance quotes a letter of the

late Lord Boberts who was a siibaltcm and took an active part

in the suppression of the Mutiny :

"When a prisoner is brought in, 1 am the first one to call out to

have him hanged. " (Page 52.)

In another place he quotes

:

" The executions of Natives were indiscriminale to the lost degree....

In two days forty-two men were hanged on the roadside and a batch of

twelve men were executed because their faces were ‘ turned the wrong

way ’ when they were met on the march. All the villages in his front

Were burnt when he halted. These severities wovld not have been justi-

fied by the Cawnpore massacre, because they took place before the dia-

bolical act.” (p. 68).

Ho further quotes from Kaye’s History of the Sepoy War
the following passage

:

" Martiaf Law had been proclaimed; those terrible Acts passed by

the Legislative Council in May and June were in full operation; and

soldiers and civilians alike were holding Bloody Assises, or slaying

Natives without any assise at all, regardless of sex or age. Afterwards,

the thirst for blood grew stronger still. It is on the record of our

Jiritish Parliament, in papers sent home by Ooverrtor-Qenerul of India

in Oounoil, that the aged, women and children, are sacrificed, as weU as
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iho$e guilty of rebellion. They were not deliberately hanged, but burnt

to death in their villages—perhaps now and then aooidentally shot. Eng-

lishmen did not hesitate to boast or to record their boastings in writing,

that they had 'spared no one
’ and that

'
jeering away at niggers' was

very pleasant pastime, 'enjoyed amazingly' (p. 71).

The foUowiog passage from the report of “ Govemor-

General in Council,” 24th December, 1867, on the state of

affairs in the previous July, quoted by the author throws consi>

durable light on the condition of the people throughout the

North Western Provinces and the Punjab :

" The indiscriminate hanging, not only of persons of all shades of

guilt, but of those whose guilt was at the least very doubtful, and the

general burning and plunder of villages, whereby the innocent as well as

the guilty, without regard to age or sex, were indiscriminately punished,

and in some oases, saorifiood, had deeply exasperated large communities

not otherwise hostile to the Government; that the cessation of agricul-

ture, and consequent famine were impending; that there were sepoys pass-

ing through the country, some on leave, others who had gone to their

homes after the breaking up of regiments, having taken no part in the

mutiny, but having done their utmost to prevent it; others who had risk-

ed their lives in saving their European officers from the sanguinary fury

of their comrades; an^ that all of these men, in the temper that at that

time generally prevailed among the English officers and residents

throughout the country, and still unhappily prevails in some quarters,

were liable to common penalty ; and lastly, that the proceedings of the

officers of the Government had given colour to the rumour...that the

Government meditated a general bloody persecution of Mohammedans
and Hindus.” (I’age Tii.)

The principal point the author makes in the book is that

althougli it is true that British women and children were massa-

cred at Cawni)orc by llie Sepoys, but this should be regarded

as the effect of the
”
bloody Assizes and wholesale burning of

villages, etc.” maugiu-ated by the civilized and Christian

British Officials and men. The British historians in general

have suppressed the darker side of the British exploits and if

any Indian scholar like Mr. Savarkar ever tried to tell the truth*
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of the situatioD, he was charged with spreading disaffection and

racial hatred and put in prison or punished i>n some other ways.

The author pi eads what late B. C. Dntt did long ago—the
British should not force Indian children to learn half truths

about their ancestors and the Sepoy Mutiny.

Mr. Thompson thinks that the memories of the outrages

committed by the British during the Sepoy Mutiny—the

Massacre at Kabul, the blowing up from the mouth of cannons

of the Kuka Sikhs at Amritsar, the Jalianwalla Bag affair

(commonly known as the Amritsar Massacre) and the suffo-

cation of the Moplah prisoners in a train—are supplying fuel to

the fire of hatred cherished by the Indian people to their alien

rulers. He pleads that the English should be generous towards

Indians and make some form of " atonement ’* which will bring

about better understanding between the people of India and

England. He says

:

" There is no commoner word on Indian lips to-day than atonement.

England, they say, has never made atonement; and she must do it

before we can be friends. The word in their minds is the Sanskrit

prayaechitta, unusually translated atonement, but its meaning is rather a

gesture. It is not larger measures of self-government for which they

are longing, it is the magnanimous gesture of a great nation, so great that

it can afford- to admit mistake and wrong-doing, and too proud to distort

facts." (Page 181 .)

9

Distorting facts about India and Indian aspirations is the

order of the day, as it was in the past. Mr. Thompson is not

free from the charge, when he gives the impression that the

people of India arc not asking for larger measures of self-

government.” With regret it must be said that Mr. Thomp-

son has distbrted facts when he charges the Indian Horae Buie

League of America, spreading lies about India under the British

rule, as the Irish in America did about Ireland ( I) (page 125).

The case for India is sufficiently strong to attract world sym-

pathy, if the truth is known by the world at large. We hold

that the fate of 320,000,000 people is not Britain’s private
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affair. The relation that exists between Britain and India is

something like that which is prevalent between a slaye<^yer

and his slaves ; and that is the greatest stumbling block in the

way of any permanent friendship between those two nations.

It is our conviction that the rusty conscience of the British

public will be quickly awakened to the sense of justice, through

rousing world public opinion, by spreading truth about India.

Taraenath Das

TO MY MUSE

In heart’s dream-land thou art the fay.

The sweetness thou of what men say.

Thy smile fulfils desires of life.

Serene peace-gem ’midst trial and strife.

Smoother thou of wrinkled brow.

Of sorrow sore the soother thou.

Enchantress thou of ear and eye.

Thy mystic touch to truth turns lie.

Makes youth grow old and old grow young.

As song of life by thee is sung.

Life dies, death lives at thy command.

Turns silence song thy magic wand.

Thy look transforms discordant screech

To beauteous nymph's unuttered speech.

All ! ever free thy moving power

Be-decks with charms anew each hour.

Bright gods of spheres for thy dear sake

Descend, new worlds to^make and make.

I care not, I ask not, whatever thou art,

I know but I love thee—^true life of my heart.

Mohjnjhohan Chattbrji
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KALICHARAN BANURJI

Ealicharaoi Banurji was bom in 1847 and died in 1907

when he had almost completed his sixtieth year.

He was educated in the Oriental Seminary and the Free

Church Institution (later on known as Duff College). The whole

of his college Arts course he took in the latter Institution. He
passed the Entrance Examination of the Calcutta University in

1860 when he was only a boy of thirteen and was placed in the

First Division. He passed the First Examination in Arts in

1862, taking the seventh place in the First Division, the first

place being occupied by Bashbehari Ghosh, who subsequently

became famous as a lawyer and jurist. At the B.A. Examina-

tion of 1865 the first place in the first' division was taken by

Chandranath Bose who subsequently rose to eminence as a

writer of Bengali, the second place was occupied by two men,

Blochmann who became later on Principal of Calcutta

Madrassah and came to be known far and yiride as a linguist

and Bashbehari Ghosh,- and Ealicharan stood just below them.

In 1866 the subject of this sketch alone came out in the

first class in Mental and Moral Philosophy ; one of his

examiners, Bev. J. Trafford, Principal of Serampore College,

remarked in this connection that Ealicharan’s answers were

perfect except that he had made Scotch use of ' shall ’ and
‘ will,’ and no wonder, for he had been educated in. the Free

Church of Scotland Institution

!

In 1866 he was appointed Professor of Philosophy and

English Literature in the Free Church Institution and he

continued to work in this .capacity till 1880. As Professor

of Logic and Philosophy Ealicharan’s reputation stood very

high. Logic in the F.A. classes he used to teach in Bengali,

as he had found that students of the 1st and 2nd year classes

could not follow intelligently lectures in Logic delivered in

18
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English. The writer of this sketch actually heard from some

of his students that his Bengali lectures in Logic were most

impressive.

In 1877 he was appointed a Fellow of the Calcutta Undver-

sity. The old Minutes of the Undversity show that he was

not a prominent University figure till 1887. Ini 1893 when
he was placed on the Syndicate he rose to great prominence.

For ten years he was on the Executive of the Senate and for

some years did the work of Vice-Chancellor, though he did

not hold the Vice-Chancellorship, at meetings of the Syndicate.

He presided at them as the Senior Fellow in the absence of

the Vice-Chancellor who in those days attended meetings of

the Syndicate very rarely. He was the first Bengalee paper-

setter and examiner in B.A. Enghsh and for years was

examiner of M.A. and Prcmchand Boychand studentship candi-

dates.

From 1880 to 1897 he practised as a lawyer. He stood

seventh in the First Class at the B.L. Examination in 1870

from the Presidency College and was enrolled as a Vakil of

the Calcutta High Court in that year, b\it he began to practise

from 1880. His practice was almost entirely confined to

criminal mofussil courts. In a very short time he came to be

recognised as an able criminal lawyer.

But he had never forgotten his first love. He was cut

out for the work of a teacher. His fine analytical faculty

enabled him to break up a complex subject into its parts and

to show their connexion most lucidly. In 1886 he accepted

a professorship of Ijaw in one of the Calcutta Colleges and

later on another professorship of Law in another Calcutta

College and these posts he continued to hold till his death and

even when he was Registrar of jihe Calcutta University and

as such had very onerous duties to perform:

In 1897 when Professor Henry Stephen went home on fur-

lough for eighteen months, Kalicharan Banuiji taught Philo-

sophy during all that time in the Free Church Institution,
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He was a patriot auid as a member anid for some time

president of the Indian Association and as a member of the

Indian National Congress for years be was known as a good

pobtical speaker. He held that Government apart from the

people was an abstraction and the people apart from Gnvemmenit

was so also. He was for two years on the Bengal Legislative

Council as elected representative of the Senate of the Calcutta

University.

Kalicharan Banurji’s interests were wide. He was nomi-

nated by Government as a member (Commissioner) of the

Calcutta Corporation and did good work in that capacity.

But all that he did he subordinated to one thing which

was the passion of his life—^loyalty to Jesus Christ and His

ideal. Great as a teacher, brilliant as an orator, Kalicharan

was above all a religious preacher and he availed himself of

every possible opportunity to bring men to the knowledge of

the truth as it is in Christ Jesus.

The Indian Christian Community in Bengal has been

privileged to record on its rolls illustrious names. The names

of Krishnamohan Banerjea, scholar, linguist, statesman and

theologian, Lalbihari Day, the greatest Bengalee writer of

English prose, Michael Madhusudan Dutt, writer of immortal

verse in Bengali whose Meghnadhhadh Kavya will endure as long

as Bengali language and literature last, Toru Dutt ‘‘ the bloom

whose i)etals, nipt before they blew, died on the promise of

the fruit,” a girl of true poetic genius, Bamchandra Bose,

fascinating as a thinker, writer and speaker and Kalicharan

Banurji, preacher, orator, patriot and educationist, will con-

tinue to shed lustre on the annals of Bengal, for they made

solid contributions to some department of life or other and

tlipjy services can never be ignored. One more name ought to be

mentioned in this connection! Mahendralal Basak, one of Dr.

Duff’s converts, who was great in literature, great in Mathe-

matics and great in Philosophy and was regarded as a real

genius for his originality of thought, but was cut off by cholera
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at the age of twenty-one, would perhaps have proved the most

distinguished ornament of the Bengalee Christian community

had he lived longer.

Kalicharan was loved and respected by all sections of the

community. Meek and hmuble, forgiving and generous, kind

even to his enemies whose number, however, was microscopic,

his personality will not readily be forgotten, and generations

yet unborn, if they are told about him, will profit by the example

of such a life.

J. B. Banbrjea

WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLLED AWAY

You weighed me in the pans of pain

With heavy weights of doubt and care

;

I clung to you—and oh ! my gain 1

—

Tour weight o’erbalanoed all despair I

Like lotus filled with fragrant dew.

This heart is full* of gratitude

;

And opening offers self to You,

As ends the night of platitude 1

OtbiIi Modajc
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LIFE OF THE CELEBRATED SEVAGY

[Translator's Note : One of the earliest biographiieB of

Shivaji was written in Portuguese by one Cosnie de Ouarda

about whom we know nothing. (4uarda’s work written in

1696 was n ot published till 1730 and its inaccuracies are both

glaring and numerous. But its interest does not lie in its

quaintness only. It gives us a fairly accurate idea of the im-

pression that Shivaji had made on the minds of his neighbours

and contemporaries. Not only his own countrymen but French,

English, Portuguese and Dutch travellers w'ere equally attracted

by the uncommon pers onality and ability of this extraordinary

man. It is, therefore, hoped that an English translation of

this rare work of which only few copies are known will not

be without interest and may be of some use U) the students of

Maratha History.—S. N. S.]

Chapter I.

His Birth and Early Career.

The village of Virar near the city of Bacaym in the terri-

.torics of the Portuguese Crown was the birthplace of Hovagy.

The lord of this village was Doin Manoel de Mencxes, and

people were not wanting who said that Sevagy was his son.

May truth prevail. But at all events ho has been known as the

youngest of twelve sons [2] of Sagy, a Captain of Idalcao who

died old governing the principalities of Madure, Tangan and

Tinga. was called Sevagy in honour of an idol, called

Seva, much venerated by 'the gentiles to which is joined the

word “gy” (which is the same as Henhor) Sevagy means

Senhor Seva. He belonged to the Maraste nation as do all

Hindus who inhabit the region between the city of Goa and

Surrate.
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It is the custom among tliese captains (and Europe will

lose nothing in following it) to take their sons with them in

war and other enterprises and Sevagy had not completed twelve

years when bis father gave him the command of thirty horses,

among the many that these captains have in their charge. But

as Sevagy was so young, he gave him as his tutor, an old

soldier and near relative, called Neutagy,' who always accom-

panied him and never left him on account of the affection he

felt for Sevagy and also because he knew that he was not only

quick in action but lively in carriage also, for with a clear ^nd

fair face nature had given him the greatest perfections [3]

speciallly the dark big eyes were so lively that they seemed to

dart rays of fire. To these was added a quick, clear and acute

intelligence. Sevagy was fifteen years of age when his natural

cheerfulness was suddenly converted into perpetual sadness.

He longed to be alone and was always so pensive that it attract-

ed general notice. His tutor Ncotagy in special felt much
concerned and asked him several times whether he needed

anything, and as he loved him so much he should tell him

what troubled him and what he desired generally. His reply

was that what he had in his mind caused him great distress.

Neotagy said laughingly with a smile, ‘Really my child it is

well that you think about enterprises that you want to under-

take and the reputation that you may acquire thereby.’ And as he

spoke in this fashion several times Sevagy replied, “ You are

not a prophet uncle but seem to l)c one in what you observe,

for you know tliat my diligence is yet very small for my
purpose.” If Neotagy smiled then Sevagy. (would continue)

—

” Laugh uncle [4] but before long you will jierceive my
reasons and your errors.” The old man savr that the boy spoke

like a man and seriously entreated him to confide his project

to him for he would always find in* him a friend and compa-

nion. Sevagy then mounted his' horse and with him rode

‘ The author probably means Netaji Palkar but NetAji was not SivAji's uncle or

guardian.
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Neotagy and the thirty horsemen under his command. Leaving

the army they posted themselves in a place where they would

not be heard and Sevagy asked them all in a loud voice

whether they would follow him to better their fortunes. Some
replied in the affirmative and he (assured them): “Then I

promise you that your names will l)e celebrated, and in all

these regions our deeds will be admired.” “But what shall

we do ? ” asked Neotagy. “ Humiliate the proud and make our-

selves great,” said Sevagy. Neotagy then promised that he

would never fail him with his person and counsel and the thirty

soldiers gave him such enthusiastic assurances as if he had

already achieved the most notable victory. This done they

returned to the army and awaited the opportunity that luck

might present them [5]. This opportunity was soon found in

the death of the King and the disunion that followed in the

Court of Vizapur caused by the clcctioni that the Queen made

of the son, so it is said, of an elephant-driver. The Moors

are prou d and haughty and much haughtiness was not needed

to disobey a King of such humble origin. The nobles in parti-

cular felt so highly scandalised that they all left the court and

retired to their lands and estates without the Queen’s per-

mission. And as it is a grave offence and sedition to go away

without paying due respects to the King or him who rules, the

court became devoid of courtiers (cavaliers, literally knights or

gentlemen) and remained in a great confusion. Sevagy took

this general disorder as an omen for his particular enterprise

and so resolved (assim resolvendu-se) he left the army with

his uncle and companions without taking his father’s leave or

telling him anything. [0] Travelling away from the public

road they r^gched at daybreak a Hindu settlement many leagues

off. In this settlement he furnished himself with necessaries

for a few days and here, as well as in other villages he persuad-

ed all the able (bodied) men he found to enlist with him, and

he induced them with such skill that by the time he reached

the territories of Visapur, he had with him five hundred
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horse. His credit had already much increased, for all thought

that he was a great minister of the King or a personage of

note in the kingdom. He arrived in the Province of Canolur,

which was governed by a Mulato with the title of Sidizer* of

Canolur. He was a captain of Yisapur and very powerful.

He was so offended witb the election of the king that when
summoned by the King and the Queen he hot only disobeyed

but sent a reply that King indeed he was in his lands where

one who knew better to direct the goad of the elephant than

the scepter never had any place. When Sidizer leam^of

Sevagy’s arrival, whose father was his friend, and understood

hiis purpose, he communicated with him (Sivaji) by letters

and presents, but they did not join each other. They made,

however, an alliance between them and promised never to fail

each other. This pact concluded Sevagy iimmcdiiately entered

the territories of Yizapur, plundering largo and small places

(7) above the (rate which is a hilly place of the world that

crosses the whole of the country properly called India, (^ate

(all the Oriental languages agree in its meaning) is an

eminence so to say, and it is really so high that there are places

whence it would takd ten hours to descend to the plain. Bobbing

many on the Gate, Sevagy descended below in Concao in its

northern part (the plain that reaches the foot of the Gate is

called Concao). Here he captured a fortress called Dabul,

took possession of all the lands under its jurisdiction and killed

all the Mouros he found, appointing Hindu Abaldares (they

are Governors) all Marastes by nation as he was and all submitted

with ease and pleasure.

At this time the new King Idalcao thought of leaving the

Court of Yizapur to reduce Sidizer of Canolur to obedience and

as he was the most powerful of all it caused him (the King)*

great anxiety and fear. The King' arrived and laid siege to %jis_

place (8) which the Sidi defended well at the beginning. The

King however received fresh reinforcement every hour and the •

^ Probably he means Siddi Jobar*
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Sidi found himself hard pressed. Sevagy informed of this did

hot like to succour him as this could not be done without risk-

ing a battle with the King who had great power. Sevagy had

then no more than seven hundred horse and two thousand peons,

as it was too early to expose them to any danger, which, bad

at aU events, would be very harmful at the commencement of

a project. But he' descended the Gate again. Went to the

Metropolis of Visapur which he besieged. He found it in such

a state that he could capture it but he did not do so because

he^was not yet very strong and did not like to expose himself

to its loss. He contented himself with plundering and he set

fire to Abdulapur, Nacarapur, and Corapulur, three great settle-

ments about a quarter of a league from the capita], and other

places in the neighbourhood, leaving all in those and other

places greatly astonished and frightened while the name of

Sevagy became formidable. It was the best way he could safely

help (9) his friend and it was so important that at the first

notice the King raised the siege for he was afraid of losing his

capital which would be difficult to recover. Sevagy in liis turn

(original only sabendo) retired to the territories of Bustamusa-

man, * another powerful Mulato and a confederate of his

when he learned of the King’s movement. Thence he again

descended the Gate and on his way sacked an important place

called Chandagosa. Here he obtained great wealth, for in this

place dwelt many Baneanes who had fled from Goa with great

sums belonging to the Portuguese (just punishment for their

sin as they entrusted their money only to idolaters) . Sevagy had

as yet no residence nor did he build it anywhere. When he

was supposed to be here he was there, and when suspected to be

there (away) he would enter through the gates. He always

took with him as many horses as he found in order to augment

jus troops for the people attracted by the good pay that he used

to give were many. Sevagy spent much time ascending and

* Rustam-i-SBinaii Whd wbb univerBally Boepected of having a secret enderetanding

witji *

14
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descending tbe hills of Gate, and always sacked innumerable

places (em sabir, edescer as serraa do Gate saqueando sempere

inuumerabeis lugares se deteve muito tempo Sevagy) (10). He
made the fortress of Dabul his arsenal and in the course of a

year made himself master of the whole area in this maritime

coast from Curale (three leagues from Bengorla—Vingurla) to

the estuary which i» thirty-six leagues (away) . He soon reduced

some other fcirtresses that still belonged to Idalcao till (he

reached the one called Danda where was a Sidy (the same as

Abyssinian). This is not the Danda near Ghaul. For never

by assault could be captured this fortress built on a steep and

large rock with a large and deep ditch opened in the rock itself

where Sevagy could not put his cavalry (much as he tried).

Sevagy often sent expeditions to different places at the same

time and in all of them he was convoked and he was in com-

mand. The question is stiiU unsolved whether he substituted

others for himself or he was a magician or the devil was in his

place. Much has been said about it in India and there is much

divergence of opinion as usual. If I had to give my opinion

I would say that as ' he sent expeditions to two, three and four

(11) places at the same time and os with every regiment went a

Captain whom all obeyed and called Sevagy Raja (name that

he had assumed after his rebellion) this mistake was caused by

some people [i.e. fresh recruits] who came every day and did

not know him well ns yet. Hence arose the belief that he used to

be in different places (at the same time). It was confirmed

when the people robbed at different places met and all affirmed

that Sevagy in person sacked these places on such a day or suclr

a night at such air hour. And as among Indians much less

suffices to confirm much more (than this) there grew the firm

belief that Sevagy was everywhere.'
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CHAPTER n.

The King Tdaloao sends an army against Sevagy, the Commander of

~whioh Belulghan was vanquished, captured and hilled by Sevagy.

The King Idalcao felt vexed that a boy, the son of one

of his vassals, should sack his capital and make himself master

of the whole (12) of the territories of Concao. He suspected

that the grandees of the Kingdom helped Sivaji out of spite

for him (the King) and wished to undeceive them by destroy-

ing Sevagy. For this purpose he selected Belulghan^ an old

Captain of the deceased King, of known valour and experience

and gave him thirty-five thousand horse with orders to finish

with Sevagy at all costs. The General departed and reached

the highest part of the Gate and halted the army. From
there he sent several spies to know where Sevagy mostly resi-

ded and while awaiting this information he ordered the des-

truction of several temples of idols to spite his adversary for

being a Gentio. As no one knew, for certain, anything about

Sevagy’s residence the information was confused and contra-

dictory. As the general could not come to any decision without

definite information, he did not like to move from that place

until this was verified. But Sevagy, wanting to relieve him

of so much work, visited him many days in the same army or

in his encampment in the following manner. He stripped him-

self totally and fastened a (piece of) cloth not very clean (this

is to cover what must not be shown as they say in India), and

putting (13) on his head bundles of grass, carried them to the

General’s stable. In this manner he examined the entrees and

exits of the camp and particularly the quarters of the general.

Disguised iiv this fashion he himself spoke to all and ques-

tioned all without being ever recognized by any one. At other

timftH (or better sometimes) he sent his uncle Neotagy to the

same army and both of them talked of the injuries that all

' Omrda probably bimpi Afwl Kban bat bip informpMon vaa oonfaMd and inaopa*

XPta,
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received from Sevagy. Sometimes both of them would go

through the army and not satisfied with what information the

grass -afforded they would find excuse for delay there to

stay longer and to observe more. They would manage to

lose their bundles there and would be thus detained by

this occasion till they had seen and verified all that was

necessary. Sevagy soon sent his uncle Neotagy to get one

thousand horse and lead them to an appointed place by secret

roads in the wood, while he contrived things in such a way as

would facilitate the ascent of the Gate (the verb here is desem-

pedir) . The Mouro General had secured all (14) the roads of

the Gate by posting peons in order to get immediate information

of all occurrences, and as he felt secure, he was more at ease

than was proper. Sevagy sent a squadron of his peons, who

were lilse those in a draught board, his chosen men and so

prompt and intelligent that they left nothing to be desired. But

any prince who may imitate Sevagy can in the same manner

organise a good army as Sevagy had done. For if any of these

soldiers failed to execute his orders he would not appear before

him but the more valorous and intelligent would at once avail

themselves of the opportunity and immediately get their reward.

So he was not only obeyed but loved. Sevagy then ordered a

squadron of these soldiers, divided into many parties, so that

they might not be recognized, to climb the roads of the Gate

until they reached the sentinels of the army (camp?). These as

if tired of climbing the height sat down when they were ques-

tioned by the Lascars (army) and replied that they came to

enlist themselves (tomarpaga or to take the cavalry, but paga

is written with a small
‘

p
’ here) to fight (against) [15] the

robber Sevagy, against whom they feigned to desire vengeance

for being robbed and they pretended that they uame from a

place recently sacked by Sevagy who had killed all those he

could lay hands on and they and a few more who were coming

behind only escaped. They immediately lay down to sleep and

thus completely deceived the sentinels. Then arrived others
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who said, and did the same thing. There were in all thirty-

seven sentinels of the Mouros and they were sufficient for that

road. Then the (new-comers) awoke and asked the sentinels

to whom they would have to speak for enlistment and as they

were replying the thirty-seven sentinels were surrounded and

killed and (Sevagy’s men) thus became the masters of the

situation for there was no other way to ascend . in that part.

Information was immediately sent to Sevagy who at once

ascended with one thousand cavalry and many infantry and

disposed of them in such a manner that his men entered the

camp in the second watch of the night. Sevagy divided his

men into four parties and ordered that each band should take

a different course (aqual dividio cm partes)

.

The Moorish armies are like big cities, as many people

follow them and come to the camp at all hours [16] without

being questioned. Sevagy’s men therefore passed through

unnoticed and as they were so divided (into small parties) no

one looked at them or questioned them particularly at that hour

and ini a place to all appearance safe. The divided party of

Sevagy joined at the tent of the General, killed all who were

near it and those who came out of it without imagining what

was the matter. They thought at first that'it was the noise of

an elephant got loose for such noise was common. Having

then encircled the camp of the General on all sides, they entered

it and captured all the captains who were sheltered there. At

the same time they went on killing outside but nobody in the

whole army could explain the tumult for the confusion was so

great that there was nothing but shouts. Sevagy ordered some

of his men to raise a cry in this confusion that Sevagy had

killed Belulghan and all the officers who were with him and all

who could should save their lives. When this was heard there

remained no one to restore order or seek [17] counsel, all

sought a place to hide. Others killed their friends and thou-

sands were despatched. The confusion lasted the whole night.

The light of the moradng found the camp with dead more
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numerous than the victors. Sevagy was victorious and richer

with the spoil of elephants and horses which he sought

and valued more than anything. His men at once went to

salute Sevagy in congratulation of the victory, in the presence

of Belulghan who had realised who he was. They gathered the

spoils, all of which belonged to the soldiers except gold and

silver that had to be delivered in its entirety to Sevagy under

grave penalties. This was done with rare punctuality. Sevagy

gave them on this account a good salary and with such punctua*

lity that on the appearance of the New Moon each one received

what had been promised him at the time of enlistment. While

the soldiers refreshed themselves from their labour with the

luxuries of the Moors, Sevagy expostulated with the vanquished

Qeneral. dome here, he said, what share had these idols in the

offences thou say’st— committed I A brave exploit [18] it was

to destroy stone buildings and to break mute images, that could

not offer thee any resistance. Dost thou know that if thou

hadst not committed these barbarities I would never resolve to

seek thee. But knowing what thou didst in hatred of me I at

once decided to show thee thy lack of sense. If on my account

thou felt such passion against insensible things what wouldst

thou do if thou hadst me under thy ire. Be assured that if I

had not so much offence against thee and so much reason on

my side I would never punish thee with more humiliation than

thou hast suffered but to make thee realise what evil thou didst

commit in wishing me so much ill thou wilt pay with thy life

for what thou hast done. This said, he ordered his head to be

cut off, swearing that henceforth he would do the same thing

in the mosques he found and in many places he committed the

same (insults) and more.* Among the captured officers was

found a brother of his confederate Bastumuzaman. He not

only permitted him to go free with many presents but on his

account granted life to others and gave a horse to each of them

^ BhiTaJi nem oflerad any ioault to the hol^ plaeai, ahrinafl and moaqoM of tfnhm-
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for riding. They all promised [19] in return of these good

terms to take up arms no more against him. This success

caused great concern and fear not only in the whole of the

Kingdom, but still more in the King himself who particularly

felt the death of Belulghan, the only old and respectable captain

he had on his side. The credit of Sevagy increased throughout

the kingdom to such an extent that his name became formidable

and so when he left that place for the North, he did not meet

with resistance anywhere. All the citizens came out to receive

him and to render him voluntary obedience with the fixed

tributes and considerable presents. He ordered them not to pay

tribute to any one else who might come to collect it and if on

that account they were threatened with any harm they were to

tell him that tribute had been paid to Sevagy and if that ’ was

not sufficient they should give Durai in his name (da sua parte).

Durai is to demand the aid of somebody to whom an appeal is

made. Duray Sevagy— I accuse you and summon you on the

part of Sevagy, and if it was not obeyed an information was

immediately sent for [20] prompt punishment. To the princi-

pal people he gave his Farmans or patents.. Though the usual

honour was not done to such papers, when they were shown to

the tax collectors of the King or of the lords, they roused so

much fear in their hearts and caused such embarrassment that

most of the tax collectors left their duty unperformed and if any

of them still dared (to perform his duty Sevagy) after learning

where he resided then sent (his men) to attack his house (at

night) where he was immediately killed and everything was set on

fire. Sevagy’s name however had already become so terrible

that it was very rarely that anybody dared to defy him. He
ftlan resolved' to take from Idalcao a great fortress, situated

on a high hill that was as strong by nature as well furnished

by art. It was so high and lofty that it could be seen from the

adjacent country to the distance of many leagues. It was

situated thirteen leagues from the sea in the area between

Chaul and Caranja. And it was believed that no industry could
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subdue it, it was so shaped that from the highest top of that

steep hill could be seen every place round its base. And if

people [21] intended to* ascend it, they could not do so by more

than one road and this road was so well circumscribed and

narrow that the big rocks at the foot of the castle sufficed

for all who might be seen without in any case being able to

cause harm to those above. This hill is called Bayaguer that

is the Boyal Residence, for •the inhabitants say that here

lived in ancient times the King of those parts. Sevagy knew

how important that fortress would be to him as a secure place

to reside in, but he knew well the difficulty of obtaining it, as

confirmed by many a failure of superior forces. Only hunger

and money could accomplish such an enterprise. The first

because it extinguishes and the second because it corrupts

nature and thus success. He sent a message to the Governor

of the Fortress requesting him for a private interview with him

in the middle of the hill as Sevagy had to confer with him

about an important question. He (the Governor) replied that

if the interview was in the form of a duel though he did not

fear any single man, this action would not be well appraised

[22] particularly when they were in arms, as all doubts could be

resolved by their means. But in their present relation nothing

occurred to him that could give occasion for interview, unless

of course if it was an important affair and Sevagy lacked paper

and ink which the Governor would send him. Sevagy knew

that the Governor was right and immediately wrote to him that

he did not mean what the Governor thought but his intention

was rather different. It was to serve him and give him what

would enable him to spend the whole of his life in rest without

any dependence on the elephant-driver’s son and ac. these things

required much information he had begged for an interview in

that manner. The Govermor began to think of the proposal

and this is the crime from which follows the greatest sin. He
understood more or less what would be the proposal of Sevagy

but either because he did not want it to be supposed that he
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feared Sevagy or because he already wanted to please him the

Governor replied that he would grant the interview, and assign-

ed the place, each regulating how his men should behave [23]

during the interview which was to take place half way up the

hill.

On the appointed day at the appointed time Sevagy ascend-

ed while the Governor descended, both armed for anything that

might follow and, on the arrival at the place, they made their

salutes and sat at a distance of four covados from each other.

Sevagy expressed his purpose in a few words and spoke as

follows ; “1 know well, valorous captain, to what I expose

myself should my confidence be abused, I wanted tliat there

should therefore be between us two a memorandum, I mean that

both of us will profit, you will be rich and I secure. We all

work in this world to free ourselves from poverty and even

nature persuades all to be secure from it. 1 solicit what

nature urges and men want and I may say well that I w ish the

good of us both. You know already what I have undertaken

and also what I have accomplished and because fortune favours

me I must continue it for in my heart there is no desire to turn

back. I have to achieve a great name or tolose my life. For

this misfortune [24] there is no lack of occasions and I cannot

secure that good luck without your favour. I assure you that

I know how to deserve this favour. I shall give you money

with which you may spend in happiness the rest of your life

which I shall protect with the affection of my heart that you

may always live without fear having none to be afraid of.”

Sevagy would have said more but the Governor interrupted him

with the following words. ” I do not understand. Sir, what you

mean. 1 shall tell you more so that I may get your answer and

know moreover in what I shall have to serve you as it should

not be anything that may injure my credit for you know to

honourable men reputation means more than food.” “In this

way,” said Sevagy, “you mean to say that 1 do not possess a

go<^name.” “I do not mean to say so”—^replied the Governor,

16
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"for 1 spoke only about myself. You have already achieved the

greatest reputation and so great it is that the mere mention of

your name in these parts lead people to think that you are

present. Such is the respect you enjoy that the sound of your

name is sufficient to frighten the whole of this kingdom [26]

but try to explain yourself for the sun is quickly going to sleep

at his accustomed place and I don’t know if we can, without a

memorandum, finish another day what we shall not conclude

here.” "I am satisfied,” saidSevagy; "you know Sir that 1

have already got by my victories a convenient retreat where I can

keep my treasures with tolerable security. But on the exami-

nation and consideration of the mountain site of this mountain

I realise that everything will be more secure here than in any

other place. This was the business that I did not like to

confide in a letter. It should be confined between us without

anybody knowing our secret.” The Governor was surprised or

pretended to be so, at this answer and replied that he had well

understood Sevagy's intention but he never believed that he

could propose face to face the sale of the King’s fortress involv-

ing the breach of the allegiance which he owed and which he

had promised to the* King. Sevagy laughed at this moment and

observed that none need keep faith with him who did not keep

faith with his natural sovereign, the Emperor of Brisnaga

against whom Visapur, Golconda and others had rebelled and

not contented with that carried their arms against him till he

was totally ruined, as you know quite well. I declared that my
principal task was to avenge this injury and may God favour

me in all my intentions. For my friend Foi^une helps him

who has more power, as none of these bought their crown with

money nor was it left to them by their ancestors.' Each one

works for himself as did they too and everything else is (due to)

ignorance. The Governor yielded to these and other arguments

and much less sufficed for an ambitious heart to overthrow

reason. The price and the security of the Governor were then

discussed. His soenrity was provided for in the same hill and
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nothing could please him more, the price was two hundred

thousand rupias, in those days equivalent to two hundred

thousand crusados and is now equal to three hundred thousand

crusados for the value of each rupia is worth two pasrdos and

each pasrdo is worth three hundred reis. There still remained

to be won the goodwill of some other officers, but as all the

soldiers were gentios and Sevagy sent immediately the shrewd-

est of his soldiers there, everything was easily concluded with

the help of the Governor. The Governor was paid and mahy

others were remunerated and almost all remained in the service

of Sevagy who ascended to take possession of the fortress.

Though he was there, and though he had it well garrisoned,

he could not quite believe that the fortress was his. The exten-

sive territories subject to this fortress immediately acknowledged

his sovereignty (obeyed him) and he at once ordered all hie

treasures, scattered in many places, and all that he possessed to

be brought to the famous and impregnable fortress of Kayaguer.

SURBNDRANATH SeN
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A CHINESE MINISTER’S ADDRESS*

I come to you this evening as an ex-foreign student in the

United States. I spent in this country four years in high

school and three years in undergraduate and one year in post-

graduate work in the university. These were eight happy

years, full of pleasant memories. I always recall them with

th3 greatest pleasure. I hope that your stay in this country

will be as pleasant and profitable as mine. The ties of friend-

ship mide during my schoal days have continued ever since.

The first i.mpr3.s3ioa which foreign students get on arriving

in this country when they have to go through the Immigration

and Customs examinations may not be as pleasant as we all

desire, but onec admitted into the country the general experience

of foreign students is that they find practically everywhere an

open door and equal opportunity.

When a stranger comes to the United States he cannot

but be struck with the general appearanx of wealth and

pro^pcrity in the country. Tliis prosperity is due undoubtedly

for the m >sl part to the scientific detrclopmcnt of the natural

resources of the country to the genius of the American people

for organising, administering and operating the various lines

of activity and industry in which they engage themselves.

As he stays longer in the country and looks more into the life

of the people his admiration for the greatness of the country

increases after he has seen the large number of educational

institutions, hospitals and other institutions for the advance-

ment of public social welfare, which spend millions of

dollars a year and which are nearly all privately endowed.

I think herein lies the secret of America’s greatness. In

other words, the leaders of Ammican enterprises, who through

^ Address by tlie Hon'ble Dr. 6ao-ks Alfred Sze before the foreign students of the

University of Pennsylvania at the banquet in Philadelphia, February 34, 1937, held

under the auspices of tbq Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce,
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their genius for orgamzatioB or leadership have - been able,

after decades of work, to make large fortunes, devote a large

part of their fortunes to the public good. As far as I know,

in no other country in the world do men make use of the

rewards of their toil for the good of mankind to the same extent

as in this country. One is bewildered when he sees the large

number of privately endowed colleges and universities in

practically every state in the Union. Many of the universities

spend every year for their educational work a sum larger than

many countries spend for the public education of the whole

coiintry. It is incredible until one has examined for himself

a university budget.

The primary object of a foreign student coming here is

to study and Icam all he can while here and to adapt what he

learns to the needs of his own country when he returns home.

But in going to a university we must regard studying as the

primary but not the sole purpose. One should, while having

the privileges of spending a few years here, go out and mingle

with the American students and people. One should olso

watch how the American boys spend their leisure hours, and

observe how the American people do thpir work, do their

business, and how they amuse themselves, etc.

When I was here as a student the number of foreign

students in American universities was comparatively small.

Such organizations as the Cosmopolitan Club were still

unknown. You have now in many respects greater opportuni-

ties to meet and to get acquainted with the American people.

It is indeed a great privilege to have an opportunity afforded

by a gathering like the gathering of this evening for meeting

the leading business men of the great City of Philadelphia.

One cannot realize fully the benefits that foreign students

may receive from such gatherings. They help students to

form true impressions of the country and people of America,

and furthermore they make students feel 'at home and happy

in the knowledge that there are people who take a healthy
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interest ia them. Oni behalf of the Chinese students, I express

heBrty thanks to the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, our

hosts of this evening, for their kind hospitality and for the

privilege thus afforded of making their acquaintance. Theiir

kind interest in the foreign students is greatly appreciated.

If I may be permitted, I like to suggest that organizationB

like the Chamber of Commerce help foreign students as some

of them are already doing, to get
.
practical training in

factories, business organizations,—^that is to say, to supplement

the theoretical college education by practical experience. I

know from my own experience it was always a problem as to

how to spend profitably the four long months of the summer

vacation. If work can be found for students so as to enable

them to get an insight into the practical side of life during

the summer it will help them to a better understanding and

better appreciation of the academic studies of the following

college year.

The Chambers of Commerce can help with the co-operation

of college professors by securing for students such practical

training during the summer, first by listing such companies or

manufacturers as
^
are willing to take in foreign students,

while the Labour Department, as far as I know, is not un-

favourably disposed toward students getting practical experi-

ence. I venture to suggest that officials of the Labour Depart-

ment should bo very liberal in allowing students to get the

necessary practical training, especially in the case of technical

students who without the practical training will not be of very

great use either to themselves or to their country when they

return home. I know some of the students who have returned

home immediately after finishing their college course. People

at home are so surprised that they know so little after years

of college work here. The real trouble is not the fault of the

universities but the lack of the necessary practical training.

I have had complaints made to me by railroad managers in

China that students from America with learned degrees and
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full of the theory of heat and steam expansion, etc., are not

able in some respects to do the works in the shops with the

same degree of efficiency as some of the workmen who have

never had the advantage of studying abroad. Of course, these

complaints are now becoming fewer and fewer every year, but

there is still room for improvement.

Before I conclude, I wish to say a few words to the foreign

students here. I wish them to have the benefit of the advice

from one who has gone through the mill himself in making

observations and drawing conclusions about America and fhe

American people.

First of all one must be tolerant of what one sees and

hears in a foreign country. There may be things which one

does not approve or fully understand. I find one of the most

helpful thing to do is to ask yourselves what you would do

if you were similarly placed. Bemember always the old

adage that nobody is perfect. In spite of all the advance*

ment in science and civilization this old adage is none the

less true.

The next thing you should do is to avoid generalizations

based on what you see in the few instances that have come to

your notice. Generalizations are never fair. In every class of

people or in every community there are always individuals who

unfortunately do not measure up to the standard and that a good

many of these individuals lag behind is due to causes not of

their own making or to causes that are unavoidable. So, besides

being tolerant, one must be charitable.

Another thing you should do is to read the signs correctly.

Once I met a foreigner who had spent a fortnight in New
York, and I 'asked him about his impressions. He said one of

the wonders to him was how there could be so many people left

in the country after he had read almost every day stories of

murders, hold>ups, and automobile accidents. Obviously many

things we see are misleading.

Finally, you students must bear in mind that many of the
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people with whom you come into contact will judge your people

by your own actions. It is, therefore, incumbent upon you so

to bear yourselves that you will worthily represent to America

your own countries. You should aet as interpreters of your

own people to the Americans and of Americans to your people.

Herein lies a great opportunity that you may render service

both to your own country and to the country that keeps the

door of the colleges and universities open for you, by culti-

vating a better understanding and a better appreciation of

each other’s civilization and culture. There is plenty of room

in the world for work of this nature. The people of the world

have been too much misled and poisoned by malicious and false

propaganda. It is the duty of students who have the opportu-

nity of studying abroad to combat and eventually extinguish

such malicious propaganda and to work for mutual respect and

good will.

1 have been asked if I would not say something this

evening with reference to the proposals made to China and the

reason why China hesitates to accept them.

With the time at my disposal, it is not possible to go at

length into an examination of the proposals or any serious

discussion of the reasons why China has found them not

satisfactory.

In the first place, let me say that the Chinese welcome the

proposals, especially the conciliatory tone in which they are

formulated. But, when we examine them closely it is apparent

that they do not meet the Chinese aspirations to an extent that

would warrant great enthusiasm.

Let me give you an illustration ; in your university, as in

other universities of this country, all Sophomores regard them-

selves as guardians and monitors of the Freshman class. They

take upon themselves the task of seeing to it that every

Freshman begins his college career in the right direction. ^

They make rules, ordering every Freshman what he should do

and what he should not do. Suppose a Sophomore compels a
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Freshman to do something which is beyond the generally

accepted principles governing the relationship between the two

classes. What would be the sentiments of the student body?

Suppose the Freshman objects to the unjust order of the

Sophomore and refuses to obey it, and then a fight follows.

Let us suppose that the Sophomore, being older and physically

stronger, succeeds in winning the fight. While he has the

Freshman downi in the scufifie, he takes away from him his

gold watch and chain, his fountain pen, two pencils, a pocket

knife, and a bunch of keys. The Freshman naturally resents

the rough handling by the Sophomore, particularly when he is

deprived of some of his possessions. He appeals to the

Sophomore class for redress. As a response, he is told that

hie complaint is just and he should have his valuables back.

However, these verbal assurances are not followed by the actual

return. Months and years pass; the Sophomore becomes a

Senior, and the Freshman, now a Junior, thus says to his

former conqueror :

‘
‘ Now we are all upper elass men ; would

you not now, as you have long promised, restore to me all my
possessions?” The Senior then proclaims his readiness to

negotiate for the return of the two pencils, the pocket knife,

and the bunch of keys, and says :
“ I am now offering to return

to you more than half of the things I took away from you.

Is not this generous on my part, meeting you more than

halfway? This I am doing to safeguard the good name and

reputation of my class and university.” He adds; “Be
reasonable, how can you expect me to return the watch and

chain and the fountain pen? I am so used to have them now.

With the watch, I am able to keep my appointments and to go

to classes punctually ; with the pen I have to take notes of my
lectures ; if you want them all back, what shall I do ? I shall

not be able 40 continue my class work efficiently and may even

fail to graduate. So, be reasonable.”

Gentlemen, this is more or less the situation. I do not say

that the parallel is absolutely exact in all respects. It, however,

16
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giyes a fair picture of the proposals offered to Ohkia and the

reason why China hesitates to acoq)t the seemingly generous

offers. It is generally agreed that in view of the fact that the

Pow^ have repeatedly failed to honour their promises and

pledges to China in the past, their sweet words do not now have

the attraction and effect that they used to have.

Sao-eb Alfred Sze
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SOME ASPECTS OF COMPETITION IN RAILWAY
SERVICE

A survey of the railway map of India will disclose the fact

that most of the sections are served by a single line, and will

induce the belief that the conditions obtaining in this country

afford no scope for the free play of competitive forces. Amam
familiar with the traffic conditions here and the inadequacy of

the railway facilities, will go further and declare that not only

is there no competition, but that the railways can dictate their

terms to the public, and are prevented from going too far by

Government interference. Assertions containing partial truths

like these may be multiplied, but those just mentioned suffice

to indicate how people not trained in the technical aspects of

the subject proceed forthwith to generalise from them, and how
the conflict between expert and popular opinion consequently

arises. Further, the railway itself is fundamentally different

from ordinary business undertakings, and it possesses features

which, unless differentiated, lead to misconception and errors.

In this paper one distinct problem of Railway Economics is

isolated and dealt with from a strictly economic point of view,

and attention is mainly directed to finding out how competitive

forces operate among railways in general, and in India in

particular.

“Competition,” observes Walker, “signifies the opera*

tion of individual self-interest among buyers and sellers of any

article in any market. It implies that each man is acting for

himself solely, by himself solely, in exchange to get the most

he can from others and tcT give the least he must himself.”*

The strict meaning of competition, according to the late Dr.

Alfred Marshall, is “ the racing of one person against another

' Ffsads A. Walker : Political Beonomy^ Haemillao, Third BditioD, 91-08.
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with special reference to bidding for sale or purchase of any-

thing.”^ These two definitions make it clear that competition

involves a contest, a struggle between individuals to secure a

greater share or benefit in any transactions among them. As

man’s distinctive character is not merely to economise, but to

produce as well, wealth, the first requisite of securing an

additional share or benefit is to produce more. Human eco-

nomics concerns itself with the disposing of an increased pro-

duct to the whole body of consumers and the victory goes to

those who create belter and cheaper products. The surest way
of doing this is by underselling one’s competitor. Competition

thus emerges as a business principle as a struggle to augment

wealth through a lowering of cost, and acts as the very secret

of progress and life of trade.

All our education and habit of mind, says Hadley,* make

us believe in competition and to regard it as a natural condition

of healthy business. The theory of Bicardo that during a

regime of unfettered eompetition the value of different commo-

dities tend to bq proportional to their costs of production and

that, therefore, competition) acts as the natural regulator of

prices, is accepted almost without reserve. On a closer examiu'-

ation, the theory will be found to ignore the fact that under

modem business conditions competition often involves a worse

loss to stop producing than to produce below cost. Nowhere

is this fundamental limitation on the Bicardian theory better

illustrated than in the railway business.

Competition among railways may be defined as anything

that compels the carrier to secure an increased trafiEic. Most

kinds of traffic ore attracted in either of two ways’: by a reduc-

tion in charges or by an improvement in the service rendered.

Considered from the point of view of theory, these two kitnds of

competition are the same inasmuch as the carrier in each case

parts with more than what he gets and the purchaser of the

' Alfred Mareball : PrinelpUa of Beonemkt, MiemiUeB, loas, p. 6.

* Badlay ; HaUroad TrmupoHatkm, Ob« TV.
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service receives more for what he pays. But in practice

they act differently, and what effects they produce will be

evident in the course of our survey.

The history of railroad transportation reveals the operation

of competition as taking place under three forms ; (t) Inter-

railway ; (ii) Inter-regional or Market ; and (m) Water

competition.

Under each of these three conditions, competitive forces

work differently and produce economic effects varying in impor-

tance. What these are we proceed to consider in the order in

which they are stated.

Inter-railway competition occurs mostly in places served by

two or more roads, and represents the effort of rival companies

to secure traffic that has the option of moving through either of

them. This usually happens in cities or junctions knovm as

“competitive points,” where the several carriers that meet

there may bid more or less keenly for the same traffic. Such

competitive points are not often to be met with, and the great

majority of cities and localities are served only by single roads.

Inter-railway competition, therefore, is of comparatively limited

scope, and does not affect the business of the great majority of

places. Agreements made to escape the effects of this kind of

competition have protected hardly more than a minor share of

the total traffic of the railroads making them. If competitive

struggles affecting railway charges were only those confined to

junction points, the greater portion of the railway business

would be non-competitive. Inter-railway competition, in short,

as Emory B. Johnson pots it, is only one of the safeguards of

the public dgainst high charges.

The Indian railroad history after 1880 offers a good many
instances of interline competition.^ From the year 1881,

on the through opening of the Bajputana State Bailway, a

' American Railway Tramportation, 1910, pp« 258.71.

* For a diBCUBBioOi in detail* of theie inatanoea refer to 6. C. Ohoae : Indian Railway

Problme, 1994, pp. 116-198.
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direct communication! was established between Delhi or Agn
and Bombay. Competition immediately commenced between

tbe £. B. & C. I. and the Bajputana State Railways on the one

hand and the G. I. P. and the E. 1. Railways on the other, for

traffic between Bombay and the Upper India in one case and

for the traffic for the ports of Bombay and Calcutta from Delhi

and Agra centres in the other case. The competition consider-

ably brought down the goods rate and improved the service,

especially in the competitive zones, and for traffic to, and from

beyond, the seas. The rate for grain, for example, from Delhi

to Bombay which was 11 annas per maund in 1887, and still

higher in 1881, was reduced to 7 ’5 annas per maund.* More

recent instances of the same phenomenon are : the G. I. P.

Railway attracting traffic in grain and seeds from the Central

Provinces to Bombay in competition with the B. N. Railway to

Calcutta ; the competition for traffic from the United Provinces

seeking an outlet to Europe between the E. I. Railway attract-

ing it to Calcutta, and the R. M. and the B. B. & C. I. Rail-

ways to Bombay ;
and that between the B. B. & C. I. and the

G. I. P. Railways, and the East Indian Railway, for traffic from

Delhi, Agra and Cawnpore, the former attracting and diverting

it to Bombay vtd Ahmedabad, and the latter vid Jubbulpore.

Unlike competition in the commercial world, inter-railway

competition has become less instead of more powerful
; because,

as Johnson and Huebner point out, as time goes on "it is more

largely regulated by the consolidation of competing lines, or by

traffic associations, community-of-interest arrangements, and

informal mutual understandings.’’* It is precisely through

those methods that rival railroad companies seek to substitute

co-operation for unfettered competition!. Despite these import-

ant limitations, interline competition is a factor of no small

influence. Railway systems, in spite of these co-operative ar-

rangements, contest as keenly to hold traffic against each' other,

^ Bai Sabeb Cbandrika Prasad Tewari : Indian Railways, 1921, p. 461.

* Railway Rates and Fares, Vol. I.
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and to insist on such an adjustment of rates as will affect what

the several competitors may deem to be a fair distribution of

tonnage. Interline competition, in modem times, is restricted

to a rivalry in service rather than on the basis of secret rates,

and this fact has so regulated the struggle as to prevent the

occurrence of rate wars. Nevertheless, the competition may be

one that only stops short of open war, and that may be as keen

and effective as regards charges on commodities and the general

level of rates. Looked at from the point of view of the public,

interline competition may not be an effective regulator of rates
;

indeed, under certain conditions it may lead to arbitrary discri-

minations and invite correction by Government authority ; but

that does not prove the absence or impotency of competition

among railways to secure traffic free to move by more than one

route.

Coming now to what is variously termed as “ competition

among markets ” or,' inter-regional or industrial competition, we
find that this form of competition exerts a more powerful in-

fluence on rates than inter-railway competition. In fact, this

factor counts most with the officer in charge of the general

freights while determining the rates whieh the traffic will

bear.

By competition of the markets is meant the competition

in the same markets of producers in different sections of the

country and different parts of the world.”* Market competi-

tion is essentially an inevitable concomitant of modem indus-

trial conditions. The marvellous inventions and improvements

that have been taking place during and since the Industrial

Revolution have brought about the equally remarkable pheno-

menon of large-scale production. This would not have been

rendered possible but for the gradual widening of the markets

that are fed by this large-scale production. The fundamental

postulate underlying the significant expansion of the markets is

cheap and efficient transportation. But for the cheap and

^ Vmoi^ B, Johnson s ifnsnsan Bailroad TrantpartaUonn
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all'ramifying network of transportation facilities, the large-scale

production, the elaborate division of labour, in fact all the

chief characteristics of the modem industrial age would not

have come to existence.^

One of the important results that followed these develop-

ments in transportation through the creation of the railroad and

the steamship, is that practically every producer has the world

for his market and commodities of different regions and sections

compete in the same centres of distribution.

Bearing in mind this aspect of the economics of modem
production if attention is directed to another factor, that the rail-

way is only another, one of the many links of the successive

processes of production, the significance of the inter-regional

competition would be readily perceived. Every railway, for

that matter, every carrier, is the joint producer with the farmer,

the manufacturer, the miner, the lumberman, of the section

served by the railroad. The carrier possesses a common inter-

est with the producers in his area to get their commodities into

the world’s markets, and that at a cost that will permit them

to compete successfully with those from other regions and to be

sold in large quantities.

It is important to remember that industrial competition is

quite independent of the interline relations of the railways.

The inter-regional contest goes on whether or not carriers acl

singly or in association or in consolidated territorial groups.

For, as Professor Johnson tells us :
** The struggle is

^ Ab Adam Bmith remarked in 1776, tbe produotion of goods is limited by the extent

of the market. The village cobbler turned oat no more sboeB than he could dispose of

within the economic area that he coaid reach. The modern shoe factory with its elaborate

machinery and highly developed division of labour prodaces thousands of pairs of shoes

daily. These shoes can find their purchasers only in a large population reached from a

central source of supply. Many other illustrationB of a similar sort will suggest them-

selves to the reader, indicating how production of goods has been pushed farther and

farther with the extension of the market consequent on cheapened transportation. Far a

more detailed consideration of this aspect, see F. W. Taussig : Prineiplet qjf Eeonomicft

Vd. I, Oh, IV.
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internatioml and intter-regioual within a ningle country; it is

the struggle which causes and accompanies the territorial

division! of production.”

A railroad is not free from the influence of market com-

petition even in its own territory. It is compelled to put forth

strenuous efforts to hold on its own traffic from the effect of

market competition.*

Instances of industrial competition may be found in the

Bengal coal that competes with the Natal one at Bombay ; the

rice from Bengal and Burma in Madras ; in the Alabama iron

that competes with that from Michigan and. Pennsylvania in

American trade.

We now pass on to the last class of competition which

comes from a different carrier altogether, nomcly, water com-

petition. The charges made by a railway company on the

traffic into and out of its tcrrit(»ry', and the system of rates that

has developed in that s(‘ction' are. largely governed hy the

competitive rates and services offered by the coastwise vessels.

It has to be specially noticed that water competitioni not only

controls specific railway charges b\it also exerts a great influence

on the general systems of ratemaking, prevailing in different

parts of the country.

The effects of water competition have l)ecn felt by the

railways in. India. The Behar, the Bengal and the Assam Bail-

ways had to face the competition of boats and steamers i)lying

on the inland rivers. The B.B. & C.I. Railway had to contest

for its traffic with the sea-going vessels running along the

Guzerat coast. Further south, the G . T. P. Railway and the

' Compare tbe evidence of B. H. Griswold before the Jndastrial Conimission,

United States, Vol. XIX. He says :

** I think t^at competition between railroads is merely percentage competition.

There wa84 time when competition betij^een two railroads or between two sections was
*dne to the fact tbet there were two railroads. Bnt in my esperjence in our own local

territory where we have no other railroads, we feel competition, tbe influence pf markets,

indneements in tbe way of facilities, and prices at various points, and we have to meet

oompetition of markets, if we are to do business on the line, as much as we do the com-
* petition of other rail^ads.*' ,

,17
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steamer scnice vied with each other in their efforts to attract

the traffic l)etweeii Bombay and the Southern Mahratta country.

Passing on to the east coast, the B. N. Baihvay and thcM.S.M.

Railway had to lower their rates to persuade traffic to go by

rail for which steamers were available ; the South Indian

Railway had also to struggle against severe competition.* The

competition of cheap river transport by the Ganges and the

E. I. Railway which runs alongside that river has caused the

latter to reduce its charges which in some cases led to a corres-

ponding reduction hy the G. I. P. Railway.*

Large shipping companies exercise a great influence on the

railways serving the ports ; for a line of steamers naturally

wants goods conveyed to it as cheaply as possible, and can offer

a railway serving its port important help in attracting traffic to

that port.

L. A. Natesan

‘ 6. C. Ghoae : A Paper on Railway Economics.

* The extent of the influence of coastwise or seshoine traflic on railways has been

much more than is generally suspected. In many cases it has affected considerably the

railway ratesi one of the consequences of which has thus been pointed out by the Indian

Industrial Commission :
** Many inequalities have arisen between goods for export or

imported articles on the one hand and goods for internal use or locally manufactured

articles on the other, in arer«s where railways compete with one another or with water

transport ; speaking generally, favourable rates for raw produce moving to the ports have

resulted the history of rate fixation reveals a desire to divert traffic from one Indian

port to another, rather than a careful examination of the effect which the rate imposed

would have on the total coat of conveying the goods to their port of foreign destination, aud

therefore on their ability to compete with products from rival sources the point which

we desire to make is that there has been a tendency to think of attracting traffic to a

particular railway rather than to consider whether a real necessity exists for reduction in

the general interests of the country. Indeed it is possible that a moderate increase

would not materially affect the quantities coming forward. As an example of an undue

reduction of the rates on exports, we quote the case of hides. Their production cannot be

affected hy railway rates, though their disposal may be ; and the grant of port rates

nearly 60 per cent, less than the internal rates has certainly discouraged Indian tanning,

and aided certain foreign industrialists to obtain a hold on a class of raw material of

which India possesses a partial monopoly.
^

The fixation of railway rates on imports has followed much the same lines as those

which we have discussed in the case of exports.'* One of the immediate causes for low

port rates in India has been, therefore, the competition between rival railway systems,

which led them to look from an unduly individualistic point of view. Report on the Indian

Jndustfiat Commission, pp. 206.fl,
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A PAGE FROM OLD BENGALI LITERATURE

In nothing is a country’s cultural progress indicated more

than in her past literature. Fortunately, Bengal is rich in old

literature which tells much of her past history. In it even a

slight reference to an ordinary matter speaks more than

voluminous writings of historians often do. Thus not a little

light is thrown by the poet Jadu Nandan Das (16th century)

on the condition of female costumes and ornaments mainly of

the Hindu period, in incidentally describing, in Bengali verse,

the toilet of B&dhft, in his translation of Erishnadas Kaviraja’s

Sanskrit work, Govinda LiBmrita.

The following is a poor rendering of some of the poet’s

exquisite lines from the above work :

“ The Toilet of RadhA.’'

The maid LalitS engaged herself in dressing the hair of

Bftdh& with a comb set with gems. She dsied with resins her

mistress’s hair which was wet after a bath. The hair was

of the finest quality, soft and curly. It always remained sweet-

scented through the use of Aguru" {Aqtdaria Agolacka).

She further enhanced it by using various scents.

LalitS next braided the hair and attached a bright stone to

its tip, making it resemble a serpent with a lustrous gem on

its hood. On it were placed two garlands, one of Bakul flower

and the other of pearls. Thus the three (namely, the braid, the

flower-garland and the pearl-garland) might fitly be compared

to the “Tribeni.”^ All the three were intertwined with a

silk-tape and tied at the back of the neck with a piece of gold

thread.

^ The confluence of the three riverst namely, the Ganges, the Jamnna and the

Baraswati.
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BSdhS then wore a thin red ciotii as fin under-

wear over w'hich she put on a blue sSdi. The name of this

line sa(}i was MeghSmhar (literally, the ck>th having the colour

of the cloud) and it resembled the black bee, in colour. • The

jstyle, in which she put it on, would elicit praise fnnn everybody.

The tuck of her cloth was really unparalleled. Its upper part

was tied with a gold thread which was again covered with

u deep red silk-tape. Around her loins she wore a net-like

gold ornament inlaid with precious gems. It enhanced the

beauty of the wearer beyond comparison.

Now the work of Lalita was over and the maid Bisa>kh&

stepped in. The latter made a paste of sandal, camphor and

aguru of Kashmir and rubbed it on the beautiful person of BsdhS.

The gentle maid painted musk-pictures on the sides of her

thigh with great care. After this she occupied herself with the

leaf-painting on the forehead of her lady with the help of musk
and put a nice vermilion mark just below this. Under this

she put a sandal-mark in the centre of which she again put a

dot of musk. She also did nut forget to paint the hair-parting

on the head with vermilion, the redness of which had exquisite

effect amidst the luxuriant dark hair of KSdha.

Next came the turn of the maid GhitrS. She painted a

hue picture on> the breast of R&dha. It was that of Madan-

Vasma.^ The following was the picture :

Above—tlie crescent moon rose in heaven, and below—

a

tuft of flowers with newly sprouted leaves exhibited the l)eauty

of the early spring. One would not miss there a charming lake

full of lotuses and fish. Lastly, there was the bow' and arrows

of the Love-god with which he kept himself alert to aim at his

mark.

Bftdha put on her breast a purple corset which was studded

with pearls. The red rubies decorated the two nipples of her

breast. The colour of the rubies would remind one of the

^ BarniDg of tbe god of Love Madan wlion lie tried to disturb the meditatiou of tbe

great God
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evening which becomes red without being dark due to certain

physical phenomenon.

The person of Badha was decorated with ornaments of

much beauty. Firstly, a pair of palm-lcaf-like gold-ring, with

a sapphire I'esembling a blue flower on each of them, was put

on her ears. This ornament (Tadanka) was so fine that it

might have been mistaken for a lotus, by the black bees. On
the upper part of the ears the golden ornament “ Chakri ” shone

brightly. This ornament had pins all around which dazzled

like pencils of light. Its beauty was unparalleled, the more so,

as the pearls surrounded the azure gem at the centre, above

which there was a diamond of much brilliancy. Krishna liked

the ornament very much and so B&dha wore it.

Then Bisakha dotted the cheeks of Badha with musk. Its

beauty would remind one of bees on a lotus of gold. The
“
Beshara ” or nose-ornament was made of gold and a big pearl

was attached to it which displayed its worth just on the tip of her

nose. As the Neal ” fruit with stalk would seem beautiful in

the beak of the bird ^uka so did the nose-ornament of B&dha.

BSidha’s big eyes were painted with collyrium. What
should be said of its beauty ! It seemed the Ifird

” Chakora ” *

was waiting wistfully to drink the nectar out of the moon

—

the moon-like face of Srikrishna—Badha’s lover. The golden

necklace was then brought by Bisakha to decorate the incom-

parable neck of B&dha.

Her nock, which resembled that of a swan, was ever afraid

of conches. Krishna’s palm had the sign of a conch which is

always regarded as very auspicious.

Krishna had the best claim to the sign of a conch as he was

also the God Vishnu whose one hand bore the great conch.

The poet says that perhaps in fear of Krishna’s conch Badha’s

swan-like neck was covered with a necklace. The necklace was

made of sapphires interspersed with diamonds and it was

thick in- the middle and pointed on one side. The thread used

Rftdhft'Bejes.
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for the necklace was golden. There were tufts of pearls

attached to it, one of which decorated the breast of Rkdha. The

gay Sadh% then wore the ** 6ooDj& ’’ (Ahrus precatorious)

garland which was once presented to her by Krishna himself.

The necklace named Ekabali " which also Badha put

on had a thread of gold. It had stars of much brilliancy which

shone like stars in the firmament. The pendants made of

“ Indranil ” gems (perhaps a kind of sapphire) and known as

Chatuska ” were all connected wiith a chain. The silk-tape

(used to bind the hair) decorated with precious stones, such as

“Padmarag” (perhaps a kind of ruby), hung at her back

and brought into prominence the mass of black hair that Hadhfi

possessed.

Bisukha brought the golden " Angada ” for the arms.

These were tied with black thread which was not of an ordinary

type but was inset with valuable stones. Thus it brought into

high relief the bright “ Angada.” In the two arms she wore

bracelets containing blue gems. Their beauty was that of a red

lotus over which the bees wore constantly humming. The golden

Kankan ” was mounted upon it. Above it pearls encircled

the hands. The 'yellow colour of gold and the white colour

of pearls looked like a combination of the sun and the moon.

The golden Madnli ” looked beautiful on the upper part

of the arm. Then she wore a ring of precious stone on which

was inscribed the “ Vanquisher of the enemy.” On her feet

B&dha wore Kataka ” which looked dazzling owing to the

inset of bright jewels. After that she put on “
Batanmanjari.”

On the fingers of the feet she wore ” Ujjhatikfi ” of preci-

ous gems. Narmadfi, the gardener’s daughter, presented a blue

lotus and a garland to Bfidha which Bisakhfi handed over to the

latter. The garland was beloved of Srikrishna. Finally,

Sugandha, the barber-girl, presented Bfidhfi with a mirror in

which she saw her peerless beauty reflected to the admiration

of all.

Tamoeash Chandra Das Gupta
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Prakrlta Yyakarana, in by Pandit Bechara T)asa Jibaraja

Doshiy published by Ou/rat Puratatlwa Mandir, Ahmedabad, 1925.

The work aims at a comparative grammar of Sanskrit, and the

following Prakrit dialects:—Maharastri, Sauraseni, Magadhi, Paisachii

and Apabhramsa. The corresponding Pali forms arc also given.

The examples of Maharastri and other Prakrit dialects are derived

by the author by applying the rules of Hemachandra’s Prakrit

Grammar. This method of writing grammar is not scientific. It

is a well known fact that the examples of these dialects found in

Prakrit literature and in the Plays do not often conform to the rules

of Grammar. Pischel in his Prakrit Grammar of these dialects, has

followed the scientific method, and has collected his examples from

literature. This method, however, has not been followed by the author.

His identification of the Ardha Magadhi with the Maharastri dialect

which he calls simply “ Prakrit " and his denial of the presence of any

element of the Magadhi dialect in it cannot be accepted. The Ardha

Magadhi dialect differs in many respects from the Maharastri Prakrit.

The Jaina SiddhnntaKaumudi " by liatna (l)hundra Swami, a Grammar

of the Ardha Magadhi dialect, in its introduction contains a full analysis

of the points of difference between the Ardha* Magadhi and the

Maharastri dialects. It is needless to repeat those to show the unten-

ubility of the author’s view.

In page 236 of the work, while giving examples of Maharastri

numerals according to the grammar of Hemchandra, the author mixes

up the Ardha Magadhi numerals etc., which cannot be

derived either from the grammar of Hemchandra or any other Prakrit

Grammar.

The rules arc sometimes incomplete.

In page 67 where the various changes of the Icstter 7f are given its

change to ^ is not mentioned.

MuBALYDHAa BaNEBJE

A Praotloal Sanskrit-Engllsh Dlotionaryf with Transliteration,

Accentuation and Etymological Analyris, by Professor A. A. Macdonell,

M.A., Ph.D., Hon. LL.D., the Oxford University Press, Thirty Shillings.
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It is s rs'issue, corrected, of the well-hnown dictionary first issued by
Messrs. Longmans Green & Co.

The book is intended to supply the vocabulary of the Post-Vedie
liter ature in general but it also indudea such selections of Yedic texts#

as are readily accessible to the student.

The valuable features of this work are the following : The senses of

all words are given in the historical order of their development and it

gives the etymology of words from Sanskrit elements. It is not a com-
parative dictionary but is historical and etymological in its character.

It is not historical in the sense# in which a complete history of every

word is given, illustrated by quotations, but is historical in the sense

that the meanings are not given in an arbitrary order as in ordinary

dictionaries, but the literary period to which a word and its meaning
belong, is broadly indicated. It is etymological in the sense that most
of the words have been broken up into their Sanskrit elements in the

translation, by means of hyphens, as in * Yag-fia * or by means of hooks

where vowel coalescences occur as in * Mfiga-ikshapa ' for * Mrigekshapa.’

Where these means are insuiScient the derivation has been concisely

given within brackets as in * (rQ^).* A third feature of the Dictionary

is that it marks the accents of Yedic words.

Some idea of the usefulness of the work may be formed by comparing

it with Professor Monier Williams* Sanskrit-English Dictionary. Prof.

M. Williams’ Dictionary contains 180,000 words and 1,833 pages at a

price of 72 Prof. ^lacdonell’s Dictionary contains about 43,000 words
and 382 pages at a price of 30s. Prof. M. Williams has given quotations

and references to particular books to illustrate every word and its mean-
iugs except in the first sixty pages. Prof. Macdonell's work gives neither

quotation nor reference but only indicates the period of literature. In
this respect the smaller and the cheaper dictionary of Apte is more
useful.

For the paper, printing and general get-up of the work, it is superior

to other one-volume dictionaries, though for this reason its price is a

little higher.

Mubalydhar Banbbjbb

T

In the Temple of Truth, By M. Sri Bamamurti, M. A., Messrs. Gold-

quin & Go., College Street Market, Calcutta, 1926,
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^
A book which oomoB to ub with the imprimatur of Prof. Sheshadri

of the Benares Hindu University is assured of a hearty welcome in

“advance. But one thing in that Foreword itself strikes us as strange.

We should like to be informed by the Professor how far it might be right

to persist in fixing the Knighthood to Rabindranath Tagore, to pin a

doubtful distinction to an unwilling victim, to ignore his political gesture,

by no means the least important event in the poet’s life. As regards the

book itself, the stamp of the East is definitely on it—The Pearl, The
Only Cure, The Strange Smile are notable examples. The style of

discourse is professedly emotional and epigrammatic, poetic and intellec-

tual in its two distinct divisions. We have no hesitation in endorsing

Prof. Sheshadri’s opinion as given in the Foreword and recommending

the book to all seekers after truth. The style is exceedingly simple, and
what is more, is not bald. Both the printing and the paper are good.

But is ' Copy Bight ’ right? This lost is for the publisher.

P. B. S.

Little Songs of the West. By Peironella O’Donnell, Folk Press

Limited, Banelagh Road, London.

A dainty book of verse containing more than two dozen lyrics of

varying length, from 12 to 44 lines. The poems are beautiful in their

haunting music, richness of colour and imaginative grace, but is there

not an error of punctuation on page 12, line 2, in the poem, The ship

that sailed away ” ? Or, in the 5th line from the last on page 28, in the

poem, ’’ The bird at the top of the tree ”? •' Gulls,” ” Wind-swept,”

" the fiddler loon ” are some of the words that have a tendency to recur,

though always with undoubted propriety. Had it not been for trifles

such as these, even the carping critic would have nothing to censure, but

very much to admire. The poems are untouched by the squalor and the

dirt of this work-a-day world; the Fairy Prince visits the poet—

" In a common-place street

—

In a common-place town,

Full of its goings up and down,

We were fated to meet.”

18
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And tht Spirit of romance is there, near the grey gulls, in a wind-swept,

brine-swept town by the sea. Lines like

“ Bee sullen waves beat a disconsolate shore
”

an a beauty in themselves. We would recommend specially “ Things of

the Night "—and " Twilight."

Fbiyabaitjar Sir
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New Dootobs.

Our warm congratulations to Mr. Jogischandra Sinha, M.A.,

P.B.S., Beader and Head of the Department of Economics,

Dacca University, whose thesis on “The Economic Annals of

Bengal “ has just been approved for the degree of Doctorate of

Philosophy of thiis University by a Board of Examiners consist-

ing of Sir William Foster, Professor Henry Dodwell and

Dr. Gilbert Slater. Mr. Sinha is one of the most distinguished

graduates of this University—^First Class First in the B.A.

Examination, First Class First in the M.A. Examination in

Economics and Premchand Boychand Scholar for the year 1920.

We had occasion to congratulate his distinguished brother

Mr. Harischandra Sinha, M.Sc., Ph.D., last month on his

obtaining the coveted degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Both

the brothers belong to a gifted family of scholars and are

nephews to our present Yiice-Chancellor, Mrr Jadunath Sarkar.

« » *

We also offer our warm congratulations to Mr. L. A.

Bamdas, M.A., Assistant Meteorologist, Karachi, on his

admission to the degree of Doctorate of Philosophy.

Mr. Bamdas was formerly a Palit Besearch Scholar in this

University and submitted a thesis on “ The Scattering of

Light by Liquid Surfaces and other Belated Phenomena
’ *

which was examined by a Bo»d of Examiners consisting

of Lord Bayleigh, Professor C. Fobry and Professor C. G.

Darwin. Mr. Bamdas is a sou of Bao Bahadur L. E. Ananta-

krishna Iyer, one of our University Lecturers in the Department

of Anthropology.
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Besults of University Law Examinations.

Preliminary.

The number of candidates registered for the Preliminary

Examination in Law held in January, 1927, was 1,026, of

whom 304 passed, 687 failed and 135 were absent. Of the

successful candidates 5 were placed in the First Glass.

Intermediate.

The number of candidates registered for the Intermediate

Examination in Law was 820 of whom 373 passed, 345 failed,

2 were expelled and 100 were absent. Of the successful candi-

dates 7 were placed in the First Class.

Final.

The number of candidates registered for the Final Exami-

nation in Law was G61 of whom 287 passed, 152 failed and

222 were absent. Of the successful candidates 35 were placed

in the First Class.

« « «

Dates of Examinations.

The Final M.B. Examination will commence on the 6th of

June and not oni the 4th of May, 1927, as was announced in last

issue of the Review. The Preliminary Examination in Law will

be held on the 4tb of July ^nd the Intermediate and Final

Examinations in Law will begin on the 11th of July and the

18th of July respectively. The M.A. and M.Sc. Examinations

will commence on the 1st of August next.
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The Onauth Nauth Deb Besearch Prize.

The Onanth Nauth Deb Besearch Prize for 1927 has been

awarded to Mr. Hemkumar Basu, M.A., B.L., for his thesis

on " Commerce in Bisk.”

• • •

A New Master op Law.

We are glad to announce that Mr. Bamcshcliandra Pal,

M.A., B.L., Vakil, High Court, Calcutta, has just passed the

M.L. Examination.

* » «

University Beadership Lectures.

Professor H. Ldders, Ph.D., of the University of Berlin,

the eminent scholar and epigraphist, has been appointed a Uni-

versity Beader to deliver a course of six lectures on " Ancient

Indian Epigraphy and Culture.” .

• • »

Mr. Jyotishchandra Ghosh.

We come across the following passage in The Year's Work

in English Studies, Volume V, 1924 (page 194), edited by

P. S. Boas and C. H. Herford, about the work done by Mr.

Jyotishchandra Ghosh, M.A., B.Litt., Lecturer, Calcutta

University :•

With more emphasis on biogr/iphical matters Mr. J . C. Ghosh has

retold briefly the story of the unfortunate Thomas Otway’s life in a series

of three articles contributed to Notes and Queries (December 18, 20 and

27). WMe not by any means all the matter presented in these articles

is new, Mr. Ghosh has done a good work through his dose investigation

of statements mode concerning the poet's life and death. By a series of
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arguments he succeeds in showing that the latter must ha^e left Oxford

in 1671-2» rather than in 1674 (although his derivation of ' Senander
’

seems somewhat questionable), and that the poet did not go to Cambridge,

as has been suggested by some writers. Probably Mr. Obosh's two most

important oontributions are his discussion of Otway’s relations with his

fellow dramatists, Dryden; Shadwell and Settle, and with that degenerate

wit, the Earl of Blochester, and his analysis of the condicting accounts of

his death. Of all the well-known Bestoration poets Otway is the one whose

life seems mistiest, and Mr. Q-hosh is but preparing the way for a fuller

and more exhaustive summary of the evidence and for a consequent

reconstruction uf events.

« • «

A Correction.

This issue page 48; line 6; read forth instead of fourth.



University of Calcutta

Latest Publications

The Origin and Development of the

Bengali Language

BY

Sumti Kumar Chatterji, M.A. (Cal.)i D.lit. (I^ndou),

Khaira Professor of Indian linguistics and Phonetics and

Lecturer in English and Comparative Philology

in the University of Calcutta

•

With a Foreword by

Sib Gkorob Abbahak Gbibbbon, K.O.T.E., I.G.S. (Retd.)

Director of the Linguistic Survey of India.

In Two Yolttmes, F’cap dito.

Yolitmb I—Introduction and Phonology, pp. i-zci,

1-648.

Yolumb II—Morphology, Additions and Correc-

tions, and Index of Bengali Words,

pp. 649-1179.
•

This long-expeoted work, which took over three years to print,

has at last been published by the University of Calcutta (September.
1026). '* This admirable work.” says Sir Geo(]m Qrierson in his
Foreword, “ which is a fine example of wide knowledge and of
scholarly research, is the result of a happy combination of pro*
fitdency in facts and familiarity with theoiy. and exhibito a
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mastery of detail controlled and ordered by the sobriety of true
scholarship/’ In its MS. form the work was read by and obtained
the highest approval of some of the most distinguished scholars in
the field of Indian Linguistics in Europei and it may be said to indi-
cate a land-mark in the history of philological researches into Indian
Languages. It is the first systematic and detailed history of a Modern
Indo-A^an Language written by an Indiaui and incidentally!
as it is comparative in its treatmenti taking into consideration
facts in other Indo-Arj^an speeches, it is an invaluable contribu-
tion to the scientific study of the Modern Indo-Aryan languages as
a whole.

The Bengali words have throughout been given in Bengali as
well as in Boman characters.

SOME OPINIONS

Sir Osorgs Orlerson.on receipt of the complete work, writes to (Jie University :

You are good enough to ask for my opinion ci the book. May I refer you to the
opinion expressed by me in the Foreword prefixed to the first volume. I have
nothing to add to this, and here content myself with repeating my high appreciation
of a work based on accurate knowledge, and inspired by uie principles of true
science. It is a source of much gratification to me that it has appeared as a
worthy ornament of the University with which for many years it was my honour to
be associated as a Fellow.

Prof. Jules Bloeh, of the University of Paris : As to my opinion on the book,
1 shall deefii a duty to give it at length in scholarljr periodicals, ets., * Bnlletin de
la Socidld de Iiinguistique de Paris * or ' Journal Asiatique,' for instance ; for tlie

present 1 may assure you that this time at least the generosity of your University
in printing that book has not been in vain : it will honour the University and
Indian scholarship very inucli. It is the first book of that amplitude and depth
devoted by an Indian to an Indian language ; I should wish to see more of the
same sort : but 1 fear' there are not many people yet endowed with the same gifts

and the same knowledge and method as Ptof. Chatterji.

Prof. L. D. Bamstt, of the British Museum and the University of London :

It was a graat pleasure to me to receive this fine volume, in which the studies

begun here are so happily completed. It is a vrork of extremely high importanoe
anid value, establishing on a firm basis the principles of the history of the Bengali
language, and serving as a model for future lescarcbes in other languages of Inoia.

Prof. Bton Konow, of Oslo, Norway : I sincerely congratulate you on your
abhievement. You have brought out a really first-class work, and it

^
would be

impossible for any European scholar to bring out anything so full of information

from the most various and partly quite inaccessible sources. Your penetration of

the subject is admirable, and you prove to have mastered Western methods to

perfection.

Dr. F. W. Thomas, of the India Office Library and the University of London :

The very welcome copy of your great book has now oome, and before I am swallowed

up again in other preoccupations, I hasten to wrrile to you my cordial thanks. 1

have begun the perusal ; but a full absorption of the contents will plainly be a
work of some time. I propose, however, to* write to you later. At present 1 can do
little more Uiai^ congratulate you upon the completion of an enormiras task, to

wliibh you have brought a thoronghly sdentific method and an extraordinary special

oompetenoe. I feel sure that all those great lights in the fields of ^General uid

Indian Philology, whose most perfected dootrines you so ably and jodieionsW studied

in Europe, will be gratified by the abundant fruit realised fdiran(jh your independent

application of to your mothei>toimQe. The book contains abondant new
material for them all. It is, in fact, bevnMering in ile extent and in the complevity

• gf• the IhcAors which hoveM %o to taken into msidecathm.
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Prof. R. Id. Taiiitri ProfeBsor of Sanskrit in tb« Unimsity of London : I
liaYO long been looking fonvard to its appearance, and ilie book comes up to my
best hojpw. It is a vezy fine acliievement, and marks the beginning of a new
chapter in the study of Indo-Aryan Languages.

Prof. M. Vlnternlts, of the German University of Prague, Chekho-Slovakia : 1
have read with great interest the learned Introduction which forms almost one-
fourth of the work, and which treats, in a masterly manner, not only the history of

Bengali, but also the history of Indo-Aryan speech from the earliest times down to

the present day. The author is thoroughly familiar with tlie Western methods of
philological-historical investigation, and at the same time has a knowledge of

linguistic facts which no European scholar could ever hope to acquire. Both tlie

author himself and the Universiiy of Calcutta arc iicariily to be congiatulareJ on
the publication of this masterpiece of Indian philology.

Prof. Jean Pnylnskl, of the University of Paris : Get onvrage fait le plus grand
honneur k son auteur et k V Universild de Calcutta. Ceux qui s' ir.tcressenl. aux
dtudes de Gramtiiaire ooinparde et tous les indianistes se rdjoiiisseiit de Lrouver
dderit, dans un exposd magistral, le ddveloppement d'une dee languos les phu im-
portantes pour rhistoire de la civilisation indienne.

Prof. A. G. Woolner, Principal, Oriental College, and Dean, University Instruc-

tion, I’anjab University : This is the most valuable piece of work that has been
published hy the University of CalciiLta. at any rate in tlie departments where I

can form any opinion. 1 consider Dr. Cbattcrjce's book to be nn inqiorlant contri-

bution not merely to the history of the Bcngiih language but also ti the iii.*itury of

the Indo-Aryan iunguages in general. In this direction it is the first important step

taken since the publication of I'rof. lUcKdi's work on Murathi. Dr. (.linltrijec's work
18 aUo remarkable as being a bystcinalic exaiiiinfiLion oi the inslory of un Indian

language bascil up<jn a thorough* study of riionclics, and indeed from that point of

view he has broken new ground over a wider area going hack somctiiiics lu the

Vcdjc fieriiKl. There arc nianv controversial quesljon.s on which Di. Cliatlerjco has

touched iind on several of Hich pointy 1 find myself in agrecinciit with him Wo
have here material for more than one book.

Prof. G. Tucci, of the T'nivorsity of Romo comludes his nppicciativo review

of the work in the Modern iierieio for January, 1027, v\iLli the following wonls
To sum up : We can say that (he work by Prof. Clulterji is the first scientific

contribution o' Modern Inaia to linguistic studies. Witli ills work the author has

shown the way how to work, to lus younger countrymen who are incliucd to this

line of rcaeaich.

Prof. J. Waokernagel, of the University of Basel, Switzerland : Your work
is really admirable and worth to be named beside those of Beames and Bloch. You
are to be congratulated upon your being now one of the leaders in the application

by Indian acholurs of the historical and comparative method on Indian languages.

Price of the Two Volumes, Cloth Bound, Uncut Edges.

Rupees Twenty only.

rosTAGB Eziba: Within Isdia->OneifuieeEtj;ll.dMna«

Outside Indioi—One Buj^oo Fourteen Annas.
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Organisation of Railnrays, by S. C. Ghose, Lecturer, Post-

Graduate Teaching in Arts, Calcutta University. Demy
8vo. pp. 32. Bs. 1-8.

In this book the author has discussed in great detail the
systems of Bailway Organization in India and in other countries
and has made valuable suggestions regarding the proper division

of responsibility among aU branches of the railway operating
departments. It is on interesting treatise and is e]g>eoted to help
readers to understand properly the very complex probleuis of the
Indian Bailways.

Pro-Historic India, by Pauchapuan Mitra, M.A. Thoroughly

Revised and Enlarged. Demy 8vo. pp. 528.

The Aborigines of the Highlands of Central India, by B. C.

Mazumdar, B.L. Demy 8vo. pp. 90.

In this monograph, the author has furnished a comprehensive
view of oil the tribes of Central India, and has suggested some
new propositions regarding the origin of the racial charaoteristies

of the Bahara-Kol people.

Agents for sale of University Publications—

For sale outside India

—

Mibbbb. liONOHAHB, Gbbbn A Co. Iad.
Aosdoa ll(mse--99, Patbbnobtbb Bow. Loudon, E.C. 4.

American Hotue—65, Forra Avenub, Nbw Yobk.

For Bale in India

—

Oeievdia—(1) Mobstb. B. Cambray & Co.

,, Chuc^rvertty, Chatterjee ACo., Ln>

(8) „ TCAtnAla Book Depot, Ltd.

(4) „ 8. E. Labiri A Co.

(5) „ Thacker, Spink A Co.

(6) „ W. Newman A Co.,Ltd.

Bombay—Mbsbbb. D. B. Tabapobbvala, Sons A Co.

Tbb Obixhtal Boox-BOPPSiViKa Aobncy.

Madraa—(1) Mbsbbb. B. Q. Paoii A Co.,

821, Tbahbd Cbbtiy Stbbbt, Madbab

(2) Mbbsbs. B. Caubbav A Co.,

880, TEAmo CHBnr Bxbkz.



CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS

I. ANCIENT INDIA

1. CULTURE AND SOCIAL ORGANISATION

Culture and Koltur Race Origine or the Past Unveiledy

by H. Bruce Hannah, Bar-at-Law. Demy 8vo.

pp. 168. Bs. 3-12.

Besides oUier oognate maliters, the book generaUy deals
with race-origins, race-developments, and race-movements, and
differentiates, not only between Barbarous Baoes and Culture-
Baoes, but also between Barbarous Baces that were or are
civilised and those that were or are uncivilised.

Andent Indian Numismatics (Carmichael Lectures, 1921),

by Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar, M.A., Ph.D., F.A.S.B.

Demy Svo. pp. 241. Bs. 4-14.

This book contains a course of lectures on )7umismatios, a
part of Archteology, delivered by the Professor in 1918. The
subjects of the lecstures are as follows

:

I. Importance of the Study of Numismatics.
II. Antiquity of Coinago in India,

m. Karshapana: its Nature and Antiquity.

IV. Science of Coinage in Ancient India.

V. History of Coinage in Ancient India.

Asoka (Carmichael Lectures, 1923), by D. B. Bhandarkar,

M.A., Ph.D., F.A.S.B. , Carmichael Professor of

Ancient Indian History and Culture, Calcutta University.

Demy 8vo! pp. 364. Bs. 6.

In this bo<^ the author hL set forth his views about the

Buddhist monarch after a careful and systematio study for a
quarter of a century not only of the inscriptions of Asoka but also

of the valuable translations and notes on these records by dis-

tinguidied scholars in the field of Ancient History of India. The
book consists of eight chapters dealing with the following topics:

I. Aw** and his early life, n. Asoka’s empire and administration.
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III. ^Asoka HB a Buddhist, TV. Asoka’s Dhomma, V. Asoka' as a

misBionary, YI. Social and Jteligious life from Asokan monument,
VII. Asoka's place in history, YUI. Asoka’s inscriptions.

Bstraet from a Utter from M. Smart, the dUUnguiehed French Sacant—

*'
... I am grateful to your book because it has brought me a brilliant

example of the ingenious ana pauionate skill with which modem India endea-

vours to reconstn^ its past you intended to show by an analysis of the

inscriptions what information hitherto unexpected they can yield to a sagadons
and penetrating explorer.'’

The EYolution of Indian Polity, by R. Shama Sastri, B.A.,

Ph.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 192. Rs. 6.

Contains a connected history of the growth and development
of political institutions in India, compiled mainly from the Hindu
Sastras. The author being the ffimous discoverer and translator

of the Kautiliya Arihasaaira, it may be no exaggeration to call

him one of the authorities on Indian Polity.

Contents:— 1. Tribal State of Society. II. Elective
Monarchy. III. The Origin of the Kshatriyas. IV. The
People’s Assembly. V. The Duties and Prerogatives of the
Kings and Priests. VI. The Effect of Jainism and Buddhism
on the Political Condition of India. VII. The Empire-building
policy of the Politicians of the Kautilya Period. VII. Espion-
age. IX. Theocratic Despotism. X. The Condition of the
People—^Intellectual, Spiritual and Economical.

I

" The titles of the lectures will indicate the wealth of informatioa
roiltamed in them ....Some of the facin mentioned by Mr. Bhastri will

be an eye-opener to most people, who are fond of imaginini^ that Indians
have always been ' vain dreamers of an empty day,' oocuppng themselvas
with things of the Great Beyond, supremely contemptuous of mundane
affairs, regarding tlicm us Maya, illusion All desirous of knowing ^he
conditions of life in Ancient India should read carefully this fasoinating

volume, which is one more evidence of the splendid work that the Pnst-
Groduato teachers of the Calcutl.'i Tlniversiiy are doing."—Hinduetkan
Reeiew, July, 1928.

Social Organisation in North-East India, in Bnddha’s
Time, by Ricliard Pick (translated by Sisirkumar

Maitra, M.A., PIkI'),). Demy 8vo. pp. fi90. Rs. 7-8.

** Dr, Fichus Die Socidle , Gtiederung im Nordostlichm Indim
Zu Buddhas Zeit has, for many years, liccn of invaluable assistance to
all interested in the social and administrative liistory of Buddhirt India.
But those ignorant of German were nnable to make use of that book and
their worm gratitude will be extended to Dr. Maitra for his eminently
readable translation. The book is too well-known to need any review ; sufllee

to say that the translation is worthy of the book. Now that this scholarly
work is mode available in English, it dioold find a larger dxonlation.**—
Hinduetkan Reciew, July, 1928.
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Contents.

Chapter I

—

Introduction—^The Brahmanical Caste-Theory.

Chapter II

—

Oeneral View of the Castes—^The Brahmanioal
Caste-Theory in the Pali canon—^Theoretical discussions about
the worthlessness of the caste—^Tbe Essential characteristics of

castes.

Chapter III

—

The Homeless Ascetics—^Translation to the
homeless condition a universal characteristic of Eastern Culture

—

Causes of Asceticism.

Chapter IV

—

The Ruling Class—^The Eshattriyas—Superior-

ity of the Eshattriyas over the Brahmanas.

Chapter V

—

The Head of the Staic-^ Tho chief represen-
tative of the Eshattriyas is the King—General View—^The Duties
of the Eing—^Limits of Boyal Power.

Chapter VI

—

The King's Officers—General View of Ministers.

Chapter VII

—

The House Priest of the Eing—^Historical Evo-
lution of the post of Purohita—^His share in Administration.

Chapter VIII

—

The Brahmanas—General View of the Brah-
manas according to the Jatakas—^Tho Four Asramas—^Duties and
Privileges of the Brahmanas.

Chapter IX

—

The Leading Middle Class Families —^Tbe

Position of the Oahapati—^the Setthi.

Chapter X

—

The Guilds of Tradesmen and Artisans—8tag»

of Economical Evolution in the Jatakas—Organisation of tW
Artisan Class.

Chapter XT—Castelcas Professions.

Chapter XII

—

The Despised Caste.

Sources of Law and Society in Ancient India, by Nares-

chandra Sen, M.A., D.L. Deray 8vo. pp. 109.

Rb. 1-8.

In this book the author traces the sources of Ancient Indian

Law with reference to the environments in society and deals with

matters regarding legal conceptions historically, initiating if

somewhat new method, mainly following the one indicated by
Iheiing with reference to Homan Law, in the study of problem*

of Hindu Law.

Political Hisitory of Ancient India (From the Accession of

Parikshit to tlie extinction of the Onpta Dynasty), by

Hcmchandra Rayclinudlnfri, Ph.D. Second Edi-

tion, Revised and Enlarffcd. Royinl 8vo. pp. 374.

Dr, Haychaudhuri’s work in the domain of Tndology is cha-

racterised by a rare sobriety and by a constant reference to ori-

ginal sources and this makes his contributions specially valuable.
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We have here probably the first attempt on scientific lines to
outline the political history of India of the Pre-Buddhistie period
from about the 10th Century B. C. and the work is one of groat
importance to Indian history.

Frof. /. Wurzburg t— What sn enormoiis msM of evidenee has
been odllaoted and diecuesed in ihie woik, an impartant feature of whioh is the
quotation of the original texts along with their tranalation whiiA makes it

easy to control the conclnaiona arriTcd at. The ancient geography not leas
than the ancient history of India has been greatly farthered iiy yonr reaearehea
and much new light haa been thrown on some ra the most Taxed proUems of
Indian ArehsBology and chronology

*'

Prof, P, Otto Schrader i— I have read the book with increasinff interest

and do not hesitate to say that it contains a great many details whmh will be
found useful later historians

Prof. A, Berriedale Keith :
—** Full of useful infoimatiQn.*’

Ancient Romic Chronology, by H. Bruce Hannah, Bar-at-

Law. Boyal 8vo. pp. 60. Rs. 1-8.

The hook deals with the method of embodying some original

researches of Mr. H. B. Hannah in the domain of Chronology
and computation of time in Ancient Egypt, as well as other

connected matters, the process being shewn through various in-

temid evidences.

Pre-Historic India, by Panchanan Mitra, M.A. Second

Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Demy 8vo. pp. 528

(with 63 plates).

One of the pioneer works on Indian pre-history by a young
Indian scholar, who is well posted in the latest work in this

subject.

Conienia:—Chap. I.—^Baces and Cultures in India—^Earlier

Studies and present outlook. Chap. 11.—The Geological Back-
ground; Geographical and Palfeo-Geographical features. Chap,
in.—^The Paleontological Basis—^The Human ancestry—^The

cradle-land—The Siwalik Primates—^Fossil men outside India.

Chap. IV.—The Earliest Artifacts of Pre-Chellean India (probably

more than a Ino of years old). Chap. V.—Early Paleolithic

Phases—Chellean, Acheullean and Mousterian types. Chap. VI.

—

Pleistocene cavc-life—^Earnul. Chap. VII.—Late Paleolithic and
Mesolithic cultures—^The Capsinn Industry stations. Chap. VIII.

—Prehistoric cave-nrt. and Rock carvings. Chap. IX.—^The

Neolithic types in India. Chap. X.—^The Neolithic culture-

stations. Chap. XI.—Prehistoric Metallurgy. Chap. XIl.—^Mohen-

jo-Daro—A remarkable Discovery of an Eneolithio Site—^Harappa
and Nal—Sir John Marshall’s leports. Chap. XHI—Prehistoric

Copper and Bronze finds from other sites. Chap. XTV.—^The

Indian Megaliths—^Their Builders and Origin. Chap. XV.—^The

Megalithic Structures—^Their architecturid features, contents and
distribution in India. Chap. XVI.—Prom extinct to^ living types

—Mammals—^The Bayana, Sialkot, Nala, Mohen-jo-Daro and
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Adiohanallur Human remains. Chap. XVll.—^Prehiatorio pot-

teries and terracottas of India. Chap. XVlU.—Culture—Se-
quence and Origins.

International Law and Gnstoms in Ancient India, by

Pramathanath Banerjee, M.A., B.L. Boyal 8vo. pp.

170. Rs. 4.

In this interesting book the author demonstrates the elaborate
code of International Law and military usages which existed in

Ancient India, and a cursory glance wHl show that the Ancient
Indian usage in this matter was much more elaborate and much
more humane than that followed by all nations of antiquity and
even by nations of Modem Europe.

Contents :—Sources of International Law—^International

Status or Persons in International Law—^Intercourse of States

—

The Essential Bights and Duties of States—^The Theory of tlie

Balance of Power—^Treatises and Alliances—^War: Character;
Grounds—^The Law relating to Enemy Persons and Enemy Pro-
perty—^The Agents, Instruments, and Methods of Warfare-
Neutrality.

Eoonomio Condition of Ancient India, by J. N. Samaddar,

B.A,, M.B.A.S., F.B.B.S., F.B.Hist.S. Demy 8vo.

pp. 186. Bs. 3.

A brilliant study, which embodies a reconstruction of eoo-

nomio data and of economic theories in Ancient India from
treatises and from scattered references in early Hindu and
Buddhist literature. This is the first systematic attempt
to deal with this important subject. “ Th6 author in course of

his six lectures lays bare to us the underlying spirit and principles

of the great Hindu Civilisation. He has taught us to look not
merely at the actions of the Ancient Indians and their glorious

achievements in the domains of Economics and Politics but he
has unfolded the environments in which they were wrought, the
motives which impelled them and the ambition which inspired

them.'* The book has been highly praised by Dr. Sylvain Levi,
Dr. Jolly, Prof. WiniernitSf Sir John BnvhnfU, Dr. A. Marshall.

Prof. HopJeins, Prof. Telang, Dr. Keith and many other
distinguished savants.

Some Gontribation of Sooth India to Indian Gnltnre, by

S. Kiasbnaswarai Aiyangnr, M.A., Ph.D. Demy 8vo.

pp. 468. Bs. 6.

This book by the Professor of Indian History and Arolueo-
logy in the University of Madras contains the readership lectures

he delivered in 1019 in Calcutta.
** They are one of the finfe frniU of the pblicj of Csleatta Univsnity to

create a oepartrneDt of Indian Studies— linguistics, arohaology, antliiopcilogy,

and histoiy. Dr. Aiyangir writes with a pn^sed hand and with the dis-

oeznment of an experien^ seeker after hisiorioal truth; and his leotuxes fonn
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a contribution of some considerable value to the growing amount of literature
on Indian Anthiopolagioal Studies. Beginning with the of the
Aryans, which mews the Brahmans, to South India, the author mnooeeds to
describe, mainly historically, the main currents of culture foe author
proceeds to analyse the influences exerted on and by Sou^ Tw^ia. when
orthodox Hinduism was tainted by alien influences From religion Dr.
Aiyangar passes on to commerce, and devotes a considerable portion of thia

work to showing how South India is responsible for the spread of Hindu
culture, to the Eastern islands and even so far as China Hie au^or
finally traces the type of administration which grew up in South India and
which, as he points out, has left traces to the present day. The whole work
is full of interest to the enquirer into the early stages of Indian culture ;

it will be of much value to the scholar, and not without utility to the admi-
nistrator."

—

Tttnes of India, Bombay, Nov. 14, 1U2S.

Smtraot from Indian Antiquary, Vol, LlII, for Jannary-February, 1924

" Sir Biehard TompU writes : *...They (the liocturas) are so full of valu-

able suggestionB that it is worth while to consider here the results of the

study €a a ripe sdholBr in matters South Indian To myself, the book is a
fascinating one and it cannot but be of the greatest value to the students,

for whom the lectures were intended.'
"

ViBhnadharmottarsm, Part HI, by Stella Kramrisch, Ph.D.,

Lecturer in Pine Arts (Department of Ancient Indian

History and Culture), Calcutta University. Boyal 8vo.

pp. 62. Be. 1.

The most ancient and most exhaustive treatise on Indian
Painting in Sandcrit Literatuie is to be found in Part HI of the

Visbnu^armottaram, of which a translation, introduced by^ an
account of, and comparison with, methods and ideals of painting,

coUected from various Sanshrit texts, is given in this book.

Some Problems of, Indian Literatnre, by Prof. M. Win-
temitz, Ph.D. Boyal 8vo. pp. 130. Bs. 2-8.

Oontenta : The Age of the Yeda—^Ascetic Literature in

Ancient India—^Ancient Indian Ballad Poetry—Indian Literature

and World-Literature—^Kautilya Arthasastra—^Bhasa.

Leotnres on Ethnography, by Bao Bahadur L. E. Ananta-

krishna Iyer. Boyal 8vo. pp. 302. Bs. 6-0.

2. RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY.

ComparatiTe Religion (Stephanos Nirmalendu Ghosh Lec-

tures delivered in the Calcutta University in 1928 ; pub-

lished in July, 1925), by Prof. A. A. Macdonell, M.A.

(Oxon.), Ph.D. (Leipzig), tl.Litt. (Bdin.), D.O.L.

(Calcutta). Boyal 8vo. pp. 194. Bs. 8.

The work is the first course of lectures on Cennparative

TteUgiftfi delivered under the auspices of the Stephanos Nirmalendu

Ghosh foundation. The author has given a survey, in eight
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leotures, of all the important religions of antiquity, inoluding an
introductory one on * i^imitive Beligion/ They embrace Caoiu-
cianism, Zoroastrianism, Brahmanism (including Buddhism),
Greek religion, Judaism, Muhammadanism and Christianity.

These religions are treated objectively, not from the point of view
of any particular one. It has been shown what they have in

common, and to what extent each approaches universality, to the
outlook of a world religion.

The Kamala Leotnres on Indian Ideals in Education,

Philosophy and Religion and Art, by Annie Besanti

D.L,, with a Foreword by the Hon’ble Sir Ewart
Greaves, Et. Demy 8vo. pp. 135. Bs. 1-8.

The work is the first series of lectures delivered in the
Calcutta University by Dr. Annie Besant under the auspices of

the Kamala Lectureship established in memory of his beloved

daughter by the late Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, Kt., C.8.I. The
author deals with Indian Education, Indian PMlosophy and
Beligion and Indian Art in course of her three lectures.

System of Buddhistic Thought, by Rev. S. Yamakami.

Royal 8vo. pp. 372. Rs. 15-0.

The book presents in a comprehensive though short form a
complete view of Buddhistic Philosophy, both of the Mahayana
and Hinayana Schools.

Contents:—Chapter I

—

Introduction, Essential principles of

Buddhist Philosophy. All is impermanence—^Tbere is no Ego—
Nirvana is the only calm.

,

Chapter 11

—

Karma-Phenomenology—Karma as a principle in

the Moral World

—

Karma as the active principle in the world of

particulars

—

Karma as an active principle in the physical world.

Chapter III

—

The Sarvaaiitvavadins (Bealists)—^The Tenets of

the Sarvastitvavadins—^Explanation of the Seventy-five Dharmas
—Shankara*s criticism of the Sarvastitvavadins, Ac., Ac.

Chapter IV

—

The Satyasiddhi School—(the Theory of the
Sarva-Sunyatavada)—^The Essential parts in the doctrine of the
School—^The View of Buddha-Kaya in this School.

Chapter V

—

The Madhyamika School—(The Theory of the
middle course)—^The fundamental doctrine of this School—^The

conception of Buddha-Kaya in this School.

Chapter VI

—

Alaya-Phenomenology (the Theory of the Vijna-

navadins)—^Tbe classification of things—The four stages of the
cognitive operation of consciousness—^Further discussion of the
Eight Vijnanas.

Chapter VII

—

Bhuta-tathata {Suchneas^ Phenomenology—
The Relation of Suchness to all things—^The Tneozy of Impression.

Chapter VIII

—

The Tien Tai School—^The three principles of
this School, (1) Emptiness, (2) Conventionality and (8) Middle
path—^The Theory cl Klesa.
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Chester IX—The Avataneaha Bohool—^The Theoiy of the
Dhartnatoka-Phenomenology.

Chapter X

—

ConeUuion—Qod in us and we in Ood—The
Buddhist idea of Faith—^The Buddhistic Ethics.

Appendix—^The six kinds of Causes and the fiye kinds of
Effects.

Bdward J, TKomae, Uuiversitf Library, Cambridge : I shsll Snd
tha work most usefiil. The book seema to me rerj Tilaeble In giiring a eon-
peoted view of the different Schoola of Bnddhistio thooght, end m epeeiel
importence for Bnropean Scbolen both in Bappljrlng infeunnation not eaellj
eooeesible in the West, and also in treating the whole snbjeot foom an in-
dependent standpoint

I think the book refleota hononr not only on the anthor but ako on the
devotion to scholarship shown by the Calentta University.

Prolegomena to a History of Buddhistic Philosophy, by
B. M. Barua, M.A. (CaL), D.Lit. (Lond.) Boyal 8yo.

pp. 62. Bs. 1-8.

The book embodies the results of a scientific enquiry by the
author, from the historical standpoint, into successive stages in

the genesis and increasing organic complexity of a syst^ of

thought in India, supposed to have evolved out of a nucleus as
afforded by the discourses of Gautama, the Buddha.

The Original and DeYeloped Doctrines of Indian

Buddhism, by Eyukan Eimura. Sup. Boyal 8vo.

pp. 82. Bs. 3.

It is a comprehensive manual of charts, giving an explicit

idea of the Buddhist doctrines, as promulgated in diverse ways by
diverse Buddhist Philosophers.

The History of Pre-Bnddhistic Indian Philosophy, by

B. M. Barua, M.A. (Cal.), D.Lit. (Lond.). Boyal 8vo.

pp. 468. Bs. 10-8.

The book gives a clear exposition of the origin and growth of

Indian Philosophy from the Vedas to the Buddha, and seeks to

establish order out of chaos—^to systematise the teaching of the

various pre-Biiddhistic sages and seers, scattered in Vedic

literature (Vedas, Brahmanas, Upanishads) and in the works of

the Jainas, the Ajivikas and the Buddhists.

Prof. 8. Badhakrighnan, M,A., King George V Profeetor of PkHoeophf,
Univareity of CaHeutta The oidy book of its kind. No sradent of the

Fhilosoplw of the Upenishads osa afford to neglect it. The book shows aoeoxate

sdiolardiqi and daep insight on every paget**

Prakrit Dhammapada, by B. M. Baraa, M.A. (Cal.), D.Lit.

(Ijond.) and S. N. Mitra. M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 322.

Bs. 5.

A new egition of the Dutreuil de Bhins Eharoshthi MS. of the

Ifhammapadaf, of which an edition was published in the Journal
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AtfofjgiM in 1897 by M. Sfoart. The joint-editars have reoon
truefeed whole pasBogee from minute fragments not utilised by M.
BAnart, and they have brought in the results of their vast and deep
Pali studies in establishing the text. The importanoe of the
Dhamtnapada as a world olassic need not be emphasised too muoh.
In the introductory essay, there is an able study of t^ question
of the literary history of this work.

Early History of the Vaishnara Sect, by Hemchandra
Baychaudhuri, M.A., Ph.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 168-

Bs. 2*»13.

The book contams materials for a connected history of
Vaishnarism from the Vedio times to the age of the early Tamil
Aoaryas who laid the foundation of Sri Vaishnava School. The
author takes into consideration only works of proved antiquity and
epiflraphical records. Bis method of treatment is strictly scientifio,

aod he eumes to a number of interesting conclusions, among
which is the establishment of the historic personality of Vasudeva-
Krishna and the determination of the doctrines of the old Bhaga-
vata sect.

** The laotOM of Mr. Hemohuidrs Baychaiidhiiri on the Early History of
the Vaidinava Beet read almost as would a Bampton lecture on the * mstorical
Christ * to a Christian audience. They are an attempt to disentangle the
anthentie fimue of Krishna from the mass of Poranic legend and gross tradition,

from the wild oon|ectares and mistaken, if reasoned, theories which snrronnd
his name. The worship of Krishna is not a snperstitions idolatry; it is the
expression of the Bhakti, the devotional faith of an intellectual pecq^le, and
many missionaries, ill-equipped for dealing with a dimly understood creed

would do wdl to st^y this little volume * —The Ttmsis iMerarjf Supplement,
May Ifl, 1991.

A History of Indian Logic (Ancient, Medieeva] and Modem
Schools), by Mahamahopadhyaya Satischandra Vidya-

bhushan, M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S., F.A.S.B., late

Principal, Sanskrit College, Calcutta, and Joint Philolo-

gical Secretary, Asiatic Society of Bengal. With a

foreword by Sir Asutosh Mookerjee. Demy 8vo. pp.

696. Bs. 15.

A monumental work. Dr. Vidyabhushan has given here a

detailed account of &e system of Nyaya, and has left no sourcp

of information, whether Brahmanical, or Buddhist (Indian and

l^etan), or Jaina, untapped.. The history is brought down from

the days of the Vedas to tiie 19th century, end is full of facts well

dispos^ and lutndly set forth.

The author did not live to see the publication of a work

whicdi is Burs to lit« name inunortal in the annals of Iq-

dology. ^
9
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Prof. A, Berriedale K^ith^ D.Iatt., Uniwitty of Bdinbnigh,
wiiteB.^

The work reflects the highest credit oni its lete eothor. It eanteini e
Ast mass of carefully Terifled informatioii lucidly arranged and eipoonded
and it is inTsluable to evc^ serious student of Indian It must fora
eiy long period fonu an indispensable source of material for workers in the
field of Indian Philosophy, and whatever difference there may be with the
views of tho author whether in principle or in detail, tb^ cannot possibly
obscure the permanent value of a work which—as any one familiar with Indian
logic knows only too well—must have involved almost endless labour. The
University* of Calcutta is to be congratulated on the fact that it was found
possible to produce the book despite the author's death before its completion,
and the thanks of scholars are due to it for Ihe production of the work in

such effective and enduring form.

A Short History of the Mediseral School of Indian Logic

{Griffith Memorial Prize, 1907), by the same author.

Eoyal 8vo. pp. 210. Rs. 7-8.

The two principal systems of the Medimval School of Indian
Logic, via., the Jaina Logic and the Buddhist Logic, have been
thoroughly expounded here by bringing together a mass of infor-

mation derived from several raro Jaina Manuscripts and Tibetan
xylographs hitherto inaccessible to many. In the appendices a
short and general history of the University of Nalanda and the
Boyal University of Vihramsila has also been given.

8. ANCIENT INDIAN TEXTS

Rigveda Hymns (with the commentary of Sayana). Demy
8vo. pp. 136. Its. 2-13.

n

Mann Smrif.i, odifc'd by Mnhnmahopadliyaya Gangnnath Jha,

M.A., D.Litt., Vice-Chancellor, Allahabad University.

The work is nn English translation of the commentary of

Medbatithi on the Institutes of Manu. The two editions, that

had already been published, viz.^ one by V. N. Mandlik and the

other by Q. R. Clharpuro, being considered avowedly defective on
ncconnt oF n hopeless muddling of the text. Dr. Jha collected

mnnuseripts from various places; and, with the help of these
MSS., made out an intelligible text, and then proceeded with the
work of translation. Tho translation will occupy five volumes,
of which tho following have been published :

—

Vol. T, Part T—Comprising Discourse I and '28 verses of

Discourse IT. Royal 8vo, pp. 266. Rs. 6.

Vol. T, Part TT—Corapriaing verses XXIX to end of Discourse

TI. Royal 8vo. pp. 290. Rs. 6.

Vol. n, Part I—Comprising the whole of Discourse HI.
Royal 8vo. pp. 304. Rs. 6,
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Vol. n. Fart n—Comprising Discourse IV. Boyal 8vo. pp.

208. Bs. 6.

Index to Vols. I and II. Bojal 8vo. pp. 148. Bs. 1-8.

Vol. m. Part I—Comprising Discourses V and VI. Bojal

8vo. pp. 278. Bs. 6.

Vol. in, Part n—Comprising Discourses VII and tlie index

to the whole of Vol. m. Bojal 8vo. pp. 206. Bs. 7.

Vol. rV, Part I—Comprising a portion of Discourse VIU.
Bojal 8vo. pp. 252. Bs. 8.

Vol. TV, Part 11—Comprising Discourse VIII and Index to

Vol. IV. Bojal 8vo. pp. 238. Bs. 7-8.

Vol. V—(in the press.)

Mann Smriti, Notes, Fart I

—

Textual—^Bj the same author.

BojaJ 8vo. pp. 569. Bs. 12.

Do. Part n

—

Explanatory—^Bj the same
author. Bojal 8vo. pp. 870. Bs. 15.

Do. Part m

—

Comparative—^Bj the same
author. (In the press.)

Besides printing the five volumes of Manu Bmriti comprising
translation of Medbatithi, it has been decided to print separate
volumes comprising Notes by the same author. The notes have
been divided into three parts : Part I

—

Texiudlr^dealmg with the
readings of the texts and allied matters; Part IT

—

Expiratory—
containing an account of the various explanations of Manu’s text,

provided not only by its several commentators, but also by the

more important of the legal digests, such as the Mitakshara, the

Mayukha, and the rest; Part III

—

Comparative—setting forth what
the other Bmritis—^Apastamba, Bodhayana, etc., have got to

say on every one of the more important topics dealt with by Manu.

Inscriptions of Asoka, by Prof. T). Bliandnrkar, M.A.,

Ph.D., and S. N. Majumdar, M.A., Ph.D. Crown 8vo.

pp. 104. Bs. 4-4.

The vaifioua texts of the rock, pillar, cave and other inscrip>

tions are given in parallel lines to enable the student to compare
the different readings at a gladce.

Bhela Samhita. (Same as Vol. VI of the Journal of the

Dept, of Letters.) Boya] Svo. pp. 286. Bs. 9.

Tt contains the complete text (in Sanskrit) of the Bhela
Bamhitaf one of the most ancient and valuable treatises on Indian
Medicine.
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Barhot Insoriptioiw, edited and translated with critical notes

by B. M. Baruya, M.A., l>.Lit. (Lond.)> and Kumar
Gangananda Sinha, M.A. Crown pp. 139. Bs. 3.

E. J, Thomas, Under•Librarian, Cambridge University Ltbratry i
—** I

find Uie book an exfcremely useful one, both because it makes accessible an im-
portant ooUeotion of inscriptions, and also for the great amount qi and
research which the authors have embodied in it.

** The work constitutes a long step forward both as regards our actual
knowledge of the inscriptions, as well as in the grammatioal analysis and the
palaeographicai studies."

H, Uit of the Tohoku Imperial University, Japan " In the work'
the inscriptions are critically investigated, accurately explained and well
arranged, so that the work is highly important for the study of the paleo-
graphioal and linguistical dcve^ment and specially the history of early

E, Washburn Hopkins, of the Yale University :
—
" 1 have gone carefully

through the volume of Dr. Bcnimadhab Barua and regard it as a most useful

contribution well worthy of publication. The arrangement of the inscriptions

in accord with their subject matter is a great convenience and the explanatory

notes are ail that can be desired."

Prof. Dr. P. 0. Schrader, of Kiel :
—

“ This is an useful publication

full of interesting details on which both its authors and the University may
be congratulated. The printing too is admirably done."

Prof. Hermann Jacobi :
—

" many students will be thankful for the

various information in Section III, partly reproduced from diiferent sources and
partly supplied by the Editors themselves."

L. D. Harnett " The book shews great learning and industry, and will

certainly be useful to students."

II. HISTORY

1. INDIA (MEDIAEVAL AND MODERN)

Siva Chhatrapati, by Siirendranath Sen, M.A., Ph.D.

Demy 8vo. pp. 284. Rs. 4-14.

A tranelation of the oldest systematic biof^phy in Marathi
of the great Maratha hero, the 8abha»ad Bakhar, vitir extraeta

from Chitnit and Sivadigvijaya with explanatory notes.

“ It is the first of a series intended for eneh etndents of Maratha
history as are ignorant of Marathi. Of the importanoe 'of the Bakhar
(MininirioR for a study of the rise and growth of Maratha TOwer there can be
no donbt; their historical aocnrac^ is, not always unimpea^able. Bat all in-

terested in this subject will feel deeply gratefnl to Mr. Ben and the
Calcutta UniverBity for making this study possible and ea^."—The Him-
dusthan HevieiOt Oct., 1924.

" Tt is a oapital book for history students."—The Indian Daily News, SBth
Beptember, 1920.

" Professor Sen and the Universily of Calcutta have laid all students of
Maratha histozy under a great obligation by pnblishiiig tUs new IBngUsh
editioa of Srishnaji AnanVs boQk.’*--3*ke Times of India, 96th OstbberTUBl.
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Administeatiye System of the Marathas (from original

sources), by Surcndranath Sen, M.A., Fh.D. Second
edition (revised and enlarged). First edition exhausted

within a year of its publication. Demy 8vo. pp. 730.

Bs. 10.

It is an exhaustive account of the polity that prevailed dining
the centuries of Maratha domination. Dr. Sen has closely studied
the available original sources and this work is undoubtedly the
most valuable contribution on Maratha administrative system
that has yet appeared in English.

Prof. A. Berriedale Keith—“ It eontainB a very large amoont of
interesting infonnetion, cnrefnlly pot together, and rendered illominating bj
comparison with the description of early Hindn institutions derived from the
Dharmasastra literature. It undoubtedly dieds much light on the course of

administration prior to the advent of British supremacy, and the impartiality
and good sense of such personal judgments as you express deserves recog-
nition."

Pro/. Jules Bloch (in the " Journal Asiatique ")—"Cost on ouvrsge
solide et important, qui fait lionneur ^ I'anteur et h I'dcole on il se rattache.'

The Hon’ble Justiee C, A. Kincaid—" I have spent several ddightfnl
hours reading your most valuable work * Administrative System of the
Marathas.* It is full of erudition and should long remain the classic text on
the subject. I do not fani^ any one else would have the industry as well as
the learning, to write another such book. I congratulate you warmly on
your great aehievement."

5. M Edwardes (in the " Indian Antiquary," January, 1024>—"
He has now placed students of Maratha affairs under a further obUgatian by
this careful exposition of the administrative system in vogue in the Beeoan
in the Pre-British period.

The value of his latest work seems to ns to lie in its impartiality and in

its careful avoidance of extreme diction in cases where* the author’s views differ

from those already expressed by botli English and Indian writers. He treats

Grant-Duff and Banade with equal impartiality, and does not hesitate to

point out their errors of deduction : he appreciates fully the good features of

Shivaji's institutions, but is equally explicit as to their shormomings ; and
he deputes a distinct section <ff his work to explaining by carefully chosen
quotations and examples that much of Shivaji’s administrative machinery was
not a new product of bis unouestionably resourceful mind, but had its roots

dmp down in ancient IHndu lore.

As to the actual facts disclosed in Dr. Ben's work, their number is so
many and th^ are so interesting that it is hardly possible to deal with them
in the brief compass of a review.

In conclusion, let it suffice to remark that Dr. Ben has produced an ad-

mirable work of reference for studrats of the history of the Deccan in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries."

The Thnee Literary Supplement, Thursday, May 10, 1028—" As in the
case of the Great Napmeon, Shivaji the Conqueror has always, been more
attractive to historians than Shivaji the Administrator, and 1m than justice

has been done to his constructive ability. Dr. Burendranath Bra has written

a scholarly analysis of the Maratha administration under Shivaji and the
Peshwae, and in spite of a natural bias in favour of his own countrymen he
can fllMw* to have proved that Maratha Government wiU at least bear
fhvounble comparison with and was in some respects superior to, those of

eontemporafy Europe."

Joumai of the Repel Aeiatie Sodetip, October, 1024-—" Dr. Burendranath
Ben has given us a most eareful and ccmpreihenaive work and has shown that

the woric begun so well by Bsnade is being continued in oompeteiit hands.

The fhet that the EDvatha Hingdom lasted lot a eentofy^ and a half ehoeld
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be Boffioient to dispel the idee that the Marathae were mere baada of mana-
den. It oomeB ae a empriBe, however, to aee what a wealth of material
there ia for the etody of their ooiiBtitational and adminiBtrati've hiatocy. The
author inrestigatea the oriein and developmeiit of their inatitationBt analyaii^
the influence of traditionu Hindu ayatema of polity, and of thoae of their

Mualim neighboura. The book ia a moat valnable addition to the publioatuma
of Calcutta Univeraity."

Bengal in the Sixteenth Century, by J. N. Das Gupta, B.A.

(Oxon.) Sup. Boyal 8vo. pp. 196. Bs. 2-13.

It is a historical review of the social and economic condition

of Bengal in the Sisteenth Century of the Christian erar—the
ronaissance in Bengal—^in the light of the facts set forth in

contemporary Bengali Literature, in historical records, and
writings of European travellers in Bengal.

India in the SeYenteenth Century, by J. N. Das Gupta, B.A.

(Oxon.) Demy 8vo. pp. 258. Rs. 3-8.

The condition of India in respect of its political, social, and
economic aspects, in the early years of the East India Company,
has been described in this volume with the help of the narratives

of European travellers and foreign observers who were drawn to

this land by their love of adventure, the fascination of romance,
and the caU of the East.

Documents and Extracts illustrative of the British Period

of Indian History. Demy 8vo. pp. 480. Rs. 5-10.

This volume puts together in a compendious form a few of

the more importaEat documents which tend to throw light on the
British period of Indian History with special reference to the
times of Warren Hastings, Cornwallis, and Wellesley, the three
Governors General with whose names particularly the rise and
progress of British power in the East is most intimately con-
nected. It traces at the same time chronologically through
these documents the successive stages in the constitutional

development of British authority in India.

Historical Records of Baroda, by Rai Bahadur B. A. Gupte,

M.R.A.S., F.Z.S. (with annotations). Royal 8yo. pp.

166. Rs. 6.

Compiled from original Maratha documents, whibh throw a
sidelight on the transactions of the Hon'ble East India Company's
Officers, offer glimpses of the BarcKla administration, describe the
Poona politics during the last stages of the Maratha Empire, and
record the working of the almost nominal sway of the Baja cf

Satara. Profusely illustrated.

* England’s Work in India, pp. 210. Bb. 1-8.

• BoA.
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Bharate In^aj (Bengali Edition.) Grown 8vo. pp. 202.

Ea. 1-6.

A Bengali veraion of * England’s Work in India ’ by Pandit
Tarakumar Eaviratna and Prof. Jogindranath Samaddar.

Do. (Hindi Edition) pp. 262. Ea. 1-6.

Oriaaa in the Making, by Bijaychandra Maziimdar witli an

introductory Foreword by Sir Edward A. Gait, M.A.,
E.C.S.I., Eetd. Lieut.-Governor of Bihar and Orissa.

Crown 8vo. pp. 247 (1926). Es. 4-8.

This work which has no rival in the field presents a mass of

new facts relating to the early history of Orissa, and sets out the
hitherto unnoticed course of events which culminated in the
emergence of Orissa as a distinct national and linguistic unit.

How the author has executed this work successfully after having
been engaged for many years in his research work in Orissa, has
been noticed by Sir Edward A. Gait in the introductory Foreword
spoken of above.

Indian Nationality, by Sukumar Dutt, M.A., B.L. (Jubilee

Eesearch Prize Thesis, 1922). Royal 8vo., pp. 210.

Price Rs. 3.

2. IBLAM.

A History of Islamic People, by S. Kbuda Bukhsh, M.A.,

B.O.L., Bar-at-Law, Demy 8vo. pp. 178. Rs. 6-10.

Translated from the German of Dr. Weils’ Oeaohichte der
tBlamitiachen Volker—a descriptive account of Mohammad and
the Qura’n, as also of the C^iphate. The conflict of ideas in

early Arabdom, the narrowness of early Arabic rationalism and
the evolution of Islamic culture on a broad and humanitarian
basis during the time of the Abbasid Caliphs at Baghdad is des-

cribed with the skill of an artist, and altogether the book forms
a most fascinating introduction to the mentality and general out-
look of Islam in the first few centuries of its history.

The Orient under the Caliphs, by 8. Kbuda Bukhsh,

M.A., B.C.L., Bar-at-Law. Demy 8vo. pp. 470.

Es. 8-6.

Translated from von Kremer’s KuUurgeaohichte d»a Mania.
The book deals not with the dry and wearisome details at military
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pperatioiiB, nor does it oonoem iteelf with oourt intrigueSt but
opening with an account of the death of the Fkophet and the
trouble that arose over the question of succession, gives in a vivid,

and delightful style an account of all that was of enduring value
in Islam or Islamic civilisation.

The Barly Heroeg of Islam, by S. A. Salik, B.A. (Bengal

Civil Service). Demy 8vo. pp. 614. Es. 6.

In this book the author has tried to place before the pubHo
brief dcetches of the Prophet of Arabia and of his five immediate
successors. It also contains short notices of a galaxy of great

men who flourished in Arabia in that age and gives an interesting

account of the birth and the rapid gro^h of Islam. It will be
both interesting and instructive to readers of all creed and colour.

III. LAW

Recent Developments in International Law.—(Tagore

Law Lectures delivered in the Calcutta University in

1922)

f

by J. W. Gamer, Ph.D., D.L., Professor of

Political Science in the University of Illinois. Eoyal

8vo. pp. 860. Nice get-up. Excellent full cloth bind-

ing. Price (in India) Rs. 17-0 and 30a. (abroad).

In these lectures the author has traced and evaluated all the
more important developments of International Law, which ori-

ginating in more, remote times, have attained their present state

since &e opening of the twentieth century. He has also dis-

cussed in this volume the actual interpretation and application

of the Law, as well as its devdopment, signalized the divergen-

cies of opinion and of practice, indicated the principal tendencies

which have characterised the recent history of the Law and put
forth some observations in the probable future lines of develop-

ment in the lierht of new and rapidly changing conditions.

Bummary of contents ;—^1. Becent and present tendencies

In the Development of International Law. 2. Development
of Conventional International Law; the Hague Conven-
tions. 8. Development of the Conventional Law of Mari-
time Warfare; the Declaration of London. 4. Development of

International Aerial Law. 5. Interpretation and Application of

International Law in Becent Wars. 6. Interprotation and
Application of Intemationd Law^ during the World War. 7. The
Treaties of Peace (1919) and International Law. 8. Progress

of International Arbitration. 9. Development of other Agen-
cies for the Peaceable Settlement of International Disputes.

10. Development of International Legislation and Organisation.

11. Development of International Court of Justice. 12, PSrqc

grass of Co^cation. 18. The Beconstruction of InteriMillQiial

Law.
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“ Fk0f. Owner*! Tngon Lew Leetoiee we raellj e hietory of modem
Intemetionel Lew, with the mein emfiheele pleoed on the period einoe the
beginmng of the pneent centniy. The bow is in feet e txeetise oon-
teining en enomuNUi mem of infonnetioii well dooiimeDted end Inoidly
eirenged. It ii the only book in Bnglieh whibh even ettempta to cover in
oompreheDBive menner the whole reoent history of Intemetionel Lew. Tb^
u e greet eohievement, end one for which* in this ege of periodieel Uteretore
end monographs on pertieoler topics. Prof. Gamer deserves the thanks of
ell intemetionel lawyers *'—Society of Comparative Legislation, London.

The ETolntion of Lav, by Nareschandra Sen Gupta, M.A.,
D.L., Advocate, Calcutta High Court. Royal Svo,

pp. 191. Bs. 2-8.

In this work the author gives a systematio treatment of

historical and comparative jurisprudence on the basis of the moat
up-to-date Imowledge of ancient laws and the laws and insti-

tutions of retarded races. The work is designed as an mtroduction
to the study of the subject which is treated simply and in broad
outline. But it is not a mere collection of the views of other
scholars. While the opinions of all standard authorities on the
main topics of evolutionary jurisprudence are given, the author
has given many new interpretations of facts and has put forward
some strikingly new opinions. A remarkable feature of the work
is the ample use of materials taken from a historical study of

Hindu Law which has hitherto received far less attention than
it deserved in oonneotion with questions of evolutionary juris-

prudence. This has led the author to formulate new theories of

the forms of family organisation, marriage and kinship, law of

procedure, of crimes, of the origin of property and of contract and
a strikingly original theory of the law of Descent* which* it is

hoped, will be found worthy of consideration by scholars. Con-
trary to accepted views, the author traces the origin of laws of

inheritance to donations mortis causa or at the time of renuncia-
tion and thus establishes the primacy of testamentary over
intestate succession. In an appendix the author gives a discussion

of the history of the Hindu Joint Family law which throws much
new light on the subject. As the author points out in the preface,

the state of our knowledge of the subject being what it is, it is

impossible to systematise the existing knowledge of the subject

without a certain measure of theorising on oneTs own account.
This the author has done on a large seme and in the treatment of

every topic dealt with by him there are new thoughts and interest-

ing new points of view presented which will furnish food for

reflection.

The Problems of Aerial Lav, by Bijankumar Mukherjee,

M.A., D.L. Demy Svo. pp. 255. Rs. 2-8.

The work is a thesis approved lor the Degree of Doctor of

X«aw. It is divided into four chapters:—

^|g;j|Ohaptsr I ,—Beginning and Development of Aerial Law. In
JSS Chapter, the author has collected the earliest legal ideas on

3
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the subject and has attempted to show how these ideas gradually

broadened down with increasing discoveries of human science.

Chapter IL—Sovereignty of the Air. Here the author

has examined minutely the different theories that have been put
forward by different jurists and has suggested all possibly argu-

ments that could be advanced either for or against them.
*

Chapter III.—Principlee of International Law relating to

the Air Space. This Chapter has been subdivided into two parts.

In the first part the author has analysed and examined in detail

the 45 articles contained in the Air Navigation Convention of

1919 and has suggested alterations wherever the provisions appear-

ed to him to be unsound in principle or unworkable in pra^ioe.

The other part, which deals with questions^of war and neutrality,

IS much more speculative in nature and the author has built up
the law with such materials as were furnished by the analogy

of the existing usages of maritime warfare and the practices

of the combatants in the last gAat European War.
Chapter IV.—Principles of Municipal Law relating to the

Air Space. In this Chapter the author's principal effort has been

to establish that a perfectly consistent theory affording a com-
plete solution of the several problems of private law &at arise

in connection with the use of air space may be constructed from
the principles of English Common Law as they have been applied

by English and American Courts.

Btteot of War on Contracts (Onauth Nauth Deh Prize,

1917)

,
by Prapliullachaiidra Ghosh, M.A., B.L. Demy

8vo. pp. 162. Ra. 4-8.

The book describes at length the changes brought about by
the last Euiopcan W<Hr in the commercial and financial rela-

tions of nations and individuals.

Trading with the Enemy {Onauth Nauth Deb Prize,

1918)

, by A. 0. Gupta, M.A., B.L. Demy 8vc

pp. 140. Rs. 4-8.

The volume deals with the general principles of the law
(according to the English Common Law) of Trading with the
Enemy to which the Inst European War lent interest and pro-

minence.

Legal Aspects of Strikes {Onauth Nauth Deh Prize,

1919)

, by rrabodlicliaiulra Ghosh, M.A.,‘B.L. Demy
8vo. pp. 61. Rs. 2-4.

In the opinion of the author, concerted movements of labour
analogous to strikes are as old as history itself. In dealing with
the history of strikes he, therefore, traces their origin and
course, not only from n legal point of view but also from a
historical standpoint and discusses the remedial measures in tl

light of the condition of labour in other countries,
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Oocapano; Right—Its History and Incidents (Onauth

Nauth Deb Pr^e), by Badharaman Mookerjee, B.L.,

Vakil (Calcutta High Court), Author of the Law of

Denami. Demy Svo. pp. 436. Bs. 6-0.

Tho work contains a history of Land Tenure in India from
the earliest Vedic age down to the modem times and traTerses

praotic^ly most of the important and relevant portions of the
Bengal Tenancy Act as explained in the leading cases on the
rabjoct, and indicates the basic principles thereof not done in

any other previous publications.

Position- of Women in Hindu Law, by Dwarka Nath
Mitra, M.A., D.L. Demy Svo. pp. 75S. Bs. 12-0.

The work is a thesis approved for the Degree of Doctor of

Law in the University of Calcutta. It is generally based on ori-

ginal research as well as on the results achieved by previous
writers on Hindu Law. It traced historically the various stages
in the development of the position of women in Hindu Law.

General Contente.

Chapter 1 .

—

Introductory—Scope of the subject—^Develop
ment of Hindu Law in different periods—Sources of Hindu Law.

Chapter II,—Status of Women generally—^Bight of Women
to Upanayan and to tho study of the Vedas—^Tendency in Dhar-
ma Shasiras to reduce women to the level of Shudras—^Depen-

dence is only moral and not legal subjection—Views of European
Writers on the question of dependence—Juuicial interpretation

of tho dcpeindence of Women—^Theory of peipetual tutelage

—

Views taken by different High Courts—Testamentary capacity

of Women under Hindu Law—^Right of daughters and sisters to

maintenance.

Chapter III.—Status of Wife and the Law of Marriage—
Baghunandan's definition of marriage—^Marriage of Women not
compulsory in the Vedic ages—^Different forms of marriage

—

Capacity of persons to marry—^Whether mturiage of widows is

allowable—^Bule of prohibited degrees in marriage—sinter-marriage

between different castes—^Marriage of a Hindu with a Christian

woman not invalid—^Formalities attending marriage—Wife's

right to maintenance^Divorce.

Chapter IV.—Status of Widows—Power of Widow to adopt
—^Divergence of ppinion in -different Schools—^Bight of Hindu
Widow to maintenance—^Widow marriage.

Chapter V.—Proprietary Position of Women—(Inheritance)

.—Interpretation of Vedic Texts concerning inheritan^ by lead-

ing coinrnentators—^Widow's right to inherit—^Principles of

succession of daughters in the Bengal School.
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Chapter VL—Proprietary Rights of Women—Stridhan^
Extent of the rights of a woman over her Stridhan—^lliree classes

of Stridhan, Ac.

Chapter VII.—Status of Courtesans and Dancing Oirls—
Concubines tolerated by Hindu Law—^Bules governing status of

dancing girls.

The Theory of Borereignty, by Sasankajiban Ray, M.A.,

D.L. Printed at an outside Press. T>emy 8vo. pp. 360.

Rs. 10-0.

The work is the thesis by the author for the ifegree of Doctor
of Law. The author has sought to formulate a correct theory

of Law by critically analysing the conception of Sovereignty and
investigating the entire history of the theory of Sovereignty. The
work has been divided into three books: Book I deals with the
‘ Origin of Law and the State,* Book II treats of the * Mani-
festation of Sovereign Power in the Different Systems of Polity.*

and Book III presents * A Critical Exposition of Sovereignty.*

The Hon'ble Mr, JuHiee G. C. Rankin^ M,A, Dr. Bej'e Theacj af
Sovereignty is a learned and able work, the speeial feature of which is its'

full presentment of its snbject on the histoiieaf side. I think the book will

be of interest to advanoed students of eonstitntional histoiy in particnlar and
will provide thm with valuable guidance in the philosophy of the snbjeet of

which it treats."

The Theory of Adoption (Jogendrachandra Ghosh Prize.

1909), by Pandit Durvasnla Sriram Sastri. Demy 8vo.

pp. 59. Rs. 3-12.
%

It discusses the origin and merits of the theory of adoption
in a Hindu family.

Separation of Executive and Judicial Functions, by R. N.

Gilchrist, M.A. Demy Syo. pp. 244. Rs. 4-0.

LEAOINO CASES.

* Part I, Hindu Law. Royal 8vo. pp. 245. Rs. 1-8.

* Fart n, Muhammadan Law. Royal 8vo. pp. X71. Re. 1-0.

*Part in, Land Tenures, Land Revenue and Prescription.

Royal 8vo. pp. 158. Be*. 1-0.

* Part IV, Law of Transfer infer vivos. Royal 8vo. pp. 106.

Re. 1-0.

Test Book.
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* Part V, English Law of Beal Property and Law of Intestate

and Testamentary Succession in British India. Boyal

8vo. pp. 108. Re. 1-0.

* Part VI, Equity and Trust. Boyal 8vo. pp. 170. Bs. 1-4.

*Part Vn, Law of Contracts and Torts. Boyal 8vo. pp.

227. Bs. 1-8.

*Part VIII, Law of Evidence, Civil Procedure and Limi-

tation. Boyal 8vo. pp. 89. Be. 1-0.

*Part lX,*Law of Crimes and General Principles of C. P.^

Code. Boyal 8vo. pp. 102. Be. 1-0.

* Supplementary cases on

—

Hindu Law, Part I, Boyal 8vo. pp. 146. As. 12.

Hindu Law, Part H, Boyal 8vo. pp. 130. Bs. 1-8.

Muhammadan Law, Boyal 8vo. pp. 69. As. 6.

Land Tenures and Prescription. Boyal 8vo. pp. 97.

Re. 1-0.

Transfer of Property. Boyal 8vo. pp. 95. As. 8.

Beal Property. Boyal 8vo. pp. 23. As. 6.

Law of Contracts and Torts. Boyal 8vo. pp. 27. As. 8.

Evidence and Civil Procedure. Boyal 8vo. pp. 164.

Re. 1-0.

Limitation. Boyal 8vo. pp. 37. As! 8.

Law of Crimes Boyal 8vo. pp. 141. Re, 1-0.

IV. ECONOMICS, ftc.

Wages and Profit-Sharing (with a Chapter on Indian con-

ditions), by B. N. Gilchrist, M.A., Labour Intelligence

Officer, Government of Bengal. Bs. 7-0.

Thig book deals with three subjects. The first part is taken
up with a description of the various systems of wage payment.
vtM.f the time wage, the piege-work wage, premium bonus systems
and systems of payment connected with scientific management.
The second part deals with profit-sharing and co-partnership in

the United Elngdom and otter countries and is an exhaustive
analysis of the principles underlying them. The third part of the

«Texi book.
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book deals with general conditions of Indian labour, industrial

peace in India and the payment of wages in India with special
reference to payment in Idnd. Tea garden and colliery labour
are dealt with in some detail. Fin^y there are two appendices
one dealing with a comparative study of recent legislation on
conciliation and arbitration and also of trade-boards and works
councils and the other giving m extenao the recent proposals of the
(jovemment of India regarding trade disputes and trade unions.

** The eothor, is e graduate of the Aberdeen UniTenity, has
already revealed liis akill in this claas of work in a volume on ' Conciliation
and Arbitration.* His writing ia characteriBed by lucidity and redectB a wide
and comprehensive knowledge of the subjects with which he deals '*

—

The
Aberdeen Frees and JoumaU Peb. 24, 1925.

^

" An exhaustive inquiry into the questions of wages, profit-sharing and co-

partnership."

—

The Statistf London, May 16, 1925.

Times Literary Supplement, London.—^This careful and comprehensive
piece of work is in fact a dictionary of profit-sharing, though the author does
not reach his main subject till after some rather long-winded chapters on the
methods of paying wages. He then examines the countries of the world in
turn, notices what profit-sharing schemes have been established , their scope
and measure of success. This is the most valuable part of the book, but tlie

most interesting is certainly the appendix on Indian couditionB. Mr. Gilchrist

shows how different these are from those of this country, and advises great

eaution in applying British factory legislation to India.

Factory Legislation in India, by J. C. Ivydd, M.A. Royal

8vo. pp. 198. Rs, 4-8.

This publication diacuBBOR the conditions and terms of em-
ployment of factory labour by tracing a history of the Indian
Factory Acts since 1802.

Coniente ; The first Indian Factory Act-—The Bombay Fac-

tory Commission of 1884-85—^IntoreRt in Indian Factory Lobour
in the United Kingdom. The Indian Factory Commission of

1890 and the Act of 1891—Controversy between Trade Bivals

—

Night work—The Textile Factories Labour Committee of 190fi—
The Indian Factory Labour CommisRion of 1908 and the Act of

1911—The Indian and British Factory Acts—The International

Labour Conference and the Indian Factory Act—^The Indian

Factories Acts, 1881 and 1911.

Regulations of Jail Labour, &c« Demy 8vo. pp. 14. As. 6.

This booklet presents Government opinion on the subject of

Jail Industries in British India, with special reference to their

competition with similar industries carried on by private enter-

prises.

History of Police Organisation in India. Demy 8vo.

pp. 63. As. 12.

The book shows how from its earliest stages the working of

the Police has come up to what it is to-day and what part it plays

in establishing order in the society and what further improvements
it requires for the betterment of social relationship.
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Self-Government and the Bread Problem, by Capt. J. W.
Petavel, K.E. (Ketd.) Demy 8vo. pp. 128 (Board)

Rs. 1-8.

Do. (Cloth) Rs. 1-14.

The fundamental fact dealt with in this book is that indus-
trial progross having rendered very great use of unskilled labour
possible, the foundation of a co-operative organisation might be
laid with the young to their own iminenue advantage.' The book
solves problems of the greatest moment to the State.

Non-co-operation and the Bread Problem, by Capt. J. W.
Petcnvcl, R.E. (Retd.) Demy 8vo. pp. 23. As. G.

In this treatise the author presents his views with regard
to economic organisation and shows how it can help industrial
development of the country befitting the masses

Man and Machine Power in War and Reconstruction, by
Capt. J. W. Petavel, R.K. (Retd.) Demy 8vo. pp. 164.

Rs. 1-8.

In this book the author has tried to solve the great poverty
problem by showing how the economic condition of the country
enn be iriiprovetl by machine-powor, only when individuals, for
whose bemefit it is applied, co-operate imd how man-power serves
little purpose without the aid of machine- peysrer.

Economic Causes of Famines in India {Bccrcsirar Mitter

Medal, 1905), by Satischandra Ray, M.A. Domy 8vo.

j)p. 85. Rs. 4-4.

The causes of famine and remedies against it have been
elaborately discussed in this book and a statistical information
adduced shewing the financial effect of the calamity and its rela-
tion to mortality. The author shows l»y facts and argunicints as
also by quoting several extracts from official records that true
remedies lie in the hands of Clnvernmcnt.

AgricultuiPal Indebtedness in India and its Remedies, by
Satiscliandra Ray, M.A^ Royal 8vo. pp. 493. Rs. 7-0.

It treats of Indian economic problems in one of their aspects,
the materials being collected from old and inaccessible Blue
Books, proceedings of Legislative Councils, and Government Re-
ports and Publications. The compilation is designed to be a
source-book and guide for advanced students and teachers who
desire to prosecute a special study of Indian Ecqnomics.
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Contents : Chapter I—^Indebtedness of the Land-holding
Classes. Chapter Ji-—Grant of Loans and Advances to Agricul-

turists. Chapter III—^Belief of Indebted Agriculturists. Chap-
ter IV—^Restrictions on the Alienation of Lands. Chapter V—
Provision of Borrowing Facilities.

Land Revenae Administration in India, by Satiscliandra

Ray, M.A. Royal 8vo. pp. 142. Rs. 2-13.

Compiled from rcd-letter reports of the five major provinces

of India revised by the Governments. The book deals with
matters of immense interest to a great majority of the population

of India. Apart from its purely financial aspect, the book is of

spreat importance from the social and political point of view.

Wealth and Welfare of the Bengal Delta, by 8. G.

Panandikar, M.A., Ph.D. Royal 8vo., pp. 372.

Price Ba. 5.

The author has examined and analysed in detail the
economic life of the Bengal Delta in aU its aspects and has shown
that its economic conditions are gradually tending to approximate
more and more to those in the West. He has also suggested
practical remedies for the deffscts in the economic organization of

the Delta. It is not only a valuable work to the student of

economics, but is also expected to be of great help to the politician

and the administrator.

Lectures on Indittn Railway Economics, by S. C. Ghosh,

Late General Manager of the B.E., A.E., E.F., and

B.D.R. Rys. ; and also for some time special officer with

the Railway Board, Government of India, Railway De-

partment. Part I, Demy 8vo. pp. 72. Rs. 1-8.

Do. Part II, Demy 8vo. pp. 98. Rs. 3-0.

Do. Part III, Demy 8vo. pp. 166. Rs. 3-0.

A comprehensive idea of Railway economics, Railway rates.

Railway finance and of all up-to-date Railway problems, such as
State va. Company management; grouping of railways, train and
traflic control, oou traffic transportation, loco coal contracts and
of railway transportation working in detail can be had
from a study of these books« Port I deals with railway
economics, finance and rates. Part 11 deals wildi all the trans-

portation-subjects, starting from making of embankments and
ending with traffic and train control and pooling of wagons, and
Part in deals with the more intricate problems of management.

** These leetmes une essentislly preetieal, end sCndents who pnmie them
oaiefally will, undoabledly, aeln ccndderable insight into the vszioiu problems
ogpfronting raUway working in India Wodsm Tranaport, Jons 9, 1998.
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Organization of Railways, by S. C. Ghose, Lecturer, Post-

Graduate Teaching in Arts, Calcutta Univereity. Demy
8vo. pp. 32.

In this book the uuthor has discuBsed in great detail the
systems of Bailway Organization in India and in other oountries
and has made valuable suggestions regarding the proper division

of responsibility among all branches of the railway operating
departments. It is an interesting treatise and is*expected to help
readers to understand properly tlio very complex problems of the
Indian Bailways.

Protection for Indian Steel, by E. H. Solomon, M.A.,
sometime Scholar of King’s College, Cambridge, Pro-

fessor of Political Economy, Presidency College, Calcutta

and Benares Hindu University. Rs. 6-0.

The problems dealt with in the book are:—^Is protection
necessary V Marginal va. high protection, comparative costs of

production. The conditions for Imperial preference. Methods
and extent of protection. Bounties and import duties. Subsi-

diary industric^s and their tn^.atmont.

Present Day Banking in India, by B. Bamachandra Ban,

M.A., L.T. Second edition (thoroughly revised and en-

larged). Demy 8vo. pp. 318, Rs. 5^.

The book describes the existing banking system and offers

valuable suggestions to bring about the much needed improve-
ment in our credit situation. The present edition besides cm-
bodying the main conclusion of the earlier edition incorporates

a large amount of fresh material.

Contenta: I. The Indian Money Market. 11. The Im-
perial Bank of India. III. The Exchange Banks. IV. The
Indian Joint-Stock Banks. V. The Indigenous Banker of India.

VI. Industrial Banks. VII. Mortgage Banks. VIII. The
Indian Post Office Savings Bonk. IX. Co-operative Banks.
X. The Keed for Banking inform. XI. Banking Beform.

'* Mr. Bau*B book is a Bchobrly aarvey of the Indian Banking f^atem
and is more welcome for the moderation with which its criticieme are ez-

preaeed. The section dealing with banking reform ia particnlarly anggeative.

The book deala with more immediate iasnes than this ; the work of the

Imperial Bank ci India, the high level df the deposit rate, the need for more
mtelligible balance sheets, the greater development of the cheque intern
and conoentratioii of the reserve are intim^sely discussed. Mr. Ban oslla

for legislatiaD hie argument derives force from the unfortunate failure of the

Alliance Bank of ffimla oase."—The Britieh Trade Reeieie^ August, 1090.
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Elementary Banking, by B. Bamaohandra Ban, M.A., L.T.

Demy 8vo. pp. 209. Bs. 3.

This little book gives a clear idea of a Commeicial Bank and
its theory and estimates the eoonomio importance of thdr
operations, viz., Bonk deposits, Note-issue, Drafts, Discounts,
Loans and Advances, Investments and Acceptances. It will be
a very useful book for commercial students who desire to under-
stand the work of a bank—^how it obtains its capital, how that
capital is employed, how profits arise and are distributed and how
again a Commercial Bank fails.

Economics of Leather Industry, by the same author.

Demy 8vo. pp. 194. Rs. 2-8.

In this book the author makes a careful economic survey of

the existing sources of supply and deals with the economic im-
portance of leather, causes of the decline of the indigenous
leather industry, the export trade of raw hides and skins and the
possibilities of successful leather industry in this country. The
book contains valuable suggestioxis for tee improvement of the

raw material on which the economic life of various branches of

leather industry depends.
** Tte Bfiriea of the artides ought to be read generally by all

interoated in the industriea and commerce of India and particularly by thoa«»

who are concerned with the leather induatry and buaineaa.'*—JIfodant Review.
April, May, Juno, 1026.

' The nuther is to be congratulated upon producing a clear and
complete expoaition of the Indian trade and of India's raw materials, resources

and the characteriatics of them the information it furnishes will be
interesting and valnable to the leather trade nniyersally and the work forms
an JirijK)rtani addition ui the tradc’h technical lil-clatiiro."- The Leather
Trades" Iterieie, lOth Fqjiruary,

Inland Transport and Communication in MediacTal

India, by Bijoykumar Sarkar, A. B. (Harvard), Royal

Rvo. pp. 91. Rb. 1-12.

The object of this book is to study the methods of inland
transport and communication in Mediieval India, roughly from
the 11th to the 18th century A.D. In the preparation of this

work, the chronicles of Mahomodnn historians and the accounts
of foreign travellers have been the author's principal sources

information. ««

W. H, M<yreland :
—

'*T have read Mr. Barker 'a book on Inland Transport
with much interest, and T may say Jihat, speaking generally, the method
strikes me as sound, and the execution satisfactory."

Prof. J. Jofly, Ph.D., University of Wurzburg. Uavaria ;
—" Mr. B. K.

Barkar's work on Inland Transport and CominuDication in Mediieval India is

no doubt a valuakile production, Mr. Sarkar appears to have spared no pains
to collect iniporbani materials from the most various sources. His book is veiy
plessani reading and presents a vivid picture of the means of Water and Jjand
bansporfc during the middle ages, index is very copious and gives a
good idea of the varied contents of the work,"
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Adequate and useful study of transportation. It is a useful service to

gather the scattered references and organise the material in a systematic

statement .—American Economic Jieview.*'

Charles Glue :—Le petit livre de M.S. est d'une lecture agruablc, coiuuie

serait celle d'un voyage a travers les ages et dans un pays qui n'u jias besoin

du recul do temps pour Stre pittoresqne. Une bonne part des rcnsoignoments
donnas dans ce livire, ot les plus intercssants, est oinpruntc^ au livre d'un
Jfransais, Tavernier, demt le voyage dane le'Indo au xvii tii^scle pnrait avoir unc
valeur documontaire, pour Thistoric de I'lnd^gale & celle du Uvre de \oyage
d'Arthur Young pour I’histoire de la France h la veille de la H^volution.

Y. PHILOSOPHY

Stadies in Yedantism {PremcJiand RoycfLand Studentship,

1901) 9 by Erishnachandra Bhattacliaryya, M.A. Demy
Svo. pp. 84. Bs. 3-12.

It is a treatise dealing on Vedantic lines intended to bring out
the relations of the system to modem philosophical systems.

The Study of Patanjali (Griffith Memorial Prize, 1916), by

S. N. Dasgupta, M.A., Pb.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 216.

Bs. 4-8.

Here we have an account of the Yoga system of thought as
contained in the Yoga Sutraa of Patanjali, according to the inter-

pretations of Vyasa, Yacaspati and yijnana-bhikBhu, with
occasional references to the views of other systems by an
acknowledged authority on ECindu Philosophy.

Adwaitabad (Bengali), by Kokileswar Sastri, Virtyaratna,

M.A. Second Edition. Carefully Revised and Enlarged.

Boyal 8vo. pp. 233. Bs. 4-0.

In the present work the author has given an admirable expo-
sition of the Vedantic theory of Advaitavada in all its different

aspects. The work consists of dve chapters. In the chapter,

the nature of Nirgun Brahma and its relation to the world and
the individual souls have been discussed and Sankaru bus lieon

absolved from the charge of Pantheism. In Chapter II the nature
of the individual Beings and Selves has been discussed. The fact

that the Sankara school has pot resolved the 'Individuar into

quidities and states has been carefully examined. In Chapter III

the author thoroughly discusses the doctrine of the * Unreality oi

the Universe ' and has attempted to prove that the Sankara
school has not abolished the reidity of the world. Chapter IV
discusses the ethical theory, individual freedom, the Brahma-
SikshdtkAra, the * contemplation of the Beautiful * and the final

salvatkm in the transcendental goal. Here the rdatlon between
Karma and Jnana has been well brought out and bears the impress
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of OTiginality. In Chapter V, an attempt haa been made to trace

the m&y&vida of the Sankara’s sc)-(h>I to the Big Veda as its

original source. Numerous authoritative texts have been quoted
at foot-notes onhauoing the value of the book. No student of

Philosophy ought to be without a copy of this book.

Philosophical Omrents of the Present Day, by L. Stein

(translated by Sbishirkumar Maitra, M.A., Fh.D.) Vol.

I. Boyal 8vo. pp. 250. Rs. 4-8.

Do. Vol. n. Royal 8vo. pp. 162. Rs. 4-8.

Do. Vol. III. Royal 8vo. pp. 237. Rs. 3-8.

The book is a translation of the well-known work of Ludwig
Stein. It contains a description and critical examination of the
philosophical movements of the present day. The contents of the
three volumes are as follows:

—

Vol, I—^I. The Nco-Idealistic Movement. II. The Neo-Posi-
tivistic Movement {the “ Pragmatism of William James), m.
The Becent Movement of Nature Philosophy (Wilhelm Ostwald’s

Energetics ’*). IV. l*he Neo-Bomantic Movement. V. The Neo-
Vatalistic Movement.

Vol. II—^VI. The Neo-Bcalistic Movement (the Transcenden-
tal Realism of Edward v. Hartmann and the Co-Belativiiiam of
to-day). VII. The Evolutionistic Movement {Herbert Spencer and
his Successors). VIU. The Individualistic Movement. IX. The
Mental Science Movement (William Dilthey). X. The History
of Philosophy Movement (Eduard Zeller, 1814-1908).

Vol. HI—XI. The Problem of Knokledge. XII. The Prob-
lem of Beligion. XIII. The Sociological Problem. XIV. The Prob-
lem of Toleration. XV. The Problem of Authority. XVI. The
Problem of History.

Considering Prof. Stein’s eminence as a Social Philosopher,

the third volume may be looked upon as the most important of

the three volumes. The famous Chapter on Authority is, accord-

ing to the author, the keystone of his Philosophy. This volume
contains a preface, especially ii^Titten by the author for the

English edition. An extract &om the preface is given below:

“ I am extremely grateful to my English translator for this,

that he has made the first attempt to make my PhMosophy aeces-

sible to the English-speaking world. * * * It is my bounden
duty to express my heartiest tUanks publicly to the translator of
this work, because he had the courage to take up in the midst of

the war, the work of a Swiss written in German.*'

Prof. J. H. Muirhsad, 1C.A., LL.D., Univmity of Binningham—
** Tks translation seems to me most readable and the printing all that oosid

be desired. It has obviously been a labour of love to you to malce the terUmys
of this distinguished toriter aoeessible to Eiiglish and Ameriean- readers.’*
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Hegelianism and Human Personality, by Hiralal Haidar,

M.A., Ph.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 67. Bb. 3-12.

The theoiy advanced in this book provides a philosc^hioal
'oundation for the empirical fact of multiple personality. It

also explains what the * subliminal self ’ of man is. llie real

theory of Hegel has thus been interpreted in this publication. It

really strikes out a fresh line of thought by which a new mean*
ing has been attached to the usual British interpretation of

Hegel.

Socrates, Vol. I (in Bengali : illustrated), by Bajanikanta

Guha, M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 684. Rs. 6-0.

The author, as a preliminary to the study of the life and
thought of the great Greek philosopher, gives in this volume a
detailed account of Greek life and culture instituting interesting
comparison with the life of the Ancient Aryans in India. The
author is one of the few Indians who has a familiarity with
Greek authors in the original, and this work may be said to be
the most authentic work in Bengali on ancient Greek civilisation.

Do. do. Vol. II. Demy 8vo. pp. 861. Rs. 8-0

This vojume has been divided into three parts. Part I deals

with the life and character of Socrates, 11 contains the
details of judgment and death and Part IH contains the teach-

ings of Socrates.

Introduction to Adraita Philosophy (English edition), by

Eokileswar Sastri, Vidyaratna, M.A. Second Edition

—

Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged. Demy 8vo. pp. 280.

Rs. 4-0.

The work is a brilliant exposition of the Sankara-School of

the Vedanta Philosophy. The most striking feature of the work
is the full consideration of various altogether new issues such as

—(1) whether Smkara has denied the reality of the objects of

the universe, (2) whether individuality has Itoen resolved in his

system of PhUosophy into mere relationB and actions and
whether the Ego cannot be held to be an active power, (8)

whether VedaSta advocates inertia, emptying of the human mind
rather than its expansion, (4) whether Sankara’s Theory can be

called Pantheism, (5) what is the relation between Being and Not-

Being; and between Infinite and Finite, (6) what is the place of

Ethics and Beligion, (7) what is the correct view on Vedantic
Muktif and such other valuable topics. The work will prove an in-

dispensable companion for the thorough and correct understand-
ing of the great Maya-Vada in its various aspects. Copious

authoritative quotations from Sankara’s commentaries on the 10
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UpanishadB, Brahma-Sutra and Oita have been given in the
footnotes enhancing the value of the work, which are an invalu-
able mine of information^ on the subject. The author attempts
also to clear up various misinterpretations and misrepresentations
of the Bankara-Vedanta, giving a correct and right exposition.

The book has been highly praised by distinguished scholars
like Profs. A. Berriedale Keith, M. Wintemite, B. V. Lemey^
J. H. Muirhead, J. Jolly, B. W. Hopkins, Rudolph Otto,

Hermann Jacobi. W. 8. Urquhart, 8. Badhakrishnan, James H.
Woods, J. Wackemagel, W. Oaland, Richard Bchmidt, Otto Jes-
person, Alfred Hallenbrandt, Richard Qarbe, 8ir Oeorge A. Grier-

son, Dr. M. E. Benart, Dr. P. K. Boy, Dr. L. D. Barnett, ete.

Extracts from the opinions of only a few are given :

—

Professor A. Berriedale Keith, D.LiH. D.C.L., Universily of Edinbuxgli—
Yoar book is a remarkably able and highly interestiDg oantribotiaD

to the interpretation of Sankara. Its collectioD ^ pasBages alone would be
of very high valne, for the extent of Sankara*B writingB is so great as to
render easy reference impossible without Buoh aid, and I fnlly appreciate the
labour which has been involved in the Rejection of the texta cited. Bven
greater value applies to your powerful exporition ot the realistic element in
Sankara. Your restalement of his position in terms of modem philosophical
concepliuii, hIkjwh a very great skill and will demand the most caretm cGnsidera-
tion Irmii wlin seek to apprehend the true force of the teachings of the
Acharyya."

Professor Julius Jolly, Ph.D., [Tniversity of Wurzburg, Bavaria:—"This
work contains an excellent exposition, 1 think, of the main principles of tiie

Adwaita system and an equally excellent vindication of this against the re-

proaches raised by scholars wrongly interpreting its technical terms.**
iS'if Ceorge A. Grierson, K.c.i.E,, Ph.D., D.IAtt , LL.D., late Vice-

President, Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland I
have read a good deal of it and found it very interesting and instructive
your book shows evidence of much original research and I hope that yon will

continwn your studies of this and other impOTtant Systems of bdian
Philosophy.**

,

Df. Jj. D. Barnett, Oriental Studies, London Institution (Universily of

liondoiB) Your book is a work of causiderable merit.'*

Professor J. Wackemagel, Basil, Switzerland :
—"

* Introduction to Adwaita Philosophy * is valuable book I shall not
fail to midee it known and accessible to fellow-workers iDterestei in Indian
Philosophy, and hope it will be appreciated universally according to tts

merits.^*

Professor Hermann Jacobi, Ph.D., University of Bonn, Germany
'* I have read this novel exposition of Sankara's lystem with interest

and po^t, whether one entirely agrees with the author's theory or not, one
will admire his ingenuity and be grateful for many valuable suggestions
It is an admirable book "

Dr. M. E. Senart of Paris :
—

*' Your deep justice to the bid master
—Sankara—and your remarkable command of the mffieult liter^ materials

cannot but meet the grateful acknowledgment of all interested in thie line of

roioamh "

Prof. 8. V. Lesnoff, Ph.D., University of Prague r...Tlie teaobing

of your great countryman—Sankara—^has been treated by yon in a very happy
way and to much profit of your readers."

Prof. E. Washburn Hopkins, Ph.l>., LL.D., Yale University, Americs
*' My final judgment- is that you havr made a most imporlnnt contri-

bution to our knowledge of Sankara's Philosophy
"

Journal of the Rogal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, July,

1926 :
—"

'J'he autlior is to be congratulated on having produced a very well-

writton and remarkably clear and able hook deoling with a very thorny and
didirnlt anbject—the non-dnalistic philosophy of the great Ved.intiRt—Sankara.

Mr. ^atri has collected a large nuniber of passages of groat value and hniHirt-

ance from the writings of Sankara and has expounded them with marked
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ability. His treatment of Sankara's philoscmhioal position is done with mat
skiU

”

The Magazine—Shia-kyo-ken-Vyn {Religious Research)^ VoU III^ Part
6. let November, 19S26 of Tokyo University, Japan :— It seems that the
author is an authority on the Vedanta system of Philosophy iu tlie Calcutta
University of India. He has studied and mastered thoroughly the vast
knowledge of the Sankara I’hilosophy The last two chapters are very
interesting and give now light on the subject *’ (Original in Japanese).

The Forward

^

October 3, :
—

“ IVof. Sastri's * Adwaita Philosopliy
’

no longer requires any advertisement through the press. The iiook has already
made its mark as one of the richest contributions to modern research on the
' Adwaita Philosophy ' In I’rof. Sastri that philosophy Itas got a vein
lucid exponent as a piece of original research the book has received un-
qualified admiration from Indian as well as European scholars.**

System of Vedantic Thought and Culture (A n introduction

to the Metaphysics of Ahsohitr Monism of Slanknra

School), by iVTabciidranatb Sarknr, M.A., Ph.T). Demy
8vo. pp. 340. Es. 7-0.

It is a iroatise, the first of its kind, intended to bring out
Advaita Vedantism as a complete system which has been made
specially interesting by the introduction of the conceptions of the
SanJearites from Padmapada down to Vralrazanandn

.

It heaves no
topic out of consideration.

Prof. J. H, Muirhead, M.A.. LL.D., University of Birmingham >-
** It seems to me a valuoble presentation nf the Vedantic System and
to have the great merit of objectivity and freedom fmin the slirmpt in whirh
soma writers upon it indulge to bring it into line with Eijropf*nn PhilaBophers
of the Absolute. This alone, I am sure, will give it sn authority ss a brok of
reference, oa 1 hnp»' to use it in the future

**

Professor A. Berriedale Keith. D.Liit., D.C.L., University of Edinburgh:—“ Yours appears to me the most sucee«sful nticinpl \nt made to set out the
very varied and decidedly abstruse dtx'.trines of the Juter VodanMns cm such
topics as Maya and Avidya and, at the same time, t'O express their views in

terms which will convey to western philosophers some real impression of the
tenets which they expounded."

Professor Hermann Jacobi, Ph.D.^ Uiiiversii.y of Bonn, Oermany
" It impresses me as a very able exposition of the principles and
some aspects of Advaitism, and I make no doubt that your book will be
appreciated by the general reader and especially the student of Indian Philo-

sophy who approaclies the subject through the medium of English and is able

to read the original texts
*'

Professor M. Wintemitz, Ph.D., University of Prague, Czecho-Rlovakia :—** As far as I have been able to examine the work, it seems to me
a very good representation of Advaita Vedantism in its difTercnt ahpt^'cis and iu

its development from the UpaDiRhafls through Sankara to its Neo-Vedantic

phase.*'

Profesror Dr. R. Otto, Ph.D.. Marburg, Gtermany .•—"It is ur-

doubtedly the best exposition of this system which I know. T find that, in

this respect ji it is more learned than that of Deossou."— (Translation from
German).

Sreegopal Basa Mallik Vedanta Fellowship Lectures (in

Bengali), by Mahamabopadhyaya Durgacharan Sankhya-

Vedantatirtha, Vedantabaridhi.

Part I (Brahmavidya). D. Crown 16mo. pp. 260.

Rs. 1-4.
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Part n (Hindudarsana). D. Crown 16mo. pp. 26i.

Bs. 1-4.

Fart m (Hindudarsana). D. Crown 16mo. pp. 266.

Bs. 1-4.

Ethics of the Hindns, by Susil Enmar Maitra, M.A
Boyal 8vo. pp. 370. Bs. 4-8.

In this book the author has tried to give a philosophioal ex-
position of Hindu Ethical ideas. What he has attempted is an
analytical exposition of Hindu Ethics as distinguished from the
historical. One of the excellent features of the book is the com-
parisons between Indian and European Philosophers which the
author has introduced in explaining concepts and ideas which are
peculiar to the Hindus.

Prof, J. TI, Muirhead, TTniyerBiiy of California (late uf
Bermingham) “ T may say however how much I value the attempts of your
book and others which have recently come nndcr my scrutiny, notably Pro-
feHsr»r Badlmkrishnan's historieH, to make the Philosophies of Tndia more ac
cessible to English readers both in Great Britain and in Arncrico. We find,

T think, great difiiciiltv not onlv in the language but on ncoount of the great
multitude of thinkers and views and any efforts to reduce these to simplicity
and make tho study of them more attractive socin lo me a resl contribution
to a better understanding between East and West. So far from agreeing with
the critics y«)ii mention in your Preface that coiiipariHons should he avoided, T
think that the eoviparisrms you iiit.ro<liiee between Indian and European pliiln-

sopbers an eTceellent feature* of your book. What you say for inRtan(*e of the
relation between Rhaikara and Plato in suggestive, iliough in this particular
instance (p. 319) I do not find myself wholly in agreement with what you
say on Plato. As more specific studies of aspects of philosophy yonrs
e>eem to me to e/>nie well after more general ones like Professor Badha-
krishnan's, and as more specific still of particular ethical t-endencies or
d>*ctrincR, will, T am sure, be welcomed.

Ijord Haldane :
—

'* The work is an interesting ontcome of much
reBearch into the subject. It has the advantage of being a philosophical expo-
sition of Hindu ethical ideas, instead of a mere history of the Bucoessinn of
these forms. The comparison with western ideas on the subject T have found
valuable.''

Mahamahopadhyay Dr. Oanganatha Jha, M.A., DJaU., Vico-Ohancellor,

University of Allahabad :
—" I have looked into the book " The Ethics of the

Hindus by R. K. Maitra, and have much pleasure in heawng testimo^ -jO

its excellent. It snpplieB a clear and pretty accurate account of the Hindu
Ethical Conception in all its bearings. The weak point of the book however
lies in the omission of references to Ihe original sniirces " upon which the

whole work is professedly, and very rightly based. How keenly the want of

such references is felt will be clear when we refer to page 136, where certain

views of Prabhakara and Knroarila are expounded in terms so modernly

scientifie that one would like to compare the statement with the words of the

dd author. But this is an omission which becomes marked only lilm a spot of

ink on a white piece of cloth ; and one would not have noticed it if the work
iiftA not bMn otherwise most commendable. The author deserves to be con-

gmtnlated ox) his work.*'
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Yl. LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
1. GRAMMARS, &o.

* Elementary Sanskrit Grammar vith Dhatnkosha. Demy
8vo. pp. 255. Bb. 2-0.

* Do. do. (Bengali Edn.). Demy 8vo. pp. 216,

Rs. 2-0.

* Balavataro or an Elementary Pali Grammar. Demy
8vo. pp. 168. Re. 1-0.

A Grammar of the Tibetan Language, by H. Bruce

Hannah, Bar-at-Law. Royal 8vo. pp. 416. Rs. 11-4.

English-Tibetan Dictionary, by Lama Dawsamdup Eazi.

RoyaJ 8vo. pp. 1003. Rs. 15-0.

Higher Persian Grammar, by Lt.-Gol. 1). C. Pkillott, M.A.,

Ph.D., F.A.S.B. Royal 8vo. pp. 949. Neatly printed

and nicely bound. Rs. IJ-O.

Perhaps the largest and most compendious gi'ammor ot

Persian in existence. It is written by one who is a recognised
authority on Persian. It is inlcndod mainly us a book cf

reference and for this purpose is printed with a copious index. It

is specially siiituble for those students who have learnt, or ore
now studying Persian in India. This book also illustrates many
of the differences that exist between the Persian of

Afghanistan and of Persia, not only in pronunciation and
diction but also in construction. The notes on composition and
rhetoric will prove specially interesting to Indian students,

many of whom have to study Persian through the medium of

English and it is for their benefit that these subjects have been
treated from an English point of view.

Mr. A. H. Harley, M.A., Principal, Calcutta Madrasah, says Col.

Pliillott's ' Higher I’eraian Granimar ’ is a uioal welcome additioo to the list

of works dcaliog with the accidence, syntax and rhetoric of the language.
Their number is not largo, and their contents not as copious as coiud be
desired. Their Higher Qraminar is designed to meet the needs of students of

the classical Inaguage, and of the modem colloquial, and it is oompreheDBive
enough to satisfy both classeB. It«i8 difficult to select any one Chapter as

desezving of particular mention; in all there is that thoToughness of treat-

ment, and attention to arrangement and detail which might be expected of

one who has been both a teoeher and an examiner. Rules and excepnons are
freely illustrated. Customs are adequately explained. The extensive use

of t^nical terms is a feature which will commend itself to advanced readers.

The whole bears evidence of the general as well as of the specialised sdioler-

• Itel-book.
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Bhip at the compiler, and is enlivened by alliunonB which only one having
fiTBt-hand knowledge of the land and its people oonld employ.

Calcatta University is to be oongratnlated on having placed a standard
work at the disposal erf the inoreasiDg community of admirers of one of the
most charming and courtly of langaagos.*'

Sabda-sakti-Prakasika, by Pandit Jagadisa Tarkalankara,

Part I, Demy 8vo. pp. 158. Ks. 1-6.

Selections from Avesta and Old Persian. Pirst Senes,

Part I, by 1. J. S. Taraj>orewalIa, B.A., Ph.D., Pro-

fessor of Comparative Philology, Calcutta University.

Demy 8vo. pp. 255. Ks. 6-0.

Arranged on a most convenient plan—^the text in Boznan
letters, with a literal English translation on the page opposite,
each text and translation being followed L)y elaborate linguistic

and otheT notes—^the book is intended priiuarily for students of

Sanskrit. No finished Sanskritist cun do without some acquaint-
ance with Avestan, and Dr. Taraporewala’s book, already adopted
for class work in sovtral Enrof)«an Universities, is by far the
best chrestomathy of Avesta. The Selections have been highli*

praised by distinguished scholars like Profs, Eapson, Alfred
HiUcbrandtf L. D Barnett, Otto Jesperaon, J. Jolly, F. O,
8chradcr, A, B, Keiih^ Hermann Jacobi^ Dr, F, W. Thomas, Sir
Oeorge A. Orieraon, Bov, Father K Zimmermann, etc,, etc.

Extracts from opinions of only a few arc given:

—

Prof, V, Lesnift ITnirersity of Prague, Czechoslovakia :
—“ Yoor book is

very useful and very valuable. I hIjhII not fail to recommend it to my students in

Europe, as the scJoction is good, the translation correct, literal (what I very
much appreciate) and faitliful.'

Sir George A, Grierson, Director of Linguistic Survey of India I have
been reading it witli great interest, and must congratulate you on the production

of BO scholarly a work. 1 am looking forward to t)ie publication of the second
part The notes arc to me most valuable, and form an admirable introdue-

tioD to the comparative sludy of Iianian and Indian languages.**

Prof. J, ftoHy, University of Wurzhurg, Jiainria '’

—
** It must be translated

into German, it is far superior to the other Avesta Readers and has made the

study of Avesta comiiaratively easy."

Dr. F, W, Thomas, India Office Library, London :
—'* It seems to me to be

just what was wauled for the Hcxioiis University study of Iranian, and I hope
that it will be used both in England and in America, as well as in India. Your
notes art' very full and accurate and supply all that is required, while your
general views*are marked by moderation and reasonableness.

*'

2. BENGALI.

History of Bengali Language, by Bijaychandra Mazumdar,
B.L., Lecturer in Anthropology, Comparative Philology

and Indian Vernacnlarp in the University of Calcutta.

Second Edition, Demy 8vo. pp. 823. Ks. 7-0.

The booh gives a sketch, in broad outline, of the origin of
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the Bengali Language and the various influences—^linguistic,

ethnic, social—^that shaped and moulded its earlier history.

In reviewing this book in the J.ii.A.8. (1928, p. 443) Dr. L. D.
Barnett wntcs :

—** Mr. Mazuiudar's work on account ctf its learning, TigorouB
style, and bold deviation from currently accepted doctrine deservee a fuller

notice than can be accorded to it here. Opening with a stout denial of Sir
G. Grierson's theory of the origin of Aryan vernacular he maintains tneir

derivation fnim the Vedic Language, and explains their variations as due
to the influence of Non-Aryan speech, maiifly Dravidian; in particular,

Bengali, Oriya and Assamese are in his opinion all primarily evolved from
one and the same Eastern Magadhi Prakrit and iBe first two have been in-

fluenced in a secondary degree by Dravidian Speech. To us the most attrac-

tive Chapters are II—^IV on the names Vanga and Bangla, the geography of
* ancient Bangla, with the connected regions Gauda, Badha, and Vanga

VI on Bengali phonology and VII—^IX, a fine study of accent in Sanskrit and
Bengali and of the Bengali metrical a3'Btem, which is of especial value as
the author himself has won high distinction as a i>oet in his nativo language.
On the whole it may be said that the book is most stimulating and suggestive,
and that it presents a remarkable riiass of iiitercBting facts relating to modern
BengaU."

History of Bengali Language and Literature (in English),

by Bai Bahadur Dixiescliandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Demy
8vo. pp. 1067. Rs. 16-12.

A comprehensive view ol the development of the BengaU
Language and Literature from the ourJiest tiroes down to !I8W.
This book has very little afTinity with the author's epoch-making
Bengali work on the same subject, the arrangement adopted in

the present work being altogether new and the latest facts, not
anticipated in the Bengali treatise, having been incorporated in

it. It has been accepted by orientalists everywhere as the most
complete and authoritative w'ork on the subject. The book is

illustrated by many pictures including five coloured ones.

Sylvain Leei (Paris)—*' 1 cauuot give you praises enough—^your work is a
Uhintamani—a Batnakara, No book about India would t compare with
yours Never did i find such a realistic senRe of literal urc Pundit and
Peasant, Yogi and Kaja mix togctlier in a Bbakeapearean way on the stage
you have built up.'*

D. C. Philloii—** 1 can well understand the entliusiusio witli which the

work was received by scholars, for even to men unacquainted with your
language, it cannot fail to be a source of great interest and profit."

Julea Bloch (Paris)—" Your book 1 find an admirable one and which is

the only ono of its kind in the wholo of India."

The Times Literary Supplement, London, June 20, 1912—" In his

narration, aa becomes one who is the soul of scholarly candour, ho tells those,

who can read him with sympathy and imagination more about Uie Hindu
minS and its jpttitude towards life than we can gather from 50 volumes of

pzessions of travel by Europeans. Loti's picturesque account of the rites

practised in Travancore temples, and even M. Ghevrillon's synthesis of much
browsing in Hindu Scriptures, seem i faint records by the side of this- un-

tale of Hindu literature. Mr. Sen may well be proud of the lastmg

monument he erected tc the lit^atme of his native Bengal."

The Spectator, June 12, 1912—" A book of extrsordinary interest to those

who would make an impartial study of the Bengali mentality and character—

a work which reflects the utmost credit on tbt. candour, industry airi teaminff

of its author. In its kind his book is a masterpiece—modest, learned, thorongli

and sympathetic. Perhaps no other man living has the learning and happy

indnatiy for tba he haa successfully aooomplished."
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Prom ft long review by H, Kem in the Bijdragen of the Royal IfutUuta for

Taal (trftnslaM by Dr. Kern himBelfj
—** P'rait of investigation carried

tbxongh many years highly interesting book the reviewer has all to

admire in the psgos of the work, nothing to criticise, for his whole knowledge
is derived from it."

The JSmpir§t August SL, 1918—" As a book of reference Mr. Sen's work
will be found mvaluable and he is to be congratulated on the result of his

labours. It may well be said that he has proved what an English enthusiast

ODae said that ' Bengali unites the mellifluousness of Italian with the power
DOBsesscd by (ierman for rendering complex ideas.'

"

Bengali Ramayanas, by Bai Bahadur Diuesckandra Sen,

B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8vo. pp. 335. Es. 7-8.

In this book the author advances certain theories regarding
the basic materials upon which the Epic of Valmiki was built

and the ideals presented therein as also the sources of the
Bengali Bamayanas and the principles contained in them.

The Timee Literary Supplement^ April 7, 1921.—" The Indian Epics
deserve closer study than tiiey have hitherto received at the hands of the
average Englishmen of culture. Apart from the interest of the main themes,
the wealth of imagery and the beauty of many of the episodes, they are store
houses of information upon the ancient life of India and a key to the ongin
of customs which still live. Moreover they show many curious affinities ic

Qreek literature which suggest the existence of legends common to both
countries

The mam thome of these lectures is the transformation of the old majestic

Sanskrit epic as it came from the hands of Valmiki to the more familiar and
homely style of the modern Bengali versions. The Katnayana, we are told,

is a protest against Buddhist inouastieism, the gJontlcaiion of the domestic
borne. The Bengali versions, by reducing the grandeur of the heroic cha-

virtoes. proclaiming that there is no need to look for salvation outside the

racters, to the level of ordinary mcoiials, bring the epic within the reach of

the humblest peasant ; tJicy have their own viitues, just as the simple

narrative of the tdhospels bus its own charm, though it be different in kind

from that of Isaiah's majestic cadences."
From a review in the Journal of Royal Asiatic Society by Sir George

Grierson—" This ie the most valuable contribution to the literature on the

Ramasaga which has appeared since Professor Jacobi's work on the Ramayana
was published in 1893. The latter was confined to Valmiki's famous epic, and
the present volume, from the pen of the veteran author of the History of

Bengali Language and Literature, carries the inquiry on to a further stage

and throws light both on the origina of the story and on its later develop-

ments."

The Yaishnava Literature of Mediaeval Bengal, by Rai

Bahadur Dincschandra Ren, B.A., D.Litt. Demy
12mo. pp. 312. Rs. 1-C.

The book contains a connectcil history of the influence of

Vaishnava Literature of the Mediaeval Age on the development
of Bengali Language, with concluding chapters on the relation
between the Buddhistic and Ytiishnava creeds and similarity
between Vaishnavism and Christianity. It clearly shows how
religion once played a great port in the building up of our
national literature.

WHliam Rothenstetn.—" I was delighted with your book, I cannot tdl
you bow toueshed I am to be reminded of that side of your bdoved oountiy
which appeals to me most—a aide of which I was able to perceive eomething
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dnriog my own too short viait to India. In the facee of the beet of yoa
oount^men 1 was able to see that spirit of which yon write so charmingly in

your book Bo once more I send you my thanks for the magic carpet you
sent me, upon which my soul can return to your dear land. May the songs of
wfaicli you write remain to fill this land with their fragrance; you will have
use of them, in the years before you, as we have need of all that is best in
the songs of our own seers in the dark waters through which we are steering."

Jfrm a long review in the Times Literary Supplement, 26th April, 1218—** It is an authentic record of the religious emotion and thought of that

.

wonderful land of Bengal which few of its Western rulers, we suspect, have
rightly comprehended, not from lack of friendly sympathy but simply from
want of precisely what Mr. Sen better than any one living, better than Sir

Ksbindranath Tagore himself, can supply."

J. D. Anderson, Esq,, Professor, Cambridge University—" 1 have read
more than half of it. I propose to send with it, if circumstances leave me
the courage to write it, a short Preface (which I hope you will read^ with
pleasure even if you do not think it worth publication) explaining why, in the
judgment of a very old student of all your works, your book should be read
not only in Calcutta, but in London, and Paris, and Oxford and Cambridge.
I have read it and am reading it with great driight and profit and very real

qrmpathy."

Qhaitanya and His Age (Ramtanu Lahiri Fellowship Lec-

tures for 19] 9 and 1921)

^

by Bai Baliadur Dineschandra

Sen, B.A., D.Litt., with a Foreword by Prof. Sylvain

Levi. Demy 8vo. pp. 453. Rs. 6-0.

The book gives a complete and consistent history of

^Ihaitanya, his religious views, and of the sects that follow his

religion, with an account of the condition of Bengal before the

advent of the great subject of the memoirs. Everything dealt

v/*th in the book is based on old authority.

Ghaitanya and His Companions, by B^iai Bahadur Dines-

chandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8vo. pp. 341.

Bs. 2-0.

The book presents short life-sketches of Sri Chaitanya and
his Bhaktas with a general history of the Vaishnava doctr&e and
a comparative stud;^ of mysticism (occidental and oriental).

Bengali Prose Style, by Rai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen,

B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8v.*>. pjp. 384. Rs. 4-4.

The book throws light on the linguistic features of the
earliest period of our modem prose literature (1800 to 1857) and
gives many intcresling specimens of the ever-changing forma of

our progressiye speech. In feet, it is a history of the evolution

of modem Bengali

Vanga Bahitya Paridiaya or Typical Selections from Old

Bengali Literature, edited by Bai B.*ifaadur Dines-

chandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. In two parts. Boyal 8vo.

pp. 2087. Bs. 16-12.
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These volumes contain specimen writings of known or un-
known Bengali authors from the ancient times down to the middle
of the eighteenth century » thus showing the development of tho
Bengali style and Bengali language. The meanings of old aDf<*

difficult words and phrases have been fully given on each page in

foot-notes. Several beautiful coloured pictures illustrate the
Volumes.

Sir George Grierson—** In^aluabie work That I have yet rSad
ihroagh its 1900 pages 1 do oot protend, but what 1 have read has filled me with
admiration for the industry and learning displayed. Tt is a worthy sequel to
your monumental History of Bengali Idterature, and it we may safely say.
*finis eoronat opus/ How I wish that a similar work could be compiled
other Indian languages, specially for Hindi.**

Folk Literature of Bengal, by Rai Bahadur Dineschandra

Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Domy Bvo. pp. 404. Bs. 4-4.

Tn this book the author traces the sources of Folktales and
through the mirror of some of these tales shows the ancient
customs and thoughts of the people of Bengal—^tho materials of

hidden historical knowledge which may go a great way towards
the reconstruction of a history of this province.

Eastern Bengal Ballads—Myxnensingh, by Eai Bahadur

Dineschandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt, Royal 8vo. .In two

parts, complete in 900 pages. Vol. 1, Part I. Ks. 7-8.

This volume contains an English rendering of the original

Bengali ballads with an introduction by the compiler in Part 1

and the Bengali text in Pari II. There are eleven pen and ink

sketches attached** to the work and a literary map indicating the

position of the villages connected with the incidents of the

ballads has been appended to Port I. The excellence of these

ballads which reveal altogether a new find of supreme interest in

the field of old Bengali literature has been attested to by
European critics and Lord Ilonaldshay says in the foreword
written by him that these ballads should prove a mine of wealth

alike to the philologist and the historian and last, but not least,

to the administrator who seeks to penetrate the inner thought
and feeling of the people.'’

Do. Vol. n, Part I. Edited with Introduction and Notes,

by Rai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. (with

21 illustrations). Royal 8vo., pp. 646. Price^Rs. 7-8.

Do. (Maimansingha Gitika)«*Vol. I, Part 11. Rs. 6-0.

Pnrbabanga Gitika, Vol. n, Part 11. Edited with Intro-

duction and Notes, by Rai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen

.

B.A., D.Litt. (with 21 illustrations). Royal 8vo.,

pp. 685. Price Rs. 6.
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Kavikankan Ghandif Part 1 , edited by Bai Bahadur Dines-

chandra Sen, Charuchandra Banerjee and HrishikesL

Basu. Bb. 6-0.

In the preface of the book there is an interesting account id

the original manuscripts of the Ohandikavya preserved in the

temple of Binghabahini attached to the house of the poet at

Damunya. The present edition which is based on a copy of the

ori^rfnnl mflnu«?r»ripts brinjys the popm up to the story of Kalaketu
and contains 350 pages of Boyal 8vo. size.

Kabikankan Ghandi, Part n. Edited by Bai Bahadur
Dineschandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt., Cham Banerjee, B.A.,

and Hrishikesh Bose, M.A., pp. 685. Price Bb. 6.

Ohandimangala-bodhini or Notes on Eavikankan-Chandi,

Part I. By Charuchandra Banerjee. Boyal 8vo.

pp. 672. Bs. 6.

in this book the author, who is also one of the jomt-editars

of the text of Kavikankanchandi, has given a very elaborate com-
mentary on Part T of the text abrcady published by the Uni-

versity.

Govindadas's Karcha. Edite<l with elaborate Introduction

and Notes by Bai Baliadui* J^incscbandra Sen, B.A.,

D.Litt. Boyal 8vo., pp. 108. Price Ks. 1-8.

Gtopichandra, edited by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen,

B.A., D.Litt. and Mr. Basantarnnjan Bay. Part I,

Boyal 8vo. pp. 311. Bs. 4-8.

Do. Part IT, Boyal 8vo. pp. 434. Bs. 6-0.

It is a recension of the story of Baja Gopichandra, one of

the greatest pre-Moslem legends of Bengal, as taken down from
oral recitation in Northern Bengal. The text has been supple-

mented by different other recensions from Bengal, as printed b\

other soholars.

Eaply Bengali Prose, by S.^R. Mitra. Demy 8vo. pp. 184.

Rs. 3-0.

The book contains a few typical specimens of old Bengidi
Prose which was written before the advent of British rule and
the establishment of the printing press in Bengal. By the com-
pilation of this volume, the author has established the fact that
there existed a considerable amount of Bengali Prose writing long
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before the Serampore MiBsionarieB or the PanditB of the Fort
William College or even Baja Bammohan Boy ever dreamt of

creating a general proee Btyle.

Bengali Literature in the Nineteenth Century (Premchand

Roychand Studentship thesis, 1917), by S. E. De,

M.A., D.Lit. Demy 8vo. pp. 530. Rs. 8-6.

It iB a historical review of the course of Bengali literature

from its decadence after Bharatchandra’s death to its rejuvena-

tion under the British influence with a background of social and
political history. The materials have been collected from
sources hitherto inaccessible to many.

" The mote 1 peraae your intensely interesting and excellently written wort
on Bengali literature, the more does it ifascinate me. You have left no stone
unturned to present to tlie reader an exhaustive history, in fact, I venturs to
say, the most complete and valuable work on the subject that has as yet been
published."—JVo/. J. F. Uiumhardt, London,

"It is a work involving much intelligent and diligent research
"

—Prof, A, B, KeiUit Edinburgh,

The book has also been highly admired by Professors like /. D, Andor^
ron, Sylvain Levi, F, E, Pargiter, Ju^et Bloeh, eto.» etc.

The Origin of Bengali Script (Jubilee Research Prize,

1913), by Rakhaldas Banerjee, M.A. Demy 8vo. pp.

122. Rs. 3-0.

The book gives a history of the development of the Bengali

alphabet. It is*a valuable contribution ho Indian Pabeography.

Glimpses of Bengal Life. By Rai Bahadur Dineschandra

Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8vo. pp. 321. Rs. 4.

The work embodies the lectures delivered by the author in

1916 as Bamtanu Lahiri Besearch Fellow of the Calcutta Uni-
versity. The work throws light on many points connected with

the social, political and religious history of Bengal. The last

chapter contains stray notes on sotnfi Bengali ballads, the Mina-
chetan or the song of Gordkshanath, on Chandidas, Chaitanya*e

desertion of Xadiya and humour in Old Bengali poetry.

^Matriculation Bengali Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 400.

Rs. 2-8.

^Intermediate Bengali Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 432.

Rs. 3-0.

‘ Tsxt-book.
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DesorlptiYe Oatalogne of Bengali Moniuoripts in the

Caloutta Univeraity Library. Demy 4to. pp. 252.

Edited by Basanta Banjan Bay, Yidvadvallabh and
Bosantakumar Ghatteijee, M.A.

Oontams short descriptioii of 286 of the large collection of
Bengali MSB. in the University of Caloutta.

8. OTHER INDIAN TERNACULAR8.

Typical Selections from Oriya Literatnre, edited by Bijay>

chandra Mazumdar. Vol. I. Boyal 8vo. pp. 803.

Bs. 11-4.

Do. Vol. II. Boyal 8vo. pp. 220. Bs. 11-4.

Do. Vol. m. Boyal 8vo. pp. 519. Bs. 11-4 per copy or

Bs. 22-8 for the full set of 8 Vols.

The special feature of this work is that in the introductory

essays (8 in number) the historical and social background of the

literature of Orissa has been oleariy laid out, the hitherto un-
settled chronology of the early poete has been definitely settled,

the characteristic peculiarities of Oriya literature have been
noted, the origin of Oriya Lan^piage has been for the first time
carefully traced, and the merits of leading writers of various
times have been critically considered.

Asamiya Sahityar Ghaneki (Typical Selections from the

Assamese Literature), by Pandit Hemchandra Goswami,

M.B.A.S., F.R.A.S., of Assam Civil Service and Editor

of " Hema-Kosha.”
The bo(A oonriste of three Volumes. In it the AsBameee

literature has been treated in six different periods on Historical

and Philological considerations. The first period of giii-yuga (600
A.D.—>600 A.D.) deals with the Cradle songs, the Paetoral son^,
the Bihn songs and the ballads of Assam. The second period

(800 A.D.—IS^ A.D.) deals with the mantras and the aphorisms
of AanAtn- In the third or Pre-Vaiehnaya period (1200 A.D.*—
1460 A.D.) the translaticm of the Puranae and the Bamayana in

Aasamese was taken in hand for the first time by writers like

Hiema Baraewati, Madhaba Kandali and Pitambara Dwija to

prepare the way for Vaishnayism. In the fourth period or the

Vaisbnayite peru^ (1460 A.D.—1800 A.D.) in whidh all t^ great

writem of ancient Assamese literature, flourished, the_ literature

was obiefly employed for the propagation of Vaishnayism. Tbe
fifth period or the period ci expansion begina about 1600 A.D.
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with the ooQsolidation of the Ahom power in the country and
extends up to 1800 A.D. about which time the oountiy oame
under the British rule. This period was marked by great
liter^ activity. The sixth period commences in 1600 A.D. and
continues up to the present time.

Vol. I—Contains selections froui the first three periods be-

sides an Introduction in English dealing with the

history of the language and literature. (In the Press.)

Vol. n—Contains selections from the fourth and the fifth

period.

Part I

—

Vaishnava Period, pp. 420. Boyal 8vo
Bs. 6-0.

Part n

—

Vaishnava Period, pp. 421-820. Boyal

8vo. Bs. 6-0.

Part ni

—

Period of Expansion, pp. 831-1162.
Boyal 8vo. Bs. 6-0.

Part rv

—

Period of Expansion, pp. 1163-1479.
Boyal 8vo. Bs. 6-0.

Vol. in. Modem Period—Contains selections from the last

period and a glossary of archaic words with mean-
ings will be appended to it.

Part I—^pp. 347. Boyal 8 vo. Bs. 6-0

Part II—^pp. 348-648. Boyal 8vo. Rs. 6-0.

Selections from Hindi Literature, compiled by Lala Sita

Bam, B.A., Sahityaratna.

This work is divided into 6 books. Each book has an intro-
duction in English and contains extracts from works of classical
Hindi writers on the subject.

Book I—Bardic Poetry—Contains extracts from the Prithitaj
Rasau of Chand Bardai, the Diaaldev Ranau of Nolha, the Bir-
Bingh^Charit of Kesav Das, the Sivaraj Bhushana and the Sira
Daoni oi Bhushan, the Chhaira Pralash of «Oore Lai, vhe
Haj Dilas of Man, the Jang Nama of Murlidhar, fhe Hamir Raaau
of Jodh Baj, the Sujan Ckgrit of Sudan, and the Himmat
Bahadur Birdavali of Padmakar. Boyal 8vo. pp. 851. Bs. 6-0.

Book IT—^Tho Krishna Cnlt—^In this book the eomplier has
given extracts from the writings of the followers of Valla-
bhacharva including Sur Das and others commonly known as Asht
Chhap, Nabhaji Ookul Nath, the oldest prose writer, and Dhruva
Pas. These writers have described loves of Erietoa and Badha
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in a religious spirit ond have nothing in common with ordinary

writers of erotic Poetry. No other book has yet been published

in Sndi in which the curious reader may find the hymns of

each of the Asht Chhap with notices of the authors. Boyal 8vo.

pp. 883. Its. 6-0.

Book in

—

^TolsI Das—^whom Sir Geo^e Grierson calls the
brightest star in the firmament of Indian Medieeval poetry
* stands unapp'^ached and unapproachable in his niche in the

Temple of Fame. His works in extract have been set up in a

book of their own with an introduction containing a short life of

the poet and an acoownt of his various works. Boyal 8vo. pp.
291. Bs. 6-0.

Book IV

—

With a learned foreword by Mahamahopadhyaya
Ganganaih Jha, Af.A.t D.hliL^ Vice-Chancellor, University of

Allahabad. The Saints.—^Thc cixtracts given in this book ore

from the teaching of nineteen great saints including Swami
Bamanand, Eabir, Guru Nanak, Guru Teg Bahadur, Guru
Govind Singh and Mira Bai. Iloysi 8vo. pp. 890. Bs. 6-0.

Book V—^Arts Poetioa—^This book d^als with the Science of

poetry and the extracts describe the various emotions and passions

which constitute the essence of poetical compositions, to which
Hindu writers have added fanciful cdassificatioTis of women,
technically called the Nayika-bbed. Boyal 8vo. pp. 275. Bs. 3.

Book VI, Fart I—Other Poets {with a brief history of the

Hindi Language)—^Tn this book extracts arc given from the writ-

ings of Vidyapati, Malik Mohtimriiad Jaisi, I^sava Das, Bahim,
Baskhan, Mubarak, Usman, Senapati, Bihari Lai, Bhupati, and
Sabal Singh Chauhan. Boyal 6vo. pp. 324. Bs. 3.

Book VI, Fart II—Other Poets—^Begins with a History of the

Hindi Literature with nn appendix conlniniu;]; notes on the
Awadhi, the Braja Bhasha, tlxe Punjabi, the MaithiU, the Mar-
wari, the Jain Hindi, and the Urdu Literatures and gives extracts

from the writings of 19 well-known Hindi writers ending with
the great Haris Chandra of Benares. Boynl 8vo. pp. 406.

Price Bs. 6. Complete set (Books 1-VI) Bs.' 30.

*' /t if needless to say that eeleetione made by this Master of Hindi are
admirably Jons, We shall eagerly await the euceeeding volumes^ for .tehteh
as for these we are confident of an enthueiaetie reception,”—The Ilmduetan
Reeiew, tar July, 1S98. ,

Selections from Classical Gajarati Literature, . Vol. I, bv
T. .T. S. Taraporewala, B.A., Ph.D., Professor of Com-
parative Philology and Lecturer in Gujarati in the

Calcutta University. Boyal 8vo. pp. 464. Bs. 6-0.
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4. GLA881C1L THXT8.

(Prescribed by the University for different examinations.)

* Hatrioolation AraUo Selectiona, cmnpiled by Maulawi
Muhammad Irfan, M.A. Royal 8vo. pp. 80. Rs. 1-12.

* Matricnlation Penian Saleotiona, compiled Agha
Muhammad Kazim Shirazi. ^yal 8vo. pp. 97. Rs. 1-12.

* Matrionlation SeleotionB in Classioal Tibetan. Royal 8vo.

pp. 100. Rs. 2-0.

* Matricnlation Sanskrit Selections, 1 (Prose). Crow 8vo.

pp. 108. Re. 1-0.

* Do. II (Poetry). Crown 8vo. pp. 221. As. 10.

* I.A. Arabic Selections, compiled by Maulawi MwhammAd
Irfan, M.A. Royal 8vo. pp. 98. Rs. 2-0.

* I.A. Peirian Selections, compiled by Agha Mnhanmiiid

Eazim Shirazi. Royal 8vo. pp. 145. Rs. 2-0.

* I.A. Sanskrit Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 195. Rs. 2-0.
A

* B.A. Honours Arabic Selections. Royal 8vo. pp. 144.
Rs. 2-8.

* B.A. Pass Arabic Course, I (old Selections). Royal 8vo.

pp. 88. Rs. 1-8.

* Do. II. Royal 8vo. pp. 80. Rs. 1-8.

*B.A. Pass Arabic Seiections, compiled by Maulavi Md.
Irfan, M.A. Royal 8vo. pp. 75. Rs. 1-8. ,

*B.A. Honours Persian Course. Royal 8vo. pp. 314.
Rs. 2-8.

* B.A. Pass Perrian Course (old Selections). Royal 8vo.

pp. 157. Rs. 1-12.

*1tet-boak.
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* PaiB P«nlan SeleotlonB, compiled Agha

Muhammad Shirazi. Boyal 8yo. pp. 245.

Bs. 2-0.

* M.A. PevBian Course. Demy 8vo. pp. 225. Bs. 2-8.

a. TIBETAN.

She-rab-dong-bn, by Major W. L. Campbell, C.I.E. Boyal

8yo. pp. 137. Bs. 6-12.

Or Tree of Wisdom—a metrical translation in Tibetan of a
Sandorit ethical work entitled Prajna danda written

Nagorjuna. The present publication is an English version

the Tibetan work, the text and the translation being printed

opposite pages.

6. ENGLISH TEXTS, fto.

* Selections from tiie Bible, Fart I. Crouna 8vo. pp. 498.

Bs. 2-8.

* Do. Part n. Crown 8vo. pp. 186. Be. 1-0.

* Do. Part III. Crrown 8vo. pp. 489. Bs. 2-8.

* Do. Part IV. Crown 8vo. pp. 302. Bs. 2-8.

* Shakespeare’s Comedy of Errors, edited by Bey. J. C.

Scrimgeour, M.A. Crown 8vo. pp. 187. Bs. 1-4.

* Ben Jonson’s Yolpone or the Fox. Be. 1-0.

A Syllabus of Poetics, by Dr. H. Stephen. Demy Svo.

pp. 136. Bs. 2-8.

Do. for University students. Be. 1-0.

•

This book points out the fundamental ideas regarding
poetry contained in the works of Wordsworth, Coleridge,

Shelley, and Aristotle, and expands, explains and applies them
to some extent, with a view to helping students to think out the
subjeet for themselves.

*Tnt-beofc.

Ss.-?
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On the Poetry of Matthev Arnold, Robert Browning and
Rabindranath Tagore, by A. 0. Aikat, M.A. Royal

8vo. pp. 846. Bs. 7-8.

This book embodies a series of lectures on the writings of

these three poets, and a comparative review of their works.

* Othello, the Moor of Venice, edited by Rev. J. C. Scrim-

geour, M.A. Crown 8vo. pp. 281. Re. 2-0.

* Modem Thought. Crown 8vo. pp. 212. Rs. 1-12.

A collection of thoughtful essays from the pen of English
writers like John Stuart Mill, Lord Haldane and others.

* Lahiri'e Select Poems. Crown 8vo. pp. 205. Rs. 1-8.

* Select Readings from English History, 1. Crown 8vo.

pp. 75. As. 9.

* Do. n. Crown 8vo. pp. 111. As. 10.

* Select Readings from English Prose. Crown 8vo. pp. 224.

Rs. 1-8.

* Selections from W. Irring. Crown 8vo. pp. 331. Rs. 1-12.

* Intermediate Prose Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 412.

Rs. 3-0.

* Intermediate Poetical Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 360.

Rs. 3-0.

YII. MATHEMATICS.

t Matrices and Determinoids (Readership Lectures delivered

at the Calcutta University), by C. E. Cullis, M.A.,

Ph.D., D.Sc. Vol. I, Sup. Royal 8vo. pp. 442.

English price 24«. net.

* Tezt-bonik.

t Th€ right of puhlieatum of ihu booh It held hg and oopies mag he had of the

f'amhridge UnivoreUg Preee, FatUr Imo^ London, B. C. 4.
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OonienU:—Chap. I*—Introduction of Bectangular Matrioea
and Determinoids.

n—^Affects of the Elements and Derived Pro-
ducts of a Matrix or Determinoid.

M m—Sequences and the Affects of Derived
Sequences.

IV—^Affects of Derived Matrices and Derived
Determinoids.

,, V—^Expansion of a Determinoid.

,, VI—^Properties of a Product formed by a

Chain of Matrix Factors.
VII—^Determinoid of a Product formed by a

Chain of Matrix Factors.

,, VIII—^Matrices of Minor Determinoids.

„ IX—^Bank of a Matrix and Connections be
tween the Bows of a Matrix.

,, X—^Matrix Equation of the First Degree.

•. XI—Solution of Any System of Lineai
Algebraic Equations.

Prof. CalliB will earn the gratitude of mathematical etodenta for affording

them the opportunity of obtaining a right perspective of an important
branch of pure matliematic^ whose developments so far have appeared in

scattered notes and memoirs not always easy of access. Examples are

abundant, and, while a large number of them are illustrative, there is a good
collection of suggestive exercises indicating the directions in which fuAier
original work may be done.—T/ie Journal of Education,

The chief feature of this book is that it deals with rectangular matrices

and determinoids as distinguished from square matrices and determinants,
t^ determinoid of a rectangular matrix being related to it just as a deter-

minant is related to a square matrix. The author endeavours to set forth a
complete theory of these two subjects, and uses the first volume to give the
most fundamental portions of the theory. Two more volumes are promised,
the second to give the more advanced jx>rtioDB of the tbeury, and Uie third
its applications.

Ihis is new ground and the author has done a splendid piece of work and
with the publishers deserves much credit—A/afliemaftea/ Teacher (Syracuea,

U, S, A.)

* Matrices and Determinoids, Vol. II. Sup. Boyal 8vo.

pp. 573. English Price 42«. net.

Contents Chap. XII—Compound Matricea.

„ Xin—^Relations betureen the Elements sod
Minor Determinants of a Matrix.

XIV—Some Properties of Square Matrices.

„ XV—^Banks of Matrix Products and Matrix
Voctors.

„ XVI—^Equigradent Transformations of a
Matrix whose Elements are Constanta.

* The right of puhlieetien of thie book it hold bg end e^fiet mm, hed the

Cembridgo Univertitg Proei, Fetter Leno, London, B. 0. i
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Chap. XVII—^Sotne Matrix Equationa of the Second
Degree.

XVIIl—^The Extravagances of Matrices and of
Spaodets in Homogeneous Space.

XIX—^Ihe Paratomy and Orthotomy of Two
Matrices and of Two Bpaoelets of

Homogeneous Space.

The ODtatsnding festare of the work, whibh the anthor praperJy em-
phseisee. ie the detailed dieouaaion of rectangnlar, ae dietingmehed from
square, matrioes. For this reason alone the work onght to gi’va a grwt
stimnlus to the subject, and we hope that the publication of the whole treatise

will not be long delsy^. Until it is finished, it will be difficulty if not im-
possible, to give a proper appreoiation of it, espeoially as the authm introduces
so many new symbols and technioal terms. One thing, however, is certain :

we now have the outlines of a calculus of matrioes in which the operations of

addition, subtraction, and multiplication are definite.

—

Nature,

The present volume worthily maintains the traditions of the Cambridge
University i’ress, and is a most valuable addition to the rapidfy growing
series of volumes for which the Readership at the University of Calcutta is

reqionsible.—Fctsnes ProgreeM,

* Matrices and DeterminoidSy Vof. Ill, Part I, Boyal 8vo.

pp. XX+682. English price £9. 9s. net. Indian price

Bs. 45.

CoHtentt:-^Ghap. XX—^Tha Irreaoluble and Irreduoible
Foctota of Bational Integral Func-
tions.

M XXT—^Besultants and Eliminanta of Bational
Integral Funotions and Equations.

,, XXTT—Bynunetiio FonctionB of the Elements
of Similar Sequences.

,,
XXTTT—^The Potent Divisors of a Bational

Fimctional Matrix.

„ XXIY—^Equipotent Transformations of Ba-
tional Integral Functional Matrices.

„ XXV—^Bational Integral Functions of a
Square Matrix.

,, XXVI—^ESquipment Transformations of a
Square Matrix whose Elements are

Constants.

,, XXVn—Gommutants.

,, XXVill—Comiftutants of Oommutants.

,,
XXTX—^Invariant Transformands.

Appendices.

* The right of jMtbltMftdM o/ this book it hold hg and oepitt mag bthad of tko

Gambridga Vniaartitig Pratt, PtUtr Lana. London, X. 0 i
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* Ghapten on Algebra (being the First Three Chapters ol

Matrices and Determinoids, Vol. Ill), by C. E. CulJis,

M.A., Ph.D., D.So. Sup. Boyal 8vo. pp. 19.1.

Bs. 11-4.

This volume deals with rational integral functions of soverul

scalar variables as also with functional matrices.

^ FimctionB of Two Variables, by A. B. Forsyth, F.B.S.

Sup. Boyal 8vo. pp. 300. Bs. 11-4.

The author's purpose is to deal with a selection of principles
and generalities that belong to the initial stages of the theory id

functions of two complex variables, 'fhe consideration of re-

lations between independent variables and dependent variables

has been made more complete with illustrations in this publica-

tion.

Analytical Geometry of Hyper-spaces, I {Premchand Boy-
chand Studentship thesis, 1914), by Surendramohan
Gangopadliyay, D.Sc. Demy 8vo. pp. 93. Bs. 1-14.

Do. II. Demy 8vo. pp. 121. Bs. 3-12.

Tt deals with certain interesting problems in n-dimensional
Geometry, the method adopted being one of deduction from first

principles. The second part contains certain iz^jberesting results

in the Geometry of Hyper-spaces, which is now recognised as an
indispensable part of that science with extensive applications in

mathematical Physics. Tn the treatment of subject-matter, the
easiest possible methods have been adopted, so that the dis-

cussions can be followed by an ordinary student of Mathematics
without a knowledge of BQgher Mathematics.

Theory of Higher Plane Cunres, Vol. I, by Surendraniolian

Gangopadhyay, D.Sc. Second Edition (thoroughly re-

vised and enlarged). Demy 8vo. pp. 413. Bs. 6-8.

The first edition of the work published some years back was
designed to fiieet the syllabus prescribed by the University of

Calcutta for the Master’s Degree and intended as an introductory

course suitable for students of higher Geometry. The present

Volume, which is a thoroughly revised and enlarged edition of

the earlier one, includes new materials together with recent

researches which would not only be of use to the students for

* The right of puhUeaiUm of this hook is KM by and copies may be had of the

Cambridge University Press, Fetter Lane, London, B. 0. 4.

?
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the Master's Course, but also would encourage independent
thinking in students of higher studios engaged in research work.

Do. Vol. n. Demy 8vo. pp. 225. Es. 4-4.

This Volume deals with the application of the theory in

studying properties of cubic and quartic curves.

Parametpic Go-efBcient (Griffith Memorial Prize, 1910)^ by
Syamadas Mukhopadhyay, M.A., Pb.D. Demy 8vo.

pp. 31. Ks. 3-0.

Vector Calculus (Griffith Memorial Prize, 1917), by Durga-

prasanna Bbattacbaryya, M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 91.

Bs. 3-0.

An attempt has been successfully made in this book by the
author to place the foundation of vector-analysis on a basis in-

dependent of any reference to cartesian co-ordinates and to

establish the main theorems of that analysis directly from first

principles as also to develop the differential and integral calculus

of vectors from a new point of view.

Solutions of Differential Equations (Premchand Roychand
Studentship thesis, 1896), by Jnansaran Chakravarti,

M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 64. Rs. 3-12.

The subject of the book Is an enquiry into the nature of so-

lutions of differential equations, chiefly with reference to their

geometrical interpretation, and the investigation of the connec-
tion that exists between the complete primitive and singular

solution.

Reciprocal Polars of Conic Sections (Premchand Roychand
Studentship thesis, WOO), by Tvrisbnaprasad De, M.A.
Demy 8vo. pp. fifi. Rs. 3-0.

t

Khandakhadyakam, edited by Pandit Babua Misra, Jyotish*

acharyya. Demy 8vo. pp. 217. Rs. 2-0,

The book is an aetronomioal wwk by the great Boholar

Brahmagupta. It oontaina the commentary oaUed FoMna*
Bhaaya by Ameraja.
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YIII. SCIENCE.

1. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

Progress of Physios, by A. Scbiister, D.Sc. Demy 8vo.

pp. 174. Bs. 3-15.

Do. (for Begistercd (iraduates). Bs. 2-4.

It traces the changes due to the sequence of discoveries in

the domain of Physical Sciences during 1676-1906.

Theory of Electro-Magnetism, by G. J. Walker, M.A..

D.Sc., F.B.S. Demy 8vo. pp. 60. Bs. 3-6.

Do. (for Begistered Graduates). Bs. 1-8.

The book puts some of the most important developments of

electro-magnetic theory into a connected and convenient form.

* Optical Theories, by P. N. Mallik, B.A., Sc.D. Demy
8vo, pp. 191. Rs. 8-1.

The book traces the development of optical theories from the
earliest times to the present day. Its subject-matter being the
one groat general problem of modern Physics, it will be really

helpful to understand the relation between the different theories,

so that one may be clear as to how much is known for certain

and how much is mere speculation,

•

t The Principle of Relativity, by M. N. Saha, D.Sc. and

S. N. Bose, M.Sc. (with a TTistorioaJ introduction by

P. C. Mahalanobis). Demy 8vo. pp. 248. Bs. 4-8.

English rendering of the original papers by A. Einstein and
H. Miz]di[OWBki.

Molecnlar Diffraction of Light, by C. V. Baraan, M.A.,

D.Sc., F.B.S. Demy 8vo. pp. 113. Rs. 3-0.

In this book the author diocussos the general theory of the

molecular scattering of light in all refractive media, including in

a comprehenaive survey, the oaac of gascB, vapours, liquids,

crystals, and amorphous solids.

Organic Theo-compoands, by Sir P. C. Bay, Kt., C.T.E.,

D.Sc., Ph.D. Boyal 8vo. pp. 74. Ea. 1-8,

* Th€ right o/ pubfieolian of this booh is held by the Cambridge University
Press.

i The sale of the book is restricted within India.
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a. BOTANY.

Indian Medicinal Plants, by Lieut.-Col. K. B. Eirtikar,

F.L.S., and Major B. D. Basu, I.M.S. (Betd.)

Nicely bound in 2 Vols. Plates kept in nice cardboard

cases. Bs. 276-0.

The book contains botanical description, names in vernacu-
lars, properties and uses of over 1,800 Indian plants. Neatly
printed on thick art papor (1,410 pages) with clear illustrations

in above 1,000 royal 4to-sized lithographic plates. A very rare
and valuable work of reference to Botanists, medical men,
manufacturers of indigenous drugs and Agricultural and Forest
Departments.

** To real inveBtigaton in this field (of indigenona BVBtenui of medieine)
the monumental work on Indum Medioinal Plants ought to be indiapenBable
Apart from the value of the book to the medical pmeBaion, it ia helpful also
in tapping the lesouroeB of the country for the manufacture of dmgB.*'—Now
India.

** The Imperial and Provincial Agricultural and PoreBt Departments of

Britiah India ahould make uae of the information brounht togmer in flua

monumonial work. All Native States should have mediciu plant gardeiia and
pharmaceutical labaratoriea and their Agricultural and Poreat Departments
should be provided with copies of this bo&. ‘Now that it has been published,

the educate section of the public should insist that all indigenous ^yBudans of

repute and all the leading pharmaceutical faotorieB should be able to soientifio-

ally identify the plants they use.*'—Modem Reeiew.

3. MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

ChemiBtFy and Toxicology, of Nerium Odorum with a des-

cription of a newly separated Principle. {Coate's Me-
morial Prize, 1001), by llai Bahadui' Chunilal Basu,

M.B., F.C.S. Demy 8vo. pp. 32. Rs. 3-12.

A treatise on the properties of Nerium Odorum, the sweet-
scented oleander, known by the name of Karabi or Kaner.

Terminalia Arjuna (Coate's Memorial Prize, 19(^), Lal-

niohan Gbosbal, L.M.S. Bs. 3-12.

The book gives a description of the plant and explains its

popular uses, chemical composition, and therapeutic action.

Diabetes, by Indumadhab Mallik, M.A., M.D., B.L. Demy
8vo. pp. 43. Ks. 3-12.

A treatise on Diabetes—a disease most widely prevalent in

Lower Bengal.
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Studies on Hsamolysis (Ist edition), by U. N. Brahmachari,

M.A., M.D., Ph.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 71. Bs. 4-8.

Do. (2nd edition). Bs. 4-8.

Among Beveral other new facts brought to light by the
author by the study of the physical aspects of haemolysis, two
discoveries, via., the fallacy of the tomozonic value of blood,

as worked out by Sir A. E. Wright, and a new method
of testing blood, are of groat value. All these are explicitly

dealt wi& in tliis work.

Surgical Instraments of the Hindus, Parts I, Demy 8vo.

pp. 476, and 11, Demy 8vo. pp. 172, by Girindranath

Mukhopadhyay, B.A., M.D. (Griffith Memorial Prize,

1909). Rs. 9-0.

Do. (For Members of the Senate and Syndicate). Bs. 6-0.

** The book repreeentB many ^eare of laboriona inTesU^ationa
work of real reaearoh and emdition. It is undoubtedly the moat important
work upon this subject which has yet been written in the English language.
It is full of interesting informations and is a valuable contribution to the
history of Medical science. Dr. Mukerjee is a pioneer in this field of re-

search. It is of course impossible in a short notice to give an adequate ac-

count of a Bcientifio work devoted to a special study, but his discovery that
the surgical instruments in use in Europe were only modificatiGns of those
used by our surgeons in ancient days is no doubt stmling. The book is ex-

haustive, orijpnal and informing and it reflects the utmost credit on the in-

dustry, learning and research of its author. From many neglected, forgotten

and unexpected corners, he has accumulated a mass of materials and compiled
a systematic account of the instruments used by the Hindu Burgeons, about
8,000 years ago. A field of study which is unknown to many is here made
accessible to all by the labour of an Indian. It has the advantage of being
written by one, who is not only a noted surgeon of Calcutta but is also a
profound BansUt scholar No brief analysis of Dr. Mnkerjee's work is

possible. The work is divided into nine chapters, in which he describes each
instrument by its Banskrit name with a comparative study of siipilar instru-

ments from the surgical catalogues of other nations. Besides, there is a
learned weface, and a carefuliy prepared index of Sanskrit and English
words. Ulie book is of extraorainazy interest to those who would make an
impartial study of the surgery of the Hindus. The foot-notes contain the
Banskrit originals, the source of Dr. Mukerjee*s descriptions of the instru-

ments. Tl^ subject of ancient Indian medical literature has been little

noticed by the European scholars. The contributions from Wilson, Wise,
Jolly, Oordier and Hbernle are no doubt importont but their works cannot
compare with the present in the•amount of original research and complete
^msteiy of the subject. Dr. Mukerjee quotes with becoming gratitude the
help he bad derived from his predecessors in this field of research. One is

impressed as he advances through this valuable work that the author has
spued no pains to make the work useful and instructive '*

—

BmigaUe.

** The results of your investigations have been a revelation to
me In any case, a perusal of your two volumes must oonvinoe a^y
unprejudiced reader that the development of the healing art in India must
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always ooeapy an important place in the history of dwlisation. We hear a
great deal of * oultiire ' now-a-days, and it dm not always wear a benefi-

oent aspect. Bnt pern has her yictories as well as war, and it is evident

that the hnmane achievements of the Indian disciples of Aescolapins can no
longer be ignored. It is a pleasant reflection that henceforth the medicine and
snrgeiy of the East will be allied in harmonious conjunction with the same
sdenoes as cultivated in the West, and the happiest results may be expected
firom their sisterly rivalry **—Charlu H, Taionsg.

History of Indian Medicine,Part L, by the same author.

Demy 8vo. pp. 303. Es. 6-0.

Do. Part 11. Demy 8vo. pp. 435. Es. 6-0.

Bhela Samhita (same as Vol. VI of the Journal of the De-

partment of Letters). Eoyal 8vo. pp. 286. Es. 9.

It oontamB the complete text (in Sanskrit) of the Bhela
Bamhita, one of the moat ancient and valuable treatises on
bidian medicine.

i. ANTHROPOLOOT.

I

First Outlines of a Systematic Anthropology of Asia, by
V. GinfFrida-Euggeri (tran.s]atcd from Italian by Haran-

chandra Chakladar, M.A.). Eoyal 8vo. pp. 110. Es. 1-8.

It gives an account of the anthropometric characteristios in

respect of stature, cephalic index, and nasal index of living

subjects with additional information on the subject obtained hy
the author from different sources.

Hob of Seraikella, Part I., by Anatbnath Chatterjee^ M.B.,

B.8., and Tarakcliandra Das, M.A., Royal 8Vo., pp. 94.

(Profusely illustrated)

This is the first of a series of papers started by the Anthro-
pological Department of the University of Calcutta. The first

part deals with the special characteristics of the life of the Hob
of Beraikella, a state in the district of Singblium. The book is

of special interest to all students of Anthropology.
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IX. SIR ASUTOSH MOOKERJEE SILVER
JUBILEE COMMEMORATION

VOLUMES.

These volumes oontam essays contributed by the friends and
admirers of the late Sir Asutosh Mookeijee on the oooasidu of

the Silver Jubilee of his attaining the Degree of Doctor of Law
of the University of Calcutta.

—

Rb. a.

Vol. 1, Arts £ Letters, 1921, Boyal 6vo. pp. 621 11 4

Vol. II, Science, 1922, Boyal 8vo. pp. 484 11 4

Vol. m, Orientalia^ Part 1, Boyal 8yo. pp. 624 11 4

Do. 2, Boyal 8vo. pp. 767 11 4

Do. 8*

Individual papers contributed to the Volumes may be bought
separately at the following rates fixed according to their me.

JVb/ exceeding 16 pages

Above 16 but not exceeding 32 pages

„ SSpaffet „ 64 „
.. 64 .. .. 128 „

Rs. p.

0 12 0
12 0
1 14 0
S 14 0

Volnme I. Bs. 11-4.

Contents—
1. J. N. Das Oupta, B.A. (Oxon.), l.E.S.—^A Narrative

of Bengal Transactions. •

2. Shishirhumar Maitra, M.A., Ph.D.—^The Bomantic
Element in the Modem Philosophy of Mathematics.

8.

J. 0. Coyaji, B.A., LL.B. (Cantab.), l.E.S.—Charac
teristics of Ancient Indian 'foade.

4. Surendranath Sen, M.A.—Survival of Old Hindu
Institution in Maharastra.

6.

E. F. Oaten, M.A., LL.B. (Cantab.), l.E.S.—^Megiddo:
A Study of Military History.

6. Sasadhar Bay, M.A., B.L.—Origin of Language.

7. Bamchandra Bau Basavarsu, M.A., L.T. (Madras),
F.B.E.S.—Some Features of Banking in India.

8. Mohinimohan Bhattacharji, M.A., B.L.—^Picodeller Mi-
randola: An Italian Neq-Platonist.

9. Jitendraprasad Niyogi, M.A.—Custom and Transit
Duties in the Madras Presidency during Early British Buie.

10. S. Khuda Bukhsh, M.A., B.C.L. (Oxon.)—Politics ol

Islam.
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11. Jogiaohaiidra Binha, M.A.—History of Indian Oom>
matce. 1766-1818.

12. Badhakamal Mookaijee, M.A., Ph.D.—^The Oiuild in
Modem India. Its Gonstatution and Expansions.

U. Hiralal Haidar, M.A., P]i.D.—Kant’s Etbioal Theory.

« 14. Eejc^kumar Sarkar, A.B. (Harvard)—^Land Transport
in MedisBval India.

15. W. B. Urquhart, M.A., D.Phil. (Aberdeen)—Bankara
and Prof. James Ward.

16. Captain J. W. Petavel, Late B. E.—Knowledge and
Power.

17. Harimohan Bhattaoharyya Kavyatirtha, M.A.—^Tbe

Doctrine of Maya and the Besult of Modem Science.

18. Bituram Baneijee, M.A.. B.L.

—

A Plea for an Indivi-

dualization of PimUfament.

10. N. N. Sen Gupta, M.A.. Ph.D. (Harvard)—On the
Nature of Immediate Experience in the Light of Contemporary
Epistemologieal Disoussions.

20. Nitmalchandra Chatterjee, M.A.—^The Chait Sing
Tragedy.

21. H. Stephen, M.A,, D.D. (Aberdeen)—Coleridge as a
Thinker.

22. B. Mukherjee, M.A., F.B.E.S.—The New Yellow PSrU.

28. P. Seshadri, M.A. (Madras)—Contemporary English
Poetry.

24. W. C. Wordsworth, M.A. (Oxon.)—^Education and
Beoonstruotion in England.

25. H. Stepiien, M.A., D.D. (Aberdeen)—^Tbe Philosophy
of Anarchy and the Idea of Time.

26. Badhedcamal Mookerjee, M.A., Ph.D.—^The Data of

Begional Economics.

27. B. N. Gilchrist, M.A. (Aberdeen), I.E.S.—^Imperial

Federation.

Volume II, Science. Bs. 11-4.

Oontenia :

1. C. E. Cullis, M.A. (Cantab), Ph.D. (Jena), D.Se. -.

Hemipt^o Matrices.

2. 8. N. Bal, M.So. (Michigm)

:

Cephdeuras Virescens, Kunzi (with plates).

8. D. N. Wadis, M.A., B.Sc. (Bom.):
Formation of a White Ckumet as the End-pr^uot of

the Series of Changes initiated by Banssuritisstion

(with Plate).
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4. Sir P. G. Bay, Et.. C.I.E., D.Bo. (Bdin.), Ph.D.,
F.C.S., and Maniklal Dey, M.So.:

Interaction of Thio-urea with Mono., Di- and Tri*

oliloraoetio Acids and Monochloraoetio Beer.

5. Hemohandra Das-Oupta, M.A., F.O.8. :

On the Occurrence of Francolite in Stony Meteontea.

6. Nilratan Dhar, D.Sc. (Lond.), Dr. es Bo. (Pari^:
Temperature Coefi&oientB of Physiological ProoeMea.

7. B. B. Bose, M.A., F.L.S.

:

Spore-culture of Panaeolus Cyanescena, B. A BB.
(with Plate).

8. O. de P. Cotter, B.A., F.G.S.

;

On Indian Fossil Plants and the Oondwana
Continent.

9. Bkendranath Ohosh, M.So., M.D. :

A‘ Bevision of the Family Ophryaseoleoidae Olaua
(with Plates).

10. N. N. Sen-Qupta, M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard):
A Study in Inhibition of Association.

11. Priyadaranjan Bay, M.A., and Pulinbihari Barkar,
M.So.

:

Compounds of Hexomethylenetetraniline with Com-
plex Metallocyanides and Metallooyanic Acids.

12. Jnanendranath Mookerjee, M.So.

:

The Coagulation of Metal Sulphide Hydrosols.

18. N. N. Sen-Gupta, M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard) :

On the Disintegrative Function of Attention.

14. Basiklal Datta, D.Sc. : •

Additive and condensation Products of Trinitvo-n-

Cresol.

16. C. y. Baman, M.A. (Madras), D.Sc.

:

Acoustical Knowledge of the Hindus.

10 PrafuUachandra Mitter, M.A., Ph.D. (Berlin), and
Judhishthirchandra Das, M.So.

;

On Tautomeric Changes in Phenylhydrozonea of

Orthoaldehydic and 1-4-aldehydio Acids.

17. P. J. Bruhl. D.Sc., F.G.B., F.C.S., I.S.O.

:

On Paspalm Digitaria and Anastrc^hus: A Study
(with Plates).

16. PrafuUachandra Guha, M.Sc.

:

Behaviour of Phenyldithiooabazinio Acid tnisordn

Various Thiohalogenated compounds.

10. B. Vredenburg, B.So., B.T., A.B.G.B., A.B.8.M.

:

Concerning the Granites and Pegmatites of the
Indian Peninsula.

20. Sisirkumar Mitra, D.Sc.

:

On Diftaction of Light by Apertures having the
Form of a Segment of a Cirole (with Plate).

a
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21. Hemohandra Daa-Oupta, M.A., F.G.B.

:

Notes on the Panohet Beptile.

22. Jitendranath Bi^hit, M.Bc., F.S.C.

:

Estimation of Morphine, Codeine and Narootine in

Indian Opium.

28. Oovardhanlal Datta, M.A.

:

Borne Experiments in Bipple Motion (with Plate).

24. Jnanendraebandra Qhosh, D.So.

:

Ionisation of Electrolytes in Solution (with tables).

25. D. N. Mallik, B.A. (Cantab.), 8c.D. Publin), I.E.B.

;

Bolativity of Time and Space.

26. Haripnda Maiti, M.A.

:

A Study of Fatigue and Endurance.

27. Shyamadas Mukeijee, M.A., Ph.D.

:

A General Theorem in the Geometry of a Pleiie

Gurre.

28. Siirenclrachaiidra Dhar, M.Sc.

:

Direct Beplacement of Negative Groups by Halogens.

29. Maurice Frechet:

Esquisse d’une Theorie des Ensembles Abstraits.

80. Kalikumnr Kumar, M.Sc.

:

Equilibrium in the Fractional Pfecipitation of Sil-

ver Glilorido ond Silver Bromide.

81. Lilananda Gr]>ta, M Sc.

:

Some UTotallic Arsenates and Phosphates.

82. MunriJithani.lh Ray, M.A., B.L.

:

On tlio lyiobius Surface and Cone of the Fourth
Di^n'C (with Plates).

83. Sudhansukuioar Banerjee, D.Sc.

:

On Harinonics associated with an EUipsoid.

84. The College of Science, Calcutta and its Activities

(with Plates).

Volume lily Orientaiia, Part I. Bs. 11-4.

CantenU :

1, A. Foucher, D.Litt.

:

The Influence of Indian Art on Cambodia and Java.

2. F. £. Parg^ter, M.A. (Oxon.), I.G.S. (Betd.>:

Aiata^in : an Old Legal Term.

8. Tndradeva Tiwari, M. (Benares):

The Concept of Purusha in Bankhya Philosophy.

4. Upendranath Ghosbal, M.A.

:

The Brahmaniced Conception of the Sdenee of

Politics.

5. Gauranganath Baneiji, M.A., Ph.D., F.B.B.A.:

The Art of Gandbara.
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0. Akehaykumar Sarkor, M.A.

:

IHie Particularity of the Hindu History and the
Gtonius of the Hindu People.

7. Bamaprasad Chanda, B.A.

:

Early Indian Seamen.

8. Badhidkamal Mookerjoe, M.A., Ph.D.

:

Dravidian Elements in Indian Polity.

9. Bai Sahib Dinesohandra Sen, B.A.

;

Domestic Element in the Popului Creeds of Bengal.

jO. Satischondra Chatteiji, M.A.

:

On the Ascertainment of Pnunana in the Nyaya.

11, Dinesohandra Bhaliacharyya, M.A.

:

Paninian Studies in Bengal.

12. O. 0. Gangoly. M.A., B.L.

:

On some Tconographic Paraliols.

x3. Badhakumud Mookerji, M.A., Ph.D. :

Ancient Hindu Educatum as evidenced by the
Brahmanns and Upanisads.

14. Surendranath Dns-Gupip, M.A., Ph.D. •

GciKjral Introdnetion to Tan*i*n Phnosophy.

15. G. Howells. M.A., Ph.D., B.Liti., li.D.

:

The Syrian Christian Ch^irch in India* its Origin

and History.

10.

L. E. Anonthakrishna Iyer, B.A., L.T., F.B.A.I.

:

Anthropology of the lioman Catbohes of the Latin

Bites in Malabar, Cochin and Travancore.

17. Haranohandra Ghakladar, M.A.

:

Sidelights on Social Life in Ancienft India

:

Studies in Vatsyayanw's ILamasucra.

18. B. Barua, M.A., D.Lit. (Lond.);

Yalmiki as he reveals hiru.stdf in his Poems.

19. Ealichbeg F. Mirza:
A Mysterious Coincidenct* in the History of the

Mahomedan World.

20. Arun Sen, B.A. (Caniab.) *

The Piprawa RcUcf.

21. Hemchondra Bay, M.A.

:

Was State-Socialism known in Ancient India?

22. E. M. Jhaveri, M.A., LL.B. (Bom.). d.P.

:

' Influence of Bengali on Gujarati.

28* Aga M. Eazim Shiruzi

:

Nau-ruz.

24. Nanigopal Majumdar, M.A. :

The Sue Vihar Copper-plate of the Beign of

Eaniska.

S6. lodubhuBhaai Baneijee, M.A. :

The Q^tru in Sikhism.

9ft. D. B. Bhandailcar, M.A., Ph.D. :

Or^fin of the Indisn Alphabet.
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Yolome III, Orientalia, Part II. Bs. 11-4.

OontenU

:

1. Hemohandra Baychaudhuri, M.A., Ph.D.

:

The L^amanasena Era.

2. B. G. Mazumdar, B.A., B.L.

:

The Origin and Character of the Purana Literature.

8.

Surendranath Majumdar, Sastii, M.A.

:

The Dative Plural in Pali.

4. Mahamahopadhyay Ganganatha Jha, M.A., Ph.D.

:

Bodhayana'a Prayaacitta for Bea-Voyage.

6.

1. J. S. Taraporewala, B.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Wure.),

Bar-at-Law:

A Sanskrit Version of Taana IX.

6. Gilbert Slater, M.A., D.Bc.

:

Origins of Indian Civilisation.

7. Bhama-ul-Dlema J. J. Modi, B.A. (Bom.), Ph.D.
(Heidelberg), G.I.E., Diplom. Litteris et Artibus

(Sweden)

:

Some Iranian Forms of Invocation to God.

8. Vidhusekhara Bhattacharyya

:

Sankara's Commentaries on the Upanisads.

9. Mohamahopadhyay Batiscbandra Vidyabhusona, M.A.,
Ph.D.

:

Introduction of the Alphabet into Tibet.

10. Dhicreshchandra Acharyya, Vidyaratna, Sastri, M.A.,
B.L. :

The Doctrine of Bevelation in the Bigveda.

11. Sir George A. Grierson, K.C.I.E., I.C.B. (Betd.), Ph.D.,

D.Litt., LL.D.

:

The Eastern School of Prakrit Grammarians and
Poisaci Prakrit (with two plates).

12. I. J. S. Taraporewala, B.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Wurs.),

Bar-at-Law

:

Bfi

18. John Van Manen :

Kacohe Phalu: a Tibetan Moralist.

14. Bhams-ul-Ulema J. J. Modi, B.A.o (Bom.), Fh.D.
(Heidelberg), C.I.E., Diplom. Litteris et Artibus

(Sweden)

:

The Taziks of the Nirang-i Sraosa Tast (with •
genealogioal table).

U. Bylvain Levi, D.Idtt. (Cal.):

Gonaida, le Beroeao de Qonaidiya.

Boshilkumar De, M.A., D.Lit. (Loud.):

The Theory of Basa in Saoskrit FOetios.

16.
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17. iUun Karan, Yidyaratna:

History of the Bathors (with a genealogical table).

18. B. L. Turner, M.A. (Cantab.):

The e and o Vowels in Gujarati.

19. 8. K. Belvalkar, M.A., Fh.D. (Harvard):

The Original Bakuntala.

20. Nagendranath Ohose, M.A., B.L.

:

The Bamayana and the Mahabharata: a Sociologi-

cal Study.

21. Prabodhchandra Bagohi, M.A.

:

Decline of Buddhism in India and its Causes.

22. Surendranath Majumdar, Sastri, M.A.

:

Some Notes on Ancient Geography.

28. E. Amrita Bow, M.A., B.T. (Madras):

The Dravidian Affinities of the Pisaca Languages
of North-Western India.

24. S. E. Hodiwala, B.A. (Bom.):
Mitra-Moitra.

26. Shams-ul-Ulema J. J. Modi, B.A. (Bom.), Ph.D.
(Heidelberg), C.I.E., Diplom. Litteris et Artibus

(Sweden)

:

Idol-Worship: Did it exist among the Ancient
Aryans and among them, among the ancient Hindus
of the Vedic Times?

20. I. J. S. Taraporewala, B.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Wurs.),

Bar-at-Law

:

A note on Sanskrit Compounds.

27. Sailendranath Mitra, M.A. :

*

Pali, Prakrit, and Sanskrit in Buddhist Literature.

28. Badhagovinda Basak, M.A.

:

Land-Sale Documents of Ancient Bengal.

29. Benoy Kumar Sarkar, M.A.

:

The Theory of the Constitution in Hindu Politieal

Philosophy: A Study in Comparative Politics.

80. Eishorimohan Gupta, M.A.

:

Land-System and Agriculture of the Vedic Age
(with a plan).

81. S. Erishnaswami Aiyangar, M.A. (Madras), Ph.D. (Cal.),

. M.B.A.B.. F.B.HiBt.B.:
Gangaikonda Chola (with two maps).

82. Nalinaksha Datt% M.A.

:

The Barvastivada School of Buddhism.

I. J. S. Taraporewala, B.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Wurs.),

Bar-at-Law.

:

Contamination in Language.

84. Sunitikumar Chatterji, M.A., D.Lit. (London.);

The Passive in Bengali.
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86. Bao Bahadur B. A. Oupte, F.Z.6., F.B.S.A.

:

The Pre-historic Skull of Bayana (with one plate

and diagrams).

80. N. B. Divatia, B.A. (Bom.), B.C.S., (Betd.):

The Ablative Termination in Gujarati.

87. Bivaprasad Bhattachaiyya, Sahityasastri, Eavyatirtha»

^e Psychological Basis of Alankara Literature with
special Beference to Basa.

68. Hemantakumar Sarkar, M.A., M.L.C. (Bengal):
The Intellectual Laws of Language and Bengali
Semantics.

X. PERIODICALS, ANNALS AND SERIALS.

UniTerrity Extendon Lectures (1915-1916) (First Series).

Demy 8vo. pp. 162. ha. 12.

Containing the following lectures by various Scholars:—

1. Pursuit of Chemistry in Bengal—Sir P. C. Bay.

2. An Eighteenth Century Bengali Manuscript—J. N. Dos
Gupta, B.A. (Oxon.)

8. Classical and Eomontic in English Poetry of the 18th
Century— li. James.

4. Art Spirit in Keats’s Poetry—^Prof. It. S. Knox.

5. Carlyle—J. B. Bonerjea, M.A., B.L.

6. Constructive Ideals in Education—^E. E. Biss.

7. Nationality (I-II)—^B. N. Gilchiist, M.A.

8. Astronomy, Ancient and Modem—^D. N. Mallik, B.A.
8o.D.

Journal of the Department of Letters. (Fourteen volumes

published.) Per Vol. Rs. 9-0.

Each volume contains learned essays on various literary

subjects by reputed scholars.

Borne of the articles of each Volume ore mentioned:

—

Volume I. Bs. 9-0.
s

1. The Kushan Chronology, Part I—^By Bameschandra
Majumdar, M.A., Ph.D.

2. International Law and Custom in Ancient India—By
Pramathanath Banerjeo, M.A., B.L.

8. Ancient Bomio Chronology—^By Herbert Bruce Hannah.
Bar-a*-Iiaw.
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Volume II. Bs. 9-0.,

1. iRomic Gdendrical Beginnings—By H. Bruoe TTAnnuh

2. The Throne of Ptah and our Arctic Home—^By H. Braoe
Hannah.

8. Communal Organisation of industry as the Regional Type
of India—^By Badhahamal Mookerjee, M.A., Ph.D.

Volume III. Bs. 9-0.

1. Kant’s Central Concept—^By Bamdas Khan, M.A., Ph.O.

2. MedifiBval Sculpture in Eastern India—By Bamapraead
Chanda, B.A.

Volume IV. Bs. 9-0.

1. Four Ancient yaksa Statues (with Seven Plates)—^By
Bamaprasad Chanda, B.A.

2. Vatsyuyana the author of Kamasutra : Date and Place of
Origin—^By Haranchandra Chaklodar, M.A.

3. On a Bihari Ceremonial Worship of Totemistic Origin

—

By Saratchandra Mitra, M.A.
University of Calcutta Anthropological Paper No. 4.

4. Whnt is Buddhifim?—^By R. Kimura.

5. Aryanism and Ihe Rig-Vedic Age, I—^By H. B. Hannah.

6. The Rovecne Policy of Shivaji—By Surendranath Sen,

M.A.

The Aryans of India—^By BijaychanUra Majumdar, B.A.

8. On the Karma Dharma Festival of North Bihar and its

Munda Analogues—By Saratchandra Mitra, M.A.

0.

Water Transport in Medissval India—^By Bejoykumar
Barkor, A.B. (Harvard).

Volume V. Bs. 9-0.

1. Indo-Aryan Polity during the period of the Big-Vedar—

By Prafullachandra Bose, M.A.

2. Aryanism and the Big-Vedio Age, 11, IH and IV—^By

H. B. Hannah.

8. The First Outlines of a Systematic Anthropology of Asia

—^By Prof. V. Giuffrida-Buggeri, translated from Italian by
Haranchandra Chakladar, M.A.

4. Aryanism and the lUg-Vedio Age, V—By H. Brace
Hannah.

6. Primitive Elements of Jainism—^By Prabodbehaodra
Bagohi, M.A.
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Volume YI. Bs. 9.

The Bhela Samhita (Sandoit Tezk).

Volume VII. Be. 9.

1. Beview and Giitioism of Dr. Jamea Ward's Fl^elidlosr
Part I— P. K. Bay, D.Se.

2. Part 11: Dr. James Ward’s "Psyehological Flineiplea"-—^By P. K. Bay, D.So.

8.

The Conception of Freedom—^By P. D. Shastri, M.A.,
Ph.D.

4. The Moral Standards In Hindu Ethios—^By Busilkumar
Maitra, M.A.

6.

The Claim of the Individual to be Beal—^By G. H.
Langley, M.A.

6. Plato and the Sophiate—^By W. Douglas, M.A.
7. Teachings of Upanisads-~By Mahendranath Barkar,

M.A., Ph.D.

8. Two Ancient Schools of Vedanta—^By Abhayaknmar
Guha, M.A., Ph.D.

9. The Springs of Action in Hindu Ethics—By Busilkumar
Maitra, M.A.

Volume VIII. Be. 9.

1. B. C. 2782 in Ancient Bomic Chronology, and the
Spheroidal Point of the Sothio Bisings—^By H. Bruce Hannah.

2. Aryanism and the Big-Vedic Age, VI—^By H. Bruce
Hannah. «

8. Aryanism and the Big-Vedic Age, vil—^By H. Bruce
Hannah.

4. High Caste Hindu Marriage of Bengal with special re-

ference to its Folk Elements—By Tarakcbandra Das, M.A.

6. The Problem of Sothic-Bising Dates as reported by the

Priests—^By H. Bruce Haimah.

6. The Mahasanghika School of Buddhism—^By Nalinaksha
Datta, M.A.

7. On the Cult of Bonaraya in Northern Bengal—^By Sarat-

ohandra Mitra, M.A.

8. On the Cult of Sonaraya in Eastern Bengal—By Sarat-

chandra Mitra, M.A.

9. The Antiquity of the Big-Vedio Age—^By Abinasohandra
Das, M.A., Ph.D. '

10. Bases of India—^By Bamaprasad Chanda, B.A.

11. The Problem of the Sothic-Bising Dates aa reported by
the Egyptian Priests—^By H. Bruce Hannah.

l2* Manava Bulba Butram—By Natandrakumar Mnumdar
M.A.
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Volame IX. Bs. 9.

1. Ancient India— Sylvain Levi, D.Litt.
2. The Text of Kavyaloka Locana, IV

—

By Susilkumar De,
M.A.. D.Lit.

3. Problem of the Reported Sothic-Bising Dates as recorded
by the Egyptian Priests, UI. The Solution—^By H. Bruoe
Hannah.

4. The ExpresBiveness of Indian Art—^By Stella Kramrisch,
Ph.D.

(t) Indian Art, its Significance in the World.
(u) Nature and Creativeness.

(Hi) Myth and Form.
(iu) Space.
(v) Rhythm.

(vi) Evolution: the Historical Movement.

5. Indo-Aryan Origins and Developments, Racial and Cul-

tural—^By H. Bruce Hannah.

6. Archeological Methods—By Aroon Sen.

7. Political History of India from the Accession of Parikshit
to the Coronation of Bimbisara—By Hemchandra Raychaudhuii,
M.A., Ph.D.

Volume X. Bs. 9.

1. The Gurjara-Pratiharas—By Kaineschandra Majumdar,
M.A., Ph.D.

2. The Contact of Indian Art with the Art of other Civili-

sations—By Stella Kramrisch, Ph.D. •

8. Ship-building and Commerce in Ancient Bengal

—

Tamonash Das Qupta, M.A.

4. llie Religion of Asoka Buddha—By Manindra Mohan
Bose, M.A.

5. On an Aociirnulation Droll from Eastern Bengal—By
Saratchandra Mitra, M.A.

6. On a Musulmani Legend about the Sylvan Saint Bana
Bibi and the Tiger-deitytDakshina Raya—^By Saratchandra Mltra,

M.A.

7. The Art of Writing in Ancient India—By Abinaschandra
Das, M.A., Ph,D.

8. The Vinayapitakam and Early Buddhist Monasticism in

its Growth and Development—^By Sukumar Dutt, M.A., B.L.

Volume XI. Bs. 9.

1. Problems in Ancient Egyptian ” Chitmology—^By H.
B. Hannah.

2. The Telugu Academy Hates of Vishnukundin—Madhava
Bannam A.D. 694—^By K. B. Lakshman Bao, M.4.

9
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The Legend of Buddhaghosa—^By M. Louis Finot.

4. Sun Worship amongst the Aboriginal Tribes of Eastern
India—^By Tarakchandra Das, M.A.

5. On a Legend from South Behar—By Saratohandra
Mitra, M.A.

0. On Two New Types of Aoeumulation Drolls—^By Sarut-

chandra Mitra, M.A.

7. The Eahun Sothio-Bising, 1 and n—^By H. B. Hannah.

8. Mythology and Geological Time—^By H. B. Hannah.

9. Place of Ethics and Beligion in the Sankara System—^By

Eokileswar Sastri, M.A.
10. Notes on Vajra—^By N. O. Majumdar, M.A.

11. The Era of Menophres and the Sothic Calendar, I-IV

—By H. B. Hannah.

12. An Enquiry about the Hindu Law of Evidence—^By

Arnareswar Thakur, M.A.

13. The Vishnudharmoitaram—^By Stella Kramrisch, Ph.D.

14. An Historical Study of the Terms Mahayana and Hina-
yana and the Origin of Mahayana Buddhism—By B. Kimura.

Volume XII. Bs. 9.

1. The Dramas of Bhasa—^By Jyotischandra Ghatak, M.A.

2.
^
Linguistic Speculations of the Hindus—By Prabhat-

Chandra (Jhakravarti, M.A.

3. A Historical Study of the Terms Mahayana and Hinayana
and the Origin nt Mkhayana Buddhism—By B. Kimura.

Volume XIII. Bs. 9.
'

1. Evolution of Law—^By Nareschandra Sengupta, M.A.,
D.L.

2. Analysis of Meaning in Indian Semantics—^By 8. Varma.

3. Analysis of Volition in Hindu Philosophy—By Susil-

kumar Maitra, M.A. #
4. Economic Policy and Functions of the Kautiliyan

State—By Humchandra Roy, M.A.

5. Bir Singh Deo—By Lola Sita Bam, B.A.

6. —^By Nalinimohan Sanyal, M.A.
(with 12 plates).

7. ^nST^rlN—By Nirmalkumar Basu.

Volume XIY. Bs. 9.

1. The Conception of Pontive Law in Andent India—B7
N. C. Chattetjee, M.A., Bar.^at-Law.
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2. The Date of Mriochakatika from Astrologioal Data

—

JyotiBchand^a Ghatak, M.A.

8. A Brief Account of Malayalam 'Phonetics—By L.
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Journal of the Department of Science. (Seven volumes

published). PerVol. Rs. 9-0.
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subjects by reputed scholars.

Yol. I. Royal 8vo. pp. 325. Rs, 9.
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B. N. Bal, M.Bc.

VoL II. Royal 8vo. pp. 313. Rs. 9.

1. Seventeen articles on Mathematics by Prof. Budbansu-
kumar Baneijee, D.Sc., Nikhilranjan Ben, M.A., Shyamadas
Mukherjee, M.A., Ph.D., Sasindrachandra Dhar, M.Sc., I^abndk-
chandra Sengupta, M.A., N. K. Majumdar, M.A., etc.

2. Eight articles on Phvsics bv Prof. Moffhnnd Snhn, D.Sf
8. Eight articles on Botany, five bv 6. N. Bal, M.Bc., and

H. P. Chewdhury, M.Bc., and two by Prof. P. Brfihl, D.8e.
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Banerjee.

YoL IV. Boyal 8vo. pp. 488. Bs. 9.

1. Thirty-nine articles on Mathematics by Prof. S. K.
Banezjee, D.Sc., Abanibhushan Datta, M.A., Ph.D., Panchanan
Das, M.Sc., G. H. Bryan, So.D., Jyotirmay Ghosh, M.Sc.,
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(1) Molecular Difihraction of Light by Prof. C. V.
Baman, M.A., D.Sc.

(2) The Beality of Atomic Structure by Sir

William Jackson Pope, K.B.E., F.B.8., M.A., LL.D.,
D.Sc.

(8) On the lomsation of Gases by Heat by Prof.

Meghnad Saha, D.Sc., F.Inst.P., and Paul Giinther.

Ph.D.

8. Zoology—^The Bole of Olfactory Sensation in Selection ot

Food by Ants by R. Mitra, B.A.

4. Geology—On the Gancrinite from Kishengarh, Bajputana,
by Saratlal Biswas, M.Sc.

6. Botany—(1) The Algss of Bengal Filter-beds by Prof. P.

Briihl, D.Sc., and K. P. Biswas.

(2) A New Species of Meliola growing on
Different host-plants by S. N. Bd, and A. G. Datta.

Yol. Y. Royal 8vo. pp. 392. Rs. 9.
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C.I.E., D.Sc., Ph.D.
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M.Sc., Nripendranatb Sen, M.Sc., and Saiischandra Ghakrabarti,
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K. P. Biswas, M.Sc., and Atulchandra Datta, M.Sc.

5. Geology—^Indian Pre-History by Hemchandra Das-
Gupta, M.A., F.G.S.

Vol. VI. Boyal 8vo. pp. 463. Bb. 9.

1. Thirteen attioles on Mathematics by Panohanan Das,
Jyotirmay Ohosh, M.A., Prof. C. E. Cullis, ManujnaU)

Ghatak, eto,
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Calcutta Re¥iew (Estd. 1844 ; Third Series 1921).

An Illustrated Monthly, published by the Calcutta University.
Oldest and Best Cultural Paper of India. (Annual Subscrip-
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One only. For Libraries and eduoatkmal Institutions Mtoi. only
Year begins from October,
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UniTersity Calendar for the year 1926. Containing (1)

list of members constituting the Senate, Syndi-

cate, Faculties, Post-Graduate Councils, Boards of

Examiners, etc., (2) Full information regarding Endow-
ments for Professorships, Lecturerships, Readerships,
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University Calendar for the years 1918 and 1910, Part II,
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Unhrenity Gidendar for the year 1024, Part II, Yol. I

(containing list of Graduates in Arts, Science, Law,

Medicine and Engincering^ up to the year 1923). Demy
8vo. pp. 1612. Bs. 10.

UniTersity Calendar for the years 1918 and 1910, Part II,

Vol. II (containing the list of Graduates in Arts, Science,
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Demy 8vo. pp. 448. Bs. 3-0.

UniTersity Examination Papers for the examinations in
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EDUCATIONAL REFORM *

1 am deeply sensible of the honour you have done me by

electing me to this office. When 1 remember that the first

Annual Conference was presided over by so illustrious a teacher

as Sir P. C. Boy, a unique example of old world simplicity and

modem culture, T realise what a distinction it is to be called

upon to preside over this important conference of College and

Cuiversity tojmhers. I thank you for your kindness.

It has not been ^xissible for mo, in the inixldle of term time

to prepare anything worthy of a rrcsidcutial Address. Nor am
I so tlionnighly conversant with the problems tliat arc facing

us, as some other raembers of this Association are. As those

who invited me knew my limitations, 1 am sure, they would

not exi)ect from me what I atn obviously in(H>m|x;tent to give. I

have put down a few scattered thoughts as au apology for an

address.

Since the transfer of the subject of education in 1920 to

provincial Ministers rcs))onsibl(? to represcjitative Legislative

(kuincils, educational reform has iH’-en attracting increasing

attention. Popular ministers who can now to some extent

direct the pdlicy of education arc auxious to make education

effective for national efficiency. It may therefore he useful if

we direct our attention to the striking defects of the system

rather than dilate on its well-known merits.

^ PreBidential Address delivered at the Secood Annual Conference of the All*

Bengal College and University Teachers* Association on the 8rd of April. 1927.
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Neglect of the National Ideal.

The educatioual policy of the Government has been restrict-

ed in aim and scope. WhiAe it has succeeded in training men
into efficient but docile tools of an external authority, it has not

helped them to become self-respecting citizens of a free nation.

Love of one’s native land is the basis of all progress. This

principle is recognised in all countries. But in our unfortunate

country it is the other way. A conquered race feels its heart sink.

It loses hope, courage and confidence. Our political subjection

carries with it the suggestion that wo cannot consider ourselves

the equals of free nations. Indian history is taught to impress

on us the one lesson that
”
India has failed.” The worst form of

bondage is that of despair and dejection which creeps on defeat-

ed peoples breeding in them loss of faith in themselves. The

aim of true education should bo to keep alive the spark of

national pride and self-respect, in the midst of circumstances

that tend to undermine them. If we lose our wealth and re-

sources, we may recover them to-morrow, if not to-day ; but if

we lose our national consciousness there is no hope for ns. The

dead cannot be raised but the poor can.

The difficulty of developing the idea of nationhood in the

vast population of India, including as it does a multitude of

diverse races, castes and creeds, is great hut it is not'impossible.

It has not been tried. The American schools are highly suc-

cessful in Americanising the heterogeneous EuroiJean elements

that flock into the United States year after year. There is no

reason why we should not siicci*ed in this task, if our schools

and colleges focus the emotions «»f our youth on the national

ideal, if they imbue our young men uith a fixed determination

to be content with nothing less than control over their own

destinies and a burning passion tp remove the conditions which

prevent the realisation of this ideal. They must sternly silence

all sectional tendencies and foster opportunities for developing

the sense of unity and feeling that we arc all parts of a whole

destined to swim or sink together. When we are all voyaging
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in one vessel, we cannot hope to keep afloat or win through to

}K)rt, if there be uiultny aboard or if one man’s liand is turned

against another’s. Communal warfare is another name for

national suicide.

Small Proportion of Literacy.

Communal conflicts arc ix>s8ible, simply because our edu*

cation* has not been a success judged cither by quantity or

by quality. The proportion of the population which is

literate is inconsiderable. Our masses bear on their faces

marks of physical and mental degradation arising from econo-

mic distress and lack of education. They have lost their grip

on life and arc mostly dispirited and sentimental. In their drab

lives, any excitement is welcome. The ease with which the

passions of our i)eople are moved almost at uill by interested

manipulators is a sad commentary on the neglect of popular

education. A trained mind is the only security against sensa-

tion and excitement.

Impatience with the Past.

The quality of education imparted in our schools and colleges

has siiiTei'cd from a serious handicap. Impatience with the

past of India has been the dominant note of our courses of study.

Indian thought does not form an integral part of the scheme

of general culture. Poorly paid Pandits devote two or three

hours a week to it and critical methods are not used in its study.

The methods of historical analysis and critical evaluation are ap-

plied everywhere else than in liuliani thought to which an attitude

of hazy emotional reverence is adopted. We live in two worlds,

a world of habits which are outworn and a world of ideas which

are ineffective. The old and th<? new- are jumbled together in our

minds without any order or unity. We repeat ancient texts in

answ'er tomodem problems. The living faith of the dead has become

the dead faith of the living. If educated India is still safe for
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stupidity and superstition, it is the direct result of the divorce

of science and criticism from religion and life. It is no wonder

that our culture has not been able to protect us from the news-

papers which arc specialising in flinging falsehoods at us and

the politicians wha persuade us to love and hate our neighlK>urs

for the sake of their ixsrsonal ambitions. In times of commu-
nal disturbance, even the cultured co-operate with the emwds.

Ecverence for the past is one of the essential ingredients

of nationalism. It is impossible for India to give up its past

and got assimilated to a foreign tradition. Wo cannot borrow

souls us we barter goods. The past of India is the sure founda-

tion on which new ideas can be acquired. While we should expose

ourselves to all the winds that blow, we should not be blown

off our feet. Tlie great ages of renaissance in history were those

when men discovered the seeds of progress in the granary of the

past. A critical investigation of our social and spiritual founda-

tions will convert blind fanaticism into discriminating insight.

We shall then Icam to put first things first and not use the

great terms of religion for the little details of ceremonial.

The mere existence of different faiths need not menace a

nation’s life. History tells us that national and political unity

is quite consistent with fervent devotion to distinctive forms of

faith. All that is necessary is a new attitude and outlook

on life.

Cultural Inefficiency.

While it is true that our Universities have contributed a

good deal to the public life, social service and the learned profes-

sions, it cannot be said that they have influenced much the

literature and philosophy of the world, its art and* science. We
are to-day glorying in the great past of our country as if it were

a compensation for the bitter present. As a rule our literature

is puerile, our art thin and affected, our science secondhand and

shallow and our philosophy—^it does not exist. The notable

achievements of Tagore and Bose, Boy and Raman are exceptions-
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which prove the rule. The reHiiunsibility for tliis sad situatiuii is

the inc£Eiciency of the culture iiuitarted iu our colleges. After

four years of college life—which should be the most stiinuJating

intellectual experieuce—must of our students go out into the world

with their curiosity unkindlcd and their imagination untouehed.

Our colleges do not encourage a frtH} montui lift' and intclleetuul

adventure. University education is a busincKs |)ro])ositioii but

docs not lift us to new levels of thought and touch the mind to

new adventure, liigidity of mind and inaptitude to take up new
ideas are dangers which we must try to overcome if we are not

to fall beliind in the rivalry of nations. It is very essential that

we should give up intellectual timidity and fear of thinking.

Indifference in Science.

The difference between the medimval and the modern out-

look is largely due to the spirit of science. It is |M>pularly

assumed that scientihe studies in India are of the nature of an

exotic. Though it may appear that the conquest of the physical

environment was rather remote from the main interests of

life in India where the most vigorous thought of each genera-

tion was devoted to the pursuit of .speculative problems, there

are facts to show that science was not neglected in the vigoi’ous

days of India. India was not backward in mathematics and

astronomy, chemistry and medicine and the branches of physical

knowledge practised in ancient times. The scientific achieve-

ments came to a halt somewhere about the thirteenth century.

In recent years we have recovered much lost graund, thanks to

the workers of the University College of Science among others.

May I, in this connection, offer our felicitations to Dr. Meghnad

Saha who has l)ccn recommended by the President and the

Executive Council of the Koyal Society for admission to its

Fellowship. That the Koyal Society should have bestowed its

highest award on Indian scientists means that in the making of

new scientific knowledge the work of our men is deemed worthy
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of respect even by critics who nre iiot ordinarily prone to

enthusiasm for Indian taicni. While uinch of the work that is

being done in onr I'niversity is of n high order, the general

level is low and the State support for scientific studies is by no

means generous.

Unpractical Character.

It is. notorious that our educational institutions are nut

adapted to our practical needs. India is recognised ns one of the

foremost industrial countries of the world and yet the econo-

mic distress of her middle classes is appalling. We Lave

splendid natural resources, man-(K)wer, enough and to spare,

and industrial traditions, but our edueational system does not

make them meet. Our colleges train young men for the two

chief industries of the land,—law and public service. There is

a loud and wide demand for practical an^ vocational education.

It is really a demand for employment and has to be met not

so much by the starting of technological institutions as

by the rise of industries. We cannot create industries by

training men to practise them. It is an everyday experience

in our country that graduates of science and commerce apply

for clerks’ posts in (lovcriiment offices. In a country like ours,

it is the duty of the (iovei nment to build workshops and keep

them supplied with well-educated and trained men. Tt must

subsidise nil industries which arc unable of themselves to gain

a foothold in the o]M3n market. Huge efforts arc necessary

if our industrial fortunes are not to suffer an eternal eclipse.

If it is true that our middle classes are wanting in mechanical

aptitude, industrial capacity or commercial instinqt, a Uni-

versity cannot create them by the starting of technological

courses. Early school training must help us. T think the new

Matriculation regulations may bring about a desirable change.

By insisting on manual training and giving a vocational bias,

they may help the large body of students whose means and
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capacities do not allow them to go up to the University and

who are therefore obliged to enter on callings in life or whose

interests and opportunities impel them to resort to technologi-

cal or professional studies within or without the University.

Expenditure on education and the development of in-

dustrial life is not merely an economic investment from which a

steady income may be expected in later years but even a

political investment which will divert the intelligentsia from

dreams of anarchism and bolshevism. As most of our graduates

who are trained for the learned professions are not absorbed

by them, they are wasting their energies in the sands of

political and racial agitation. A bold effort on a large scale to

apply the brain-power of the country to the natural resources

has to be made immediately if the increasing ceonomic rest-

lessness and consequent political disorder aie to be averted in

any appreciable degree.

It is the duty of our Ministers and Legislative Council to

make our education more efficient in every way. It is not

necessary to scrap the existing machinery with its long ex-

perience and provincial resources at its back; we have only to

adapt it to the new purposes of our ago. Instead of waiting

and watching to see whether the jieople arc fit for another

instalment of self-government, the education authorities must

use every m^ans in their power to fit the people for self-govern-

ment as soon as (mssiblc !)y training them for citizenship,

wealth-production and national defence. If the present

Minister of Education, whose patriotism is unquestioned,

takes up with strength and seriousness the pi-oblem of educational

1‘eforin which cannot be further [jostiwncd u’ithout danger,

he may show greater results than his predecessors in office.

Secondary Education Hoard.

The question of the reform of secondary education was

thoroughly cjinvassed by the Sadler Commission who recom-

mended the creation of an inde|%ndcnt Board of Secondary
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Education. Their proposals could not be carried out on account

of their financial cost. Several attempts at piecemeal legislation

proved abortive. Latterly we have had some agreement on the

main principles of reform between the Government and the

University. At present the schools are functioning under two

separate authorities. The University cannot surrender its

right to have its own Entrance Examination and this carries

with it the power to recognise institutions which prepare

candidates for this test, prescribe the courses of study and

conduct examinations. The Government through its inspector-

ate distributes grants-in-aid. The new Board will exercise

both these functions and have representatives of the l^niversityand

the Government on it. There are differences of opinion regard-

ing the controlling authority, whether it is to be the Senate

or a new general Ixxly corresiX)nding to the Senate. The chief

objection to the former cx)urse seems to be that the Senate as

at present constituted does not have an effective representation

of secondary school teachers, hut we are all looking forward

to the remodelling of the Senate, and this defect can be remedied

then. 'I’he difliculty that the Syndicate is already overburdened

with work cannot lo siiriously presM^d, since the new Board

would relieve the Syndicuh* of its school work. It is quite

true that the I'nivcrsities have little to do with schools in other

countries but wc have to reinemlor that while*^ I^niversities

grew out of secondary stihools cveryAvhcrc else, the reverse process

operated in India. Tlic Sadler Commission recommended

the ultimate separation of the Intermediate Classes from the

dcgrc^(^ courses. Such a separation is academically sound if

financially ])ossil)le. I’hc control of the Board by the Senate

will facilitate the transfer of the Intermediate Classes to the

Board if and when the occasion for it arises. Besides, there is

a social glamour about University examinations and until the

new secondary schools and the Board become popular, it is best

to retain them under the University. Such a course would

save us from the apparently impossible task of assessing the finan-
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cial loss to the Uniyersity likely to be caused by the transfer of

some of its examinations to the Board. Only we have to take

care to see to it that University careers do not dominate school

courses. The creation of a General Council will entail much

expenditure which cannot be justified in the present state of our

hnances. After all, the powers of the Senate will be of a very

general nature and the Board will enjoy absolute autonomy.

After a time it may be necessary to make the Board autonomous

and nothing can prevent us from doing it. There is no finality

about educational matters. I hope that the Secondary Educa-

tion Bill will soon l)e introduced in the Council and passed into

law in a satisfactory form so that education might become a

great highroad broad enough for all in their different capacities.

University Reform.

The recent debate on the I^niversity grant in the Legisla-

tive Council has revealed an unexpected unanimity about

the need for University reform on an elective basis. The Sadler

Report is not a sacred text and there is no reason why we

sbonld not adapt its recommendations to our needs. It suggests

the formation of a Court, an Academic Council and a Syndicate.

These answer roughly to our Senate, Faculties and the Syndi-

cate. In its opinion the Court should be a much larger and

more representative body than the present Senate. While a

great and progressive University should be in active touch with

the life of the nation, we have to remember that it exists

primarily for the advancement of learning and research. It

should therefore consist of a decided majority of academic re-

presentatives. They will be quite competent to deal with ad-

ministrative questions. The idea that academic men arc not

suited for administrative work is {peculiar to our country. So far

as I knew, the Universities of Great Britain and America

arc controlled by academic men. I am afraid that the Court,

if constituted so as to include every important element of the

2
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public opinion of the areas which the University serves will

become a ceremonial body whose discussions will be of an

unpractical character. While the Senate should include a few

representatives of the public at large, it shotild not be degraded

into a durbar. Even in the present Senate, there are some

gentlemen (or whom a University fellowship is a mark of

distinction or recoguitiou of public importance. They do not

trouble themselves about academic affairs but attend annual

meetings to favour a friend or resist a rival. As a corporation

of learning, the University should be under the authoritative

direction of experts.

A University as an institution for cultural, professional and

technological studies cannot be supported by the fees of the

students. It must get liberal grants from the State whose subsidies

should be statutory, i.e., must not dei)cnd on the passing of annual

estimates by the Legislature. I may quote in this connection

the wise words of Lord Balfour in his opening speech at the

Congress of the Universities of the British Empire held at

Cambridge last year. “ If the State be asked to subscribe great

funds, either in this country or any of the Dominions or indeed

in any country, there will always be a natural and pardonable

instinct on the part of the State to control and supervise the

working of an institution which it is doing so much to support.

It is perfectly natural but it is extremely dangerous. Cambridge,

Oxford and the older Universities are receiving assistance from

the State, but our University traditions are so deeply rooted that

I do not think there is any symptom, so far as my judgment

goes, of any Government attempting to interfere with the

University autonomy, which, whether it be well exercised

or ill exercised, is at all events at the worst far better than State

control ” We should endeavour in every way tofreethe Univer-

sity from Government control and interference. It does not

matter whether the Government is British or Indian, bureaucratic

or democratic. The University is a national institution above

the strife of parties and all attempts to entangle it in communal
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and political intrigue \7ill have to be stoutly resisted. The

breath of partisanship is blighting to academic ideals.

I think the Senate should consist of (1) ex-officio Fellows,

who will include all Principals of Colleges training students for

a degree course, and University Professors, (2) twenty members

elected by the Eegistered Graduates, who widl be the spokesmen

of the community helping tu keep the I^nivcrsity in touch with

all sides of national life, (3) twenty ineinbors elected by the

teachers of Arts and Science colleges affiliated to the I'niversity

and of secondary schools, (4) twenty members elected by the

Post-graduate teachers in Arts and SoiciU'e and teachers in the

colleges of law, medicine, engineering and teaching; (5) twenty

members to be elected by the Faculties of the University and

bodies like the Corporation, Legislative Council and Chamber

of Commerce and (0) twenty nominees of the Government.

T believe that such a Senate will not be an unwieldy and amor-

phous body like the Court contemplated by the Sadler Com-

mission but be a more workmanlike organisation composed

essentially of academic men.

Gonchmon.

Legislation and I’cform, curricula and courses of study

cannot by themselves do very much
; evei’ything dcjieuds on the

personality and outlook of the teaching staff. An institution

is inspired by the men who work it. ^J’cachors of a certain

ty2)c, men and women of high attainments with tiie vocation

for the calling of a teacher are more important and nion;

difficult to get than magnificent buildings and libraries. The

place of thQ teacher in the building of the nation is very high.

The best men of the country will have to be attracted to the

profession of teaching. This*c.nnnot be done if college teachers

are not provided with adccjuate salaries and reasonable

security of tenure. While the material })ri/es of academic

life cannot compete with those of commercial or industrial

careers, they should be high enough to free the teacher from
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economic want and provide him with the leisure and detach-

ment necessary for patient study and plodding work. A
resolution is tabled which proposes an initial salary of Bs. 100

for a college tutor or demonstrator and Bs. 150 for a eoUege

lecturer and I hope that these very modest proposals will be

accepted by you. It is a pity that the State is not realising its

responsibilities to non-government institutions. It must come

to their help with substantial grants for the improvement of

the pay of their staff.

If the teaching body as a whole should influence the

programme of the ITiiiversities, secure effective representation

on the different authorities of the University and the governing

bodies of the colleges, if it is to inspire the intellectual atmo-

sphere of the country and take its proper place in the national

life, it has to work with a consciousness of its vocation and

dignity and in a spirit of unity and organisation. This Asso-

ciation works for these larger ends. I appeal to the members

of the teaching profession in the Colleges and the University

to join it in larger numbers and help in the realisation of its

objects. For organised we are an army ; dissipated we are a

rabble.

S. Badharrismrar
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THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL COURTS IN

WORLD SOCIETY

In the first lecture in this series, I attempted to outline the

forces which contributed during the nineteenth century to the

formation of our present world community, and the efforts

under way before the War to meet the needs of that community

by organized action. In a second lecture, I dealt with the inau-

guration of the new method of conference and co-operation

which we call the League of Nations, and on the experience of

the past seven years I endeavoured to point out some of its larger

significances for the future. A distinction is commonly drawn

between political and non-political activities in the field of inter-

national relations, and much of the work done by the League

method is said to fall into the former category. I am not sure

that the distinction serves much purpose, and for myself I

caimot sharply distinguish between .those things which fall

within the reach of the politicians’ prerogative and those thuigs

which are outside it. Any activity which the politicians under-

take would seem to me to become political by reason of Ihcir

undertaking it. Yet the politicians will often need the co-opera-

tion of men of other professions, and particularly of lawyers and

judges, and I would now invite your attention to those special

problems of international relations which require the attention

of courts manned by professional jurists.

Laymen are often tempted to exaggerate the role of law and

courts in hudian society. The analogies between national and

international law are so easily stretched that many people would

make the same approach to bolh. They see in most countries

a clearly recognised body of law, much of which may be known

by individuals in advance of their acting and may be applied

and enforced by courts with some degree of certainty and

promptitude. They, therefore, conclude that an international
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community must have a similar code of law governing the rela-

tions of states, and courts which will enforce it without favour

against all states alike. Although much of the national law

which relates to the action of public bodies and to the harmoni-

zing of public relations cannot be viewed precisely as that law

which governs the relations of individuals inter se, this distinc-

tion is often neglected by iieople who think of a dispute between

two states as they think of a dispute between two of their

fellow-citizens. The fact is forgotten, also, that even the na-

tional law of most countries does not make provision for all of

the individual relations, and that especially in the more highly

industrialized countries we are confronted every day with

numerous relationships which remaiii on the outer fringe of

crystallized law.

The over-simpliheationi of the legal questions arising in

international affairs is further encouraged by much of our legal

philosophy and by lay versions of it. Some people seem to

think of law as a gift of a divine Providence, of which the

operation is impeded only by the waywardness of selfish and

greedy men ;
and they seem to expect agencies created to apply

it to act independently of the ordinary conditions of human

action, as if law were automatic and courts but automatons in

its administration. The opinion voiced in some parts of the world,

therefore, looks forward to the codification of intei'iiiatiuniil law

and the creation of courts ‘‘with teeth” to apply it, in such a

way as to enable us to disjiense with the contiimed action of the

politicians. 1 siiall deal with the codification of international

law in a later lecture, and 1 shall now confine myself to a dis

eussion of what our international courts have done and w'hat we

may expect of them in the future.

The creation of courts orgapized in such a way that they

can serve the whole community of states has proved to be one

of the difficult tasks of the immediate past. The idea of an

international court of justice has stirred in men’s minds for

many generations. Jeremy Bentliam in his zeal for law reform
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aaw the need of such a court even before the beginning of tiie

nineteenth century, and almost all of the schemes for interna-

tional organization put forward daring the nineteenth

century included some such suggestion. But it was not

until a more general mterest in the development of arbitra-

tion was stimulated by the suoxiessful arbitration in 187*2 of the

dispute between Great Britain and the United States of

America, concerning the Alabama claims, that such suggestions

came within the serious notice of resix>nsible statesmen.

Popular interest in the creation of a permanent agency for arbi-

tration continued to increase, but no nation took the step of

calling a conference for the purpose; and with so little opportu-

nity for enacting the necessary legislation, nothing was accom-

plished until the first Peace Conference met at The Hague in

L899. The subject did not find place among the items on the

agenda of the conference even then, and it was only added after

the sessions had been begun. The conference succeeded in

getting agreement on the convention for the pacific settlement

of international disputes, and it set up the Permanent Court of

Arbitration, which since 1900 has served a very useful function.

The Permanent Court of Arbitration hardly deserves that name,

for it is not in fact a court; it has no judges, and it is not

permanent in the sense of having a personnel of members who
devote their time to any international work. Indeed, it is only

a panel of the nominees of various governments who may serve

as arbitrators when they are invited to do so. The arbitration

procedure envisaged in the convention for pacific settlement

may also be followed by arbitral tribunals whose memlwirs are

not drawn from this panel. But as the first agency of its kind,

the Permanent Court of Arbitration holds an important place in

the history of our international [lolity.

It is now a quarter of a century since the first arbitration

was entrusted to a tribunal chosen- from the Permanent Court

of Arbitration, and in that time nineteen arbitrations have I)een

referred to such tribunals or handled in accordance with the
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procedure outlined in the couivention for pacific settlement. The

nineteenth case, a dispute between the United States of America

and the Netherlands, concerning an island in the Philippine

Archipelago, has not yet been finally disposed of. The record

itself is imposing, and indicates the existence of the world’s

need of such an agency. But perhaps the mere fact of the

existence of such a body has proved more important than the

awards which have been made. For it has focussed attention

on the possibilities of peaceful settlement, it ha.s greatly en-

couraged the development of arbitration and the negotiation of

arbitration agreements, and it has paved the way for farther

steps which have been taken towards the international adminis-

tration of justice. If at times false hopes have been aroused

among people who did not understand the limited nature of the

progress made at The Hague, the effect of their disappointment

has been more than offset by the encouragement given to a belief

in the efficacy of effort in. this field. The older notion that

nations have always fought and always will and the pessimistic

view that arrangements in advance intended to facilitate peaceful

settlement will always prove futile, have given way to a faith

widely held that something can be accomplished by the creation

of agencies and machinery, which by their very existence may
make it more probable that there will be a willingness to make
use of them. The various states have with some degree of

regularity appointed the members of the Permanent Court of

Arbitration, which now number about one hundred and fifty,

and they have not withheld the co-oiwration which has enabled

the diplomatic corps at The Hague to carry on the necessary

acts of administration. The existence of the Court has helped

rather than hindered the conduct of arbitrations by outside

tribunals following a different procedure, and I cannot see how
any one might think that the world would have l)een better off

during the past twenty-five years if the Permanent Court of

Arbitration had never l)ecn created.

But the shortcomings of this body were appreciated at the
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time it was launched, and agitation at once began for creating

a more adequate international agency for the administration of

justice. It was thought quite generally that arbitration differed

from adjudication according to law, and hence it was argued

that a new tribunal should be established which would be

equipped to adjudicate international disputes by application

of the established law. I think it is open to serious doubt

whether the distinction between arbitration and 'adjudication

was not pressed too far in the decade before the War. If all

arbitrators endeavoured to bring the disputant states to aeeept-

able terms without reference to the law applying to their claims

and if all judges engaged in the inexorable application of definite

and inescapable law without reference to what may be its

practical consequences in the given case, the distinction might

be a more important one. There may have been cases in which

both of these things happened ; in one important case it was

widely thought that the arbitrators confined themselves to

“splitting the difference.” But in the great majority of cases

arbitrators who are usually lawyers feel themselves bound by

the applicable law if any law is clearly applicable, just as

judges feel them^lves bound to consider the consequences of

the decisions which they reach. Yet if the distinction has often

been pressed too far, it has nevertheless rendered the service

of stressing the importance of having a fixed personnel of

judges, trained in handling international cases, devoting their

time to doing so, habituated to working harmoniously together

and available to be called upon at any time to deal with any

case which may be submitted to them. Such a personnel was

not provided by the Permanent Court of Arbitration, nor was

the procedure of the tribunals worked out in such a way as to

offer a chance for continuity and development toward judicial

standards.

At the second Peace Conference at The Hague, in 1907,

therefore, an attempt was made to organize a new Court of

Arbitral Justice. The Permanent Court of Arbitration set up

3
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in 1899 was to be continued under the revised convention for

the padfio settlement of international disputes, and alongside

it the Conference projected that there should be another body

better manned for the development of judicial traditions. The

project became far advanced, for there was general agreement

• on its basic idea and most of its provisions ; but it proved

impossible to get agreement on any proposed method of elect-

ing the judges. Certain states feared that the limited number

of judges would not include their own nationals, and the dogma

of state equality precluded them from accepting any such situ-

ation. The representative of the Dominican Bepublic declared,

for in stance, that under no circumstances could he agree to

setting up an institution in which San Domingo did not have

equal representation with Great Britain. A project which

lacked provision for the election of judges was included in the

Final Act of the Conference, but later efforts to have it put into

operation proved of no avail.

Nor did the International Prize Court, for the creation of

which a convention was signed at the second Peace Conference

{it The Hague, meet with any better fate. In this convention

a very artificial method pf choosing the judges was adopted,

which might have worked for a time but which would almost

certainly have handicapped the Court if it had ever been in-

augurated. But it was the failure of the Declaration of London

which made the establishment of the Prize Court impossible

;

the state of prize law, which has so largely been' determined by

the countries of large naval power, did not warrant such an

attempt apart from the adoption of a new code of maritime law.

Nor have the lessons about prize law' which were learned during

the War tended to revive the movement in favour of such a

tribunal.

With the close of the War, the effort to establish a new
court of justice was resumed, and the creation of the Assembly

and the Council of the League of Nations afforded an avenue

of escape from the impasse of 1907, In the Assembly adequate
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account bad been taken of tbe principle of state equality,

while in tbe Council adequate provision had been made for the

special position of certain more influential Powers. It was a

very' happy proposal of the Advisory Commission of Jurists

which sat at The Hague in the summer of 1920, on the invita-

tion of the Council of the League of Nations, that the judges

of a new court should be elected by the Assembly and Council

jointly. In most other respects, the plan proposed by that

Advisory Committee was based on ideas already accepted in

1907. Account was of course taken of the great advance

in international organization, for co-relation between the

work of the new Court and that of the Assembly and Council

had been provided for in the Covenant of the League of Nations.

In the changed situation after the War, it proved relatively

easy to create the Permanent Court of International Justice,

which now fills much the same function as that for which a

Court of Arbitral Justice had been desked in 1907. Even the

abortive efforts of one generation may help a later generation;

but it seems very doubtful whether the new Court could have

been created at the close of the War, at any rate with such

extensive jurisdiction, if there had been no League of Nations.

The question often arises whether the Permanent Court

of Arbitration is needed now that the Permanent Court of

International Justice has come into being. At the present

time the answer must elearly be in the affirmative. As a

rallying-point for popular opinion which favours the peaceful

settlement of disputes, the new Court has almost entirely

superseded the oldi; and considering that only one dispute has

been referred to a tribunal of the old Court sinee the new one

began its work—and in that instance it was partly because one

of the parties had not signed the protocol of signature of the

new Court—I think it may be said that the large majority of cases

which might otherwise have gone to tribunals of the old Court

will probably go to the new Court in the future. But cases

may still arise in which disputant states will prefer a reference
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to arbitrators of their own choice to a reference to the fixed

bench of the new Court. Moreover, the members of the old

Court perform an essential office in connection with the election

of judges of the new Court; acting as national groups, they

must nominate the candidates who in the first instance are to

bo voted on by the Assembly and the Council of the League of

Nations in electing the judges of the new Court. It seems

important, therefore, that the old Court should be continued,

and this view is vindicated by the recent accessions to the 1907

convention for the pacific settlement of international disputes,

as well as by the prompt nomination of new members to fill

vacancies in the old Court.
%

The volume of business to come before the Permanent

Court of International Justice has been such as few people anti-

cipated when the Court was established. In five years it has

been called upon to give seven judgments and thirteen advisory

opinions—a larger output than that of the Permanent Court

of Arbitration in twenty-five years. Each of these judgments

and opinions has related to some important difference which
had arisen in such a way as to demand solution, and each

of them has formed the basis for some kind of settlement of

the difference to which it related. If all of them have not

been matters of first importance in the vexed state of inter-

national affairs during the past five years, and if one may say
that important differences have arisen concerning which the

Court’s aid ought to have been and was not sought, still the
fact remains that the Court has been so busy and so useful

that it has thoroughly earned its salt. All of the judgments
and opinions have not given universal satisfaction; the dis-

satisfaction of losing parties is to be expected, and criticism

of the opinion* in the Eastern Carelia case has been frequently

voiced. But the work of such an agency is not likely to be
free hum criticism, ever, and both in the Foreign Offices and
among the legal profession of the world the Court has already

earned an enviable reputation and prestige.
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One result of the satisfaction taken in the work

of the new Court has been the additions to its jurisdiction

by way of special clauses in treaties providing for the

reference to the Court of disputes which may arise in the

execution of the treaties themselves. It has now become a

common practice to insert such clauses in general multilateral

conventions, and they are not infrequently to be found in

bilateral treaties, particularly treaties of conciliation and arbi-

tration. Such jurisdiction has been exercised by the Court in

the Mavrommatis case, and in the case relating to Gorman

interests in Polish Upper Silesia. The opportunity for insert-

ing such clauses has influence at times in making possible

agreements which could not otherwise be reached—^perhaps that

may be said of the treaties constituting the settlement of

Locarno. In this way the Court is fast acquiring an extensive

compulsory jurisdiction which may come in time to be as

important as the so-called compulsory jurisdiction conferred by

the acceptance of the
“
optional clause.”

I think it may be doubted whether the importance of giving

the Court general compulsory jurisdiction has not been over-

emphasized. It is very easy here to be misled by the analogy

to national courts. An individual is not consulted as to his

williiigness to appear as a defendant in a national coiirt ; but

there definite forms of action are available, a definite default

procedure can be invoked, and a default judgment cam be

enforced by a marshal. None of these things is true of inter-

national courts at the present time, nor can its development be

envisaged in the early future. In our present situation, there-

fore, though a state may have bound itself in advance to submit

to the Court'll jurisdiction, the effective realization of a solution

by resort to the Court will almost always depend on the state’s

own co-operation. Moreover, provisions for compulsory

jurisdiction which will hold water against an unwillingness to

carry them out are difficult if not impossible to draw—certainly

aridde 36 of the Court’s Statute is not free from wide scope for
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varying interpretation. I share the hope of many people that

the “ optional clause ” of the Court’s Statute will be more

generally accepted, but I think it is not a reason for undue

discouragement that only twenty-five states have accepted it

to date.

The usefulness of the Court is not to be judged solely by the

amount of business which comes before it. Just as the existence

of the Permanent Court of Arbitration increased the confidence

of people that efforts to the devise machinery for peaceful

settlement were not ail in vain, so the existence of the Perma-

nent Court of International Justice has tended to increase the

willingness to seek some pacific way out of international difficul-

ties. With reference to cases which flare up and never come

before the Court, it is important that in public discussion the

possibility of recourse to the Court at once presents itself as an

alternative to force. When the (Ireek Patriarch was expelled

from Constantinople in 1924, the fact that the Council of the

League of Nations agreed to the Greek demand and requested

an advisory opinion of the Court, was a factor which made for

easier settlement of that difficulty, and a settlement was reached

before the Court could meet to respond to the request. The

promptness ^vith w'hich resort to the Court is now suggested

the moment any acute situation arises, is another indication of

the Court’s influence. This has been quite noticeable in two

instances during the past month—such a suggestion was made

with reference to the Sino-Belgian dispute about the renewal

of a treaty and with reference to the dispute between the United

States of Mexico and the United States of America about the

effect of certain Mexican laws on the property of Ameriean

citizens. As the existence and successful functioning of national

courts tend to increase a local community’s confidence in the

prevalence of law and order, so the existence of the Permanent

Court of International Justice tends to increase our sense of

security in the interpational community.

But I find one conception very prevalent which seems to me
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to exaggerate the importance of the Court’s influence. It is quite

generally supposed that an adequate Court will directly oviate

a resort to war. Some of my fellow-countrymen who are eager

to have war “ outlawed,” appear as eager to have a court given

larger powers with a view to the prevention of war. The

impression also exists that if such a court were created and

international law were codified, there would be no need of other

agencies of political adjustment to be maintained by the inter-

national community. I think these views do not take sufficient

account of the limits on judicial action. I can hardly imagine,

for instance, that any of the nineteen cases which have come

before the Permanent Court of Arbitration, nor that any of the

disputes which were the subjects of the seven judgments of the

Permanent Court of International Justice, would have led to

war if those institutions had not existed. It is quite unthink-

able to me that the United States and the Netherlands might

have fought about the question which is now pending before a

tribunal of the Permanent Court of Arbitration—^the question

of the sovereignty over the island of Palmas in the Philippine

Archipelago. Nor is it possible for me to believe that Groat

Britain and Greece might have gone to war over the case

of tho Mavrommatis Concessions in Palestine which has

been successfully adjudicated by the Permanent Court of

International Justice. A long series of such questions

might produce strained relations between two countries

which, combined with serious conflicts of policy, would lead to

w'ar; but it seems safe to say that the great majority of cases

susceptible of being litigated in an international tribunal will

be of the kind about which nations would never think of fighting.

This is not to say that the successful handling of such cases is

not important—^in the past they have often served as pretexts,

and they can always disturb the harmony which we would have
to prevail in the international community. But we must see

the rule of courts as it is, and the truth seems to be that the
seriious international diSerences cannot be pressed into legal
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equations. I think this may partly explain tiie reluctance of

certain states to accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the

new court.

It is the more important, therefore, that alongside a court

the international community should have other agencies to

deal with the disputes which only lend themselves to political

adjustment. In a conference like the Council of the League of

Nations, the same limitations do not circumscribe action; dis-

cussiont is not restricted to such precise issues; differences may
be narrowed, but they do not have to be crowded into legal

formulas; the methods of solution available are more varied.

Politicians and diplomats accustomed to responsibility are more

likely to have the necessary adaptability than judges who have

spent their lives in chaml)ers or at the bar. I think it is clear,

therefore, that the world needs such agencies as well as courts,

and in the long run I think there is more to hope for from them

than from courts, in the prevention of war.

It would be extremely unfortunate, however, if there were

no oo'operation between the Council of the League of Nations

and the Permanent Court of International Justice. One of the

happiest innovations of the Covenant of the League is the

provision in Article 14 that “ the Court may give an advisory

opinion upon any dispute or question referred to it by the

Council or Assembly.” The language of the French text seems

to be more mandatory, but the practice which has now become

established has robbed the controversy about the duty of the

Court to give advisory opinions of much of its importance.

The innovation was not viewed without suspicion in the begin-

ning, but I think its value has been amply vindicated by the

experience of these five years. In fourteen^ instances, the

Council has requested the Court to give advisory opinions; in

six instances it was because thei Council was seised of a dispute

of a generally political character, in the course of which legal

questions arose on which the assistance of the Court was needed;

in four instances it was because difficulties had arisen in the
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work of the International Labour Organization which necessitated

an authoritative determination of its constitutional law; in two

instances it was because disputing states sought the ClSouncil's

aid in the solution of distinctly legal questions; and in one

instance, it was because of the insistence of a single state which

had sought in vain, other methods of solution of a difficulty with

its neighbour. I think the Mosul case, to which I referred in

my last lecture, is very interostiirg in this connection : when the

Council came to consider the report of its commission sent into

the Mosul territory, it found that the representatives of Turkey

challenged its jurisdiction on legal grounds, and a serious

question arose as to the requirement of unanimity. Without

the possibility of having these matters settled at the time, and

settled in such away a» to give confidence to the disputing

states, the usefulness of the Council might have been very

seriously impaired. The Court’s opinion was very promptly

given, and it enabled the Council to proceed with the settlement

of a question which might very well have led to hostilities.

This, then, seems to be a contribution which the Court can

make to the maintenance of peace. Tt can supplement the

Council, it can increase the effectiveness of political deliberations

on disputes which might lead to war, it can clear away
the legal tangles which so frequently stick out in the foreground

of disputes in which the real issues are obscured in a political

l>aekground. The scales are never too heavily balanced in favour

of peace, and we cannot have too many agencies at hand to

assist in keeping the balance on that side.

The objections which have been made to advisory opinions

do not seem to me serious, though in the United States of

America they have achieved some importance. Tt is said that

the giving of advisory opinions is not a judicial function, and
that this feature of its jurisdiction deprives the Court of its

character as a real court. If the question: be viewed historically,

it is not to be denied that such jurisdiction has long been

exercised and is still exeircised by the courts of many countries.;

4
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the advisory opinion about the so-called ** Irish Treaty ’* given

by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in 1924 is a

striking example. If the question be viewed analytically,

judiciality would seem to exist where there is a precise question

before a court, where a contest with reference to it is actually in

progress, where a public hearing is held or an opportunity for

such a hearing is given, and where a reasoned judgment is

arrived at after due deliberation. By either test, the jurisdiction

as it is exercised by the Court would seem to fall quite clearly

within the limits of the judicial function. It is also said that it

is open to the Court to give secret opinions. Certainly that is

not precluded by the Court’s Statute, but it is clearly excluded

both by the Court’s rules and by its practice. It is further said

that this feature of the Court’s jurisdiction renders it subservient

to the Council and makes it but a political agency; but the

Court has demonetrated its independence by refusing to give the

opinion requested in the Eastern Carelia case.

During the past year, the Government of the United States

of America sought to adhere to the protocol of signature of the

Court with various reservatiions, the important one of which

provided that without the coneent of the United States, the

Court should not “ entertain any request for an advisory

opinion touching any dispute or question in which the United

States has or claims an interest.” The object of this reserva-

tion was stated to be to secure for the United States a position

of equality with those of the signatories that were Members of

the League of Nations and represented on the Council. But it

has never been determined whether action by the Council

requesting an advisory opinion must be taken by unanimous

vote, and even if this doubt were to be resolved in favour of

requiring unanimity, some inequality might still exist if the

power to prevent the Court frdm entertaining a request were

conceded to a state which is not represented at meetings of the

Council and which undertakes no responsibility for assisting in

t^ solution of the question concerning w'hich an advisory
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opinion is to be requested. The conference of signatories which

met in Geneva last September was therefore reluctant to make

this concession, and the result to date is that no action seems to

be possible at the present time to enable the United States to

join in maintaining the Court. From a general point of view,

it would seem desirable that some way should be found for

non-members of the League to share ini maintaining the Court,

in order that their resort to it may be made more probable.

This is particularly true in the case of the United States of

America, for the frequent use of the Court by other American

states would seem to be in some degree conditioned on the

support of the United States. The solution of this problem

calls for statesmanship of a high order.

In some quarters an objection to the Court has been based up-

on the fact that it is not backed byany force which will compel its

judgments to be observed. Again it is the analogy to national

Courts which suggests that every court must have somewhere

in the background a marshal who can execute its judgments ;

but it is a false analogy which would assimilate individuals and

public bodies in this respect. Nowhere perhaps is a more

illuminating experience to be found on this point than in the

history of the Supreme Court of the United States of America.

In the early days of that republic, when the new Supreme Court

had given a judgment against one of the federated states,

an unsympathetic President described the situation by

exclaiming,
*
‘Chief Justice Marshall has given his decision,

now let him enforce it.” When in more recent times

n dispute arose between the two states of Virginia and

West Virginia, and the Court had given a large money judgment

against the latter, the question squarely arose how it was to

be enforced ;
and though the Court repeatedly assorted its

ixiwer, it succeeded in disooverjing successive expedients which

prolonged the litigation until a settlement was finally reached.

Tjike the Supreme Court of the United States, the Permanent

C>ourt of International Justice really depends on public opinion
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for its sanction. The Covenant does mention in Article 18

proposals to be made by the Council in the event of a failure

of any Member of the League to carry out a judgment, tmd the

sanctions of Article IG may be applicable to a resort to war

against a Member which complies with a judgment of the

Court. But it would be a rare case in which such protisions

would be invoked, and in the main I think that the interna’

tional community must content itself with that moral pressure

which will usually be exerted to see that the Court’s judgments

are not flaunted.

For some time past, a proposal has been discussed, es-

pecially at meetings of the International Law Association,

that an international criminal court should be constituted. In

its latest form the proposal is that either a separate criminal

court should he set up or criminal jurisdiction should be con-

ferred on the Permnnent Court of International Justice, and a

reference to it may not seem inapposite ini connection with the

foregoing discussion of sanctions. It is the kind of proposal

which so frequently appeals to people who have a fondness for

symmetry. We have criminal courts in our national commu-
nities ; why not also in the international community ? The

short answer would seem to be that we have no international

criminal law for such a court to apply. It is frequently said

that piracy is a crime under international law ; there has'been

some disposition to say the same of the slave trade on the high

seas ; and in 1922 the Washington Conference on Limitation

of Armaments elaborated a treaty which would have made the

violation of certain rules relating to the use of submarines

punishable “as if for an act of piracy.’’ But the Washington
treaty is not in effect and may never be brought into effect, and
piracy has now grown so rare that it would not seem to call

for the setting up of any new agepey. Nor is it easy to see the

need for any tribunal to which such general power might be

given. If the attempt in the Covenant to define and dis-

courage aggression cannot be realized by political action, it
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seems improbable that assistance can be had from any enlarge-

ment of the criminal law. The lamentable fiasco of the

attempt of the Allied Powers to bring to punishment certain

Germans accused of violation of the laws and customs of war,

in accordance with provisions in the Treaty of Versailles (Article

228), should place us on our guard against a too ready accept-

ance of the notion that any crimes may be punishable by inter-

national authority.

It seems unnecessary to deal ini this connection with the

history of various attempts to establish international courts of

a local jurisdiction ; but one such attempt is perhaps deserv-

ing of mention. In 1907, the governments of the five Central

American Powers elaborated a convention *‘for the purpose of

efficaciously guaranteeing their rights and maintaining peace

and harmony unalterably in their relations, without being ob-

liged to resort in any case to the employment of force." This

convention established a Central American Court of Justice,

which functioned with somewhat questionable success for the

period of ten years during which the convention was in force.

But the convention was not renewed when it expired in 1918,

and the Court has not since been re-created. It was a local

court in the sense that its jurisdiction covered only controver-

sies among those five states and controversies between their

governments and individuals submitted to it by common accord..

Its whole history was troubled, and its experience has not

illuminated the approach to many problems of the wider world

community. Nor did the Central American Powers in their

conference in Washington in 1923 attempt to revive the idea

of a permanent court ; instead they provided for commissions

which will p^pceed along very different lines.

It is also of interest to note that a suggestion has

recently been made, and will come before the Commission

of Jurists set up by the Conference of American States,

when it meets, that a Pan-American court of justice

should be created to deal with disputes among the states of
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North and South America. The delegation, of Costa Bica

presented such a plan to the Santiago Conference in 1923, and

the suggestion has been elaborated in a project since prepared

by the American Institute of International Law. These pro-

posals proceed on the assumption that there exists a special

body of American international law, and that the Americom

states have an interest in handling their common legal problems

independently of the co-operation of states in other parts of the

world. Whiile it is difficult to believe that they are destined to

meet with much success in view of the co-operation of so many

Latin-American states in the League of Nations, recent events

in South America may have worked in that direction, and the

uncertainty of the development of the policy of the United

States known as the Monroe Doctrine may make for a favourable

atmosphere for their consideration by the American states. A
sharp division between the Western and Eastern hemispheres

might possibly have been made a century ago, but with the

establishment of so many lines of communication in both direc-

tions across both the oceans that separate them, it would now
seem very late in the day for such a division to be made. More-

over, in the two plans which have been published, the proposals

for electing the judges of such a separate tribunal arc very arti-

ficial, for the escape from the equality of states conception is

more difficult in America than in Europe.

It is hardly more than a generation since statesmen began

to give serious attention to the needs of our international com-

munity- for courts of arbitration and of justice. In that short

period, we have had established both the Permanent

Court of Arbitration and the Permanent Court of Inter-

national Justice. Each of these institutions has been

more successful than most of us would have predicted whefi it

was established. In twenty-five years of the one, eighteen arbi-

trations have been handled, and a nineteenth is now pending

;

in five years of thg other, seven judgments have been handed

down and thirteen: advisory - opinions. A greater service stiU
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has been the general encouragement they have given to the

extension of pacific settlement, and the confidence they have ins-

pired in the efficacy of effort directed to that end. If they are

not likely to be called upon to handle those more troublesome

disputes which might lead to war, and if the view of them as

substitutes for war may be somewhat exaggerated, it is never-

theless true that they form an essential part of the international

co-operation of our time. The Permanent Court of International

Justice ie a valuable supplement to the Council of the League of

Nations, and its advisory opinions have helped it to win a pres-

tige which augurs well for the future.

But perhaps the most significant result of the work of sucli

agencies will be in their contribution to the developifient of in-

ternational law—a subject which I shall reserve for a final

lecture.'

Manley 0. Hudson

' Delivend tt the Oakotta UDiTenity, Febroaiy 2, 1997. A chapter (nun Current

international Co-operation^ to be published by the University. The finsl lecture appears

elsewhere in ibe cnri^ent issue
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POETRY AND PROSE

I.

The sun now sets. On Ganges* bank

1 see upon that rise

On thorny bush a single flow’r

Throw smiles to silent skies. ,

The crescent moon returns her smiles,

Soft sings that tiny bird.

Now Ganges her side to lap forgets,

Her moving strain’s unheard.

Moon-soft that darling flow’ret’s hue,

Her scent is softer still,

A sweetness strange pervades the air,

A spell the stars distil.

0, how to name the mystery ?

I hear in heart
—“ Life’s Poetry.”

n.

’Tis market day. On stores of flower

Bewitched, I stand to gaze.

List I tulip, rose and orchid laugh,

A laugh to sense a maze.

How name this madding, magic maze?

My heart 1 question close.

And there I hear a lusty oath

—

” The name? Life’s florid Prose.”

Poetry and Prose,

Jessamine and Bose,

Hand maiden twins of word divine

In love-pure heart to sweetly shine.

Mohimi Mohan CHATTHBn
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hindu-moslem relations— a rapid survey

The capacity for absorption and assimilation was the chief

merit of the social system evolved by the Aryans in India.

With the progress of their Colomsation
’

’ from province to

province in this country, they came into contact with congeries

of races and creeds. All these were gradually and slowly

absorbed into their social body. Even the excellent civilisation

developed by the Dravidians could not long maintain its

separate identity. After years and perhaps centuries of contact,

the Dravidian culture and civilisation also were practically

merged in the Aryan system. Not that in this process of slow

and silent unification, the Aryans accepted and borrowed

nothing from the peoples they met with. In fact, they

accepted freely the worship of prominent deities, manners and

customs from them and the Aryan civilisation that India

developed came to be a compound of many cultures, faiths and

creeds.

Later on, when the Greeks, Huns, Scythians and other

barbarian hordes invaded India through her North Western

gates, it was also by this slow process of gradual absorption

that their fusion in the Aryan social system was brought

about. Thus through centuries and ages, India developed a

civilisation and culture to which many races and peoples

contributed. It was, therefore, not unnatural that with the

advent of the Mahomedans, many of the Rajput Princes would

feel consciously or unconsciously that they too would be in time

absorbed intc^ their social body. But this was not to be. For

quite a long time the Mussalman conquerors- refused to be

absorbed in, and contribute their share to, the amalgam of

Aryan civilisation in India.

They had come out to this country as the standard-bearer

of a new faith and a new social system. It was impossible

6
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for them all at ouce to throw overboard their separate identity

and merge their existence in the Hindu Social organisation.

They in fact continued to live and expand ns a distinct social

and religious community. Efforts, however, were made from

time to time, and with a good deal of success, to bring the two

communities nearer. Geography also made its influence felt.

Living side by side, one could not but be influenced by the

other. It was impossible to raise a stone wall between the

communities and divide them vertically into air-tight com-

partments. Ncighbourliness in residence could not fail to dissi-

pate distance in outlook and ideals. The fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries constituted really an age of synthesis and cultural

assimilation' and it was during this period, more than at any

other time, that a serious movement was led to bring about

a fusion of the two civilisations and social systems. Saints

like Namdeva (early 36th century), Kabir (born 3398) and

Nanak (born 14C9) were the forerunners of this movement.

In the field of thought and idea, they practically brought alx)ut

a revolution and turned the mem’s mind towards the unity of

the Hindus and Moslems. The Sayings of Kabir appealed

to the imagination of the people of Hindusthan and prepared

the ground for the activities of others. The two Emperors

Shcr Shah and Akbar the Great, who were the true children

of this synthetic age took up this work seriously and earnestly.

The Sufi Mahomedans led in the time of Akbar by saint

Mubarok also gave an impetus to this movement of unification.

In art and architecture, customs and manners, language and

literature, religious doctrines and inuctices, a sort of fusion

was being slowly brought about. Out of the congeries of faiths

and communities, a nation was being evolved. This movement

continued fur over a century and a half and was only arrested

during the rcactiou'ary regime of Aurangzeb. The blind

measures of this bigoted and umstatesman-like ruler bruised

the little plant of Hindu-Moslem Unity that was being hereto-

fore BO carefully reared. The progress of assimilation stopped
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half way and a fillip was given to the forces of separatism and

sectionalism. A legacy of conflict was thus left behind.

The crash of the Moghul Empire some years later, which

was not a little due to the Hindu revolt of Maharastra, was

followed by the Great Anarchy of the eighteenth century and

the subsequent installation of the British Power. The rapid

collapse of an once all-powerful Empire stunned the Moslems

anj^ dazed the Hindus. Overwhelmed by the anarchy and

repressed by foreign occupation, they remained silent and

mute. For over a century they were lifeless and inert. It

was only towards the close of the first quarter of the last

century that a renaissance came upon the Hindus. The

influence of the Hindu College and the activities of Rajah Ram
Mohan Roy constituted the most important factors of this

movement of Hindu awakening. The Moslems rigidly kept

aloof from the culture imported from the West and remained

untouched by the new learning. The Hindus meanwhile profited

by the English education of which they took full advantage.

Their soil was thus to some extent prepared for the growth

of new ideas among them, while that of the Moslems remained

too uncultured and uncultivated to receive any inspiration.

The movement however, though confined to the Hindus, was

far from being communal and sectional. It was quite universal

in outlook. The Hindu College drew its inspiration wholly

from the West and ns such Avas neither Hindu nor Moslem. It

accepted the ideas of European rationalism and utilitarianism.

The Rajah also was inspired ns much by the Upanishads as

by the Quoran. He Avas as much for the resuscitation of the

ancient ideals of Hinduism as for the acceptance of the
“

Spirit

of Islam.” He was standing ns much for the revival of ancient

Indian learning as for inviting to our shores the sciences and

philosophy of the West. Tllb movement that he led was,

therefore, quite a synthetic and unifying one. If it was guided

along his lines and brought within its purview both the Hindus

and Moslems, the Iavo communities Avould have by this time
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been altogether fused dowa into a common society and national-

ity. But as on the one side, the Mahomedans remained

unolTected hy it, so on the other the movement itself was

diverted from its original channel and gradually given a Hindu

colour. It is to-day, if not theoretically, certainly practically,

a Hindu Expansion movement” and nothing more.

The later movements, led hy Swamis Dayanand and

Vivekanand were unequivocally Hindu in outlook, colour and

inspiration. It should however he noted that while they

advocated the remodelling of the Hindu society and the puri-

fication and propagation of the Hindu religion, they also

brought into prominence the question of the status of the

mother country. Political dependence and religious culture

were inconsistent in their opinion, and they were quite success-

ful in inculcating this view among their numerous followers.

After their example, the educated Hindus became eager for

the emancipation of their country from the hands of the

foreigners on one side and were enthused by the prospect of

the revival and regeneration of Hinduism om the other. Two
divergent sentiments thus worked in them. In their attitude

towards the Britishers, they were nationalists and patriots, and

in their altitude towards the Moslems they were only Hindus.

The Moslems were fur the first time awakened from the

social and religious inertia of the last hundred and fifty years

by Sir Syed Ahmad in the seventies of the last century. They

had, as already noticed, kept, up to this time, aloof from

western education and culture and had consequently come

to be a hnckuard community. Sir Syed Ahmad now set about

imin’oving their position. He ijiitiated an education movement

among the Mahomedans and by exercising all 'his influence

and prestige, he was able to enlist in its behalf the sympathy

and support of a good many bf his co-religionists. And in

the same year (1875) as the Arya Samaj was established at

Prayag, he was successful in laying the foundation of the

Anglo-Oriental Mahomedan Collie at Aligarh. Henceforward
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Hindu and Mahomedan public opinion came to be guided

more and more along sectional channels. The old ideal of

unity and oneness as preached by the Bajah was over-shadowed.

And while the Hindus of Upper India flocked more and more

to the banner of Swami Dayanand and looked upon Hindusthan

as a Hindu heritage, the Mahomedan movement was also given

a pre-eminently communal bias and colour. Along with his

educational movement Sir Syed organised also a movement

of social and religious reform among the Indian Moslems. This

modernising movement was quite on all fours with those of

the Hindu Reformers. But his advocacy of implicit obedience

to the British Government jarred on the ears of the Hindus.

His motto that he asked his co-religionists to follow was

“Educate yourself and support the British Government.”

This principle of loyalism was followed by the Mahomedan

community for long and it was only a few stray Mussalmans

that for the first twenty years of the Indian National Congress

joined its sessions. The nineteenth century Indian nationalism

was practically Hindu nationalism. From all jmlitical agitation

and struggle, the Moslems with few exceptiojis kept away.

This difference in* political outlook rcpresenited itself to both

the communities rather in a sinister way. They eamc to

look upon their interests us separate and different uhilc they

A\ere really identical and inseparable. Nor was it long

when the third party, the British Government, procf'cdcd to

take advantage of the situation. Faced with" a sturdy Hindu
nationalism and political agitation, they encouraged and kept

alive this sentiment of difference. Their policy was now to

keep down and repress the Hindu nationalists and placate

the Mahomedans. If the Moslems whole-heartedly joined

the national movement initiated by the Hindus, the shoulder

to shoulder fight for the regeneration of their common father-

land would have washed off the sentiment of difference that

was lingering and would have generated a feeling of unity and
brotherhood instead. The association and identification of
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the Moslems with the British Government with which the

Hindus, inspired by the new spirit of nationalism and freedom,

were now ini conflict only served to bring into high relief the

wide gulf between the two communities. The policy of repres-

sing the Hindus and placating the Moslems was exhibited

clearly in the Partition of Bengal. The province might have

been unwieldy and might have called for re-arrangement. But

the way it was partitioned, and the manner ‘*the favourite

wife” policy was pursued unequivocally pointed to the way
the wind was blowing. The Government followed the policy of

divide et impera, and unhappily the Moslems played into their

hands. The two communities thus were more and more
estranged from each other.

The policy of repressing the Hindus, however, failed of its

purpose. The effect was only the other way about. The agita-

tion of the Hindus, for the modification of the partition and

for political reforms, did not die down. Even in alliance with

the Moslem community the Government could not nip it in the

bud. It only grew in volume and strength. The British

Government now guided at the helm by a Liberal Statesman,

proceeded to devise other means for the pacification of the

Hindus. For a lime, the partition remained a ” settled fact
”

but a prospect of granting some political and administrative

reforms was dangled out before them. That the central and

provincial councils would be enlarged, non-official strength

increased, and the elective principle adopted, became apparent.

That the gradual Indianisation of the Services would follow

suit wag also looked upon as possible. This now set the Maho-
medans a-thinking. With the exception of a microscopic few,

they wore so long not only unconnected with the political move-

ment but were positively opposed to it. But now when the

fruits of the Hindu agitation were going to be borne, they

became anxious for the “spoils.” Somehow the thought crept

into their mind that if the (Ksople were invited to take some
share in the Governmental power, it would mostly go over to
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the HinduB, -who were in a majority in most provinces, and the

Mahomedans would be left in the lurch. They also entertained

the view that even in provinces where they commanded the

majority, their educiitional backwardness would go against them

and furnish the Hindus with the opportunity of monopolising

the political power, opened out to the people. That they were

culturally and educationally less advanced was certainly true,

and for this situation, they themselves were responsible. They

did not take full advantage of the new education and educational

institutions established for its spread. Now the remedy for this

state of backwardness was only more and more emphasis upon

Mahomedan education and instruction. Once equal in education

and cultural advan<5e, they might have met the Hindus on equal

terms and common ground. This would have set at rest all

heart-burning and mutual recriminations. Once man to man
equal, the Hindus and Mahomedans would have relegated to the

hack-ground all communal considerations and gradually formed

a common society of equally mlvanced men and women. But

this did not impress the Mahomedan leaders in 1905-6. They

were only obsessed by the thought of Hindu domination. They

now demanded the safeguarding of Mahomedan rights and

privileges. In this thought and demand, they were, of course,

encoumgod by the British Officials in India. “Minto (the

Oovernor General), like the Secretary of State (John Morley),

had a liking for the Mohammedan ” And the Moslem

deputation that proceeded to wait on the Viceroy under the

leadership of H.H. the Aga Khan, in 1906, to emphasise the

urgency of separate Moslem representation was, enthusiastically

received at Simla on the 1st of October. Some time later, another

Moslem deputation saw Lord Morley, the Secretary of State,

and demanded special communal representation for the Mussal-

mans, as a measure for safeguarding the Moslem interests.

This sectional demand certainly jarred on the ears of Lord
Morley. But he too, was gradually tutored by the Indian

officialdom into accepting this political heresy. Morley was led
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to believe that the Hindus and the Mnssalmans constituted not

only two religious communities, but also two distinct social

systems and civilisations. Accordingly he was led to initiate

the principle of communal representation which is now the

plague-spot of Indian politics. The Mahomedans welcomed it

as their communal triumph and associated it with their commu-

nal prestige. Under the Act of 1900, the election being in-

direct, the full fruit of separate representation could not be

borne all at once. The spirit of difference that it inculcates

could not filter dovn to the masses, it remained confined only

to the select people. The Hindus as a result could not possibly

grasp the full significance of the principle imposed upon the

country by the Morley-Minto Reforms. They too, therefore,,

to a great extent accepted it as a convenient ground for conci-

liating the Moslems. In 1916, the first pourparlers on the

post-war Indian Reforms took place between Whitehall and

Simla. And in the next Christmas week at Lucknow, the

Joint Session of the Indian National Congress and the Moslem

League proceeded to prepare a draft of their constitutional

demands. The Hindus were now anxious to present a united

memorandum and wore not in a mood to alienate at any cost,

the sympathy and co-operation of the Moslems. The latter,

however, had more of communal than national interest to think

of. At the psychological moment, they introduced the bargain

that they would not give their assent to the joint manifesto if

the principle of communal representation was not accepted by

the Hindus. The latter now thought discretion the better part

of valour and yielded to the Moslem pressure. This was, how-

ever, a fatal step taken by the Hindus at a weak moment. The

concession now granted provided for a peculiar method of

minority representation. A voter, to all intents and purposes,

is a political animal. His impq^ance in; the State is to be

judged by the ardour with which he maintains a political prin-

ciple or an economic doctrine. It matters little, in the eyes of

the State, whether he is a Mahomedan or a Hindu, a Protestant
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or a Roman Catholic. But it matters a good deal as to whether

be is a moderate or an extremist, a free trader or a protectionist,

a capitalist or a socialist. The system of communal electorate

and representation, however, only emphasises the voter’s reli-

gious character. It attaches no importance to his being a

tenant or a Zemindar, a mill-owner or a labourite, a timid

conservative or a go-ahead liberal. This special representation

in fact whittles down everything that connects the voter with

the State and brings into prominence everything that binds him

to his religion and community. In fact, by only emphasising

the voter’s religious complexion, this system of representation

suppresses the innumerable vital ties of unity between members

of diverse communities and only fosters the difference and

broadens the gulf between them. It is a truism that all the

communal troubles to-day have their genesis in this separate

representation. By magnifying the communal colour, it has

introduced a sort of communal and religious aggressiveness

among our people.

As soon as this principle is replaced by the joint-electorate

system, the forces of separatism would be exercised and the

motive-force of economic interest and political faith will assert

itself. The Hindus and the Mussalmans have to live side by

side. As producers and consumers, as buyers and solloi*s, all

their every-day interests are bound together by unassailable ties.

They do not occupy widely separate geographical areas as to

enable one to do without the other. Their lot has l^n cast

together and they have to develop arm in arm organically and

homogeneously.

Narkshchandra Rav
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DIANA’S GIFT

One night within an ilex grove,

Diana found her shepherd love,

And sought by all her amorous art.

To soothe his fierce, rebellious lieart

—

for loug the days, and long the nights.

Since she had brought him love’s delights.

Within the grove sweet Philomel

Was casting his bewitching spell,

And dreaming flowers trembling hung,

Enraptured on his angel tongue

!

The sylvan stream, the moon-lit grove,

And all the world seemed sick of Love.

No silver stars within the skies

Were half so bright as Dian’s eyes.

As she stooped o’er, with love confesl,

To clasp Endymion to her breast;

His beauty seemed of hers a i)art,

As ho lay held close to her heart.

“Oh, Love, dear Ijovc, thy ire give o’er,

1 could not come to thee before,

For duty chained me to my sphere

—

I could not be both here and there

!

But now I bring a gift to thee.

To keep thy mind on love and me.

“Within iny kingdom of the Moon

—

Where I, alas, must go so soon,

—

There blooms a flbw’r, so sweet, so rare.

It perfumes all the silver air:

A star within a star it seems.

As pure and white as angel dreams

!
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Tt blo'W's in beauty aJ] the night,

And soft enfolds when* comes the light;

For chaste the flow’r, too frail and fair

To live within the noon-tide’s glare.

It blooms alone for love of me.

And now I share my gift with thee.

Alone wiiii tbec, as I now share

All of tnvself, as chaste and fair

!

(Jursed was the youth whose lustful eye.

Did once Diana’s charms espy

—

But all to thee, my shepherd lad,

T give with heart and soul so glad !

’*

Eiidymion forgot his grief,

In rajJtured hour, which was too briel

!

And round about their bower to twine,

There sprang from out the mould a vine,

WJiich grew and grew, and flowers white.

Filled all the weald with mystic light

!

Flowers us fair as Dian’s breast,

Sweet us the love she there confesl;

As haunting as her love-filled eyes.

That rivalled stars within the skies ?

’Phus to the earth a royal dou ’r.

Was given in Dian’s Moon-Flow'r.

TliRESA 8'J RTCKLAN1)
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EDUCATIONAL RECOVERY OF GERMANY AND
INDIA

I

'*The total number of German students enrolled in Ger-

man universities during the Winter Semester of 1925-1926 was

82,602 which is 13,000 more than were registered during the

pre-war period and respectively 1 and 4 per cent, more than

the number matriculated during the two previous semesters.”

The number of women students registered in German Univer-

sities during the Winter Semester of 1925-1926 was 6,983.

During the previous semester, their number was 6,923.

At the present time there is a general tendency among

German University students, to think less of Theology, and thus

the number of theological students, both Protestants and Catho-

lics, has decreased. There has been a decrease also in number

of students of Chemistry, Pharmacy, and Political Economy.

There had been marked increase in the ranks of students devot-

ing themselves to Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine, technical

subjects as well as Philology. The total number of medied

students during the Winter Semester of 1926-1926, in German

Universities, was 6,438. This shows that the German nation

has recovered educationally from the set-back it received during

the World War and the years following it. The German

nation as a whole to-day is more keenly interested in elevating

the status of its national health, technical and industrial effi-

ciency and the possibility of greater activity in Foreign Rela-

tions and Foreign Commerce than ever before. This is dis-

tinctly evident from the educational activities favoured by the

German University students.

n

It is also noteworthy that the death-rate in Germany is

decreasing and population is increasing. Universal sports are
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t^^king the place of universal military training ; and Germany

will have more efficient medical men and women to serve the

nation. If Germany is to recover, her former position in the

field of industry and international commerce, it is imperative

that she must have better trained industrialists and salesmen,

who will excel those of other nations in technical efficiency,

industrial organisation, and capturing foreign markets. To

meet these requirements, the German Universities are going to

turn out large number of technical men and industrialists who
can speak the languages of the peoples whose markets they wish

to capture. To-day more German students arc engaged in gain-

ing proficiency in Bussiau, Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, English,

Italian, Persian, Turkish as well as Hindustanee than ever

before.

U1

Let us compare the present educational condition and faci-

lities for higher education in India with the existing condition

in Germany. First of all we have to admit that the education-

al standard, including curriculum and efficiency in high schools

and universities of India is lower than those of Germany. P'or

this drawback, the British Government in India, Indian poli-

ticians, educators, and general public arc to blame. If the

Government authorities in India refuse to raise the standard

of education in Indian Universities, then it is high time that

private l^niversities like the Hindu University, the Aligarh

University and others should take the leadership in this matter.

Secondly, India has a population about five times as large

as that of Germany. If the educational standard of Indian

Universities were equal to that of German Universities, there

should have been at least 400,000 students in Indian Univer-

sities
; and the number of women students' in Indian UniversitieB

would have been about 28,000. It is safe to say that it is not

the case.

Thirdly, the death-rate in India is about doable the rate
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in (j^rmany. (rcrmauy i8 not infested with the preventable

disuses such as MnlarLa, Plague, etc., as is India. The need of

medical education in India is far greater than that of any other

civilised country. No Indian politician should forget that the

British Indian (levernment claims that as there arc not sufQ-

cient medical men and women in India, it cannot change its

**opiuin policy" and it now allows practically umrestricted sale

of opium, which is a government monopoly, and opposes the

policy of restriction of production of opium to medicinal and

scientific purposes. The British (lovemment contends that

Indian masses should have the privilege of using opium, " as

household medicine fur ailments" because there are not enough

doctors in India to look after the general well-l)eing of the

people. Supposing that the u(M:d of medical men and women for

the people of India is equal to the need of the German people,

then there should lie at least 82,000 or more medical students in

Indian medical colleges. Alas, there are not even 3,200

medical students in India]i Tniversities.

Fourthly, in Indian Universities the number of students,

who are pursuing studies iu technical subjects and philology,

should Ixj five times of those iu German Universities. Undoubt-

edly that is not the case. India is lugging far behind Germany

in the field of educatioual })rogrcss of the land, and apparently

no elToii: is being made to raise India's {)osition through

educational acJiievements. There was a time when the Indian

I’niversities used to attract students from Greece, Arabia,

Persia, China, Japan and other lands ; and Indian scholars

boi'e the torch of enlightemueut iu various pai'ts of the world,

even to Silieria. To the misfortune of' the Indian people,

to-day the Indian Universities have not the adequate facilities for

the education of young men and women of India and those from

Greater India. Indian Universities of to-day lack proiwr equip-

ment for training large number of students in technical

branches, medicine and foreign * languages. Hteps should lie

taken to remedy the dej)lorablc condition.
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IV

The fame of (lerman llniverailiieB always drew students

from foreign lands. For the purpose of specialising in various

branches of art, science and literature, students from America,

Kngland, France, Italy and other lands used to come to

Crcnnany. In the past, (lerman Universities educated Russians,

Poles, Czechs and others who did not have opportunity in their

own lands. During the Winter Semester Of I025-192G, the

number of foreign students in (lerman Universities and poly-

technic schools was 7,S04. But during the previous semester,

the nnml)er was 8,597. This drop in the number of fore-

ign students in Germany has attracted the attention of German

educators and statesmen who rightly regard that foreign

si udents should be encouraged to come to German Universities

to continue their study and research work. Foreign students

arc great assets, as they ser\'c as special medium to spread

Cerman culture and may be utilised as agencies to promote

(iernian cultural, commercial as well as political interests.

(Germany welcomes foreign students, particularly those from

the Orient ; and it is probable that in future there will be some

special provisions made to attract most deserving scholars from

the Orient to German Universities.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that the "Bud-
get Commission of the Reichstag has just voted a credit of

•‘>00,000 Marks (about Bs. 375,000) for the erection of a build-

ing for the reception of foreign scholars tcho come to work

in Berlin."

Although for the promotion of the best interost of India,

ii large number of well-selected and most efficient students

should come to Germany to study, the number of Indian

students in German Universities is even less than those from

Turkey, Japan and China. It is generally regarded that the

Ufovemment of India discourages Indian scholars from goiqg to

(Germany or America, by giving special preference to those who
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are educated in British Universities. Then again there is the

language difficulty, as Indian Universities do not require Indian

students to learn the German language. If India is to establish

cultural, commercial as well as political contact with other

nations, then Indian University students should be encouraged

to study foreign languages
; and German, French, Spanish,

Russian, Chinese and Japanese sliould receive special attention.

It may be contended that India cannot afford to send a large

number of students to foreign lands, especially to Germany

for economic reasons. This fact makes it imperative that

Indian educators and professors should devise means to send

selected scholars and educ.ators to German Universities. It

seems to me that with proper initiative and interest on the

part of Indian University authorities, a system of exchange of

professors and students l)etween German and Indian Universities

can be inaugurated.

India has much to learn from the western institutions of

learning. Gorman Universities afford a great deal of opportu-

nity for Indian scholars ; and Germany extends hearty wel-

come to all foreign students. Let us hope that through

exchange of professors and students between Germany and

India there will be closer understanding between these two

nations and this will pave the way for co-operation between

.he East and West on the basis of equality and amity.

Taraknath Das
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EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN BENGAL

It is my pleasant duty as Chairman of the Reception

Committee of this Conference to extend to you all a most cordial

welcome. - The reception that we can give you is indeed of a

most humble character—but permit me to say, it seeks to make
amends for paucity of arrangement by an' abundance of warmth.

For, gentlemen, this Conference is a meeting-ground of

comrades-in-arms, holy crusaders engaged in a common fight

against the forces of reaction and obscurantist medievalism in

the domain of Education. We all suffer under the same

disabilities : we all are inspired by the same ideals of progress ;

we are a freemasonry. And thus, whatever else may be

wanting, one thing that we do not lack, that we may not lack,

is the spirit of brotherliness and love.

You will pardon me and bear with me if I am tempted to

(Uilise this opportunity to stress certain problems connected with

education in Bengal. 1 speak open to correction but I have

over twenty years of experience as college teficher and public

worker and flatter myself I am in a position to raise the ghost

tliough possibly not to lay it.

The present system of university education has had its

origin in the exigencies of the administrative system import-

ed into this country by the Britisher and it is universally

admitted to-day that it has outlived its usefulness. The

problem to-day is no longer to train up merely efficient tools

of the administrative machinery but to breed men of light, of

culture, of character, of business ability, of initiative and of

coiiragc in all departments of activity-. The country demands

of us youthful minds, active and alive at many points, with a

practical outlook, -with freshhess of idea, bent upon social

service and fitted not only to earn a living for themselves but

to push on natinpal progress with intrepid spirit and fearless

seal. The entire ideology behind our University system has got

7
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to be altered, old fetishes have to he abandoned, a new vital

atmosphere has to be created. I do not belong to the company

of those happy persons who delight in believing that a mere

change of Executive or personnel in the University of Calcutta

can rid it of its defects and abuses. 1 am a root-and-branch

reformer and all my life T have disbelieved in> cobbling and

patching as a cure for social and educational wrongs. We must

begin at the foundations and dig up from the base.

And first, the inordinate homage paid to English Language

and Literature as the sine qm non of high education, as the

only possible medium of instruction in Art and Science, should

make room for a saner, a larger view. A proficiency in the

English Language has hitherto l)een the hall-mark of high

culture in this country, as up till very recently it was considered

a sign of aristocratic respectability to dress in English clothes.

Such a mentality is what is really slave mentality—a mentality,

the tragedy of which is writ large on its face, which disdains

the use and cultivation of the mother-tongue and prefaces every

such use with an apology. The tongue in which Shakespeare

and Milton spoke and wrote, a tongue which is used over half

the globe, is certainly deserving of all serious respect—^but as

an organ of culture and a medium of instruction, the tongue of

Chandidas, of Kavikankan, of Kasiram and Erlttivas, of

Michael, of Bankim Chandra, of Hem Chandra and Nabin Sen,

of Dinabandhii, Oiris and Amritalal, and Babindranath, Satyen

Dutt and Sarat Chatterji, is certainly not to l)e brushed aside

!

Tlie late Asutosh Mookerjee of revered memory succeeded in

placing the mother in the step-mother’s hall : we have got to

place her in that position of pre-eminence which is hers by the

prescriptions of nature and the canons of civilised races.

Bengali must be our first language : Etiglish is to he the

second : both eompulsorg, but each in its place.

Once thin principle is conceded (and now-a-days it is

conceded in the abstract by men in the highest positions of

dignity and trust), and suitable arrangements are made for the
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intensive study of our own language, the cause of real education

will receive an impetus hitherto undreamt of. Now-a-days 9()

j)er cent, of the energies of our students are engrossed in the

difficult task of grappling with the intricacies of a tongue whose

grammar and idiom have very little in common with ours

:

the teaching is often unreal and the learning perfunctory. I

have known of students of abstract subjects like Logic and

Philosophy, Mho have passed their examination in these

subjects, being sadly perplexed when asked to explain certain

fundamental notions in their own tongue : I have known of

students who have read Addison, Shakespeare and Milton,

thoroughly impervious to the subtle harmonies of the mellifluous

English tongue : such instruction does not stick : it does not

become a healer and comforter : it is not worked up into the

blood and bones. And it produces hybrid and weak intellects

enslaved by mere phrases and catch'Words, moving about in

worlds of befogged fancy unrelated to fact and reality. It is

responsible for much of the unbalanced idealism which is so

rampant to-day, wijich tilts against windmills with weai)ons of

lath and plaster, M'liich seeks to push the country’s intellectual

and political frontiers by tricksy, short-cut processes.

As education in Bengal must be freed from the clutches

of language-slavery, it must also be freed from the domination

of party -politics. Education and the ends of culture can

prosper only in a serene spacious atmosphere of large purposes

and big ends—the blighting blasts of passing political passion

and prejudice can only choke their growth. Bo far as I

understand the problem, the University should strenuously light

to maintain its integrity and individuality, it should refuse to

be a wing of the Governmental Secretariat and as solidly refuse

to be a draggle-tail l)ody, an appendage to any of the dominat-

ing caucuses of party iwliticiami. Our ends are higher than

those of mere politics—much higher indeed tlian the demands

of administrative conivenionce. The filling of human brains

with useful knowledge, the stimulation of intellectual curiosity.
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the progressive conquest of the hidden forces of nature and

mind, the progressive unification of the strands of different

civilisations and culture—these are the ends of any University

worth the name : and these are self-sufficient ends, realisable

by groups ardently and intelligently devoted to them through

generations, serenely zealous of their time-honoured privileges

and thankful for their opportunities of disinterested service.

The courses of study have also to be reshuffled and re-

adjusted. The bifurcation of Art and science, in any humble

opinion, should begin only in the degree stage and in this res-

pect the courses in the old Begulations were much better framed.

Specialisation at an early stage spells narrowness ; it is only a

liberalised understanding that has undergone training in the

elements of Geography, History, Mathematics and Physical

Science that will be best fitted to delve deep in the secrets of

antiquity or nature : other processes lead often to scissors-and-

paste research, a patch-work of make-believes, to a stringing

together of data on insufficient testimony, to hasty and hazardous

conclusions.

In the degree courses also there should bo a happier correla-

tion of subjects intimately associated with each other and not a

haphazard combination like Economics and Sanskrit, Botany

and History. In the pass degree there should be more of

modem English than of L6th or 17th century English Literature.

The Honours Course might conveniently concentrate on one

subject with select readings from allied subjects.

All this, however, would be useless without the basis of

university education being strengthened. Our secondary

schools are a standing testimony of inefficiency—^ill-housed, ill-

equipped, ill-managed, ridden by village factions and browbeaten

by Departmental agents. The standard of teaching—^not only

the teaching of English—has' to be raised; but the whole

system has to be re-organised, to relate iit to agriculture, to

village arts and crafts, to the end of village reconstruction in

education, sanitation, diversion, to the greater utilisation of
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rural talent and enriching of the country-side. Manual and

vocational training is essential : an instruction vrhich neglects

to train the organs of sense and seeks to develop the memory

only is self-condemned.

I trust, in the near future, with a teacher as Vice-Chancel-

lor, it will be possible to create a Body of independent men who

will seek not to improve our struggling schools (the only rays of

light scattered over wide areas of dim and murky ignorance) out

of existence by summary regulation and code but to guide,

finance and consolidate them for purposes of national well-being.

There are two more insistent problems to which I want

to draw your special attention. One is the urgency of

immediate provision for compulsory physical education in the

schools, and for compulsory military training in the colleges.

Another is the bringing of higher culture and scientific research

into fruitful relation with the intellectual and moral advance-

ment of the masses and the turning of the abundant raw

materials of the country into finished products. It is an open

secret that the Departments of Applied Science in our University

so al% staffed by ardent and diistinguisbed workers are yet

languishing for want of encouragement and financial support

and while Bengal’s contribution in the domain of the theories

of both pure and applied science has been during the last decade

simply marvellous, she has not been able to give a good account

of herself in the practical arts. So also with the study of

Economics—which has been more or less sterile by being cut off

from the nourshing breasts of the country at large. Provision

should be made for teachers and students of Economics touring

in village areas, studying conditions of living, of wages, of in-

come, of expenditure and saving, of land tenures, of the prevail-

ing arts and crafts and thus an economic history of the whole

country might be reconstructed on which new forces of sympathy

and beneficent legislation might play.

Turning to Physical Education, owing to malnutrition and

spread of disease, the physique of our boys and young men is
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steadily deteriorating : a woeful neglect of the laws of health

and the lack of cheerful physical exercise are worsening the evil.

The Students’ Welfare Committee is doing useful work
; but its

work, by the nature of the case, is mostly of a negative character.

A wide-spread campaign should be launched immediately for

bringing home to the country the essential need of a physical

training in the schools supplemented by military training in the

(^lieges. The Govemment should be manfully asked to set

aside its attitude of
‘
wait and see ’ and help an emasculated

people back to virile manhood. What is the use of our educa-

tion, the recipients of which cannot use their limbs in defence

of cherished privileges, in defence of the chastity of their women
and the sanctity of their homes ? This question is, to my mind,

the question of questions to-day ; so far as I can read the signs

of the times, the days are gone of spectacled scholars living on

sago and milk and consuming the midnight oil in metaphysical

studies. Par Britannica is no longer a charmed amulet to scare

away the phantoms of disorder—^tbe days are on us when men of

braced understandings must be also men of braced sinews and

where mind and body must co-operate to re-establish social order

and security.

1 might here dilate on certain other features of our

college system, P.g., the compulsory attendance at lectures or

the mass-lecturing, both of which are to my mind obsolete insti-

tutions or ought to bo : I might refer to the necessity of an oral

test, as a corrective to the cramming inevitably encouraged by

written examinations ; T might refer to the necessity of starting

really active College Unions, for free debate and discussion as

also for social service work ; I might refer to the necessity of

greater co-operation between the different colleges by arrange-

ments for inter-change of lectures, for common teaching, wher-

ever possible, in certain branches. T might dilate on better

facilities being arranged for msidence at close quarters of teacher

and learner. But I do not propose to deal with these things at

this stage. Sufficient imto the day are the evils thereof.
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Our Association is an association of seekers after truth

—

who, by the very constitution of the present order of things,

are wage-earning toilers. We are of the great fraternity of

the world’s common toilers. We are all workers, whether

wc work by the brain or the hand or both. We have a right to

live. We have a right to be provided against sickness, accident,

the infirmities of old age and as most of us have not taken upon

ourselves the self-denying ordinance of celibacy, we demand that

the community provide for adequate food and clothing and

shelter for our families. The community in turn may demand

of us and rightfully too, that we live a life of plain simplicity

and strenuous ideals, that we always seek to give more than we

receive. Wc arc not exactly a trade-union : for teaching is not

a trade but a holy calling, but even thus unless we band our-

selves and develop a group-psychology and a capacity for group

action, wo cannot get our natural rights inside the University

and the colleges, where we have|pt our anchors for life.

And now, without any further strain upon your patience,

T beg to introduce to you the elected President of this second

session of our conference. Professor Radbakrishnan indeed

hardly needs any introduction in an assembly of scholars : he

has acquired international reputation as an acute student of

Philosophy and a brilliant expositor of Indian Philosophy.

What is more, he has given us a very fascinating elaboration of

the Philosophy of our national poet Rabindranath : his recent

lectures i>n England and America have been a crying advertise-

ment for our Alma Mater, the T'niiversity of Calcutta. He is a

Boutb Indian—but be has made Bengal the country of his adop-

tion and he cherishes deeply the affection in which intellectual

Bengal holds him. He has no burden of title or honours except

such as arc purely academic ; he is a commoner of commoners

on out-look and habit. I venture to hope he will be able to

make new worlds of experience swim into our ken ” and

sweep our horizons : his philosophic mind is a guarantee of

well-balanced views ; and his sweetness and light impel the hope
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that he will be able to close our ranks with the only ligature

that binds—^that of love.

I bid him welcome in your name in all sincerity : I assure

him in your name of our unfailing good-will. And I make bold

to hope that a Conference pioneered by men like Acharya Frafulla

Chandra Boy and Giris Chandra Bose will have an increasing

career of usefulness under the pilotage of a tried man and true

like Professor Badhakrishnan. May the Giver of all good bless

oiu: endeavours and fill our minds with fear of God and love of

men ! Banob Matabam !*

Nbipbndra Chandra Banerji

' Addrasi delivered aa ChairmaD of the Beoeptioo Gommittaei All Bengal Ootlege

and Univerait^ Teaohera* Oonferenoei Second Seaaiont Oalcutta, April 3t 1987.
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A SONG OF SERVICE

The rootlet quivered in the ground

Beneath the stress of birth.

And communed with an aged root

Attuned with the earth

:

‘I know my pain, I know my grief,

O, whither is the mirth ?

*Lo, all my budding ecstasy

Is stifled in the mould,

The Beauty I had hoped to live

Is hidden fold on fold,

And Life’s full wave penit>up in grave

Of barrenness and cold.

‘I hear you croon, I hear you sing

Of raptures from above.

And a tremor of thrills your quiet fills,

Branch-stirred by wind and dove ;

I cannot sec how Solitude

Can sing the song of Love.

‘Each unseen leaf of yon that springs

Can kiss the Sun and Moon :

It knows the colours of the birds.

The splendour of the noon.

And plays to every changing breeze

An ever-changing tune.

8
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' But we are both ohamed down below^

I too will be a root

;

We may not live the upward grace

Of the greenly-budded shoot,

Nor share the radiant rapture of

Our very flowers and fruit.’

But the aged root loud laughed and shook

Its fibres to the grain :

*We must not weigh the Spirit in

The scales of Loss and Gain,

For the rapture of. the soul is horn

Out of the womb of Pain,

* When you have learnt Love’s sacrifice

In a life-unfolding throe,

And felt throughout your mother-heart

The call that mothers know,

You too will give your very life

And joy that it is so.

‘ For every throb of life that flings

Your beauty on the air,

Will sing the song of Service still.

Of tender-hearted care,

And your love beneath will blazon forth

In blossoms everywhere.

' And though both rain and sun may steep

Their glory to the view.

They may not drink.their life-blood yet

From sun or rain or dew.

Until it has been transmuted

By all the Love in you,
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* And when your grandeur is attained

Of fruited bough complete,

The ripeness of each hanging fruit

Is your full-flushed heart-beat,

And, though it hangs against the sky,

Does homage at your feet.

' The nestlings that your branches know
Are part of the mothering tree.

For your mother-heart embraces all

Although it cannot see.

Each feathered bliss, each speckled throat,

Each love-fed infancy.

*Aud though your sphere be hidden from

Where leaves and flowers fade,

Your spirit’s constant interplay

—

Will know when they are dead,

—

And mourn for them with Grief that is

Through Spring-Favth unafraid.

* The very sod above your bead

Is discipline of Life

:

There is nor Grace nor Glory won

But is achieved with strife :

It is the hardness of the stone

That whets the finest knife.

‘ And learn of me the lesson that

The ages still have proved

:

Giver and Giving are greater than

Who by that gift is moved,

And everywhere the Lover than

The one who is Beloved.’

SaMEABA EBISHNA OOBTTOIl.'
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THE UTKAL AND ODRA TRIBES

We often meet with the names of the above-mentioned

tribes in the Furanas, but we know nothing as to their identity.

In the modern Tamiil language the word Okkal signifies a culti-

vator of the soil while the same is called Odisu in the modem
Eamarese language. The readers will bear in mind that both

the languages, Tamil and Eanarese, have sprung from one and

the same Dravidiau language. It may, therefore, be supposed

that in the original Dravidian language the cultivator of the

soil must have been called by both the names, Okkal and Odisu.

We learn from epigraphic records that in ancient times there was

a tribe all over Orissa, being designated as Odesa (vide, Sodesa-

satantubay, etc., Plate B of Dandi Mahadevi, edited by Kiel-

horn. E. I. vol. VI p. 140; Sodesasatantubay, etc.. Grant of

Jayastambha Deva, edited by Mahamahopadhya Doctor

Haraprasad Sastri. J.B,O.B.S., pp. 405-409).

The Dravidian root Udu, signifying to plough, is still in

use in the Oriya language in the same significance. For ins-

tance, the Oriya term Ode as in the sentence, *Jami ode helani’

(the field has been ploughed once), may be cited here. Again,

in southern Orissa there is a class of cultivators who call them-

selves 'Ode chasa’ or 'Oda tasa.’ From their totem names as

well as from their social customs and manners the 'Oda chasas'

may be supposed to have belonged to Dravidian race in ancient

time. They may, therefore, be identified with the Odesas of

epigraphic records. In that case it may unhesitatingly be said

that they must have been called Okkala as well as Odisu in the

Dravidian language in ancient times. Hence the Sanskrit

names, Utkala and Odra, are supposed to have been coined from

these Dravidian words, Okkala and Odisu respectively. In

support of this supposition I may mention here that Ukkala,

the name of a village in the Madras Presidency, has been written

as Utkala in Grant no. 8 while the same has remained ortho-

graphically unchanged in other grants of Krishna Baja III

(vide. South Indian Inscriptions, Part HI).
BmAXAKMiSBA
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EMPIRIC FAITH

There are certain persistent problems of thought, and the

existence and onture of God (or some form of supernatural

being) is one such problem. The human mind in its attempt

to grapple with the deepest problems of life and the supremest

principle of being has not failed to try its different faculties

of apprehension to arrive at personal satisfaction and at

objective truth. ' Intuition and Feeling, Reason and Under-

standing, Faith and Will to Believe fairly cover the affective,

cognitive and conative attempts of the human mind to realise

the presence of God. Even Ignorance and Bicapacity have

been occasionally pressed into this service and the belief in

God has been thought to rest on such facts as man does not

know or cannot achieve.

Bo much for the philosophers. But when one turns to

tiic actual beliefs of man one is surprised to note what a

considerable part the sensuous faculty plays in the matter ol

religious conviction. While phi/losophers have broken one

another’s head over the question as to how exactly God is

known—^whether as a positive or negative Infinite, or as an

Unconditioned, or as the Absolute, or as an impersonal

Consciousness, or as a Personality, or as a limited Deity, or

as an onmipotent Creator, or as a transcendent Spectator of

the world-drama, or as a moral Governor,—the founders of

religion, though not unmindful of some of these aspects, have

put their emphasis upon the sensuous aspect of divinity and

sought to secure support for faith by appealing to the sensuous

faculty of man, which, to all but the professional philosophers,

is still the most indubitable aspect of our mental life. The

warmth of certainty always clings to our sensations (why else

should empiricists and hedonists be so hard to overthrow?),

while reasoning and faith have a vagueness and nneertainty
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about tbem which fail to attract the unthinking laity. Thus,

though reason should refuse to acknowledge certain sensuous

facts as relevant, the religious feeling, which at no time gets

rid of unreason completely, clings to them tenaciously as

parts of the creed and puts as much credence in the mass of

empiric legends, traditions and dogmas as in the ethical and

spkiitual elements proper. Opportunities are thus provided

for later schisms, criticisms and superstitions according to

different temperaments. Positive religions, by accepting these

sensuous facts, always keep themselves below the level of

philosophy of religion and provide that basis for emotional

attitude which no philosophy of religion ever effectively

supplies.

The nature of Divinity is, as is natural, the first problem

‘of all positive religions. Besides the fundamental problem

as to whether Divinity is to be conceived as unitary or plural

(or non-existent), there is the further problem as to whether

it has or has not any form and how it makes its existence or

presence felt. Polytheism or polydaemonism appears in a

variety of forms, believing in the manifestation of unseen

powers through natural forces like the sun, wind, water, etc.,

(the Yedic type), or through human forms (the Greek and

Pauranic types), or through visible symbols of any kind,

inorganic, organic or conscious (idolatry). The worship

partakes of the nature of divinity, and materials of sensuous

enjoyment—food, water, flowers, incense, raiments, ornaments,

etc,—are offered to the gods in keeping with their supposed

nature. Stones, trees, animals and men may all receive

worship in this way as actual gods or as symbols of divinity

:

they become sensuous representations of godhead and receive

divine homage. The doctrine of Incarnation falls within the

same category and, in fact, all thebries that attempt to bring

a far-off god into the realities of worldly existence by means of

a tangible symbol. As a matter of fact, there is a close relation

betwemi Pantheism, Hylozoism, Animism and Universal
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Symbolism, because if All is God, there is no reason why
the visible symbol of the ultimate principle should be limited

only to the conscious type and not extend to all grades of being

without any exception. In this way Hinduism found justifica-

tion for idolatry in Pantheism itself which tended at first to

desensualise and even depersonalise the Absolute.

But the obvious spatial and dynamic limitations of a

sensuous god have led monotheistic creeds to reject such

a conception, although, as will be seen later, this has not led

them also to reject empiric evidences altogether. How to

conceive God as at once formless and personal has sorely taxed

the ingenuity of monotheistic creeds (especially when the

matter is complicated by trinitarian conceptions), and agnostics

like Haeckel have not failed to point out that the God of mono-

theistic religion is n * gaseous vertebrate ’ who fills space

intangibly but thinks and acts like a man, whether man is

regarded in the image of God or God is regarded as man
immensely magnified. It is evident that no positive religion

has been able to adhere strictly to the disembodied spirituality

of godhead or dispense with its sensuous manifestation. It

is the amount of emphasis upon this aspect that distinguishes

one religion from another, and the emphasis has varied according

to historic tradition, contemporary culture and cultural

contact with other races and creeds.

Judaism, for instance, could not maintain a consistmitly

spiritualistic conception of God in the course of its fairly long

history. In the oldest tradition of the Bible, as D’Alviella

points out, God is represented quite anthropomoiphically.

“ Yahveh moulds man like a potter; he plants the garden of

Bden and walks through it in the cool of the evening like a

rich Mesopotamian. Adam hears his foot-steps. He comes

down from heaven to see the l>uilding of the Tower of Babel.

He eats and drinks with Abraham, and the latter washes his

feet. He struggles with Jacob and allows himself to be

overcome,” Judaism lapsed into idolatry mbre than once*
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in spite of vehement prophetic denanciations, and molten and

graven images, not only of Dagon and Baal, but of Yahveh

himself were not unknown. To quote Euenen : “The images

of Yahveh which adorned most of the bdmoth as well as the

temples at Dan and Bethel, imply that the ideas men had of

him were crude and material in the extreme. Of the religious

solemnities we know little, -but enough to assert with confidence

that they embodied anything but spiritual conceptions.

Wanton licence on the one hand, and the terror-stricken attempt

to propitiate the deity with human sacrifices on the other,

were the two extremes into which the worshippers of Yahveh

appear by no means exceptionally to have fallen.” Again,

the old records make it probable that the ephod (which was

latterly used to designate a cape which the priests assumed

when approaching the deity to learn his will) was an imago

of Yahveh, silvered or gilt over, ai>d perhaps so constructed

that the lots (by means of which the will of Yahveh was

ascertained) could be concealed within it.” Nay, the offerings

made by the Gentiles to their gods Yahveh appropriated as pure

offerings made to him and he declared that the Gentiles

worshipped the sun, the moon and the stars by his dispensation,

—

a view with which may be compared the Quranic position

that no soul can believe but by the permission of God.

Though both Christianity and Islam tried to minimise the

sensuous elements of faith and to develop a purely ethical

monotheism, they were severely handicapped by Jewish traditions

and could not entirely get over the empirical element. The

creation of man after divine image was not always understood

as a pure metaphor for spiritual kinship and affinity, and

very probably roused in ordinary minds the picture of an

old benevolent bearded gentleman in flowing dress engaged

in the task of creating man out of dust or clay or clots of

blood. Similarly, seeing the face of God was not often

interpreted spiritually as the realisation of one's oneness

with God but rather regarded as meeting him either as seated
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oD his throne,—as to the exact nature of which the Moslem

divines were put to sore trouble, u«2r., whether it was sensuous

aud co*eternial with Glod, whether God really touched it, and

whether it could be really borne aloft by eight angels admittedly

weaker than God whom they bore,—or in the cool shades of

heaven as at a garden party. No wonder some Islamic sects

were inclined towards anthropomorphism to some extent.

But although the Semitic creeds fought shy of the visual

presence of God in human form they had no objection to some

other types of sensuous manifestation. Although God declares

that Moses shall behold the form of the Lord, he prefers to appear

before him not in hits proper form but through earthly syml)ols and

phenomena,—sometimes as a burning bush that is nut consumed,

^ometimes as a pillar of cloud by day and a column of fire by

night, and sometimes in the form of what is vaguely described

as the glory,*—things which all men could l)ehold. The Quran

also quotes with approval these Mosaic talcs. But soon the

theory was propounded that no man could see the face of Gdd
and yet live, and a distinction was also drawn between the

favoured prophets aud the initiated priests on the one hand, and

the ordinary laity on the other, lest the latter ‘break through

unto the Lord and many of tliem perish’. The privilege of

going into the sanctum sanctorum the priests of almost all

religions have reserved to themselves in some form or other, and

they have always insisted upon an imposing initiatory ceremony

to keep up their own exclusive greatness. If, however, the direct

\iHiou' of the Lord Is denied to all without exception now, faith

still rears itself pn the empiric evidence of men of bygone ages

who claimed to have seen the Lord; for is not the other alterna-

tive u frank non-acceptance of revelation through sensuous

media and the possibility of scepticism?

Christianity, after a certain .'ynouut of dallying with Judaic

I'ODceptions about creation after the image of God and the

^mgels, steered generally clear of corporeality and anthropo-

morphism, but not altogether. The trinitarian conception and

9
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the begetting of the only sou -were so unpalatable that Islam

denounced them whenever an opportunity occurred. The

description of the heavenly Jerusalem was nothing but a crude

poetic fantasy in no way distinguishable from Judaic accounts,

as in Daniel and Exekiel. But the crudest sensuous phenomena

are those connected with the initiation of the missionary

activities of Christ and his Apostles. The Spirit of God has a

rather spectacular way of approving of these activities : once it

descends in tiio form of a dove on Christ himself and again it

comes down on each of the Apostles in the form of a tongue of

fire. Was the dove symbolic of the mission of peace which

Jesus came to fulfil and were the tongues of fire meant to

give utterance unto his disciples, or are both descriptions purely

collective hallucination’s ?

A God that does not act in a spectacular way, either on his

ovm initiative or on the iirterccssion of a prophet or a messiah,

soon loses his hold on the popular imagination. Moral govern^

ment by overt rewards and punishments and miracles are the

two main pillars of positive faith. Just remember what a great

part of the Jewish belief is dependent upon God’s sensuous

dealings with the delinquent. He must hurl thunder and light-

ning, rain down fire and brimstone, send deluge, death or evil

diseases, and visit the unbeliever and the iniquitous with all the

dire calamities mentioned in Deuteronomy, xxviii, 16-68, to

convince the penplc that he Ifieant to be obeyed. A jealous God

that he repeatedly proclaims himself to be, be warns them of

(mul actually inflicts upon them) not an uncomfortable future

life (which was not sensuously apprehensible in this) but

punishments which they could feel here on earth—the sword,

the famine, the pestilenco, the destruction of Jerusalem, loss of

freedom, exile into a foreign land, and such other convincing

empiric punishments. To the enemies of Israel also he deals

with equal clearness his empiric vengeance—^plagues of all

types, death, destruction and discomfiture. Ever since he

established his covenant with Noah and his family and with all
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living beings by the sign of the rainbow he never forgets to use

a sensuous miracle or sign as the credentials of his power and

intention,—^nay, he volunteers to show a sign to Ahaz, viz., the

immaculate conception, even though the latter would not ask for

any. No wonder Isaiah should say : Behold, I and the

children whom the Lord hath given mo arc for signs and for

wonders in Israel from the Lord of hosts, which dwelleth in

mount Zion.” There can be no doubt that the empiric veri-

fication of divine wrath and divine mercy was a potent cause

of belief and that the prophets made a good use of this instru-

ment of faith when delivering their diatribes against idolatrous

relapses.

The Quran too quotes with approval some of the Mosaic

miracles and the divine chastisement upon the Pharaoh, and

gives a more glowing picture of the resurrection, the heaven and

the hell. It agrees with the Old Testament that the prophets

rehearse to thesr fcllgw-mcn. the signs of God and consigns those

who treat these as lies to the hell-fire. It repeats the stories of

Noah, Lot, Jonah, Job and Moses, invents new stories about

David and Solomon, and adds stories of its own regarding Houd,

Saleh and Sho’aib and points to the moral that disbelief in

I hose prophets was promptly followed by the empme taste of

the sword, the earthquake and the rain. It promises to the

hcliever the empiric joys of heaven and metes out to the un-

believer and the apostate not only a aword on earth but also a

terrible fire in hell. lu all ages the unbelievers have challenged

the beliievers to show signs an^ whether to establiish their own

truthfulness or to reveal the glory of God, the latter have been

obliged to tempt God, though not always in vain, to show

miracles, signs and wonders to prove; that he really exists.

A refreshingly higher note is occasionally struck by the

Quran, however, when it jiointS to the commonplace objects

of daily experience, and not to the rare and the miraculous,

as signs of divine pj’csencc ; for if the former are not

sufficient to convince people of the existence of God, the
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latter would In' branded aa fables of the amciouts, magical

feats and lies.

Docs a formless God require any penuaneut residence, and

to an omnipotent Presence is there any distinction between one

place and another so far as sanctity is concerned ? Not as a

matter of theory, but as a matter of practice, the belief is,

however, widespread. In almost all religions a special holiness

has been attached to certain places, and these Have become objects

of piilgrimage to the faithful. Some religions have gone hirther

and have invested certain objects with special holiness as symbols

of divinity. Primitive animism, if it be the religious counter-

part of philosophical hylozoinm, is the most liberal creed in

one sense and squares easily with pantheism in looking

upon all natural objects as equally sacred. But fetishism,

totemism and idolatry raise some objects to the dignity of gods

to the exclusion or neglect of the rest. A visible symbol,

standing out prominently in the midst of commonplace objects

by virtue of some objective i)eculiarity or some subjective

feeling, serves to concentrate attention and becomes the locus

of divine worship or superstitious veneration. The sotting and

the materials of worship naturally become sensuous in keeping

with the sensuous nature of godhead
; the precincts of the god

acquire an artificial sanctity, and men and things associated

with his worship come to be looked upon with religious awe or

superstitions veneration ;
and when permanent images are set

up-, pilgrimage and priestcraft take their rise. Idolatry may,

therefore, be regarded as a kind of radical empiricism in

religion in which all spiritual facts are converted into

sensuous symbols.

So innate is this tendency of the religious mind that even

professedly anti-idolatrous religions have not been able to get

rid of visible symbols. In Judaism, temporary visions of the

Lord in fire, thunder, sound and smoke were soon replaced by

the more permanent ark of the covenant which received divine

homage (and before which the image of Dagon fell on its face).
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iind, soon after, images of Yahveh made their appearance,

in spite of his misgivings, Solomon set up the first fixed house

of worship in preference to high places where hitherto sacri-

fices had been made and incenses burnt (was it because heaven

was supposed to l)e nearer to a high place than to the plains?),

and set a fashion among the Semitic races which has persisted

down to tho present time : nay, wc are told in Ezekiel that the

outer gate of theisanctuary to the east of the temple God chose

for entry and commanded to be shut for all times against

human entrance (just as, for instance, God chose the sabbath

for rest because he completed the act of creation on that day)

.

There is really, however, no sanctity anywhere unless there is

])ehind it a will to believe, and different religions have fastened

upon different symbols of respect and adoration according to

their degree of culture and their historical traditions. It is

what we put into a symbol that makes it sacred or profane, and

Ihis is why the most sacred object of one set of people may be

the vilest abomination to another. Desecration of their own

place of worship is sliill a profanation to those who will not

have a god with any form and who will not have the slightest

hesitation in smashing a consecrated image of another faith, as

if God would be dislodged if the former were defiled and as

if tho latter is a spiritual vacuum where God can never be.

God is either everywhere or nowhere if the earth is veritably

his footstool. And, similarly, every day is equally holy with

the sabi)ath. God has no reason to sanctify cither a particular

place or a particular time, just as he has no reason to sanctify

a particular race or a particular community.

The severe puritanic character of Islam is to be found not

only in its denunciation of idolatry but also in the singular

bareness of interior decorations in a mosque (except where

contiguous idolatry influences it to some extent). Nevertheless,

Mahomet’s judicious recognition of the strength of visible

symbol of some kind in worship is to be found in his reafiirming

the sanctity of the Kaaba to which pre-Islamic Arabia made its
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annual pilgrimage and in his insistence upon the Haj as one of

the pillars of his faith. To make the function impressive,

peculiar dress, particular route and fixed manner were also

enjoined. His injunction of turning towards Mecca during

worship (supposed to be the first permanent seat of divine

worship), though occasionally announced to be of no spiritual

consequence, took due note of the importance of a' kehla in

popular faith. But, on the whole, there is in his creed imthing

like the ark of the covenant with the two cherubim covering it

with their spacious wings, as in the temple of Solomon, nor

like the figures of the crucified Christ and the saints which

loom large on a devoted Catholic congregation.

But there is one point in which these Semitic creeds were

more or less alike. In them the lineaments of God fade into

such indistinctness that a prophet has always been an indis-

pensable necessity, although his function has been differently

conceived in different times. To })rcservc the holiness and

dignity of God he has been kept so far remote from the world in

these deistic speculations that 'they hitve been obliged to rely

upon the prophets to help them out of their transcendental

lameness by means of empiric crutches. Emboldened by the

claims of their jiredeccssors, both Christ and Mahomet not

only claimed inspiration or mediation for themselves but

sought to bring the prophetic succession to a close with them-

selves. Christ exploited the Judaic fiction of an original sin

to proclaim himself the only way to everlasting life, promised to

the believer the way to the many mansions of his Father’s

house, rebuked Philip when the latter wanted to see in addition

the Father whose only begotten son he claimed to be. His

birth, ministration and death were duly heralded with angelic

flourishes, and his resurrection took place, according to a pro-

phecy of his own, after he had been three full days and nights

in the grave, so that he might be on tlie right-hand side of God

on the Judgment Day, presumably to introduce the believers to

God for salvation. To convince believers and unbelievers
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alike, the resurrected Christ moves about from place to place,

allows his feet to be taken hold of for worship, breaks bread,

eats broiled fish, convinces doubting Thomas by exhibiting his

cnicified hands and side, and carries on active conversation, so

that no empiric evidence might be lacking to prove that he was

not left in the Hades nor did his flesh see corruption. Mahomet

was more modest because he lived at a much later age when

imagination had less pow'er of appeal than reason ; but he went

a step farther than Christ in one respect for it is claimed on

his behalf that the Arabic scripture he revealed was the trans-

cript of a copy kept in heaven, although it is not made clear

how that is to be reconciled with his other doctrine of abroga-

tion of previous revelations given to himself. Tn the usual

Semitic fashion he claimed to have been heralded by Christ as

the coming Paraclete just as Christ himself was heralded by

John the Baptist. In the meantime, we need only notice

the latent implication that without an empiric spiritual prop

faith feels nervous, and that where the gods do not descend

on earth in their proper forms or as incarnations, the prophets

and saints take their places, or the angels, semi-divine and

semi-human, flit about as messengers between God and man.

No wonder the Shiahs should believe in an invisible succession

of Imams 1

These prophets arc not only the vehicles of revelation but

also the repositories of a portion of supernatural power and this

they manifest by performing miraculous acts. People want

striking credentials and not a mere moral life from a prophet

:

how else is he to be distinguished from the common herd? So,

at the risk of being regarded as an imposter, he has been

obliged at all times to show signs and wonders to convince the

people and to vrin a following. Whether miracles are at all

possible is a philosophical apd scientific problem that has not

yet been satisfactorily solved—^that they should abound in

ancient accounts and get rarer with the dissipation of ignorance

and credulity has been urged as a strong ground against their
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possibility. • The falling rate of conversion among cultured

heathens is a sure sign that, at least in regard to Christianity,

the empirical possibility of some of the miraculous stories is

being widely questioned and that in future the value of any

creed would be determined solely by its moral and spiritual

character. Except where popular credulity is still strong, the

miraculous elements are gradually disappearing in all reforming

movements. But in all ancient religions a striking performance

is as much an integral part of the religion as the morality

taught. Just fancy what amount Judaism and Christianity

would lose in prestige if the episode of the Bed Sea

crossing, the phenomenon of the Burudng Bush, the many

miracles connected with Moses, Samuel, Elijah and Elisha, the

Immaculate Conception and the Bcsurrection were all branded

as old wives’ tales. We may leave aside the many secular

miracles the prophets performed, for their significance is so

childish at times that we wonder what other function these

perform except that of acting as a bait to catch the credulous.

To make a tiny pot of oil inexhaustible or to convert water into

wiift verge on the magical; the raising of the dead does not

abolish death for the second time although it gives a temporary

lease of life. And what are we to think of a dead man reviving

at the touch of the buried bones of the dead Elisha?

Mahomet contented himself with giving a small list of

miracles,—^the sending down of the Quran, the splitting of the

nooon, the listening of the Quran by the jinns, Muslim victory

through angelic agency,—^but his followers have not failed to

lengthen the list by adding the angelic purification of his

heart and his supernatural mode of transport. On the

whole, Islam relies less upon these fables although Mahomet
himself believed in miracles and felt at the same ..time that

he was not destined by God to
^
perform them and consoled

himself with the thought that even if he had performed miracles

he might not have been more believed in than the previous

prophets about whose miraculous exploits he does not seem to
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have had any doubt. Still, he pointed out that, for those who
wanted to believe, the ordinary phenomena of nature were

enough as evidences. That even of the elusive teacher Buddha,

whose belief in Glod and future life is problematical, stories of

miraculous deeds should be narrated by posterity shows the

psychology of popular mind, which at no time gets rid of the

idea that the supernatural being must have a supernatural way
of manifesting himself to our empiric experience or else he does

not exist.

And how do we manifest our reverence to the Holy One?

We need not refer to the Hebrew religion where the formless

character of God did not stand in the way of presenting material

offerings to him throughout the year and on special occasions

—

a choten menu of variety dishes which God is supposed to have

himself dictated to his chosen people and which prescription

later on converted a temple of God into a house of merchandise.

No wonder the spiritually minded Jews were sore grieved in

heart and exclaimed that to obey was better than sacrifice and

to hearken than the fat of lambs. Islam too could not get away

from ceremonial slaughter as a joyous thanksgiving, although

Mahomet put the matter in a nutshell in his pregnant utterance

that of the camels offered as sacrifice neither their flesh nor

ihcir blood but the piety of man reached God. Even in ceremo'

i]ial-ridden Hinduism, where the material form assigned to god*

iiead makes material offering tolerable, we have the remarkable

utterance that, as compared with formal rites, muttering is ten

limes, secret prayer a hundred times, and the communion of

soul a thousand times more valuable.

And now consider the cumulative effect of these empiric

factors in each religion. Let there be an honest heart-to~heart

talk of two good souls without reference to these factors and you

^re surprised to find how closely they agree. But' let these

^tors be introduced and you see that the spirit of rapproche-

is gntio and in its place appear fanaticism and persecution.

We thiwlf of the god revetded by our own prophet-as the most

•0
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attractive god and we think of our heaven as the most enjoyable

post-mortem residence. We institute empiric environments of

faith, like festivals, pilgrimages, church organisations pd saints,

and these act as dividing gulfs between ourselves and our

neighbours. But, most of all, we claim an empiric origin for

our scriptures which are supposed to have been revealed, not to

human reason or to human heart, but to the eyes and ears of

men by God. Were not the Vedas seen by the seers with their

own eyes? Did not God make known in writing to Moses

what his laws were? Did not God send down an Arabic Quran

for the guidance of the faithful ? Did not Ahura-Mazda verbally

answer the queries of Zarathushra ? Did not God publicly

confirm Christ’s rainistratinni by divine voice? How then can

one doubt the words of God without risking damnation? Thus

a subtle distinction has entered into faith between visual

appearance of godhead and the other sensuous revelations through

which God makes his existence and wishes known. And if it is

the same God that proclaims himself through the different

channels, we must either rest content with what he has given us

or we must bo vociferous in selling our own wares even though

others have the same brand. Or, we must discredit some of the

revelations and thus ultimately have recourse to reason. What
we generally do, however, is to organise a band of salesmen for

our goods, and these energetic salesmen are the missionaries of

different faiths. Most of them are affected by auto-suggestion

by constantly advertising for love or money their faith-merchan-

dise, and they energetically push the sale of their patent spiritual

nostrum to a populace suffering from a sense of spiritual malaise,

real, imaginary or artificial. In this way religious communities

grow up with marked external features and peculiar social

customs, ceremonies and formulae, and these serve to group

and divide men, just as dressesr differentiate and grade the same

rational bipeds whom Carlyle described as forked radishes wil^

curiously carved heads. If ever an ethical Utopia aiming at

uoivttnal concord comes to be written, it is likely that from i ^
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the misBiomaries with extreme views would be bamshed as the

poets were banished from Plato’s Bepublic. It is not unlikely

that religion in some form or other will persist as long as

human nature remains essentially unchaniged; but the sectarian

gods are doomed together with their prophets and their scrip-

tures. The common endeavour of all spiritually minded people

of a cultured age would be not to inoculate the backward ones

with the virus of this or that faith but to prepare the intellec-

tual ground on which every man will build his own personal

religion and will be prepared to change it as often as he is

convinced that he has built it wrong. It is then only that he

will be able to make more abundantly than now his own
independent contribution to the deepest problems of life and

experienice to the common stock of social achievement. When
all around the signs of progress are writ largo, let ns not cramp

our souls with the shibboleths of dogmatic faith or attempt

vainly to stem the tide of a greater revelation in future in which

the main characters will probably be the absence of sensuous

media and the illumination of individual souls prepared by

culture to resist emotional and unthinking conversion. Let ns

not close the door against honest doubt by putting the divine

stamp on the scriptures, and let us admit that all of them are

man-made, albeit at different moments of human exaltation.

Let us not keep our gods in the darkest chambers of our heart

for fear that the glare of intellect should expose their lineaments

and remove the mystic awe with which we like them so much to

be shrouded. If we are bold enough, let us repeat once

more, if necessary, the ethical experiment of Buddha and

acknowledge no other religion than morality touched with

emotion.

H. D. Bhattachabtta
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THE EARTH IS FOR THE COMING RACE

The earth is for the coming race,

It is not for you and me,

In future weal wo have no place,

In the happy days to be.

Our daily toil grows rich in fruit,

And wisdom crowns our years,

While deep in earth life strikes its root,

It’s watered by mist of tears.

A shadow on our lives is oast,

The shadow of other men,

The glory we thought our own is past—
Is past beyond our ken.

It shines now for another race.

As once for us had shone.

To them the earth turns round her face

—

The earth we called our own.

Of old joys there’s left no trace,

Alas that it should be.

The earth is for the coming raoe>

It is not for you and me.

Kalinimohan Ghattbrjbb
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ATMAN versus BRAHMAN

In the Calcutta Review for November, 1926, the leading

article is by Prof. Carlo Formichi of the University of Borne.

The learned writer discusses in it the conception of Atman

in the Upanishads. From the exposition he gives of some of

the passages culled from these immortal treatises, it is clear he

understands the central idea underlying the writings of Bishis.

With admirable succinctness he has brought out towards the

conclusion the unique synthesis which the ancient seers of India

effected of physical science and metaphysical philosophy and

religion.

In the beginning of his article he attempts to give his ex-

l)osition a historical setting. To him Brahman appears Im

earlier conception, which Atman, a later product of the vision

uf seers, seeks to supplant. ‘It (Atman) sometimes rivals and

opposes Brahman, sometimes eliminates it through silence,

and sometimes lets it live on as its own synonym.'

To corroborate his theory of imaginary warfare between

what he regards as two rival terms he refers to passages in the

Upanishads. *Atman clearly challenges Brahman in Chandogya

Vn. I., where Narada, a Brahman asks Sanatkumara, a war-

rior, to be initiated into the doctrine of Atman inasmuch as the

knowledge of Brahma (hrahmavidyd) is incapable of rescuing

man from misery, while every knower of Atman (atmavit)

overcomes sorrow.’

‘ Every knower of Atman overcomes sorrow’ is a literal

translation of a line in the Upanishad itself. One should ex-

pect that ‘the knowledge of Brahma (hrahmavidyd) is incapable

of rescuing man from misery*', is likewise a literal reproduction,

which, however, it is not. Prof. Formichi is advancing an origi-

nal hypothesis. He owes it to himself as wdl as to his readers to

make no addition from his own imagination to what is sufficiently
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expressly stated in the text. The Professor’s probable author-

ity for his derogatory statement about the efficacy of Brdhmanw
the mention by Narada of Brahmavidyi among sciences he has

already read, but which, as is clear from his request to be now
‘rescued from sorrow, as the knowerof iltmu is rescued,’ have not

effected his salvation. Now to this request is prefixed an affirma-

tion, which the Professor appears perhaps to have ignored, that

Narada is simply mantravit, the knower of the formula, and not

dtmauit, the knower of the spirit. Sanutkumara in his reply

repeats the same thing where he declares that all the literature he

has named is ndma i.e., letter as distinguished from the spirit.

Narada may have intellectually grasped but has not spiritually

realised what he has read. This is his own confession, followed

by a like affirmation by Sanatkumara. That Mman and

Brahman stand for the same concept in the eyes of the inter-

locutors will be apparent to the Professor if he proceeds a little

further in the same discourse. In VII. 8.1, Sanatkumara, the

warrior says :
—

*Manas is Atman, Martas is Brahman.'

Brahmavidyd, as long as it is mastered through the intellect

alone is of course ‘incapable of rescuiirg a man from misery.’

So, too, is Atmavidya, a synonym of Bfahmavidya. As soon

as it is realised through a gradation of esoteric exercises and

attempts enumerated in the Upanishads, it works out one'e

salvation.

The Professor’s next authority is Brihadaranyka U. 1.,

where a ‘Brahman, Gargya, has his Brahman defeated by the

Atman of a Kshatriya, Ajatasatru.’ ‘Gargya never uses the

term Atman but is always speaking of Brahman while on the

contrary, the king never uses the term Brahman but is always

speaking of Atman'. Does the Professor contend that Brahman

had abjured the term Atman, and the Eshatriyas eschewed on

oath the term Brahman ? In the passage to which he has

already referred, Narada, a Brahman, longs to be Atmavit, the

knower of Atman, while Sanatkumara, a Eshatriya declares

manosto be both ‘^tman’ and ‘Brahman*. In the discourse
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from Brihadarasyaka, too, which wc are now oonsidering,

Ajatasatru, when asked to explain Brahman, says :

—

Fratilo-

man chaitad yad hrdhmaifa Kshatriydm upeyad hrahmame

vakshyati. 11.1.15. ‘It is reversing the proper procedure that

a Brahman should approach a Eshatriya with the request

that the latter may teach him of Brahman.’ Now the word

Brahman falls expressly from the lips of the Eshatriya, Ajata-

satru, who proceeds in what follows, to expound the naure of At-

man. What implication from this alternate use of the terms

could be more clear than that Brahman and Atman were

synonymous terms to Ajatasatru himself, though an inter-

preter of his teachings come to enlighten the public as to

his meaning in the twentieth eentury, may, on what authority

he may himself know, vouch for a deadly animosity between

the concepts, an animosity taking its rise from the clash

of caste or i)erchanoe of colour between the Brahmans and

Eshatriyas, who had voAved in all seriousness in the heat

of their word-war to boycott each other’s vocabulary. It

was the merest chance which let slip the word Brahman
from the mouth of the warrior-preceptor, who, therefore, cannot

to-day accept the position of a linguistic foe, which Carlo

Formichi seeks to assign him, instead that of a teacher whom
the seeker after truth approaches in sincere humility. The

Brahman pupil stuck to the term Brahman, as to him in

accordance with the usage of the time it was nothing distinct

from Atman, not surely in obedience to his caste vow to abjure

Eshatriya terminology.

This becomes even more mamieat in Chandogya, Y. 2.1.,

which the Professor seizes on ^as his next authority. A few

Brahmanas start on their search after knowledge with the query

ko nu dtmd, which they simply repeat by saying kirn hrahma,

and they first have a recousse to a Brahman, Uddalaka, who
leads them to a Eshatriya, as be is convinced of the greater

competency of the latter for such teaching. What greater

proof could be needed of a spirit of absolute equality and cordial
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amity {wevailing among Eshatriyas and Brahmans of those

days so that one class had no hesitation in resorting to tiie

other for enlightenment? Would such intercourse be possible

if e^en the philosophical concepts and formulae of one caste

were mentally at loggerheads with those of the other?

To Professor Pormichi alone does the Tsha give ‘the

example of an Upanishad which never mentions Brahman, and

seems to know only one universal principle, namely, Itman.*

The Professor has apparently read only the ESnva recension of

Ishopanishad. In the Madhyandindya version, we do meet with

the formula Om Kham Brahma. This as also the term Stma
used inverses 6,7, is one more evidence of the indiscriminate

acceptability of the two terms to the seers.

The Professor’s last instance is from Brihadaranyaka, 1.4.

He himself notices that ‘ while in 1.4. 10, 11 it is stated that in

the beginning this word was only Brahman,' ‘ we read in 1.4.1,

in the beginning the whole word was only Itman.' *Itman

and Brahman are here identified.* We fail to see what

prompts the suggestion only a few lines further “that finally in

1.4.17, the author, as if repenting of having stated in 1.4.10

that in the beginning the whole world was Brahman, says:

—

‘In the beginning the whole world was Atman." How repen-

tence comes in at 1.4.17 and not at 1.4.10, where ‘this whole

world’ is declared to be Brahman after a former declaration in

I>.4.1 that it is Atman is a mystery. Why not stick to the

more sound position taken above that ‘Brahman and Atman
are here identical’ ? The idea of repentance is quite extraneous

to the theme. The Professor may claim originality for it, but

not at all fidelity to the text, nor even consistency in his own
exposition. *

It is in the Svetasvetara that prospects of ‘ amicable electi-

cism,’ which is ‘not long in reconciling all kinds of opponents'

force themselves od the notice of the Professor. He sees,

.

‘tl^refore, the Svetasvetara busy not only with identifying

Brahman and Atman but also bringing into line with them the
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PuTuea.' Ab if Puruea had not ini the earlier Upanishads been

expressly mentioned as the synonym of Ktman. The Professor

evidently ignores the opening line of Brihadranyaka, 1.4.1.

where Atman, which alone was in the beginning, is given out

to be Puruea Vidhah, i.e., in the likeness of Purufa, and

towards the conclusion to be distinctly ‘Purusa.’ And why so?

So yat purvo asmit sarvasmit sarvan papmana aufat tasm&t

purusah. ‘As it burnt away all sins before anybody else, so it

was called the burner, Puruea.'

The Professor avers :
—‘We western people are shocked by

such contradictory statements; for in the name of logic and

(‘onsistenicy, do we not fight and are we not ready to die?’

To us neither logic and consistency, nor even fighting and

the readiness to die have appeared to be the monopoly of either

the East or the West. Contradictory statements shock all. The
only essential thing for their being universally shocking is that

they should be in fact contradictory and not simply imagined

as such. In all the passages adduced by the Professor there

arc the earnest pupil and the earnest teacher disclosing to

each other the very pith of their inner feeling. They meet in

the spirit of genuine camaraderie of heart, not with fires of caste

jealousy smouldering under the ashes of hypocrisy in their indmi-

cal bosoms, to blaze up at the first opportunity of warfare.

‘Conflict,’ in the effort towards peace is not simply ‘ avoided’;

it has not arisen. Brahman and Atman are not only ‘consi-

dered’ as synonymous, they are synonymous. To us ‘whether

we (Westerns) or the Indians are wiser’ is no more ‘an open

question.’ It is decided once for all. Those who conjure up

contradictions, where in reality there are none, cannot, irrespec-

tive of their birth and race,* help being shocked. T]iey, in fact,

purposely shock themselves, and then either find fault with,

or give credit to, their western birth for an unpleasant

feeling which is a creation of their imagination. To escape

being gratuitously shocked, let them give up conjuring contra-

dictions.

XI
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Let UB, in conclusion, repeat our appreciation of the Pro-

fessor’s right apprehension of the central meaning of the seers

of the Upanashads. Simply he has assigned to certain terms

used in the discourse a wrong history where in reality there wap

no history.

Chahupati

EPITAPH

»

Gay little sister, when you met with Death

1 am sure you took his hand with all the zest

You had for Life’s adventures—^though the breath

Had scarcely left your breast

:

And as he led you on to shadowland

You Bkipi)ed and called him names and laughed at him.

Death, the great policeman, trying to look grim,

Smiling behind his hand.

L. A. G. Stbono

Repsodimed lk«m Th§ 8Mrd^ Bevkw.
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AJANTA

We left Ellora for Ajanta in the gray twilight of an

October evening ini 1922. The play of protean colours that

tinted the dappled clouds in the horizon had just ceased. The

last ray of the sun bad just fainted away on the top of the

rock. The moon of the Navami or ninth night was just

beginning to shine. In that mellow light the beauty of the

crescent shaped Ellora rocks in the dim distance very much
like the horned moon on the crest of Siva’s matted locks filled

us with that exquisite happiness which almost bordered on pain.

We were still thinking of the marvellous work of art we left

behind—^nobly conceived, far nobly executed. How pliantly

had the obdurate rock yielded to the chisel of the sculptor,

ami suffered itself to be converted into myriads of shapes,

huge, stupendous, natural, grotesque, fanciful

!

We passed tlnough the courtyard of the fort of Daulat-

abad and left the famous Chand Minar to its soliitude, all

wrapped in the silvery rays of the moon. Wc were now
dreaming of the splendours of Ajanta and were almost having a

fore-taste of that subtle delight which is bred of sweet imagin-

ings and expectant fancies. Should the brush triumph over

the chisel?

We reached Pahur on the Pachora-Jamoer line in the

evening of the next day. From this place the lertH (i.e, the

caves) is nineteen miles off. We started at half past three in

the morning and passed Fardapur about three miles from the

caves when the sun was just peeping out of his mansion in the

eastern quarters. Further ahead the road has gone to the left

over the hills to the village of Ajanta. We took the path to

the right to go to the caves. Our path lay through fields of

small cotton plants all abloom with their tiny flowers of vary-

ing hues—white, yellow and reddish. This together with the
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verdure of the vegetation as far as the eye could scan—^here

little dewdrops poised on leaf ends and shining like pearls in

the shade of the hillocks, there radiant with the first beams of

the sun playing upon them looking as if sprinkled over with

all the colours of the powdered rainbow—^presented a fairy

spectacle enchanting beyond expression. A few paces onward

the crescent-shaped scarp of the bill stood in front of us ; a

little stream gurgling on as she passed and stumbled over the

pebbles was meandering her slow course. We crossed her and

under the shade of the trees made our way to the beautiful

caves. The gentle breeze was heavy-laden with the aroma of

their wild flowers. Such a calm, sequestered, beautiful spot

rich in natural scenery is extremely rare. The steep hill has

risen three .to four hundred feet high,—^two half moon segments

of the hills confronting one another have shut out the entire

noise of the world, as if the narrow entrance is only for the

privileged SMhaJra, the devotee—a spot designed for the

devotional exercises of the Yogs only. Thousands of trees and

creepers intermingling with one another in endless riddles and

intricate mazes have contrived to build a fit nook for upasan^,

for meditation. Who knows in what dim past the place

was consecrated by the heart-offerings of countless bhakUts,

and made pure by the irSdhanS, the devotion of the sSdliahas?

Blwkti and jndna, reverence and knowledge, of countless

artists took form here and ornamented the walls of the caves.

The work M’as altogether selfless, for none of the innumerable

paintings have been signed, a self-denial truly characterising

the sUdhaka artists of ancient India, who worked in the eyes of

the great Task-Master only, ensconced in the solitude of this

sacred place screened from the vision of man, and who cared

naught for mundane praise or mundane blame.

In the remote past, long before the coming of the Christ,

this crescent-shaped nook unfrequented by man was the abode

of the Buddhist Bhikshus chosen by them for devotional exer-

cises. Havell says in his Anteienl and Mediaeoal AtokUecture
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that just as at Sardwar the Ganges coming over the steep hills

falls in torrents over the precipice so the river here rushing

through the deep forest crowning, the precipice falls divided in

several loose tresses like another Ganges bursting madly from

the close locks of dankara.

Mr. Solomon in his Women of the Ajanta Caves thus

describes the scene

:

"The cliff sweeps downward to the valley in a double cascade of volca*

nic rook, topped with a soft curling spume of greenery, and vanishing into

verdant brake and coppice below. This rook wave is punctured with

human eyries of the monks, fit habitations indeed for those soaring spi-

rits. From the great half-moon gallery that connects the temples, one

looks across the vale, and serpentining river upon opposing crags that

seem to heave and billow with supwabundant green. The head of the

crescent swings southward in its full curve and is closed by a huge butt-

ress of perpendicular rook down a chasm of which the river tumbles in a

light cascade. The wavelike hills are here and there broken, by tall

splintered rooks that tower in stem contrast above the verdure. Bui

this greenness has clung and crept, climbed and crawled, and at last

conquered every cranny and crevice of the landscape. The greenness

of Ajanta seems fraught with tenderness. It is Love the beautifier who
presses a vernal kiss even on the forbidding lip of the precipice."

I cannot help quoting the artist once more, since I am in

full agreement with him and since I cannot gxpresB with

greater efEect

:

" Seated on the threshold of the Seventeenth Cave under the far-

projecting caves of virgin rook, I gazed at the great cliff opposite. From
this vantage point one can see the waterfall. The sun now getting low

had thrown the rugged eastern angle of the valley into shadow, but its

light hung like a great ruby upon the broad bosom of the cliff. Far

beneath at the cavernous base of the rock the river had a tam-like look,

so turpid and slow flowed its current.

Across its unruffled surface eras drawn a gleam like a dagger blade

of jade. As 1 eyed, I found myself speaking aloud the words,

'Majesty and Power.* The action was a sub-conscious one. I do not

know how the words formed in my mind, nor why I uttered them, but

I am sure the syllables were foigadi by something more subtle than
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chance, by some impression in a remote br^-cell which worked respon*

sive to the influences, both external and viowless, of my surroundings/'

There are altogether twenty-nine caves here, great and

small, finished and unfinished. Of these four are Chaityas,

and the remaining, Vikaras. Perhaps a word or two regarding

these will not be out of place. There was Saipgha or congre-

gation among the Buddhists, and the Saipgha was so honoured

that it found a place in the formula of Buddhist initiatiom

known as the Three Jewels (Triratna) or the Three Befuges

(Trisarapa), viz.,

Buddkaiii saranaW' gaccMmi
\

Dhammam saravaii% gacchSmi
||

Saifigharfl saraffatfi gaccMmi l||

The Buddhistic worship was not individualistic like that

of the Brahmins and the Jains, but Congregational—all prayed

together. The Assembly Hall or the Chapter House where

they congregated was called the Chaitya House. Many house-

holders without renouncing the world accepted the Three

Befuges ; they were called Up&sakas. Those, however, who

renounced the agdra or the home and became anAgSn% or

homeless were called the Bhikshus. These latter consecrated

themselves ^tircly to religion. Thus the Up&sakas were

distinguished from the Bhikshus. The maintenance of this

distinction regulated the construction of the Chaityas, an

explanation of which is forbidden by consideration of space in

this article. Such Assembly Halls were used for prayer The

Viharas consisting of many ceils were occupied, in most cases,

singly, by the Bhikshus.

The primitive religion of Gutama Buddha underwent a

great change as time passed on, and about the second century

after Christ became mixed up ‘with several creeds and super-

stitions and became known as the Mahkyana doctrine. Those

who followed the primitive religion were called HInay&nists,

those who followed the developed and complex faith, the
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Mah&y&nistB. Caves No. IX and X were Hinay&nist Chaityas.

These are simple constructions without any decoration or

omamentationi quite in conformity with the severe simplicity

of their faith which was opposed to all sorts of complex ritual

or image worship. The two Chaityas mentioned above have

been assigned to the second and first centuries before Christ.

The axis of the Halls turns towards the North and North-East.

And there is a symbolism in this. For, the North signifies

darkness and night, fit symbols of Parinirvaifa or the Great

Decease of the Buddha. The Hlnay&nists who were severe

rigourists did not take the Buddha as the rising sun as subjects

of their meditation, but elected to think on his Parinirviiifa

indicated by the dark night sky conventionally symbolised by

the northern quarter.

At the head of the entrance of the Chaityas is the archway

called the Sun-windoic. Havell calls it the lotus leaf arch.

The pencil of the rays of the sun makes way through it and

falls directly on the dagoba or Buddha image illuminating it

and throwing the rest of the space into what the poet calls the

minster gloom.” Havell says :

"As a theological symbol it stood for Brahms or Buddha or Siva and

when image worship gradually crept into the Jndo-Aryan ritual, the arch

became the aureole of a seated figure of divinity, the form of which was

associated in the mind of the devout with the lotus leaf. The outside

line of the arched opening took the shape of a conventionalised leaf of

the sacred pipal—the Bodhi Tree.”

We meet at Ajanta rather than anywhere else in the world

with ” the true symphony of the three arts, viz., painting,

sculpture and architectonic design.” I will limit myself to the

first.

The subjects of the paintings are traditionally divided into
‘

two groups (1) mundane and (2) supermundane. Ajanta

was a University in the same way that Takshasila and Nalanda

were and was indissolubly connected with religion. The

Chaityas being solely designed for prayer and worship, no
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paintiqgB ^(rore devoted to mundane Bubjects, but all dealt with

religiouB topics. Here we find depicted the scenes connected

with the life of Qotama Buddha, with the stories of the Jfttakas

relating the deeds of the Buddha in the innumerable previous

births through which he passed as the Bodhisattva before he

finally became the' Buddha or the “Enlighened," and thirdly

with the Mah&y&na pantheon with its bewildering assemblage

of jDatoi and MdnushJt Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, with

Dv&rap&las, Einnaras, Einnaris, dwarfs, demons and griffons

and other grotesque creations. In the Vih&ras are found

Qittndane scenes, but not to the exclusion of religious ones.

It is said that here also are represented historical scenes such

as the receiving of the Persian Embassy by the great Chaluk-

yan Monarch Pulakesin n and the conquest of Lanka by

Vijaya who landed there and vanquished the Bakshasas, but

I agree with M. Foucher in maintaining that they were not so,

but were only scenes connected with the J&takas and the

Ava^tnas. The conventional division of the subjects into

mundane and supermundane therefore disappears, all subjects

being connected with religion.

I will briefly a^de to some of the paintings. In the

NWlnakatha we re ad of the conception of M&y&devI ; as she

is sleeping she is dreaming that a graceful white Elephant

—

the Bodhisattva—approaches her. The painting is excellent.

The subject, however, was mistaken by Glriffiths who took it

to be the scene representing the MaMbkinishkramam or the

Great Retirement of Gotama. Foucher has given the correct

interpretation (see the translation of his article in the Journal

of the Hyderabad Archaeological Society).

Then Prince Gotama is bom. A scene represents the

events of his infancy. Rishi Asita or Eftlfi-Devala came

to pay reverence to the baby saviour much in the same way as

Simeon, one of the wise men of the East, who came star-guided

to the lowly cottage at Bethlehem to see the saviour, the Christ.

.

Incidentally I may mention that many scholars are of (pinion
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that the Simeon incideiift in the Bible has been* suggested by

^site’s visit to infant Gotama. Burlingame says :

—

"The theory of Buddhist loans in the New Testament has beat

advooated by several scholars, notably B. Seydel, Q-. A. Van der Bergh,

Van Eysinga and A. T. Edmunds. In one form or another it has won

the acoeptanoe of many distinguished scholars, among others, 0. Pfleider>

er, E. Khhn, B. Pischel and B, Garbe."

Other parts of the same soene depict his study and in-

struction in athletic sports.

The temptation nf Gotama by MSra, the Buddhist Satan,

has been represented in a skilful manner. After renouncing

the world Gotama studied under Brahmin preceptors and practised

austerity for six years. Then he attained illumination

under the Bodhi Tree. He was there tempted by Mftra. It

is related that M&ra with his entire cohorts of demons tried to

unseat Gotama from under the Bodhi Tree by frightening him.

The elements under his command raged round the Yogi, the

forked lightening tore up the sky, the thunder clanged,

splinters of rocks were thrown upon him, blazing coals of fire

were sprinkled on him, but nothing availed^nothing appalled.

The great yogi sat undisturbed in his yoga. The daughters of

M&ra, Tanha (Thirst) , Bati (Desire) and others were commis-

sioned to break his virtue ; they tried all their lascivious arts

and charms but were vanquished by the great conqueror. On
the top left of the scene one is holding out threats to

him with his forefinger ; hideous demons raise their arms

against him ; an ugly monster with an owl—the symbol of

destruction'—sitting on his head makes the eyes protrude out

of their sockets by a device well-known to those who have at

one time 07 another frightened children out of their wits

;

another monster from whose mouth a hissing serpent comes out

can be seen to his left. Tigers and bear-headed monsters are also

seen. Thus assailed by M&ra Gotama silently touched the

earth with his right hand coming over his right knee and

appealed to her to witness the attack of lii^ra on him. This

12
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attitude is the celebrated BhumisparSamudr^. In respo^ to

his appeal the Earth yelled. The hosts of Mira were scattered

away and Mira himself crest-fallen is seen slinking away.

Sikya Gotama is hailed as Buddha Vira by the gods.

There are many other interesting scenes e.g., the first

sermon at Benares where he turned the wheel of the Law
(DJiarma chahrapravartana)^ the exhibition of the Twin Miracles

(YamakapltiihSriya)

,

the Buddha in several attitudes or Mudtfts

etc., which may not be detailed here.

Let me briefly allude to the so-called historical paintings.

In a scene four soldiers on horse back with spears are in the

boat, two elephants are seen carried on the boat ; the rider on the

white elephant is supposed to be Yijaya ; minor chiefs accom-

pany him—all shaded by an umbrella. Foot soldiers bearing

banners and spears, swords and shields follow them. Evident-

ly they are engaged in battle, the elephants swaying their trunks

in excitement. The swinging of the bell indicates motion.

In other part a fierce fight rages. The female demons with

flowing tresses, long curved teeth and pendent breasts are evi'-

dently vanquished. Some are supplicating the chief. Disem-

bowelled entrails, fallen riders, broken swords and spears com-

plete the scene of discomfiture of the Bakshasls. The scene

then turns to the coronation of the N'ictor who is seated on a

couch, his feet resting on a low stool. Two attendants pour

over him the consecrated water. Musicians beating drums and

cymbals are seen below. Foucher who studied the paintings

on the spot with great care and whose wide acquaintance with

the Buddhistic lore and the Jfttakas in their Chinese and

Indian versions and who may, therefore, be regarded as an

authority, says that there is nothing historical in the scenes.

The landing of Vijaya ingeniously so named by Mrs. Spek
indeed refers to the Simhalavadana (included in Makandikiva-

dSna in the DivydmdJdna—K. P. M.) which recounts

the adventures of the merchant Simhala in the isle of the

Bakshasls, his accession to the throne and conquest of
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Ceylon. The DivyftvadSna, MahSvastu and the Jfttakas bear

that out.

The same is true of the so-called embassy received by the

great Chalukyan monarch Pulakeshin II from Khusru II of

Persia (A.D. 591-624). Fergusson came to this conclusion.

That the members of the embassy are Persians is nearly certain

from their complexion and general appearance as well as from

their costumes, which ore in marked contrast with those of the

Indians, and from their high conical caps. The drinkii^

scenes were supposed to refer to the drinking bouts of king

Khusru with his beautiful wife Shirin.

Foucher says

:

" I must declare that, to my great regret, we must decidedly give up

the hope, cherished by many admirers of Ajanla, of finding there a sort

of historical gallery tolling us about the great events and showing us the

great personages of the Indian past tho subject of all the depicted

scones is borrowed from one or other of the two great ports of the Bud-
dhistic legend, the Jatakas and Buddha’s career. Regarding the sup-

posed 'Persian Embassy* in cave I, if this picture were the only one that

represents people dressed in Persian costume, there might have been

some reason to consider it the unique exception from the rule ; but this

costume appears almost everywhere in the paintings, as* one can easily

make sure, and the ready knowledge of the dress shown by the

artists of Ajonta is sufficiently explained by its nearness to the western

coast of India. I do not believe, I am too dogmatic in saying that of

historical matter properly so called, there is none to be found at Ajanta;

nor have I in the course of our review of the iconography found the least

trace of historical portraits. I do not think that anybody now is likely

to defend the hypothesis, as wanton as it is seductive, that the caissons

of the ceiling of Cave I show us the Sassanan king, Chosroes in the

company of his beautiful wife Shirin.”

Interesting are the various devices of ornamental work used

in the border of paiuAings in the ceilings and elsewhere

—

lotuses in bloom, or half budding, bunches of mangoes, goose

pecking at a lotus, ridiculous figures talking confidentially,

running elephants, etc. The lotus and the goose had with the
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Buddhistd and the Hindus deep spiritual symbolism. They

were used in countless combinations and endless variety.

Many grotesque images are found such as the traditional

Einnaras, Eumbhandas, Takshas, dwarfs, etc.

The Master-builders of Ajanta were thoroughly acquainted

with the treatises on building. Numerous references are found

in Fftli literature to works of construction known as Vattku-

vijjS or VastwidyS, e.g., the Yinaya texts, Vimanavatthu-

atthakatha, and the Jatukas (see Mahaummagga-jataka).

Treatises in Sanskrit such as Vastuvidya and dilparatna were

many, but now unfortunately lost. In one such Silparatna now

edited in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series recipes are given for

preparing the ground on which the frescoes were to be painted.

I will conclude by quoting the opinion of a famous modern

artist on the execution of the work of the ancient monk-artists

of Ajanta. Here are extracts from the opinion of the Danish

artist, M. Axel Jarl, taken from the Annual Report of the

Hyderabad Archmlogicai Survey (1914-1915)

;

"The water-paiiitings in the look-out oaves at Ajanta exhibit the class*

ioal art of India. That is to say they represent the climax to which,

genuine Indian AH* has attained and they show the way to be followed by

Indian artists.

The colours are deeper and often purer and the whole scale of colours

is far richer than in other stucco paintings of similar dimensions, e.g.,

Egyptian tombs, Pompeian houses, Italian churches from the middle Ages

onwards...The painters were guided by a highly developed sense in their

blending of colour with a viSw to the total impression produced.

This technique which reaches its climax in a Bodhisattva figure in

Cave I bears a striking resemblance to that of Miohad Angelo. If one

placed a good photograph of this Buddha head by the side of a photograph

of a figure from the Capella Bixtina, one might be inclined to think, if no

attention were paid to the different types of the figures, that they were

painted by the same master «...Extensive use of ornaments ekilfally

done...If the figures are moving such ornaments ate used to give an

impression of the speed. There are flying figures whose rapid move-

ments are su^ested more vividly, for instance, by the heavy pendants

singing out almost horisontally.
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One meeto with an unlimited freedom in the choice of poeturee and

moTemente. . Even those that are more improbable get appearance of

life and reality....This perfect freedom in the painters' handling of the

human body places Ajanta one thousand years ahead of all other paint*

ings that we know. - There is no exhibition of the pamters' knowledge of

Anatomy, nor is there any offence against anatomy, The Hindu racial

type is simply concentrated and intensified in their art and thereby have

been secured a gracefulness and an expressiveness in the representation

of the human body the equal of which it is bard to find anywhere.

Figures like that of " Prime Vera " by Boticelli may be called the

sisters of some of the female figures of Ajanta, e.g., in Cave 11.

Great and thorough study of Nature and a patient and industrious

training in tradition made it possible for the artist to transcend reality

as he does so often to express what is the distinctive aim of all oriental

art, the soul, the spiritual side of the existence The anatomy of the

eye is so well understood and so well reproduced in the drawing that

these strange and peculiarly curved lines cannot possibly represent any

thing else in the world except just a human eye India will get her

Bemussanoe if she turns to Ajanta and goes to school there.

Whoever wants to serve the cause of pure Indian Art will find his

masters here, in whose steps he most strive to go. He will do as they

did, first of all study Nature to master the secrets of form, volume and

movement. But then he will go to Ajanta to cultivate his sense of deep

and harmonious colours, of distinct and full composition, of expressive

and pleasing lines, and last and not least of genuine Hindu figure and

style. As he lives and studies among their works, he will catch some-

thing of their sacred fire, until in him he feels tbe heart vibrating while

the hand draws a clear and bold outline. This is why those old master-

pieces so often leave upon the observer the impression of a prayer or a

hymn of praise.”

Will this call of a foreign artist to Indians go in vain?

Ealipada Mit&a
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BURMA AND BURMAN TREASURES
*

(/In Indian's Impressions.)

On my first liurried visit to the picturesque river-port and

city of Rangoon which is still rather mainly Indian ini its popu-

lation) and internal life and the name of which is a living symbol

of triumphant marches and conquests mode by Alompra, the

well known founder of the last great dynasty of Burmese kings

bearing his name, I had the courage, in October, 1924, of

giving out just a few of my first impressions about Burma and

her people.^ I could not surely do more than this even if my
courage was bold enough to follow the unbridled course of my
imagination and enthusiasm. 1 could not indeed flatter myself

so much for my courage as I was enabled to thank the citizens

of this noble city for the patient hearing they gave me, and

much for their ready willingness to be amused and be thinking

about the life of a youthful people who might be seen around

them.

Those first impressions which 1 then formed and with

which I came back to Calcutta without having the opportunity

of going into the interior to see more of men and things really

Burman, remained unabated. I went for the second time to

find myself again in the midst of those welcoming friends and

attractive surroundings 1 made my first acquaintances of, and

I was happy that I had gone with a determination to penetrate

into the interior to see men and things, collecting information,

broadening my outlook and deepening my sympathy, which is

undoubtedly one of the very best ways of making oneself inte-

rested in the study of the past, present and future of a country,

which is not apparently one’s own. Before one has seen more

and enough and read sufficiently welF, before one has definitely

formed one’s opinion or has settled conviction, one cannot do

^ The Leotnn on Burma and Burman Lifa appaared in the Oakuita Raaiaw, IQSM.
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better than modestly state what other impmssioas one has

gath^d’of things other than those previously noticed. ' I am to

state my first impressione not about Burma and her people but

about Burma and her treasures.

Awaiting Exploration.

The picture which presents itself of this wonderful land

where everything is so strikingly amazing and in some instances

quite bewildering, consists of the panorama of a richly poor

country where many treasures lie yet buried underground

awaiting exploration, or neglected awaiting a natural doom, or

unvalued even though they are exposed to view and preserved

in safe custody.

What do I mean by treasures, and why I am tempted to

delineate here a picture of a land of treasures however in-

eomplete ? What I mean and what I do not mean by treasures

in Burma can easily be guessed by those who have ever cared to

acquaint themselves with the instructive teaching brought home
in the simplest diction of a Pali Poetical Discourse, Nidhikanda

Sutta, being a Discourse on the boanling of treasures. I shall

present forthwith an account of the same in as brief an outline

as possible.

In the Pali Sutta and in its commentary, the term Nidhi

is derived from a root, meaning ‘ to bury,’ ‘to hoard up,’ ‘ to

conceal,’ ' to guard.’ Thus taking this term in its general and

wider meaning, one can say all that deserves to be buried,

lioarded up, concealed, guarded, cherished or protected against

spoliation is Nidhi or Treasure. Naturally then the actual signi-

fication of Nidhi or Treasure varies according to the interest of

the man. The commentary recogmses four kinds of Nidhi and
mentions a number of things as examples of each kind.

Kinds of Treasures.

The first kind is called Thfivara, Standing or Stationary,

not exactly immovable but rather immobile. The objects
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terrestrial or aerial, the precious metals, metaUic jewellery and

medium of currency, landed property, homestead and such other

thinjgs that are incapable of voluntary movement—^these consti-

tute the Thftvara Nidhi or Standing Treasure.

The second kind is known by the name of JaAgama or

Moving, not exactly movable, but rather mobile. The slaves

and servants, male or female, the elephants, cattle, horses,

moles, goats and rams, fowls and swine, or such other living

creatures capable of voluntary movement—^these go under the

name of JaAgama or Moving.

The third kind is characteristically named AAgasama,

meaning peculiar to the individual. Personal or Private in a

sense. The occupational fitness, artistic skill, scientific know-

ledge, erudition or other attainments acquired by patient study

or practice and bound up with the self like the body and its

constituent parts—^these go under the name of AAgasama.

The fourth kind is AnugAmika, the Accompanying or

Undeserting. The puuya or merit of pure mental joy arising

from piety, or from morality, or from meditation, or from the

hearing of messages of the Dharma, or from the imparting of

instruction on the Dharma, or such like merit of pure mental

joy serving to produce the desired fruit and attending wherever

he goes, in whatever state of existence he may be,—^this is what

is called Anugamika or Undeserting.

Pride of Place.

Those who have got to know Burma intimately, and those

who have even glanced through the “ Twentieth Century Im-

pressions of Burma,” a costly and magnificent publication

which is now very rare and hardly to be found for sale in the

market, will, I am sure, agree with me that there are few

countries in Asia that can vie with, not to say surpass, Burma

in the possession of the first two kinds of Nidhi, the Th&vara

and the JaAgama, the vast resources of her wealth abounding

in her expansive ricc-fields, timber-forests, stone-quarries, gold-

.
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mines and oil-fields, her poverty in coal being in some degree

made good by her abundance of other fuel.

With regard to the productions of manual labour and skill

as an example of Afigasama Nidhi, Burma can still claim a

distinct place of her own for a very large variety of ornamental

lacquer-ware, wood-carving, exquisite ivory-work, fine-silver-

jewellery, cigars-and-cheroots manufacture, and similar handi-

crafts displaying a good deal of originality, and maintaining

their native appearance even when presented in the disguise of

foreign imitations.

Mental Supremacy.

Regarding the attainments and acquisitions bearing evi-

dence of the triamph of human intellect and imagination and

serving as other examples of Afigasama Nidhi, my impression

is that Burma ranks the foremost among all the Buddhist

countries that emerged into a higher form of active life compa-

ratively in recent times, compared, I mean, with India and

Ceylon, China, Central Asia and Tibet.

Lastly, in the wealth of the merit of pure mental joy

arising from the act of piety, deep meditation, Dhammasavana,

and DhammadesanJl, Burma reigns supreme. One having the

welfare of Burma at one’s heart would wish that she was

equally rich rather than poor in the boasted tradition of the

purity of conduct. But even here the one redeeming feature is

that her people have a long tradition of sobriety, simplicity and

hospitality, one of her distinguished rulers, patrons of learning

and supporters of Buddliist faith being noted in history for his

valued decisions against the intoxicants.

My task now is to invite attention to treasures in Burma
which consist in her cultural attainments, general humanity

and liberal piety. For the fulfilment of this task it will be

necessary also to acquaint ourselves with the contrast drawn

both in manner and effect between the two methods of treasure-

hoarding in the P&li Discourse under notice.

13
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Two Methods of Hoarding.

There are two methods of hoarding treasureB, we are told,

the first of burying them, especially the Thivara Nidhi, in a

deep hole, pit or cavity in the fondest hope that whenever

necessity arises, in times of emergency, they will come into

use, and the second of building up a tradition of piety, purity

of conduct, moral restraint and self-subjugation ; in short,

humanity. On emergent occasions, as when, for instance, the

tyrants in power are oppressive, the villainous thieves are

harassing, the relentless creditors are exacting, or famine and

other calamities are overwhelming, the treasures will come into

use,—^it is to meet these pressing needs that people generally

hoard up their earthly treasures. But in common experience

the treasures thus hoarded up underground in holes and cav-

ities do not prove to be availing always and all of them, this

method of hoarding having its attendant perils. The treasures

thus hoarded up may disappear from the place where they are

deposited, the depositor may fail to recognise the spot, they

may by mysterious agent be removed or stolen, their rival in-

heritors may dig them up without the knowledge of the owner,

or when ill luck would have it, all of them be destroyed.

Anugamika Nidhi.

The treasures belonging to men and women are well hoarded

up and remain intact and unsurpassed, if they are spent on

the erection of the various shrines perpetuating the memory of

their builder, and for helping and entertaining the SaAgha,

and other deserving persons like guests, parents, brothers and

elders. The treasure which is the summation of all this is

inaccessible and safe from thieves. All that men can long to

have can be obtained by this means. All estates that are hu-

man and all blissful experience that are celestial, even Nibb&na,

the highest attainment, can* be attaimod by the same. Person-

idity, leadership, sovereignty, even |,amongst the gods, kue
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friendship, true knowledge, true emancipation, and perfection

even unto Buddhahood—all these can be realised by the treasure

which is Anugftmika or XJndeserting.

I have a strong impression that this hallowed land of

Pagodas and Eyaungs presents an umnterrupted record of

attempt on the part of all to fulfil, in the spirit, the teaching

of the P&li Sutta, and to my knowledge, there is hardly another

country where the rulers and the ruled, the oppressors and the

oppressed have all along combined to put forth their energies

and to make all possible efforts to produce and accumulate the

wealth of the merit of pure mental joy constituting the boasted

Anugftmika Nidhi, the undeserting and unwearing treasure of

Burma as a whole. And casting glances on all sides, it is not

difficult to find out that so far as these efforts and their results

are concerned, Burma has afforded in history an extensive

battle-field for the beating of Dhammftsoka’s drum of the

Dhamma, and the effecting of the same monarch’s lasting

conquest by the Dhamma.

Pali lAterature.

The Pftli literature produced and also widely read in

Burma, varying in diction, extensive in scope and comprehen-

sive in the treatment of all useful themes, is itself a priceless

treasure. The brilliant achievement made by the Sayadaws

and scholars of Burma in the field of Pftli literature is a

triumph, beyond doubt, of modem Buddhist scholarship.

Kings, merchants, traders, and all inhabitants rich and poor

alike have ungrudgingly spent their wealth to build and

mftiTiita.in the Kyaungs in all parts of the country, and to

develop themselves into *a people at school.’ The picture of

the paradise sought to be drawn in the charming verses cons-

tituting the prologue of the Apftdftna, a Pftli Pitaka work which

appears to be a post-Aftokan compilation, is that of an eternal

school situated in the 'calm and serene atmosphere of natural

surroundings and in the midst of cool bowers and lasting
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monumentB of sublime architecture, sculpture, painting and

iconography, giving expression to lofty and refined imagina-

tion, emotion and faith, an ideal institution where everyone

entering or residing is expected to be at once teacher and pupil, a

centre, in other words, of learning which would foster the spirit

of open, progressive and unending enquiry. If one looks deep

into the details of life in Burma, one can easily discover how the

monks and the laity have always united and co-operated vnth

each other to materialise the Buddhist poetical vision of

Buddhakhetta, the Paradise of Bliss (Sakhavatl) as it is called

in some of the MahSyana works. It is gratifying indeed to

note that even in the worst time of disorder and change there

were centres of learning where ordained members of the

Buddhist Safigha, acting as the custodians of Buddhist

traditional learning, could be comparatively at peace, that there

were protected monasteries, where old texts could be copied

and new commentaries and treatises composed, and that the

stream of learning flowed wherever a channel offered itself,

whether in the North or in the South.

But I do not intend to dwell upon this priceless treasure

as this task, supreme in its importance, has already been

fulfilled by my teacher the late Mrs. Mal)cl Haynes Bode. One

wishing to form a correct estimate of the value of this accum-

ulated treasure may simply be referred to her charming little

book “ The Pali Literature of Burma,” published by the

Boyal Asiatic Society in 1909, which is sure to live as a

classic of Buddhist work in English, connected by lineage with

Nandipafina’s Gandhavaipsa, and Panfias&mi’s S&sanavamsa,

two works written hi Psii, and Pitakathamaing written in

Burmese. It must be said always to the credit of the Buddhist

teachers and scholars of Burma that they have actively returned

the inestimable gift of the Pfili Pitaka commentaries received

from South India and Ceylon and one can still see here

the process and zeal of novel expositions and original

writings.
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It Ir a most astonishing feat indeed that the people of

Burma, whether Takings, Burmans or Arakanese, have suc-

a'edcd in producing an enormous PSli literature on all divisions

of the Fsli Fitaka, the Sutta, the Vinaya and the Abhidhamma,

on grammar, rhetoric, prosody, metrics, etc., they have produced

works either supplementing, or abridging in some instances, even

surpassing similar works which they had brought over from

India or Ceylon.

Burma has important place in the history of Buddhism

and Fftli literature as the greatest known centre for the study

of Abhidhamma treatises and such classical works on Buddhist

exgctical methodology as the Nettipakarapa and the Fetakopa-

desa. The law-codes compiled both Ffili and Burmese whether

on the basis of the Indian Jaw-codes of Manu and other writens

or independently, with the progress of time, on the basis on the

Fali text in the Sutta, the Vinaya or the Jstaka, far outweigh

similar attempts that were made from 12th Century A. D.

onwards in Nepal.

Apart from all literary works on the Vinaya, when we

coueider the Kaly&ni-Stonc-rnscriptions set up by the Taking

King Dhammaceti who was filled with the noble zeal of reform-

ing the Sangha, wc cannot hclj) appreciating their contents

as the final and the finest product of extensive study and the

critical judgment. Mr. Taw Scin Ko and Major R. C. Temple,

the two great pioneers who made attempts to edit and ])rcBcrvc

these inecriptions, have placed us for ever under a debt of

gratitude.

In' making even a brief survey of Fall collections and

literature in Burma one fact strikes ns most, namely, that the

best intellects in Burma have throughout been engaged on

developing the Buddhist doctrines of method in all spheres of

human interest. There is no other country in the East where

the KammavSeSs, the typical forms of proceedings, Nettipaka-

rana and its numerous expositions all dealing with exgetical

methodology have been zealously preserved and widely studied.
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I am sure that through the traditioms of discipline sought

to be created through Buddhism, the people of Burma have

acquired great fitness to adapt themselves quickly to the

principles and regulations of modem institutions.

Vernacular Literature.

The study of Pftli literature has been fruitful ini other fields

too. The attempt made by the Buddhist teachers and scholars

to translate the Pftli classics and to write expositions in

Burmese as well as in Talaing, have helped them to develop

their own dialects into literary languages and surely these

Buddhist works in translations and expositions constitute the

greater bulk of vernacular literature, whinh again is a treasure

of great national importance and yet await a careful scrutiny

and research. The Burma Research Society founded in this

city is one of the greatest institutions, and I must say that the

manner in which it has been direc^iing its researches ever since

its foundation promises a bright future of researches into and.

the development of vernacular literature. It is no less gratify-

ing to me, as a student of Pftli, that the Professors of Pah

attached to the Rangoon College, whether the late lamented

Professor Forchhammer or Professor Duroiselle , or Professor

Pe Maung Tin, have keenly interested themselves in the study

of vernacular literature and taken pride to make their contents

known to the outer world. It is a pity that the University of

Rangoon is not yet in a position to make sufficient provision

for the study not only of Burmese literature but also of the

Mon, the Cambodian, the Pyu and the Shan. Before any

headway can be made it is essential to raise the standard of

newspapers and magazines poorly conducted at present in

vernacular and to found literary societies all over the country

to create among the people at' large an interest in their own

languages and literature. No Government on earth, however

solvent it may be, can afford to finance these undertakings

entirely, though the impetus given by it may go a long way.
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But here is a curious instuice where, in spite of the initiative

taken by the Qovemment, the people remain almost indifferent.

The mass of vernacular literature is not only rich in its

earthly treasures of folktales, songs, treatises on law, astro-

nomy, medicipe, astrology, poetry and ballads, and Zat-pwes

and Magic, but includes also a large number of inscriptions

and royal edicts and votive tablets which present the indelible

records on the changes, political and social, religious and

artistic, that have occurred at different periods in the history

of this land. The under current of Brahmandcal treatises on

Law, Astronomy, Mathematics, Grammar, Philology, Bhetoric,

Prosody, Metrics, Lexicons, Epics, Manuals of political and

moral maxims and handbooks of architecture, sculptures,

paintings and bronze-casting still flow on to enrich the verna-

cular literature.

Brahmanical Works.

One of the inscriptions collected by Forchhammer at Pagan

and dated B. E. 804 (1442 A. D.) contains a number of titles

of Sanskrit works, the identification of which is not altogether

difficult, though sometimes greatly disguised in the Burmese

transcriptions. The evidence of this inscription goes only to

show that as early as the beginning of the 15th century, Pagan

Monasteries were centres not only of Buddhist learning but

of standard Indian Sanskrit scholarship also. Fortunately

some of the manuscript copies of these works are in safe keep-

ing of the Bernard Free Library, which is another great

institution and a lasting monument to British fame.

It is important that during the early period the interests

of the Burmese Sftyfidaws and scholars were not unduly con-

centrated upon the Pftli sources of their culture. There ie

very clear evidence to show .that they studied with eare, and

I should also say, with profit, the Sanskrit Buddhist treatises on

Logic, Dialectic and Scientific method, notably Dhammakirti’s

famous manual the * Ny&ya-Bindu,’ along with Brahmanical
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treatises on linguistic speculations and Ny&ya. It appears

that the scholars have failed to identify the work entitled

' Tanoga-buddhi.’ It is apparently a title corresponding with

Ch&Eskyabuddhi, the wisdom of Chft^akya or Eautilya, the

putative author of great Arthad&stra and all popular manuals

of statecraft. The Pftli Burmese literature including a number

of works like the Lokaniti and the Bajaniti surely point to

the Indian manuals of popular maxims generally ascribed to

6hSQakya>Esutilya. The F&li-Burmese literature has a

peculiar value as a case of the amalgamation of two distinct

trends of thought, namely, the Hindu and Buddhist. I shall

not mention here the numerous archaeological finds of literary,

epigraphic or artistic interest which in themselves constitute

a bewildering mass of historical evidence, requiring the most

e^reful sifting before conclusion may definitely be drawn from

them. What strikes me at present as the main features of

these finds is that they give us a glimpse of the flow of a

mighty stream with distinct currents of civilisation that reached

Burma from various directions, from South India, Ceylon,

Cambodia, Northern India and from China and Central Asia.

Visitors from outside as well as visitors from the moffusil

have reasons to congratulate the guardians of the city of Rangoon

next to Calcutta and Bombay in its volume of trade, that they

have been able to make arrangement to lay out a garden for

exhibiting the various living species and another garden for

the exhibition of horticultural plants. We might have con-

gratulated them even more, if they had, instead of whetting

our appetite with the alluring name of a museum, actually

appeased our hunger by properly founding it for the preserva-

tion of the priceless treasures of art and industry, and we

might assure them that some of these exhibits would cost them

far less than a living hippopotamus or a rhinoceros, and that

many of the dead exhibits would fetch them a greater price

and be found to be far more eloquent in expression than the

squeaks of the monkeys at the zoo.
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Caves in Sfoulmein.

Mr. Taw Sein Eo and Major B. C. Temple made it long

ago known to the world that some tofty ancient caves existed

in the Taking country containing a large number of images

of the Buddha and other deities, frescoes and mural paintings

that spoke of the glory of the past. Once these caves served

as calm retreats of serious meditative scholars. All these

caves were in use as protective cabinets for depositing priceless

old manuscripts. Now, in spite of ruthless vandalism perpe-

trated by the Portugese Philip De Brito and other reckless

enemies of culture, there survived a few stone-boxes in these

caves with priceless treasures stored in them. No one knows in

the least what has become of these treasure-troves. All the

Taking traditions record the great respect which the Sangha of

Burma entertained for the great commentators Buddhaghosa

and DhammapSk who flourished as celebrities of ESnchipura in

the 5th and 6th centuries A. D. Buddhaghosa has quoted the

authority and views of four or five distinct schools of older

commentaries. • Where these older commentaries have gone no

one can say. This is another priceless treasure redolent with

evidence of the early development of Buddhism in Ceylon,

Burma and Farther India. Who knows some of the old

manuscripts in these Taking caves may give a clue to those

missing commentaries?

Hluttaw Records.

Before I conclude, I shall draw attention to another

treasure in Burma bearing clearest evidence of Burman achieve-

ment in the art of administration and diplomacy. I am
referring to the Hluttaw records, specimens of which Mr. Taw
Sein Eo has edited in a notabk volume. All these specimens

pertain all but the first to the reign of Thibaw, the last indepen-

dent king of Burma. The first one, too, may be tpken as

relating to the reign of the same king, since it is but king

AHndoD’s Boyal order appointing king Thibaw as the Crown

14
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Prinoe and Heir-apparent to the throne. Whatever men of

Burma may say about the origin of the institution of the

Hluttaw during the reign of King Narapatisithu of Pagan and

his successors, there seems to be much truth in the suggesticm

made by Mr. Harvey and other historians that it had really

existed from the earliest times. The Hluttaw is a standing

assembly of four highly responsible minieters and the supreme

court of Royal Commission for transacting ordinarily all the

most important business of the State. The Burmese Hluttaw

has a parallel in Indian history in the form of an assembly of

three or four chief ministers selected out of a larger body, known

as the Council of Ministers. As in Burma, so in India, this

institution was meant to check the abuse of the po-wers of the

kings. Mr. Harvey rightly points out that the Hluttaw failed

to develop into a constitution as the ministers constituting it

were after all appointed by the king and so far were the

creatures of the king. The ministers represented in Eautilya’s

Artha^tra, the Indian classic on Royal polity were on no

better footing. I need not lengthen my expositions of the

Hluttaw by an examination of the Royal edicts of DhammS-

doka, and shown what evidence they still bear to the attempts of

a systematic kind made by the great Buddhist emperor of India

to relegate independent authority to the assembly of chief

ministers of the State to evolve by their joint deliberation, a

policy beneficial to the people of the land, and no less to found

the system of justice in a uniform and equitable basis and what

is more, to temper, wherever possible, justice with mercy.

However powerless the ministers of the Hluttaw might

have been, it cannot be denied that there was a representative

element in that institution, and that the introduction of this

element of representation could be traced to the influence of

Buddhism.

We do. not know what the records of the Hluttaw were in

earlier tijnes. Even as they are, they are no less predous than

the Ain-i-Akbari, the Hindu Lekha-paddhati induded in the
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Gaekwar’s Oriental Series, the ArtfaaAstra, or the inscriptioiiB

of the Buddhist Emperor Aiioka.

Double History.

Befleotiing apon the treasures in Burma, one cannot f^il to

detect that Burma has a double history instead of one. Here

political history, of which we have glimpses through the many

chronicles and inecriptions, considered by itself, is but a black

record of tribal feuds. Court-intrigues, assassinetions and

heartless atrocities and callous crimes. The other history,

presenting a striking contrast to the former, is the hietory of

the expansion and development of Buddhism. It is in this

latter history, her nobler history, that we discover all her most

precious treasures.

B. M. Babua
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THE CURRENT DEVELOPMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW

In the previous lectures ini this series, I have attempted to

accounft for the groAvth of international co-operation during the

course of the last one hundred years, and to point out the service

which is being rendered to our modem international commu-

nity by the oo-operation cf various states in agencies established

both before and since the World War. It was in; continuation

of a process of organization begun soon after the middle of the

last century that the League of Nations was inaugurated in

1920 : and on the record of the past seven years, it seems

possible to say that this method of co-operation has brought the

world much nearer to adequate provision for protecting those

interests which all peoples have incommon not only the interest

in the maintenance of peace, but also the interest in an intelli-

gent handling of the many complicated questions of our daily

life which demand patient and continuous attention. It was

in continuation of efforts begun a generation ago at the first

Peace CSonference at The Hague that the Permanent Court of

International Justice was established in 1921; and the very

promising start of its career during the p^st five years seems

to warrant the belief that a great extension of law and order

has already been achieved, and that as a supplement to the

Council of the League of Nations the Court may be expected to

render signal service us a guardian of the world’s peace. It

now remains for us to consider some of the phases of the

current development of an international law which may meet

the needs of our world society more adequately than they have

been met by the law of the past.

Before the beginning of those changes in our industrial

life and in the methods of transportation and communication

which were destined to revolutionize international society, the
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body of doctrine and received tradition which had been developed

during the sixteenth and seveofteenth centuries on the inspira-

tion of Grotius may have served with some degree of adequa(7

the needs of a limited community of states. As was pointed out

by my friend and colleague, Professor James W. Gamer, in

the Tagore Law Lectures for 1922, that system of inter-

national law was of European origin and until near the end

of the eighteen<th century there were no states outside Europe

to which its rules applied.’’* One of the most important

developments of the ndneteenth century was the universaliza-

tion of the system, and the abandonment of the narrow assump-

tion that international law was applicable only to the so-called

Christian states. If there are still certain communities which

do not possess the full protection of international law, we have

at any rate abandoned the theory of its connection with a

particular religion or a particular kind of civilization.

But throughout the nineteenth century, the development of

international law was impeded, it was prevented from keeping

pace with the growth of the international community and

indeed with the progress of juristic science in general, by the

prevailing philosophy as to its nature and purpose and by lack

of agencies which could devote to it their consistent effort.

The law of nations was made to depend upon the law of nature,

and to partake of its unchangeable and immalleable qualities.

Only two generations ago, a distinguished writer on inter-

national law in my own country introduced his treaties with

the explanation that
”

the creator of man has implanted in

his nature certain conceptions which we call rights, to which

in every case obligations correspond”;* and but recently

important bodies have approached the subject with an apparent

desire to discover somewhere outside the reach of man funda-

^ Q-ftraer. ReoMt Developments in International Law (1925), page 28. See. how-

ever, Vramathauath Bandjopadhyaj, Intefnational Law and Ctutom in Anoient India

Oaloattai 1025.

* Wo<deey, Iniamational Law (I860), page 1.
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we like them or not.*

Almost any modern treatise on international law will show

traces of the philosophy of natural rights, which by its rationa*

lization of an “anarchy of sovereignties’* has latterly had the

anti-social effect of increasing the difficulties of organizing the

society of nations under a universal law. That philosophy con-

tinued the emphasis on national Independence at a time when

we have so needed to recognize nations’ growing interdepend-

ence. It operated to kill the confidence of jurists in themselves

* and in the efficacy of juristic effort*. It served to content them

with a thesis, based upon the doctrine of evolution, that pro-

gress could only come as an automatic process through the

unfolding of the ages. But I think these early years of the

twentieth century have made us dissatisfied with the mere length-

ening and broadening of past heritages, and a determination

is growing that we must strike out along new lines of our own
drawing, to work our own juristic salvation. I am confident of

the prediction with which Professor Gamer closed his lectures

four years ago, that “ more and more there will be a shifting of

emphasis from the rights of states to duties ; from individual to

collective responsibility ; from national sovereignity to interna-

tional control ; from independence to interdependence, and

ultimately the law governing the relations of states will tend to

become less and less international and more and more super-

national.’’*

This must not be taken to mean that I place an under-

estimate on the efforts made during the past decades to improve

the rules of international law. If such efforts have not been

* See the DeelaretioD of the Bights and Duties of Natioos. adopted by the AmeneaQ
Institute of InternatioDal Law, at Washington, January 6, 1916.

* '* The nineteenth century achieved refatively so little in international law *'

because ** the jurists cf the last century had no confidence in themselves qua jurista."

Bosooe Pound, in Bibliotheca Visseriana, I. p. 88.

* Garner, Raeant Developments in International Law (1925), page 818.
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attendedv with as great - success as we could haVe wished, they

have had some significant results and have served to keep alive

our determination! and desire for improvement. In an era when

so many Western nations were expanding and when so much
attention was being given to the increase of military and naval

establishments, it was quite natural that many of these efforts

should have been devoted to changes in the laws stated to

govern the conduct of warfare. In 1856, tl» Congress of Paris

adopted important regulations dealing with privateering, blockade

and the immunity from capture at sea of private property on

neutral vessels, which have since been recognized to exist by

states not there represented. In 1864, the Conference of

Geneva drew up a convention for the amelioration of the condi>

lion of the wounded in war, which expressed the humanitarian

tendency of the time. In 1874, the representatives of fifteen

European states met in conference at Brussels and attempted to

codify the rules of international law governing the conduct of

war on land, but the Declaration of Brussels was not ratified.

Much of the time of the two Peace Conferences at The Hague
was given to a consideration of the laws of war, and eleven of

the thirteen (‘onventions adopted in 1907 related to them ; but

the effort to supplement this body of new law with the declara-

tion of London of 1909, relating to naval warfare, was doomed

to failure.

The experience gained during the World War has probably

undermined the confidence of many people in the utility of such

efforts. War psychology does not encourage a respect for the

restraints of law, and a nation which feels that it has its back

to the wall is not likely to forego the advantages seen by its

military experts in a certain course of action, even though it be

forbidden by some formal enactment. The doctrines of rebus

sic stantibus and of retaliation, and the vagaries of opinion

controlled by the censorship of news, stand ever ready to neutra-

lize the stirrings of conscience on such occasions. People at

war are eager enough to find a law that will restrain their ene-
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mies, but they are qd less supple in their ability to disoovor

reasons why it does not restrain themselves.

The end of the War seems to have been followed by a re>

vulsion against any oontinuance of these efforts to legislate for

the conduct of war. It is true that the Advisory Committee of

Jurists, meeting at The Hague in 1920, adopted an ill-timed

recommendation that a conference be held to formulate and

approve " the modifications and additions rendered necessary or

advisable by the war.” Such a conference at that time, from

which Germany and Russia and Turkey would almost'

certainly have been excluded, would have been little . short

of mockery. At the Washington Conference on Limitation

of Armaments in 1922, a convention was drawn up con-

cerning the use of submarines and gases, but it has never

been ratified. The Washington Conference also set up a

commission of jurists to consider whether ” existing rules

of international law adequately cover new methods of

attack or defense resulting from the introduction or develop-

ment, since the Hague Conference of 1907, of new agencies of

warfare ”
; but the mandate of this commission was afterwards

restricted, and its report sleeps to-day in the archives of the

Foreign Offices. The Committee of Experts on the Progressive

Codification of International Law, set up by the Assembly and

Council of the League of Nations in 1924, has so far adjourned

consideration of the problems connected with war and neutrality,

and the whole tendency to-day seems to be opposed to conti-

nuing the effort to develop the laws of war. Perhaps, these

threads have been dropped but temporarily ; the fissures caused

by the excess of the War are not yet well-healed, and the

professional military and naval men now seem disagreed as to

the instrumentalities which might be used in a future war.

But for the present, at any sate, it seems that attention, can

mote {^fitably be given to the development of the law of peace

and a law which mil better guard the peace.

It is very disappointing that so little common action was
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directed to legislative changes in the general law of peace during

the nineteenth century. There are a few notable instances,

such as the pronouncement of questionable soundness concerning

the binding nature of treaties, mode by the London Conference

of 1871. But for the greater part of the century, there was no

machinery available and no method accepted for legislative

activity. The community of states was thought to be governed

by law, but it lacked any legislative agencies which could

attempt . to fashion the law to meet its needs. Only as some

acute situation developed, or as some peace treaty had to be

made, was it possible for statesmen to meet and to give their

attention even incidentally to some glaring legislative need.

While world society was iin the throes of revolutionary changes,

it lacked both a legislature to make new law and a court to

apply it after it was made. But in the latter half of the

century, the growing frequency of bilateral treaties and of

general conferences offered some relief. The various interna-

tional unions were established by a process of legislation by

conference, and Idle multipartite treaties of that period deserve

to rank as an important part of international law. Many of the

formal writers have not considered them as such, but have stuck

to the classic materials and neglected them altogether. Indeed,

one may read an edition of Hall’s treatise on international law,

prepared within the last three years, and remain quite ignorant

of the fact that these unions even exist. But there is a growing

disposition to-day to study all of the jural materials of our

world society, and I hope the day ie not far distant when all of

these multilateral conventions will be fully received into our

treatises. Certainly, we, in the universities, have no excuse for

neglecting them. Unless we teach the living law, it were

better that we should not teach at all.

I think one may sense the influence of international orga-

nization on the growth of international law by turning to a

book published in America in 1872. Its author, David Dudley
f'ield, had been prominently identified with the codification

16
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movement of hie time ; and impreRsed by the changes in inter-

national communication in which his brother, Cyras W. Field,

had taken part by laying the first successful cable across the

Atlantic Ocean, he undertook to prepare the “ Outlines of a

Code of International Law.'* One part of his book was devoted

to suggested “ uniform regulations for mutual oonvenience,”

and those regulations covered the topics of shipping, imposts,

quarantine, railways, telegraphs, postal service, patents, trade-

marks, copyrights, money, weights and measures, longitude

and time, and sea signals. Those matters were practically all

outside the scope of the international law existing at the time, for

Field wrote before the great legislative activity which began with

the establishment of the Universal Postal Union in 1874. Tet

before the end of the century, most of them had been made the

subject of legislation, and Field’s list is now almost an index

to the great multipartite law-making treaties which came into

existence before the War.

With the establishment of new machinery for conference

and the development of the conference method in the League

of Nations, the period since the War has been one of great

legislative activity. More important multipartite treaties

were made in the first five years after the War than in the fifty

years which had preceded it, and as a consequence we have

to-day a vast body of new international legislation which is

of constant application- in the daily lives of many nations of

the world. The Paris Peace Conference, itself, was regarded

by many people as a golden opportunity for enabling interna-

tional law to catch up with international life, and some of the

legislation inspired at Paris related but remotely to liquidating

the problems created by the War. Soon afterwards, and even

before the Treaty of Versailles came into effect, the first Inter-

national Labour Conference “ was held at Washington, and

whereas but two conventions for the international protection of

labour had resulted from a generation of effort before the War,

in the past seven years twenty-three conventions have been
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adopted by the Internatic'. .1 Labour Conference and most of

them have been widely ratified. I know you are proud of the

fact that India has been one of the leading states in the aooep<

tance of this international legislation. The legislative process

has been actively continued in many different fields by con-

ferences lield under the auspices of the League of Nations,

and I am inclined to regard it as being as significant as any

of the results of the establishment of the League of Nations.

The most recent product of this activity is the Slavery Conven-

tion, which was drawn up at the Seventh Assembly in 1926,

and signed on behalf of India and some twenty-four other

states. This convention binds the signatory states to undertake

the suppression of the slave trade and to bring about progres-

sively, and as soon as possible the disappearance of slavery

'in every form. Such legislation must be of special interest

in India, in view of the efforts now under way to abolish the

vestiges of slavery in Upper Burma.

If it is not improper to speak of these numerous international

conventions as international legislation and as a part of interna-

tional law it must nevertheless be borne in mind that they have

not been ratified by all states, not even by all Members of the

League of Nations, and no powers have been delegated or

assumed which would make thorn binding on states which have

not ratified them. If one were using the term legislation in the

sense in which it applies to the acts of a national parliament,

of course it would not be apt in this connection. But interna-

tional legistation has always been different. No one would

think of staling the international law applicable to international

rivers without reference to the rules adopted by the Con-

gress of Vienna in 1815 ;
yet but few states were represented

at that Congress, and the rules have never been formally

binding on all others. Similarly, the Declaration of Paris of

1856 was promulgated by a fc<X^ Powers, but its influence has

extended to a wider circle ; almost as a matter of course it

was adopted by the belligerents in the Spanish-American Vlfar
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of 1898. Likewise, reference is commonly made to the

formulations of The Hague Peace Conferences by Powers Uiat

have never been bound by them as a result of formal ratifioa-

tion. It would be improper to treat all multipartite conventions

as having the same value as law-making measures ; but it

would be equally improper to deny them any value as such.

Disappointment was expressed by the Seventh Assembly

that these multipartite conventions resulting from League of

Nations conferences had not been more generally ratified.

Perhaps delegates sent to international conferences sometimes

act in advance of the views of their own governments. The

participation of parliamentary bodies in the exercise of the

treaty-making power in many countries has been a factor

which has made for delay in ratification, where conventions

have not been rejected altogether. But, doubtless, the chief

reason is that in most countries international problems which

are not urgent must yield place, in the appeal for official

attention, to domestic problems which are more likely to affect

government stability. It is not easy, therefore, to see a remedy

for this situation. It is important that multipartite convention

should contain some provision looking to the possibility of

its revision from time to time, and the inclusion of such provi-

sions is now becoming an established practice. Perhaps some

method can be devised for keeping officials in various govern-

ments more continually mindful of the problem of ratification

—

the Seventh Assembly invited the Council to call for a report

every six months on the progress of ratification ; but it is not

a situation in which any simple device iis likely to be of much

service. We may have to do a good deal of stumbling before

we arrive at more effective methods.

The growth of international law since the War has also

included a rapid development of the law of international arbi-

tration. Not only in the number but also in the content of

arbitration treaties, a great gain has been made. Many nations

have discarded the formula reserving questions pertaining to
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natiamal honor and vital interest, and have made all-indusive

treaties of arbitration. The lead has been taken by Switzerland

and the Scandinavian states, and it has been followed in the

treaties drawn up at Locarno, which came into force when

Germany was admitted to membership in the League of Na-

tions last September. Only a monith ago, an important arbi-

tration treaty was signed on behalf of Germany and Italy. A
current usually flows in but part of a stream, and there are

still instances of treaties which follow the pre-War model ; for

instance, the treaty between the United States of America and

Sweden, signed in 1924. But the existence of the Permanent

Ciourt of International Justice has proved a great boon to arbi-

tration, and more all-inclusive treaties seem probable for the

future. Various groups of states have also created concilia-

tion commissions in the last few years, inspired, in some ins-

tances at any rate, by the resolution of the Assembly of the

League of Nations, of September 22, 1922. Such increase in

the machinery for arbitration and conciliation has added new
importance to the law of arbitral procedure, and a recent book
on that subject* furnishes a guide which has long been needed.

If some lawyers are tempted at times to underestimate

the importance of these recent legislative developments of inter-

uational law, I take it that Indian and Anglo-American lawyers

will not be tempted to place light estimate on the possibility,

now opened to us for the first time by the creation of the

Permanent Court of International Justice, of our getting in

time a new body of international case-law. Throughout the

nineteenth century, the judicial development of international

law depended largely on the decisions of national courts, which
were seldom separable from the commitments of national policy.

There were the decisions and awards of various arbitration

tribunals and claims commissions, some of which were notable

for their influence, but they never formed a volume of developed

* BtlttoD, Th$ Ltuo and Proeadure of IntamaUondi Trihunals (1996).
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precedents. The more consistent decisions of single judges in

nationnl courts, such as Lord Stowell in England and Chid!

Justice Marshall in America, did much to determine the course

of the development of international law—^particularly when such

judges had a faculty for inventing quotable phrases. Nor was

there a cumulation of a consistent case-law in the awards

of the tribunals of the Permanent Court of Arbitration—^the

cases were too variant and infrequent, and the personnel too

changing. But with the creation of the Permanent Court

of International Justice, we may hope that a new opportunity

has been created. The Statute of the Court provides (article

59) that its decisions have “ no binding force except between

the parties and in respect of” the particular cases decided. If

this is an enactment of the civil law as opposed to the common

law conception of the force of precedents, still it does not

forbid the Court’s following and citing its previous decisions.

Already, this has been done a number of times ; and if the

record of the past five years can be continued for another genera-

tion, I think there can be little doubt that in a relatively

short time we shall have at hand a body of precedents which

will be of inestimable value. This may be one of the chief

advantages in having a permanent group of trained judges

devoting their time to tlie international administration of justice.

If I am too sanguine in my expectations, it is nevertheless clear

that scholars a generation hence will be assisted by jural mate-

rials which we do not have to-day, and for the lack of which

we are clearly handicapped. It will always be true that there

is a great variety in the international cases which actually

come to adjudication, just as there is a similar variety in the

oases decided by national courts.

The legislative process which I have described, and the

evolution of case-kw which seems in prospect, may still leave

parts of the field of international law ui»ffected for some time

to come ; and possibly there will be lacunae in our legal system

whoe needs will go unfilled and where opportunities for further
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progress will be missed, if other' approaches are not made. It

is important, therefore, that some more comprehensive effort

be undertaken, and it is widely insisted that such effort should

take the form of a codification of international law. The term

‘codification* seems to be very differently understood by different

people. To some it has come to connote the erection of a

great bulwark against war. It has seemed axiomatic to many

laymen that there is nothing for an international court to do

unless it is furnished with a code which it may administer and

apply :
and because we have no comprehensive code at the

present time it has been assumed in some quarters, not always

by laymen surprisingly enough, that the 'Permanent Court of

International Justice is acting in a vacuum. Such a view takes

scant account of the many multipartite conventions which I have

described, and of the great increase in the number of other

treaties which is indicated by the registration of more than

thirteen hundred current treaties with the Secretariat of the

League of Nations during the past seven years. But it is urged

that the enactment of a code is a sine qua non of the usefulness

of the Permanent Court of International Justice, and people

not infrequently jump to the conclusion that with a code and

a court to apply it there need be no more disputes which might

lead to war. On the other hand, the very term ‘ codification
’

conjures in some minds visions of a structure in the air, and of

impracticable attempts to foist on the world an artificial system

of mondial law which would have no relation to the facts of

international life. Curiously, this latter view seems to prevail

more generally in countries where more or less complete codes

of national law arc in force. The former group have come to

speak of codification as the key to the temple of peace, the latter

group have been so frightened by the term that they have lost

all willingness to join in any effort to which it may be applied.

Now I think it is clear that both of these views are

extreme. The very euphony of the word ‘codification’ has

led to its application to many varying sorts of processes,
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and pwhaps some differentiation of them will show us a better

approach.

CSodifioation is employed, first of all, by people, who are

vary dissatisfied with our present law, who are frequently not
too conversant with the kinds of development which we have

considering, and who desire to see new legislation which will

effect certain reforms. In latter years, a reform widely urged
is the so-called outlawry of war. That is an end which I thinir

most of us would like to realize, but the nature of the legislation

which would achieve it is not so clear. A mere fiat might help,

but few of us would expect it to execute itself. Certainly^

a

great advance was made in the Covenant of the League of Na-
tions when a certain procedure was prescribed as a condition

precedent to the beginning of hostilities. In 1924, a further

effort in this direction was made when the Protocol of Geneva

was drawn up by the fifth Assembly of the League of Nations

;

but that instrument proved to be either in advance of the time,

or incompatible with the ambitions and fears of certain Powers.

The success of Locarno then removed the greatest pressure push-

ing for such a measure, and though we may come back to it,

especially if the anticipated Disarmament Conference should be

a great success, this attempt at framing a comprehensive legis-

lation to outlaw war has for the present been abandoned.

Codification in this sense is not now on the tapis. Nor does it

seem practicable to attempt a comprehensive legislative effort

with reference to such subjects as are now being dealt with by

separate multipartite conventions. They require the attention

of many kinds of experts, and cannot be entrusted to lawyers*

upon whom the task of codification usually falls.

In a second sense in which the term is used, codification

refers to the process of introducing uniformity into the

national laws of various countries, ^covering fields in which such

national laws already exist. Thus interpreted, much of the

output of the International Labour Conferences may be explained

as codification, for many of the twenty-three recent labor cobk
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ventions have as their chief parpose the harmonizing of various

national legislations so that one country may not possess ad-

vantages over its industrial competitors gained at the expense

of industrial laborers. In this way also, the efforts of the

International Maritime Committee have been most fruitful ;

its convention on immunity of state-owned ships from foreign

local jurisdiction, which was signed at Brussels on April 10,

1926, by the representatives of seventeen states, is a striking

example of the success of its persistent efforts. The President of

the Committee has recently assured us that
”
the time is not

far off when by far the greatest part of the law relating to

maritime commerce and ship-owning will be uniform.

The conventions signed at the several Hague conferences on

private international law introduced a measure of uniformity

into certain parts of the private law of various European

courtries, but the movement to codify private international

law in this way has met with little favour where the Anglo-

American system of law prevails. On the continent of North

America, where more than fifty-seven separate jurisdictions

apply local law, considerable progress toward uniformity has

been made through the work of the National Conference of

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws in the United States,

and the Conference of Commissioners on Uniformity of

Legislation in Canada. But there are limits to what can be

done, and indeed to what it is desirable to do in this direction,

and such codification of international law is not likely to satisfy

the popular insistence of the present time.

• In a third sense, the term ‘codification’ is used to cover a

re-statement of the principles of our classic international law
as it is now applied in the modem world, its adaptation to

changed conditions in some respects, and its extension to fill

some of the lacunae which may be found to exist. Such an
effort is likely to prove far rexdoved from a dealing with the

chief subjects of such serious international controversy as will

’ II. Lonit FrsMk, ia 48 Law Quoftarlff Baaiaw. pag« 86.
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endanger the world’s peace, and if it succeeds even in generous

measure it will probably give but limited satisfactiont to the

non-professional people who in recent years have looked to codi-

fication for relief from war. But systematic development of

this sort seems essential at this time if international law is to

follow the course of other changes in world society, and agen-

cies are now at work which promise that the need is not to be

neglected.

In 1924, the Assembly and Ciouncil of the League of

Nations created a Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codi-

fication of International Law, which is directed ‘*to prepare

a provisional list of the subjects of international law the regu-

lation of which by international agreement would seem to be

the most desirable and realisable at the present moment,” and

”to report to the Council on the questions which are sufficiently

ripe and on the procedure which might be followed with a

view to preparing eventually for conferences for their solution.”

The personnel of the Committee represents the main forms of

civilization and the principal legal systems of the world, and

I think you will agree that it iuclitdes a worthy representative

of India in Sir Abdur Bahim. Two meetings have already

been held, at the first of which in 1925 eleven topics were

selected for investigation and consideration, and sub-committees

were constituted for their exploration ;
and at the second of

which in 1926, three of these topics wore elcminatcd, and seven

questionnaires on others were prepared for circulation to the

governments of the various states, whether Members of the

League of Nations or not. I think opinion is .not unanimous

as to the beginning which has been made, and the work of the

Committee did not escape criticism at the Seventh Assembly

last September, It remains to be seen whether the method

of questionnaires adopted will, produce helpful results ; some

of them put too much burden on the Foreign Offices which

must consider them, and by presenting for criticism views and

drafts which do not represent the result of a careful prelimi-
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nary hammering by various minds the Committee may
seem to have prematurely sought the expression of responsible

opimon. Nor has the. line always been sharply drawn

between the limited functions of the Committee and those

functions which must eventually devolve on diplomatic

conferences if legislative activity is later undertaken.

The Committee’s deliberations may also occasion some disap>

pointment to the oversanguine because of a vein of pessimism

which has at times cropped out; after enumerating several

serious questions as to the law of extradition, for example,

questions which would surely IcimI themselves to common solu-

tion by determined effort, it was decided that the difficulties

were so great that nothing should be attempted and that subject

was dropped from inclusion in the Committee’s list. But those

criticisms arc not so serious that we should blind our eyes to

the advance which the mere existence of such an agency re-

presents, nor to the prospect which it opens up. We have

learned from the experience of the International Maritime

Committee that progress in this field demands long and patient

effort. The greatest codification effort of modem times, that

which resulted in the German Civil Code, occupied many jurists

for-.a generation. For my part I should like to look forward to

a ^ntinuance of the work of this League of Nations committee

for a quarter of a century, and if it can go on so long I do not

doubt that some important achievement may then be set down

to it, and I shall then wish it be continued for mother period

equally long.

Another somewhat similar effort which is under way owes

its inception to the creation of an International Committee of

Jurists by a convention adopted by the Conference of American

States which met at Bio do Janeiro in 1906. Previously, at

the Conference in Mexico in 1902, a convention had been signed

for setting up a committee of five American and two European

juriste to draft a code of international law, but it had not been

put into effect by ratification. Delay was experienced in the

ratification of the. Bio de Janeiro convention also, and the
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Gommittee did not meet until 1912. Its ^rk was .them inlier-

rapted by the War, and though it was reconstituted at the

Santiago Conference ini 1923, it has not yet held a second

meeting. But the executive committee of the American

Institute of International Law, acting on the invitation of the

Governing Board on the Pan-American Union, has prepared a

series of thirty projects of international law conventions, which

are to be submitted to the Committee when it meets. Until

these are adopted as a basis of the Committee’s work, they may

be thought to occupy a position somewhat analogous to that

of the resolutions of the Institute of International Law, which

though they have had wide influence have seldom formed the

basis of the action of official international conferences. But it

is interesting to note the variety of subjects with which the

thirty projects deal, and their general emphasis on co-operation

**to insure the maintenance of peace and to foster the spirit of

mutual trust.” My own opinion would have been that the

projects are too largely devoted to an attempt to stereotype the

philosophy of the international law of the past, a dangerous

thing for any generation to undertake. It is notable, however,

that unlike the conventions adopted by the Peace Conference

at The Hague, all of these projects deal with the law of peace,

the declaration being proposed that **the American Republics

are more interested in regulations concerning the peaceful

relations of the nations and neutrality than in those concerning

war, in the hope that the latter has happily and for ever

vanished from the American Continent.”

With these efforts under way, I think that we may hope that

the term * codification ’ will be given a practical and realizable

content during the coming generation and that steps will be

taken which will appreciably further the development of the law

of nations. We cannot look i^rward to the adoption within

thiat* period of a global code which will compress all inter-

national law into the same kind of dimensions as your Ridian

Code. We cannot know that the present lines an
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those which may most usefully be followed. We cannot

hope that the coming history will contain no records

of failure. We can hardly entertain any illusion that the

success of this process will appreciably diminish the likelihood

of war. I can imagine that all of the topics selected by the

Committee of Expeijis for the Progressive Codification of

International Law might be made the subjects of conventions,

and all the projects of the American Institute of International

Law might be signed and ratified, without having very profound

influence for the maintenance of peace. But I think we shall

have travelled far if we can replace the juristic helplessness of

the nineteenth century with a twentieth century faith in the

efficacy of conscious effort. The tasks that lie ahead of us

challenge us to mobilize the best of our professional intelligence.

Fortunately they do not demand the world’s passing through

another dark decade such as that which began in 1914. Our

willingness to pursue them should not depend on pressure

coming from the vagaries of popular clamour. Our generation

has a romantic opportunity to make the twentieth century

more significant in the history of international law- than the

seventeenth century became as a result, of the work of Grotius.

• « • « •

What then is the importance of current international

cooperation? With what perspective shall we view it, and

what vista does it open? I have attempted to trace the growth

of a new world society as a consequence of the far-reaching

changes effected in the lives of all peoples during the course

of the past century. I hope I am not wrong in finding the

world of states of to-day very different from the world of states

as it existed before there were any railroads, any steamships,

any telegraphs, any telephones, and before mechanical invention

had revolutionized industry. I hope I have not ' been too

sanguine in describing what is being attempted during these

rccoit years to meet the new conditions of life. The half*
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century which saw the beginning of the Universal Postal Union

tJso ssw the beginning of the use of a new method of conference

in the League of Nations, and so manifold are the activities

now centering at Geneva that they touch the daily lives of all

peoples, whether or not they have signed the parchment called

the Covenant. The work begun at The Hague a quarter of a

century ago has come to fruition in the establishment of the

Permanent Court of International Justice, which is already on

the high road to essential service. A fast-growing body of

international law is freeing itself gradually from the obsolete

vestiges of a former era, and is being brought into closer

correspondence with the needs of the time which it serves.

I think we may say that we are making progress toward^

transforming our world society into on organized community,

and that it promises to become a community in which human

endeavor, if not freed from the imminent possibility of defeat

by war and strife, will be less subject to that fate than it has

been in the past. And if we can trust ourselves for a glimpse

into the future, I think we may say that mankind is moving

slowly toward a larger loyalty.

Manlet 0. Hudson

Delivered at the Calcutta UniverBity* February 3, 1027. A chapter from Current

International Co-operation^ to be published by the UDiversity of Calcutta.
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IJATIONALISM AND IMPERIALSIM
IN WORLD POLITICS ‘

It is generally regarded that politics is really a reflex of

economics ; so the cross-cnrrents in national politics are to be

found in the divergent economic interests of various groups

forming a nation. Similarly, the determining factors in rival-

ries in world politiics are international economic competition

among the sovereign states and in most cases among the impe-

rialist powers of the world. Thus imperialism, economic impe-

rialism in particular, is regarded to be the primary cause of all

the international conflicts of the present age.

To competent observers, it is quite clear that the theory of

" economic determinism ” which reduces man to a mere ma-

chine devoid of idealism and other forms of emotion, fails to

explain world events of vast consequences, such as the World

War. It must be admitted that economic imperialism is a

great factor, but the part played by the rising tide of nationalism

in bringing about wars is not negligible. In fact, therd cannot

be any modcm'imperialism without nationalism; and nationalism

cannot make its vigorous assertion among any people, unless

the sense of nationality becomes the most dominant factor io

its life. This being the case, those who are genuinely interested

in fathoming the causes of international conflicts and the way
oiit of them, must have to study various factors involvefl in

militant nationalism, which in course of time takes the form of

aggressive and expansive imperialism.

Dr. Carlton J. H. Hayes, Professor of History in Colum-

bia University, in his brilliant work on Essays on Nationalism,

possibly for the first time, in English language, presents a com-

prehensive philosophical and historical study of the various
#

* Essays on Natwndlism, by Prof. Gnrlton J. H. Hnyei. New York. The Maomillan

Company, 1026, Filoe $2,50.

Imperialism and World Politios^ by Prof« Parker T. Moon. New York. The

Macmillan OompaDy» 1026. Piioe |4.60«
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factors of nationalism. At the outset he discusses
** What ie

Nationalism ?” and shows its complex character, based upmi

linguistic, radal and cultural aspects. He comes to various

interesting conclusions and some of them should be carefully

noted :
<

" A natiosud state is always based upon nationality, but nationality

may exist without a national state. A state is essentially political ; a

nationality is primarily cultural and incidentally political.”

To Prof. Hayes it is a myth to claim that nationality is

determined purely by race. In fact, he rightly asserts that

purity of race, if it exists at all, exists now-a-days only among

the uncivilized tribesmen.” In a detailed historical, anthropo-

logical as well as sociological discussion, he disproves the claim

of men who preach special superiority for Nordics and some

special racial groups. He established the following hypothesis :

” Nationality rests upon cultural foundations, that nationality is any

group of persons who speaks a common language, who cherishes common
historical traditions; and who constitute or think that they constitute a

diatinct cultural society in which, among other factors religion and poli-

tics may have played important though not necessarily continuous roles.

Thus defined, nationality has existed from the earliest times of which

history and anthropology can treat.”

*' Present day nationalism involves a condition of mind among mem-
bers of a nationality, perhaps possessed of a national state, a condition

of mind in which loyalty to the ideal or to the fact of one’s national state

is superior to all other loyalties and of which pride in one’s nationality and

belief in its intrinsic excellence and in its ” mission ” are integral parts

It is this nationalism which colours thought and conditions action in

political, social and cultural spheres, in domestic politics and in our foreign

relationB.”

” Nationality has always existed. Patriotism has long existed, either

as applied to a locality or as extended to an empire. But the fusion of

patriotism vrith nationality and the predominance of national patriotism

over aU other human loyalties—which is nationalism—^is modem, very

modem.”
*

In the development of nationalism in its preient form, the

Crusade, Bomanticism, the French Bevolution, and Industrial
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Bevolution have played important parts. But nationalist scho-

lars with their sometimes imperfect and modern propaganda

machines, have made it possible to make the sense of national-

ism—something very idealistic and grand, for which men are

willing to die—so wide spread among the masses. Without

mass education, effective propaganda on a large scale, is not

possible ; and this has been one of the most important reasons

for the nationalists always demanding " mass education ” and

on nationalistic basis. In this age, as in the past propaganda

is a very effective weapon to secure human support in a cause,

however dangerous it may be. The Chinese nationalists have

marvellously exhibited this in their recent campaigns.

In fact to-day nationalism has become a type of religion

;

and in the chapter on "Nationalism As a Beligion,” Prof.

Hayes discusses this phenomenon in a masterly fashion and

shows how the military heroes of nations have taken the place

of saints and prophets. This is true all over the west, and it is

bound to be so in the East. In fact to-day the Chinese nationalists

who arc Christians are demading that the name of a Jesuit

School bo changed into the Sun Yat-Sen School. The Kuo-

Ming-tang or the Chinese nationalists are demanding that tea-

ching of religion be replaced by the teaching of the creed of

Chinese nationalist movement as enunciated by its founder,

the late Dr. Sun Yat-Sen. Even in Soviet Russia where reli-

gion has supposedly no place, teaching of Communism and the

doctrines of Lenin, have taken the place of teaching of the

Bible, and pictures and statues of Linen have displaced the

ikon and religious symbols. However the religion of national-

ism differs from the other world religions. They exerted unifying

influence, whereas modern nationalism in its exaggerated sense

has become a force which separates peoples.

Nationalism has very close relation with militarism and

international wars. In fact nationalist wars—wars for

national self-ddtermination or independence and wars for

national aggrandisement—have taken the place of dynastic and

religious wars of the past. Nationalism in its aggressive

17
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character leads to irredanta-isra and various ''pan movemasts*’

snelias Patv-Slavism, Pan-Germanism, .PaoH-Latinism and Paoh

Angjo-Saxonisra, Mrhich not oidy breed war, but fosters radal

and religous hatred of vicious character.

The spirit of natioimlisra in its purest form with its idea-

lism, like individualism, is not a curse. But as unbridled

individualism often degeneraitts into utter selfishness which is

decidedly anti-social, similarly when nationalism takes the form

of "my country right or wrong" and assumes the attitude of

ignoring rights of others, it lx;coines. a curse to international

society. Unfortunately the tendency is that a dominant

nationalism, becomes power-mad and extols tribal selfishness,

ignorant and tyrannical intolerance and war.

“ XalioDalism, unless it be rendered oritioal instead of ignorant,

bumble instead of proud, does not promise, denpito its proved modernity,

despite its admitted idealism, to promote real human progrees. It

promises not to unify, but to disintegrate the world
; not to preserve and

create but to destroy, civilization.'’

Prof. Hayes reminds his readers that "to urge the miti-

gation of iiaiionialism and propagation of internationalism is

not to decry patriotism. Bather it is to purify and exalt true

patriotism.’’ To promote human fellowship and international

co-operation, iiv ])1ace of war, it is not necessary that cosmopoli-

tanism should lake the place of nationalism. Education is the

most effective mcditirn to promote international amity.

*' Almost everything depends, in the last analysis, upon our national

schools, and purticiiiiirly upon the teaching of social sciences within our

national schools, b'or iibovc our nationality, above all nationalities,

though many persons of our age forget it, there still is humanity; and

hutnanily is the very stuff oj the social sciences.”

ni
%

Dr. Parker Thomas Moon, Professor 'of Internationa

Belatibns in Columbin University, in his recent work "Imperia-

.'IImu and World Politics," present^ a careful survey of tbe
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dominating part played by imperialist powers of the world in

the field of world politics of our time. The book is unique of

its kiad; in the discussions of important problems of World

Politics since 1871, the author does not follow the conventiona-

lized, chronological narratives of European diplomacy, but

presents a realistic world view. Titles of a few main topics

discussed in the hook will give an idea of the scope of the work

—

Why Europe shouldered the White man’s Burden? Dynamics

of Imperialism, Five Decades of Business and Diplomatic

Bargaining in West Africa, The Conquest and Exploitation

of East Africa, The Legacy of Cecil Rhodes, North Africa

and Great Powers, Near Eastern Question Old and New,

Anglo-Bussian Rivalry, In the Middle East, Imperialism in

Southern Asia, The Battle of Concessions in the Far East,

Fortunes of War and Profits of Peace in Pacific Islands, The

Policy of the United States Toward Latin America, The

Tjcague of Nations and Its Mandates and others.

Study of this excellent and comprehensive work on World

Politics will make one realize that if one takes a world view of

(he recent diplomatic history of the world tlien he will l)e con-

vin(!ed that “almost \vithout ex(«ptiou, they were hut surface

manifestation of the swift d(H.'p currents of imperialism.’’ It is

worthwhile to note some of the (X)ncluHionM arrived at by

Professor Moon :

—

** The greatest war the twentieth century had witnessed before 1914

was the purely imperialist Busso-Japanese struggle for Korea and

Manchuria. And the greatest of all wars was caused more by imperialism

than by any other single factor. Americans who prefer to believe that

the catastrophe of 1914 was brought about by the personal vagaries of

William Hohensollem may cherish their belief if they willi but the facts

are opposed to it. The very alignment of European powers was dictated

by imperialism, not by race or democracy or by kinsbip of culture.

Oermany, Austria-Hungary and Turkey were allied by the Tutopic

dominate of the Near East. Bepublioan France and monarchist

England were bound together by the far-reaching imperialist bargain of

1904 ; the liberal England and tsarist Biussia, by an agreement of 1907

regarding imperialist interests in Persia, Afghanistan, Tibet^
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'*It IB easy to heap up the dvidenoe, though no labored proof is

intended here. - When the German Ambassador in 1914 offered to respect

the integrity of Belgium and France, the significant question of Sir

Edward Grey was whether Germany intended to take French colonies.

During the war, even when hardest pressed on the battle fields of France,

the Allies spared troops to conquer the German colonies and occupy

those choice portions of Turkey. When the German Government secretly

formulated its war-aims for communication to President Wilson, a large

share of the world’s colonies was the important point. The Allies, for

their part, while professing publicly their interest in small nations and

the sanctity of treaties, quietly arranged by a series of secret treaties the

division to be made of Germany’s colonies and of Turkey if victory should

be theirs. And when victory was achieved, the Allies made it one of their

first concerns at the Paris Peace Conference to wring from President

Wilson’s unwilling lips an assurance that, though the coveted colonial and

Near
,
Eastern territories might be nominally internationalized as

’mandates’ the mandates would be given to the Allies in accordance with

the secret treaties.

” Contrary to a quite general impression, imperialism is not a closed

story now that the German colonies have been divided. The climax has

not yet been reached ; the denouement is still uncertain. Never was the

imperialist rivalry so keen as after the Great War. We are now entering

a period of intensified international economic competition, in which the

problem of imperialism is becoming all the more acute because most of

the backward areas available for colonies have been appropriated.”

Lu every chapter of this interesting study of Imperialism

and World Politics, Prof. Moon poimts out facts to prove that the

so-called backward nations in: Asia and Africa have formed the

alluring stake of diplomacy. Even to-day the statesmen of the

west are doing their level best to keep their hold on these profi-

table regions. The display of force and interference in China’s

internal affairs by armed forces of foreign nations, in violation

of all the existing canons of international law, is actuated by

no other motive but preserving imperialist domination over the

awakened millions of the East. In* this connection Prof.

Moon asks the following question, which might be food for

thought

:

"The day is dawning when the deficienoiea which made these pe(^Ieo

'bstdcward’ and impotent in the face of Euiopeaa imperialism ^1
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no longer existi and like Japan, auob countries as China, India, Persia,

Egypt, Turkey, Siam, perhaps even parts of Africa will use the machines

and the weapons and respond to the nationalistic and democratic senti-

ments which have giyen Europe her seemingly impregnable world

mastary. India has 820 millions to Orest Britain’s 44 millions of inhabi-

tants ; China has possibly 400 millions to the 80 millions of France ;

Asia and Africa have over a billion of Europe's balf-bilb'(^. The imperial-

ist 'Great Powers’ of to-day are but pigmies prodding giants into acti-

vity. Which will be the Great Powers of to-morrow ?”

This question will be answered in near future by the na-

tionalist Young Asia and Young Africa. It is our hope that

they will work ardently to free their people from foreign' yoke

and prove by their scientific achievement that they will enrich

human civilization by their contribution. Let us hope that

the wars of national independence or self-determination which

are being carried on in Asia and Africa will not end in

aggressive nationalism, ignoring Humanity and advocating

and championing imperialism. The price generally paid for

imperial aggrandisement is not worth the sacrifice of the best

in human nature.

Prof. Moon raises the question “Does Imperialism Pay ?“

“Is it necessary for national Prosperity?” He tackles the

arguments generally advanced by the advocates of imperialism

and proves that to secure market for surplus production, to

make room for surplus population, and to assure the supply

of raw materials, and even to propagate cultural missions, domi-

nation and economic exploitation of other peoples is not neces-

sary. Through the increase of national efficiency and interna-

tional co-operation, nations individually and humanity

collectively can be far more benefited than by aqy scheme of

imperialism.

It is the fashion to-day to minimise the aggressive attitude

of present day imperialism. Some plead that British Empire

is not an imperialistic endeavor, any longer ; as its spirit is to

transformrthe empire into a Commonwealth of Nations. Others

plead that the ascendency of Soviet regime in Bussia has wiped
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ont the menace of Busaian imperialism. It will be interesting

to note Prof. Moon’s oooclusions on these partkmlar qnestions

:

**It is now the fashion to substitute the new termi 'British Com-

mmiwealth of Nations’ for the old name, ‘British Empire’ but only

if one ignores sU except the self-governing colonies is the new name more

accurate than the old. In addition to the Dominions there is still the

Empire. Moat of Jhe Empire aa regarda population rather than area

ia coloured, and not aelf-governing . Moreover, the Dominiona aa they

mature are being entruated with a ahare in the taah of governing the

aubject empire. South Africa and New Zealand have their inandatea and

dependencies. In ahori, there ia both a Britiah Commonwealth and a

Britiah Empire, and ike Commonwealth rulea the Empire.”*

“The Bolshevist Bevolution, of course, has somewhat altered the

situation [Russian imperialist expansion] . Northern Persia is no longer

a Russian sphere of interest. Outer Mongolia, formerly « sphere of

influence, has been occupied by Russian troops and partly sovietised,

although Russia has promised to evacuate it. In Northern Manchuria,

the Bolshevists have renounced some of the privileges obtained by the

Tsar, yet they have attempted to control the Chinese Eastern Railway.

The Russian dependencies in Central Asia have been given the new
governments patternoil oti the soviet stylo, and ‘allied’ with rather

than subject to Musoovitu Russia. In a u'ord, while denouncing 'Capita-

Hat imperialiam", Ihe'^Bolaheoiate have prue-iiaed Iheir own aort of Bed

Imperialiam and retained moat of the taariat empire in Aaia. It is on

empire so large that its economic development is be\ ond their industrial

and financial capacity. Yet aa her economic revival proceeds Russia

may measure up to the task.”

The greatest of the world problems of to-day is the rising

tide of militant nationalism of over a billion people facing the

oppressive yoke of Imperialist powers of the world for the

solution of this problem. Prof. Hayes and Prof. Moon do not

present any *>pet formula," but they hope that "If the mtema-
tional public opinion" or to use Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler’s

happy phrase, "the international mind" continues to develop,

then the fog of misinformation * accumulated in the form of

{wqudice and venerable sentiment [greatness of imperialism]

will be cleared. Once the fog is dissipated, perhaps those

* All italiiMi tre mine.
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citadel of nanow vision will vanish, and in their place maii!>

kind may establish an edifice in which enlightened national

interest and humane internationalism may be at one and at

peace.”

Those who are interested in the above idea, and those

who are anxious to serve the cause of intcmatiional peace with

intelligence and knowledge should carefully study these two

hooks as text books full of very valuable information. . These

lK)oks will remain for sometime to come as outstanding contri-

butions in the field of the study of nationalism and inter-

national nslation.

Taraknath Das
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Leayes from a Yiooroy’a Note-book and other PaperSt by the

Marquees Curzon of Kedleston ; Macmillan and Co., Ltd. pp. X -1-414;

illustrated. Price 28/ net. 1026.

Lord Curzon’s literary executors found a collection of essays in a

more or less completed state which the gifted author had intended to

publish in the future and which were designed by him to form a sequel

iohis Tales of Travel.*’ With these essays were found a quantity of

voluminous notes for a number of books on widely different subjects. The

essays contained in the present volume were never revised by their author

and their intrinsic value is best summed up by the executors when they

commend their readers to read the stories " for their charm, their gaiety,

their information and their style—a quartette of literary virtues which

never fail to fascinate especially when they are combined so happily as in

the present volume.” The personality of Lord Curzon is stamped on

every page. More than one third of the book deals with Indian topics,

and the rest is concerned with miscellaneous subjects, such as—^Morier’s

famous book, Haji Baba, in ”The Old Persian.” the wonderful descrip-

tion of Hu&, the capital of Annam, and the Oreck monasteries of the

Levant. The first official visit to Goa by the Viceroy, was marked by

incidents, both rehearsed and unrehearsed, and the various ceremonies

attending his reception are fully described, as well as the lavish hospita-

lity accorded to the Viceroy and Lady Curzon by the Governor-General of

Portuguese India. One domestic detail is very amusing though the pre-

paration of it must have been a work of trouble and anxiety. Lord

Curzon describes it in the following words :
” Baths, of the type favoured

by the British in India, being unknown at Goa, a special bath-tub,

resembling a wine vat of gargantuan proportions, had been imported for

the occasion ; and, there being no bathroom in the house, it was placed in

the corner of the drawing-room, where the removal of the spigot discharged

its contents straight on to the fioor.” A very remarkable incident of this

visit was the Viceroy's delivering of part of ^ speech in Portuguese

through the kind offices of a lady who taught him the correct pronuncia-

tion aotto voce during the course of a state dinner at the Town Palace of

the Qnvernor-General. Lord Curzon was never more enthusidstic than in

his description of the heroic conduct of three Englishmen employed by the

Delhi Telegraph Office during the Mutiny. The only survivor of the trio

was an old man of the name of Bendiah, and the Viceroy asked for and
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obtained leave from King E to deooraie him with the medal of the

Victorian Order, wl^ was presented to him on the occasion of the un-

veiling of the monument commemorating the heroic deed. The old man
in his simplicity led the cheers which greeted him as he rose in his place 1

The tragic account of feuds existing even to-day in the Sikh community,

and particularly of one, which ended in disastrous consequences for the

family concerned, led Lord Curzon to make the following pertinent

comment: even in the twentieth century it is not always wise or desir-

able to apply Western criteria to the behaviour of Eastern peoples.*' The

accounts of the ** Installation '* and the " Abdication ” of ruling Princes

will recall many unique facts among the past and also recent events in

India.

A delicious humour pervades those pages in which is described the

extraordinary and unappropriate hymns chosen for particular occasions

and he mentions instances occurring as far apart as the Chapel at Eton

and the G-reat Durbar held at Delhi in 190B. The Head Master and Pro-

vost of Eton during Lord Curzon's school days was Dr. Warre, who was

very popular. When the hymn chosen to be sung at the Sunday service

was the one containing the lines

:

*
* When comes the promised time

When War (re) shall be no more ?"

the boys, 600 in number, could not resist the temptation of shouting out

the line at the top of their voices. The reason became so evident that the

use of that hymn had to be abandoned. The other instance will appeal

to our Indian readers. The hymn at first chosen for the male choir to

sing at the Delhi Durbar contained the lines

:

*' Crowns and thrones may perish.

Kingdoms rise and wane."

Fortunately the inappropriateness of those lines was discovered in time,

otherwise Indians would have been justified in believing that Delhi would

have witnessed the downfall of the British Baj, as had been the case with

the Hindu and Muslim dynasties which passed away after making Delhi

(again) their capital. Perhaps the most fascinating chapter in the whole

book is entitled " Inscriptions and Petitions," which the reader especially

Indians, will not fail to appreciate.' Lord Curzon's Privates, Secretaries

used to preserve for his recreation some of the petitions and letters sent

to him as Viceroy from time to time. A few extracts from these "gems"
are given in the book. In describing these. Lord Curzon writes :

**
It

18
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must nob be supposed, if I, or any one else, quote amusing speobnens of

whab is ooounonly known as Babu English, bhab do ib with any idea

of dftrfii»ng bhe (? bheir) native inbelligenoe, or of poking fun at its

On bhe contrary, one of the most remarkable e^terienoes in India is abke

astonishing command of the English language—to them a foreign

tongue—that is acquired by the bette r educated Indians, enabling them

not merely to write, but to speak it with an accurao y and a fluency at

which I have never ceased to wonder. The blunders and absurdities

that And a frequent place in the Indian press are cited both because they

strike a note of gaiety in the rather dull routine of Indian official life,

and, still more because they often reveal a sense of humour on the part

of the writers that is both quaint and refreshing. It is in this spirit only

that I reproduce a number of extracts from my own collection." If

Lord Curson were so convinced of the command of the TCnglinli language

by educated Indians, there is no reason for giving specimens from the

writings of uneducated people who wrote in a language foreign to them.

It may be remarked that such solecisms would no less be found in compo-

sitions by t he average European writing in an Oriental language.

The following may suffice as a sample quoted by Lord Curzon from
an Indian newspaper which reported the speech of a Bjndu Pleader of

Barisal:

" My learned friend with mere wind from a teapot thiwlra to brow-

beat me from my legs. But this is mere gorilla warfare. I stand under

the shoes of my client, and only seek to place my bone of «wn*ATiti"n

clearly in your Bjonour's eye. My learned friend vainly runs aTnnnV upon

the sheet anchors of my case. Your Honour will be pleased enough -to

observe that my client is a widow, a poor chap with one postmortem son.

A. widow of this country, your Honour will be pleased to observe, is not

like a widow of your Honour’s country. A widow of this country is not
able to eat more than one meal a day, or to wear clean clothes, or to look

after a man. So my poor client has not such physic or as to be
able to assault the lusty complainant. Yet she has (been) dqtrived of

some of her more valuable leather, the leather of her nose. My t^amod
friend has thrown only an argument ad hominy upon my teeth that my
client’s witnesses are only her own relations. But they are not near
relations. Their relationship is only honuspsthio. So the misty argu-

ments of my leMned friend will not hold water—at least they will not
hold good water. Then my learned friend has sidd that there is on the
side of his client a respectable witness, via., a pleader, and since tM*
witness is independent so he should be believed. But your Honour, with

your Bjonour’s vast experience, is pleased enough to observe tfcft
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trutbfulness if not so plentiful aa blaokbenies in this country. And I am
Bony to say, though this witness is a man, of my own feathers, that

there are in my profession black sheep of every complexion, and some of

them do not always speak gospel truth.

Until the witness explains what has become of my client’s nose

leather he cannot be believed. He cannot be allowed to ridse a castle in

the sir by beating upon a bush. So, trusting in that administration of

British justice upon which the sun never sits, I close my case."

The description of the Plague Hospital and of its negligent officers

show that besides being a keen observer, the Viceroy felt a personal

interest in all things oaloalated to benefit humanity—a quality which

sometimes appeared hidden under “ a stiff and unbending exterior.”

The value of the book is enhanced by the number of artistic photo-

graphs, including—Chitral, the Vale of Kashmir, a group of Buddhist

monks belonging to the monastery of Ku-shon in China, and the Creek

monasteries in the Levant. Lord Corson describes in eloquent terms the

beautiful scenery of Mount Athos situated on a promontory running for

forty miles into the sea, ” covered with the most exquisite sylvan verdure

from end to end, watered by dancing rivulets and bubbling springs, and

interspersed throughout this distance and on both faces with lovely valleys

and enchanting glens, where, at points of vantage, on rooks or on the

seashore, had been planted the monastic buildings.” One of these

monasteries is 1000 years old and contains wonderful treasures. Lord

('urzon visited several others and they are all described with equal

minuteness and vividness of language. All the monasteries arc now on

Creek territory and it seems curious that, that government does not

extend its protection to the monasteries in the some manner as did the

Turkish rulers before the territory was transferred to Greece. Under
Turkish government no attempt was made to interfere with either the

monks or their revenues. This conduct was not probably due to any

respect for Christianity hut rather to the desire to conciliate the members
of that faith to their rule. The monastic establishments are now being

allowed to die out and then the monasteries and their revenues will pass

into the hands of the Creek government.^ The monasteries appealed to him
in the some forcible mumer as did the ancient temples of India many,

years after, on mterest which, we regret, is often lacking in our country-

men who ought to prise more than they do the remains of our ancient

glory. The natural beauties of the Tosemite Valley in the United States

of America i»id sdso strongly t^pealed to him. This VaUey has been

mserved for all time for the public enjoyment, aa example worthy of

being followed by, other countries possesnng spedal g^ts.of Nature,
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We have alluded more than once to Lord Curzon’s remarkable powers

of expression. He was an excellent scholar writing in a style at once

graceful and chaste. He excelled as a writer of travelsi and his books on

that subject will always be considered as standard works. Above all he

was a great Englishman! whose statesmanship was an asset to the

Empire, Lord Birkenhead in an article in the Sunday Pictorial for

March 22i 1925
•
paid an eloquent tribute to his memory when he wrote

**that he (Lord Ourzon) must undoubtedly be counted among the very

great Indian Viceroyr."' Many of our countrymen may disagree with

Lord Gurzon's views, but they would subscribe to Lord Birkenhead’s

encomium.
HAniHAB Dab

England, My England,” by D. H. Lawrence.

As Vandyke and Beubens were to each other in Flemish art so are

Galsworthy and D. H. Lawrence in modern English literature. Both

depict life as they see it, and while with the one the spirit predominates,

to the other the physical is the absorbing problem.

D. H. Lawrence is a specialist, and as such will limit his audience.

BQs stories deal almost entirely with sex psychology, and his last book of

short stories proves no exception to his rule. It abounds, also, in wonder**

ful pieces of descriptive writing, but the psychological study is the motif

running through every story.

The first story which gives its name to the book, '* England, My Eng-

land,” reveals a man passionately attached to English soil, English his-

tory, English literature, but with a far from English temperament. Des-

pite his absorbing interest in English folk-songs, it does not enable him to

earn a living. Fortunately, his father-in-law steps in and does this for him.

But the centre of his life, is his wife—” he loved her in passion with

every fibre of him,” and for her part she was radiantly happy in having
” all his tfidl supple fine fieshed youth to herself, for herself, and he had

her like a ruddy fire into which he could cast himself for rejuvenation.”

Then the tragedy comes. After the birth of her second son she loses

all desire for him, mental or physical. One of his children bag an acci-

dent through carelessness on his port, and his wife takes the child to Lon-

don, whilst he stays alone in his cottage in Hampshire. ” His heart goes

back to the savage old spirit of the place ; the desire for old gods, old lost

passions the mystery of blood sacrifice, all the lost intense sensation

of the primeval people of the place, whose passions seethed in the air.”

Thus he lives with his sensuous dreams and sensations, deprived of

wife and children, until the war claims him os its victim.
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One of the devereet of the stories, ‘ ‘ A Blind Man " contains a won-

derful desoiption of the feelings of a young virile man, blinded through the

war, yet not unhappy because of his passionate love of his wife who returns

it equally. Into the lives of these two, comes the wife’s lawyer friend,

a man totally devoid of passion. The story*ends with an almost terrify-

ing description of the blind man’s efforts to make a friend of the lawyer,

and the latter’s loathing of the blind man’s caressing fingers as he tries

to trace the lineaments of the lawyer friend.

The rest of the stories, “Monkey Nuts” ;
“ Samson and Delilah”;

“Thb Primrose Path”; “The Horse Dealer’s Daughter”; “Yon Touched

Me”; and “The White Peacock’; all deal with different aspects of the

same thing—the story of physical passion in one form or another.

Mr. Lawrence’s book will appeal to three kinds of readers—^those who

will read it for the sake of its vivid, forcible, picturesque English, those

who are students of Freud or those who like the jungle for good or bad

reasons.
E. M. Walexb

Some NoTel Methods of Arlthmetio, by Haricharan Chaudhury, M.A.,

Head Master, Hashanpore B. 0. Institute, Daulatabad (Murshidabad),

published by S. K. Roy Chaudhury, 0 William’s Lane, Calcutta, pages

85, Second Edition, price annas six only.

This booklet with a foreward by Dr. Bibhutibhusban Dutt of the

University College of Science, Department of Mixed Mathematics, is in-

tended for students of the High English Schools. The methods used in'

the book are so simple and lucid that they will be of great help to the

boys going up for the examination. The chapter on multiplication in one

line is very interesting. We quite agree with Dr. Dutt when he says

that the students will find the methods helpful in working out exercises

involving (i) multiplication of numbers, integral as well as decimal, and

(ti) reduction of fractions to recurring decimals and vice versa. We re-

commend this book for use both by teachers and students. On our

part we hope that more examples will be added by way of illustration

in future editions.

Esxabb

HiatMf of BiUtopo, by Edward A. Freeman, revised and brought

up to date by F. J. C. Heamshaw, M.A., LL.6., Professor of History.

King’s College, London, published by Macmillan and Co., Lid., Lon*

don, price one ahiUing and nine pence.
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This is a revised edition of Iceman's well<known primer of Etito*

pean Hutory. revised and brought up to date by Dr. Heamahaw, another

known text book writer on European ]ffiBtory. The bodr qieaks for it-

self and is too well-known to be revised. This muoh may only be mention-

ed that the Editor has done good work by thoroughly rehandling the last

chapter and appending a new one thus bringing it down to the presmit

day. A chronological taldfl kas been incorporated at the end of tiie work.

19ds will be of great use to the youthful readers for whom it is intended.

EsKABi



CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS

I. ANCIENT INDIA

1. OULTURB AHD BOCUL ORGINIBATlOll

OultuN and Knltnr Race OriginB or the Past UnYciled.

by H. Bruce Hannah, Bar-at-Law. Demy 8vo.

pp. 158. Bs. 3-12.

Besides other oognate matters, the hook generaUy deals

with raccHSigiiis, taoe*developmentB, and raoe-movements, and
diffeientiatea, not only betwi^ Barbuous Baoes and CultorS'

lUtoes, but dso between Barbarous Baoes that were or are

emlised and those that ware or are uneirilised.

Ancient Indian Nnmismatica (Carmichael Lectures, 1921),

by Prof. D. B. Bfaandarkar, M.A., Fh.D., F.A.S.B.

Demy 8vo. pp. 241. Bs. 4-14.

This IxxA contains a course of lectures on Numismatics, a

part of Arehaeology, deUveted by tiie ’Pioienor in 1Q18. The
subjects of the lectures are as tcdlows

:

I. Importance of the Study of Numismatics

n Antiquity of Coinage in India,

m. Xarshapana: its Nature and Antiquity

lY. Bdenoe of Coinage in Ancient India

V. History of Cdnage in Ancient India

Asoka (Carmichael Lectures, 1928), by D. B. Bhandarkar,

M.A., Ph.D., F.A.S.B., Canuichael Professor of

Ancient Indian Hbtory and Culture, Calcutta Undversity.

Demy 8vo. pp. 36^. Bs. 5.
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In tb» book ihe author haa set forth his views ahout the
Boddhiat monsMli after a eaieful and systematio study fora
quarter of a oentuiy not only of the inaeriptioos of Asoka but also

of the vshisUe twinslatioina and notes on these reeords by die*

tinguiahed aoholats in the field (d Ancient History of India. The
book oonsists of eight chapters dealing with the followins topies

:

J. Asoka and his ewy life, n. Asbka’s empire and adminntration,
m. Asoka as a Buddhist, IV. Asoka's Dhamma, V. Asoka as a

missiona:^, VI. Social and Beligious life fimu Asokao monumeut,
Vn. Asoka's plaoe in history, Vm. Asoka's inscriptions.

Bainet from a t§tt§r /rom Jf. Smuifi, ihg iisUnguMed Fr$nek Savant—

... 1 UB grttafol to jaar book beesim it hM bnoght me e bfillUnt

eieinple of the iogMUMUi and pwioBete with whkli Baiodeni Indie eodee-

waan to leocmitniot ite peet......7i» intended to diow bj en enelyiia of the

iBMCiptmBe whet inlonniman hitherto nneiqieoted thej oan yield to e eagadona
and penetrating eqderar.*'

Th« Bvolntlon of Indian Polity, by B. Shama Sastri, B.A.,

Ph.D. Demy 8to. pp. 192. Bb. 6.

ContamB a ooimected history of the growth and development
of pditioal institutionB in India, compiled mainly from the Hindu
Bastraa. The author being the famous disooverer and translator

of the KauiSiya Atihastutra, it may be no exaggeration to call

him one of the authoritieB on Indian Polity.

ContenU

:

—I. Tribal State of Society. 11. Bleotive

Monarohy. HI. The Onm of the Kshatriyas. IV. The
File’s Asaambly. V. Tbs Duties and Prei^ativea of the

Ein^ and Priests. VI. The Effect of JaSnism and Buddhism
on the Pditioal Condition of India. Vn. The Bmpiie-building

policy of the Politicians of the Kautilya Period. Vll. Espion-

age. IX. Theooratio Deapotiam. X. The Condition of the

People—InteUectual, Spiritual and Eoonomioal.

Ihs titiM of tho lootoss wOl indkats ths wssltii of iafoniatloo
contained in them.... Some of the facte mentioiied by Mr. Shastri will

be an eys-epesar to moat people, who an fond of ImsgiaiDg that ladisna

ban always boea * vain dnsmen of an empty day,' ooooppng timkaelvaB

with iliiiigB of the Gnat Beyond, raprameiy oontomptnooe of rnimdaM
alfaizi, regarding them as Maya, illnaum All desirooa of knowing the

ofme in AadmA India ahonld read oanAilly this fMoinating

vohnne, wfaieh is one more evidenee of Sie splendid work that ths Post-

Gndnate teachers of the Gakmtta Univmity an doing.”—Himiiiaikaa
Jlssisis, July, loss.

8odAl QpganlMtioii in North-BaBt India, in Bvddha’a

Time, by Biehatd Pick (translated by Sisirkumar

Maitra, M.A., Ph.D.). Demy 8vo. pp. 8^. Bs. 7-8.
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Dr. Fiek’t Dit 8mM» OMUmng im XoriottUAm ^ Initen
Zm Buddluu Ztit hm, br uuaj jmn, baen «f inTaliikbto toa lalBBMtod ia Hm aoefal rad adaialrtntiT* faiMary of Boddhlit Xarib.

IShit ipy*^ inionuil of Gonnui wwo lo qm of Itei book ud
their warm gtaHtade irill be extended to Dr> Maitm te bin eniiiently

iiedeble ttnnuetiea. The book ia too waU-kaom to aaed lay nriuwf enflba

to aagr that the ttanelatioo ia worthy tf the book. Mow that thin aebolarly

week ia aaede arailnble in Bnaliah, it abonld find n larger eimnlatinB.*'--

HMusthm Baeiaie, Jaly, UBS.

OonUnt*.

Chapter I

—

IntrodueUon—The Brahmaoioal Caete-Theory.

Chapter n—Omeral Ftate of fko Caotea—^The Brahma&ioal
Goate^Theory in the Pali oanon—^Theocetieal diaeuariooB about
the worthleaaneaa of the oaate—^Tbe Baaential dharaoteriatioa of

caatea.

Chapter HI—The HomeUee ilwefiee—Tranalathm to the

homeleaa condition a univenal oharaoteriatio of Baatem Culture—
Gauaea of Aaceticiatn.

Chapter IV—The Ruling CZoaa—The Eahattriyaa—Superior-

ity of the Kahattriyaa over the Bralunaaaa.

Chapter V—The Head of Vie State— The chief repreara-

tative of the Kahattriyaa ia the King—<}eneral View—^Tbe Dutier
of the King—^Limite of Royal Power.

Chapter VI—The King’a Offieere—Qmetel View of Miniatera.

Chapter VTT—The Houae Prieet of the King—Hiatcnioal Bvo-
lotion of the post of Pwrohtto—Ss share in Administration.

Chapter Vm

—

The Brahmanae—General View of the Brab
manaa luscording to the Jatakaa—^Tbe Four Aaramas—Duties and
Privileges of the Brahmanae.

Chapter IX—The Leading Middle Claaa FanuKea —^Tbe

Position of the Oahapati—the aetthi.

Chapter X-—The Ouilda of Tradeamen and ArtiaanaStofe
of Eeonomieal Evolution in the Jatakaa—Organisation of th*

Artisan Class.

Chapter XI—Caateleaa Profeaeiona.

Chapter XII—The Deapiaed Caete.

Sonrees of Law and Society in Andent Indiat by Narcs*

ciiandra Sen, M.A., D.L. Demy 8vo. pp; 109.

Ks. 1-8.
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In this boA the author traoea the aouioea of Anewnl Indiaii

Laia with reimnoe to the eaiFummenta in aocuMgr and dehle wiA
matters regarding legal oonoeptionB historically, initiattoig a
somewhat new method, mamly follow!^ tbs one indioated by
ibering with reference to Itoman Law, in the study of problenu
of Hindu Law. ^

Pplitioal Histopy of Ancient India (Prom the Acoessicm of

Parikahit to the extinction of the Qupta Dynasty), by

Hemchandra Baychaudhuri, M.A., Ph.D. Second Edi-

tion, Revised and Enlarged. Boyal &vo. pp. 416.

Or. Baychaudhuri*B work in the domain of Indology is cha-
racterised by a rare sobrietiy and by a constant reference to ori-

ginal sources and this makes hia oontributiona specially Tnhiable.

We have here probably the first attempt on scientific lines to
outline the political history of India of the Pre-Buddhistie period
from about the 10th Century B. C. and the work is one of groat
importance to Indian history.

Frof, /. /alls* ^untmrg s
—** What an anoniioiis man of eddenoo hat

beeo oollooted and diioiieMd la thia woik, as important featnro of which ia Ihr
qnotatioD of the original taxta ahmg with their traaalation whidh makaa it

asay to control the oondnaiona arrived at. The aaoient geography not leaa

thim tha ancient hiatoiy of India haa been greatly furthered by your reaaaiebea
and much new light haa been thrown on acme of the moat vexed problema of

IndiaQ Arehnology and ehrondogy

Pro/. P. Otto SchraSor :
—** I have read the book with incveaaing intereat

and do not heaitate to aay that it oontaina a great many detaila whiih vrill be
' found naefnl hr later hlatoriene

Pro/, d. BerfMele Koifh ;->** Full of uaefiil informatioo."

Andent Romio Chronology, by H. Bruce Hannah, Bar-at-

Law. Royal 8vo. pp. 60. Rb. 1-8.

The book deals with the method of embodying some origina]

reaearohes of Mr. H. B. Hannah in the domain of Chtoncdogy
and computation of time in Ancient Egypt, aa well n othiw

eonnacAed roattere, the prooaas being shewn through varioua te*

temal eiddenoea.

Pro-Historio India, by Panchanan Mitra, M.A. Seocmd

Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Demy 8vo. pp. 5S8

(with 58 plates). Rs. 7.

One of tiw pkiaear worha on Indian pM-Ualoty by a ywuig
~
-Indian aeludar, who is w^ poaled In tw Istoat wont in dkli

.fubjeet.
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OiNi<«»to:-‘~C9Mp. I.<—Baees and Cultaxas in India^Bjailier

StudiM and pteaort outlook. Chap. IZ.—^llie Oeologroid Baok-
ground; Gieo^pkioal and Palteo-Geogr^pkiodL featurea. Cbnp.
UI.—^19ie Pali^tologioal Baaia—Tne Human anoeatry—^Ine

ora^-land—^13ie SiwalSc Primatea—FoBail men outride India.

Cbap. IV.—'The Earlieat Artifacta of Pre-Chellean India (probably

more *hAn a lao of years old). Chap. V.—^Early Palieolithio

Phaaea—Chellean, Abheullean Mbuateiian types. Chap. VI.

—

Pleiatooene eave-hfe—^Kamul. Chap. VH.—Late Paleolithio and
Meaohthio cultures—^The Capaian Industry stations. Chap. VIU.
—^Prehistorio cave-art and Hook carvings Chap. DC.—^The

Neolithic types in India. Chap. X.—^The Neohthio culture-

stations. Chap. XI.—'Prehiatorio Metallurgy. Chap. Xn.—^Mohen-

jo-Daro

—

A remarkable Discovery of an Eneolithio Site—^Harapi>a

and Nal—Sir John Marshall’s reports. Chap XHL —^Prehistoric

Copper and Bronse finds from other siteB Chap XIV.—The
In^an Megaliths—^Their Builders and Origin. Chap. XV.—'The

Megaliriiio Structures—Their architectural features, contents and
distribution in India. Chap. XVI.—Freon extinct to hving types

—Mammals—^The Bayana, SiaQcot, Nala, Mohen-jo-Dam and
Adiohanallur Human remains. Chap. XVn.—^Prehistoric pot-

teries and terracottas of India. Chap. XviJi.—Culture—Se-

quence and Origins.

«

International Law and Cnstoms in Ancient India, by

Pramatbanatb Banorjee, M.A., B.L. Boyal 8vo. pp.

170. Bb. 4.

fn this interesting book the author demonstrates the elaborate

code of Litematianal Law and military usages which existed in

Ancient India, and a cursory glance inll show that the Ancient
Indian usage in this matter was much more elaborate and much
more humane than that followed by all nations of antiquity and
f'ven by nations of Modem Europe

Contents :—Sources of International Law—International
Status or Persems in Internationa] Law—^Intercourse of States

—

The Essential Rights and Duties of States—^The Theory of tlie

Balance of Power—Trearises and Alliances—War: Character'
Oiounda—^The Law relating to Enemy Persons and Enemy 1¥o
party—^The Agents, IhstrumentB, and Methods of Warfare-
Neutrality.

Economic Gondition of Andent India, by J. N. Samaddar,

B.A., M.B.A.S., F.B.B.S., F.B.Hi8t.S. Demy 8vo.

pp. 186. Bs. 8.

A briniant study, wUeh nnbodies a teoonsIroelioB of eco
Qomie data and of economic theories in Andent India from
treathes and from spattered refreenees in early Blodo md
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Buddhist literstun. This is the fleet q^stematio sttein)»t

to deal with this important isubjeot. *' The autiior in eourse of

his six leotores lays bare to us the underlying qpieit aiift prittdploe

of the gmat Hindu Civilisation. He has taught us to look not
merely at the aotions of the Andent Indians and their glorious

aehievements in the domains of Boonomios and Polities but ha
hM unfolded tiie environments in which ttey were wrought, the

motives whieh impelled thtm and the ambition which inspired

them.'* book has been highly praised by Dr. Byhain Levi
Dr. Jotly, Prof. Winter}ui9, Sir John Bvehnnl, Dr. A. Marah^,
Prof. Hopkine, Prof. Tetang, Dr. Kettk and many otiiar

distinguished savants.

Some Gontribation of South India to Indian Gultnref by

S. Krishnaswaini Aiyangar, M.A., Ph.D. Demy 8vo.

pp. ' 468. Bs. 6.

This book by the Professor of Indian History and Aroheo-
logy in the University of Madras contains the readership leotures
he delivered in 1919 in Calcutta.

Tim BIS ana of tha flrafe fmits of tha poliqr cf Oskmlto Univanitr to
cieata a department ot Indiaik Studies—lingmstias, unchBology, anthropolcMy,
ad luBtoiy. Dr. Aiyiagar writes with a psetisad hand and with toe £-
eemniant of an experienced seeker after hinorical truth; and his leotuzas fonu
j coiitiibution oi boiiie cuiuiderabV Talue to the growing amount of literature
on Indian Anthropological Btudias. Bsginninff with tha ooming of the
Aryans, which means the BnJimans, to South India, the author moeeds to
describe, mainly historically, the main ouirents of oulture The author
proceeds to analyse the innuenoes exerted on and hj Bewth India when
orthodox Hinduism was tainted by alien influanaas JProm religion Dr.
Aiyangar passes on to oommeroe, and deeotas a oonsiderabla portion of this
work to showing how South India is responsible for the spuM of Hindu
culture, to the Bastem islands and even so far as China The author
finally traces the type of administrstioD which grew iqp in South India and
which, as be points out, has left traces to the present day. The whole work
IS full of interest to the enquirer into the early stages of Indian culture :

it will be of much Talue to Uie aoholsr, and not without utility to the admi-
nistrator."—Timet of India, Bcmhey, Nov 14, 19SS.

Smirmot from Indian Antiqiiofy, Fol. LIII, for Jinnaiy-Febmaiyc 1984

" 8w Bii€kar± Tompla writes : *...They (the Leotures) are so full of vain-

able suggestions that n is wortii while to considiir hare the rsBolts of the

sto^ of i ripe scholar in matters South Indian To niysell, the book is a
faamiating one and it cannot but be of the grssteat vane to the stodentsi

for whom tbo leotuies were intended.*

Some Problems of Indian Literature, by Prof. M. Win-
teniite, Ph.D. B<^al Svo. pp. 180. Bs. 2-6.

Oontanta : The Age of the Vede—AeqeUe Literatuee fo

Anoieiit Hidie—Andeni ladieD Balled Poetq^-^-lDdiaB Litantam
•ad Wcild-IjiteratiiEe—Kautilye Arttiaaaatee—Bhaae.
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2. RBUOloil AMD PHILOBOFHT.

GomfMUPtftiYe Religion (Stephanos Nirmalendu Ohosh Lee-
' twrea deliver^ in the Ccdeutta University inJ.928 ; pub-

lished in July, 1926), by Prof. A. A. Macdonell, M.A.
(Oxon.), Pb.D. (Leipzig), D.Litt. (Edm.)> D.O.L.

(Calcutta). Royal 8vo. pp. 194. 8. «

TIm work is the fint ooutae of leottneB on Companti've
Beligion deKverad under the aospioee of the Stephanoe Nirmalendu
Oluah foundation. The author has given A survey, in eight

lectures, of all the important religions of antiquity, including an
introductory one on * Primitive Belipon.’ They embrace Confu*
cianism, Mroastrianism, Brahmanism (including 'Buddhism),
Greek religion, Judaism, Muhammadanism and CAuistianity.

These religions are treated objectively, not from the pomt of view
of any partioular tme.

.
It has been shown what they have in

common, and to what mriient each approaches universality,- tooths
outlook of a world religion.

The Kamala Lectures on Indian Ideals in Edueaiwn,
Philosophy and Religion and Art, by Annie Besant,

D.L., with a Foreword by the Hon’ble Sir Ewart

Greaves, Et. Demy 8vo. pp. 136. Bs. 1-8.

The work is the first series of lectures delivered in the
Calcutta University by Dr. Annie Besant under the auspices of

TCaiinA.lA Leoturesldp established in memory of his beloved

daughter W the late Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, &t., O.8.I. The
autbw detis with Indian Education, Indian Htflosophy and
Bd^on and Indian Art in course of her three lectures.

System of Buddhistio Thought, by Rev. S. Yamakaiui.

Royal 8vo. pp. 372. Rs. 16-0.

* The book presents in a comprehensive though short form a
complete view of Buddhistio Philosophy, both <rf the Mahayana
and ffinayana Schools.

Contents :—Chapter 1

—

IntrodueUon. Essential principles of

Buddhist Philosophy. All is impermanence—'Diere is no Ego—
' Nirvana is the only calm.

Chapter II

—

Karma-Phenomenology—-Karma ae a prin^le is

the Moru World—Karma as the active inindple in the worn of

partioulan—Karma ae an active principle in the physical world.

Chapter III—The Sorvaeiitoavadine (Bealists)—The Tenels of

the -Sarvastitvavadins—Explanation of the Seyenty-Ave Dhamutt
Ehankara's criticiem of the BarvasUtvavadins, Ac., Ac.
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Oluqvtor TV—The SalmuiUM Bchooh^tbe Theory of the
8orTa>8onyataToda)—The Snestial part* in tin doetiine of tbe
School—^Tbe View of BodAa-Kaya in thia School.

Charter V—The Madhyomiha Behool—fTbe Theory of the
middle courBe)—^The fundamental doctrine of thi* School—^The

owo^ituni of Buddha-Kaya in this School.

Chapter VI—Alayo-PhenomenoIo/fjf (|^ Theory of tiie Vi^-
navadins)—^The dasBifioation of things—^Ilie four stages of the
oognitiTe operation of oonsoiouBnesa—^Further discussion of the
E&gfat Vijnanas.

Chapter Vll—Bhuta-tathata (Suehneei^ Phemmenologjf

—

fhe Belation of Snehness to all things—The Theory of Impressiw.
Chapter VUl—The Tten Tot School—13ie three i«inoiples of

this School, (1) Emptiness, (2) Conventionality and (8) Ifiddle

path—The Theory of Elesa.

Chi^iter IX—The Avaianeaka Softool—^The Theory of iho

Dhartnaloha-PhenomotuAogy.

Chapter X

—

Conolueion—Qod in us and we in Qod—^The

Buddhist idea of Faith—^The Buddhistic Ethics.

Appendix—^The six IdndB of Causes and the five kinds of

Elleeta.

JSiumrd J. Thome$, (/awerntf lebrery, OemMdge t I tball find

the wntfc mart oeeftil. The book omom to me vny Wneble in gmng a eoa>
nerted view of the different Bohotde of Bnddhirtic tbooght, and of qiertal

unpartaaoe for Emopean SeholaiB both m snnplTiiiK infonnation not eaaily

Moeiiible m the Wart, and alao m treating the nmole anbiaat from an In-

dependent atandpomt. .................

I think the book refleeta honour not only on the anther hot alao on the

devotion to aeholarahip ohown hy the Calootta nnhoiaity.

Prolegomena to a Hietory of Buddhistic Philosophy, b>

B. M. Barua, M.A. (CaL), D.Lit. (Lond.) Royal 8vo.

pp. 52. Bb. 1-8.

The book embodies the results of a soientifio enquiry by the

author, frcnn the Ustoricid standpoint, into successive rtages in

the genesis and increasing organic eomplezity of a systra of

fchoueht in India, supposed to have evolved out of a nucleus ns

The OrijJinal and Developed Doetrines of Indian

Buddhism, by Bynkan Kinmira. Sup. Royal 8vo-

pp. 82. Rb. 3.

It is 11 eomprehentive manual of charts, giving an explicit

idea of the Buddhist dootrinsa, as promulgatad in diveraa ways b}

diveras Buddhist FUhMCphats.
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The 'ffistory of Pre-Buddhietio Indian Philosophy, by
B. M. Baraa, M.A. (Gal.), I>.]jit. (Lond.). Boyal 8vd.

pp. 468. Bs. 10-8.

•

The book gives a dear exposition of the origin and growth of

Indian Philosc^hy from the Vedas to the Buddha, and sedbi to
establish order out of chaos—^to systematise the teachings of the
various pre-Buddhistic sages and seers, scattered in Vedio
literature (Vedas, Brahmanas, Upanlshads) and in the works of

the Jainas, the Ajivikas and the Buddhists.

Prof, 8. Badhakfiahnant M,A., King Oeorge V Profoaaor of PfcHodopfcf,
UnioonUg of CaXcuUa The only book of its kind. • No etodent of the
Philoecq^ at the Upeiiiahede een afford to negleot it. The book iIwwb eosarate
dhblarih^ and deep insight on emy page.'*

m

Prakrit Dhammapada, by B. M. Barua, M.A. (Cal.), D.Lit.

(Lond.) and S. N. Mitra, M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 322.

Bs. 6.

A new edition of the Dutreuil de Bhins Kharoshthi MS. of ihe
Dhammapadat of which an edition was published in the Journal
Aaiatiquo in 1807 by M. Sdnart. The joint-editors have recon
structed whole passages from minute fragments not utilised by M.
Sdnart, and they have brought in the results of their vast and deep
Pali studies in establishing the text. The importance of tte
Dhammapada as a world classic need not be emphasised too much.
In the introductory essay, there is an able study 'of the question
of the literary history of this work.

Early History of the Vaishnara Sect, by Hemchandra
Baychaudhuri, M.A., Pb.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 168.

Bs. 2-13.

The book contains materials for a connected history of

Vaishnavism from the Vedio times to the age of the early Tamil
Aoaryas who laid Idle foundation of Sri Vaishnava School. The
authm takes into consideration only works of proved antiqiuty and
epiffraphiod records. TBa method of treatment is strictly scientific,

flma he ocimes to a number of interesting conclusions, among
which is the establishment of the historic personality of Vasudeva-
Erishna and the determination of the doctrines of the old Bhaga-
vata sect.

*' The leotinss of Mr. Bemdundrs Bsybbsndhsii cn the Barly Blstcvy cf

the Vaiehnewk Beet reed almmt m would e Bemptoa leeton on the * Hfetorlesl

Olnist ' to e Ghxietlen sndieiiDe. They m so etlempt to -diaentengle the

estheBtle figore of WTiaKtia. ftam the mese of Pnreoio legend and groee tredWop,
mid eonleetiizeB and misteken, if reesoiiied, theoriM whiehtan the
The wondi^ of Kiiduie is not s idoMEy; it is the

9
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eipNigloii of the Bhiktf, tbo dofObUmil fiiili of u intdleotoal peoplo, tidmm mlMionuiM, ill-eqiiipped te daoHng wlib a diinlj imdoiilood enood
wodil do wdU to sMt tm* Htllo vDliiiiie..T^—Tfc# Mnor LlCmfy SuffkmtiU,
Haj 18f IML

A History of Indian Logic (Ancient, Medieeval and Modem
Schools), by Mahamahopadhyaya Satischandra Vidya-

bhushan, M.A., Fh.D., M.B.A.S., F.A.S.B., late

Principal, Sanskrit CoUege, Calcutta, and Joint Fhiblo-

gical Secretary, Asiatic Society of Bengal. With a

foreword by Sir Asutosh Mookerjee. Demy 8vo. pp.

696. Bs. 15.

A monumental work. Dr. Vidyabhushan •has given here a
detailed account of the system of Nyaya, and has 1^ no source

of information, whether Brahmanicd, or Buddhist (Inchan and
Tibetan), or Jaina, untapped. The history is brought down from
the days of the Vedas to &e lOth century, and is fidl of facts well

disposM and lucidly set forth.

The author did not Uvo to sec the publication of a work
which is sure to make his name immortal in the annals of In-

dology.

Prof, A. B§rfi§daU Kmlh, D.OJ., Uniwiify of Bdinbsigh,
wrilisx—

The woifc reOeote the faigheit oredit on ite Ute enthor. It oontsine e

Mt mees of euefnlly verified iofonaetioD Isoidly unuDged end expounded

end it is invalneble to every lerioos student of IranuLo^. It must for e

very long period form an in^qienBeble souice of meteiial for workers in the

field of jndien Philosophy, end whatever difference there may be with the

views of the author whether in principle or in detail, they cannot posai^
obieure tta3 permanent value of a work which—as any one familiar with Indian

logic knows only too welt—must have involved almost endless labonr. The
Universify of Calcutta is to be congratulated on the fact that it was found

possible to produce the book despite the author's death before its oon^Mon,
and the thanks of scholarB are due to it for the production of the work in

snA effective and enduring form.

A Short History of the MedlasYal School of Indian Lo^o
(Griffith Memorial Prize, 190T), by the same author.

Boyal 8vo. pp. 210. Es. 7-8.

The two piiooipal systems of the Medieval Boho(d of loffisii

Logie, via., the Jsina Logio and the Buddhist IiOgie, have baeo
'tbiMOughly expounded hen by bringing imther a mass of infoc*

mstion derived from several ran Jaina Mmnsoipta and ^Cbatan
xylographs hitherto htacoessible to many. Bs the awendioea a

short general lustory of the Univenity ef Balaada and tin
Boyal Univecsity of VScnunaila haa also beoi given.

. .

-
<

.
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3. ANOIBIIT XNDUUr TBXTB

IU$f6da Hymns (with ihe commentary of Sayana). Demy
8vo. pp. 136. ' Bs. 2-13.

«

Mum Sniviti. Edited by Mahomabopadhyaya Ganganath Jha,
M.A., D.Litt., Vice-ChanoeUor, Mahabad Univeraity.

The work is an Engliah translation of the csommeutaiy of
Medhatithi on the Ihstituteg of Menu. The two editicms, that
had already been pubUabed, vis., one by V. N. Mandlik and the
other by G. B. Ghaipure, being oonaidered avowedly defeetlTe on
aoooont of a hopeless muddling of the text, Dr. Jha ocBeeted
manuBoiipts from various places; and, with the help of these
MSS., made out an intelligible text, and then pzooeedra with the
work of tmiBlati<m. The translation will occupy five vtdumee,
of which the following have been published :

—

Vol. I, Fart I—Comprising Discourse I and 28 verses of

Discourse 11. Boyal 8vo. pp. 266. Bs. 6.

Vol. I, Part n—Comprising verses XXIX to end of Discourse

II. Boyal 8vo. pp. 290. Bs. 6.

Vol. n, Fart I—Comprising the whole of Discourse HE.

Boyal 8vo. pp. 304. Bs. 6.

Vol. n, Fart II—Comprising Discourse IV. Boyal 8vo. pp.

208. Bs. 6.

Index to Vols. I and n. Boyal 8vo. pp. 148. Bs. 1-8.

Vol. nr, Part I—Comprising Discourses V and VI. Boyal

8vo. pp. 278. Bs. 6.

Vol. m. Part n—Comprising Discourses VIT and the index

to the whole of Vol. IH. Boyal 8vo. pp. 206. Bs. 7.

Vol. rV, Part I—Comprising a portion of Discourse VIII.

Boyal 8vo. pp. 252. Bs. 8.

Vol. rV, Part n—Comprising Discourse VIII and Index to

Vol. rV. Bc^al 8vo. pp. 238. Bs. 7-8.

Vol. V—Comprising Discourses IX to Xn, Boyal 8vo.

pp. 700. Bs. 12-8,
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Hull Bnultif NotMf Part I

—

Tesctudt—^By the same author.

Boyal 8to. pp. 669. Bs. 12.»

Do. Part n

—

Explanatory—By the same author. Boyal

8vo. pp. 870. Bs. 16.

Do. Partm

—

Comparative—^By the same author, (in

the press.)

BesideB printing the five volumeB of Menu Smriti oompriBiiig

tmnslatiou of Modnatitlii, it has been decided to print separate
volumes comprising Notes by the same authm. notes have
been divided into l£ree parts : Part I—Teafual—dealing mth the
readings of the texts and allied matters; Part 11

—

Explanatory—
containing an account of the various e3q>lanation8 A Manu's
provided not <»ily by its several commentators, but also by the
more important of the legal digests, such as the Mitakshara, the
lifayukha, and the rest; Port HI—Comparative—setting foir& what
the other Smritis—^Apastamba, Bodhayana, etc., have got to

say on every one of the more important topics dealt with by Mann.

Inscriptions of Asoka, by Prof. D. B. Bhandorkar, M.A.,

Ph.D., and S. N. Majumdar, M.A., Ph.D. Crown 8vo.

pp. 104. Bs. 4-4.

The various texts of the took, pillar, cave and other inscrip-

tions are given in parallel lines to enable the student to compare
the different readings at a glance.

Barhnt Inscriptions. Edited nnd translated with critical notes

by B. M. Baruya, M.A., D.Lit. (Lond.), and Kumar
Gangananda Sinha, M.A. Crown pp. 139.

,
Bs. 8.

B. J. Thomaa^ Under-Librarian, Cambridge University Lihrofry “ 1
find the book «n extremelj^ nsefnl one. both beunBo it makeB acceBsible en im-
portant ooUeotion of inBonptionB, and also for the great amount ci learning and
researoh wbibh the authorB have embodied in it.

*' The work constituteB a long Bt^ forward both as regards our actual
knowledge of the iuBcri^onB, as well as in the grammatioal analyns and the
palaeographical studies.^'

H, Ui, of the Tohoku Imperial University, Japan :
—'* In the work

the inBcripticra are oritioally in^eBtigatedp aoonratelj esplained and well
arranged, so that the work u highly important for the Btudy of the paleo-

graiduoal ^and linguistioal dewqpment and speoially the history of early

B» Washburn Hopkins, of the Yale University :—** I ha^ gone oaieftiUy

throuj^ the Tolume of Dr. Benimadhab Bama ana regard it as a most usefu
cxn^rwotion wdl worthy of pidilioation. The arrangment of the iiMOK^tiiOBi

in aeooid with their subieot matter is a great oonmuenoe and the eiplanafawy

.. notes are all that oan be desired.**
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Pro/. Dr. F..O. Schfod^f nf Ki$l '.Tiiif if on oiefol publioaltei

full of antateating details on -wbioh bcufeli its anthon and tlie Unioersiliy may
be oongratiilated. The pdhating too is admirablj done."

Pro/. Hermann JaoM :— many students will be thankfiil for the

waons information in Beotion IHt partly zeprodnoed from different aouroes and
partly supplied by the Editors thexnselma.*'

Xf. D» BofiMU i— The book aliews great learning and indnstryf and will

oertaLnly be useful to students.*'

II. HISTORY
t

1. INDIA (MBDIABTAL AND MODBRN)

Siva Chbatrapati, by Surendrnnath Sen, M.A., PIi.D.

Demy 8vo. pp. 284. Rs, 4-14.

A translation of the oldest systematic biography in M'srathi
of the gnat Maratha hero, the Sahluuad Bakkar, with eTtraots
from Chtinia and Sivadigvijaya with explanatory notes.

** It is the first of a Bories intended for sndi stndents of Maratha
history as are ignorant of Marathi. Of the importance of the
Chronicles for a study of the rise and growth of Maratha power there cm be
no doubt; their histarical accuracy is not always unimpeachable. But all in-
terested in this subject will feel deeply grateful to Mr. Sen and the
Calcutta UniYcrsity for making this study possible and easy.*'—The Hm-
dtuihan Review, Oct., 1924.

** It is a capital boeik for history students.*'—The Indian Daily Newe, 98th
September, 1990.

" Frtifesaor Sen and the UniYersity of Caloutta ham laid all students of
Maratha history under a great obligation by publishing this new
edition of Erishnaji Anant's book.**—The Times of India, 26tb October, 1991.

AdministratiYe System of the Marathas (from original

sources), by Surendranath Sen, M.A., Ph.D. Second
edition (revised and enlarged). First edition exhausted
within a year of its publication. Demy 8vo. pp. 730.

Bs. 10.

It is an exhaustive account of the polity that prevailed during
the centuries of Maratha domination. Dr. Sen has closely studied
the available original sources and this work is undoubtedly the
most valuable dontribution on Maratha administrative system
that has yet appeared in English.

Prof. A, Barnedala Jffaifb—** Ib oontsins m vary luge sttunmt'of
intersBiing infannstlon, eonfnlly put togrthsr, snd zendersd ilhmdiuitiiig by

• comparison wUh tbs dssoiMian of esrty Hindu Inslitations dortYsd hnom tbs
Dbsnnsuirtim litarstan. n undoubtod^ shods mn^ 1i|^ on ttis eomse of
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•inlfiiitatioD prior to the odwt d Britiih mpnauej, ond tho Importtolitj
and food aenae of aneh peraonal indgmonia ao yon exnraaa daaer?ea mcig^

Prof* Jtilat Bloali (in the ** Jomnal Aaiatiqiie **)—**0'aBt nn oamge
Bolide et important, qni fait honneiir d rautenr at h I'teole on il ea rattadbe.«

Tho Hcn*blo Juotioo C. A. Kmooii— I have apent aevaral daUghifal
houiB reading your moat valnable work ' Adminiatrative Syatem m the
Marathaa.* It ia full of emdition and ahould long remain the olaaele text on
the aobjaet. 1 do not fancy any one elae would have the Indna^ aa well aa
the learning, to write another anch book. I oongratnlate yon warmly on
your great aehiaveniaot.'*

8. M Bdwardoi (in the “ Indian Antiqnaiy," January, 1994)—**
He haa now placed atndenta of Maratha affaua under a fnrflier cdiligation
thiB oarefol exposition of the administrative mtem in vogoe in the Deooan
ia the Fre-British period. ^

The value of his latest work seems to ua to lie in its inmartiality and in
iti oarefol avoidance of extreme diction in cases where the autbor'a views differ

firam those already expressed by both English and Indian writers. He treats

Qrant-Dnff and Kanade with equal impartiality, and does not hesitate to
point ont their errors of deduction : he appreciates fully the good features of
8biva]i*a izutitntions, but is equally explicit as to their shortounings ; and
be devotes a distinct section of his work to explaining by carefully riiosen

quotations and examples that much of Shivaji's administrative machinery was
not 0 new product of his unquestionably resourceful mind, but had its roots

deep down in ancient Hindn lore.

As to the actual facts disdosed in Dr. Sen's work, their number is so
many and they are so interesting that it is hardly possible to deal widi them
in the brief compass of a review.

In candusion, let it suffice to remark that Dr. Sen has produced an ad-

mirable work of reference for students of the history of the Deccan in the
seventeenth and eighteenth oenturies.**

Tho Ttmsf lAUrary Supplomont, Thursday, May 10, 1923—" Aa in the
case of the Great Napoleon, ShivajI the Conqueror has always been more
attractive to historians than Shivaji the Administrator, and less than justioe

haa been done to his conBtrnetive ability. Dr. Surendranath Ben has written
a sdidarly analyaia of the Maratba administration under Shivaji and the
Peahwas, and in spite of a natural bias in favour of his own countrymen he
can daim to have proved that Maratha Government will at least bear
favourable compariaon with and was in some reapeots auperior to, those of

contemporary Europe.**

Journal of tho Royal Aoiatio Soeioty, October, 1994— Dr. Surendranath
Ben has given us a most careful and oompi^enBive work and has diown that

the work begun so wdl by Banade is being continued in competent hands.
The fsct that the Maratha Xingdom lasted for s eentury and a half should

be suffideut to dispd the idea that the Marathae were mete bands of msrau-
ders. It comes as a surprise, however, to see what a wealth of material

there ie for the study of thdr constitutional and administrative history. The
author investigates the origin and development of their inetitutions, analysing

the of traditional Hindu systems of polity, and of those of their

Muslim ndghbonra. The book is a most valnaMe addition to the publications

of Caloutta Univeniity.'*

Bengal fai the Sixteenth Gentary, by J. N. Das Gupta. B.A.

(Oxon.) Sup. Royal 8vo. pp. 196. Rs. 2-18.

It is a historioal review of the sooial end eooiKHDie oondUtino

of Bengal in the Sixteeiith Century erf the Ohiisttan OM the
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rBoaisMOoe in Bengal—in ilie lif^ of the faota ael forth in

oontamperaiy Ben^ Literature, in hiaterioal leoorda, and
wxitinga of Sutopean Atvellen in Bengal.

India in the SeYenteenth Century, by J. N. Das Cnpta, B.A.

(Oxon.) Demy 8to. pp. 268. Bs. 3-8.

The oondition of India in respect of ite politioal, aodal, and
eoonomio aapeota, in the early years of the East India Gompaay,
has been desoribed in this volume with the help of the nazraUvea
of Eurqwan travellera and foreign observers who were drawn to

this land by their love of adventure^ the fascination of romanoe,
and the oaU of the East.

Hietorical Records of Baroda, by Bai Bahadur B. A. Oupte,

M.B.A.S., F.Z.S. (with annotations). Boyal 8vo. pp.

166. Bs. 6.

Compiled from original Maratha documents, whidi throw a
sidelight on the transactions of the Hon’ble East India Company's
Officers, offer glimpses of the Baroda administration, describe the
Poona politics during the last stages of the Itfarstha Empire, and
record the working of the almost nominal sway of the Baja of
Batara. Profusely illustrated.

* England's Work' in India, pp. 210. Bs. 1-8.

Bharate Ingraj (Bengali Edition.) Crown 8vo. pp. 202.

Bs. 1-6.

A Bengali version of * England's Work in India ’ by Pandit
Tarakumar Kaviratna and Pren. Jogindranath Bamaddar.

Do. (Hindi Edition) pp. 262. Bs. 1-6.

Orissa in the Making, by Bijaychandra Mazumdar with an

introductory Foreword by Sir Edward A. Oait, M.A.,

E.C.S.I., Betd. Lieut.-Ooyemor of Bihar and Oritm.

Crown 8vo. pp. 247 (1926). Bs. 4-8.

This work which has no rival in the field presents a mass of

new facte relating to the eariy history of Orissa, and sets out the

•TiBit-Boak.
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fatth0rto unaotioed eoune of eventB whieh oulniinated
^
in .tiw

tmsaegeaoe ci Orissa as a distinet national and liimiiistio unit.

How the author has ezeouted this work suooessfoUy after ha'vfaig

been engaged lor many years in bis reseacoh work in Orissa, has
been notieed by Sir Edwm A. Gait in the introduetoy Foreword
spoken ci ebon.

Indian Nationality* by Sukumar Dutt, M.A., B.L. (Jubilee

Research Prize Thesis, 1922). Boyal Svo., pp. 210.

Price Bs. 3.

Contents ilatroduetion

—

Basic Factors of Indian Life—

<

The Problem of Nationality

—

The Meaning of Indian Nationality—
Present Tendencies towards Development of

Nationality.

S. ISLAM

A History of Islamic People, by S. IChuda Bukhsh, M.A.,

B.C.L., Bar-at-Law. Demy Svo. pp. 178. Rs. $-10.

Translated from the German of Dr. Weils' Oeeohiohte dot

ielamituohen Volker—a descriptive account of Mohammad and
the Qura’n, as also of the Caliphate. The conflict of ideas in

early Arabdom, the narrowness of early Arabic rationalism and
the evolution of Islamic culture on a broad and humanitarian
.basis during the time of the Abbssid Caliphs at Baghdad is des-

cribed with the doll of an artist, and altogether tlw book forms
a most fascinating introduction to the mentality and general out-

look of Islam in &e first few centuries of its history.

The Orient under the Galiphs, by S. Khuda Bukhsh,

M.A., B.C.L., Bar-at-Iiaw. Demy Svo. jqp. 470.

Rb. 8~6.

TVimaletivi from von Eremer's Kvlturgeeehiohte dee Oriente.

The book deals not with the dry and wearisome details of military

operations, nor does it 'o(moem itself with court intrigues, but

opening with an account of the death of the Prophet and the

trouble that arose over the question succession, gives in a vivid,

sad delightful style an account of oU that was of enduring value

in ' Islam or Islainio oivUisation.
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The Early Heroes of Islam, by S. A. Salik, B.A. (Bengal

Civil Service). Demy 8vo. pp. 514. Bs. 6.

In this book the author has tried to place before the public

brief sketoheB of the Prophet of Arabia and of his five inundate
BUOoesBorB. It alBo oontainB Bhort notioeB of a galaxy of great

men who flouriBhed in Arabia in that age and giveB an interesting

account of the birth and the rapid growth of Islam. It will be
both interesting and instruetive to readers of all creed and colour.

III. LAW

Recant Developments in International Law.—(Tagore

Law Lectures delioered in the Calcutta University in

1922), by J. W. Gamer, Ph.D., D.L., Professor of

Political Science in the University of Illinois. Boyal

8vo. pp. 850. Nice get-iip. Excellent full cloth bind-

ing. Price (in India) Rs. 17-0 and 30t^. (abroad).

In these lectures the author has traced and evaluated all the
more important developments of International Law, which ori-

ginating in more remote times, have attained their present state

since Ae opening of the twentieth century. He has also dis-

cussed in this v^ume the actual interpretation and application

of the Law, as well as its development, signalized the divergen-
cies of opinion and of practice, indicated the principal tendencies
which have characterised the recent history of the Law and put
forth some observations in the probable future lines of develop-
ment in the light of new and rapidly changing conditions.

Summary of pontsnU :—1. Recent and present tendencies
In the Development of International Law. 2. Development
of Conventional International Law; the Hague Conven-
tions. 8. Development of the Conventional Law of Mari-
time Warfare; the Declaration of London. 4. Development of

International Aerial Law. 5. Interpretation and Application of

International Law in Recent Wars. 6. Interpretation and
Application of Intemationid Law during the World War. 7. The
Treaties of Peace (1919) and International Law. 8. Progress
of International Arbitration. 9. Development of other Agen-
cies for the Peaceable Settlement of International Disputes.

10. Develc^ment of International Legislation and Organisation.

11. Development of International Court of Justice. 12. Pro-

gress of Co^fication. 18. The Reconstruction of International

Law.
** Ptaf. Gamer*! Tagore Law Leotares are really a hietom of modem

lateraatioBal Law, with the main empbaeie placed os the period eiiiee the
beginsing of the pneent century Toe hock is in fact a tieatlee eon-
tainipg an enonnooe mast of information well docmiieDted and Iqeidly

9
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umigad. It IS obUs book in Snglidi wbidh ovon nttsovlf to osm.i^
oompnlieiisiTo nuuinsr the whole noent historj of Intamatlo&al Lew. mils
is e gmt ftohiefoiDeDt, end one for whieli, in this ego of psriodiopd Mtentaie
end monographs on parlicolar topics, Prof. Gamer deserves the thanks of

all international lawyers "—Stteiefy 0/ Comparative Legislation, London,

The EYolotion of Law, by Narescliandra Sen Gupta, M.A.,

D.L., Advocate, Calcutta High Court. Royal 8vo.

pp. 191. Ra. 2-8.

. In this work the author gives a syatematio treatment of

historical and comparative jurisprudence on the basis of the most
up-to-date Jmowledge of ancient laws and the laws and insti-

tutions of retarded races. The work is designed as an introduction

. to the study of the subject which is treated simply and in broad
outline. But it is not a mere collection of the views of other
scholars. While the opinions of aU standard authorities on the

main topics of evolutionary jurisprudence are given, the author

has given many new interpretations of facts and has put forward

some strikingly new opinions. A remarkable feature of the work
is the ample use of materials taken from a historical study of

Hindu Law which has hitherto received far less attention than
it deserved in connection with questions of evolutionaiy juris-

prudence. This has led the author to formulate new theories of

the forms of family organisation, marriage and kinship, law of

procedure, of crimes, of the origin of prop^y and of contract and
a strikingly original theory of the law of Descent, which, it is

hoped, wUl be found worthy of consideration by scholars. Con*
tn^ to accepted views, the author traces the origin of laws of

inheritance to donations mortia cauaa or at the time of renuncia-

tion and thus establishes the primacy of testament^ over

intestate succession. In an appendix the author gives a discussion

of the history of the Hindu Joint Family law wUch throws much
new Ught on the subject. As the author points out in the preface,

Uie state of our knowledge of the subject being what it is, it is

impossible to systematise the existing knowledm of the subject

without a certain measure of theorising on one^s own account.

This the author has done on a large scde and in the treatment of

every topic dealt with by him there are new thoughts and interest-

ing new points of view presented which will furnish food for

reflection.

The Problems of Aerial Law, by Bijankumar Mukherjee,

M.A., D.L. Demy 8vo. pp. 255. Bs. 2-8.

The woifc is a (beau apprared for the Degree at Dootor of

Law. It is divided into four ohaptera:

—

Chapter L—Beginmng and Development of Aerial Law. In
this Chapter, the author has edUeoted the earlwat legal ideaa oa

• the subjeot has attempted to show how these ideas g^ualljr
broadened down with increasing disoovwiee of human scieooc.
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Chapter II.—Sovereignty of the Air. Here tin author
baa examined minutely the difietent theories tiiat have been put
forward by different jurists and has suggested all poesfole argu-
ments that oould be advanoed either for or against them.

Chapter III.—Prineiplee of International Law relating to

the Air Space. This Chapter has been subdivided into two parts.

In the flt^ part the author has analysed and examined in detail

the 45 articjes contained in the Air Navigatiom Convention of

1019 and has suggested alterations wherever the provisions appear-
ed to him to be unsound in principle or unworkable in praotioe.

' The other part, which deals with questums of war and neutrality,

IS much more speculative in nature and the author has built up
the law with such materials as were furnished by the analogy
of the usagcs of maritime warfare and the praetioas

of the combatants in the last great European War.

Chapter IV.—Prineiplee of Munieipal Law relating to the

Air Space. • In this Chapter the author’s principal effort has been
to establish tiut a perfectly consistent theory affording a com-
plete solution of the severu problems of private law that arise

in connection with the use of air space may be constructed from
the principles of English Common Law as they have been applied

by wnglinh and American Courts.

Effect of War on Contracts (Onauth Nauth Deb Prize,

1917), by Fraphullachandra Gbosh, M.A., B.L. Demy
8vo. pp. 152. Rs. 4-8.

The book describes at length the changes brought i^ut by
the last European War in the commercial and financial rela-

tions of nations and individuals.

Trading with the Enemy (Onauth Nauth Deb Prize,

1918)

, by A. C. Gupta, M.A., B.L. Demy 8vo.

pp. 146. Kb. 4-8.

The volume deals with the general principlra of the law

(according to the English Common Law) of Trading with the

Enemy to which the last European War lent interest and pro-

minence.

Legal Aspects of Strikes (Onauth Nauth Deb Prize,

1919)

, by Prabodhehandra Ghosh, M.A., B.L. Demy
8vo. pp. 61. Rs. 2-4.

In the opinion of the author, omieerted movements of labw
analogous to strikes are as old as history its^., In deaBng wiA'
the hMoty of strikes he, tfaerefwe, traces their origfn and
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course, not only from a legal pdnt of view but also from a
historioal stuidpcmt and duousses the temediel measures in the
light of the condition of labour in other countries.

Ooeupanoy Right—^Its History and Incidents (Onauth

Nauth Deh Prize), by Badharaman Mookerjee, B.L.,

Vakil (Calcutta High (3ourt), Author of the Lau> of

Benami. Demy 8vo. pp. 436. Bs. 6-0.

The work oontains a history of Land Tenure in India from
the earliest Yedio age down to the modem times and traverses

practically most of the important and relevant portions of the

Bei^l Tenancy Act as explained in the leading cases on the

subject, and indicates the basie principles thereof not done in

any other previous publicationB.

Position of Women in Hindu Lav, by Dwarka Natb

Mitra, M.A., D.L. Demy 8vo. pp. 758. Bs. 12-0.

The work is a thesis approved for the Degree of Doctor of

Law in the University of Gdcutta. It is generally based on ori-

ginal research as well as on the results aehievM by previous

writers on Hindu Law. It traces historically the various stages

in the devdopment of the pomtion of women in Hindu Law.

General ContenU.

Chapter I.—^Introductory—^Scope of the subject—^Develop

ment of Hindu Law in different periods—Sources od Hindu Law.

Chapter II.—Statue of Women peneraBy—Bight of Women
to Upanayan and to the study of the Yedas—^Tendency in Dhar-
ma Shaeirae to reduce women to the level of Bhuirae—^Depen-

dence is only mwal and not legal subjeetion—^Viewa of European
Writers on the question of dependence—Judicial interpretation

of the dependence of Women—^Theory of perpetual tutdage—
Views taken by different Qgh Courts—Testsonentam capacity

of Women under Hindu Law—^Bight of daughters and sistm to

maintenance.

Chapter III.—Status of Wife and the Law of Marriage^
Baghxmandan’s definition of marriage—Marriage of Women not
compulsory in the Vedic ages—^Different forms of marriage
Capadty of persons to marry—^Whether marriage of widows is

allowable—^Bule of prohibited degrees in marriage—^Inter-morri^
between different castes—Mairim of a Hindu with a Christian

woman not invdid—Formalities attending marriage—^Wife’s

right to maintenance—^Divorce.

Chapter IT.—Statue of Widowe—^Power of Widow to adopt

. —^Divergence pf opinion In different Schools—Big^ of Hindu
Widow to mdnteninoe—Widow marriage.
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Chapter V.—Proprietary Poeition of Women—(Inheritance)

—Interpretation of Vedio Texts concerning inheritance by lead-

ing commentatora—Widow’s right to inherit—Principles of

successicm of daughters in the Bengal School.

Chapter VI.—Proprietary Rights of Women—Stridhatir^

Extent of the rights of a woman over her Stridhan—^Three classes

of Stridhan, Ac.

The Theory of Sovereignty, by Sasankajiban Bay, M.A.,

D.L. Printed at an outside Press. Demy 8vo. pp.

Rs. 10-0.

Chapter VII.—Statue of Courteaane and Dancing Qirle—
Concubines tolerated by Hindu Tiaw—Rules governing status of

dancing girls.

The work is the thesis by the author for the Degree of Doctor
of Law. The author has sought to formulate a correct theory

of Law by critically andysing the conception of Sovereignty and
investigaflag the entire history of the theory of Sovereignty. The
work l^B been divided into three books; Book I deals with the
’ Origin of Law and the State,’ Book II treats of the ‘ Mani-
festation of Sovereign Power in the Different Systems of Polity/
and Book HI presents * A Critical Exposition of Sovereignty.’

Th€ Han'ble Mr. Juitice O. C. Banking M.A, :— Dr. Bsy'i Theoiy sf
Bomeignty is a learned and able work, the ipecial feature of whidi is its

full presentment of its subject on the historioaf side. I think the book will

be of interest to advonoed students of constitational Uistsiy in partienlar and
will provide them with valuable guidanoe in the philosophy of the subject m
which it tnats.’*

The Theory of Adoption {Jogendrachandra Ghosh Prize,

1909), by Pandit Durvaaula Sriram Sastri. Demy 8vo.

pp. 59. Ha. 3-12.

It disouBees the origin and merits of the theory of adoption
in a Hindu family.

Separation of Execatire and Judicial Functions, by B. N.

Qilchrist, M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 244. Ra. 4-0.

The Hindu Philosophy of Law, by Hadbabinode Pal, M.A.,

M.L., Demy 8vo. pp. 170. Rs. 0.

In this book the author baa directed Iub afforta mainly
lowarda an unfolding of early Hindu fundamental conoeption of
law and haa confined himself io the Vedic and Post-Vedic timea
prior to the inatitutea of Maau. The aecond, third, fourth and
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fifth ohaj^ters, particularly which relate to on enquiry into the
philosophical conceptions of Law, contain original matters, treated

in on original way.

LEADING GABES

*Part I, Hindu Law. Royal 8vo. pp. 245. Rs. 1-8.

• Part n, Muhammadan Law. Royal 8vo. pp. 171. Re. 1-0.

*Part m, Land Tenures, Land Revenue and Prescription.

Royal 8yo. pp. 168. Re. 1-0.

• Part IV, Law of Transfer inter vivos. Royal 8vo. pp. 108.

Re. 1-0.

• Part V, English Law of Real Property and Law of Intestate

and Testamentary Succession in British India. Royal

8vo. pp. 108. Re. 1-0.

• Part VI, Equity and Trust. Royal 8vo. pp. 170. Rs. 1-4.

*Part Vn, Law of Contracts and Torts. Royal 8vo. pp.

227. Rs. 1-8.

*Part Vm, Law of Evidence, Civil Procedure and .Limi-

tation. Royal 8vo. pp. 89. Re. 1-0.

*Part IX, Law of Crimes and General Principles of C. P.

Code. Royal 8vo. pp. 102. Re. 1-0.

• Supplementary cases on

—

Hindu Law, Part I, Royal 8vo. pp. 146. As. 12.

Hindu Law, Part H, Royal 8vo. pp. 130. Rs. 1-8.

Muhammadan Law, Royal 8vo. pp. 69. As. 6.

Land Tenures and Prescription. Royal 8vo. pp. 97.

Re. 1-0.

* Text-Book.
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Transfer of Property. Boyal 8vo. pp, 96. As. 9-

Beal Property. Boyal 8vo. pp. 28. As. 6.

Law of Contracts and Torts. Boyal 8vo: pp. 27. As. 8.

Evidence and Civil Procedure. Boyal 8vo. pp. 1G4.

Be. 1-0.

Limitation. Boyal 8vo. pp. 37. As. 8. ^

Law of Crimes. Boyal 8vo. pp. 141. Be. 1-0.
^

lY. ECONOMICS, &c.

Wages and Profit-Sharing (with a Chapter on Indian con-

ditions), by B. N. Gilchrist, M.A., Labour Intelligence

Officer, Government of Bengal. Bs. 7-0.

This book deals with three subjects. The first part is taken
up with a description of the various systems of wage payment,
viM.f the time wage, the piece-work wage, premium bonus systems
and systems of payment connected with scientific management.
The second part deals with profit-sharing and co-partnerahip in

the United Kingdom and other countries and is an ezhaustiye
analysis of the principles underlying them. The third part of the
book deals with general conditions of Indian labour, industrial

peace in India and the payment of wages in India with special

reference to payment in kind. Tea garden and colliery labour
are dealt with in some detail. Finally there are two appmdices
one dealing with a comparative study of recent legislation on
conciliation and arbitration and also of trade-boards and works
councils and the other giving in extenao the recent proposals of the
Oovemment of India regarding trade disputes and trade unions.

The euthor, who is e gredaete of the Aberdesa Univenity, hit
elraody revealed hia aldll in this clasa of work in a voliiine on * Ocmeuiation
and Arbitration.* Hia writing ia oharaeteriaed by Inoidity and reflecsta a wide
and oomprehenaive knowledge of the aabjecta with which he deale "—The
Aberdeen Praia and Journal^ Feb. 24, IMS.

** An ezbanative inquiry into the qneationa of wagea, proBt-aharing and co-

partnerahip.**—The Statist, London, May 16, 1226.

Tfineir lAUrofp Supfdamant, London.—Thia careful and oomprehenaive
piece of work ia in fact a diotionaiy of profit-aharing, though the author doea
not reach hia main anbject till after acone rather long-winm chaotera on the
methoda of paying wagea. He then ezaminea the oountriea of Ac world in
tom, notioea what prat-aharlng aohemea have been eatabliahed, their aeppe
and meaauie of auccaaa. Thia ia the moat valoabla part of the book, but the
moat interesting ia eertainly the appendix on Indian oonditiona. Hr. Gilchrist

shows how dineient these are from those of this country, and advieea great

eaetton in applying Britiah fsotecy legislation to India.
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Faetorjr Le^lation in India, by J. C. £yd(l, M.A. RoyaJ

8vo. pp. 198.
,
Bb. 4-8.

publioation disouBaes the oonditionB and terms of em-
ployment of factory labour by tracing a history of the Indian
Faotcny Acts einoe 1802.

Contentt: The first Indian Factory Act—^The Bombay Fac-
tory Commission of 1884-85—^Interest in Indian Factory Labour
in the United Kingdom. The Indian Factory Commission of

1890 and the Act of 1801—Controversy between Trade Rivals—
Ni^t work—^The Textile Factories Labour Committee of 1006—
The Indian Factory Labour Commission of 1908 and the Act of

1911—^The Indian and British Factory Acts—The International

Labour Conference and the Indian Factory Act—^The Indian
Factories Acts, 1601 and 1911.

Regalations of Jail Labour, &o. Dexuy 8vo. pp. 14. As. 6.

This booklet presents Oovemment opinion on the subject of

Jail Industries in British India, with special reference to their

competition with similar industries carried on by private enter-

prises.

History of Police Organisation in India. Demy 8vo.

pp. 53. As. 12.

The book shows how from its earliest stages the working of

the Police has come up to what it is to-day and what part it plays

in establishing order in the society and what further improvements
it requires for the betterment of social relationship.

Self-GoYcmment and the Bread Problem, by Capt. J. W.
Petavel, R.E. (Retd.) Demy 8vo. pp. 128 (Board)

Bs. 1-8.

Do. (Cloth) Ra. 1-14.

The fundamental fact dealt with in this book is that indus-
trial progress having rendered very great use of unskilled labour
po^Ue, the foundation of a co-operative organisation mi|^t be
laid with the young to their ovm immense advantage. The book
solves problems of the greatest moment to the State.

Non-Go-operation and the Bread Problem, by Capt. J. W.
Petavel, B.E. (Retd.) Demy 8vo. pp. 23. As. 6.

In this treatise the authw presents his views with regard
to economic organisation and shows how it can help industrial

development of the country befitting the masses.
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Ifui Mid Haddne Power in War and Reoonetmetkmi by

Capt. J. W. Petavel, B.E. (Betd.) Demy 8vo. pp. 164.

‘Bb. 1-8.

In ihifl book ibe author has tried to lolve the great porarty
problem by showing how the economio oondition of the eountiy
can be improved by machine-power, only when individusds, fcnr

whose ben^t it is applied, co-operate and how man-power serves
little purpose without the aid of macdiine-power.

Eeonomio Gausee of Faminei in India {Beereswar Mitter

Medal, 1905), by Sstischandra Bay, M.A. Demy Svd.

pp. 86 . Bs. 4-4.

The causes of famine and remedies against it have been
elaborately discussed in this book and a statistical inftnmation
adduced shewing the financial effect of the calamity and its rela-

tion to mortality The author shows by facts and arguments os
also by quoting several exiaucts from official records that true
remedies lie in the hands of Oovemment.

Agricultural Indebtedness in India and its Remedies^ by
Satischandra Ray, M.A. Royal 8vo. pp. 493. Rs. 7-0.

It treats of Indian economio problems in one of their aspects,
the materials being collected from old and inaccessible Blue
Books, proceedings of Legislative Councils, and Okivernment Be-

* ports and Publications. The compilation is designed to be a
source-book and guide for advanced students and teachers who
desire to prosecute a special study of Bidian Economics.

Contents : Chapter I—Indebtedness of the Land-holding
Classes. Chapter JJ—Grant of Loans and Advances to Agricul-

turists. Chapter III—^Belief of Indebted Agriculturists. Chap-
ter IV—Bestrictions on the Alienation of Lands. Chapter V—
Provision of Borrowing Facilities.

Land Revenue Administration in India, by Satischandra

Bay, M.A. Boyal 8yo. pp. 142. Bs. 2-13.

Compiled from red'letter npcwta of the five major ptoeineea

of India tevised by the Gorenunenta. The book d«ds wHk
maMera of immenae intereat to a great majority of the popQlalkm
of India. Apart from its purely flniiaeial aqtm. the book b of

great importanee from the sooiu and politieid point of riair.

Wealtli Mid WelfaM of tlie Bengal Delta, I7 S. G.

Pammdikar, -M.A., Ph.D. Boyal 8vo., pp. 872.

Price Bs. 6 .

4
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The autboir has wxamined and analysed in detail tfia

eoonomio life of tiie Ben^ Delta in all its aq>eots and has shown
that its eoonomio oooditums are gradually tending to approximate
more and more to those in the West. He has also sug^ted
praotioal remedies for the defeots in the eoonomio organisi^on of
the Delta. It is not only a valuable work to the student of
eoonomios, but is also e:q>eoted to be of great help to the politioian

and the administrate.

Leotons on Indian Railway Bconomios, by S. C. Gliosh,

Late General Manager of the B.E., A.E., E.F., and

B.D.B. Bys. ; and also for some time special ofBoer with

the Bailway Board, Gk)Yemment of India, Bailway De*

partment. Lecturer, Calcutta University.

Do. Part I, Demy 8vo. pp. 72. Bs. 1-8

Do. Part n, Demy 8vo. pp. 98. Bs. 3-0.

Do. Part ITT, Demy 8vo. pp. 166. Bs. 3-0.

A oomprehensive idea of Bailway eoonomios, Bailway rates,

B^way finanoe and of aU up-to-date Baflwav pidbleinB, suoh as

State «s. Company management ;
grouping of railways, train and

traffic control, coal traffic transportation, loco coal oontraots and
of railway transportation working in detail can be had
from a ^dy of these books. Fart I deals with railway

eoonomios, finance and rates. Part II deals with all the trans-

prniatim-subjeots, starting from making of embankments and
enffing with traflio and tnun eontrol and pooling of wagmis, and
Part ni deals with the more intiioate problems of management.

“ TImm laotaiM an ewtially pnotfeal, and atadanla vriw puma thaaa

aaialiiQy wOl, nadoaibladly, gala eoanteaUa iiitiAt iata tha variooa Bratlaaia

oaafiaatiag railway wodoag m Isdia .... "—Modtm 3Vmf|Mrl, Jaaa S, USA

Organiiation of Railways* by the same author. Demy
8vo. pp. 32. Bs. 1-8.

In this book the author has discussed in great detail the

systems of Bailway Organisation in India and in other countries

and has made valuable suggestions regarding the proper division

of responaibility among all branofaes of the railway operating

departments. It is an mteresting treatise and is expeoted to help

readers to understand properly the very oomplex problems of tm
Indian Bailways.

PiotMtioii for IndUm Stod, by B. H. Solomon', MJL.,

sometime Sdiolar of King's College, Cwmbridge*
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feasor of Political Economy* pEesiden<7 College* Calcutta

and Benares Hindu University. Bs. 6>0.

Tlie ittoblenu dealt witii in the book an:—la proteoliaii

neeeaaazy? Maiginal ea. higk proteotion, oompantive ooata of
piodootion. The oaaditioos for baperial preferenoe. Methoda
and extent ot proteothn. Bountiea and import dutiea. 8aW*
diary indttatriea and their treatment.

Present Day Banking In India* by B. Bamachandra Ban,
M.A., L.T. Second edition (thoroughly revised and an*

larged}. Demy 8vo. pp. 31B. Its. 6-0.

The book deaotibeB the exiatiag banking S7*tem offen
valuable auggeationa to bring about the much needed improve-
ment in our credit aituatkm. The preeent edition beaidea em-
bodying the main oanduaian of the earlier edition inooiporataa
a large amount of freah material.

OontsnUi I. The Indian Money Market, n. The Im-
perial Bank of India, m. The Exobange Banka. lY. The
Indian Jdnt-Stook Banka. V. The Indigenoua Banker of India.
VI. Induatrial Banka. VII. Mortgage Banka. VIII. The
Indian Poet OfBoe Savings Bank. Ia. Co-operative Banka.
X. The Need for Banking Beform. XI. Basking Befotm.

** Itr. Bui's book is s sohdsrly ssiv^ «t ths Tndiia swnHwg ijittrm
sod is man mtHaaam tar tbs moderstion with whieh its oiitieisDis an ex-
Bwsssd. The ssotian dealing with banking nfmn is paitienlarij snggestive.
Ills book deals with mors Immsdiste issues then this ; the wmk of ttw
Zavetial Bank of India, tbs high ienl of the deposit rata, tbs need te non
intelligible balance shoots, the gnster derelopoiaiit of the dieqno ^stem
and tbs oonoentratun ot the neeme an intimately disensssd. Mr. Baa caUa
fat legislation and his aignment derives tome tmm Qie mfartnnate faUim of the
AUim Bank Ot SimU ease.”—The BriNth trade Bssisw, Angnat, USB.

Elementary Banking* by B. Bamachandra Bau, M.A., L.T.

Demy 8vo. pp. 209. Bs. 8.

This little book gives a dear idea of a Commeioial Bank and
its theory and estinmtes the eoonoiiiio importance of their

operations, ots., Bank deposits, Note-issue, Drafts, Discounts,

IfOana and Advances, Investmcats and Aooeptanoes. It will be
a very useful book for oommercial students who desire to under*

stand tte work of a bank—^how it obtains its eapital, how that

capital is employed, how profits arise and are distributed and how
sgain a Commerdd Bank failSs

Eomiomios oi Lsather Indnslry, by the same author.

Demy 8vo. pp. 194. Bs. 2-8.

Ss fUg book ike auaior malne a eaieful eecncmle survey of

the exieliag eournee ot eu^y and dealt wMi the aeonomie im-
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portanoB ot lesiher, eauaes of the decline of (he iodigenoue
leather indoatcy, the export trade of raw hidea and aUna and t^
poaaibilitiea dl auooeaaful leailMr indoatty in (hia ooimtty. The
book eontalna valuaUe euggeationa for vie improTement of t^
rav material on whieh (be eoonoinio life of variona btamdiea of

leather induatiy dq^enda.

" .Vlw MciM at the wtielaa anglit ta be ned genenlly by oil

mtamtad m the indnitiiM oiid aomaMwn ot ladu lad pertioolariy by Ihoit

who an oanoanad with tiie kotliar induiby utd bmhioM ,'*—ttodfa Aaoitw,
apcil, Huy, Jana, 1095.

“ .Tha anthor U to be congntulated npon prodneba a clear and
oomplate aipoaithm ot the Indbu tnde and of India’a raw matomli, moniew
and fbe oharaotariatias ot fham..... .the intematfam it fnmiahaB will bo
intonating and nlaabb to tha leathac trade nnWonally and tiia woifc fotma
an important addition to the Itade'b tocbnioal litoraturr.”—The Leather
TraiM’ Haat'ow, lOtli Pebioary, 1096.

Inland Tnuuport and Gommnnication in Mediaeval

India, by Bijoykumar Sarkar, A. B. (Harvard). Boyal

8vo. pp. 91. Bs. 1-12.

The objeot of this book is to study the methods of inland

transport and oommunlcation in MedioDval India, roughly frcnm

the 11th to the 18th century A.D. In the preparation dl this

work, the chronicles of Mahomedan historians and tho accounts

of foreign trayellers have been the author’s prinoipal sources of

inloimation.

IT. He Uonland bsTe read Mr. Sarkar’a book oo Inland IVansmi
vrith much interest, and I may say that, smldng generally, the method
trikes me as sound, and the eseontion satisnotory.^'

Prof. J. JoUff, PheDet University of Wurzburg ^ Jiavaria :
—** Mr. B. K.

Harkar's work on Inland Transport and Oommnnioatioo in Mediwval India is

no doubt a valnable production. Mr. Barkar appears to baye epared no pains

to ooUeet inmartant materials from the most various sources. Bus book is very
peasant reading and presents a vivid piebnte of the means of Water and liana
Tranijport during the middle ages. The index is very copions and gives a
good idea of the varied contents of the work."

Ade^te and u^fnl sindy of transpo^tion. It ii a useful service to

gather the scattered referenees and organise the material in a aystematic

statement.—*iltnerican Seommte Beetato.*'

Charles Glue Le livre de M.S. est d'une lecture agrdable, oomme
serait oelle d'un voyage a travers les &ges et dans nn pays qnl n'a j^s besoin

du xeoal do temps pour dtre pittoresque. Une bonne pwt dea renseignements
donnds dans oe Iivm, et les plus intdressants, est empruntda au Uvie d'un
Fransais, Tavernier, dont le vpyage dane le’Inde au xvii Bidole jparait avoir une
valeur doeomeataire, pour lliistQrio de I'lnddgale k oelle du iTvio de voyage
d'Artliar Touiig pour rhistoirB de la VnDoe k la vaille de la Bdvolutioii.

Y. PHILOSOPHY

Btadim in Yednntham (Prmdumd Royehand Studentship,

1901), by Erishnaohandn Bhattadiaiyya, M.A. Demy
$vo. 84. Ba. 8-12.
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. ... li is • teefttise dealing on VedanJiio lioM intended to bring out

tbe relations of the system to modem philoB(q;>hieid systems.

Tht Btady d! Patonjali (Griffith Memorial Prize, 1916), by

S. N. Dasgupta, M.A., Ph.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 216.

Bs. 4-6.

Here we have an account of the Yo^a system of thought as
contained in the Yoga 8utra$ of Patanjali, acoordine to the inter-

pretations of Yyasa, Vaoaspati and Vnnana-Uiikshu, with
oceasicmal references to the views of other systems by an
acknowledged authority on Hindu Philosophy.

Adwoitabad (Bengali), by Kokileswar Snstri, Vidyaratna,

M.A. Second Edition. Rcrised and Enlarged. Boyal

8vo. pp. 255. Bs. 3-8.

In the present work the author has given an admirable expo-
sition of the Vedantio theory of Advaitavada in all its different

aspects. The work consists of five chapters. In the first chapter,
the nature of Nirgun Brahma and its relation to the world and
the individual souls have been discussed and Sankara has been
absolved ftrnn the charge of Pantheism. In Chapter II the nature
of the individual Beings and Selves has been discussed. The fact

that the Sankara school has not resolved the 'Individual’ into

qualities and states has been carefully examined. In Chapter III

the author thoroughly discusses the doctrine of the * Unreality ot

the Universe ' and has attempted to prove that the Sankara
school has not abolished the reality of the world. Chapter IV
^sousses the ethical theory, individual freedom, the Brahma-
Sfikshitkfira, the * contemplation of the Beautiful ' and tiie final

B^vatum in tiie transcendental goal. Here the relation betweoi
Karma and Jnana has been well brought out and bears the impress

ot originality. In Chapter V, an attempt has been made to trace

tiia mfydvida of the Sankara’s school to the Big Veda as its

original source. Numerous authoritative loxts have been quoted

at foot-notes enhancing the value of the book. No student of

Philosophy ought to be without a copy of this book.

PliUoaophioal OiimntB of the Present Day, by L. Stein

(translated by Shishirkumar Maitra, M.A., PJi.D.).

Do. Vol. I. Boyal 8vo. pp. 250. Bs. 4-8.

Do. Vol. n. Boyal 8vo. pp. 162. Bs. 4-8.

Do. Vol. HI. Boyal 8vo. pp. 237. Bs. 3-6.
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^

The book is a trandation at die «ell>kiu)^ woik of Ludwig
8i^. It oomiaiiu a desoription and oritieal examiuaiikm of the
philoeophieal moveinente of the present day. oontrats of the
tfiwe Tdumes are as foUowB:

—

V<d. lo-I. The Neo-ldedistie Movement, n. The Neo^Fori-
tivistio Movement (the ** PragmaUem *' of WitUam Jamee). HI.
The Beoent Movement of Nature Philosotpiiy (Wilhelm Ostwald’s
“ EnergetioB "). IV. The Neo-Bomantio Movement. V. The Neo>
Vatalistio Movement.

V61. n—^VI, The NeO'Bealistie Movement (the Tratwcenden*
(el Bealiem of Edward v. Hartmann and the Co^Belativitiem of
to-day). VH. The EvolutioiuBtio Movement (Herbert Bpeneer and
hie Bueeeeeore). VlU. The In^vidualislao Movement. IX. The
Mental Sdenoe Movement fyniliam Dilthey). X. Ihe History
of Philosophy Movement (Eduard Zeller, 1814-1906).

Vol. in—XI. Tho Problem of XnoUedge. XU. The Prob-

lem of Beligion. XIll. The Sociologioal Problem. XIV. The Prob-

lem of Toleration. XV. The ProUom of Authority. XVI. The
Problem of History.

Considering Prof. Stein’s eminence as a Social PhOoeopber,

the third volume may be looked upon as the most important ef

the three volumes. The famous Chapter on Authority is, aooord-

ing to the author, the keystone of his Philosophy. This volume

oontains a preface, especially written by author for the

English edition. An extract from the preface is given below:

” I am extremely grateful to my English translator for this,

that he has made the first attempt to make my Philosophy aeaes-

sible to the English-sj^aking world. * * * It is my bounden

duty to express my heartiest thanks publicly to the transla^ of

this work, beeauss he had the courage to take up in the midst of

the war, the work of o Swiss written in fferman.’*

Pnf, J. B. IfuMuad, 11.A., I1L.D., UniTCniiy of Binningbsm—

'* Ths traiwIatioN ssshm to ms most reedahU and the prhitmo sB that eaald

be desiftd. It has obsMssIy tsM a Mont of Utoa to you to mako the mUsnys

of (Hi* disUnguishad writor aeesssibls to English and Amariaan raadota.”

Hegelianism and Human Personality, by Hiralal Haidar,

M.A., Pli.D. Demy 8vo. pp- C7. Ks. 3-12.

The theory advanced in this book provides a philosqtbioal

foundation for the empirical fact of multiple personality. It

also what the ’ subliminal self ’ of man is. The real

theory of Hegel has thus been interpreted in this publleation. It

really out a fresh line of thought by which a new mean-

ing baa been attaebed to the usual British interpretation of

Bagel.
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SoeratMi Vol. I (in Bengali : illustrated)
, by Bajanikanta

Guha, M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 584. Bs. 6-0.

The author, as a preliminary to the study of the life and
thought of the great Greek philosopher, gives in this volume a
detailed account of Greek life and culture instituting interesting

comparison with the life of the Ancient Aryans in India. The
author is one of the few Indians who has a famOiari^ with
Gredc authors in the original, and this work may be said to be
the most authentic work in Bengali on ancient Greek civilisation.

Do. Vol. TI. Doniy 8vo. pp. 861. Bn. 8-0.

This vo:ume has been divided into three parts. Part I deals

with the life and character of Socrates, Part II contains the
details of judgment and death and Part III contains the teach-

ings of Socrates.

Introduction to Advaita Philosophy (Engliali edition), by

Kokileswar Sastri, Vidyaratna, M.A. Second Edition

—

Thorouqhhj Reviml and Enlarged, Demy 8vo. pp. 280.

Bs. 4-0.

The work is a brilliant exposition of the Sankara-Bchool of

the Vedanta Philosophy. The most striking feature of the work
is the full consideration of various altogether new issues such as

— (1) whether Sankara has denied the reality of the objects of

the universe, (2) whether individuality has been resolved in his

system of Philosophy into mere relations and actions and
whether the Ego cannot be held to be an active power, (8)

whether Vedanta advocates inertia, emptying of the human mind
rather than its expansion, (4) whether Sankara's Theory can be
called Pantheism, («5) what is the relation between Being and Not-

Being; and between Infinite and Finite, (6) what is the place of

Ethics and Religion, (7) what is the correct view on Vedontic
Muhtif and such other valuable topics. The work will prove an in-

dispensable oompanion for the thorough and correct understand-

ing of the great Maya-Vada in its various aspects. Copious
authoritative quotations from Sankara’s commentaries on the 10
Upanisbads, Brahma-Sutra and Gita have been given in the

Coyotes enhancing the value of the work, which are an invalu-

able mine of information, on the subject. The author attempts
also to clear up various misinterpretations and misrepiesentatioDB

of the Sankara-Vedanta, giving a correct and right exposition.

The book has been highly praised by distinguished scholars

like Profe. A. Berriedale Keiths M, WintemiUf 8. F. Leeney,
H. Muirheadf J, Jolly, B, W. Hophin$f Rudolph Otto,

Hermann Jaoobi, W, 8, Vrguhart, 5. Radhnkriehnan, Jamee H.
Woode^, J, Wackernagel, W. Caland, Riehard Schmidt, Otto Jee-
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person, Alfred HdUenbranit, Richard Oarbe, Sir Qeorge A, Grier-

son, Dr. M. B. Senart, Dr. P. K. Boy^ Dr. L. D. BofneH, eta.

EztriMSte irom the opinions oi only a few are given

Profuwr A, B§rri$daU fftitli, D.Litt. D.C.L,^ Univenity of Bdinborgh—
Toiir book is a remarkably able and highly interesting oontribiiticMi

to the interpretation of Sankara. Its collection m passages aloM woqild be
of ?8iy high Taliie^ for the extent of Sankara’s writings is so great as to
render easy referenee impossible withont such aid, and I folly appredate t^
labdor whidh has been involved in the seleotion of the texts cited. Bven
greater valoe applies to yoor powerfol exposition d the realistio dement in
Sankara. Toor restatement of his podtion in terms of modem pbilosobhioal
eonoeption, shows a very great skill and will demand the most carefnl oonudera-
tion from those who seek to apprehend the irne force of the teadiings of the
Adiaiyya.”

Fro/essof Julius Jolly, Ph.D., University of Wnrabnrg, Bavaria :—** This
work contains an exodlent expodtion, I thmk, of the mun prindples of the
Adwaita system and an equally excellent vindication of this against the is-

proadies rdsed by scholars wrongly intianpreting its technical terms/’
Sir Georgs A, Grierson, K,C.LB,, Ph,D., D.Litt,, LL.D., late Vice-

Preddent, B^al Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Irdaud:--” 1
have read a gm deal of it and found it very interesting and instructive

your book shows evidence of much original research and I hope that you will

continue your studies of this and other important Systms of Indian
Philosophy.'*

l)r. L. U. Barnett, Oriental Studiea, London Institution (University of

London) :
—

** '^onr bode is a work of oonsidershle merit.*'

Professor J, Weekemagel, Basil, Bwitserland ;
—'*

* Introduction to Adwaita Philosophy ’ is a valuable book I shall not
fail to make it known and accessible to feUow-workers interested in Indien
Philosophy, and hope it will be appreciated universally according to its

meriU.”

Professor Hermann Jaeohi, Ph.D., University of Bonn, Germany
** I have read this novd expodtion of Sankara's system with interest

and profit, whether one entirely agrees with the author's theory or not, one

will adm^ his ingenuity and be grateful for many valuable suggestions

It is en admirable book
”

Dr. M. E. Senart of Paris :—** Tour deep jnstioe to the old master
—Sankara—and your remarkable command of the diffieult literary mateiialf
tia.’fnuit but meet the grateflil adcnowledgment of all interested in this line of

msesieh.”

Prof. 8. V. Leeney, Ph.D., Univerd^ of Prague The teeshlng

of your great countryman—^Sankara—has been treated by you in a very happy
w^y ana to much profit of your readers.”

Prof. B. Washburn Hopkins, Ph.D., LL.D., Yale Univerdtiy, Ameriea
My final judgment is that yon have made a most important eoDtri*

bntion to our knowledge of Smikara’e Philoso^y ”

Prof. D. Johannes Hertel, Professor of Sanskrit, University of Lsipxig,

Germany :
—
” No doubt this work—Introductions to Adwaita Phi-

losophy, find Edition—is extremely useful, lucid in style, and independent, in

the repiesentation of flhankara’s doctrine. It remarkably marks a dedded
step in advance

”

JoufWfl of the Royal AsiaUe Society of Great Britain and IreUmd, JvUtf,

1996 ” The author is to be oougratulatea on having produced a very wdl-
written and remarkably clear and able book dealing with a very thonqr and
diffieult subject—the non-duaUstlo philoso^y of the great VedaaMst—SuJura.
Mr. Sastri has ooUeoted a large number of passages of mat value and import-

eugo from the writings of Sankara and hwi expounded them with marked
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Ability. His treatment of Sankara's pbiloBophioal position is done with great
skiU

"

The Magazine—Shia-kyo^ken^Vyn (lieligious Research), Vol, IIJ, Part

6i 1st November, 1920 of 9^kyo University . Japan ;
—** It seems that the

author is an authority on the Vedanta system of Philosophy in the Calcutta
University of India. He has studied and mastered thoroughly the vast
knowledge of the Sankara Philosophy The last two chapters are very
interesting and give new light on the subject *' (Original in Japanese),

The Forward, October S, 1926 :
—** Prof. Sastri's * Adwaita Philosophy

'

no longer roijuires any advertisement through the press. Tlio book has already
inSide its mark as one of the richest contributions to modern research on the
* Adwaita Pliilosophy ' In f*rof. Sastri that philosophy has got a vttj
lacid exponent as a iiieco of original research the b<x>k has received un-
qualified admiration from Indian as well as Fiuropcan scholars.*'

System of Yedantic Thought and Gnlture {An introduction

to the Metaphysics of Absolute Monism of Sankara
School), by Maliendrauath Sarkar, M.A., Ph.D. Demy
8vo. pp. 340. Rs. 7-0. *

It is a treatise, the first of its kind, intended to bring out
Advuita Vedantism as a complete system which has been made
specially interesting by the introduction of the conceptions of the
SanJearitee from Padmapada do%vn to Pralcaeananda, It leaves no
imnortatit topic out of consideration.

Prof, J. li, Muirhead, M,A,, LL.D., irniversity of Birmingham
" It seema to me a valuable presentation of the Vedautio System and
to have the great merit of objectivity and frpcdoin from the attempt in which
some writers upon it indulge to bring it into line with European PhilosqpherB
of the Absolute. This alone, T am sure, will give it an authority as a book of
reference, as T hope to use it in the fiiture

"

Professor A, Berriedale Keith, D.Litt., D.C,h,, University of Edinburgh r

—" Yours appears to me the most successful attempt yet made to set out ths
veiy varied and decidedly abstruse doctrines of the later Vedantins on such
topics as Maya and Avidya and, at the. same time, to oxfiresH their views in

terms which will convey to woslcm philosophers soiuc real improBsiem of the
tenets which they expounded."

Professor Hermann Jacobi, Ph,D,, Uuiversii^r of Bonn, Germany :

—

" It impresses me as n very able exposition of the principles and
some aspoots of Advoitism, and 1 make no doubt that your book will be
appreciated by tbe general reader and especially the staaent of Indian Philo-

sophy who approaches the subject through the medium of English and is able

to road the original texts
"

Professor M, Wintemite, Ph,D,. University of Prague. Czecho-Slovakia

:

—" As far as I have been able to examine the work, it seems to me
a very good representation ctf Advaita Vedantism in its differemt aspects and in

ita devmopment from the Upanishads through Sankara to its Neo-Vedantio
phase."

Professor Dr, R, Otto, Ph,D,, Marburg, Germany " It ia oc-

doabtedly the best exposition of this s3rBtem which I know. I find that, in

this xespeot, it is more learned than that of Denssen."

—

(Translation from
German),

Sveegopal Basa Mallik Vedanta Fellovship Leotnree (in

Bengali), by Mahamahopadhyaya Durgaoharan Sankhya-

Vedantatirtha, Vedantabaridbi.

I
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Part 1 (Brahmavidya).

Bs. 1-4.

D. Crown 16mo. pp. 260.

Part n (Hindudarsana).

Bs. 1-4.

D. Crown IGmo. pp. 26 i.

Part UI (Hindudarsana). D. Crown 16mo. pp. 25G.

Ba. 1-4.

Sreegopal Basu Mallik Vedanta Fellowship Lectures (in

Bengali), by Pandit Chandrakanta Tarkalunkar, Five

Vols. (Slightly Damaged). Rs. 5 per set.

pthics of the Hindus, by Susil Kumar Maitra, M.A.

Boyal 8vo. pp. 370. Bs. 4-8.

In this book the author has tried to give a philosophical ex-

position of Hindu Ethical ideas. What he has attempted is an
analytical exposition of Hindu Ethics as distinguished from the
historical. One of the excellent features of the book is the com-
parisons between Indian and European Philosophers whidb the
author has introduced in explaining concepts and ideas which are

peculiar to the Hindus.

Fro/. /. H. Muirhead, University of OslifomiB Qate of

Benningbam) :
—** I may aay however how much I value the attempts of yCnr

book and others which have recently come under my scrutiny, notably Pro*
fessor Badhakrishnan's liistorieB. to make the Philosojihics of India moTG ac
oessible to English readers both in Great Britain and in America. We find,

I think, great difficnlty not only in the language but on account of the great
multitude of thinkers and views and any efforts to reduce these to simplicity

and make the study of them more attractive seem to me a real contribution
to a better nnderstanding^betvreen East and West. Bo far from agreeing with
the critics you mention in your Ihtiface that comparisons should be avoided, T
think that Uie comparisons you introduce between Indian and European philo-

sophers an excellent feature of yoiur book As more specific studies of

aspects of philosophy yours seem to me tu come well after more general ones
like Professor Badhakrishnan's, and as more specific still of particular ethical

tendencies or doctrines, will, I am sure, be welcomed."

liord Haldane :
—" The work is an interesting outcome of much

research into the subject. It has the advantage of being a philosophica] expo-
sition of Hindu ethical ideas, instead of a mere history of the siiccesBion of
these forms. The comparison with western ideas on the subject I have found
valuable.'*

Mahamahapadkyay Dr. Ganganaiha Jha, JIf.A., D.Liit., Vice-Chancellor,
University of Allahabad :

—" I have locked into the book " The Ethics of the
Hindus ** by S. E. Maitra, and have much pleasure in bearing testimony vo

its excellence. It supplies a clear and pretty accurate account of the ffindu
Bthiml Conception in all its bearings. The weak point of the book however
lies in the omission of references to the " original sourees " upon which the
whole work is professedly, and very rightly based. How keenly the want of

soeh references is felt will be clear when we refer to page 186 , where certain

views of Prabhakara and KumarUa are expounded in terms so modemly
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aeientifio ihat one would like to compare the etatement with the words of the

did author. But this is an omission which becomes marked only like a spot of

ink on a white piece of doth ; and one would not have noticea it if the work
had not been otherwise most commendable. The author deserves to be con-

gratulated on his work."

Prof, dr. W, Hopkins of Yale University The subject^ is

treated in a new light with great thoroughness and marked ability and is a
very valuable addition to our knowledge of ethical authority and the bases
recognised by the different schools of thought.'*

Prof. A, Berrifidale Keith of Kdinhurgh University **The work, I am
glad to say, has substantial merits. It contains clear proof of wide reading,

and of careful examination of the philosophical doctrines of the great systems
of Indian Philosophy. Much of the material, if not precisely new, is present-

ed under fresh aspects, and the book will be a valuable aid to those engaged
in studying Indian Pliilosophy, both by reason of the positive value of the
results and on account of the fruitful dissent which some of the opinions ex-

pressed will certainly evoke."

VI. LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

1. ORJLMMARB, fto.

* Elmentary Sanskrit Grammar vith Dhatnkoaha. Demy
Svo. pp. 256. Rs. 2-0.

* Do. do. (Bengali Edn.). Demy Svo. pp. 246,

Bs. 2-0.

* Balarataro or an Elementary Pali Grammar. Demy
Svo. pp. 168. Be. 1-0.

A Grammar of the Tibetan Language, by H. Bruce

Hannah, Bar-at-Law. Royal Svo. pp. 416. Bs. 11-4.

English-Tibetan Dictionary, by Lama Dawsamdup Kazi.

Boyal Svo. pp. 1003. Rs. 16-0.

Higher Persian Grammar, by Lt.-Col. D. 0. Philloti, M.A.,

Ph.D., F.A.S.B. Royal Svo. pp. 949. Neatly printed

and nicely bound. Rr. 14-0.

Perhaps the largest and moat compendioufl grammar of

Pernan in exiatence. Tt ia written by one who ia a recognised

anthority on Persian. Tt is intended mainly as a booV of

Xnt-book.
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referenoe and for this purpose is printed with a copious index. It

is specially suitable for those students who have learnt, or are

now studying Persian in India. This book also illustrate many
of the differences that exist between the Persian of

Afghanistan and of Persia, not only in pronunciation and
diction but also in construotion. The notes on composition and
rhetoric will prove specially interesting to Indian st:identa,

many of whom have to study Persian through the medium of

English and it is for their benefit that these subjects have been
treated from an English point of view.

Mr, A. H. Harley, M,A,, Prineipal, Caleutta Madrasah, says :
—** Col.

Phillott'a * Hijjher Persian Grammar * is a most welcome addition to the list

of works dealing wifi) the accidence, syntax and rhetoric ot the langnage.
Their number is not largo, and their contents not as copious as coud be
desired. Their Higher Grammar is designed to meet the needs of stodents of
the classical Inaguage, and of the modem colloquial, and it is comprdieiisive
enough to satisfy bofii classes. It is diffionlt to s^ect any one Chapter ta
deserving of particaiar meotioo; in all there is that thor^ghness of treat-

ment, and attention to arrangement and detaJ which might be expected of

one who has been both a teacher and an examiner. Buies and exceptions are
frooly iilnstrated. Custoins are adeejuately explained. Tho extensive use
of t^nical terms is a feature which ml commend itself to advanced readers.
The whole bears evidence of the general as well as of the specialised scholar-

ship of the compiler, and is enlivened by allnsions which only one having
first-hand knowMgo of the land and its people could employ.

Calcutta University is to be congratulated on having^ placed a standard
work at the disposal of the increasing oommanity of admirers of one of the

most dbarming and courtly of languages.**

Sidida-sakti’Prakasika, by Pandit Jagadiaa Turkalankara,

Part I, Demy 8vo. pp. 168. Rs. 1-6.

Selections from Avesta and Old Persian. First Series,

Part I, by I. J. S. Taraporewalla, B.A., Ph.D., Pro-

fessor of Comparative Philology, Calcutta University.

Demy 8vo. pp. 266. Rs. 6-0.

Arranged on a most convenient plan—^the text in Boman
letters, with a literal English translation on the page opposite,

each text and translation being followed by elaborate linguistic

and other notes—^tbe book is intended primarily for students of

Sanskrit. No finished Sanskritist^can do without some acquaint-

ance with Avestan, and Br. Taraporewala’s book, already adopted
for class work in several European Universities, is by far the

best chrestomathy of Avosta. The Selections have been highly

praised by distinguished scholars like Profs. Rapson^ Alfred
HiUebrandt, L. D Bameti, Otto Jeaperson, J. JoUy, F. O.

Schrader, A. B. Keiihf Hermann Jaoohu Dr. F. W. Thomas, Sir

George A. Orierson, Rev. Father R Zimmermann, etc., etc.

Prof. V. Lesny, University of Prague, Cseoh<h8lovakia :
—** Your book is

very nunnl and very valuable. 1 shall not fail to reoemmend it to my siudeniB in

Oniope, as the sdeetion is good, the translation ooneoi, literal (what I very

much appreciate) and faithful.**
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Sir George A. Grierson, Direetorof lAnguistic Survey of India I have
been reading it with great intoreat. and must oongratnlate 3[ou on the prodnctioti

of ao aoholarly a work. I am looking forward to the pnblioation of the aeeond
part The notea are to me moat valuable, and form an admirable introdne-

tioD to the comparative atody of Iranian and Indian languages.'*

Pro/. J. Jolly, University of Wurshvrg, Bavarian—** It must be translated

into Gennan, it ia far superior to the other Avesta Readers and has made the

study of Aveata comparatively easy."

Dr, F, W, Thomas, India Office Library, London :
—" It seems to me to be

jnat what was wanted for tJic serious University study of Iranian, and 1 hope
that it will be used both in England and in America, as well as in India. Your
notes are veiy full and accurate and supply all that is required, while your
general views are marked by moderation and reasonableness."

2, BENGALI

The Origin and Development of the Bengali Language, by
Siinitikuniiir CliaUciji, M.A, (Cal.), I).Lit. (London),

Khaim Professor of Indian Linguistics and Phonetics

and Lecturer in. Knglisli and Comparaiicc Philology in

the Unircrsily of Calcnlia. With a Poreward by Sir

George Abraham (Iriernon, K.C.I.E., I.(\H. (Ectd.),

Director of tlic Jjingtiistic Bnrvcj of India.

In tHwo Vols., P’cap 4to.

Vol. I—Introduction and Plionology, pp. i-xci,

l-(iie.

Vol II—Mor])hologj% Additions and Corrections, and

Index of Bengali Words, pp. 649-1179.

Two Vols., Clolh-bonnd, I'ncut Edges.

Bb. 20.

This long-expected work, which took over throe years to print,

Las at last been published by the University of Calcutta (September,
1920). "This ^mirable work," says Sir George Grierson in his

Foreword, "which is a fine example of wide raowledge and of

scholarly research, is the result of a happy combination of pro-

ficiency in facts and familiarity with theory, and exhibits a
mastery of detail controlled and ordered by the sobriety of true

soholarship." In its MS. form the work was read by and obtain^
the highest approval of some of tho most distinguished soholors in

the field of Indian Linguistics in Europe, and it may be said to indi-

cate a land-mark in the history of philological rosearches into Indian
Languages. It is the first systematic and detailed history of a Modem
Lado-Aryan Language written by on Indian, and incidentally,

os it is comparative in its treatment, taking into consideration
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facts in other Indo-Aryon speeches, it is an inTaluable contribu-
tion to the scientific study of the Modern Indo-Aryan languages as

^ whole.

The Bengali words have throughout been given in Bengali a^
well as in Boman characters.

Blv Gaor^ Grisimi, on receipt of Uie complete work, writes to the UniTersity
Yon ore good enough to ask for my opinion of tlie book. May I refer you to the
opinion expressed by mo in the Foreword prefixed to the first volume. I have
nothing to add to this, and here content myself with repeating my high appreciation
of^ a work based on accurate knowledge, and inspired by the principles of true
science. It is a source of much gratification to me that it has appeared as a
wmthy ornament of the University w*ith which for many years it was my honour to
be associated as a Fellow.

Fret. Joles Bloeh, of the University of Paris : As to my opinion on the book.
1 shall deem a duty to give it at length in scholarly periodicals, viz,, * Bulletin de
la Socidtd de Linguistiijue de Paris * or * Journal AsiaUque,' for instance ; for the
present I may assure you that this time at least the generosity of your University
in printing tliat^ book has not been in vain ; it will honour the Umversity and
Indian scholarship

^
very much. It is the first book of that amplitude and depth

devoted by an Indian to an Indian language ; I should wish to see more of the
same sort : but I fear there are not many people yet endowed with the same gifts
and the same knowledge anil method %b I'lof. Ghatterji.

Prof. L. D. Barnett, of the British Museum and the University of London :

It was a great pleasure to me to rcceivo this fine volume, in which the studies

begun here are so happily completed. 11 is a work of extremely high importance
and value, establishing on a firm basis the principles of the history of the Bengali
language, and serving as a model for future researches in other languages of India*

Prof. Sten Konov, of Oslo, Norway : I sincerely congratulate you on your
achievemeui. You have brought out a really first-class work, and it would be
impossible for any European scholar to bring out anything so full of information

from the most various and partly quite inaccessible sources. Your penetration of

the subject is admirable, and you provo to have mastered Western methods to

perfection.

Or. F. W. Thomas, of the India Office Library and the University of London :

The very welcome copy of your great book has now come, and before I am swallowed

up again in other preoccupations, T hasten to write to you my coi'dial thanks. I

have begun the perusal ; but ^ full absorption of the contents will plainly be a

work of some time. I propose, however, to write to you later. At present 1 can do

little more than congratulate you upon the completion of an enormous task, to

which you have brought a thoroughly scientific methc^ and an extraordinary special

competence. I feel sure that all tliose great lights in the fields^ of General and
Indian Philology, whose most perfected doctrines yon to ably and judiciously studied

in Europe, will be gratified by the abundant fruit realised through your independent

application of thorn to your mother-tongue. The book contuns abundant new
material for them all. It is, in fact, bewildering in ito extent and «n the complexity

of the factors which have had to t>e taken into consideration.

PnI. R. L. Turner, Professor of Sanskrit in the University of London : I

have long been looking forward to its appearance, and the book comes up to my
best hojMS. It is a very fine achievement, and marks the beginning of a new
chapter in the study of Indo-Aryan Languages.

Prof. Vintemita, of the German University of Prague, Chekho-Slovakia : I

have read with great interest the learned Introduction which forms almost one-

fourth of the work, aud which treats, in a inasierly manner, not only the history of

Bengali, but also the history of Indo-Aryan speedi from the earliest times down to

the present day. The author is thoroughly familiar with the Western methods of

philolO£^cal-hiBtorical investigation, and at the same time has a knowledge of

ungoistto facts which no European scholar could ever hope to acquire. Bo& the
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author himself and the UniverBity of CaJoutta are heartily to be congratulated on
the publication of this masterpieoe of Indian philology.

Prof. Jean Pr^lii8kl« of the UniTersity of Paria : Get oumm fait le plua grand
bonneuT h son auteur et k 1' University de Calcutta. Ceux qm s’ int^nessent aux
ytudes de Grammaire comparde et tons les indianistes se rejouissent de trouver
iiycrit, dans un expoi^ magistral, le dyveloppraent d'une des langues les plus im-
portantes pour Thistoire de la civilisation indienne.

Prof. A. C. WoolnoTv Principal, Oriental College, and Dean, University Instruc-
fjon, Panjab University : This is the most valuable piece of work that has been
published by the University of Calcutta, at any rate in the departments where I
can form any opinion. I consider Dr. Ghatterjee’s book to be an important contri-

bution not merely to the history of the Bengali language but also t.; the history of
the Indo-Aryan lan^a^es in general. In this direction it is the first important step
taken since the publication of Prof. Bloch's work on Marathi. Dr. Chattorjee's work
IB also remarkable as being a systeniatic examination of the history of an Indian
language based upon a thorough study of Phonetics, and indeed from that point of
view ho has broken new ground over a wider area going back sometiines to the
Vedic period. There are many controversial questions on which Dr. Chatterjee has
touched and on several of such points I find myself in agreement with him We
have here material for more than one book.

Prof. O.^ Tueei, of the University of Rome conrliides his flf>prcciativo review
of the work in the Afodern fieview for January, 1027, with tlie following words :

—

n'o sum up : We can say that the work by Prof. Chatterji is tlic first scientific

contribution of Modem India to linguistic sindirs. With his work the author has
shown the way how to work, to his younger countrymen who arc inclinod to this

line of research.

Prof. J. Wackernagel, of the Univitrsity of Basel, ^^witKcrland : Your work
is really admirable and w'orth to ho iiamed hcsitlc tliosc of Beames and Bloch. You
arc to be congratulated upon your being now one uf Llio leaders in the application

by Indian scholars of ihe liistorioai and comparative uiothod on Indian languages.

History of Bengali Language, by Bijaychandrti Mazumdar,
B.L., Lecturer in Anthropology, Cornpamtive Philology

and Indian Vernaculars in the University of Calcutta.

Second Edition, Demy 8vo. pp. 323. Bs. 7-0.

Tho book gives a sketch, in broad outline, of the origin of

the Bengali Language and the various influences—linguistic.,

ethnic, social—that shaped and moulded its C‘arlier history.

In reviewing this book in tlie J.lt.A.R. (19i2Jl, p. 443) Dr. I#. D.
Harnett wr'tes Mr. Ma/uindar's work on ace.oiiiii of its learning, vigorous

style, and bold deviation from currently accepted doctrine deserves a foller

notice than can be aVseorded to it here. Opening with a stout denial of Sir

G. Grierson's theory of the origin of Aryan vernacular he maintains uieir

derivation from the Vedic Language, and explains their variations as due
to the influence of Non<Aryan speech, mainly Dravidian; in particular,

Bengali, Oriya and Assamese are in his opinion all primarily evolved from

one and the same Eastern Magadhi Prakrit and the first two have been in-

fluenced in a secondary degree by Dravidian Speech. To us the most attrac-

tive Chapters are II— on the names Vanga and Bangla, the geography of

anoient Bangla, with the connected regions Gauda, Radha, and Vanga..

VI on Bengali phonology and VU—

a

fine stndy of accent in tonskrit and

Bengali and of the Bengali metrical system, which is of espedal value as

tlie author himself has won liigh distinction as a poet in his native language.

On the whole it may be said tlut the book is most stimulating and suggestive,

and that it presents a remarkable mass of interesting facts relating to modern
BengaU.**
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History of Bengali Language and Litwatnre (in English),

by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Deniy

8vo. pp. 1067 Bs. 16-12.

A oomprehensive view of the development of the Bengali
Language and Literature from the earliest times down to IWM).
This book has very little affinity with the author’s epoch-making
Bengali work on the same subject, the arrangement adopted in

the present work being altogether new and the latest facts, not
anticipated in.the Bengali keatise, having been incorporated in

it. It has been accepted by orientalists everywhere as the most
complete and authoritative work on the subject. The book is

illustrated by many pictures including five coloured ones.

Syhain Levi (Parish-** 1 osnnot give you praieeB enoogh—you work in a
6'kfntofiiani-*a Batnakara. No book about India would I oompare with
yours Never did 1 find such a realistic sense of literature Pandit and
Peasant, Yogi and Baja mix together in a Shakeqpearean way on the stage
you have buut up."

D. C. PhiHoU—" I can well understand the enthusiasm with which the

work was received by scholars, for even to men unacquainted with your
language, it cannot fail to be a source of great interest and profit."

Jules Bloch (Parts)—" Your book I find an admirable one and which is

the only one of its kind in the whole of India."

The Times Literary Supplement ^ London, June 90, 1912—" In his

narration, as becomes one who is the soul of scholarly candour, he tells those,

who can read him with sympathy and imagination more aliout the Hindu
mind and its attitude towards life than we can gatlier from 50 volumes of im<

pressions of travel by Europeans. Loti's picturesque account of the rites

praotised in Travancore temples, and even M. Ghevrillon's synthesis of much
browsiog in Hindu Scriptures, seem faint records by the side of this un-

assuming tale of Hindu literature. Mr. Ben may well be proud of the lasting

monument he has erected to the literature of bis native Bengal."

The Spectator, June 12, 1912—" A book of extraordinary interest to those

who would make an impartial study of the Bengali mentality and character—
a work which reflects ibc utmost credit on the candour, industry and learning

of its author. In its kind his book is a mast^iece—modest, learned, thorough

and sympathetic. Perhaps no other man Uving has the learning and happy
industry for the task he has successfully accomplished."

Prom a long review by H, Kem in the Bijdragen of the Royal Institute for

Tool (translated by Dr. Kern himself)—" Fruit of investigation earned

through many years highly interesting book the reviewer has all to-

admire in the pages of the work, nothing to oriticisc, for his whole knowledge

is derived from it."

The Empire, August 81, 1918—" A^ a book of reference Mr. Sen's work
will be found invaluable and he is to be congratulated on the result of his

labours. It may well be said that be has proved what an English enthusiast

once said that * Bengali unites the mellifluonsncss of Italian with the power

possessed by German for nmdering complex ideas.'
"

Bengali Ramayanas, by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen,

B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8vo. pp. 336. Es. 7-8.

In this book the author advaaoes oertain theories regarding

the basic materials upon which the Epic of Valmiki was built
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and the ideals presented therein as' also the souroes of the
Bengali Bamayanas and the prmoiples contained in them.

The Times Literary Supifiemenl^ April 7, 1S81.— The Indian Bpin
deism eJoser itudly tban they hsTS hitberto xscei^ at the hands of the
average Engliatunen of eoltnze. Apart from the interest of the main themes,
the wealth of imagery and the bean^ of many of the episodes, they are store
houses of information upon the ancient life of India and a key to the origin

of oostoms which still live. Moreover they show many Gurioas affinities to
Greek iiteratore which suggest the existence of legends cammon to both
ooontries

The main theme of these ieetores is the transformation of the old ma]eotie
Banskrit quo as it came from the hands of Valmiki to the more familiar and
homely style of the modem Bengali versions. The Bamayana, we are told,

IS a protest against Buddhist manasticism, the glorification of the domestic
home. The Bmgali versions, by redncing the grandenr of the herde eha-

rirtues. proclaiming that there is no need to lodr for salvation outride the
raetera, to the level of ordinary mortals, bring the epic within the reach of

the humblest peasant ; they have their own virtnes, just as the simjplc

narrative at the Gospels has its own charm, though it be different in kmd
firom that of Isaiah's majestic cadences."

Jfrom a review In the Journal of Royal Asiatic Society by Sir Oeorge
ariersen—" This is the most valuable contribution to the literature on the
Kamasaga which has appeared since Professor Jacobi's work on the Bamayans
was puUished in IffilS. The latter was confined to Valmiki's famous ^ie, and
the present volume, from the pen of the veteran author of the History of
lisngali Language and Literature, carries the inquiiy on to a further stage

and throws light both on the origins of the story and on its later develc^
inents."

The Yaishnava Literature of Medinval Beyngal, by Rai

Bahadur Dineschandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Demy
12mo. pp. 312. Re. 1-6.

The book contains a connected history of the influence of

Vaishnava Literature of the Mediseval Age on the development
of Bengali Language* with concluding chapters on the relation
between the Buddhistic and Yaishnava creeds and similarity
between Vaishnavism and Christianity. It clearly shows how
religion once played a great part in the building up of our
narional literature.

tVilHam Roihenstetn.—" I was delighted with your book, I oumot tell

yon how touched I sm to be reminded of that ride of your beloved coontiy
which appeals to me most—a ride of which I was able to perorive sometbiag
daring awn too short visit to India. In the faces of the beat of yom
oonntiinneD I was able to see that spirit of which you write so charmingly in
yoaz book 8o once more I send you my thanks for the magio carpet yon
Mnt me, upon which my eoul can return to your dear land. May the eangB of
whioh you write remain to fill this land with their fragrence; yon will have
use of them, In Iba'yean before you, as we have need of aU that is best in
the songs of cur own seers in the daric waters through which we ere steering."

ffrn a long review in the Times Literary Supplement, fifith April, IfilB—" It is an amliantie record of the religions emotion and thought of that
wonderful land of Bengal which few of its Western rulers, we suspect, have
rightly ecmpielMBided, not from leek of friendly sympathy hut siin^j foom
want of prsoia^ what Mr. Ben better than any one living, better than Sir
HabindraaethTagofa hims^, osn supi^."

0
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J. D. And^nan, E$q,^ Profmar, Cambridge “ 1 hm tud
man ttuui half of it. I prppoee to Mod with it, if oiioainitoiioet Imto bm
the oonroge to write it, a short Prefaoe (whidi 1 hope joa will vead with
pleasun eTen if poo do not think it worth pablioatkm) ez^aining why, in the
pidgment of a very old student of all your works, your hook should be read

not only in Calentta, but in London, and Paris, and Oxford and Cambridge.
1 have read it and am reading it with great de^ht and profit and wy real

sympathy.”

Ohaitanya and His Age (Bamtanu Lahiri FeUovosMp Lec-

tures for 1919 and 1921), by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra

Sen, B.A., D.Litt., with a Foreword by Prof. Sylvain

Levi. Demy 8vo. pp. 463. Bs. 6-0.

The book gives a oomplete and oonsistent history of

Chaitanya, his religious views, and of the sects that follow his

religion, ^vith an account of the condition of Bengal before the

advent of the great subject of the memoirs. Everything dealt

with in the book is based on old authority.

Ghaitanya and His Companions, by Bai Bahadur Dines-

chandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Demy Svo. pp. 341.

Bs. 2-0.

The book pnaenta ahrat life-sketches of Bri Ghaitanya and
his Bhoktas with a general history of the Yaishnava doetrme and
a comparative study of mysticism (occidental and oriental).

Bengali Prose Style, by Bai Bahadur Dineschuidra Sen,

B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8v.^. po. 184. Bs. 4-4.

The book throws light on the lingoiatie features of the
earliest period of our modem prose literatute (1800 to 1867) and
gives many interesting specimens of the ever-changing fomos of

our progressive speech. In fact, it is a history of tiie evolution

(d modem Bengali Prose.

Vanga Sahitya Pariohaya or Typical Selections from Old

Bengali Literature. Edited by Bai Bahadur Dines-

chandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. *In two parts. Boyal Svo.

pp. 2087. Bs. 16-12.

These volumes contain qteeimen writings of known or un-
Itnown Bengali authors from the ancient times down to the middle
of the eighteenth century, thus showing the develcqnnent of tiio

Bengali style and Bengali language. The meanings d <dd aa^
difltcult words and phrases have been fully 'given on eacli page in

foot-notes. Several beauriful coloured {nctures illustrate the

Volumes.
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George Oriereonn^** Invftlaable work That I have yet read
thioogb ite 1900 pages I do not pretend, bnt what I haTe read has filled me with
admiration for tho indastey and leaminj; displayed. Tt is a worthy sequel to
your monumental Hntoiy of Bengali luteratuie, and jIF it we may safely say.
'finie eoronat qpiu/ How I wish that a similar work could be compiled for
other Indian languages, specially for Hindi.'*

Folk Literature of Bengal, by Bai Baliadur Dincschandra

Sen. B-A., D.Litt. Demy 8vo. pp. 404. Rs. 4-4.

Tn thi« book the author traces the sources of Folktales anri

throuf^h the mixror of some of these tales shows the ancient
customs and thoughts of tho people of Bengal—^the materials of

hidden historical knowledge which may go a great way towards
the reconstruction of i history of this province.

Eastern Bengal Ballads—Mymensingh, \\)1. 1, Part I, by

Bai Bahadur Dincschandra Scmi, B.A., Royal

8vo, In two parts, coiTi{)lote in 900 jiages, Rs. 7-8.

" This volume oontains an English rendering of the original
^ Bengali ballads with on introduction by the compiler in Part 1

and the Bengali text in Paart 11. There are eleven pen and ink

sketches attached to the work and a literary map indicating the

position of the villages connected with the incidents of the
ballads has been appended to Part I. The excellence of these

ballads which reveal altogether a new find of supreme interest iii

the field of old Bengali literature has been attested to by
European critics and Lord Bonaldshay says in the foreword
written by him that

*

'these baUads should prove a mine of wealth
alike to the philologist and the historian and last, but not least,

to the administrator who seeks to penetrate the inner thought
and feeling of the people.'*

Do. Vol. II, Fart I. Edited with Introduction and Notes,

by Rai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. (with

21 illustrations). Royal 8vo., pp. 546. Price Rs. 7-8.

Do. (Maimansingha Gitika)9 Vol. I, Part II. Rs. 5-0.

Purbabanga Gitika, Vol. IT, Part II. Edited with Intro-

duction and Notes, by Rai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen.

B.A., D.Litt. (with 21 illustrations). Royal 8vo.,

pp. 586. Price Rs. 5.
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' Kavikankan Ghandiy Pai-t T. Edited by Bai Baliadur Dines-

chandra Sen, Charuchandra Baneijee and Hrishikes))

Basu. Bb. 6-0.

In^ piefaoe of the booh there is an intereBting aooount ^
the (niginal manuaoripte of the ChandikaTya preserred in the
temple of 8inghabahini attached to the house of the poet at
D^unya. The present edition which is based on a copy of the
original manuscripts brings the poem up to the story of Kalahetu
and contains 880 pages oi Boyd Bro. siae.

Kabikankan Ghandi, Part 11. Edited by Bai Bahadur

Dineschandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt., Charu Banerjee, B.A.,

and Hrishikesh Bose, M.A., pp. 685. Price Bs. 6.

Ghandimandala-bodhini or Notes on Eavikankan-Chandi,

Part 1, by Charuchandra Bauerjee. Royal 8vo. j)p. 672.

Bs. 6.

In this book the author, who is also one of the jcnnt-editon

of the text of Kavikankanohradi, has given a very elaborate com*
mentary on Part 1 of the text already publishM by the Uni-

versity.

Govindadas’s Karcha. Edited with elaborate Introduction

and Notes by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen, B.A.,

D.Litt. Boyal Svo., pp. 103. Price Bs. 1-8.

Gopiohandra, Part 1,* Edited by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra

Sen, B.A., D.Litt., and Mr. Basantaranjan Bay. Boyal

Svo. pp. 311. Bs. 4-8.

Do. Part n, Boyal Svo. pp. 434. Bs. 6-0.

It is a recension of the sto^ of Baja Oopichandra, one ot

the greatest pre-Moslem legends td Bengal, as taken down from

oral recitation in Northern Bengal. The text has been snn^la*

manted Ity different other recensions from Bengal, as printed by

other scholars.

Early Bangali Prose, by S. B. Mitra. Demy Svo. pp. 184.

Bs. S-0.

The book contains a few typical specimens of old Bengab
Prose whuA was written before the advent oi British rule and
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the eetablisbment of the printiiig press in Bengal. By the oom-
pilation of this volume, ilie authcKr has established toe &ust that
there existed a oonaiderable amount of Bengali Ftose writing Imig
before the Serampore Misaionaries or the Pandits of the Fort
William College or even Baja Bammohan Boy ever dreamt of

creating a general prose style.

B«ngali Literatim in the Nineteenth Century (Premehand

Boyehand Studentship thesis, 1917), by S. E. De^

M.A., D.Lit. Demy 8vo. pp. 530. Ur. 8-6.

It is a historioal review of the course of Bengali IHeratuie
from its decadence after Bharatchandra’s death to its reiuvena*
tion under the British influence with a bad^round of social and
political history. The materials have been collected from
sources hitherto inaccessible to many.

** The more 1 peruse yuur intoiisely interesting and excellently written wori>
on Bengali literature, the more does it fascinate me. You have left no stont
unturned to present to the reader an exhaustive history, in fact, I venture to
say, the most complete and valuable work on the subject that has as yet been
published."

—

Prof, J. F. lUvmhardt, London.

" It is a work involving much intelligont and diligent research
'*

---Prof, A, B, Koiiht Edinburgh,

The book has also been highly admired by Professors like J, D, Andor-
ran, Sylvain Levi, F, E. Pargiter, Jules Bloch

^

eto.» etc.

The Ori^ of Bengali Script {Jubilee Research Prize,

1913), by Uakhaldae Baoerjoe, M.A. Demy 8vo. pp.

122. Bb. 3-0.

The book gives a history of the development of the Bengali

alphabet. It is a valuable contribution to Indian Paltsography.

Glimpses of Bengal Life, by Kai Bahudur Dineschandra

Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8vo. pp. 321. Bs. 4.

The wonk embodies the lectiures delivered by the author in

1915 as Bamtanu Lohiri Besearch Fellow of the Calcutta Uni-
versity. The work throws light on many points ooimeoted with

the social, political and religious history of Bengal. The last

chapter oontams stray notes on some Bengali ballads, the Mina-

ohetan or the song of Gordkshanath, on Chartdidas, Chaitanya’s

desertion of Nadiya and humour in Old Bengali poetry.

*Matriculation Bengali Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 41K).

Bs. 2-8.

* 'Poxt-Book
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*IiiteFmediate Bengidi Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 462.

Bs. d~0.

Descriptive Catalogue of Bengali Manuscripts in the

Calcutta University Library. Edited by Basanta

Baujan Bay, Vidvadvallabli and Basantakumar

Chatterjee, M.A. Demy 4to, pp. 252.

Contains short description of 286 of the large collection of

Bengali MSS. in the University of Calcjutta.

8. OTHER INDIAN TERNACULARB

Typical Selections from Oriya Literature. Edited by Bijay-

chandra Mazumdar. Vol. I. Boyal 8vo. pp. 308.

Bs. U-4.

Do. Yol. II. Boyal 8vo. pp. 220. Bs. 11-4.

Do. Vol. III. Boyal 8vo. pp. 619. Bs. 11-4 per copy or

Bs. 22-8 for the full set of 3 Yols.

The special feature of this work is that in the introductory
essays (8 in number) the historical and social background of the
literature of Orissa has been clearly laid out, the hitherto un-
settled chronology of the early poeto has been definitely settled,

the characteristic peculiarities of Oriya literature have been
noted, the origin of Oriya Language has been for the first time
carefully traced, and the merits of leading writm of various
times have been critically considered.

Asamiya Sahityar Chaneki (Typical Selections from the

Assamese Literature), compiled by Pandit Hemcbandhra
Goswami, M.B.A.S., F.B.A.S., of Assam Civil Service

and Editor of “ Hema-Koshn.”

The book oonsisto of time Volume*. In it tiie Aasameee
literatuK has been treated in six di&ient periods an Bistorioal
and Pbilcdogioal oonsiderations. The first period of giH-yvga (flOO

A.D.—800 A.D.) deals with the CSradle songs, the Pastoral songs,
the Bihu songs and the ballads of Assam. The second period
(800 A.D.— A.D.) deals with the mantras and- the aphorisms
of Assam. In the third or Pre-Vaishnava period (1200 A.D.

—

1460 A.D.) the trantiation at the Puraaas and tiie Bamayana in
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AManrifum was taken in liand for the first time by writen like

Hftintt Saraswati, Madhaba Kandali and Pitambara Dwija to

prepare the way for Vaishnaviam. In the fourth period or the

VaiahnaTite period (1460 A.D.—1800 A.D.) in whieh all the great

writers of ancient Aaaamese literature flourished, the literature

was chiefly employed for the propagation of Vaishnaviam. The
fifth period or the period of expansion begins about IflOO AJ>.

with the consolidation of the Ahmn power in the country and
extends up to 1800 A.D. about whidi time the country came
under the British rule. This period was marked by great

literary activity. The sixth period commences in 1800 A.D. and
continues up to the present time.

V61. I—Cioiitains selections from the first three periods be-

sides an Introduction in English dealing with the

history of the language arid literature. (In the Press.)

V61. n—Contains selections from the fourth and the fifth

period.

Part I

—

VaishtMva Period, pp. 420. Royal 8vo.

Rs. 6-0.

Part n

—

Vaishnava Period, pp. 421-820. Royal

8vo. Rs. 6-0.

Part in

—

Period of Expansion, pp. 831-1162.

Royal 8vo. Rs. 6-0.

Part IV

—

Period of Expansion, pp. 1163-1479.

Royal 8vo. Rs. 5-0.

Vol. m. Modem Period—Contains selections from the last

period and a glossary of archaic words with mean-
ings will be appended to it.

Part I—^pp. 347. Royal R vo. Rs. 5-0

Part TI—^pp. 348-648. Royal 8vo. Rs. 6-0.

Selections from Hindi Literatore, compiled by Lala Sits

Ram, B.A., Sahityaratna.

This work is divided into 6 books. Bach book has an intro-
duction in English and contains extracts from woikB of classical
Blndi writara on the subject.
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Kook 1—^Bardio Poetvy—Coatalnfi; extoactB from the PtHhiraj
Raaau of Chand Bardai, the Bitaldev Basau of Nalha, the
ungh-Charit of Kesav Das, the Sivaraj BhuBhana and the tftea

Baoni of Bhushan, the Chhatra PrakoMh of Gore Lal» vhe
Ha] BUaa of Mdu, tbe Jang Nama of Murlidhur, the Hatnir Basau
of Jodh Baji the Sujan Chant of Sudan, and the Htinmal
Bahadur Birdavali of Padmakar. Boyal 8vo. pp. 851. Ba. 6-0.

Book II—^Tho Kriahna Gait—^In thia book the oomplier haa
given extracts from the writings of the followers of Valla-
bhacharya including Bur Das and others commonly known as Asht
Chhap, Nabhaji Gc^ul Nath, the oldest prose writer, and Dhruva
Das. These writers have described loves of Krishna and Badha
in a religious spirit and have nothing in common with ordinaxy
writers of erotic Poetry. No other book has yet been published
in Hindi in which the curious reader may find the hymns of

each of the Asht Chhap with notices of the authors. Boyal Svo.

pp. 388. Bs. 6*0.

Book III—^Tulai Daa—^whom Sir Geo^e Grierson calia the
brightest star in the firmament of Indian MeduBval poetry
" stands unapprnached and unapproachable in his niche in the

Temple of Paniie.. His works in extract have been set up in a
book of their own with on introduction containing a short life of

the poet and an account of bis various works. Boyal Svo. pp.
201. Bs. 6^.

Book lY

—

With a learned foreword by Mahamahopadhyaya
Qanganath Jha, M.A.t D.Li^Lt Vice-Chancellor, University of

Allahabad. The Salnto.—Thi wtracts given in this book are

from the teachings of nineteen great saints including Bwanii
Bamanand, Kabir, Guru Nanak, Guru Teg Bahadur, Guru
Govind Singh and Mira Bai. Royal Svo. pp. 890. Bs. 6-0.

Book V—Ribs Poetloa—^This book d^als with the Science of

poetry and the extracts describe the various emotions and passions

which constitute the essence of poetical compositions, to which
Hindu writers have nddod f.*niciful classifications of women,
technically called the Nayika-bhed. Boyal Svo. pp. 276. Bs. 3.

Book VI, Part I—Other Poets (with a brief history of ihc

Hindi Language)—^In this book extracts are given from the writ*

ings of Vidyapati, Malik Mohatinnad Jaisi, Kosnva Das, Bahim.
Baskhan, Mubarak, Usman, Senapati, Bihori Lai, Bhupati, and
Sabal Singh Chauhnn. Royal Svo. pp. 824. Bs. 8.

Bock VI, Part 11—Other Poete Begina with a Htsicfy i/ the

Hindi Literature with an appendix containing notes on tin*

Awadhi, the Braja Bhasha, the Punjabi, the Maithili, the Mar-
wari, the Jain Hindi, and the Urdu literatures and gives extracts
from the writings of 19 well-known Hindi writers ending with
the great Haris Chandra of Benares. Boyal Svo. pp. 406
Pries Bs. 6. Oomplete set (Books 1-TI) Bs. 80.
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** H i$ to tap that aataetiona mada bf thia Uatiar of Hindi ara

MhniMbiv dona. IVa HtaU aagarig nwait tha aneoaading aohmaa, for ivhieh

M /tv thaaa aaa an eon$dant of «m anthnaiaatia neapAm."—Tha Bindnatam
Uaatau, ter Jnly. 1988.

Seleotions from Classioal Gujarati Literature, Vel. T, by

I. J. S. Taraporewala, B.A., Ph.D., Profc^r of Com-
parative Philology and Lecturer in Gujarati in the

Calcutta University. Boyal 8vo. pp. 464. Bs. 6-0.

. 4. CLASSICAL TBXTS

(Prescribed by the University for different examinations.)

* Matrioulation Arabic Seleottons, compiled by Maulawi

Muhammad Irfan, M.A. Boyal 8vo. pp. 80’. Bs. 1-12.

* Matriculation Persian Selections, compiled by Agha
Muhammad Kazim Shirazi. Boyal 8vo. pp. 97. Bs. 1-12.

* Matriculation Selections in Glasdcal Tibetan. Boyal 8vo.

pp. 100. Bs. 2-0.

* Matriculation Sanskrit Selections, I (Prose). Crown 8vo.

pp. 108. Be. 1-0.

* Do. U (Poetry). Crown 8vo. pp. 221. As. 10.

* I.A. Arabic Selections, compiled by Maulawi Muhammad
Irfan, M.A. Boyal 8vo. pp. 98. Bs. 2-0.

* I.A. Persian Selections, compiled by Agha Muhammad
Kazim Shirazi. Boyal 8vo. pp. 145. Bs. 2-0.

* I.A. Sanskrit Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 195. Bs. 2-0.

* B.A. Honours Arabic Selections. Boyal 8vo. pp. 144.

Bs. 2-8.

7

•Text-Book.
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* B.A. Pass Arabic Course, 1 (old Selections). Royal 8vo.

pp. 88. Rs. 1>8.

* Do. n. Royal 8vo. pp. 80. Rs. 1-8.

’'^B.A. Pass Arabic Seieotions, compiled by Maulavi Md.
Irfan, M.A. Royal 8vo. pp. 76. Rs. 1-8.

* B.A. Honours Persian Course. Royal 8vo. pp. 314.

Rs. 2-8.

* B.A. Pass Persian Course (old Selections). Royal 8vo.

pp. 157. Rs. 1-12.

* B.A. Pass Persian Seieotions, compiled by Agha
Muhammad Kazim Shirazi. Royal 8vo. pp. 246.

Rs. 2-0.

* M.A. Persian Course. Demy 8vo. pp. 225. Rs. 2-8.

Gowhar-i-Murad, edited by Aga Maliammad Kazim Shirazi

Royal 8vo. pp. 120. *Rs. 3.

Diwan-i-Nasir>i>Khusraw, edited 1)y Aga Mahnniinad Kazim
Shirazi. Royal 8vo. pp. 77. Rs. 2.

6. TIBETAN

She-rab-dong-bu, by Major W. L. Campbell, O.T.E. Royal

8vo. pp. 137. Rs. 6-12.

Or Troe of Wisdom—a metrical tronalation in Tibetan of a
Sanskrit ethical work entitled Prajna danda written
Nagatjuna. The present publication is an English version
the Tibetan work, the text and the translation being printed
opposite pages.

‘ Tsst-book.

s
8..r
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6. ENGLISH TEXTS, &o.

* Selections from the Bible, Part I. Crown 8vo. pp. 498.

Rs. 2~8.

* Do. Part II. Crown 8vo. pp. 186. Rc. 1-0.

* Do. Part III. Crrowii 8vo. pp. 489. Rs. 2-8.

* Do. Part IV. Crown 8vo. pp. 302. Rs. 2-8.

* Shakespeare’s Comedy of Errors, edited by Rev. J. G.

Scrimgeour, M.A. Crown 8vo. pp. 187. Rs. 1-4.

* Ben Jonson’s Yolpone or the Fox. Rc. 1-0.

Syllabus of Poetics, by t)r. R. Stephen.

This book pointu out the fundtunentn] idouR regarding
poetry contained in the works of Wordsworth, Coleridge,

Shelley, and Aristotle, and expands, explains and applies them
to some extent, with a view to helping students to think out the
Bubjeot for themBolvi-s. Ilrrinfil edition in the i>rc8H.

On the Poetry of Matthew Arnold, Robert Browning and
Rabindranath Tagore, by A. C. Aikat, M.A. Royal

8vo. pp. 346. Rs. 7-8.

This book embodies a series of lectures on the writings of

these three poets, and a comparative review of their worliB.

* Othello, the Moor of Venice. Edifcd by Rov. .7. C. Scrim-

geour, M.A. Crown 8vo. pp. 281. Rs. 2-0.

* Lahiri’s Select Poems. Crown 8vo. pp. 205. Rs. 1-8.

* Select Readings from English Prose. Crown 8vo. 224.

Rs. 1-8.

* Selections from W. Irving. Crown 8vo. pp. 331. Rs. 1-12.

* Tezt-borik.
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* Intermediate Prose Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 412.

Rs. 3-0.

* Intermediate Poetical Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 360.

Bs. 3-0.

YII. MATHEMATICS

* Matrices and Determinoids, Vol. I, {Readership Lectures

delivered at the Calcutta University), by C. E. Cullis,

M.A., Pli.D., D.Sc. Sup. Royal 8vo. pp. 442. English

price 24a. net.

Contents:—Chap. I—Introduction of Rectangular Matrices
and Determinoids.

„ II—^Affects of the Elements and Derived Pro-
ducts of a Matrix or Determinoid.

M III—Sequences and the Affects of Derived
Sequences.

,, IV—Affects of Derived Matrices and Derived
Determinoids.

„ V—^Expansion of « Determinoid.

,, VI—^Properties of a Product formed by a
Chain of Matrix Factors.

,« VII—^Determinoid of a Product formed by a
Chain of Matrix Factors.

„ VIII—^Matrices of Minor Determinoids.

,, IX—Rank of a Matrix and Connections be-
* tween the Rows of a Matrix.

,, X—^Matrix Equation of the First Degree.

,, XI—Solution of Any System of Linear
Algebraic Equations.

Prof. Cnllit will earn the gratitude of mathematical etndente for affording

them the opportunity of obtaining a right perepectiTC of an important
branch of pure mathematicB, whose developments so far have appeared in

scattered notes and memoirs not always easy of access. Examples are

abundant, and, while a large number of them are illnstrative, there b a good
collection of suggestive exercises indicating the directions in which furaier

original work may be done.

—

The Journal of BdueaUon,

The chief feature of thb book is that it deab with rectangular matrices
and determinoids as distinguished from s^are matrices and determinants,
the determinoid of a rectangular matrix being rebted to it just as a deter-

* Text-Book.
* The fight of guhlieaiion of this book is hM bg and oopias mag bs had of the

Cambridge Univsrsiig Prsss^ Fetter Lane, Londeti, B. 0. 4
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minant is nlated to a square matrix. The aathor endeaTours to set forth a
complete theoiy of theim two enbjects, and naes the first Tolnme to give the
most fandamental portions of the theory. Two more olumes are pcomiBed,
the second to give the more advanced portions of the theory* and the third
its applicatioBs.

This is new groond and the author has done a splendid piece of work and
with the publishers deserves much credit

—

Mathematieal Teacher (Syraamea»
U. 8. A.)

* Matrioes and Deteraiinoids, Vol. II. Sup. Boyal 8vo.

pp. 573. English Price 42d. net.

Contents:—Chap. XII—Compound Matrices.

M Xni—^Belations between the Elements and
Minor Determinants of a Matrix.

i» XIV—Some Properties of Square Matrices.

,, XV—^Banks of Matrix Products and Matrix
Factors.

•• XVI—Equigradent Transformations of a
Matrix whose Elements are Constants.

XVII—Some Matrix Equations of the Second
Degree.

,, XVIII—^The Extravagances of Matrices and of

Spacelets in Homogeneous Space.

,, XIX—^The Paratomy and Orthotomy of Two
Matrices and of Two Spacelets of

Homogeneous Space.

The outstanding feature of the work, which the author^ pr^rly em-
phasises. is the detailed discussion of rectangular, as distinguished from
square, matrices. For this reason alone the work ought to give a great

stimulus to the subject, and we hope that the publication of the whole treaUse

will not be long delay^. Until it is finished, it will be difficult, not im-

possible, to give a proper appreciation of it, espeoially as the author introduces

so many new symbols and technical terms. One thing, however, is cwtun :

we now have the outlines of a calculus of matrices in which the operations of

addition, subtraction, and multiplication are definite.—Nature.

The present volume worthily maintains the traditions of the Cambridge
University Frees, and is a most valnable addition to the rapidly growing
series of volumes for which the Readership at the University of Cale^ta is

responsible.—Sdenee Progreee.

* Matrices and Determinoids, Vol. ITT, Part I, Boyal 8vo.

pp. XX +682. English price £3. 3s. net. Indian price

Rb. 46.

Contents:—Chap. XX—^The Irresolublc and Irreducible

Factors of Bational Integral Func-
tions.

* The right of puhlieetion of Uut hook it hold hg and eopiot may ho had of iko

Cambridge University Press, Fetter Lane London. K C i
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Conienh :—Ghup. XXI—^Bosultants and Eliminants of Bational
Integral Functions and Equations.

„ XXn—Symmetric Functions of the Elements
of Similar Sequences.

XXIII—^The Potent Divisors of a Rational
Functional Matrix.

,, XXIV—^Equipotont Transformations of Ba-
tion^ Integral l^'unctional Matrices.

,, XXV—^Bational Integral Functions of a
Square Matrix.

,, XXVI—^Equipment Transformations of a
Square Matrix whose Elements are
Constants.

,, XXVII—Commutants.

,, XXVIII—Commutants of Commutants.

,, XXIX—^Invariant Transformands.

Appendices.

* Chapters on Algebra (being tbe First Three Chapters of

Matrices and Deterrainoids, Vol. TIT), by C. E. Cullis,

M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc. Sup. Boyal 8vo. pp. 191.

Bs. 11-4.

This volume deals with rational integral functions of several

scalar variables as also with functional matrices.

* Functions of Two Yariables, by A. E. Forsyth, F.E.S.

Sup. Boyal 8vo. pp. 300. Bs. 11-4.

The author’s purpose is to deal with a selection of principles

and generalities that belong to tho initial stages of tho theory td

functions of two complex variables. Tbe consideration of re-

lations between independent variables and dependent variables

has been made more complete with illustrations in this publica-

tion.

Analytical Geometry of Hyper-spaces, I (Premchand Roy-

ckand StudentsJiip thesis, 1914), by Surendramohan

Oangopadhyay, D.Sc. Demy 8vo. pp. 93. Bs. 1-14.

Do. II. Demy 8VO. pp. 121. Bs. 3-12.

It deals with certain interesting problems in n-dimensional
Geometry, tbe method adopted being one of deduction from first

* Thft right of puhlieation of this hook is held bg and copies may bs had of the

Cambridge Unieersity Press, Fetter Lane, London, B. 0. 4 .
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principles. The second part contains certain interesting results

in the Geometry of Hyper-spaces, which is now recognised as an
indispensable part of that science with extensive applications in

mathematical Physics. In the treatment of subject-matter, the
easiest possible methods have been adopted, so that the dis-

cussions can be followed by an ordinary student of Mathematics
without a knowledge of Higher Mathematics.

Theory of Higher Plane Curves, Yol. I, by Surendramohan
Gangopadhyay, D.Sc. Second Edition (thoroughly re-

vised and enlarged). Demy 8vo. pp. 413. Rs. 6-8.

The first edition of the work published some years back was
designed to meet tlie syllabus prescribed by the University of

Calcutta for the Master’s Degree and intended as an introductory

course suitable for students of higher Geometry. The present
Volume, which is a thoroughly revised and enlarged edition of

the earlier one, includes new materials together with recent
researches which would not only be of use to the students for

the Master’s Course, but also would encourage independent
thinking in students of higher studies engaged in research work.

Do. Vol. II. Serond Edifion, thoroughly reinscd and en-

enlargcd, Doiuy 8vo. pj). 408. Ks. 4-8.

This Volume deals with the application of the theory in

studying properties of cubic and quartic curves.

Parametric Co-efficient {Griffith Memorial Prize, 1910), by
Syamadas Mukliopadhyay, M.A., Pli.D. Demy 8vo.

pp. 31. Rs. 3-0.

Vector Calculus (Griffith Memorial Prize, 1917), by Durga-

prasanna Bhattacliaryya, M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 91.

Rs. 3-0.

An attempt has been successfully mode in this book by the
author to place the foundation of vector-analysis on a basis in-

dependent of any reference to cartesian co-ordinates and to

establish the main theorems of that analysis directly from first

principles as also to develop the differential and integral oaleulus

of vectors from a new point of view.

Solutions of Differential Equations (Premchand Roychand
Studentship thesis, 1896), by Jnansaran Chakravarti,

M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 64. Rs. 3-12.

The subject of the book is an enquiry into the nature of so-

lutions of differential equations, chiefly with reference to their
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gaomeirioal inteipietatioo, and the inTestigation of the oonnee*
tion that exists between the complete primitive and singular

solution.

Redprooal Polan of Conic Sections {Premchand Royehand
Studentship thesis, 1900), by Krishnaprasad De, M.A.
Demy 8vo. pp. 66. Rs. 3-0.

Khandakhadyakam, edited by Pandit Babua Misra, Jyotish-

acharyya. Demy 8vo. pp. 217. Rb. 2-0.

The book is an astronomical uork by the groat scholar
Brahmagupta. It contains the commentary called Vasana-
Bhatya by Ameraja.

Ylll. SCIENCE

1. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

Progress of Physics, by A. Schuster, D.Sc. Demy 8vo.

pp. 174. Rs. 3-15.

Do. (for Registered Graduates). Rs. 2-4.

It traces the changes due to the sequence of discoveries in

the domain of Physical Sciences during 1876-1906.

Theory of Eiectro-Magnetism, by G. J. Walker, M.A..

D.Sc., F.R.S. Demy 8vo. pp. 60. Rs. 3-6.
«

Do. (for Registered Graduates). Rs. 1-8.

The book puis some of tho most important developments of

eleotro-magnetic theory into a connected and convenient form.

* Optical Theories, by D. N. Mallik, B.A., Sc.D. Demy
8vo. pp. 191. Rs. 8-1.

The book traces the development of optical theories from the
earliest times to the present day. Its subject-matter being the
one groat general problem of modem Physics, it will be really

helpful to understand the relation between the different theories,

so that one may be clear as to how much is known for certain

and how much is mere speculation.

* The fight of publication of thii booh U hold by tho Cambridge UnieereHy
PfStf.
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** it is nsedless to saw that sstsetions woods bp this Master oj Hindi are
admirablp dons. Ws shall sagsrlp await the sueessding oolumssp for wkteh
MS /or those ws are sonfdsnt of an snthusiasUo rsespHon."—The Hmdwstau
asvisw, tar July, 1998.

SelectionB from ClaBsioal Gujarati Literatnref Vol. I, by

I. J. S. Taraporewola, B.A., Ph.D., Professor of Com-
parative Philology and Lecturer in Gujarati in the

Calcutta University. Royal 8vo. pp. 464. Bs. 6-0.

4. CLASSICAL TEXTS

(Prescribed by the University for different examinations.)

* Matrioolation Arabic Seleetions, compiled by Maulawi

Muhammad Irfan, M.A. Royal 8vo. pp. 80. Rs. 1-12.

* Matriculation Persian Selections, compiled by Agha
Muhammad Eazim Shirazi. Royal 8vo. pp. 07. Rs. 1-12.

* Matricnlation Selections in Classical Tibetan. Royal 8vo.

pp. 100. Rs. 2-0.

* Matriculation Sanskrit Selections, I (Prose). Crown 8vo.

pp. 108. Re. 1-0.

* Do. n (Poetry). Crown 8vo. pp. 221. As. 10.

* I.A. Arabic Selections, compiled by Maulawi Muhammad
Irfan, M.A. Royal 8vo. pp. 98. Rs. 2-0.

* I.A. Persian Selections, compiled by Agha Muhammad
Kazim Shirazi. Royal 8vo. pp. 146. Rs. 2-0.

* I.A. Sanskrit Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 196. Rs. 2-0.

* B.A. Honours Arabic Selections. Royal 8vo. pp. 144.

Rs. 2-8.

•Text-Book.
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* B.A. Pass Arabic Gonrse» I (old Selections). Boyal 8vd.

pp. 88. Bs. 1-8.

* Do. n. Boyal 8vo. pp. 80. Bs. 1-8.

*B.A. Pass Arabic Seiections, compiled by Maulavi Md.
Irfan, M.A. Boyal 8vo. pp. 76. Bs. 1-8.

* B.A. Honours Persian Course. Boyal 8vo. pp. 314.

Bs. 2-8.

* B.A. Pass Persian Course (old Selections). Boyal 8vo.

pp. 157. Bs. 1-12.

* B.A. Pass Persian Selections, compiled by Agha
Muhammad Kazim Shirazi. Boyal 8yo. pp. 245.

Bs. 2-0.

* M.A. Persian Course. Demy 8vo. pp. 225. Bs. 2-8.

Gowhar-i-Murad, edited by Afia Mabammad Kazim Shirazi

Boyal 8vo. pp. 120. Bs. 3.

Diwan-i-Nasir-i-Khusraw, edited by Aga Mabammad Kazim
Shirazi. Boyal 8vo. pp. 77. Rs, 2.

6. TIBETAN

She-rab-dong-bu, by Major W. L. Campbell, C.I.E. Boyal

8vo. pp. 137. Es. 6-12.

Or Tree of Wisdom—a metrical translation in Tibetan of a
Sanskrit ethical work entitled Prajna danda written by
Nagorjuna. The present publication is an English version of

the Tibetan work, the text and the translation being printed on
opposite pages.

* Text-book.
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6. ENGLISH TEXTS, &o.

* Selections from the Bible, Part I. Crown 8vo. pp. 498.

Bs. 2-8.

* Do. Part II. Grown 8vo. pp. 18G. Be. 1-0.

* Do. Part III. CrroAvn 8vo. pp. 489. Ks. 2-8.

* Do. Part IV. Crown 8vo. j>p. 302. Rs. 2-8.

* Shakespeare’s Comedy of Errors, edited by Bev. J. G.

Scrimgeour, M.A. Crown 8vo. pp. 187. Rs. 1-4.

* Ben Jonson’s Yolpone or the Fox. Be. 1-0.

*A Syllabus of Poetics, by Dr. H. Ste})licn.

This book points out the fundamental ideas regarding
poetry contained in the works of Wordsworth, Coleridge,

Shelley, and Aristotle, and expands, explains and applies them
to some extent, with a view to helping students to think out the
subject for thcmselv«>H. lir.viard rflUion in the jirean.

On the Poetry of Matthew Arnold, Robert Browning and
Rabindranath Tagore, by A. C. Aikat, M.A. Royal

8vo. pp. 340. Bs. 7-8.

This book embodies a scries of lectures on the writings of

these three poets, and a comparative review of their works.

* Othello, the Moor of Venice. Kditccl by Rev. J. C. Si-riin-

geour, M.A. Crown 8vo. pp. 281. Rs. 2-0.

*
Lahiri’s Select Poems. Crown 8vo. pp. 205. Bs. 1-8.

*
Select Readings from English Prose. Crown 8vo. 224.

Rs. 1-8.

*
Selections from W. Irring. Crown 8vo. pp. 331. Rs. 1-12.

• Text-book.
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* Intermediate Prose Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 412.

Bs. 3-0.

* Intermediate Poetical Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 360.

Bs. 3-0.

YII. MATHEMATICS

^ Matrices and Determinoids, Vol. 1, (Readership Lectures

delivered at the Calcutta University), by C. E. Cullis,

M.A., rii.D., D.Sc. Sup. Boyal 8vo. pp. 442. English

price 24s. net.

Contents:—Chap. I—^Introduction of Bectangular Matrices
and Determinoids.

M 11—^Affects of the Elements and Derived Pro-
ducts of a Matrix or Determinoid.

M III—Sequences and the Affects of Derived
Sequences.

M IV—^Affects of Derived Matrices and Derived
Determinoids.

M V—^Expansion of a Determinoid.

„ VI—^Properties of a Product formed by a

Chain of Matrix Factors.

VII—^Determinoid of a Product formed by a

Chain of Matrix Factors.

,, VIII—^Matrices of Minor Determinoids.

,, IX—Bank of a Matrix and Connections be-

tween the Bows of a Matrix.

„ X—^Matrix Equation of the First Degree.

,, XI—Solution of Anj^ System of Linear
Algebraic Equations.

Prof. Cullis will earn the gimUtnde of mathematical etudentc for affording

them the opportunity of obtaining a right perBpecti've of an important

branch of pure mathematics, whose deyelopments so far hvre appeared in

scattered notes and memoirs not always easy of access. Examples are

abundant, and, while a large number of them are illnstntive, there is a good

collection of suggestive exerdses indicating the directionB in which further

original work may be done.—The Journal 0/ Bduealim.

The chief feature of this book is that it deals with rectangular matrices

and determinoids as distinguished from Bq|uare matrices and determinants,
the determinoid of a rectangular matrix bmng related to it just as a deter-

* Text-Book.
* The right of pubiicaifon of thU book ie heid b$ and eopiee mag be had of the

Cambridge University Preset Fetter Lane, Londont E. C. 4
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miliftnt ii nlatod to • qnua nMtrix. The enthor eodeewnn to nt forili ecomply theory ot these two rabjeota, end uees the first wdniiie to ciw the
most fnndementti portions of the theory. Two more Tolnmes ere Komised,
the second to give the more edranced pcartions of the tiieacy, end the third
itB ft|iplicatioaB.

•
is new groand and the aulhor baa done a splendid piece of work and

with the pablishers deserves much credit—ilfaikentatteal Teacher (Syraauea,
U, 0. if.)

• Matrices and Determinoids, Vol. n. Sup. Royal 8vo.

pp. 573. English Price 42s. net.

Contents:—Chap. XII—Compound Matrices.

,, XIII—Belations between the Elements and
Minor Determinants of a Matrix.

It XIV—Some Properties of Square Matrices.

M XV—^Banks of Matrix Products and Matrix
Factors.

,, XVI—Equigradent Transformations of a
Matrix whose Elements are Constants.

XVII—Some Matrix Equations of the Second
Degree.

M XVIII—^The Extravagances of Matrices and of
Spacelets in Homogeneous Space.

„ XIX—^The Paratomy and Orthotomy of Two
Matrices and of Two Spacelets of

Homogeneous Space.

The outstanding feature of the work, which the author properly em-
phasises, is the detailed disoussion of rectangular, as distinguished from
BC^uare, matrices. For this reason alone the work ought to give a great
stmuluB to the subject, and we hope that the publication of the whole treatise
will not be long delayed. Until it is finished, it will be difficult, if not im-
possible, to give a proper appreciation of it, especially as the author introduces
so many new symbols and technical terms. One thing, however, is certain :

we now have the outlines of a calculus of matrices in which the operations of
addition, subtraction, and multiplication are definite.

—

Nature,

The present volume worthily maintains the traditions of the Cambridge
University Fress, and is a most valuable addition to the rapidly growing
series of volumes for which the Iteadership at the University of Calcatta is
responsible.

—

Seienee Progreee.

* Matrices and Deteminoids, Vo]. Ill, Part I, Royal 8vo.

pp. XX +682. English price £3. 3s. net. Indian price

Rs. 46.

Contents:—Chap. XX—^The Irresoluble and Irreducible
Factors of Bational Integral Func-
tions.

* The right ef puhlieatian of thie book ie held by and eapiee mag be had of the

Cambridge University Press. Fetfe* Lane London, IS, C i
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Contents :
—Ohnp. XXI—Besultants and Eliminants of Bational

Integral Functions and Equations.

XXn—Symmetric Functions of the Elements
of Similar Sequences.

,, XXIII—^The Potent Divisors of a Bational
Functional Matrix.

,, XXIV—^Equipotcnt Transformations of Ba-
tional Integral Functional Matrices.

,, XXV—^Bational Integral Functions of a
Square Matrix.

,, XXVI—^Equipment Transformations of a
Square Matrix whose Elements are

Constants.

,, XXVIl—Commutants.

,, XXVIll—Commutants of Commutants.

,, XXIX—^Invariant Transformaiids.

Appendices.

* Chapters on Algebra (being the First Tliree Chapters o(

Matrices and Dctcmiinuids, Yol. Ill), by C. E. Cullis,

M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc. Sup. Eoyal 8vo. pp. 191.

Bs. 11-4.

This volume deals with rational integral functions of several

scalar variables as also with functional matrices.

* FnnotionB of Two Variables, by A. 11. Forsyth, F.B.S.

Sup. Royal 8vo. pp. 300. Rs. 11-4.

The author’s purpose is to deal with a selection of principles

and generalities that belong to the initial stages of the theory td

functions of two complex variables. Tlie consideration of re-

lations between independent variables and dependent variables

has been made more complete with illustrations in this publica-

tion.

Analytical Geometry of Hyper-spaees, I (Premchand Boy-

chand Studentship thesis, 1914), by Surendramohan

Oangopadhyay, D.Sc. Demy 8vo. pp. 93. Rs. 1-14.

Do. II. Demy 8vo. pp. 121. Re. 3-12.

Tt deals with certain interesting problems in n-dimensional
Oeometiy, the method adopted being one of deduction from first

* The right of publication of this hook is held by and eopies may be had of the

Cambridge University Press, Fetter Lane, London, E. G. 4 .
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principles. The second part contains certain interesting results

in the Geometry of Hyper-spaces, which is now recognised as an
indispensable part of that science with extensive applications in

mathematical Physics. In the treatment of subject-matter, the
easiest possible methods have been adopted, so that the dis-

cussions can bo followed by an ordinary student of Mathematics
without a knowledge of Higher Mathematics.

Theory of Higher Plane CurYes, Vol. I, by Surcndramohan
Gangopadhyay, D.Sc. Second Edition (thoroughly re-

vised and enlarged). Demy 8vo. pp. 413. Rs. 6-8.

The first edition of the work published some years back was
designed to meet Che syllabus prescribed by the University of

Calcutta for the Master’s Degree and intended as an introductory
course suitable for students of higher Geometry. The present
Volume, which is a thoroughly revised and enlarged edition of

the earlier one, includes new materials together with recent
researches which would not only be of use to the students for

the Master’s Course, but also would encourage independent
thinking in students of higher studies engaged in research work.

Do. Vol. IT. Second Ediliion, thoroughly revised and en-

enlarged. Demy 8vo. pp. 108. Rs. 4-8.

This Volume deals with the application of the theory in

studying properties of cubic and quisle curves.

Parametric Go-eflScient (Griffith Memorial Prize, 1910), by
Syamadas Mukliopadliyay, M.A., Ph.D. Demy 8vo.

pp. 31. Rs. 3-0.

Vector Calculus (Griffith Memorial Prize, 1917), by Durga-

prasanna Bliattacljaryya, M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 91.

Rs. 3-0.

An attempt has been successfully made in this book by the
author to place the foundation of vector-analysis on a basis in-

dependent of any reference to cartesian co-ordinates and to

establish the main theorems of that analysis directly from first

principles as also to develop the differential and integral calculus
of vectors from a new point of view.

Solutions of Differential Equations (Premchand Roychand
Studentship thesis, 1896), by Jnansaran Chakravarti,

M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 64. Bs. 3-12.

The subject of the bocA is an enquity into the nature oi so-

lutions of diffei'entia] equations, chiefly with reference to tbeir
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geometrioal inteipretaticHi, and the inveatigation of the oonneo-
tion that ezista Itotween the complete primitiTe and aingular

adlution.

Redprooal Polan of Conic Sections (Premchand Royehand
Studentship thesis, 1900), by Krishnaprasad De, M.A.
Demy 8vo. pp. 66. Bs. 3-0.

Khandakhadyakam, edited by Pandit Babua Misra, Jyotiah-

acharyya. Demy 8vo. pp. 217. Bs. 2-0.

The bode ia an aatronomioal work by the great scholar
Brahmagupta. It containa the commentary called Faaana-
Bhatya by Ameraja.

Ylll. SCIENCE

1. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

ProgresB of Physics, by A. Sclifister, D.Sc. Demy 8vo.

pp. 174. Bs. 3-15.

Do. (for Begistered Graduates). Bs. 2-4.

It traces the changes due to the sequence of discoveries in

the domain of Physics! Sciences during 1876-1906.

Theory of Electro-Magnetism, by G. J. Walker, M.A..

D.Sc., P.B.S. Demy 8vo. pp. 60. Bs. 3-6.

Do. (for Begistered Graduates). Bs. 1-8.

The book puts some of the most important developments ot

electro-magnetic theory into a connected and convenient form.

* Optical Theories, by D. N. Mallik, B.A., Sc.D. Demy
8vo. pp. 191. Bs. 8-1.

The book traces the development of optical theories from the
earliest times to the present day. Its subject-matter being the
one great general problem of modem Physios, it will be really

helpful to understand the relation between the different theoriM,

so that one may be clear as to how much is known for certain

and how much ia mere speculation.

* Tk» fight of puHhoUom of thU hook it hold by the CamhfUgo Umoonitp
Prm,
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T The Principle of Relatirity, by M. N. Saha, D.Sc. and

S. N. Bose, M.Sc. (with a Historical introduction by
P. G. Mahalanobis). Demy 8vo. pp. 248. Bs. 4-8.

m

English rendering of the original papers by A. Einstein and
U. Minkowski.

Molecular Diffraction of Light, by C. V. Bamaii, M.A.,

D.Sc., F.R.S. Demy 8vo. pp. 113. Rs. 3-0.

In this book the author discusses the general theory of the
molecular scattering of light in all refractive media, including in

a comprehensive survey, the case of gases, vapours, liquids,

crystals, and amorphous solids.

Organic Theo-compounds, by Sir P. C. Ray, Et., C.I.E.,

D.Sc., Ph.D. Royal 8vo. pp. 74. Rb. 1-8.

a. BOTANY

Indian Medicinal Plants, by Lieut. -Col. K. R. Kirtikar,

P.L.S., T.M.S., and Major B. D. Basu, I.M.R. (Retd.)

Nicely lK)und in 2 Vols. Plates kept in nice cardboard

cases. Rs. 275-0.

The book contains botanical description, names in vernacu-
lars, properties and uses of over 1,800 Indian plants. Neatly
printed on thick art paper (1,419 pages) with clear illustrations

in above 1.000 royal 4to-Bized Uthographio plates. A very rare
and valuable work of reference to Botanists, medical men.
manufacturers of indigenous drugs and Agricultural and Forest
Departments.

To real investigatorB in this field (of indigeoonB systemB of medicine)
the monomental work on Indian Medicinal Plante ought to be indiepeuBable
Apert from the value of the book to the medical profeBBion, it is helpful alflo

in tapping the zeBouroeB of the country for the manufacture of drugs.**—Sew
India,

** The Imperial and Provincial Agricultural and Forest Df^partmentB of

Dritish India should make use of the inforniatiou brought together in this

monumental work. All Native States should have medical plant gardens and
pharmaceutical laboratories and their Agricultural and Forest Departments
should be provided with copies of this book. Now that it has been pul/lislied,

the eduoatra section of the public should insist that all indigenous physirians of

rmnte and all the leading pbannaoeutical factories should be able to scieutific-

alfy identify the plants they use.**

—

Modern Review.

f The eale of the book ie reetrieted within India

8
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3. MEDICINE AND SURGERY

Chemistry and Toxicology, of Nerium Odorum loith a des~

criplAon of a newly separated Principle. {Coate's Me-
morial Prize, 1901), hy Rai Bahadur Cliunilal Basu,

M.B., F.O.S. Bciriy 8vo. pp. 32. Rs. 3-12.

A ireHtitie oa tin- properties of Nerium Odorum^ the sweet-
scented oleander, lounvn by I he name of Karabi or Kaner,

Terminalia Arjuna (Coate’s Memorial Prize, 1908), by Lai-

mohan Glioslia!, Rs. 3-12.

The book a deserl|ilion of the plant and explains its

popular uses, cheuiical coioposition, and therapeutic action.

Diabetes, by Indumudliab Mallik, M.A., M.D., B.L. Demy
8vo. pp. 43. Rs. 3-12.

A treatise on Diiibotes—a disease most widely prevalent in

Lower Bengal.

Studies on Haamolysis (1st edition), by U. N. Brabmachari,

M.A., M.I)., PIkD. IVmy Rvo. pp. 71. Rs. 4-8.

Do. (2ud edition). Rs. 4-8.

Among several other now facts brought to light by the

author by the study of the physical aspects of heemolysis, two
discoveries, viz., tbo fnllucy of the heemozonic value of blood,

as worked out by Sir A. E. Wright, and a new method
of testing blood, are of grout value. All these are explicitly

dealt with in this work.

Surgical Instruments of the Hindus, Parts I, Demy 8vo.

pp. 476. and II, Demy 8vo. pp. 172, by Girindranath

MiiKbo|)adli>av, Visfin'^-u-harvyn, B.A., M.D., F.A.R.B.

(Griffth Memorial Prize, 1009). Rs. 9-0.

Do. (For Members of tlio Senate and Syndicate). Rs. 6-0.

The book repreaenU many yeara of laborioua inTeatigationa—

a

work of real research and erudition, ft ia undoubtedly the moat important

work upon tiua aubject which lias yet. been written in the Enidiah languago.

It is full of interesting informations and ia a valnable oontribntion to the
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Ustoiy of Medical ecienoe. Dr. Mukerjue in pioDecr in thii field of re-

search. It is of course impossibie in a short notice to give an adeqtnito ac-

count of a scientific work devoted to a specisil study, but his djacovery that

the surgical instruments in use in lilunqM \\ 're otdy modifications of those

used by our surgeons in ancient days is no duuht startlin,^. The book is c^•

Jiaustive, original and informing and it rctiitcLs the iitnioKt credit on the in-

dustry, learning and research of its ainhoi. Kroiii many neglected, forgotten

and unexpected corners, he has accuinu luted a niabs of uiutcrialn and compiled

a systematic account of the instruments used by the Hindu Surgeons, about

3,000 years ago. A field of study which is unknown to njany is here made
accessible to all by the labour of an Indian. It has the advantage of being
written by one, who is not only a noted surgeon of Calcutta hut is also a

profound Sanskrit scholar No brief analysis of Dr. Mukerjee's work is

possible. Tbc work is divided into nine chapteis, in which be describes each
jnsinimcnt by its Sanskrit name with a comparative study of similar instru-

ments from tho surgical catalogues of other nations. Besides, there is a
learned preface, and a carefully indcv of Sanskrit and Knglisli

words. The book is of extraordinary interest to those who would luaki an
impartial study of tho surgery of the Ilindns. The foot-notes contain the

Sanskrit originals, the source of Dr. Mukerji^e's descriptions of the instru-

ments. The subject of ancient Indian medical literature has been little

noticed by* the European scholars. Tho contributions from Wilson, Wise,
Jolly, Gordier and Hocrnle are no doubt iniporiant but their works cannot
compare witli tho present in the amount of original research and complete
mastery of the subject. Dr. Milkerjee t;uot<*s with hec«)ming gratitude the
help he had derived from his prisdecchsor.; in this fieJd of research. One is

iinprossed as he advances through (his wlinible Mnrk Dial (he author ha'*

spared no pains to make the work iiHrful ninl iiisfpictive —Bengalee,

** The results of your invusti'^cJi li*-. ha\n Lccni a revelation to

me In any case, a perusal oi* v«-i” tn* ? vi Iiinnss nnr,* convince any
unprejudiced reader that the devclopiiiini oi li.c hi sling art in India piUbl

always occupy an impcirtaut place in the hJs(>orv of civilisation. We hear a
great deal of * eiilturo ' now-a-days, and it duen n.il aJwavi *«car a benefi-

cent aspect. But peace has her victories W'^Il ns war, and it is evident

that tiiB humane acliievc'noDts of tlio IimIujo dM{Up!''s of Acsciilapiiis con no
longer be ignored. Ti is a pleasant rcncction thnii Jirnceforth the medicine and
surgery of the East will ho allied in liariinmioi.j^ conjuiiction with the same
sciences as cultivated in the West, and the happiest results may be expected
from their sisterly rivalry

'*—CUnjltn If. Taioney.

History of Indian Medicine, l)\ Iho autlior. With n.

foroword by Sir Asutosh IMuokorjcc, Ki.., C.S.I., eto.

(Griffith Prize Essay for 1011).

Do. Vol. I, Demy 8vo. pp. Jn3. Ks. 0.

Do. Vol. TT, Demy 8vo, pp. 483. Rs. (>.

Tho work conswtfi of nm-i’v-., Hiographic.il mirl liibljr.firaplii-

cal, of the Ayurvedic Ph^^sician^ find their works on Medicine
IVom (he earliest ages to tho pri s iu linn-; \nd i--. d<-i1i(-s an*

said to be tho i)roj)oundt»rs oi tla* lK*aIiijn m't tlio notices of (h«j

gods have l)Con culled from thr Veda> and ilif Piirau.is. Tt

traces the origin and doveloi)ni»:»iit of Indian Medicines from (he

most ancient times and naturally I ho gods and goddesses, si'crs

and sages, who celebrated tho Science find a placo here.
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' It jb (iiDicuir to ovei'CbLiiiiale ilic iinporlaucc of tlic work The
Biblioc'rupli^ id eloquent of Lite enuUtJon and labour of the author,
iliKlory of Vacoiuation »jit1 iij«k‘u1uIj(iii is a Jiighly juteresling study.
Of its \alue as a work of refcrcuoo it is indeed superfluous to speak.
Wc hope that all educated men who are interested in the history of

Medicine will welcoino Uio comprehensive, lliograplucal and Bibliographical
btudirs of Ancient IMiysicians uf India."- The Indian Medical Record,

Feb., Vm,

Bhela Samhita (uame as Vol. VI of the Journal of the De>
partment of Letters). Koyal 8vo. pp. 286. Bs. 9.

It contains the complete text (in Sanskrit) of the Bhela
Samhita, one of the most ancient and valuable treatises on
Indian medicine.

4. ANTHROPOLOGY

Lectures on Ethnography, by Bao Bahadur L. K. Ananta-

krishna Iyer. Boyal 8vo. pp. 302. Bs. G-0.

Tho maloriuls ^fathered for the ]>ri*par5ition of the lectures are

mainly from a first-hand study of the people of Kouth India in

general and of Afalabar, (-ochiii and IVavancore in particular.

The lectures have been properly illusi rated by pliotographs taken
from different parts of South India.

Contents:—Anthropology, Ethnography and Ethnology—^Kaco

—llaeial liistory of Malahar. ("ochin and Travancore—Caste—Sex
and Marriage—Eainily, Kinship and Social Organisation—Magic.

Sorcery and Witchcsyl—Evolution of Taste in Dress and

Ornaments—Village Community in South India.

First Outlines of a Systematic Anthropology of Asia, by

V. Giuffrida-Buggeri (translated from Italian by Haran-

chandra Ohakladar, M.A,). Royal 8vo. pp. 110. Rs. 1-8.

It gives an account of the anthropometric characteristics in

respect of stature, cephalic index, and nasal index of living

subjects with additional information on the subject obtained by

the author from different sources.

Hob of Seraikella, Part I., by Anathnath Chatterjee, M.B.,

B.S., and Tarakchandra Das, M.A., Royal 8vo., pp. 94.

(Profusely illustrated)

This is the first of a series of papers started by the Anthro-

poiogioal Deportment of the University of Calcutta. The first

part deals with the special oharaoteristios of the life of the Hos
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of Seraikella, n state in the district of Singbhum. The book is

of special interest to all students of Anthropology.

The Aborigines of the Highlands of Central India, by B. G.

Mazumdar, B.L. Demy 8vo. pp. 90.

In this monograph, the author has fiiriiished a comprehensive
view of all the tribes of Central India, and has suggested some
new propositions regarding the origin of the racial characteristics

of the Sabura-Kol people.

IX. SIR ASUTOSH MOOKERJEE SILVER
JUBILEE COMMEMORATION

VOLUMES

These volumes contain essays contributed by the friends and
admirers of the late Sir Asutosh Mookorjee on the occasion of

the Silver Jubilee of his attaining the Degree of Doctor of Law
of the University of Calcutta,

—

Ks A.

V'ol. T, Arts & Letters, 192^1., Boyal 8vo. pp. 621 11 4
V^ol. JI, Science, 1922, Royal 8vo. pp. 484 11 4

Vol. Ill, Orientalia, Part 1, Royal 8vo. pp. 624 11 4

Do. 2, Boyal 8vo. pp. 757 11 4

*D.j. 3

Individual papers contributed to the Vnltimes may he bought
separately at the following rates fixed according to their sise.

-7. p,

0 13 0

12 0

1 14 0
3 14 0

Volume I. Bs. 11-4.

Not exceeding 16 pages

Above 16 but not exceeding 32 pages

„ 33pages „ 64 „

11 JI J5S „

Contents—
1. J. N. Das Qupta, B.A. (Ozon.), I.E.S.— Narrative

of Bengal Transactions.

2. Shishirkumar Maitra, M.A., Ph.D.—^The Romantic
Element in the Modem Philosophy of Mathematics.

* la Ihs Bmm.
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3. J. C. Coyttji, B.A., LL.B. (Cantab.)) I.E.S.—Charac-
teristios of Ancient Indian Trade.

4. Surendranath Sen, M.A.—Survival of Old Hindu
Institution in Maharastra.

0 . I'j. y. Oaten, M.A., LL.B. (Cantab.), I.E.S.—^Megiddo:

A Study of Military History.

0. Sasadhur Ray, M.A., B.Ii.—Origin of Language.

7. Hamcbandni llau Basavarsu, M.A., L.T. (Madras),

F.R.E.S.—Some Features of Banking in India.

8. Moliinimobau Bliatlacharji. M.A., B.Ij.—^Picodeller Mi-
randola: An Italian Nco-PIatonist.

9. Jitendraprasad Nijogi, M.A.—Custom and Transit

Duties in the Madras Presidency during Early British Rule.

10. S. Khuda Bukhsh, M.A., B.C.L. (Oxon.)—^Politics of

11. Jogisehandni Sinha, M.A.—History of Indian Cciui-

merce, 1765-1813.

12. Radliakairial Mookfrje#*, M.A., Ph.J).—The Guild in

M.;d*!i*n Indi?\ Its (^oiistiintiou and Expansions.

J3. Hinilal lLd<l:»r, M.A., Pb.D.—Kant’s Ethical Theory.

14. Bejoykunjar Sarkur, A.B. (Harvard)—Land Transport

lU M<«di<(:val India.

15. W. S. Urquhart, M.A.. D.Pbil. (Aberdeen)—Sankara
and Prof. James Ward.

16. Captain J. W. Petavel, Late R. B.—^Knowledge and
Power.

17. Harinioban Bhattacbaryya Kavyatirtha, M.A.—^The

Doctrine of Muya and the Result of Modem Science.

18. Sitaram Baiierjce, M.A., B.L.—^A Plea for an Indivi-

dualization of Punishment.

19. N. N. Sen Gupta, M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)—On the

Epistemological Discussions.

20. Nirmalchundra Chattorjoc, M.A.—The Chait Sing

Tragedy.

21. IJ. Stephen, M.A., D.D. (Aberdeen)—Coleridge as a

Thinker.

22. B. Mukherjee, M.A., F.R.E.S.—The Now Yellow Peril.

28. P. Seshadri, M.A. (Madras)—Contemporary English
Poetry.

24. W. C. Wordsworth, M.A. (Oxon.)—^Education and
Reconstruction in England.

25. 11. Stephen, M.A., D.D. (Aberdeen)—The Philosophy
of Anarchy and the Idea of Time.

26. Radhakamal Mookerjee, M.A., Ph.D.—^The Data of

Regional Economics.

27. R. N. Gilchrist, M.A. (Aberdeen), I.E.S.—^Imperial

federation.
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Volume II, Science. Bb. 11-4.

ContenU :

1. G. £. Cullis, M.A. (Cantab), Ph.D. (Jena), D.Bc.

:

Hemipteric Matrices.

2. S. N. Bal, M.Sc. (Michigan):
Cephaleuras Virescens, Kunzi (with plates).

3. D. N. Wadia, M.A., B.Sc. (Bom.)

:

Formation of a White Garnet as the End-product o/

the Series of (Jhangcs initiated by Sanssuritisation

Nature of Jrnmediate Experience in the Light of Contemporary
(with Plate).

4. Sir P. C. lUy. Kt., D.Sc. (Edin.), Ph.D..
F.C.S., and ManikJal Dey, M.Sc.:

Interaction of Thio-urea with Mono., Di- and Tri-

chloracetic Acids and Moiiochloracetic Eser.

!>. Ileinchaiidra Das-Gupta, M.A., F.C.S.

:

On th (3 Occurrence of Fr:nicoiitt‘ in Stony Meteorites

0. Nilrataii Char, D.Sc. (Loud.), Dr. es Sc. (Paris):

Tcinj)eraturc (kiolTiciorits of Plivsiological Processes.

V. S ft. Bose, M.A., F.L.S.

:

S])orc- culture of i\naoohis C^imoscens, B. & BB.
(will ‘

8. G. de P. eVuter, B.A., F.O.S. .

On fndiun Fossil Plants and the Gondwana
Continent.

Ekcndranath Ghosh, M.Sc., M.D. :

A ficvision of the Family Opbryascoleoidne Claus
(with Plates).

10. N. N. Sen-Oiipta, M.A., Ph.D. (Htirvard):

A Study in Inhibition of Association.

IJ. Priyail.-iranjau Bay, M.A., and Pulinhihari Sarliar

M.Sc.

:

CompoifUils of Uexuiufthyk'uctctrauilinc with Com-
plex Metnllocyonides and M(*tHllr>cyanic Acids.

12. Jnanendratiath Mookorjoe, jVI.Sc. :

The Coagulation of Mctul Sulphide Uydrosols.

18. N. N. Sen-Gupta, M.A., Ph.D. (LLarvard) :

On the Disintegrative Function of Attention.

14. Rasiklal Datta, D.Sc. :

Additive and condensation Products of Trinjtro-n<
Cresol.

16. C. V. Baman, M.A. (Mudrus), D.Sc :

Acoustical Knowledge of the fJindus.

16 PrafuUachandra Mitter, M.A., Ph.D. (Berlin), and
fludhishthirchandra Das, M.Sc. :

On Tautomeric Changes in Phenylhydrozones of
Orthoaldehydic and 1-4-aIdehydic Acids.
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17. P. J. Bruhl, D.Sc., P.O.S., P.C.S., I.S.O.

:

On Paspalm Digitaria and AnastiDphua: A Study
(with Plates).

18. Prafullachandra Guha, M.Sc.

:

Behaviour of Phenyldithiocabazinic Acid towards
Various Thiohalogenated compounds.

19. B. Vredenburg, B.So., B.T., A.B.C.B., A.B.B.M.

:

Concerning the Granites and Pegmatites of the
Indian Peninsula.

20. Bisirkumar Mitra, D.Bo.

:

On Diffraction of Light by Apertures having the
Form of a Segment of a Circle (with Plate).

21. Hemchandra Das-Gupta, M.A., F.G.B.

:

Notes on the Panchot Beptile.

22. Jitendranuth Bakshit, M.Sc., F.S.G.

:

Estimation of Morphine, Codeine and Narcotine in

Indian Opium.

28. Govardhanlal Datta, M.A.

:

Some Experiments in Bipple Motion (with Plate).

24. Jnanendrachandra Ghosh, D.Sc.

:

Ionisation of Electrolytes in Solution (with tables).

26.

D, N. Mallik, B.A. (Cantab.). Bc.D. (Dublin). T.E.B. •

Belativity of Time and Space.

26. Haripada Maiti, M.A.

:

& Study of Fatigue and Endurance.

27. Sbyamadas Mukerjee. M.A., Ph.D.

:

A (.hmorfil Theorem in the Geometry of a Plane
Curve.

28. Surendrachandrn Dhnr, M.Sc.;

Direct Beplaccnicnt of Negative Groups by Halogens.

29. Maurice Frechet:

Esquisse d’une Theorie des Ensembles Abstraits.

SO. Kalikumar Kumar. M.Sc.:
Equilibrium in tbo Fraction^ Precipitation of Sil-

ver Chloride and Silver Bromide.

31. Lilananda Gupta, M.Sc.

;

Some Metallic Arsenates and Phosphates.

82. Manmathannth Bay, M.A., B.L.

:

On the Mobius Surface and Cone of the Fourth
Degree (with Plates).

88. Sudhansukumar Banerjee, D.Sc.

:

On Harmonics associated with an Ellipsoid.

84. The College of Science, Calcutta and its Activities

(with Plates).
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Volume III, Orientalia, Part L Bs. 114.

Contenti

:

1. A. Fouoher, D.Litt.

:

The Influence of Indian Art on Cambodia and Java.

2. F. E. Pargiter, M.A. (Ozon.), I.O.S. (Betd.>:

Atatayin : an Old Legal Term.

8. Indradeva Tiwori, M.A. (Benarea):

The Concept of Furusha in Sankhya Philosophy.

4. Upendranath Ghoshal, M.A.

:

The Brahmanical Conception of the Science of

Politics.

5. iiauranganath Baneiji, M.A., Ph.D., F.B.S.A.

:

The Art of Oandhara.

6. Akshay.kumar Sarkar, M.A.

:

The Particularity of tibe Hindu History and the

Genius of the EQndu People.

7. Bamaprasad Chanda, B.A.

:

Early Indian Seamen.

8 Badhakamal Mookeijee, M.A., Ph.D.

:

Dravidian Elements in Indian Polity.

9. Rai Sahib Dineschandra Sen, B.A.

:

Domestic Element in the Popular Creeds of Bengal.

10. Satischandra Ghatterji, M.A.

:

On the Ascertainment of Pramana in the Nyaya.

11. Dineschandra Bhattacharyya, M.A.:
Paninian Studies in Bengal.

V2. 0. C. Oangoly, M.A., B.L.

:

On some Iconographic Parallels.

fiadhakumud Mookeiji, M.A., Ph.D.

:

Ancient Hindu Education as evidenced by the

Brahmanas and Upanisads.

14. Burendranath Das-Gupta, M.A., Ph.D.

:

General Introduction to Tantra Philosophy.

15. G. Howells. M.A., Ph.D.. B.Litt., B.D.:
The Syrian Christian Church in India: its Origin

and History.

16. L. K. Ananthakrishna Iyer, B.A., L.T.. F.B.A.I.

:

Anthropology of the Boman Catholics of the Latin

Rites in Malabar, Cochin and Travancore.

17. Haranchandra Chakladar, M.A.

;

Sidelights on Social Life in Ancient India

:

Studies in Vatsyayana’s Kamosutra.

18. B. Barua, M.A.. D.Lit. (Lond.):

Vaimiki as he reveals himself in his Poems.

19. Kalichbeg F. Mirza;

A Mysterious Coincidence in the Histoiy of thc‘

Mahomedan World.
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90. Arun Sen, B.A. (Cantab.):

The Kprawa Belies.

91. ^mehandra Bay, M.A.

:

Was Btate-Sooialisixi known in Ancient India?

99. K. M. Jhaveri, M.A., LL.B. (Bom.), J.P.

:

Influence of Bengali on Gujarati.

98. Aga M. Kazim Shirazi:

Mau-ruz.

94. Nanigopal Majumdar, M.A.

:

The Sue Vihar Copper-plate of the Beign of

Kaniska.

95. Indubhushaa Baneijee, M.A.

:

The Guru in Sikhism.

96. D. B. Bhandarkar, M.A., Ph.D.

:

Origin of the Indian Alphabet.

Volume III, Orientalia, Part II. Rs. 11-4.

Content*

:

1. Hemchandra Bayohaudhuri, M.A., Ph.D.

:

The Laksmanasena Era.

2. B. C. Mazumdar, B.A., B.L.

:

The Origin and Character of the Purana Literature.

8. Surendranath Majumdar, Sastri, M.A.

:

The Dative Plural in Pali.

4. Mahamahopadhyay Ganganatha Jha, M.A., Ph.D.

:

Bodhayana’s Proyascitta for Sea-Voyage.

6. [. J. S. Tarsporewala, B.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Wurz.),
Bar-at-Law: .

A Sanskrit Version of Yasna IX.

6. Gilbert Slater, M.A., D.Sc.

:

Origins of Indian Civilisation.

7. 8hams-ul-Ulema J. J. Modi, B.A. (Bom.), ^.D.
(Heidelberg), C.I.E., Diplom. Litteris et Artibus
(Sweden)

:

Some Iranian Forms of Invocation to God.

8. Vidhusekhara Bhattacharyya

:

Sankara's Commentaries on the Upanisads.

9. Mtfhamahopadhyav Satischandra Vidyabhusana, M.A ,

Ph,D.

:

Introduction of the Alphabet into Tibet.

Dhireshohandra Aoharyya, Wdyaratna, Sastri,

B.L.

:

The Doctrine of Bevelation in the Bigveda.

10. M.A.,
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11. Sir Oeod^ A. Grierson, K.C.I.B., I.O.S. (Betd.), Ph.D.,
LL.D. :

The Eastern School of Prakrit Orammarians aud
Paisaoi Prakrit (with two plates).

12. 1. J. S. Tarapcvewala, B.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Wurs.).
Bar>at-Law

:

IB. John Van Manen :

Kacche Phalu : a Tibetan Moralist.

14. Bhams-ul-Ulema J. J. Modi, B.A. (Bom.), Ph.D.
(Heidelberg), C.I.E., Diplom. Litteris et Artibus
(Sweden)

:

The Taziks of the Nirang-i Sraosa Yast (with a

genealogical table).

15. Sylvain Levi, D.Litt. (Cal.)

:

Gonarda, le Beroeao de Oonardiya.

16. Buahilkumar De, M.A.. D.Lit. (Lond.):
The Theory of Rasa in Sanskrit Poetics.

17. Bam Karan, Vidyaratna:
History of the Rathors (with a genealogical table).

18. K. L. Turner, M.A. (Cantab.)

:

The e and o Vowels in Oujarati.

19. S. K. Belvalkar, M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard):
The Original Sakuntala.

20. Nagendranath Chose, M.A., B.L.

:

The Ramayana and the Mahabharata: a Sociologi-

cal Study.

21. Prabodhehandra Bagchi, M.A. :

Decline of Buddhism in India and its Causes.

22. Surendranath Majumdar, Bastri, M.A.

:

Some Notes on Ancient Geography.

28. K. Amrita Row, M.A., B.T. (Madras):
The Dravidian Affinities of the Pisaca Language^

of North-Western India.

24. S. K. Hodiwala, B.A. (Bom.):
Mitra-Moitra.

25. Shams-ul-Ulema J. J. Modi, B.A. (Bom.), Ph.D.
(Heidelberg), C.I.E., Diplom. Litteris et Artibus

(Sweden)

:

Idol-Worship : Did it exist among the Ancient
Aryans and among them, among the ancient Hindus
of the Vedic Times?

26. I. J. S. Taraporewala, B.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Wurz.),

Bar-at-Law

:

A jQote on Sanskrit Compounds.

•7. Sailendranath Mitra, M.A.

:

Pali, Prakrit, and Sanskrit in Bliddhist Literature.
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28. Badhagovinda Baaak, M.A.

:

Land-Sale Documents of Ancient Bengal.

20. Benoy Kumar Sarkar, M.A.

:

The Theory of the Constitution in Hindu Political

Philosophy: A Study in ComparatiTe Politics.

80. Kishotimohan Gupta, M.A.

:

Land-System and Agriculture of the Vedio Age
(with a plan).

31. S. Ktishnaawami Aiyangar, M.A. (Madras), Ph.D. (Cal.).

M.B.A.S., F.B.Hist.S.

:

Gangaikonda Chola (with two maps).

82. Nalinaksha Datta, M.A.

:

The Sarrastivada School of Buddhism.

88. 1. J. S. Taraporowala, B.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Wurs
Bar-at-Law.

:

Contamination in Language.

84. Sunitikumar Chatteiji, M.A., D.Lit. (London.):
The Pasdve in Bengali.

86. Bao Bahadur B. A. Gupte, F.Z.S., F.B.S.A.

:

The Pre-historic Skull of Bayana (with one plate

and diagrams).

80. N. B. Divatia, B.A. (Bom.), B.C.S., (Betd.):

The Ablative Termination in Gujarati,

87. Sivaprasad Bhattacharyya, Sahityasastri, Kavyatirtha,

M.A., B.T.:
The Psychological Basis of Alankara Literature with

special Beference to Baaa.

88. Hemantakumar Sarkar, M.A., M.L.C. (Bengal):

The Intellectual Laws of Language and Bengali

Semantios.

X. PERIODICALS, ANNALS AND SERIALS

UniYonity Extension Leotores (1915-191G) (First Series).

Demy 8vo. pp. 162. As. 12.

Containing the following lectures by various Scholars:—

1. Pursuit of Chemistry in Bengal—Sir P. C. Bay.

2. An Eighteenth Century Bengali Manuscript—J. N. Das
Gupta, B.A. (Ozon.)

8. Classical and Bomantic in English Poetry of the 18th
Century—^H. B. James.

4. Art Spirit in Keats’s Poetry—^Prof. B. S. Knox.

6. Carlyle—J. B. Baneijea, M.A., B.L.

6. Constructive Ideals in Education—E. E. Bias.
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7. Nationalit; (I-H)—B. N. Gilchrist, M.A.

8. Astronomy, Ancient and Modem—D. N. Mallik, B.A
8o.D.

Journal of the Department of Letters. (Fourteen volumes

published.)

Each volume contains learned essays on various Jiterary

aubjects by reputed scholars.

Some of the articles of each Volume are mentioned:

—

Volume 1. Bs. 9-0.

1. The Eushan Chronology, Part I—By Rameschan<ira
Majumdar, M.A., Fh.D.

2. International Law and Custom in Ancient India—By
Pramuthanath Banerjoe. M.A., B.L.

8. Ancient Romic C])hronology—^By Herbert Bruce Hannah
Bar-at-Law.

Volume II. Rs. 9-0.

1. Bomic Galendrical Beginnings—By H. Bruce Hannah.

2. The Throne of Ptah and oar Arctic Home—^By H. Bruce
Hannah.

8. Communal Organisation of industry as the Regional Type
of India—By Rndhakuinal Mookerjec, M.A., Ph.D.

Volume 111. Ks. 9-0.

1. Kant's Central Concept—By Raindas Khun, M.A., Ph.D.

2. MedisRval Sculpture in Eastern India—By Ramaprasad
('hauda, B.A.

Volume lY. Rs. 9-0.

1. Four Ancient Vaksa Statues (with Seven Platee)—By
Uamaprasad Chanda, B.A.

2. Vatsyayana the author of Kamasutra: Date and Place of
Origin—^By Haranchandra Chaldadar, M.A.

8. On a Bihari Ceremonial Worship of Totomistic Origin

—

By Saratchondra Mitra, M.A.
University of Calcutta Anthropological Paper No. 4.

4 . What is Buddhism?—By R. Kimura.

5. Aryanism and the liig-Vedic Age, I—By H. B. Hannah.

6. The Revenue Policy of Shivaji—By Surendranath Sen,
M.A.

7. The Aryans of India—^By Bijaychandra Majumdar, B.A.
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8. On the Kama Dhama Festival of North Bihar and its

Munda Analogues— Saratohandra Mitra, M.A.

0. Water Transport in MedioBval India—^By Bejoykiimar
Barhar, A.B. (HarvaH).

Ifolume V. Rs. 9-0.

1. Indo-Aryan Polity during the period of the Big-Veda

—

By Prafullachandra Bose* M.A.

2. Aryanism and the Big-Vedic Age, II, III and IV—^Bj

H. B. Hannah.

8. The First Outlines of a Systematic Anthropology of Asia
—^By Prof. V. Oiuffrida-Buggeri, translated from Italian by

Haranchandra Chakladar, M.A.

4. Aryanism and the Big-Vedio Age, V—^By H. Bruce
Hannah.

6.

Primitive Elements of Jainism—By Prabodhchandni
Bagohi, M.A.

Volume YI. Rs. V)-0.

The Bhela Samhita (Sanskrit Text).

Volume VII, Rs. 9-0.

1. Review and Criticism of Dr. James Ward’s Psychology

Part I—^By P. K. Ray, D.Sc.

2. Part H: Dr. James Ward’s *'Psychological Principles
'

—^By P. K. Ray, D.Sc.

8. The Conception of Freedom—By P. D. Shastri, M.A..
Ph.D.

4. The Moral Standards in Hindu Ethics—^By Susilkumar
Maitra, M.A.

6. The Claim of the Individual to be Real—^By O. H.
Langley, M.A.

6. Plato and the Sophists—^By W. Douglas. M.A.

7. Teachings of Upanisads—By Mahendranath Sarkar.

M.A., Ph.D.

8. Two Ancient Schools of Vedanta—^By Abhayakum.*(»

Guha, M.A., Ph.D.

9. The Springs of Action in Hindu Ethics—^By Susilkumar

Maitra, M.A.

Volume YIII. Rs. 9-0.

1. B. 0. 2782 in Ancient Romic Chronology, and th^

Spheroidal Point of the Bothio Risings—^By H. Bruoe Hannah.
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AryamBxn and the Big-Vedio Age, VI—^By H. Bruce
iiannah.

8. Aryanism and the Big-Vedio Age, VII—^By H. Bruce
Hannah.

4, High Caste Hindu Marriage of Bengal with special re-

ference to its Folk Elements—^By Tarakchan£:a Das, M.A.

5. The Problem of Sothio-Bising Dates as reported by the

Priests—By H. Bruce Hannah.

6: The Mahasanghika School of Buddhism—^By Nalinaksha
Datta, M.A.

7. On the Cult of Sonaraya in Northern Bengal—By Barat-

chandra Mitra, M.A.

8. On the Cult of Sonaraya in Eastern Bengal—^By Sarat-

chandra Mitra, M.A.

0. The Antiquity of the Big-Vedio Age—^By Abinaschandra
Das, M.A., Ph.D

10. Baces of India—^By Bamaprasad Chanda, B.A.

11. The Problem of the Sothic-Bising Dates as reported by
the Egyptian Priests—^By H. Bruce Hannah.

12. Manava Sulba Sutram—^By Narendrakumar Majumdar

Volume IX. Rs. 9-0.

1. Ancient India—^By Sylvain Levi, D.Litt.

2. The Text of Kavyaloka Locana, IV—By Susilkiimar De,
M.A., D.Lit.

3. Problem of the Reported Sothic-Bising Dates as recorded
by the Egyptian Priests, UI. The Solution—By H. Bruce
Hannah,

4. The Expressiveness of Indian Art—By Stella Kramrisch.
Ph.l).

(i) Indian Art, its Significance in the World.
(it) Nature and Creativeness.

(lit) Myth and Form.
(iv) Space.
(o) Bhythm.
(ei) Evolution: the Historical Movement.

5. Indo-Aryon Origins and Developments, Racial and Cul-

tural—^By H. Bruce Hannah.

6. Archeological Methods—^By Aroon Sen.

7. Political History of India from the Accession of Parikshit
to the Coronation of Bimbisara—By Hemchandra Raychaudhuri,
M.A., Ph.D.

Volume X. Bb. 9-0.

1. The Guriara-Protiharaa—By Hamedobandra Majumdar
M.A., Ph.D,
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2. The Contact of Indian Art with the Art of other Civili-

sations—By Stella Kramrisoh, Ph.D.

8.

Ship-building and Commerce in Ancient Bengal—By
TamonaBh Das Gupta, M.A.

4. The Religion of Asoka Buddha—^By Manindra Mohan
Bose, M.A.

5. On an Accumulation Droll from Eastern Bengal—By
Saratchandrii Mitra, M.A.

6. On a Musulmani Legend about the Sylvan Saint Bana
Bibi and the Tiger-deity Dakshina Raya—By Saratchandra Mitra.

M.A.

7. The Art of Writing in Ancient India—^By Abinaschandra
Das. M.A., Ph.D.

8. The Yinayapitakam and Early Buddhist Monasticism in

its Ghrowth and Development—^By Sukumar Dutt, M.A., B.L.

Volume XI. Ek. 2-0.

1. Problems in Ancient Egyptian *' Chronology—^By H.
B. Hannah.

2. The Telugu Academy Plates of Vishnukundin—^Madhavs
Sarma HI A.D. 694—By K. B. Lakshman Rao, M.A.

8. The Legend of Buddhaghosa—^By M. TiOuis Finot.

4. Sun Worship amongst the Aboriginal Tribes of Eastern
India—^By Tarakchandra Das, M.A.

5. On a Ijegend from South Behar—^By Saratchandni
Mitra, M.A.

6. On Two New Types of Accumulation Drolls—By Sorat-

ohandra Mitra. M.A.

7. The Kahun Sothic-Rising, I and II—^By H. B. Hannah.

8. Mythology and . Geological Time—^By H. B. Hannah.

9. Place of Ethics and Religion in the Sankara System—^By

Eokileswar Sastri, M.A.

10. Notes on Vajra—^By N. G. Majumdar. M.A.

11. The Era of Menophres and the Sothic Calendar, I-IV

—By H. B. Hannah,

12. An Enquiry about the Hindu Law of Evidence—^By

Amareswar Thalcur, M.A.

18. The Vishnudharmottaram—^By Stella Kramrisch, Ph.D.

14. An Historical Study of the Terms Mahayana and Hina-
yana and the Origin of Mahayana Buddhism—^By R. Kimura.

Volume XII. Bs. 9-0.

1. The Dramas of Bhasor—By Jyotischondra Ghatak, M.A.

2. Linguistic Speculations of the Hindus—^By Prabhat-

ohandra Chakravarti. M.A.
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A Hieiorical Study of the Terma Mahayana and Hiuayana
and the Origin of Mahayana Buddhiam—By li. Kimiira.

Volume XIll. Rs. 0-0.

1. Evolution of Law—By Nareschandra Sengupia, M.A.,
D.L.

2. Analysis of Meaning in Indian Semantics—^By S. Varma.

8. Analysis of Volition in Hindu Philosophy—By Susil-

kumar Maitra, M.A.

4. Economic Policy and Functions of the Kautiliyan
State—^By Ilomchandra Ray, M.A.

5. Bir Singh Deo—By Lala Siia Ram, B.A.

6. —By Nalinitiioban Sanyal, M.A
(with 12 plates).

7. -~By Nimialkumar Busu.

Volume XIY. Bs. 0-0.

1. The Conception of Positive Law in Ancient India—By
N. C. Chatterjee, M.A., Bar.-at-Law.

2. The Date of Mricchtikaiika from Astrological Data—^13y

Jyotischandra Ghatuk, M.A.

3. A Brief Account of Malayalam Phonetics—-By L.

Vishwanath Rntnaswaini Aiyar, M.A., B.L.

4. Problems in Ancient Indian Chronology. A solution—By
H. Bruce Hannah, Bur-at-Law.

5. On the CUilt of Gorakshnuatha in Eastern Bengal—By
Soratchandra Mitra, M.A.

6. On Two Accumulation Drolls of “ The Prawn and the

C!row type*'—By Saratchandra Mifra, M.A.

7. Notes on War in Ancient India— By IJcmchondra Ray,
M.A.

8. Laghunianasan of Munjaia—B;^ N. K. Majumdar, M.A.

9 On the Piirvas—By P. C. Bagchi, M.A., D.Lit. (Paris).

10. Aspects of Bengali Society from Old Bengali Literature

—

By Tamanashchauilra Dasgupta, M.A.

Journal of the Department of Science. (Seven volumes

published.)

Each volume contains learned essays on various scientific

subjects by reputed sicholars.

10
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Vol. I. Royal 8vo. pp. 325. Bs. 9.

1. lliree articles on- Mercury Merouptide Nitrites and their
Reaction with the Alkyl Iodides; Chain Compounds of Sulphur by
Sir P. C. Ray and Mr. P. 0. Guha and five other articles un
Chemistry inosily by Sir P. C. Bay.

2. Fourteen articles on Mathematics by Siidhansukiuuar
Banerjee, D.Sc., Bibhutibhushan Datta, M.So., C. E. Cullis,

M.A.. Ph.D., etc.

8. Five articles on Physics by Prof. C. V. Banian, M.A.,
and Sisirkumar Mitra, M.Sc.

4. Two articles on Botany one on ** Commentationes Myco-
logies ’* by Prof. P. Briihl, D.Sc., and another on Meliola grow-
ing on Phwnix SylveBinn and Ciirua Medica (var. acida), by
8. N. Bal, M.Sc.

Vol. II. Boyal 8vo. pp. 313. Rs. 9.

1. Seventeen articles on Mathematics by Prof. Sudhansu-
kumar Banerjoe, D.Sc., Nikhilranjan Son, M.A., Shyamadas
Mukherjee, M.A., Ph.D., Sasindrachandra Dhar, M.Sc., Prabodh-
ohandra Sengupta, M.A., N. K. Majumdar, M.A., etc.

2. Eight articles on Physics by Prof. Meghnad Saha, D.Sc.

8. Eight articles on Botany, five by S. N. Bal, M.Sc., and
H. P. Chowdhury, M.Sc., and two by Prof. P. Bruhl, D.Sc.

Yol. III. Royal 8vo. pp. 298. Rs. 9.

1. Twenty articles on Mathematics by Prof. S. K. Banerjee.
D.Sc., Abanibhuslian Datta, M.A., Satyendranath Basu, M.Sc.,
Bai Bahadur A. C. Bose, M.A., Prof. C. E. Cullis, M.A., Ph.D.,
etc.

2. Three articles^on Physics—^two by Prof. Meghnad Saha,
D.Sc., and one by S. B. Mali, M.Sc.

8. Three articles on Botany by S. N. Bal, M.Sc., and K. L.

Banerjee.

Yol. lY. Royal 8vo. pp. 488. Rs. 9.

1. Thirty-nine articles on Mathematics by Prof. 8. K.
Banerjee, D.Sc., Abanibhushan Datta, M.A., Ph.D., Panohanan
Das, M.Sc., G. H. Bryan, So.D., Jyotirmay Ghosh, M.Sc.,
Prof. G. V. H. Bao, Sasindrachandra Dhar, M.Sc., etc.

2. The following articles on Physics and Chemistry :

—

(1) Molecular DifiFraction of Light by Ph>f. C. V.

Baman, M.A., D.Sc.

(2) The Beality of Atomic Structure by Sir

William Jackson Pope, E.B.E., F.B.S., M.A., I^.D.,
D.Sc.
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(8) On the lomsation of Gases by Heat by Pn>f.

Meghnad Saha, D.Sc., F.Inst.P., and Paul Gttnther.

Ph.D.

8. Zoology—^The Bole of Olfactory Sensation in Selection of

Food by Ants by B. Mitra, B.A.

4.

Geology—On the Gancrinite from Eishengarh, Bajputana,

by Boratlal Biswas, M.Se.

6. Botany—(1) The AlgaB of Bengal Filter-beds by Prof. P.

Bruhl, D.Sc., and E. P. Biswas.

(2) A New Species of Meliola growing on
Different host-plants by S. N. Bal, and A. C. Datta.

Yol. Y. Royal flvo. pp. 392. Rs. 9.

1. Seven articles on Chemistry by Sir P. C. Ray, Et.,

C.J.E., D.Sc., Ph.D.

2. Three articles on Physics by Bidhubhushan Bay, M.Sc.

8. Twenty-one articles on Mathematics by Gurudas Bhar,
M.Sc., Nripendranath Sen, M.Sc., and Satischandra Chakrabarti,

M.Sc., and others.

4. Four articles on Botany by Prof. P. Briibl, D.Sc., and
K. P. Biswas, M.Sc., and Atulchnndra Datta, M.Sc.

6. Geologv—Indian Pro-History by Ilenichandra Das-
Gupta, M.A.,

Yol. Yl. Ro3'aI 8vo. pp. 463. R.s. 9.

1. Thirteen articles on Mathematics by Panchanon Das.
M.Sc., Jyotirmay Ghosh, M.A., Prof. C. E. Cullis, Manujnath
Ghatak, etc.

2. Three articles on Physics by S. K. Dutta, M.Sc., Prof.

C. V. Baman, and K. R. Bamonatban. M.A.

3. Astronomy—The Hindu Nakshatras by Dhirendranatfa
Mu.kherjoc, B.Se.

4. Zoology— (1) Prepotency of Stimuli, a Study in the
Behaviour of House-Flies by E. Mitra, B A (Wis.).

(2) Reversal of Thigmotropisin in Hydra by
K. Mitra and H. K. Mukherjeo

5. Botany—Commentationes Pbytomorphologicie et Phyto-
physiologicae, TIT : Einhhomia Studies (with Plates), by Prof. P.

Brilhl, D.Sc., and Atulchandra Datta, M.Sc.

6. Chemistry—^Tho Precipitation of Buspensoids by Electro-

lytes by Prof. Jnanendranath Mukherjee, D.Sc. (Lond.).

7. Agriculture—Agricultural Research and Practice in

Europe (with illustration) bf Prof. N. N. Gangulee, B.Sc.
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KINDRED SAYINGS ON BUDDHISM

I

Wll.l. AND THK Way.

When man began to take pleasure in talking aliout himself

its man, and in listening to those who made a business of

liilking about man to men, they, and he throngh them, aeeeptcd

f’rtain ways of describing himself, and th(?se ways only. Here

IS an instance :
“ Let no man try to find out what speech is,

let liim know the si)eaker ;
let no man try to find out what

si-fii-ibing is, let him knoAv the seer ;.,.what doing iw, let him

know tile doer ;...what pleasure and pain arc, let him know
I lie expericncer ;...what going is, lot him know tlie gwr

; what

mind is, let him know the knower, thinker.
”

’ We may see

here that he does not speak of will, nor try to descrilxi man
either as a wilier, or as anything of the kind, such as tryer,

ilesirer, wisher, wanter, striver. In many other passages of

these old scriptures is man described, but neither in them do

'VO find man called wilier, or the like, nor do we find a special,

distinctive word corresponding to our ‘will.’

These ancient scriptures are the oldest Indian rpanishads,

‘sittings.’ They arc said to date somewhen between H. C.

and a few centuries later, and contain many talks on man,

his nature, his life and ways, and the whence and whither of

^ Eatialiitaki Upanisbad,
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him. They form but a limited bcasie for this talii of mine, but

at any rate they are now accessible to the general reader, and

enjoy quite a cnnsidorabic reputation as a mine of ancient

wisdom.

In just one or two places the reader will stumble upon the

word * will.’ But the words so translated are not any of them

equivalents of the English word, but arc cither mainly intellect-

ual in meaning, or emotional. They are words moni properly,

more usually employed to mean mind, plan, purpose, desire.

A.11 of these words, it is true, involve will, but not one of them

is just ‘ will.’ Effort, seeking, trying to get, is not what they

mainly express. But the translator had the wo]‘d ‘ will ’ ready

to hand, and so, when the original wording seemed to convey

something more than either thinking or longing, he just wnite

down ‘will.’ But no word for just ‘will’ was there. Still

less was there any word for wilier.

One word that comes some way toward meaning will, that

is, ‘willing,’ is kdma. This means wanting, wishing, desiring.

The leading Sanskrit dictionary does not include ‘ will ’ in

these equivalents, or at most only in compounds, or in its

adverbial form. Professor Bloomfield, however, finds iin k^hna

the Indian equivalent for will. He quotes as conclusive this

passage from the TIpanishads :
—“ Man is wholly formed from

desire (fc^ma) ;
as is his desire, so is his insight (? kratu) ;

as is his insight, so docs* he the deed {karma); as he does the

deed, so docs he experience.”
*

And were kdma used always in the wide, unmoral rense

in which it is used in this passage, and further, did we ever

find man described as desirer {kdmet-ar), in such contexts, we

might rightly grant that there was, in this old literature, a

worthy equivalent for will. But more usually kdma means,

not any kind of desire, but sex-desire and sensuous desire.

And when, at the rise of Jainism ami Buddhism, the moral

conscience of India was feeling ‘ growing pains,’ and l)ecoming

* The Jieligion of the Veda. p. 25U.
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troubled as never before, kdma had become almost wholly

associated with such desires and such pleasures. Very different

ail! the words used in the scriptures of these cults for the

desires stirring in man towards the Best, the Highest. These

notable cults are both of them built up aroumd the conception

of man as by nature moving towards, or becoming something

better or worse. They are India’s very creeds of man as wilier,

as having will to choose the better, the worse. They place

luani in a long upward Way of effort, they urge him to earnest

toil, to growth in worthiness, in holiness towards an ultimate

goal. -They wage incessant war against sloth, indifference and

torpor. They created, to enforce this teaching, the word

hhdr nd, ‘ make-to-becoine.’ And yet we must say of their

scriptures that which we said of those more or loss older books ;

v(* find in them no worthy word for will, no worthy conception

ot niaui as wilier. ITor them the word kdma was far too tainted

to name nuin’s efforts in quest of the Bettor. Hardly indeed

did they bring themselves to use the somewhat less tainted word

i huiula, to express purpose. 1’hey guarded it by the prefix

lUiamma, righteous. They worded it as belonging only to the

|)ic-saiutly stage. They saw in it the wrestling of the learner.

The adept, the saint, for them, as for the rest of India, is he
’ who knows, who sees,’ not he who wills. He is one who chose

the better way, who strove, who struggled forward, who won.

He strives no longer. Desire, effort, endeavour have fallen off

his disburdened shoulders, are put away like a discarded weaixui'

liter the fight.

Since however they worded the desire, the seeking, the

‘piest, the struggle ; since they also worded man as ' doer ’ and

|‘s ‘goer,’ is it reasonable to look for any closer parallels in

tlieir thought to will and wilier ? May not the absence of such
he nothing more than an accident in the history' of ideas and

words ?

Huch a suggestion of the ‘ casual ’ will not commend itself

to the inquirer into the ‘causal.’ Moreover words, names for
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thingB, mattered tremendously to the man of ancient India.

We can perhaps at this time of day afford to be more careless.

But he was, as speaker, like a child playing with a wonderful

and strange instrument. Every word counted for much.

Let me rather get clear wlmt 1 mean by will, and by man

as wilier. I take will in the widest meaning the word can

bear. Choosing, i-esolving, deciding are all modes of will, but

' to be willing ’ underlies all these, and indeed all that we arc

pleased to call our mind or intellect or intelligence.* All mind

is self-directed activity, or the emotional I'everberation of

that.

‘You tak’ the high road an' I'll iak' the low road...'

of the Scottish ballad tells of a self-directing activity, a work

of seeking something, of trying to be, or to get something, and

may serve to express in homely fashion what 1 mean. Now

man as thus active is not fitly described as doer, or as goer.

A machine may be fitly thus described, but we may not fitly

describe a machine as self-directing (save figuratively) , or as

seeking, or as trying. And more : in describing thus a man,

not a machine, our subject is, in so doing, and in consequence

of so doing, to some extent changing, is altering from what

he was before, lie is becoming different in process of, and

because of his self-directing. In willing, man comes-to-be
;

in

tvilling lies ‘ werden ’—Oh! why did we let our Anglo-Saxon

parallel to that fine, sorely needed word drop out of use? The
‘ werden,’ the liecoming, may affect our body, our mind, or

our possessions ; it surely affects ourself, the very man. And

because of this sure thing, ‘ werden,’ or becoming or coming-

to-be is the closest corollary, pendant, consequence, accompani-

ment of will. We cannot have the one without the other.

It w'ill l)e said ;
‘ this is too broad a definition of will.

Will, as we use it, is really minding and willing together, ns

in purpose, intention, choice. You should use ‘ conation,’ or

^ Mbre folly diacossed by the writer in The Will to Pooee, Ch. VIJ, .ind in Will and

Wider, Ch. IT.
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other more specific terms for the broader meaning you give to

will ;
and you should leave out consequences of willing.’

This, I would reply, is to talk from the special and limited

|)oiut of view of the Hehool and the Manual. The same

protest has there been used for the words ‘ thinking ’ and

‘thought.’ But I write for the general reader, not for the

classroom, for ‘ everyman,' not for the special student. And
‘ everyman ’ does not show the slightest inclination to adopt

‘conation,’ or ‘libido’ (thanks lie!), or any out-of-the-way

words for what he feels is so big and traditional as is will,

willing (let alone thought, thinking). Nor is he yet

—

and may he as everyman never he !—^given to thinking of

liimscif in transverse sections, so as to consider himself cut

oir Irom consequenws. On the other hand, h(‘ needs l(» consider

these ii little more. He docs not yet bring himself to realize

;ill that he is, all that he has become, all that he is becoming,

.ill that he may yet become, as wilier wielding will, Ilis are

HOW' the words:
—

‘wilier wielding will.’ Ijct him hold tight

Id them; let him see himself as wilier ‘ werdend,' becoming,

growing. Ko let him for yet a few minutes consider literatures

M hicli lack this word-treasure ; let him puzzle a moment over

the problem of it.

'I’he Indian had in his tongues the tAvin-root Avhenee came

will. Those twins AA’ere the Aryan VV’^AIj and WAK, The

liido-Aryans held on to i/«r (cara). The Europeans held more

to «•«/. They bore Westward tnir also, and to it w'e owe

irvnJen and Avard and Avorth—all priceless treasm-es. \\'(! know

how' Jj and R get interchanged iii dilfcrcut tongues, and in one

and the same tongue. We knoAV the ‘all-light’ that comes from

China
; w’c hear a Japanese say, he is a ‘ rucky ’ man. Indian

h«M)ks give us ruja ; yet the rock-inscriptions of Asoka prefer

And corresponding to the r(H)t of ‘rupture," we find in

i^anskrit both lup and rup. But of the root-forms war and ww/,

the Indian decidedly preferred, in cara, the former. Here any

''^ay he had a w'ordstem which he could have used to express
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w'hat we craiiic to express with oiir twiir WAL, From WAL
we, of the Western Aryan immigrants, notably through Latins

and Teutons, ‘the greatest eommunal tryers’ of all our stock,

l>uilt up will-words :

—

volo, pclle, ndunUis, walii, woUen, wohl,

will(e), well, wealth. As compared with this strong lusty

tribe, the Indian parallel rara shows a weak and sorry growth.

Ftfrrt is used, not very often, for ‘choice,’ ‘thing chosen,’

‘ thing to Ihj granted.’ In rhetoric it is used for ‘beautiful,’

‘excellent’ (the ‘elect,’ the chosen). But ram never grew up

!is did its Western twin. And no other word grew up in

its phtce.

Docs the wish arise to test swiftly and easily how little the

will figures in Indian thought? Then take up a very useful work

to be found in any worthy library :—the last volume of the great

series founded by Max Miiller, the Sacred Books of the East

—

the Index-volume compiled by the well-known Indian scholar,

J!)r. Moritz Winternitz. Look under Mind and then under

Will, and sec how few, absolutely and relatively, are the

references to will in a series consisting mainly of Indian

writings, (lonsider how impossible this would have been,

had the compiler fouml any insistence in the texts, in the

translations on something which could literally only be rendered

by Will. With this great little word so handy, English tran-

8lat<)r8 would have been very ready to use it, had they had any

excuse. As it is, they now and then use it for the word manas,

mind, and for sunkalpit, plan. Hciwe the scarcity in references

to will is not any faidl of theirs. Dcussen, historian, philo-

sophcj’ and translator, was in strong sympathy with much in

Indian thought. His works contain excellent indexes of ‘note-

worthy ideas.' In not one of these indexes is there a single

jeferenc-c to the mention of will in any original ! There is a

little section on ‘ freedom of the will’ (omitted from the Index),

but it might as fitly have been called ‘freedom without will.’

Mind, and work of mind (mdtuiskrla) jire called in to represent

will. Neither has Mr. Das (hipta nor Mr. 0. Strauss, as
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Dr. WintcrDits! reminds me, any reference to will in the indexes

to their treatises on Indian philosophy.

Now the Indian mind is very introspective, and it is very

tond of definitions. The Indian—the Hindu, if you wll—liked
to ponder over and talk about the powers, the needs, the

limitations of man. He began very early to study both mind

and man. He believed in learning, in knowledge. He honored

the teacher, the man who talked about man, exceedingly. He
studied the way of impression and idea. He grew to be deeply

concerned with the taming and training of the ‘self,’ with right

choice at the parting of the ways, with the upward way of

eliort towards the Better. 'Phe mor(' curious then is his failure

to develop his owu' word vara, or to find any real equivalent to

express that in man which is so vital in those matters. To
discern and to word that in man, as which and by which man
turns to a l)ettcr, words it as such:— This is the way!—and

tries to walk in it—seem to call for the words ‘will* and ‘wilier’

IS indispensable.

One of India’s noblest IlcliH'rs of men. taught religion

—

that is to say, the warding of man through the worlds—as a

Way of Jiving at one’s liest. Yet he did not teacJi it as a gospel

'if will to willers. Will and wilier be left unworded, imidicit.

When he began by addressing himself to a little group of

\wllers seeking, like himself a better way, and sjioke of that

Wily as a ‘Middle (\)urse,’ or Path, neither worldly nor ascetic,

ho did not remind his hearers of that in them which responded

to Ihe Better they were inwardly aware of. Had .such as he bcguiv

that ‘L’irst Sermon’ today, it is imssibletbat be would put it like

this :
—“Man is ahvays reaebing out after a better, after some-

thing he will choose as likely to l)e well for him. And in- seeking

that, he Incomes a little other, little by little, than he was. ^I’hc

"i>y he chooses makes him as he will be. Wayfarer is lie,

"oeking the goal of the utterly ‘ well,' the end of ill, seeking it

IhrouglAhe worlds. Such is man’s nature. He cajwiot do other;

“•'•ek he must, though often* wrongly, (to and teach that.’’
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For it is dear, from the surviving record of that first

sermon, that Gotama, called the Buddlia, relied, in it, on men

of good-will responding to his message by their, having that in

them which we call will. But he did not call upon them as

willers. He had not the irord.

I rt'membcr when over thirty years ago my husband and I

were in America and were leaving Buffalo after a lecture on the

gospel of Buddhism, and how our w'orthy host, a man of the

market, in bidding us farewell, was rather amused over a gospel

being chiefly concerned with an ‘Eightfold Path.’ It was not

up to me then to sptvik; I was certainly not ready. But I now

think that if that ‘gospel’ of which we have, of the original

elements, only a few fragments, had l^en worded to our New
World friend after the way of his own newer world, it might

liavc appealed more to him. Thus :
—“ There is in every man,

every woman a will to seek to have, or to lx? something that’s

figured as better. When it’s a matter of moral Ixjttcrment, or

of being safe Ixireafter, wo call that ‘ will ’ conscience. You arc,

(.very one of you, aware that, at any moment, but especially

v\ hen you have to choose, you cair be a better man thaw you

usually arc
;
you know that you cau'choosi* a better way or a

worse way, or may be a best way out of several ways.” Our

friends would probably have said :

—“Ah! T see; Buddhism

was a goH|)el of following the inner monitor, conscicJicc. Well,

it’s curious they didn’t say so.’’

This is the way in which the man who does not study the

growth of language would speak. As to that, Sokrates spoke

of the ‘monitor’ as a kind of person ;
St. Paul spoke of it as a

‘law'’
; but no one anywhere, I believe, spoke of it by the

peculiar, and as I hold unsatisfactory word ‘ conscience ’ till

modern times, (’onscience is a’word which shares the fate of

the Indian word ‘manas,’ mind. It has got to do duty for both

sclf-awaroiess, which is conscience, and also for that self-direct-

ing, or will, which shapes our actions. Without will, self-

awareness w'ould be a purely stationary thing, of no practical
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use whatever. I look forward to a day, when we shall no more
speak of conscience, leaving will to be vaguely understood, but

when we shall speak of the wilier and the will, leaving cons*

cience to be understood as the will made articulate, the will in

word, the wilier self-worded. We shall range conscience under
the wider genus ‘will.’

To return to India : there Avas in that central message of
(lotamn a wonderful opportunity for uplifting the life of man
among his fellowmen. We know how, like Christianity, Ruddhisui
as a missionary cult spread far and wide. We know also how,
like Christianity, it realized that opportunity in part, in part it

(lid not. In part it did, in that, albeit with makeshift wwds, it

called upon man’s will to work towards righteousness and ulti-

mate salvation. The self, it said, is changeable, ductile, docile.

It did not saddle itself with any obsession about unchangeable

instincts. ‘Clrow,’ it taught, ‘make the pure self, the wise

mind, to become. Stir up energy ; foster righteous desire.

Inertness, sloth are fatal to you as Wayfarer. Man’s good self

is judge over his worse self.’ To lie at last, to become in

some future state a man of perfect ‘ worth ’ (arahan), rather

than any temporary heaven-world, Avas made tbe ultimate goal.

And man was bidden to sha^Ae deed, word and thought, not

according to tradition, or orihodoxy, or any teacher as such, but

only according as any teaching conduced to man’s ‘more-

Avelfare.’

Such a gospel might have brought out and worded the

will, Avhich it implicitly fostered so well. It might have

recreated tbe parallels vara and va retar, for it was much given

to bringing forward new Avords and to putting its new wine into

old bottles. But it was hindered, yes, and it hindered itself.

First, it was hindered. With the whole of ancient India it

inherited the old attitude, that man is by nature beholder,

contemplator, namer, receiver of impressions, reacting to that

which comes to him. It is man’s earliest* picture of himself.

He sees, he knows, he feels, he names. He has not yet discerned

2
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that, to do all this, he must be a . fount, a source of radiant

energy, and not only so when he comes out in choice and in

action. And hence he did not call himself wilier as much as,

and even more than, seer, knowcr and the rest. It w'as ever so

much later in time when he began to put will in the forefront

of his religions, if indeed he can even then be said to have done

so. In this way the Ihiddhist, like the Jain, was hindered by

the heavy hand of the past.

And l)oth colts hindered themselves. It is true that they

looked u|X)ni life, when it is truly worthy, as upward effort

towards attainment. But both held, that nothing in the way

of higlicr, and highest attainment c‘ould be won without shear-

ing away the greater part (»f life, that is, of development in the

world as men among men. Body, man’s chief instrument,

without which mind could do nothing, w'as for the Jain aspi-

rant a guilty criminal, for the Buddhist aspirant it was an ass

in blinkers. Minxl, working by body, was called away from the

home, from the production of the Jiecessary or the l)eautiful,

from the discovery of nature’s secrets, from the world’s labora-

tory of experiment for the common welfare in the common life.

All this was called Mna : the low thing. Both monk and

ascetic made, it is true, demands upon will. They called it by

the fine word ‘ oiriya

'

(‘ strong-man-ity’) and other words

sig]iifying endeavour. Firij/a and v(ra could have been used

for a theory of man as wilier, no less than vara. But the bed-

rock nature of man as being viriyu :—this is never put fonoard.

Viriya or chando was necessary to win high worth, but this

being won, they wei-e to be suppressed. The saint was will-

less, for he had ‘done what was to be done.’ What yet remained

for him—the utter, or ‘ Pari’-nirvana—so far from being con-

ceived as a going on from strength to strength, was judged to.

l)e ineffable, or only to be w'orded by a negation.

In these ways tlien did Buddhism hinder itself from -fram-

ing a doctrine of ^man’ which can satisfy the new world that

is ours to-day. Its first call was to man the wilier, that is,
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the seeker after, the chooser of the Better, who inevitnbly

becomes better in seeking the better. This, it said, wotild

make for the happy life here and hereafter. But apparently the

only way to spread a new gospel there and then was through the

instrumentality of men who had ‘left the world.’ It was only

through the artificial life-perspective of the recluse or the jnonk

that it could reach and l)e honoured by the multitude. And
hence it is, that in the moiik-scriptures of Buddhism we find a

teaching, which made appeal to the central fact in man’s

nature, his radiating Avill-to-wcll, but at the same time twisted

and half-starved it. Men sought naturally then, as now, for

fuller, happier life both here and hereafter. And life was looked

upon as a ‘ becoming ’ (bhava ) . But that will to life the monk

taught them to call ‘ thirst,’ or craving ; and, whereas the

eainest man was exhorted to * make-beeome ’ {hMoeti) wisdom

and worth, * becoming ’ (bhava) as development of life in this

and other worlds, was a thing to be suppressed. Moreover, it

was assumed there was no ‘he’ who willed to live, or suppressed

that will
; there was only body and mind. And the nobler life

was only to l)o led as monk, fed and ‘run’ by the people.

• • • «

All this grew up in a very old world of our Aryan fellow-

men, in a little ('-orncrof our now inueh widened world. There was

the great message calling on man’s will to lessen suffering and

to safeguard his future, not by sacrifice, ritual and priest, hut

by the worthiness of his life, by kindness, simple earnestness

and candom*. But the message came to a world where man’s

nature was not quite so well understood as we now understand it,

or should understand it to-day. It was l)ecause of this, that

true words for that nature had not been found. We of the new

world, the bigger earth, have much, much of high worth that

the old Buddhist had not, did not know, was not ready to know.

Among those treasures is a better insight into will, into man

as wilier. And it is because of that insight that we have
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developed all unawares our Aryan Wal, not only into ©ol, to be

worth, and Wahl, choice, but also into the various forms of

WILL, and into WELL, the thing we will to l)e.

Let us not speculate how Buddhism might have been heli)ed,

had it inherited these words, as we have inherited them. Our

business is to exploit our heritage. We have barely begun to do

that. We are at the parting of the ways. Either we shall

foUow most of the newer manuals, and half strangle, or shelve

these strong words, or we shall sec in them the very rhythm to

the melody of life. Very impressive and pathetic is the earnest-

ness of the Buddhist scriptures seeking to train the man as

wilier with self-directed will, when they had neither insight of

him as such, nor words so to express him, and when they were

hindered, so trying, by the wrong views f have mentioned. We
have not their excuse, and yet almost we go on as if we were no

less hindered than they. We arc not barred, as they were by a

constricted will and a constricted word. And we have long been

free. Yet for all that, we are too much like men who have but

just come out from a prison-cave. What then in this matter

of word and will do we lack ?

We might put it like this :—Wo need more-will to more-

worth, and we need to more-word our more-well.

Let this not be hx) hastily called obscure. We fly so lightly

to many-syllablcd Latinisma and to hybrids of wordiness ;
why

not try a little crisp English? We need here more words,

almost as much as did the Buddhists. ' Never before has so

much been written on psychology in education. Tt is inevitable

herein that much must be said about will. It is so ; and it

is of interest to sec ini such books the groping after needed words.

More interesting is it to mark in some such books, the wavering

as to the nature of will, the poor insight into the child as being

by nature a wilier wielding will, and the often meagre way in

which the * good ’—no, let me follow the other Western nations

and call it the Svell’*—of the man, the well of the world, is put

' L$ hien, daa Wohl, V. bene»
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before the young as to lie obtained by wiJJ, by * more-will.’

Everywhere ‘will,’ when it actually is used, docs duty for both

will and wilier—a defect brought over from yesterday’s psycho-

logy. Thus we read in an American l)ook ;
‘ will is to will

will
’—a silly, l)ecausc unnecessary wording. Again :

‘ we

need a training not in knowledge, but in power,’—where the

right word surely was ‘ but in will.’ Then again, as to our

need of ‘ more strength of will,’ mure ‘ intensity of will’—why
not use the simpler, safer ‘ more-will ’ ? Have we not retained

the less needed compound ‘ moreover ’ ? W(? drop glibly into

the foreign ‘plus ’ in arithmetic, in technology, in golf; but

what’s wrong with ‘ more ’ ?

Now it may well be, that we want to distinguish between ‘

the will we need to carry on, maintain, defend such ‘well ’ as

we have, so much of good habit and worth, personal or commu-

nal, as we have acquired, and below which we do not wash to

fall, and next, the will to call i.p, in some morning hour of

life, when there is ii forward move to make, a step higher, a

breaking out of the groove, a crisis in will. To one ‘ loved
’

man long ago that new will was called iqum in this way :

—

‘ Just one thing you lack ; sell all you have and come with

me.” At other times the new will needed may involve less of

an earthquake. But as to all such crises, would it not he a

reasonable distinction to call the self-direction of the carrying-

on rear-guard just ‘ will,’ and the pioneer self-directing in the

van-guard ‘more-will ' A similar distinction might be made
in the Better that wo will to got or l)ecome. So much as we
have worthed, held in worth, expressed in words and enjoy ;

—

that is our well—our ‘ good,’ if it plcast; you better. That

which we have yet to come to worth, and which wc have there-

fore not yet well-worded—that w'hich calls upon our ‘ more-

will ’—that is our MORE-WELL.
These are simple suggestions, but they bear on great and

urgent matters. Wc are in some danger at present of stooping

' Jmub to the rich young man, whom he ' loved.'
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too clofloly over our past. Our new world, our more-well, does

not He tlicrc among dead things. Nor does it lie in, just carry-

ing on. To each of uh in whom is the forward view, there

comes from time to time, in what we look upon as our welfare,

a new feature of it, a new aspect of it, a new tnith we had not

seen before. Our ‘ well ’ takes on new worth ; we want new
words for it ; we call upon new will to win it. In other words,

wo moreworth, we moreword, we morcwill the morewell.

Others will one day find better ways, it may be, to word

this very real thing in life. Language is full of such increments

in ‘ raorewording.’ Some of these morewords we ‘ worth ’ and
‘ ward’ ba<lly, have done so badly in the past :—such are will,

wilier, well, werden. They can help us more than we let

them. India is fully capable of giving us, even in English,
‘ more-words ’ in things that she ‘ more-worths.’ She

is, before us all, the land of the Word, the Speech, the

Si)eaker, the Mantra-wordcr. She has loved much the

spoken word, the re-spoken word, the words of the thoughts

of the men of old, the Por&p&. But time was when those

words wore now. She found new words when she was coming

to ‘ worth ’ new ideals, to ‘ more-worth ’ old truths. She is

now in danger of waxing very wordy in wording English speech

of yesterday, English wordy ways of word-architecture, word-

combats of to-day. fjet her show the world that there are

worthier things to value and to word than what men are mainly

debating about to-day. Let her consider her worthy son who
called to her with a new message, yet had not words wherewith

to clothe it. Let her seek what he tried to show. Let her put

forth ‘ more-will.’ More-use in electricity is giving us ‘more-

words ’ from year to year. And when we can bring ourselves

rightly to place in our teaching the wilier and the will, we shall

find worthy words, because wo shall have seen a fresh aspect, a

now glory in that ‘ morewell ’ which is an evermore coming-

to-lK*.

C. A. P. Rhys Davids
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HOLY GANGES

{The Riper of Life.)

March on, Holy River,

from afar, Lo,

Thy Ocean-Tlome is beckn’ng Thee

!

In tidal music.

Holy waters, flow

Till hast thou fulfilled

Thy destiny.

Leaping o’er ledges uiid lime

that stand and block.

Fulling in cascades

down the rock.

O’er valleys and plains

rushing afouni,

Afarch, Divine Flow

onward to I'hy Ocean Home.

Thou art the Angel

of delight,

That ever rising from sun^kissed

lips of ocean wide.

Fly—on wings of winds

coloring the sky

With thy blushes

with thy flashes

—

day and night.
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From al)Ove,

thy flapping wings,

rain down life

on thirsty earth

as Thou dost look below.

Then—as if to flick the dust off

dost Thou sour and ever soar,

Till thine wings grow cold

and white as death

Dost Thou sleep on peaks

clad in snow.

But no more

canst Thou lie cold and deaf

In thine inaccessible height.

For the hour has sounded

And darkness has burst into

daylight.

—Waking Thee

(lut of Thy snowy bed

Flooding Thee with

memories,

All too dear,

All too sacred.

M. Dhar
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THE LOVE SONGS OF ASIA

A passion for rhythmical expression is inborn in human
nature, and poetry was a vitalising force long before prose came

into being. The earliest histories were recited and afterwards

written in verse; the KAmdyana, Mahdbhilrata, and Iliad afford

a clearer view of ancient civilisations than all the discoveries

made in Egypt, Mesopotamia and Orete. But he who desires

to reconstruct a long-buried past must not neglect the folk-

songs cherished by every nation, and especially such as are

inspired by the primordial instinct of sexual love. The student

cannot fail to note a radical difference between the erotic

poetry of Europe and the East. The first appeals to faculties

which man possesses in common with sentient Nature; it is of

the earth, earthy; the second o^'ten thrills wth religious senti-

ment." Stifisni,” representing the mystical side of Islam, is

responsible for the curious blend of spirituality and seneualisin

which marks oriental love songs. There is no need to enlarge

on its tenets; suffice it to say that Sfifis recognise a perfect

union between God and the human soul. All created things

emanate from Him; all are irradiations of the Eternal Sun

into whose bosom they will return when their brief terrestrial

.sojourn has ended. In Stifi eyes Woman is the purest manifes-

tation of the Supreme Unity, a creature who fulfils its Maker’s

behest by multiplying infinitesimal ]X)rtions of His essence.

Bearing this doctrine in mind, the European will understand

why Asiatic poets who were affiliated to the SAfi Order, and

therefore convinced ascetics, should sing of feminine charms

and beauty in terms which bring a blush to his cheeks. For

the Christianity with which he was saturated in childhood has

asceticism in common with SAfism, but differs widely from it

in regarding Woman with profound suspicion. This attitude

arose from the idiosyncrasy of St, Paul who—humanly speak-

3
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ing—^may be regarded as the founder of Christianity in a truer

sense than Jesus Christ Himself. By his own confession he

was a man of ardent passions, but cursed with a physique

w'hich was not likely to recommend him to the fair sex. There

is, indeed, a persistent tradition that his suit was rejected by

the daughter of Caiaphas, High Priest of Jerusalem. Cruel

was the revenge he took for the agonies of slighted love. He
told the Christians of Corinth that “Man is the image and

glory of God, but woman is the glory of man. Neither was

man created for woman hut woman for mam.” (1 Corinthians

XI. 7) . To his favourite disciple he wrote that women should

“adorn themselves in modest apparel with shnmefacedness and

sobriety; not with broidered hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly

array; but with good works. Let the woman learn in silence

wnth all subjection. But [ suffer not the woman to teach, nor

to usurp authority over the man, but to be in silence.’’

(1 Timothy IT 9-12). The Fathers of the Clu’istian Church went

to far greater lengths in expressing dread, and even hatred of

woman. St. Chrysostom brands her as “ X'enomous bird-lime,

spread by Satan for the entanglement of souls.’’ St. Augustine

doubts the possibility of woman’s resurrection at the Day of

Judgment, for “ if she wore allowed to enter the gates of

Heaven she might lead the Elect astray in the very pn^scnce of

Cod.’’ While many devout Christians regard woman as a

snare set by the Evil One to compass man’s damnation, the

Sfifis venerate her as God’s chosen instrument for continuing

His creative work.

Translation is paid for as hackwork by the publishing con-

fraternity; and yet it is beset with insuperable difiioulties. For

every race devcloi)8 a collective soul, whose idiosyncrasy is

reflected in its language and literature. One rarely sees two

units of the same race living together in intellectual harmony;

and rarer still is a complete understanding between units of

different races. In fact, the only instance within my knowledge

was afforded by Blanco White, a Spaniard of Irish descent, who
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migrated to this- country at the age of thirty-five, and gained a

niche in the British Temple of Fame by inditing his immortal

sonnet “ Night and Death.” The literature of every civilised

tongue teems with peculiar shades of meaning, with allusions to

tradition, custom and folk-lore which are shibboleth for foreigners,

(lenius, indeed, can soar on the wings of imagination to worlds

unknown and bring back a scintilla of their radiance for the

delight of ordinary mortals, (lenius enabled Thomas Moore,

who had never overstepped the narrow confines of Euroi)e, to

reproduce the elusive atmosphere of old Irin in his Lalla RooJth.

Thanks to this precious gift, Edward Fit^Ciorald distilled the

(]uintcssenee of Persian poetry in his version of Omar
Khdyydtn’s RubAiyats. But he who is no Lord of Words,

tHissossing only "an infinite capacity for taking pains”

—

which pace Lord Macaulay, is no definition of genius—must

not attempt the impossible. Ai'd above all things else he must

avoid the shackles of rhyme in clothing exotic imaginings with

an English garb. Our noble language is comparati vely i)oor in

assonants. Did not Byron help his baiting Muse by consulting

a Rhyming Dictionary, and was not Shelley forced to lug in a

” pale portress ” in order to find a jingle for “ fortress” ?

We are all born Aristotelians or Platonists; in other words,

we instinctively regard the I -niverse from a purely material stand-

lioint; or seek a solution of its enigmas by postulating a ‘‘(Ircat

First Cause.” Devout Christians regard Solomon’s “Song of

Songs ” as a spiritual allegory, and Sfifis read the essence of

their creed into verses wherein the materially-minded see only

a poet hymning the praises of love, wine, and Nature. This

predisposition is seen in the erotic poetry of ancient Persia, whi<‘h,

taken as a whole, does not lend itself to mystical interpretation.

Thus did Tmara, who lived at Merv in the 10th century of

oar era, address his loved one :

”0 that I could hide myself in my verses, that I might kiss

thy sweet lips as often as thou recitest them I”
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From Abu Sayyid, born in Khorassan 978, died at Amol in

Tabaristan 1062

:

“I asked my sweetheart, ‘ Why dost thou make thyself so

beautiful?’ ‘To please myself,’ she replied, ‘for there are

moments when I am at once eyes, mirror and beauty; love, lover

and loved one.’

I daily beseech the Angels of Paradise to unite me, my
darling, with thee; and if my prayer be granted I will not envy

an angel’s lot. Were my soul called into the heavenly gardens

without thine, they would be far too small to contain it.”

Hedonism inspired the Muse of Omar Kh6yy4m, who was

bom in Khorass&n 1025, and died there 1122. It permeates

Edward FitzGerald’s famous “translation,” which appeals so

forcibly to our disillusioned age, and is very marked in the

following quatrains :

“They say that Paradise is peopled by houris\ that wine and

honey will flow in profusion there. Then why forbid me

women and wine on earth if they are to be my recompense on

high?

’Tis far wiser to quaff good liquor and court a pretty girl

than to waste one’s time in hypocritical devotions. If all lovers

and wine-bibbers must descend into hell, very few sane men

would wish to enter heaven.

Give me some dancers, a flagon of wine and a girl lovelier

than any houri—^if there be such things as hoitris. Let me seek

in their company a murmuring stream, and stretch myself on

the moss that carpets its source—if streams and mossy

banks have any real [existence. Let me make love, drink and

sing without a thought of hell—if there be a hell. Believe

me, there is no heaven but this—if indeed there be a heaven

anywhere.”
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Hafiz was the pen-name taken by Shamsnddin Mohammed,

who flourished in the 14th century of our era, and lies in a

splendid tomb at Shiraz. His Divan, a collection of lyrics, or

Ghazdh, is immensely popular throughout Persia, and Jfntwas,

anglice ^'decisions,” are arrived at by consulting it at random,

just ns our mediaeval forbears used the Aeneid for their SoHcs

Virgilianae. The following GhSlzals an> sung at convivial

gatherings

:

“When T ask, ‘Invest thou me?’ thy angry lips purse up

like a flower, and thou rebukes! me. Thy words are felt like

the sting of a bee; but such rebukes arc luy good fortune and a

blessing from heaven; bitter words from thy rosy-red, honey-

sweet lips seem but to set off thy loveliness.

Reiter than life Eternal is iiuion with the Beloved : itivito

me not to enter l*aradis<\ for the dimple on her«check is dt'arer

to me than the Gardens of the Blest.

Her eyebrew alone is my Mecca; what concern has this

distracted heart with that place of pilgrimage? Wore I loft

uithout my sweetheart, 1 would not care one jot for Paradise

and its changeless maidens.

1 said playfully to my sweetheart : ‘Ah face, fair as the

moon, why bestowest thou no kisses on thy broken-hearted

adorer?' 1 have not ravished one from her lips, nor had more

than a glimpse of her beauty—and she is gone. With loving

words she said, ‘Never will I depart from the circle of thy

uishes ’—and she is gone I She said again, ' He who desires

the joy of my companionship must renounce himself.’ I

obeyed—and she is gone I
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0 Wind, whence wafted thou this perfume? Thou hast

stolen it from my sweetheart’s lips. 0 Rose, of what account

art thou in comparison! with her lovely face? Eragrant as

musk is she, but thou hast thorns. Sweet Basil, what art thou

compared with the down on her cheek? She is all-perfect,

but thou art defiled with dust. Where art thou, 0 Narcissus,

in the light of her laughing eyes? Hers are joyous, while thine

are drunken. 0 Cypress, what art thou beside her slender

figure? How can £ cherish thee any longer in my garden?”

The eighteenth century was far advanced ere a school of

Moslem poets arose in the Gangetic \'alley who drew inspiration

from Persian liiterature. Their songs liear the imprint of

Sfifism, which is apt to (nnfuse the creature with its Creator.

The object of their desire is set on a lofty iMsdestal, and wor-

shipped with chivalrous devotion; they sigh hopelessly for love

that is liiot returned. My first specimen is by Mir Mohammad
Taki, bom at Agra 17 1 5, died about 1800 :

“When I call thy long black tresses to mind, happiness

tills my eyes with tears, which glitter like diamonds as they

ndl down my che(;ks. I don’t know why it is so, but in watch-

ing them fall I bethink, me of a certain dark night, of rain

drops pattering on our casement, and fireflies scintillating on

the trees outside.

All my friends smile when they see how greatly my
features are changed. Let them smile ! Perchance they would

envy me if they knew that it is the intensity of my love for

thee which has changed my face into a bed of saffron. When
thy soft arms encircle my neck, thy curling tresses are bespang-

led with beads of perspiration, which flash like falling stars

against the mid-night sky.”
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From Jagni, known as Shihgil, a pupil of Taki

:

'*Sh6hgil can never banish thy coal-black locks from his

thoughts, since for him thy face is the day, and thy hair the

night.”

From Mir ’Izzat Ullah, whose pen-name was Ishq, “Love”—

“Ah cruel one, thy coquetry fills my soul with trouble and

dismay. Yet thou sittest, tranquilly combing out thy lung,

silky tresses. Seeing thee thus engaged T compare thee to a

traveller who, as soon as he reaches the serai, tastes selfish

repose without giving one thought to his companions who are

.still toiling through the desert sands. Thou art like the earth,

which drinks up unconcerned the tears wrung from a woeful

heart.”

From Sheikh Shah Miydn Najum-ud-T)in, 'Ali Khfin’,

known in literature as Jbra (Honour), born at (iwalior 1770,

died at Lucknow 1820 :

“I don’t understand thee at all, my darling; if thou wilt

none of my heart, why .seekest thou to captivate it ? If thou

art my declared enemy, why give me long, stealthy glances

which arc full of promise? ('an it i)c that thou deignest at

length to be human, and to offer me thy scarlet lips? My
heart is a fiery furnace, from which sighs for thee rise like

fiames. Why dost thou tyrannize over a humble ,sup{)liant?

Pear Go<l, my Beloved One, and cease to make Abru suffer.”

“The Fifth Element” is by a iM)et of our own day named
Mir Mohammad Bahsban K&yyil, born in Kashmir 18.52 :

“After creating earth, water, fire and air, Allah resolved to

create a fifth element : He fashioned Woman. More swiftly

than the wind do a lover’s thoughts fly towards the object of
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his desire, were she at the utlier end of the world. My Kharo’s

body enslwines all Earth’s treasures. Her lips are flowers, her

breasts sire swelling fruit, her face is daylight, her locks the

night. Hubics and pearls shine in her pretty mouth; diamonds

glitter in her eyes. Fathomless ns the ocean is the delight of

her caresses. Like all who have seen Kharo, Kahshati KAyyil

ixtars in his bosom this Fifth Element.”

Nazir, a native of Akbardbdd in Oudh, is the “Robbie

Boms” of Northern India. His lyrical effusions, redolent of

the soil. And an echo in the peasant’s heart, and his erotic

poetry is equally })opulHr with town dwellers. Of such is

The Lady op Moonlight.

“That night into the garden came she, the flower-]imbe<l

Lady of Moonlight, clad in a white robe interwoven with gold

and Hilv(‘r thread which seemed to catch fire from the moon-

l)eams. There stood she, in a blaze which eclipsed the moon

itself. On that night by happy chance she and T were alone.

It was a night of love, kisses, and wine-cups, of rippling

laughter, and the old, old musiic of speech. Just then the

cock crew, dfiy dawned, flowers awoke, the wind blew, and she

stole from luy side : (irtd knows whither she went, leaving me

done, with all my desires dead within me.”

T will conclude with two rhapsodies which arc set in a very

different key

:

A Kirghiz Hurband’s warning.

“Woman, bew’arc, watch the purlieus of our Kibitkall Foi

if 1 surprise thee whispering with a lover—w'ere he a Chief-

tain, or even a Prince—^I will transfix both of you W'ith poisoned
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arrows. Then I will cm off Ihy eyelids, nose, lips, ears and

breasts; then thy fingers, one by one; then thy toes one by one;

then thy hands and feet, one after the other; then thy arms and

legs, slice by slice. Then, in full view of thy lid-less eyes, I

will bathe in thy blood and drink it, sweeter than any koumiss.

And I will force all iny slaves to taste it, that they may learn

bow I treat an unfaithful wife. Then, with my own hands

will I light the pyre on which thou and thy false lover shall be

consumed !

’ ’

Tnn Ahah (Iirl’s IiAMent.

“The sun is setting, () Mohammad Ben Sulluk, and dark-

ness descends on the desert, even as her mourning veil conceals

Ihe widow’s fondicad. The wairior unsaddles his horse with

lissom limbs, tired servants lie stretched beside the tents, flocks

return from the pasturage; a va|M)ur rises from the desert like

the canopy of smoke above an encampment. Dost hear the

Muez7iin’s voice calling the faithful to prayer? Prostrate

thyself, bathe thy exhausted limbs, and turn towards Mecca.

The shades of evening deeiien and 1, O my Ri)ous(*, my
loved one, am watching for thy approach as the tigress watches

for her absent cub. My soul is gnawed by anxiety, it is like

the bones of travellers which wJiiten the caravan’s track. My
tears are falling as almond-blossom fall before the sirocco’s

blast. Come to me, O Mohammad, for T am filled with a

longing like the hyena’s which prowls n)und a graveyard, eager

to devour the flesh of the buried dead. But thou hearost not,

thou turnest thy head away like the lion which passes a sleeping

man with proud disdain. For thy heart is no longer in ray

keeping, thine eyes are riveted on the eyes of an infidel girl,

blue as the turquoises set in thy warsteed’s bit, thy hands

tivmble with desire to stroke her tresses, yellow as ripe maize.

Yes; thou lovest a Christian maiden, 0 Mohammad ! She has

4,
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weaned thee from me; she has taken my very life away. T used

to dye my nails with henna, and darken my eyes with kohal to

please thee. Thy new Jove knows them not; her skin is white

as a Chieftain’s bumns; and clammy like the snake that coils

itself round a charmer's arm. And my breast swells as a

mountain torrent in spring-time; 1 feel my hatred spreading

as the shades at nightfall. B^or I hab^, I hate that infidel, who

is no daughter of the Prophet, and contemns the God we wor-

ship. May she suffer what I am suffering ! May her husband

forsake her; may her sons be pierced with arrows through their

cowardly backs ! I long to satisfy my love for thee and my
loathing for her. Hhe must give me back the man I love. O
Mohammad, that I could drink her heart’s blood on thy lips

!”

Prancis H. Shrink
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HINDUISM AND BRAHMANISM

The term Hindu is of foreign origin. It represenits the

Persian pronunciation of Sindhu, the iaidegenous name for tiie

river Indus. Hindu in Greek mouths was transformed into

‘ Indos ’whence India. It seems to liave come into general use

in this country under Mahomedan supremacy, as the designa*

tion of all noii'-Moslcm inhabitants of the geographical tract

then called Hindostan. The connotation of the term extended

Avith the extension of Moslem political supremacy. In the

present day all inhabitants of the triangular tract of land,

stretching out from tlic Himalayas to the seas, arc called Hindus

who do not profess the religion of Christ or of Miihunnnad, the

rest being considered negligible. ’Plie distinction implies a

negative attribute. In th(> search for a religious A'incnlum

among the human groups (jailed Hindus, the inquirer finds

himself in a labyrinthine religious nniscum, containing all types

of religion, from the grossest fetishism to the most enlightened

spirituality. If Hinduism is t<aken to he the religion of the

non-Moslem and non-Christian inhabitants of that portion of

the world which is named India it will be found to be an undeii-

nable agglomerate. I^hc class attribute of Islam in Imlia is capabl(>

of determination, notwithstanding the cleavage between the

Shias and Sunnds. They all accept Muhummad as the messenger

and the Koran as the word of God. Their external practice has

much that is common to both sects. Their educated common

tongue all over India is Urdu. Tt is conceivable that if there

is a rebellion in the name of Islam it will be far more extensive

and intense in India than in the name of Hinduism. 'I'he

influence of this thought on state policy is outside the .scopes of

our present purpose. All that is necessary to consider is the

confusioni of thought created by the application of the term

Hindu to certain human groups, inhabitating India and only
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negatively dcscribable as non-Moslem and so forth or to any

form of religion. Centuries of misapplication of this term has

created an intellectual anarchy, indistinguishable from the

abnegation of reason. The worst punishment of a liar is a

belief in his own lie by its constant repetition.

An unprejudiced and impartial search for the greatest

common measure of miity in Hinduism or the religions of men

called Hindus is not barren of result. The greatest number of

Hindus, of intellectual, social and political im|)ortance but not

all with English education, profess to accept certain scriptures

us of the highest spiritual value. ^I'hese scriptures are in

Sanskrit and they are accepted as current from immemorial

antiquity. This description relates to faith iir things unseen,

super-temporal and super-rational. The same goal may lie

reached by another road—the road of practice. Hinduism is

said to be the religion of veneration for the Brahman and the

Cow. This may b^^ taken in the present day as a description

of the major and more socially important portion of those

called Hindus but obviously not a definition of Hinduism. For

then; are men, described as Hindus who eat the flesh of cows,

dying a niitural death and others to whom the ministi'y of

Brahmans is not acceptable. The CliamSr caste and the caste-

less Bengali \'aishnavas may bo cited as examples. In order to

distinguish Brahnuui-headed Hindus from the rest the religion

of Brahmans may Ikj called Brahmanism or Brahmauya.

Brahmans, notwithstanding many internecine differences,

accept the scriptures referred to as the ultimate source and

authority in religion, all sectarian scriptures being taken as

re-statomeuts and amplifications of tlie truth declared by the

ancient original scriptures. Caste cun scarcely be taken as a

differuntiu of Brahmanism. l''ron) fire-historic times men
liclieved to have risen above castes by purity of faith are

regarded with veneration. This fcaturi; of Brahmanism still

survives in the holiness believed to reside in Paramhansas.

Most Sftkta Brahmans, of high position in caste and society,
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disregard caato, in cuugregational wuraliip, kuowu as Chakras

or j'cligious circles.

The scriptures accepted as the ultimate source of llrahma-

iiism are traditionally known as the prasihanatrayani or the

tlircc-fold path and consist of the ten Maha or great (Tpanishads,

the “ Bhagavad-dita ” and the “ Bralmia Sfltras
’’

of Vyftsa.

ill search of reason for faith three principal philosophical

systems arc known in Brahmanism and are accepted as

systematised by Sankara, liamanuja, and Madhvacliarya

respectively. Notwithstanding their dillerencos the statement

may be ventured that they ail accept the traditional teaching

of the Hrahmanical religion as to the goal of religious culture,

which reached, the devotee becomes “ Bralnnani^iha, sarrn-

hliirln-hitc raiah, (with steadfast faith in (lod and devoted to

ihc well-l>eing of all creatures). Although the religious practice

• •I Mrahmandom is 'I’antric in the main and not Vedic, the

aliove-quoted formula of spiritual perfection is accepted by all.

\ssuming that Ihc 'rantrics are of Buddhistic ajul not Brahman ic

origin, it may safely be asserted that the rule of faith ami

conduct declared in the “Three-fold path “ is accepted by th«i

|)rincipal scriptures of that school, fn the result it may hi* taken

that the “ threc-told-path ” is the reiiository of the Brahrnanic

faith. The application of the foregoing general stahimeiits to

existing conditions must be reserved for future consideration^.

It is only necessary here to add that the applicability of the

Hindu Law does not carry us very far owing to its variation

I'y local, tribal and family customs hut, as is well-known, all

.incicivl law-lx)oks {swritis) claim to be founded on the autho-

rity of the Vedas, of which the scriptures of the “tlu'ec-fold

l)ath” are regarded as the essence.

MouiKi Mohan Chattkimj
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THE SONG OF THE GALE

I roused the slumbering night

And roared into her ear,

She blinked her million eyes

And loudly groaned im fear.

I rode upon the elouds

And crumpled up the sky,

And swept the cobwebs forth

That time had piled up high.

My trumpet of the dark.

It roused the spirit of song.

And stirred the sluggish blood

To proudly dance along.

] banished dreams and stars,

I banished doubts and fears.

And out beyond my realm

All Avoman’s walls and tears.

There’s straining of the heart.

There’s tightening of life-strings.

There’s joy in work and faith—

My trumpet sweetly sings.

Then up beyond the stars

And scorn their plaudits small.

And let the idle sun

From day to day slow craAvl.

My spirit of the dark.

My trumpet of the night

Go set the world top down
And choke up the fountain of light.

Nalini Mohan Chattebjeb
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JAPANESE LITERATURE IN THE ERA OF THE
JAPANESE PRINT

On a morning in the year 1600, two armies gathered at

Sekigahara, not far from Kyoto. One force was nearly twice the

size of the other, but the General in command of the lesser was a

Qian of genius, Tokugawa lyeyasu. So it came about, that the

battling was maintained all day; and with the coming of

twilight, the clarions of the smaller army sang triumph. Some

of Tyeyasu’s followers, hastening to congratulate him, spoke of

the vast wealth which would now be his, since surely all Nippon

lay in his hand, as it were. He replied that he cared neither

fur riches, nor personal glory; he declared that his sole dream,

was the welfare of the Japanese people. To his staff-officers

lie gave memorable counsel :
“ After a victory, tighten the

strings of your helmet.” And the night came down.

The literature of Japan, in the 17th juid 18th centuries,

with the first half of the JOth, is so extensive and diverse

that it will Jiot be possible, within the scope of a single

article, to offer more than an outline history of the topic. Long

(piotations must be vetoed, nor may there be given, more than a

very few individual book-titles. It is a little easier, however,

to deal with an Eastern subject in this broad manner, than with

u Western. Fur in mental spheres of activity, the Oriental folk

iuivc rather tended, to echoing each other. And, just as it is

consequently feasible, to treat of Japanese painters under certain

headings, which have grown familiar in America and Europe,

so is like treatment tidmissible, with regard to Japanese writers.

Hut before marshalling the various groups or schools, it is

essential to make clear the significance of Tyeyasu’s victory at

Kekigahara.

In Japan the eleven-hundreds saw long baronial wars, the

masses suffering hardship accordingly. And, in 1192, there

was founded the Shogunate, or military dictatorship. It
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aRRumed the supreme legislative authority, the crown devolving

into a mere shadow, although the Mikados were still regarded

as divine. But as centuries aped on, the Shogunate proved

utterly incapable, of checking the bellicose ways of the feudal

lords, and the condition of the populace went from bud to worse.

Through his triumph in 1600, lyeyasu became Shogun in 1603.

The office was made hereditary with his family, the Tokugawa,

and they remained in iwwer till the Kevolution of 1867-68. By

brilliant legislation, the victor of Sekigahara wholly changed the

Band of Sunrise. He established a firm, central governnieiiit; he

broke the power of the baron«; he swept aw'ay the age-long

curse of civil-war, and thus he brought at last, comfort for the

masses, along with a (‘onsidcrable measure of education’ foi'them.

Tt will be evident, that these altered circumstances were emir

nently conducive, to the fashioning of what Japan had not

created before the 17th century, popular literature. Profoundly

relieved that the shadow of the sword no longer hung over them,

the toiling myriads asked for diversion, a prime result being an

enormous out])ut of plays and novels. And since Yedo, riow-a-

days <;ntlcd Tokio, was in Tokugawa times the sent of Khogunal

legislation, naturally that town was likewise then the (jentiv,

of writing, priniting ami publishing.

The characteristic plays are definable as song-dramas.

They include very little' dialogue, and while there arc passages

in prose, there predominate passages in a metrical form. This

consists simply, in lines of seven syllables, alternating with

lines of five, rhyme Iwing unknown in Japanese literature. It

was but normal, that a metrical vehicle should be copiously

used, for the plays were chanted by a chorus. And the task of

the players, or of the marionettes, was to create as it were a

series of pictures, illustrations to the chant. Tt must be well

home in mind that, in Japan of Tokugawa days, women’ had

little freedom. There was virtually no love-making as the

Occident counts such, and marriages were merely arrangc^l.

Tn consequence, the life of the passing hour proved anything
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bat inspiring, to the authors of song-drama. Where did they

And their subjects?

The outstanding dramatist was Ghikamatsu Monzayemon
(1653-1724) . He was a most vigorous writer, with a talent for

vivid description, precisely the talent wanted in song-drama.

Composing upwards of ninety pieces, he found his matter chiefly

in history, Indian and Chinese, besides Japanese. His great suc-

cess was Kokusenya Kaasen, or the Battles of Kokusenya. This

play abounds in gory horrors, together with the ridiculously

fantastic, for instance, a scene where a tiger obligingly allows an

amulet to be tied round its neck. If the other authors of song-

drama had not so high a literary skill as Monzayemon, they were

nevertheless thoroughly akin with him. Finding their topics

largely in the romance of the civil-wars and vendettas of Japan

in the middle-ages, they spangled their works with the blood-

curdling. Suicide by disembowel*nent was endlessly figured,

the supernatural being dealt in too, as in a play where a goblin

appears. Near the close of the L8th century, there came a bias

for increasing the amount of dialogue; and ere long, some

dramas wholly in that mode were written. But this change in

technique was not accompanied by a change in the style of

dramatic literature. Blood and thunder were still wanted, and

still purveyed. If the tone of the legion of stage-plays, emanat-

ing from the Tokugawa period, has a redeeming trait, it lies in

the frequent eulogising in those works, of sacrificial loyalty

on the part of the man-at-arms towards his lord. For if this

loyalty was illogical, it was deeply beautiful, an action well

worthy of being praised.

Of two classes are the novels : things which set forth the

life of the Tokugawa day itself, and things which are historical.

In the latter sphere, the man of highest fame was Kyokutei

Bakin (1767-1348). He wrote about 200 tales; his work

reveals a mind of most phenomenal alertness, ceaselessly

absorbent; and incidents crowd his vigorous pages, almost as

Btars the sky. Perhaps his finest book is Kumano Tayema Anni

5
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go no Tsuki, or Moordight shining through the clouds on a

Night of Bain. In this story of Japan in the 14th century,

there is a woman who, being a most devout Buddhist, and

therefore believing in the transmigration of the soul, is terribly

distressed about her husband being engaged in the taking of life,

for he is a hunter by profession. On her death-bed, she implores

him to make of their child a Buddhist priest, and the son duly

enters the sacred calling. Later, becoming enamoured of a

young woman-musician, in service at a restaurant, he passion-

ately regrets his vows of celibacy. And in the course of the

story, there is a description of a little girl who, greatly unhappy,

consoles herself Avith the hope of some day winning to what she

calls the “ lotus terrace. ” That is, the Paradise of Buddhism.

It was i>n the history of Japan herself, that Bakin found

the material, for most of his other romances. And, with his

fellow-writers of liistorical novels, the past of their own country

was the principal mine for topics. His talent notwith-

standing, Bakin closely resembled the coeval dramatists, in a

fondness for treating of the fantastic, and the supernatural,

together with sanguinary horrors. And herein he was only too

symbolic of the other authors of historical tales. Por the pre-

dilection for the magical, and the gruesome, was the dominant

characteristic with these men. While their books enclose

the hairbreadth escapes, and terrific combats, which are

naturally expected in the sphere of literature at issue, these

books also embody witches, torture, suicide by disembowelment

;

and revenge was an eternally favourite theme.

The absence of courting, the plan of merely arranging

marriages, could scarcely fail to make novelists incline to lay

their scenes amid the thrilling adventures of the middle-ages,

instead of delineating their own era. With those men, who did

indeed depict the Tokugawa time, the absence aforesaid could

not but have effect likewise. Faced as they were, with nothing

but the apparently unroinantic, in respectable life, they very

largely tended to represent the disreputable, figuring events in
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the prostitution quarters. Indecency was the rule, not the

exception!, in the pages of these men; and repeatedly the Shogu-

iral govemmenft endeavoured to stem the torrent of obscene

books. Shikitei Samba (1757-1822), and Eyutei TanShiko

(1783-1842), were both assailed in this relation, but either man
was a writer with true gifts. To this present day, Japanese

perform their diurnal ablutions at public washing-places, instead

of at home. And it is the chatter, at one of these washing-

placcs, which is recorded in what is probably Samba’s best

book. This is Ukiyo-furo, or the World's Bath-House. And
a lively volume it is, as in pages where women talk noisily in

attack on the ways of their domestic servants I Samba realised,

that what is seemingly quite common place may become bright,

if written about brightly.

An arresting book by Tanehiko is Ukiyogala Rokumai
Rydbu, or Episodes of the Passing Hour, displayed on six

Screens. Largely emblematic of the piirticular class of

Japanese novels under review, it nevertheless discloses here and

there a slight tenderness of accent, which it would be hard to

find, in the other things of that class. This accent transpires,

for instance, in the account of the doiings of a young woman,
Misawo. She belongs by birth to the military aristocracy, but

she is in poverty. And so that she may support her sister, and

the latter’s little girl, Misawo works in a restaurant. Conse-

quently, she is much tbc object of amorous attentions. A rich

man tries to buy her ; she provisionally consents to go with

him ; and her old grand-mother, who is blind, is under the

misapprehension, that Misawo is leaving, merely to be a servant

in a wealthy house. Opining as she therefore does, that the

young woman is finely clad, and eager to feel her grand-

daughter’s new dress, the blind old person stretches out her

hands. Misawo, desirous that the misapprehension should

remain, seizes at once from the small Buddhist altar in the

room, a bit of tapestry, Which she hastily wraps round herself.

Just as the deluded old mother is fingering with delight this
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coumterfeit dress, there enters Misawo’s little nece, Eoyosi, who

comes perilously near taking away the delusion. For she

exclaims to her aunt :
** Oh, what a joke of an apron you are

wearing.'

Waiving the writers of song>drama, there were not in the

Tokugawa time, authors definable as professional poets. But

the writing of occasional verses, a practice which has been

greatly the vogue with the upper classes, in eras before Sekigabara,

became after that battle coummon with literally aU sections of

the community. The formula chiefly used was one, with

only three lines being called the haikai hoku ; and it is in

anthologies, that the verses of the epoch may be read. Beyond

doubt, the Japanese, as a nation, have a singularly keen appre-

ciation of the beauties of nature ; these were a prominent theme,

in the literature of Nippon, as far back as the ninth century.

And the typical haikai of Tokugawa years are songs, in which

some bit of natural beauty is the subject. Here it is a bird on

the wing, or a graceful creeping plant; there again, it is a

bright-hued spray of flowers, or moonlight, or snow. And fre-

quently the thing is depicted with remarkable vividness, true

pictorial quality.

An ancient writer of haikai was Mrs. Kaga no Chiyo (1783-

1776). And, in a famous poem, she regrets that she cannot

bring herself to tear atvay the convolvulus, which having twined

itself round the rope at the well, has inhibited the drawing of

water. How finely suggestive too, is one of these miniature

songs by Miss Shushiki (1683-1728), in which she simply says,

that the iris retains its colour, whereas the dreams of the

poetess are dead. Still another lady, who is represented in the

anthologies, is called there Sono or Garden, which may be

assumed to have been her baptismal name. There is charming

hoku by her, in which he tells only, that the heat is doubly

trying, because the baby on her back keeps tugging at her hair.

Being marvels of terseness, hints rather than statements, the

diminutive pieces under notice are perforce very hard to translate
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adequately. The most famous of singers, in the three-line

medium, was a Buddhist priest, Matsura Basho (1644-1694).

And here is a gem by him, the original being exquisitely musi-

cal, one 6f the fairest of all lyrics :

“ A cloud of blossoms ini the air.

Notes of a bell, from where. Ah where,

Uyeno or Asakusa ?
"

Alas, the beauty of sound in the place-names, ITyeno and Asakusa,

can hardly be coniveyed in the Boman script. At cither of

those places, there is a temple. And is it not easy to conceive

Basho, wandering of an evening, pausing to scan with delight

the flowers, then hearing distant sacerdotal chimes, and wander-

ing from which of the two fanes they emanated ? With what

fine skill he recorded the moment of enchantment.

The scholarly writing, produced in the Tokugawa |>oriod,

was of titanic quantity. There were encycloptedias ; there were

histories
;
and there were studies of folk-lore. Commencing

to write on the ancient Japanese paintings, literati also began

to dc^nt on the weapons of the past. Nor was ft strange

that this subject should attract learned men of taste, considering

the'^xtraordinarily beautiful art which, through centuries, was

lavished in Nippon on arms and armour. Of the distinguished

writers on the paintings was Arai Hakuseki (1656-1725), from

Avhom too there came a book on old martial accoutrements.

Another eminent author on this topic was Inaba Michitatsu,

who lived soon after Hakuseki, the book by Inaba being Soken

Kinhd, or Treatise on Sword-Fumiture

.

And a slightly later

author, who also won note by a volume on soldier’s year, was

Sakakihora Kozan. Hakuseki’s scholarship was minute and

profound, but he has the typical defect of his qualities. For by

exhausting his subject, he inclines to exhaust his rearders.

Kozan is entertaining, by reason of his cynicism. The sculp-

tured cuirass, he says disdainfully, was never used by true

fighters, it was ‘worn just by dandies. Aj^ he expresses scorn
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for Hakuseki’s pages, as being those of a mere scholar,

not of a man with practical experience of sol<fier’s apper-

tainonces. It is a fine sharpness of mind, which underlies

Inaba’s critical comments on art in general. He fascinates

by the boyish enthusiasm, with which he extols the high

beauty, achieved by the old masters in sword-embellishment.

He delights by his devotion to, and talent for flowery

language. In the work of one of the great artists, he discovers

“tender suggestiveness” ; in that of another man, “force

that would rend a rock.’’. The chisellings of a certain artificer

were to Jnaba, reminiscent of “white sails, scattered over the

broad bosom of the sea.’’ Those of another he found compar-

able, “to the weeping-willow swaying gently in the breeze, or

the lovely lotus dappled with pearls of dew.’’

An important part of lyeyasu’s measures to pacify Japan,

lay in his seeking zealousy to foster printing, as too in his

ardent endeavour, to increase the number of scholastic institu-

tions. One of the things, which were printed at his personal

behest, was an edition of the Coufucian classics, the first edition

of such produced in Nippon. And among the great Shogun’s

actions on behalf of educatioji, was his founding of what came to

be known as the SeidO, or Hall of the Sages. This was a place

in Yedo, where lectures on the teachings of Oonfucius were
given. And out of thesis events, there came a group of scholarly

writers, whose prime though not exclusive concern was the

eulogistic exposition of the Chinese philosopher. They were
known as the Kangahusha; prominent in this band was Hay-
ashi Basan (1583-1057); his writings include Hi Ynsukyd or

Down with Christianity. This is probably, if not quite cer-

tainly, the earliest Far Eastern book on the Western faith,

Hasan’s attitude to which is amply shown by his title. A not-

able of the Kangakusha was Kaibara Yokken (1030-1714), who
is the more interesting because he ultimately wrote a book, in

which he told of the doubts which had come to him, with

regard to those Confucian tenets he had previously upheld.
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Annthftr salient person, of the scholarly ^oup in question, was

Muro Eyuso (1658-1734), whose chief work is Shundai Zatsuwa

or the Miscellany of Shundai, the latter being the place where

he lived. Into his Confucian disquisitions he blends, true

Japanese that he was, talk about the beauties of nature. Into

those disquisitions moreover, he mingles homage to lyeyasu.

And in fact it is Shundai Zatsuwa, which tells how the great

statesman said, at Sekigahara, that his care was for the

Japanese people, not for personal glory.

There is only one more group to be spoken of, the Waga-

bunha. These were scholarly writers who, disapproving of so

much attention being given to a foreign thing like Confucian-

ism, were preoccupied with exegesis of the ancient literature of

Japan. The herald of the group was a Buddhist priest, Keichiu

(1()40-1701), who wrote a study of the Manyoshiu, or Gamer of

It myriad leaves a poetical anthology of the eighth century.

That same era had seen the compiling of the Kojiki, or Records

of Ancient matters-, this is the Bible of Shinto, the religion

of Japan ere she knew Buddhism and Confucianism. It is the

A'oyiA'i which tells that the Mikados arc divine, and this Bible

was much written about by the Wagakusha. A commentary

on it, the Kojiki-den, was one of the. chief books by the out-

standing man of the group, Motoori Norinaga (1730-1801).

Another thing by him is a miscellany, in which he showed

that his dislike of Confucianism was almost as sharp as Rasan’s

of Christianity. And, in this miscellany, MotoOri si)caks

briefly of the colour-prints of his time, in which pictures he

saw ‘
‘artiStic degradation .

’ ’

Proverbially, the pen is mightier than the sword. And

when, in the mid-19th century, the Tokugawa rdgime began

to show signs of tottering, the might of the pen of the Waga-
knsha transpired. Tnder the lead of Motodri, they had given

a new force, a fresh familiarity, to the slumbering contention

in the foyiki, that the Mikados were rulers by divine right.

And this revival of the Shinto tenet had much to do with the
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Revolution of 1867>68. It was claimed by tl)e insurgentB,

that the Shoguns were usurpers, holding as they did that

supreme authority, which ought to be with the sacred Emperors.

And thus it came about that, on the forcible abolition of the

Shogunate, the crown was restored to its position as head of

the government. With this rebirth of the old, there came an

intrush of the new. For it was now that free ingress to Occi>

dentals was granted by Nippon, it was now that certain of her

sons espoused the dream of westernising themselves^, together

with the aspiration to see their country a power, in inter*

national politics. And these events could not fail to bring

vast changes in the literary activities of the Sunrise Land.

Old Japan was dead.

The fundamental things in life are the same from gene-

ration unto generation. And, in great literature, invariably

the basic and changeless elements are those, principally uttered.

It is far easier to find such utterance in the writings of Japan,

in the eras before Sekigahara, than in the writings of the age

following that memorable fray. It is this lack of human inter-

est, this comparative absence of setting forth the eternal and

universal emotions, which are the main weakness in Japanese

literature of the Tokugawa period. If in the foregoing recital,

prominence was bestowed on Bakin and TanShiko, this was

because, while either author was greatly symbolic of his epoch,

both struck something of a human note, as has been seen. It

is very difficult to conceive Matsura BashO being forgotten, and

the best of the haikai, by other writers than he, will also surely

have a long favour yet. But the literature of the woodcut age

does not hold, in the sphere of literary art as a whole, nearly

so high a place as is held in the sphere of pictorial art, by the

work of that wonderful constellation of print-designers, whom
the Occident adores.

W. G. Blaikib Murdoch
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THE MODERN STATE

(A Study in Political Theory.)

Organic development meane increasing inter-relation among
the constituent members of an organism, and increasing

specialisation on the part of each member. This specialisation

is carried on and achieved to secure greater and more harmonious

co-ordination in the activities of the various constituent

members of the organism. Making due allowances for the

error of carrying this biological concept of organic growth

into the field of the social science we find, amidst the multiplica-

tion of social relationships that marks the advance of

civilisation, that social development proceeds along lines that

!ire organic in a peculiar sense, in the same sense in which

it is subject to the principles of evolution that regulate the

growth and development of individual organisms. That

sense is the psychic sense. It is for this reason that

Prof. Giddings calls the social organism an organisation, a

product not only of muconscious evolution but also of con-

scious planning, and that Spencer talks of the social develop-

ment as a super-organic evolution because of the development

of the phenomena of the social mind. The mediation of the

social mind transformed the military organisation of the

earliest form of civil society and liberalised the creative spirit

of nation-making, which leads to a differentiation of functions

and groups based upon such differentiation. The intensely indus-

trial stage on which civil society has now entered, resulting

in increasing specialisation of group life replacing status by

contract, is the logical outcome of the same liberal-legal

process which transformed the earliest form of civil society

presided over by the Magician king. The industrial society has

witnessed an umiiring growth of associational life and a

folftTutlf^gg carryl to conclusion of the principleof differentiation,

6
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Each group or association considers itself to be autono*

mous for the purposes for which it exists, controlling the

allegiance of its members within the sphere of its own activities

as perfectly as the military dictator of the early forms of civil

society, or his liberal-legal prototype, the Austiniani sovereign.

On the other hand, there is a gradual delimitation of the

sphere of the pre-existing unitary ' political ’ or military society

in favour of these voluntary associations. A slow revolution

is being effected in the political organisation of society ; does

not this revolution, so comprehensive in its character, justify

us to recast our theory of sovereignty in favour of one which

would be more in consonance with facts ?

It is needless to enter now into the chequered history

of the political theory of sovereignty. I say political, advisedly,

because all these theories have evolved on the hypothesis of the

existence of the political sense among the large mass of

mankind. By political sense, I mean the sense of larger

citizenship, the sense with which the comparatively parochial

interests of the club or the community are subordinated to the

higher demands of a superior organisation, if and when neces-

sary. This political sense assumes that individuals organised

within the limits of this superior group, can think and act in

terms of this group, and render to it an allegiance which is

absolute so far as it gdes, and can be enforced, in the case of

aisy isolated revolt, by means of physical force, which the

individuals have agreed to place at its disposal, to bring to book

the recalcitrant members. This assumption, it is needless

to point out, conceals various other assumptions which in

themselves require justification. The first is that there is,

in fact, a superior group so organised; secondly, that individuals

do, as a matter of fact, think and act in terms of this group ;

and thirdly, that blood and iron is the visible sanction behind

the authority of this group supported ultimately by the tacit

agreement among the individual members comprising this

group as to the necessity of this visible coercive power. If,
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on the other hand, the facts of our political life shoTV' that this

superior group is a mythical entity to which allegiance is

rendered as a matter of convention, liable to be withdrawn at

the very moment when the supposed interests of this superior

group will happen to clash with the more real interests of the

group or the community to which the individual may happen to

belong directly—^that the vast majority of the people think and

act in terms of the self and all that this entity signifies.

Olid that the physical and coercive power of the superior group

is, on the one hand, beginning to lose its efficiency as an

obedience-compelling power and on the other hand, is being

rejected as the sole, or even the most important basis of

criminal reform by eminent statesmen and criminologists, as in

fact it is,—might we not have the right to ask for a radical

change in the traditional ox)nception of the political State in

favour of one which, while not ignoring the possibility of a

higher life transcending the race, the region and the group, will

take account of the increasing importance of the group or the

regional life in shaping the economic and political activities

of the people and in controlling them ?

The conception of the political State is a survival in idea,

from the sociological point of view, of the condition of things

which obtained in the first stages of civilisation when the

community was based on a military organisation, pure and

simple. It might be that in the Greek iraXts, the perfect

political sociiety existed, but then the world seems to have bid

good bye to these city-states after the era of industrial revolu-

tion was reached, or even before that, partly because the area

over which the State exercises its authority has much widened,

and partly because the principle of citizenship has been much

extended,—and,—^the most important of the reasons,—because

man’s interest in life has become more varied and complex.

The political State, therefore, does not exist to-day. Politics

now is the exclusive concern of people who happened to have

leisure and of journalists,—and the legislature, the mouth-
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piece of democracy, has now become an exolusive club,

owing to the prohibitive election expenses and the control of

the party caucus. Apart from the composition of the legisla-

tures, the work which they do in each department of public life

is dictated by that group or section of the people whose concern

it is. The rest of the people scarcely or seldom think about it.

In legislating, therefore, the legislature, the chief organ of the

State, gives expression to a group-mind, provided- of course it

is sufficiently powerful, and at the same time keeps up the myth
of a unitary political organisation.

Law itself is a social product. In primitive community,

law took the form of custom or tradition,—the direct naive

expression of popular life. It is a mistaken belief of jurists

that the essential nature of law is that it is a command addressed

by a superior upon an inferior and enforced by him through

the medium of punishment.* [n the first place, law so con-

ceived is merely the crystallisation of what we usually call

public opinion but which is no more or no less than the opinion

of a particular group or section of the people,—as a rule,

that section whom the question concerns most,—and is a

confirmation by the accredited ” representatives of the

group or section, to which others assent, of an otherwise

nebulous social attitude. Secondly, the " command ” has

frequently to be revoked o'r “ amended ” according- as this

social attitude undergoes any change. We do not for the present

consider those topics which are supposed to be the business of

everybody as much as of anybody else, for example, the duty

of preserving order. It would not be difficult, however, to show

that those topics are only those tasks, in a re-oriented form,

to address itself to which the earliest civil society was

established. It does not make any difference in political theory,

but is only a problem in expediency. Accepting, then, the

sense in which we have understood law, oiz., as the reflection

' Bee Hbbhouee ; Social Svolution and Political Theory, p. 187.
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of a definite social attiitude, we find that in paying allegiance

to a law thus promulgated, an individual only accepts it as the

mil and verdict of the group to which he belongs and recognises

that will and verdict to be his own. The law is not, and can

never be, so long as modern conditions of life prevail, the

command of a central sovereign political authority.

There are two principles on which the State is based,

—

the principle of citizenship and the principle of authority. In

modern States, the principle of citizenship seems to have inter-

penetrated our civic ideals and seems to be the guiding factor

ill drawing up codes of ‘‘public” life. Supporters of the theory

that the modern State is more intensely political than the city-

states of Greece will point with great pride and satisfaction to

the very large number of people who now enjoy political and

civil rights as compared to those in ancient Hellas, to the

number of resolutions moved and adopted by the political

assemblies of to-day, to the tremendous interest created by the

press, the pulpit and the platform in all the larger public affairs

of a country and to the fact that there is an increasing reaction

in favour of a paternal government as evidenced by the larger

schemes of social reform, some of them essentially of socialistic

nature, as undertaken by the modern governments; and rightly

conclude, if these premises are accepted at their face value, that

the contention that the centralised political State has ceased to

exist has no foundation in fact. But an acute analysis of the

modem organisation of political life will show that underlying

all these arguments, there is the misleading connotation of the

two terms, public and political. What we often call as public

is nothing but a group, a class, a sect, a profession, or a

temporary combination of these, and whatever combination

there might be, the real unit in deciding the point at issue are

these individual groups, classes, sects and professions. Like-

wise, what is called political has always reference to a State,

conceived of as a super-association representing the general

will of its constituent members. But, the question is, is there
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a general will ? and does this super-association express the

general will, if any ? As Professor Hobhouse says,
“ The

general will is an entity not always to be discovered, and the

use of this term leads to the most inhuman torture of evidence

(—a ding, may we say, to the brilliant author of inverted

Hobbism?) to prove that there is a generality of wiU where

there is none.” The mere fact that a super-association exists

and legislates (implying as it does a confusion of the conception

of the abstract entity called the State and the material agencies

of its activity) does not prove that there is a political life clear

and distinct from the activities appertaining to the group or

the class as such and to which all such activities are to be

ruthlessly subordinated from purely extra-personal motives.

The new psychology of human behaviourism denies this.

Secondly, the mere existence of a thing is not its justification.

The conditions which gave birth to the monistic State which

passed unscathed through a long period beginning with the

Magician-king and the Patriarch down to that of king-ship by

divine right (which died a very reluctant death only the other

day) ,
have been vastly changed by the remarkably rapid growth

of assodational life and by the industrialisation of society. An

organisation like the T. U. C. of England can upset the whole

‘political’ machinery of a State based on a single-sovereign

principle. The Indian National Congress commands a position

which cannot be ignored with impunity, provided it stands

united, by the arbiters of India’s political destiny. The

Chambers of Commerce have often dictated policy to the

authorities at Simla and Whitehall. Even in the highest

developments of the social mind it cannot boast of an all-

pervasive unity but is a case of unity within unity and of

organism acting upon organism. There are some cases on the

other hand, where real balancing of interests is impossible and

where any compulsory balancing may lead to social upheavals

or revolutions such as has overtaken Bussia. The extension of

the principle of citizenship, far from being an evidence of the
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centraliBed political organisation of the modem State has result-

ed in an invasion of the State by efficiently organised groups

parading under the name of parties and a merciless assault on

the principle of centralization. The principle of citizenship

has found a new expression in the organisation of the party;

here too, the group-element has beeni the predominant factor.

Further, in extension of the same principle we find that

political fight has now been shifted from individuals on to the

constituencies, and each member comes to the political assembly

more or less mandated, more or less burdened with ‘‘pro-

grammes’’ saddled upon them by their group, their constituency

or their party as the case may be. As the franchise is extended,

the citizens are less and less directly associated with the work

of the State. Besides, as there is no direct participation in the

exercise of political rights and in the discharge of political

obligations (save, perhaps, at the time of the Genera] Election)

minority interests go by default l)ecause, might be, of the

apathy of the majority party for its irresponsible Opposition.

We now come to the next principle, the principle of

authority. The monistic State has, for its basis, an authority

which can be traced to a single source. Anyone who is roughly

familiar with the liistory of kingship and sovereignty, knows

that beginning w'ith the patriarchal and tribal chief down to

that type of kings which passed away with the extinction of

the German monarchy, the sent of sovereignty could be traced

to a single source whether it be personal prowess, custom, or a

divine authority. It is said that the legislature is the sovereign

in the modern State, where, it is said, the principle of authority

is replaced by the principle of citizenship. But as we have

seen, citizens themselves have been differentiated into groups,

and the legislature though de jure sovereign is not so de facto.

The de facto sovereign naturally tends to be sovereign de jure,

and this process of conversion is seen in modem times in the

increasing irreverence shown to law, passed by the de jure

sovereign when it happens to clash with the interest of the
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de facto mvereiga, riz., the volnntary groups or associations.

The penalty attaching to law, especially ‘political’ law, seems

to have less terror for the people to-day. In other words, while

the penalty exists, the social dis-approbation which sanctioned

it, and of which it was the symbol, has disappeared. The

attitude of the social class or group to which the individual

belongs is the ultimate standard of human behaviour and a State

which fails adequately to represent this attitude cannot be a

sovereign organisation in that its will as expressed through its

law will not be ultimately effective; such a State stands self-

condemned. To provide that the real will of each important

group might be realised, it is necessary to invest these

groups with as much autonomy as is compatible with the like

autonomy of other similar groups, there being a central

co-ordinating machinery to decide on questions of conflict

on the one hand and on matters which unquestionably affect

the interests of each and every group on the other. On the

former set of questions, the decisions of this co-ordinating

machinery should be merely recommendatory, which, there-

fore, shall not be sovereign in respect of these questions, as

nil decisions in order to be effective must needs be unanimous.

On the second set of topics, the sovereignty of the central

machinery would obviously be a really derived one. But these

are questions of practical politics and may be left out of

consideration for the present.

We thus arrive at the central thesis : that the modem
State is essentially pluralistic in nature, and to avoid unneces-

sary political complications, every opportunity should be taken

for the gradual devolution of the functions of a centralised Statd

in favour of decentralised groups and associations. We have

attempted to show, thus, that a centralised monistic State,

though it has performed important functions in the infancy of

civilisation, exists now only in name. It is a “ theory ” which

has a past but no future. At the time when there was an

increasing integration of social groups and aggregates, of
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hordes, clans and tribes, of undeveloped nationalities, of hetero-

geneous racial and national elements in order to form compact

nations,—the monistic State was a natural and useful outcome.

But the organism, when once its main structure is completed,

—

when the process of integration, that is, has fulfilled itself,

—

can, as we havo pointed out at the very outset of this essay,

increase in efiiciency only by an increasing specialisation of its

component parts which secures a greater co-ordination and

harmony in the social organism. But it must be warned that

the biological arguments must not be pushed too far. To seek

for the exact parallels of the structure of a complex biological

organism in the discrete structure of the social organism will

be to stultify our conception of society as a moving dynamic

entity. But the fact remains that the monistic State is a

hyiwthesis that is no longer true. Associational life, more real

than ‘ political ’ life has come to stay. All our activities must

come from the bottom upwards, rather than filter from the top

downwards. The association is the pivot round which the

social mind is to revolve, and all our rational judgment of social

values must be appraised and accepted by the group.

The rise of the new psychology of the group-mind and its

acute analysis of the crowd-mind has changed entirely the

orthodox outlook in social theory. The State, for instance,

does not now deal with individuals, but with groups. The

individual does not think in terms of a mythical entity called

the State but in terms of self ns conditioned by the group or

the region. The principle of self-determination as an accepted

tenet of modem imperialism is the crystallisation of the same

theory of political pluralism in the sphere of high policy. It is

interesting to find that this principle of the group or the

regional organisation of the State was realised in practice long

ago by the Eastern communal democracy,^ and is another proof,

' ** The drigin of the Indion village’end fanetioDal bodies is also far different from

that correspondiDg institutions in Western polity. The latter are the ontoome of the

delegation and delimitatioD of the central authority of the State. The former heye an

7
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if proof is required, that the West has still much to learn from

the East,—^though there is this difference that in the East,

notably in India, the communal democracy was original, and

not formed by the gradual delegation or delimitation of the

functions of the central authority which must necessarily be

the line in the West. And as Kropotkin observes, ** Each

economical phase of life implies iits own political phase,” and a

change in the economic life of the people implies a correspond-

ing change in the political organisation of the State, and the

postulate of a universal political sense is not warranted by

facts.

Should there be, or should there not be, a central political

machinery, is a question to which there can be only one answer ;

there should. There are many questions which affect the

groups as a whole and there are many others which a combina-

tion of all the groups, organised for those purposes, can only

solve. But as to the form in which this combined authority

is to find expression, it is a matter for each State to decide.

But it is clear that its functions should be restricted to the

narrowest possible limits. The sovereignty would vest ipso facto

for the simple fact that each group in obeying the “commands ”

of such a machinery will only be realising and obeying its own
direct will. On all other topics, “the only way of preserving

sufficient liberty is the (Organisation of citizens with special

interests into groups, determined to preserve autonomy as

regards their internal affairs The glorification of the State,

and the doctrine that it is every citizen’s duty to serve the

State, are radically against progress and liberty.”
*

Ehaoendranath Sen

independent origin and development and the State*here bad often to txeat them on tenna

of equality and recogniae their pre-existing rights of oonventions and agreements which

operated as ohartera regulating their mittuai relations."—Badhakamal Mookar{ee

:

Dtmoeraeies fhe £a#C, Gh. 21.

* Pertrandi Basael : ^oQd$ to Fteedom, Ch. 5,
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PORTRAIT OF A ROMANTIC

*‘I think it takes more to make an Englishman, on the

whole, t^n to make anyone else—and I say this with a con-

sciousness of all that often seems to me to have been left out

of their composition...” So Henry James wrote from London

in 1880 ; and it was his considered judgment of the people

with whom he ”lost all patience about fifteen times a day,”

yet loved them well and accounted them as the great race.

So many factors contributed to the making of G«orgo Wyndham
that he cannot fairly be called a representative modern English-

man. The brief “Prelude of Ancestry” with which Mr.

Mackail opens his massive volumes is almost a necessity to the

understanding of George Wyndham’s rich personality and

varied attainments, for in him English, Scotch, French and

Irish strains were mingled.

Among the Paston letters is one written by a certain John

Wyndham, about 1465, with a single postscript line which is

so significant that it might have been adopted as the family

motto : “And how that ever ye do, hold up your manship.”

That heritage, wider than the limits of family or race, was the

one which George Wyndham maintained throughout his life.

His mother, Mrs. Percy Wyndham, was the grand-daughter

of Lord Edward Fitzgerald and of la belle Pamela. She

inherited remarkable graces of mind and person, and in her

turn transmitted them to her children, of whom George was

the eldest son, bom August 29, 1863.

The glimpses given of his childhood and youth at

Cocker-mouth Castle, Isel or, later on, at Wilbury, take us back

to a world which had not lost its sense of enchantment and

could still be thrilled by the touch of romance :

" The two boys had little suits of amour, helmet, breast-plate and

partisan, still extant, which were the furniture for endless adventure.
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There ia a pretty story of Dieky Doyle arriving one day on a visit, and as

he oame up the avenue, seeing among a drift of autumn leaves two

knights and a damsel being impersonated, Mary Wyndham in a red skirt,

Cteorge and Guy in their armour. He never forgot it."

It was through their mother’s taste for art and the drama

that the children were not ondy taken to Irving’s Shakespeare

plays at the Lyceum, but produced their own versions of

Romeo and Juliet, The Tempest, and Midsummer Night's

Dream in; their holidays at Wilbury. Thus George Wyndham’s

love of English literature was a part of him from very

early days.

Between 1877 and 1883, he passed through Eton, which

ho found “a lovely place,” and Sandhurst; he was then

gazetted to the Coldstream Guards. Early im 1885, his regi-

ment was ordered to Egypt on active service. The day after

he sailed his father wrote to him a letter which was kepi by

the younger man among his greatest treasures all his life : a

letter that with all its simplicity, is classic in its expression of

devotion to his son : of a highminded man’s views of life and

death : ‘‘...these occasions...leave Love and Duty standing an

they will stand for eoer...l cannot make you know what I think

of you, but I feel to have had such a son is not to have lived in

vain."

George Wyndham was in several hot engagements during

his short campaign, and commanded a company for a time

before the battalion returned to England in September. In

the summer of that year, Wilbury, which had only been leased

by his family, was given up and ‘‘Clouds” became the

Wyndham’s beautiful Wiltshire home.

After hie home-coming, a year of mental restlessness and

rather feverish social life followed. Wyndham had faced death

in Egypt, and left something of his light-hearted boyishness

there. The new powers which were stirring in him found their

natural outlet in his letters, in bis early poems, and in exten-

sive reading among French ami English books :
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" 1 have just finished Oekley’s * Saracens ' ; they were very fasci-

nating people ; like all people thoroughly in earnest, their lives givo great

pleasure to those who have nothing to be in earnest about. At least I

think this is the great charm about' early Jews, Christians, Saracens,

Turks, Buddhists, and all the other early religious or political people,

that they knew they were right and every-one else wrong ; whilst we
only know we are wrong and think everybody else is too."

And later in the year, he wrote :
“ The two worlds of

dreams and books are much more real to mo than the third of

things and people one meets.” But nearer to him than he

believed was ” the happiest moment of life, winning the most

lovely living thing.” He was only twenty-four when ho

married the young widow of Earl Grosvenor, and thereby

claimed that supremely happy family life which seemed to be

the inalienable right of the Wyndhams, in the beautiful old

Grange in Cheshire which was to be their future home.

While on his honeymoon in Italy, a letter from Mr.

Balfour, then Chief Secretary for Ireland, invited him to return

and act as his Private Secretary. For him, as his father’s son,

refusal was not possible, whether the “new adventure”

appeared the most congenial or not. Mr. Mackail sums up the

work and main result of George Wyndham’s public life thus :

'*It brought successes and failures, triumphs and disappointments;

and even when most engrossing it did not fill his life. He gave his mind

to it, he spent on it both energ3' and labour; his treasure and his heart

were elsewhere."

Not till two years later did he enter Parliament as member

for Dover : he made his maiden s]:)eech in the House of

Commons on February 17, 1890. He had been described a

few years before as “outrageously handsome,” and now his

a.Tna.y.ing good looks and his easy, graceful delivery impressed

his critics in the Press more than the gist of his speech.

Indeed, Mr. Mackail considers that his natural gifts “perhaps

really hampered his political career The public like a politi-

cian who can be easily caricatured. The House of Commons

like one who addresses them in the plainest of prose.” It is
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not difficult to imagine what his constituents would have felt if

they had known that at this time he was a member of the

“Crabbet Club,” presided over by his cousin, Wilfred Blunt of

eccentric fame—a club which met “to play lawn tennis, the

piano, the fool, and other instruments of gaiety” ; and had as

one of its rules “that anyone becoming a Cabinet Minister or

a Bishop, ceases ipso facto to be a member.” Moreover, he

was in love with French poetry of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, and owned that the translation of a triolet by Charles

d’Orleans, which he had begun in his bath, was finished as he

sat “at the board meeting of the L. C. and D. B. directors
!”

Between 1899 and 1905, George Wyndham’s talents were

at the Government’s disposal, first at the War Office, as Under-

secretary, then as Chief Secretary for Ireland. But for weapons

he had only the finely-tempered blades of honour and loyalty,

and a man armed thus is hardly fully equipped for party

politics, nor for self-defence. His sensitive nature and imagina-

tive tastes must have suffered many blows from more robust

opponents, though he brought to the fray the same spirit and

determination that he gave to his soldiering or his sports. The

opposing claims and interests are continually reflected in his

delightful letters to his family and friends :

"1 mean to be csIIoub But get engrossed in the game There are so

few on either side who pretend to act on principle, or even care to win

for the sake of winning I don't want to be thirty a bit. I like sailing

boats on ponds and riding about with my hat off better than anything

else. What have I done to deserve this ? The world of pens, ink and

paper, ugly rooms, exhausted atmospheres, commonplace people and

sordid details is all very well as a forest to go questing in. But you soon

become a poor quester if you never go back to Gamelot, to sing ‘ Tirralirra'

by the river with Sir Lancelot
”

His impressions of scenes in France and Italy are like a

Chinese painting in their delicate vigour :

(On the way to Cannes) " The son set and all the gold became

the very ghost of gold We pulled up and waited long at 'Le May.'
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I never forget the rtillneeB. the purple eenith and light horizon

with one dead aloe flower against it. The aloe that flowers and dies."

Yet while his mind steeped itself in beauty by instinct and

desire, he did not shirk the tasks which were strenuous, exact*

ing and anxious,” for he wrote in 1898 :

" It is strange to see all the different movements beginning to weave

themselves into a cable to tow civilization back to its moorings. Will the

cable break? That is the supreme question for those who care lor politics

and art and letters and who love their land."

And again

:

" How much more of courage and compassion and patience and

sincerity is needed if the world is to go on any better than it has done I"

When he entered on hie Irish work, be was moved to

enthusiasm and even the Nationalist leaders acknowledged his

charm and integrity. ” Thank God, we have a gentleman as

Chief Secretary,” a political opponent remarked to him.

Wyndham’s Irish Land Bill, in 1903, was the best proof of his

force in a cause that he had at heart. But it was carried

through by effort and strain which left their mark on him and

the glow of his triumph soon faded. ” Had he been moved by

personal ambition, or had he consulted his own material interest,

ho would have played for safety and relinquished the reins of

Irish Government” when, later in the year, the Ministry was

reconstructed, and he had the opportunity of being transferred

to another ofBce of greater titular dignity.

He felt that it would be against the interest of both coun-

tries to leave bis post at that juncture, and he remained to face

detraction, overwork, antagonism, till finally he believed that

his continuance in office would injure the Irish questions and

his political chiefs. He wrote thus in tendering his resignation

to the Prime Minister

:

"Do not think of me, I shall be glad if misconstruction of my policy

and above all of my action can some day be removed. But 1 am quite

ready to wait for that."
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Two months later, he made his own statement in the House
of Commons and after that his mind was at ease. He’ had oo
cause for self-reproach; he allowed himself no vain regrets nor

bitterness. His own attitude was expressed ini the words which

he wrote to a friend in 1907 ;

" You must not lot disappointment weigh on your mind. May be is

can be righted. May be it cannot. But what does it matter to an English

gentleman?*’

The remaining years were serener ones, for George

Wyndham did not hold office again, and his political activities

were relieved by studies in Bonianticism, by riding, hunting and

all the country occupations he loved. Occasionally he was in

camp with his Cheshire Yeomanry. In 1908, he was at the

large-scale cavalry manoeuvres for a month and at the end bo

wrote in a grave vein of soldiering being more important than

politics, using the prescient words, ‘ Mf Germany fights France

and we have to go to Belgium.”

When he succeeded to the Clouds Estate on his father’s

death in 1911, he set himself ” to do his duly by the little

stretch of England for which he was rcsjwnsible.” He held

that the part played by the landowners, large and small, was

vital to the country’s agriculture. He saw before him “ happy

and usclul employment for twenty years”—this was his eager

vision in May, 1913, when he was not yet fifty, and the

marriage of his only child, the beloved young Guanlsman, had

just taken place.

George Wyndham had summed up the experiences of a

previous year in the words ” I have lived and life is wonderful.”

They are the epitome of his whole earthly course. The swift,

undreaded passing on «lune 9, 1913, while he was on a few

days’ visit to Paris, seems now but the fitting completion of the

gracious life, filled with love and friendship, with perceptions

of “all the colour^and shape and music of life.” He had made
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his choice long ago : and in a period of decadence he stood

definitely for a Christian humanism, for the knightly virtues of

patriotism, truth and courtesy.

Lionel Johnson’s lines on “ A Friend ” might well have

lieen inspired hy George Wyndham
: ^

*“As one of im he wrought-

Things of the ('ommon hour :

Whence was the eharmf.fl soul bronghi

That gave each act such power,

The natural beauty of a flower
V’*

MrnrKh Kknt

9
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VEDANTA—A CHARTER FOR CATHOLICISM

Secular knowledge augmented everyday by contributions

pouring in from different parts of the world has already

stepped out of esoteric seclusion, communal and racial exclusive-

ness. It is liigh time therefore that theologians from different

parts of the globe should join hands to deliver spiritual know-

ledge also out of communal and sectarian grooves and make it

a universal property of mankind. Indeed it is a demand of

the age, that theologians should meet to And out tlic unity under-

lying the different religions on earth—to discover the fact that

just as there is a iinirorniity in the application of physical

and biological laws to different etlmiic groiips of the human

species, there must be a uniformity in the apidication of spiri-

tual laws as well.

We liolievo that discourses on Vedanta will expedite the

consummation of imiversalising wdigion, for Vedanta holds be-

fore oiir vision unity underlying all possible experiences on the

spiritual plane “One alone exists, sages

call it by various u-arues.’’ What a bold, clear, unambiguous

charter for unbounded Catholicism. This catholic outlook

of Yt'danta bestows upon us the proud })rivilego of making

our obeisance before all religious, all scriptures, all saints and

all apostles and makes it possible for us to feel and respect

equally tbe sanctity of the Buddhist Vihar, the Christian

Church, the Hindu Temple and the Mohammedan Mosque.

Ileligion is neither a bundle of philosophical speculations

nor a store-house of meaningless ceremonials. Tt has n vital

relation with our growth, tfust as wo gi'ow physically and

intellectually so wo have a constitutional demand for spiritual

growth. Every one of us has l>ccn panting every moment of

our life for unbrokeni pcaa', unlimited knowledge and knmortal

life and all religions on earth declare in one voice that this
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can be found only in (iud and ini nothing else and lay dovm

one iimvcrsal condition of realising Clod and that is puriity.

From this it follows that the purpose of a religion is served

if it can attract our vision away from the vanities of the world

towards Clod and give us sufficient incentive to purify our mind

and thus prepare us for realising Him. Now, people vary in

their tastes, so the same picture cannot attract all. Gross

minds require gross representations, and subtle miuds, subtle,

Ihe intellectual man must have strict logic, whiK* the emotion-

iil man requires a stir of his emotion. there is absolutely

no harm that different religions or even: different sects of the

same religion have drawn different pictures (ff Iho same funda-

mental truths, for if the different pictures of the same truth

do really lead different groups of jieople to purify their minds,

the purpose is served, heoa use this processor purilicatioji alone

will guide them surely to the "ealisation of the truth- -as it

really is. Gnlikc other religions Vedanta holds out a number

of different representation's of the fundamental truths, cover-

ing, as it were, the cjutire range of human taste and require-

ment.

By Vedanta, of course, we do not mean merely the

monistic system of philosophy as proiounded by Sankaracharya,

though in this restricted sense it has (ome to be used by

many. Vedanta literally means the end of the Vedas, which

arc the oldest scriptures of mankind. So by X'edanta we mean

the Gpanishads, which form the concluding jortion of the

Vedas. Like othei' scriptures on earth, these I'panishads are

the outcome not of mere intellectual operations but of intuitive

experiences of pure hearts. Here in these Tpauishads we
find an epitome of all shades of religious belief

; it throws

open to mankind a vast mine of spiritual cxi)ericnccs which

make it possible for every creed to accommodate its doctrines

to the views of the Upanishads. So numerous are the sugges-

tions of Truth, so various are the representations of the funda-

mental truths met with in the Upanishads—‘'that almost
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aiiylKxly may seek in them what lie wants and find w^t he

seeks.” This is why the sayings of the Upanishads have

given rise to so many schools of philosophy in this land, which

are nursing the various creeds enfolded within the catholic

arms of Hinduism. Each school of dogmatics may fight with

the other and may fasten its views to all the sayings of the

Upanishads by straining their languages whenever necessary

—each may try to ‘victimise’ the philosophy of the Upanishads

by an interpretation of its own but the fact remaims uncontra-

dicted that all these different schools have drawn their inspira-

tion from the same source, namely the Upanishads. The

harmony of flic Upanishads is not on the surfaiie—the hannony

is in the fact that all these various representations arc nt)t

merely <y//c.s.sT« nl irnlli hut m-lual irudimjs of the mine truths

in the Hash-light of intuition taken from different stages of

spiritual growth and that every one of the representations fits

in with the taste and re(piirement of a certain group of |)cople.

The man of logic is perfectly satisfied wheni he heai;s of .the

I’ruth as the Impersonal Erahmun descrilajd as ilfh not

this, Jiot tills
; for nothing can surpass the logical accuracy

nl this description oi the Absolute. The Abs(dute is beyond

Tiiiu*, beyond Space and beyond Causation—so any attempt

at describing the final cause limits it within the range of

menial concept. I’he man of logic, therefore, is perfectly

satisfied when in his cars rings out the passage

'<T>I€T -from where baffled in the attempt, s^iecch

recoils with the mind.

Hut the thought of such an unconditioned and undillerenitia-

te<l c.xistence beyond the realm of all names, all forms, cannot

surely be comprehended by many. Something more tangible,

more concrete is required by the majority. Vedanta is

j’cady with other representations to meet this requirement.

WW’ J3rahmau is Consciousness and Bliss.

‘to! Jill’ Bralunan is Truth, Consciousness and

lufimty. And Brahman is immanent in the universe, in and
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through Him every name and every form has its existence,

ttn «PR( i The phenomenal world

is pervaded by God. This is another representation of the

same Impersonal Brahman ; but here something has been

posited of the Absolute. Eveu this all-pervading Brahman is a

reading of the Absolute taken through the mist of space-concept.

We meet with yet another picture—the picture of an

“Antaryamin” a ruler of the universe—the Creator, the Pre-

server and Destroyer of the universe, the infinite abode of

all that is good, all that is beautiful. Here we find God
without form but with qualities, (iod of intiuite love and infinite

mercy. This suits the man of emotion, for he can pray before

this God and iind a solace in the thought of His infinite love

and graa;.

Even tliis is not sufficient, something yet more concrete

is required by many. They .mist have God with a definite

form and a ti.xed uImxIo. K\cn such an idea of God is not

wanting in tlie I’panishads. In ('handogya npauishads we
have the description of Brahman with a body of golden hue

and lotus-eyes residing in the sun and in Kena tlpanisbad we
find the glorious One, by whose power the fire burns and the

air blows, appearing Iwfore Tndra in the effulgent form of a

beautiful female.

These widely different representations of the same Truth

are but different readings taken from different standpoints like

so many photographs of the same sun taken from different

distances The One alone exist-

ed at th(i beginning—One without a second. The glorious

One alone exists, untainted by any name or any form—^and

whatever we experience has its existence only in him. It

is the Absolute, that looked through the prism of the mind
apiiears as the world, and as this prism liecomes more and
more purified, the Absolute appears as God with form and with

qualities, later on as God without form and with qualities

;

and the culmination is reached when the mind becomes abso-
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lutely stainless and becomes dissolved as it were and the indivi-

dual suddenly steps out of all limitations and merges in the

Absolute.

Tins about tbe bMiwiI (lau.s(>
;
the same thing linpptms with

Creation as well. 'I’lie various sayings of the I'pamshads have

8U])plied materials to diilercut schools of philosophy to hold

out different cxplanali<»ns regarding the fact of Creation. But

like the real twiture of the Absointe, the first step towards crea-

tion will ever remain a mystery to the human miml—for lx)th

lie beyond its j\irisdiction. We can’t deny the fact that Brah-

man, ill! wliom there l anuot be any trace of differentiation,

is after all the ffinal Causii of this infinitely differentiated

universe. Hut how has siu'li a contradiction become a fact

will ever remain a iiu//le to the intellect ! For who cam say

how or why of the cause (jf causatioir itself? The query is

logically absurd and any attempt at answering the query may
be at beat a iheoiy, but it can never be a correct riqm^sentation

of the first step towards creation, the finststep from tbe undiffer-

entiated to tbe realm of differentiation'. The different

systems of philosophy simply give us so many theories,

couched in grosser or finer imageries, to make tbe fact of

creation comprehcnsilile and acci'ptabk* to different groups of

mentality.

The majority cannot comprehend anything more than a

Personal (Jod of rnfinitc Power creating this universe by His

will. This may be a ste]) in the process of creation—and the

Upanishads boldly declare that it is so, when they describe

Iliraivyagarbha springing out of the Absolute and creating the

universe by his will. But certainly this (lod with a will and

an individuality cannot be the Final Cause, mir can this step

be the last word about creation.

For yet finer minds there is the theory of the projection

of this universe out of the 1nq)ersoiKil Brahman—like hair and

nails growing out of the body, like t)*ces shooting out of the

earth, and like cobwebs eoiuing out of the spider.
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w w^: fkm^, ”
They look upon Tiupersonal Hralimau ns both the efficient

as well as the material cause of the univease. ITudoubtedly

this is a bold advairce t«)vvardH the fact of creation* but even

this falls short of tlie tnitli, for it cniuiot satisfy (ixtreino

reason.

To the strict Adwaitisls—Avho form tht' vanjjuard of ratioui-

al s^)eculations about the fundaincnta I truths, thm (causal rela-

tione of this universe with IIk* Absolute, taken in its literal

sense, appt'ars to be a lo<^ical absurdity. ITow can the Absolute

change? ^I’his is simply—absurd. So they say that the whole

thing about creation' is an illusion and not a fact. The uni-

verse has only an apparent c.Kistcnce, just like the illusion of

a snake ou' a roiU' oi‘ a mirage in Ihe desert, ami they ascribe

this illusion to the agency of Maya—an inscrutable power of

Brahman.

But c\en ibis does not solve the riddle of creation*. i'\)r

one may ask the Adwaitist, “ How do ymi know Ibat the Abso-

lute cannot «*haiige ? Do you tear that the law of contra-

diction will be violated? But the law of contradiction is a

fact within creation'. What right have* we to sti'otch it beyond

the universe and bind the Absolute In its shackles?

Therefore we cannot say definitely whether it is a case of

real or appareivt manilestation just as we cannot sa\ anything

tlefinitcly about the real nature of the Absolute. Indeed Brah-

man) is w'onderfu I unlike an*y other thing wdlhin the range of

our conception* and this ine.\plicable self-contradictory fact of

the om* liecoming man) has been possible in Him and this fact

wc*. may call Miiya. None <*f these dilferi'iit nipreseirtations

of the ditferent systems give the final word about creation

—

they are only theories-- so they have no reason to qiiarrrel, l>e-

cause every one of them has the pragmatic value of drawing

different grou2).s of human min<ls towards the Et(U'nal Abode of

inhnite knowledge, bliss ajid e.Kistcnce.
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One word more about creation. Vedanta believes in cycles

of creation and dissolution. The universe is not literally crea-

ted but is said to be projected and again withdrawn^ as it were,

and this rhythmic process has lieen going on. eternally.. This

position satisfies reason. ;
for really creation, which involves the

creation of Time, cannot certainly have any beginning in time.

Now let ns take up the last and the most vital topic, name-

ly, the relation between the individual self, nature and Ood.

Here also two different views are upheld by the two promi-

nent schools of Vedanta, the monistic and the qualified monis-

tic. As a matter of fact the qualified monistic view, cham-

pioned so ably by Bamanujacharyya, is the basis of all concep-

tions of the various diialistic sects within the fold of Vedanta.

For whoever will acknowledge the authority of the Vedanta

cannot accept dualism in its strictest sense—he must accommo-

date his creed to a fundamental unity preached by Vedanta.

Ac-cm*ding to Bamanujacharyya, Nature and Souls have

separate existence, although they are one in essence with the

Antaryainin.—the ruler of the universe, n’he souls are hound

by the laws of nature-- -hut they can Income free hy the grace

of (lod only if they struggle for it and hecomc pure. Even

after freedom from the shackles of the sense world, they retain

their individuality, although then they shine in their innate

nature of infinite Bliss, Knowledge and Existence—for they

are one in essence with the Lord.

Of the laws of nature, to which the soul is hound till it

attains freedom, the most rigorous one is the law of Causation.

And here all schools of Vedanta are unanimous. All of them

accept this portion of the Suukhya system of cosmology and

believe that every bit of this phemomeival universe is made of

matter—gross or fine. Body, vital energy, mind, intelligence,

ego arc all made of matter ranging from the grossest to the

finest and corresponding to these AdhyStmik entities there are

material- worlds of various degrees of fineness. Now all these

comprise nature and there is not a single recess in nature
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which is free from the yoke of this law of causation. Every

change iuany sphere of this nature must be preceded by a cause

and followed by an effect. The souls encased, as it were, in

five sheaths of matter of different grades of fineness, namely

physical body, vital body, mental body, ego body and causal

body—^make up the individual. Every action of the individual

is bound to bring a result—and the result comes in the shape

of pleasure or pain and the embodied soul iis never immune from

the dual throng hanging on the elementary sensations of plea-

• snre and pain. Each experience of an individual is causally

linked with one or other of his own actions. The child is

born blind—^he himself must be responsible for the suffering

—

this leads to a logical assumption of a previous birth. Indeed

the infinite variety of experiences of different individuals can-

not be accounted for by the actions within the brief space of

one single life—so the Vedantists hold that death is nothing

but a dropping of the physical body, when the self with the

remaining four bodies proceed to finer worlds of intense enjoy-

ment or intense pain .according to his own actions—

‘

VTNfH qm: qr^ ;

’

' and after a period it comes .again to be

horn in this physical world and builds another physical body.

I'hus from birth to death and death to birth the embodied soul

proceeds through the almost inextric.ablc ma»se of Karma..

Now, to all schools of Vedanta, Moksha or freedom means

freedom of the individual from this inexorable law of Karma.

^’hi8 may take place only when the self is extricated out of the

meshes of nature. And Bamanujacharyya says—only those, who
struggle hard for freedom and become absolutely pure, are lifted

above nature by the grace of God. Dualists of all schools take

their stand on such a fundamental conception of Moksha.

But this is not all. Sankaracharyya stands up with the

tenets of monistic philosophy and says,
“

Yes, what you have

said is all true. The soul encased in five sheaths bound by
the laws of Karma, its repeated births in this world and its

sojourns to finer worlds, its struggle for freedom and attainment
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of purity, and God and His grace of awarding Moksha, as you

have conceived, are all true—only yon have to take the whole

thing with a grain of salt. The entire thing—the distinct

existences of soul, nature and God and their inter-relations, as

you have described—^are true only in a relative sense—all these

have only a Yyavahftrik or apparent existence and not an absolutely

real one. The monists hold that One alone exists and any

idea of differentiation is due to Avidya or ignorance of the

reality. So even the Moksha of the qualified monist or the

dualist, which retains an individuality of the soul distinct from^i

God is within the range of Avidya or ignorance. Moreover the

self as long as it has a body, however fine that may be,' is sus-

ceptible to pleasure and pain. So by Moksha the monists

mean the complete disappearance of Avidya and necessarily of all

ideas of duality—when the illusory limited individuality drops

off—^the phenomenal world vanishes—and the soul finds itself

one with Brahman.

According to this school, ignorance of the reality of the

soul’s identity with Brahman is the fundamental cause of

bondage—so naturally ‘‘Knowledge about this identity ” is the

only cause of freedom. The soul is already free, it is already

one with Brahman, the idea of its bondage is an illusion and it

has to be routed out by true knowledge. We are bound by our

actions, our actions proceed from our desires and desires from

AvidyS or a false notion of identity of self with non-self, which

they call AdhySsa. According to them, therefore, real Moksha

or absolute freedom from all duality of name and form can be

attained by discrimination between self and non-self and a

practical application of this intellectual process in the shape of

renunciation which is an attempt at rooting out desires. And

this they proscribe only for those, who are sufficiently purified

by prayers, worship, and performance of worldly duties in the

right attitude to comprehend this identity of self 'with Brahman

and practise a considerable detachment from the attractions of

the sense-world. As we have said before, these monists believe
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in the VyavahSrik existenoe of the phenomenal world, so they

need not grudge to admit that the freedom of the dualist may be

compared to a stage in the soul’s journey, for they believe in

urn^fw—that is freedom attained through stages of spiritual

development.

So practically there is no serious contradiction between the

two views with regard to the relation of the individual with

nature and God. Both take their stand on the essential divi-

nity of the soul and declare that it can never be bound per-
* manently by nature, however inexorable that may be. Freedom

is the birthright of every soul—^it is always free, it is always

al)ove nature, it is always of the same essence as God,—its

bondage is a temporary appearance due to the impurity of the

various bodies or sheaths through which it works. This is the

message of Vedanta and indeed this is a message of hope and

strength. The man is not hopelessly bound by a superior power ;

for every act of omission or commission he has not to tremble

before the judgment of an unseen autocrat—he has simply to

remain prepared for the consequence of his own actions and

work out his own salvation by manifesting the Divinity that is

already within him.
“ ’’

Liberate yourself by your own efforts; never get disheartened.

Vedanta is verily a gospel of hope and strength. Even

those who cannot appreciate anything beyond sense pleasures,

are not siunmarily dismissed with a threat of eternal damnation.

Vedanta looks upon them with sympathy and says that it is

quite natural for man to be roaming in the sense-world—for his

senses are so constituted that they reveal to him the external

world and not the inner self.
—

“ wt
omifq ” Thus every individual goes through repeated

births and deaths searching happiness in the sense-world till his

own' experience teaches him the facts that pleasure unalloyed with

pain is an absurdity in nature and that fulfilment of desires never

quenches the thirst for enjoyment. Becoming wise by experience

every individual is sure to enquire one day of the path of
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liberation from this tyranny of desires and every one of them is

sure to find it ultimately in God.

Verily is the Vedanta a precious mine of strength and

inspiration. Verily does it teach us to take a liberal and sym>

pathetic view of everything about us. It explains why we

should be patient even* with the hardest criminal. It reminds

us of the potential divinity of every creature and sweeps out all

distinctions as so many accidents on an essential unity. It holds

before our vision a number of readings of the same fundamental

Truth,—<x)vering in principle the entire range of human taste

ami comprehension and forming the corner-stone, as it were, of

different types of structural details in the form of different reli-

gions. We do not mean to say that all religions have sprung

up from A'^edanta, but that the philosophical positions of all

religious may be explained by referring to one or other of the

readings found in Vedanta. If the different religions be so

many melodics, in Vedanta we find the key-note of each of

them. Thus—Vedanta accommodates every shade of doctrinal

opinion and every stage of psychological growth. Indeed it

will not be too much to (aill ^ edanta an epitome of religious

catholicity.

SwAMi Nikvbdananda
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TRUE WISDOM

When wise Minerva sprang from Jove's great brain

With shield and helmet, 'twas with this intent

:

To teach that time in learning is best spent,

That Wisdom is a shield 'gainst all earth’s pain.

'Twas so I thought, in mine own wise conceit—

I set myself to conning stars above,

Instead of seeking knowledge of sweet Love

—

But tried in vain my hungry soul to cheat.

T dived in Greek, and in all classic lore

—

In esoteric teachings sought to find

The great content that cximes from ])eace of mind.

On honeyed sweets 1 supped, but wanted more.

I trod the dust of Egypt’s ancient shrine.

In hope of reading secret of the Sphinx

—

And sought of her incarnate missing links.

The lack of which all theories coniine.

In broken urns, and mutilated gods.

In storied dust whert^ buried Ctnsars lay.

And sought for treasures in Pompeian clay

—

But ’twas in vain I turned up broken sods I

’Twas Solomon who taught of worthless things :

Of pride, ambition, and the lure of gold

—

Of beauty, lust, and Earth’s toys manifold

—

And of the empty power of hapless kings 1

But Solomon had tasted every sweet ;

Had walked on gold and won ambition’s crown.

And in the cup of pleasure sought to drown

His sorrow, that life was so incomplete

—
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For like a gourmanid at the feast of Life,

He’d tasted every dish and drunk each wine—

Had found all vain>, and so began to pine,

And seek for Wisdom, and thus end the strife.

“ Get Wisdom !’’ that begins and ends his cry;

Wisdom who builds not on the shifting sand;

Wisdom to test, and weigh and understand ;

To comfort when we’re old and come to die.

Knowledge will come with time, and thought and tears

—

Wisdom as well, but love is to my mind

The purest, best, the gold that is refined

—

*Tis lack of love that keeps life in arrears I

Minerva may go hang, for aught I care,

Beside Arachne 1 Love is all my mood

—

My dream by night, my wine, my daily food I

Get Love ; that's Wisdom—and ’tis aye my prayer I

Teresa StriceiiAND
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MASKARI-GO^ALA’S EARLY LIFE

Buddhaghofa informs us that the third ^jlvika TTrthaAkara

. was known by two names, the first of which
Gottlll M B pBIBOSBl

*

(me. was Makkhali, and the second, Gosftla.^ He
seems to mean that Makkhali was really a

nickname used as an epithet, while Gosftla was his original

personal name. .We have the authority of the Jaina Bhagavatl-

Satra to say that Gosftla was the personal name given him by his

parents ; while Maipkhaliputta (or, simply Maipkhali) was his

distinctive epithet. It is not difficult to establish that Maskarl

or one of its Prakrit equivalents, Makkhali and Maipkhali, was

nothing but an epithet befitting his career as a vepu^PariviS-

jaka. GoSftllputra, or simply Go^ll, occurring in the Divyfiva-

dftna and the Mahftvastu, is evidently a later Sanskritised form

of Gosftla, the earlier Prakrit name. Buddhaghosa says that

Gosftla was called Gosftla because he happened to l)e bom in a

gosSlft, Cow-penman because he happened to be born in a cow-

l)en.’ The account given in the Bhagavatl-SQtra is to the same

effect : Gosftla was given the name Gosftla because be happened

to be bom in the cow-pen of a ‘go-bahula’ Brahmin, rich

in cattle.'

The fact that the name Gosftla has been Sanskritised in Saus-

, ^ ^ krit Buddhist works as Goftftll or Gotfillputra
I« OoMIb or OoaSra
the Senekrit form of gocs to show that there was no definite earlier
of the name QosUe ? , x /hi ,v

tradition as to Gosftla receiving the name
Gosftla on account of bis birth in a gosftlft. The tradition that

we now have seems to have grown out of the commentators’

' Papafictf-SHdanT, Siamese Edition, II, p. 315 : Makkhali ti tasea n&maip. Geae/o

ti dutiyaip nftmaip.

* Ibid, II, p. 815 : Goaal&ya i&tfttta Gosftlo.

* Bbaga?at7-Bfltra, XV, 1, Leaf. 1205 :

Gobaholaaaa mibapaaea goa&lfte jftte, taip bon Qaip

ambaip imaaaa d&ragaaaa pftmadbejjaip Goaile*’ tti*
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attempts to account for the origin of the name Gos&la etymologi-

cally, assuminig it to be the genuine FSli or ardha-M&gadhI

form. In Indian literature we have such classical names as

Gopatha, Gop&la and Gorak^a without an implication of this

kind. TheThera^thS contains the Psalm of a Buddhist

Thera named Gos&la, whose personal history, as supplied in

DharmapBla’s commentary, shows that he was bom in the

Buddha-age in a wealthy Magadhese family.^ Here the commen-

tator makes no suggestion as to his being called Gosftla on

account of his birth in a cow-pen. The Barhut stone-railing

furnishes us with an instance, where in imscribing a votive label

the scribe has corrected the name GopSla to GosSla.* If the

evidence of the TheragStha and the Barhut votive label proves

anything, it is that Gosftla was a fashionable Indian name, and

nothing more. It cannot be a matter of surprise that Gosftla

was just a dialectical form of the Sk. Gosara, meaning one

who is *go-bahula’ or ‘go&lll,’ that is, rich in cattle, or simply,

rich or wealthy.

The Bbagavati-Satra supplies us with a somewhat garbled

version of the story of Go&la’s parentage and
ruentage and birth

. , •

and name of OtAdia. burth, as well as of the origin of bis name,

which it puts into Mahftvlra’s mouth,

obviously to make it appear as authentic. In spite of its naivetd,

the Jaina story is not without its importance for the reason

that wc get through it an echo of the genuine Ajivika tradition.

“A maipkha, known by the name of Maqikhali, was Gosftla*s

father. A woman, known by the name of Bhadrft, was Maih-

ifhftli—^Maipkha’s wife. She, as her name implies, was graceful,

and had all the rare gifts of an accomplished lady. She at

one time was blessed with maternity. At that time there was

a settlement called Saravana. It was a delightful locality.

* Pialmi of the Bretbreo, being an English translation of the Theragfttbfti by

Mrs. Bbys Davids, p. 27. According to Baddhaghofa, ma/KMala-mabosofa, a man of

substance. *

* Barhut Inscriptions, edited Boroa and Singba,
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which showed all the signs of prosperity. There, in; the

daravana settlement, lived a Brahmin, Gobahula by name.

He was rich, rich in cattle as one might say, anid was at the

same time free from all the acts of vice for which he would

Imve been despised. He was profoundly learned, thoroughly

fonversant with the knowledge of the ?ig-Veda and well

versed in the whole of Brahmanical lore. There was also a

cow-pen on the homestead of Gobahula, the Brahmin. Then

it happened that while, on a certain occasion, Mainkhali-

Maipkha travelled from village to village, wandering about

hither and thither, together with his wife, who w'as blessed

with iu,aternity, dressing himself in the garb of a mainkha

with a picture-board in his hands, he wended his way

towards the place where the c.ow-pen of the Brahmin

Gobahula was, and having arrived there, took shelter in this

(^ow-pen, throwing off (getting down) his baggage and

arranging it in a corner thereof. Since lie came to dwell in

the Saravana settlement, going from house to house to collect

alms from the high, low and middle-class families, he looked

out in all possible ways and in all roads for ti shed under which

he might spend the rainy season that ensued, and having failed

to secure a shelter elsewhere, ho entered on the aarfa-residence

in one part of the Brahmin Gobahula’s ctiw-i)en. It is during

this jieriod of time that his wife Bhadrii after having completed

full nine months and seven days and a half of her maternity,

gave birth to a tender and in all respects a handsome lad.

After eleven days had passed away, just on the twelfth day,

the parents of this lad selected for him a name suggestive of

bovine attributes, deliberating thus :
‘ Whereas this our son is

bom in the cow-pen of the Brahmin Gobahula, let Cow-pen-

man (GosSla) be his personal name.’ Thereupon they came

to fix his name as GosSla.” ^ GoSftla’s .birth-place, the

' BhagavatT-Satr*. XV. L. Leaves 1201-1906 ; Oortltssa MBipkhalipattaaea Maip.

khalipimaqi pitt hottbt. Taasa faip Maipkhali-Maipkfiasaa Bhaddk p&maqfi bharipl

10
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daravana settlement, is described as a delightful locality,

Ooiftla'B pareDlB.
which showed all the signs of prosperity. The

Brahmin Gobahula is introduced as a rich

man who was free from all the acts of vice for which

he might be despised, and a profoundly learned man who
was conversant with the knowledge of the B>g-Veda and well-

versed in all the sciences and arts. His mother Bhadtft is

praised as a graceful woman who had all the rare gifts of an

accomplished lady. And the infant QoSUa is eulogised as a

tender and in all respects a handsome lad. If he had been an

ordinary man, wo could not have such glowing descriptions of

his birth-place, the owner of the homestead where he was bom,
his mother and infancy. All persons and all things associated

with his birth are highly praised, (lobahula, which is said to

have been the name of the rich, high-minded and profoundly

learned Brahmin, is but a synonym of Go^ftla or (losSll. Any-

how, there seems to have been an earlier Ajivika account of

Gos&la’s parentage and birth, in which ho was probably des-

cribed as the son of a rich, good-natured and learned Brahmin,

Gos^a, (los&la or (lobahula by BhndrS, a lady who was a model
of womanhood. As we have a glowing account of Mahftvira’s

parentage and birth in the Ac&iA&ga and Kalpa SQtras, or that

of the Buddha’s parentage and birth in the JStaka-NidSna-

Katha, rjalita-\'i8tara and Mah^vastu, so there must have been

a similar account prepared by the Ajivikas of their great

Tlrthahkara’s parentage and birth.

hottht, gukniD&U jiva pa<lirflva. Tt.e«aip a BhaddS bbatiyB ovQIja kayBiqi garriQiyBTi

hotiibk.* Te^ais ktleQaip taQtip aamae^aip Saravafe ^Bmaqi aa^^iveie bottliB, riddliat*

tUainfya jtva aaiwibha-ppase paaBdie. Tattbapaip Gobabule pBmaip
parivaaai, a^be |Bva aparibbfie, Bjavyeya jBva aupaiini^bieraTi bottbB. Taasapaip
goiBlByavi hotUiB. Taepaip se Maipkbali-Maipklia-pBinaip bharipBe gnyyipia
aaddhiip cittaphalaga-hattbagae ICaipkhattapepaiii appSpaqi bhBfamipe pnTrSp-
opavTiqi oSranflpe gBinftpfagBmaip duijjamBpe Saravape aappiyeae iMoa-nlya-majjlii-

maiip knlaiip gharaaamndBpaBBa bhikbBrarijBe atamBpe mBbapataa gnaam* egadeaaip-
ai yata-TBaaip uyBgae. Taepaip aB BbaddB auknmfila jCya pa^irflyaip dBraga tanp
dgragaaaa aiiuna*ppaR) pBmadbejiaip kaieipti OoaUe tti,
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Judging by the Jaina account in the Bhagavatl-Stitra, one

has to admit that Goaftla’s parents had no

^•1 statas of Oo- social status whatever. Go^la, too, had the

own atatw. same fate, if we are to believe with Buddha-

Ss own profession! gho^H that he had been engaged as a slave in

MaipSiu***'*”
* the service of a rich householder before he ran

away nuked in fear of his master. The truth

of Buddhaghosa’s story is contradicted by thti Jaina account in

which we are told that Go&la’s father Mamkhali was a maipkha

by profession, and that Go^la himself adopted the same profes-

sion as soon as he, after having passed his childhood, reached

the years of discretion iind grew to manhood.^ The vagrant

life of his parents which finds mention in the Bhagavatl-Sfitra

is consistent not so much with the mode of ordinary Indian

beggars as with tliat of ParivrSjakas and Parivr&jikSs, of Indian

wandering asttelics or strolling mendicants, male and female,

who walked out of society and sought for shelter irv royal parks,

mountain-caves, corpses’ lying-in grounds (crematoria, chamel-

ftelds), open fields, deserted houses, letters’ premises, or cow-

pens. They generally looked out for such shelters at the

approach of the rainy season during which they had fixed

resorts or residences. If we believe the Jaina story, GoiSSla’s

parents were a couple of Maskarl and MaskarinI who entered on

their var^ft-residcnce in the settlement iSaravan«i, in the cow-p(!n

of the rich and learned Brahmin Gobahula. Before they

reached Saravana, they had travelled from (own to town, from

village to village, wandering about hither and thither, the

husband and wife together, the husband carrying a load of

haggage, as well as a picture-board in his hands. Prom their

arrival iu Saravana they went from house to house, from door

to door, to collect alms from all classes of people and from all

quarters, inducing the people to acts of piety by showing to

' BhagAvatV-Slltra, XV. 1. Leaf 1206 : Sae^aip le Goaile dirae nmmakA-vala-

bhATc Yi^Qija-pari^ayamatte jabba^^agamannppatte maqikhattapepaip appipaip

bhifamipa viharai.
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tbem pictures and explaining their subjects. Assuming all

these details to be true, we feel no difficulty in deriving

out of the Jaina story an account of Go^la as a

male issue of a couple of Indian Maskaris or Parivrfijakas.

All the same, we adhere to our opinion that the Jaina

historiographer has foisted upon Go^Sla the story of a

parentage which is true of Indian life, though not of

him.

The intention of the Jaina historiographer is to re-

present GosSla’s parents as vagabonds or home-

PatSakSlSiirdli Jess and strolling street-beggars, a vagrant

•
eouplc who virtually lived a nomadic life,

of?*M^ha™^*****’”
wandering about in the country, and going

from house to house, from door to door, to

collect alius by iuducing the people of all classes and quarters

to show charity by iuean>s of certain pictures shown and

explained by them. It is eonceivable that there were then,

as there are now in India, some cIuskcb of vagrant

population, the members of which extracted alms from

the charitable or secured uionetary help from tho interested

or inquisitive section of humanity either by showing

pictorial representations, or by singing songs, or by supply-

ing drugs and cures, or by prcdictilig future events and

recounting past incidents, or by ptirforming magical, acrobatic

and such other feats. There are at present the N’auls

(Vatulas) and Vairagis, a section of the \'uiB9avas in Bengal,

who e.xtract alms from the charitable by singing the

praises of R&ilh&-Kf$qia or ballads relating to the sports

and dalliances of souls, human and divine, singing the

songs either as pairs and groups of lovers, or even as married

couples, and representing a people who live on the border-land

of orthodox Hindu society. Dr. Hdernle draws our attention

to a class of beggars in Bengal, the members of which usually

carry cnide pictures or representations of Sltalft or Olftbibi, and

to another in Orissa, the members of which carry' the pictures
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of Jagannftth.' Prof. Haraprasad 8astri observes: “The
Dharmaghariil Yogis are to be found in large numbers

in South-Western Bengal. The so-called Brahmins who beg

with the image of ^Italfi in their hands and come from Howrah

and Midnaporc districts arc all Dharmagharia Yogis. They do

not put on the holy thread, but they use copper in some form

or other on their person after their initiation to religious life.

'J’hey worship Dharina atDharma temples.” ® And he fancies :

“ From the locality they come, they seem most likely to l)e the

survivals of the Hlnayanist monks of the TBinralipta coiuttry.”*

Th(M'e is also a special class of beggars among the Muslim

population in Bengal, the members of which collect alms either

by singing from «loor to door the ballads of Satya-Pir and

Manik-Pir,* or by showing the b’akir’s lamp from door to door,

generally at nightfall^ or by displaying hypnotic powers.® One

interesting fact alH)ut this lust class of beggars is that its

members collect alms from all families, Hindu ns well ns

Musalman, while the VairBgis and Dharmagharifi Yogis

confine their begging-rounds to Hindu families.

The life of the Indian wandering ascetics and recluses was

_ . . in a sense an ideal reversion to the vagrancy

fence of such Parivri- of thc iiomads. There IS no lack of evidence
jakas m India.

. p i i

to prove the existence of the Fanvrfijakas and

ParivrBjikBs in India who led some sort of a married life and

adopted (he profession of a maipkha, and that us early as the

6th or 7th century B.C. lu> thc PBli Ghotamukha-Sutta, the

* Uvasufru-DaBHO (UpaKaku-J)aH&figu). Iniiislatcd by [Hdernle in tlie Bibliotheca

Jndica scrioB, Appendix I.

* Introduction to Modem iiuddliiKm uud its ToHowcib in OribUH by Nagcndra Nath

VuBii. p. .17. Our iiifonnalion is lliai thc perBOUB hogging with thc image of ditalli

VimalA (Vimbalii in thc Oriya prcniiociataon), HiAgulA or a Bimilar deity, are the

pncBtly BrahminB, no matter of which rank or order, who put on the lioly thread.

^ These ballad-Bingera or minstrele are known as GSens.

* Those who 'beg by 'showing the Fakir's lamp are called in Bengal Ptr-SlbibB oi

Mnakil-ABanB.

” They go out on begging rounds at day-time with a canoe-ehaped bowl in their

iiaods.
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Brulimin Ghotamukha or Ghotakamukha, an Indian teacher

whuMe viewB uii erotics are quoted in Kautilya’s ArthaiSstra

and Y&tsykyana’s KSma-SHtra, has been represented as strongly

maintaining this opinion ;
“ N’atthi dhammiko Paribbfijo

(Paribbftjako).” " That there is no Parivrftjaka \7ho has gone

out for conformity to the ideal (for the sake of religion as we

now would say)." ^ The opinion of the Brahmin teacher clearly

indicates the existence of the high ideal of character and

presumes the want of men, even among the wandering ascetics,

to fulfil it. Whatever be the actual bearings of the Brahmin

Ghotamukha’s opinion, wo have the Cnlla-Dhammasamftdana-

Hutta to bear testimony to the existence of some orders of

Indian recluses and ascetics who advocated and practised the

\'fim9c&ra-SahajiyS-cult of which we know enough through the

Buddhist songs and dohSs and the compositions of the early

Vaiwava poets of Bengal. In the Pali Butta, the Buddha has

l)cen represented as making the following observations :

" There are some recluses and Brahmanical ascetics who

hold this opinion and boldly say this ;
‘ There is no iniquity

in the acts of lust.’ They fall victims to the acts of lust, they

have, indeed, dalliances with molibaddhft-Paribbftjikft, the

female ascetics with topknots of hair. Arguing, they say this :

‘ As a matter of fact, the venerable recluses and Brahmanical

ascetics seeing future dangers arising from the acts of lust,

teach their abandonment and enunciate the method of avoiding

them.’ Thinking that pleasant is the touch of the arms of a

youthful, tender and hairy Parivrftjikft, they fall victims to the

acts of lust.” * The KathS-vatthu which is traditionally known

' The Ghotemukhe-Biitta ii a Sutta in the Majihiraa-NikAya. Ab to Gho(amukha

being a teacher of erotic science, see our History of Pre-Baddhistic Indian Philosophy,

p. 380.
*

* Maijbima-Mikaya, 1, p. 305 : Santi eke samapa-brAbmapI evaqiv8diDo eraqiditt-

hino :
' N’atthi kfimesn doso'ti. Te kimesn pitabyataip ipajjantt, te kho molibaddbibi

Paribbijikihi saddhiip parioireDti. Te evaip ftbaqiBU : ' kiip sn nAma te bhonto aamapa-

bcaihmapi kamesu anAgatabhayaip aampassitvAkAmesn pahApav Ahatpsa, kAmAnaqfi pari-

fiAaV paAfi*p«nti.* ' Snkho iuissA ParibbijikAya tarupAya mndokAya lomaslya bAhAye
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to have been a Pftli compilation of the Afokan age embodies two

curious controversies, one about the legality of entering upon

sexual relations with a united resolve, and the other regarding

the fact of the infra-human beings entering upon

sexual relations in the guise of the Arahants. Buddha-

gho^a in his commentary on the Kathftvatthu, says that the

Andhakas (Andhrakas) and the Vetulyakas (Vaitulyakas) were

of this opinion that sexual relations might be entered upon with

a united resolve.* It is not elear from the details of this con-

troversy whether, in the opinion of these Buddhist sects and

schools, this way of life was becoming of the Bhiksns or only

of the householders. The second controversy involves a dispute

about the implication of the statement :
‘ The infra-human

l)eings enter upon sexual relations in the guise of the Arahants.

The details of this controversy imply that the infra-human

beings in certain regions entered upon sexual relations in the

guise of the Arahants as a lesson meant to be conveyed to those

wicked Bhikfus who had outwardly gentle manners and observed

the rules of discipline. Buddhaghosa says that the quoted

statement was made and defended by some of the IHtarSpatha-

kas. The conclusion which might l)c drawn from this is that

among the uncivilised peoples in TTttarSpatha (Uttarapatba),

the North-Western Frontier region of India, there arose some

Buddhist sects permitting their Bhik^us to enter upon sexual

relations. Be that as it may, here we may cite three

instances to prove our case. Dharmapala in his TheragftthS-

commentary, says that the Buddhist Thera Sftmafifiakftni

was the son of a ParivrSjaka.” As he does not clearly state

whether the Thera was born before his father left the

BamphasBO* ti te Ic&meBU patabyaiam apajjatiii. Fapaflca-BadanV, Hiameae Kdition, IT,

p. 601 : moUhadilhahi ii nioliip katv& boDdhii.kABfiln T&paBa'raribliajikfthi.

' KathAvaithii, XXTIJ. I : Ekftdhippftyeoa inethuDo dhiftiiiDo sevitubbo. Se<* the

Pointa of Controveray.

‘ KathftTatthn* XXTIJ. 2 : Arabaal-ftiiaip va^yena amanuaRA nietlninaip dlrnmniaip

patiaevanti.

Paatma of the Brethren, XXXV.
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world, or after he had lapsed into the world, theinstancc

may be treated as one of doubtful import. The biography

of the Wanderer Sabhiya (Sabhya) goes lo show that he

was tlie son of a nobleman's daughter, who had an

itiidesiraible intimacy with a young Parivr&jaka. She was

committed by her parents to the charge of a Parivritjaka, that

she might leami other doctrines and usages. It is while she

was still under training that she made friendship with the

young Parivrftjaka, who was one of the resident plipils of the

Wanderer teacher.' This instance might be treated as an

exception nvther than a rule. But we have the third instance

which proves our case. In the biography of the Buddhist

Thera Vahgisa (VSgIsa) supplied in the Sutta-NipSta>commen-

tary, it is definitely stated that ho was the son of a Parivrajaka

and a ParivrSjikS.^ Vahgisa and many other Theras who arc

described in the Thera-(ratlifi-commentary or in Buddhagho^a’s

Manoratha-POi'aul ns persons lK)rn in Brahmin fumilies were,

probably the sons of the ParivrSjaka parents, some at least, if

not all.

The mamkhas are described in the Sanskrit Ttka of the

„ .
Bhagavatl-Sutra as a special class of fndian

BnbminB or Bran. ” .I'.'i
niauicai aaoetica as bcggurs vogaboudiHiug With picture-boards.^'
Haqikhaa.

from the description given in the

SGtra itself that the picture-boards were carried by these beggars

in their hands. According to the information supplied in the

Bh&9S, the pictun's themselves were drawn upon wooden

boards.'' Oosala’s parents belonged to this class of beggars, if

the Jaina account be true. He himself adopted the profession

of a mainkha when he reached the years of discretion. The

* Paramatthajolikii, IL, p. 42J. Dliamnittpa4a.oommftntarj^, IV, pp. 22(i-22R. Ttiera-

Gatba-commentary, CLXXXVITI. Peftlms of the Brethren, p. 177.

Paramattbajotika, ,(T, p. 345 ; So kira Paribbajakassa puttc Paribbajikaya

kooohimbi jito.

* Bhagavatf-Sfitra, XV. li Leaf 1204 : Maipkhab citraphalaka-vyagrakaro bhikfaka.

ifafab.

* Bhagavatl.8fltra, XV. 3, Leaf, 1204: Maipkha.ESitha-oitrania dekbftdato phirai

'

•havo bhikfnka^vitefa (bhiky&cgra).
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manner in which the mainkhas wandered about and went on

begging rounds is well described in the Bhagavatl-SQtra and

its commentaries. ' It is related that as soon as Goiftla grew to

manhood, he mauo a separate picture-board by his own efforts,

and carrying the same in his hands, moved about in the garb

of a maipkha.^ The Jaina historiographer is reticent about the

materials, techniques, motives and subject-matters of the

pictures drawn and shown by the maipkhas. He is silent also

about the caste to which the maipkhas belonged. In one of the

Dialogues in the Saipyutta-Nikftya, the Buddha draws the

attention of his disciples to a class of imaginative pictures

called CaraQa or Earava. Buddl^agho^a paraphrases carava by

vicara^a (rambling),^ and seems to have explained li:ara9a as

mefttiing kara^a-vicitta (artistic).* The Buddha must have

judged these pictures as the finest specimens of pictorial art then

known to him, and this one may easily infer from the following

quotation :

—

“ Have you seen, O Bbikfus, the painting called Gara^a

(or Karapa) ?

“Even BO, Lord."

“ This very painting, 0 Bhiksus, is thought out (conceived,

imagined) by the object-thinking miind. The object-thinking

mind is, 0 Bhikpus, even more picturesque than the Caraija

(or Karapa) class of painting.”*

‘ Bhaga»*tJ-Batt», XV. 1, Leaf 1800 : jubbaoa-gamapn-ppatta ayam eva p&rjiekkaqi

citta-phalagaip kftiei, kareitti citta-phalaga-hatthagae maipkhatta^e^aip appapaip bhave-

lu&^e viharai.

* Bgrattha-Pakiainf, Biameae Edition, IT, p. 898 : Caraijaip nima citlan ti Vicarapa-

f'ittaip.
^

^

* AtthaaUini, p. 94.

* BaipjntU-Nikftya, p. 151

:

Ditthaip TO Bbikkhava Carapaip (Eanpaip) nftma cittanti? t* Evaip Bliante."

•Tam pi kho Bbikkhava Caravaip (Xarapaip) nbma cittaip citten'eva cintitaip.

Tana pi kbo Bhikkbava Carapana (Karapana) cittana cittafifteTa oittataraip." Tha

extrwt bM bem quoted in tb. AttbMbUnl, p. 64, ud notioed for tbo a»t time in Bam.',

Hutoiy of Pm-Baddbi,tie Indiu Pbilowipbri p- 100.

11
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How is it that the object-thinking mind conceives the idea

of painting (picture-drawing) and determines the means of

materialising the painter’s idea ? * Buddhaghoaa answers

this question as follows :
—“ There is nothing more picturesque

in the world (of common experience) than painting.

Wherein lies the explanation for the fact that the Carava

(or Eara^a) class of painting is rendered so very picturesque?

While working it out, this idea arises in the painters’

mind : 'Such and such forms (pictures, figures) should here be

made (designed, executed, embodied, actualised).’ Sketching,

colouring, brightening (polishing), giving permanency and the

remaining processes of painting take tlieir rise (get their start)

from this conception in the mind. Therefrom a highly

picturesque form (wonderful picture) presents itself in the class

of painting called Cara^a (or Earana) . Thereafter, thinking,

' Let this go above that figure, let that go below, let that stand

on both sides,’ the remaining details are worked out step by

step, finishing off the execution of the picture according to

thought. Similarly whatever wonderful product of art there

is in tliis world, all that is executed, indeed, by the object-

thinking mind.”*

In explaining why this class of painting is named Carana

or Bambling, Buddhagho^a says ;
” There are

^ Brahmin sectaries whose general name is

Nakba. They having a (movable or portable)

picture-gallei'y made, roam al)Out with it, exhibiting thereupon

(apparently upon the outer faces of the four piece-boards serving

as walls) the various kinds of representation of happy or woeful

^ AtlhasKlinf, p. 64 : Kathaqi cittakaraqatftja (cittanti)?

* Atthaaalinf
• p. 64, LdkaBmiip hi cittakammato nitariqi afifiaqi eittaip n6ma n'atthi.

Eaamiip pi Oarapaip (Earaqaip) D&ma cittaip aticittam eya hoti? Taip karoniinai|i cifta-

kftra^^am *evaipvidh&nf ettha rfipkni kfttabbftnt* ti eitta-aaSAft nppajjanti. OittSya

gaftflayft lekb&ya gahaQa-raftjana-iiijotana-TattaD6dik& citta-kiriyl uppajjanii. Tato

Carapa-aaAkb&te citte aflfiataraip ^oitta-rilpai|i nippajjati. Tato 'Imaaaa rflpasBa iipari

idaqi hoto, betjfhft idaip hotu, abbayapaBoo idan'ti cintetvft yathfi-ointitana kameoa Baaa-

oittarOpa-nippbftdanaip hoti. Eyaip yaip kifioi loke yioittaip aippajttaip aabbav taip

eitton’era kariyati. C/. traoBlatioo of the oztraot in the Ezpoaitor, being a tranalatfon
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states of existence according to good or bad destinies, and

causing the labels to be inscribed to the effect : ‘Having done

this deed, one attains to this state,’ “Having done that, one

attains to that state. Analysing this, we can derive the

following historical data

:

(1) That these sectaries were Brahmins by caste and

known by the name of Nakha;

(2) That they wandered about in'the country, taking with

them movable or portable picture-galleries with

pictures drawn and exhibited thereupon;

(3) That they entertained as well as instructed the people

with the aid of these pictorial representations;

(4) That they delineated the pictures of destinies after

death, of happy or woeful states of existence in

different celestial abodes or infernal regions,

publicly demonstrating the Doctrine of Karma,

promulgating the Theory of Bebirth and proving

the ' existence of Paraloka or World-beyond;

(5) That they inscribed separate labels indexing contents

of the depicted scenes;

(6) That painting was just one of the arts whereby they

tried to inculcate their doctrines and secured

support of the people;

(7) That their institution existed also in the time of

Buddhaghofa;

of (he Atthas&linf by Pe Maung Tin, reviaed by Idn. Bhya Davids. The Bignifioaoce of

the passage is discassed for the first time in Baraa’s History of Pre*Buddhistic Icdian

l^hiloBophy, p. llOi discassed also by Miss Stella Eramrisch in the Introduction to the

Viffudharmottaram translated by her (only the chapters bearing «poQ Indian Painting)*

p. 6.

^ SBrattha-Pakisinf, Siamese Edition, n, p. 398 : Nakbo uAma Brshmapa-pftsap^ikft

honti. Te pans ko^^hakaip katvi tattha nfinappakftre sugati- duggati-vasena sampatti-

vipaUiyolikbftpetvft, *Idaip kammaip katv& idaip pa^ilabbati’, 'Idaip katvA idan'ti dassento

taip cittaip gahetvd viearati. First noticed in Barna's History of Pre-Bnddbistic Indian
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(8) That there can be no doubt that the Maipkhas referred

to in the Jaina Bhagavatl-SOtra and its commen-

taries and the Nakha-BrShmaqia-pftsaQdikas refer-

red to in Buddhagho^a’s SSrattha-Pakftsiid were

representatives of one and the same institution ;

(9) That here one may trace the origin and antiquity of

the Indian folk-art, Patacitra, which, as a means of

popular instruction, developed side by side with

ballad-recitation and similar art of narration or

story-telling. The subject-matters changed accord-

ing to exigencies of time and according to needs of

the teaching to be imparted* ; and

(10) That these pictures contained continuous representa-

tions of successive stages in the progress of a story

in order to have a scenic effect.

One of the legends in the Divyft.vaditoa* clearly shows how

the bas-reliefs and frescoes replaced these earlier paintings in

Buddhism. In order that all other Bhik^us might become as

great a leader and eloquent a preacher as MahSmaudgaly&yana,

the Buddha is said to have suggested : “The wheel of life with

five divisions should be represented on the doorway (of the

Yeuuvuiia monastery),^ showing the five destinies of men,

namely, those typified by the infernal creatures, the brute, the

departed spirits, the gods and the human beings. In the lowest

division are to be shown the infernal creatures, the brute world

PbiloBophj, p. 110. Diioassed by Miss Stella Kramrisch in the Introdaotion to the

Vi9pndharmottarain translated by her, and also by Barua in bis monograph—Books of

Stories of Heaven and Hell, forming the appendix of B. G. Law's book—Heaven and

Hell in Bnddbist Perspective.

' The Act T of the Uttara-RAma-Carita shows that the sabject of delineation was the

incidents in tbe life of BSma. The BAdb&.Knvpa-story is the favonrite snbject with the

Pato&s or Pata-oitrakaras of Bengal.

* In Act I of the Uttara-BAma*Oarita the pictures drawn by the painter named Arjnna

are described as vlthioitra, vHhi meaning srept, 'serial* or 'oontinnons.' "Arjnnena

oitrakarepa.i....cBrl«am asyBm vithyim abhilikhitam.'*

(commentary by Vlrarighava).

* Divybvadfna', pp. 300-808.
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and the departed spirits ; in the upper division the gods, men
and the four continents (POrvavideha, Aparagod&niya, Uttara-

kuru and Jambudvipa); in the middle parts Passion, Hatred

and Delusion, Passion in the form of a pigeon,* Hatred in that

of a serpent. Delusion in that of a boar, as well as the Buddha-

image, the circle of Nirv&ua, and the chance-bom lieings, the

last as rising and falling in the form of the rope and bucket of

a well ; while surrounding all is to be engraved the Buddhist

Wheel of Life, divided into 1 *2 segments and revolving forwards

and backwards. The representations must set forth concrete

examples of the different ways and actions leading persons along

these destinies. ^J'he Wheel of Life must be accompanied by

the inscription recording the two verses, urging

—

** Proceed, O iiiniii come out, and dock

to Buddha’s standard, .

Shatter Death’s legion, as elephant tramples

house of reed, not blu'd.”

MtipkhM, Eakbs-
Brtbmass-pSsavcIikas
and Yamapattikas
were r^ieseDtatireg
of one and tbe same
inatitntion.

The evidence of the MudrSi-Kak^asa and the Harsa-Charita

goes to prove that the institution of the

Maqakhas or Nakha-Br&hmapa-pSsaudihas sur-

vived in India till the reign of King Har^a, that

is, right up to 048 A.D., and that the latter-

day representatives of their institution became

known also as Yamapattikas, the “Inferno-show-men,” the

pictures classed in Buddhist literature as Caraua or Karaua be-

coming famous also under the ntime of Y'amapata or Yamapatta,

the “ Death-pictures,” the “pictures of Hades.” The descrip-

tion of the Yamapattikas or Yamapattakas given in the MudiS-

BSk^asa or in the Harsa-Carita clearly brings out the fact that

the' showing of the Death-pictures was accompanied by the

singing of songs and dancing or dramatic aoting, the themes of

their songs having the same significance as the depicted scenes

in their pictures. In Act I of the MudrS-BSk^asa, there is a

' Cf» Burbiifc JMska-aceoe with tbe label Ka^ari-kUoax*). Here the female figure*

holds a pigeoQ in its left band*
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scene of entry of a spy with a Yamapata, the spy employed by

Gftvakya. He is represented as moving about in a characteristic

manner of acting and saying these words :
“ From the time I

entered into this house, I have been singing this song, showing

(the painted canvas with) the pictures of Hades. He cleverly

describes his business as a spy through the song, the stanzas of

which are so worded as to refer to Yama as well as OSimikya.

The first stanza of the song which is composed in Prakrit

reads

:

Pavamdha Jamassa c(daife,

kirfl kajja^i devaehi aifi^ehiin i

Eso khu avvdhhattai^aifi

harai jkLth ca4apadantaijii R

The stanza in its Sanskrit rendering reads :

Prai^amShi Yanuisya carafe,

kiip kSryaip daivatair anyail^ i

khalvanyahhakUinatp

harati jUvaip parisphutantam II

** Bow down, bow down, at the feet of Hades,

No use, no use, bowing to all,

To all, to all, to gods but Hades.

Enow ye, know ye, 0 men of Hades,

He killeth, visibly killeth, the unrelenting god.

Devotees of gods other than Hades.”

The Yamapattika of the Har^a-Carita is not a spy. Here is

the description of a real Infemo-show-man. The scene of

action is a bazar-street where he is seen making a display of his

art amid a great crowd of inquisitive children. In his left

* Madrft Bik9aBB, edited by K. T. TeUng. p. 72 :

(Tatek prBTifiati Yamapatena cara^)—

JAva edaip gehaip paviaia

Jamayajaip daipsaaDto giAiip gVioi (iti parikramati).
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hand is a painted canvas stretched out on a support of upright

rods and showing Yama, the lord of the dead, mounted oni his

dreadful buffalo. Wielding a reed-wand in hie other hand, he

is expounding the features of the next world, and chanting the

following verse ^

:

Mata^pitr-tahasraiti, putra-dar&^atani ca I

Yuge yuge vyatltani, kasya te, kasya va hhavan ?

*' Mothers and fathers in thousands, in hundred children and wives

Age after age have passed away ; whose are they,

and whose art thou ?'*

of Yamapa^a and
Carapacitra, and sur-
vivala of tbe inatitn-

tioo of the MaipkhaB,
Nakba-Br A h m a p a-

pAaap^ikaa.

The institution of the Mainkhas, Nakha-BrfihmaQa-pSsav*

Mbdern nptirimrnB
4ihas and Yamapattikas has survived in India

till to-day, and has not completely died out as

yet, though their art has degenerated and they

are fast becoming ignoramuses. With
regard to Yamapata, Mr. Kipling observes

:

“ One of the most popular of the pictures sold at fairs is a

composition known as Dharmaraj, a name of Yama, the Hindu

Pluto, and also broadly for justice. The judge is enthroned and

demon executioners bring the dead to receive their doom. The

river of death flows on one side of the picture and those go

safely across who hold a cow by the tail, while others are torn

by terrible fishes. Citragupta, the clerk or recording angel of

Yama, considered to be the ancestor of the Kftyasth or clerkly

caste, sits in an office with account-books exactly like those of

a Hindu tradesman and according to the record of each soul,

punishments or rewards are given. Dflts or executioners torture

offenders, while the blest sail upwards in air-borne chariots.*’*

‘ Harfft-Carita, Nirpaya Sigara Press EditioD, V, p. J53 : VipiDj.vartmaoi

katahBlaka1a-bahalB-bAlaka-parivrtam-firdba.yaiti.¥i«kainbhf.Titate YAmahasta-Yartini

bblfapa-nahifAdhirAdba-pretanAtha-BanAthe csitraYsti paraloka-Yjatikaraip itara-kara,

kalitena CarakApdeoa kathayantaiii Yamapafi^ikaip dadarAa. TenaiYa ea gAyamiDai!i

Alokapi aArpot. TraDslation by Cowell and Tbomas, p. 186 of the Harfa-Oaxita,

* Beast and Man in India, p. 128*
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SignificaDce of the
designation Nakha-
Brahmin honaeholdera
and Parivrfljakaa fol-

lowed the profeBBion

of NakhaB.

There seems to have been a very special reason for applying

the designation Nakha to the Brahmin sectaries

whose business it was to wander about showing

the pictures labelled with inscriptions and

depicting various destinies of men after death.

They were called Nakhas because apart from

being painters and picture-expounders, they were skull-tappers.

In the latter capacity, it was their business to tap on skulls

with theiir finger-nails to divine future destinies, to ascertain in

the case of the dead and predict in the case of living persons.

It wiU not be wrong to say that they were craniologists, phreno-

logiists or cranio-eBchatologiuts. The Brahmin or Brahmin

Parivtftjaka named Vaftgisa (Vagisa) had been an expert skull-

tapper before he joined the Buddhist order. It is said that

while on growing to manhood he was studying the Three Vedas

(Vedic treatises and systems), Yafigisa learnt the mystery* of

skulls (chava-sisa-manta) from a teacher who was a specialist

in this subject. He earned fame as a teacher who knew how to

discoverby tapping on skulls^ where their former occupants were

reborn'. The Brahmins or Brahmin ParivrRjakas saw in this a

means of gain and hiding him in a covered vehicle toured about

in villages, townslups and royal capitals. When a large crowd

gathered round the vehicle, they cried out, saying “ He who

sees Vafigisa, either acquires wealth or fame, or goes to

heaven.”® Thus they arouse! curiosiity in many a person to

see him by offering them fees. In reply to the enquiries made

by the kings and royal ministers as to the proficiency of VaAgisa,

they said,
** Yon do not know that in the whole of India, there

is not another learned man like him. He having a skull

brought to him, even a skull as old as one year, can ascertain

by tappi^ on it in what class of beings its former occupant is

' CbavaftTBaip nakhen Akotetvi.

* Id the Paraniaitba-Jotik«, II, p. 845, Vafigiea haa been repreBeoted as a (treat

leader and teacher who toured about in the country with a retinue of 5,000 men acoompany-

iug him aa hia followera,
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reborn." As men were brought to him, Vaigisa tried to remove
their doubts about his ability by diviodnig their future destinies.

And persuading the people to believe in him, he received fees of

100 and even 1,000 (kah5pa4as).^ If the story of the life of

VaAgisa do not suffice to dispel our doubt as to whether he

practised this art as a householder or he did so as a ParivrAjaka,

we have another story in the Theragfttha-commentary, the story

of the life of Migasira (Mrga?ira), in which it is distinctly

stated that the art of divination of destinies by tapping on skulls

was practised by Migasira both when he had remained in society

and later when he walked out of it and turned a Wanderer.’'

Thus it may be showed that whether we rely upon the

Tn fT......v» at to
representation of GolSla’s father as a

Qottia being the ton Mamkhali-Maiukha, or upon the presumed
of a Brahmin father. t • . i

^
Ajlvika account representing Gosiila as the son

of Grobahula, the rich and learned Brahmin, there is no getting

away from the inference that his father was cither a Brahmin

in society or one in retirement. For we do not know as yet a

single instance where a man other than one of the Brahmin

caste adopted or has adopted the profession of a Matpkha or

Nakha.

Believing the Jaina story of (ro^la’s parents to l)e true we

„ ..... , find it easy to understand the possibility of his
Possibility of

, . , .

‘ •'

Qortia't birth in a birth in 8 gosSla Or cow-pen, as we are told in
‘ the Bhagavatl-Sutra. We shall not be justified

in adducing this fact as a proof of his unfitness to act as the

founder of a school of thought or the leader of a religious sect.

If it actually happened, it happened as a matter of accident.

Jesus Christ who is worshipped by the millions of Christians as

the greatest saviour was delivered in a stable just as a matter of

‘ Of. Panmattha.Jatiki, U, p. 846, giving a aomewbat diCeiant aceoont ; tfannatl

pi andaq* attano SCtlnaip Ulakattnaip aaa*nato alaini teetv* taaaa teaaip gatiip poeobanti’

* iranoratha.PBraQl, F. T. 8. Edition. I, p. 367 ; Paramattha-Jotika, 11 ; PaaJnia

of the Bretbran, p. 886. Dhammapada'Oominentaiy, IV, pp. 996-988.

* Pwlma of the Bratbien, pr 186.

12
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aooideut. The Wanderer Sabhiya (Sabhya, Gonncil-Hall-man)

who is known to have been the son of a young Wanderer by a

nobleman's daughter and who was noted for his Vedic learning

and won the fame of a great dialectician, finding none to equal

him, was delivered accidentally in a SabhS or Council-Hall.*

Even denying the truth of the Jaina representation of

Possibility of
as a Maiukha by profession,

Gotiis’s osKsr MS it is not difficult to understand the possibility
icaipkhs.

GoS&la’s Career as a Maipkha, provided that

one grants he became a Maskarl or Parivr&jaka who reached up

the Parama-iSukla or AvadhQta stage. Having regard to the

Avadhfita-stage, we read in the Avadhiita-Upanisad that a Pari-

vrftjaka attaining to this stage, becomes ' mah&makha mah&-

yoga,’ *a great yoga-practitioner, whose actions are all peculiar,

picturesque, amazing or artistic.' * That is to say, a ‘mahs-

makha mah&yoga' is a great *citrakara,' *picture-maker' or

'artist.' There can be little doubt that 'maipkha' is the same

word as 'makha,' which ordinarily means 'yajfia*.

Is it at all necessary , we ask, to treat Go^la as a personal

name and to account for its origin by a theory
iBitthfttChMUawiB , , . ^ o »» -x x i. x

joBt B Prakrit eqniTB- of birtn in a GosftlS? May it not be that we
lentof sk.^BUBBiyaf

jjuow what the personal name of the

Ajivika Tirthafikarn was? Is it impossible that Makkhali-Gosftla

was just a Prakrit form of the Bk. Maskarl-Kausalya, meaning

the Maskarl or Bamboo-staif-ascetic of Eo^ala, an ancient ex-

pression which is analogous to a modern expression like 'EftsikS

lithiyA B5b*t,’ the ‘Staff-man Father of Kfisi’? As we have

in Puli two epithets, Kosala and Kosnlaka denoting a man of

Eosala, so we have in ardha-Msgadhl two epithets Eosala and

Eosalaga, both of which are derived from the name of the

Eokla country. It is somewhat strange that in Jaina litera-

ture, Eosalaga occurs also as a form of the name of the Eosala

^ Pttamattha.Jotikfti II, p. 491 ; Paalma of the Brethren, p. 177 : “ Sabhiyaip

TiJiji, ten' asaa Babhiyo tveva nlmam akiai,

• * Avadhata-Upanifad, 6 : Ba mahimakbo mabftyogo, kltanam ftao eitraip karma,
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country. Kausalya in the sense of a man of £o5ala has been

used in the iSatapatha-Brfthmaqa as an epithet of King Hiravya-

nftbha/ and in the Fradna-Upanii^ad, as an epithet of the

Brahmin teacher AlvalSyana* precisely as in Fsli records,

Eosala has been used as an epithet of King Fasenadi, and as an

epithet of an ancient B^i who finds place in the Isigili-Sutta

list of Facceka-Buddhas. In the Dhammacetiya-Sutta, King

Fasenadi describes himself and the Buddha as Kosalakas. The

exact Fsli or ardha-MSgadhl form of the Sk. Eau^alya would

be Eosalla. It is easy to understand the process of phonetic

change of Eausalya into EosSla through Eosalla, e.g., Sk.

paiyati^T&li passati eardha-Magadhl pUsati. Even the phone-

tic change of Eosala into EosSla can be explained by the pecu-

liarity of pronunciation, e.g., Sk. grahapatiss'P&li gahapati^

ardha-MSgadhl g&havai. The change of the initial k sound into

g is not uncommon in Indo-European languages, e.g., Sk.

90 "English cotD, Koiiputa^^Gotiputa in the Belic-casket

records found in Bhilsa Topes. Curiously enough, GosSla or

GosSlaga occurs in Jaina literature as the name of the Ejlvika

teacher, and no less as the name of a country.’

B. M. Bartja

XI H . S. 4. 4.

Prafna-npuifad. 1, VI. 1.

Sheih'a Piia.8adda-Habawava.
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CALCUTTA STUDENT LIFE FIFTY YEARS AGO

Students’ messes in Calcutta in my college days, forty-five

years ago, were like small republics, and were managed on

strictly democratic lines. Everything was decided by the voice

of the majority of the members of the mess. At the end of

every month, a Manager was elected by the whole “ House
”

so to say, and he was charged with the collection of the dues of

the members and the general supervision of the food and estab-

lishment of the mess. Generally an estimate of the probable

expenses of the messing and other charges was made, and the

Manager was voted this amount for carrying on his duties. If

the actual fell below this estimate, the Manager on the last day

of his office, arranged lor a big feast on which he spent all his

savings
; if his expenses for the month exceeded the estimates,

the deficit was, of course, met by the members, but the Manager

had to face the unkind criticism of his executive abilities by hiis

colleagues and in extreme cases, which were, however, rather

rare, even their frank censure. The successful Manager was

frequently begged to accept re-election ; whiile the more careless

and la/y members, who had often to pay out of their own
pockets for their mismanagement tried to avoid this election.

But not merely in these financial matters, but almost in

every thing that concerned the common life of the mess, the

members had a supremo voice. If a scat was vacant applica-

cations for it came before the whole House, and no one was

admitted into the mess unless he was known or certified by

responsible people, to be a decent and respectable fellow.

Strict discipline ^as maintained by the opinion of his own
peers, over every young man who belonged to a mess. Disputes

between one member and another were settled by a Court of the

whole House ; and we sat up night after night, I remember,

in examining these cases ; and never was the decision of this
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Court questioned or disobeyed by any member. Nor were

the members of the mess at all helpless in the matter of duly

enforcing their verdict upon any member. For they could

always threaten the recalcitrant member either with expulsion

from the mess, or if he refused to go, with the entire responsibi-*

lity of the rent of it being thrown on him. And this had a

powerful appeal to the good sense of the offending member who
always submitted to the verdict of his peers on all matters.

We were by no means prurient purists in our youthful

days. The Calcutta Theatres which had just introduced female

artistes in our stage, were very largely patronised by us. At

home wo gave ourselves up often times to all sorts of amuse*

inents with an abandon, that would shock the Puritans of our

community. During our leisure moments we sang, we danced,

we indulged in all sorts of satire and mimicry, all of which wore

by no means kept within the confines of what is called delicacy

or decency in certain circles. But for all that, a real pure

moral atmosphere pervaded our life in these messes. No

manner of vice was tolerated ; and the least suspicion of loose

morals in a memlier would make him liable to very serious

displeasure of his friends and in extreme cases to expulsion

from the mess. And such was the force of public opinion in

these small
“

Republics ” that [ have known of cases of this

punishment on offending members, which so worked upon them,

tliat after a week of their expulsion from a mess, they looked

as if they had just come out of some prolonged and serious

spell of sickness

!

We made from time to time Laws and Regulations for the

proper administration of our little republics. I remember that

a few months after I came to Calcutta, a set of laws were

framed for the conduct of the member of our mess. We were a

rather mixed lot. Some were orthodox Hindus, though their

orthodoxy did not go so far as to prohibit association, or even

interdining provided the food was coo]^ed by Brahmins, with

those who did not observe the rules of cRste. Others were
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absolutely heterodox, and openly violated all the rules of

Hinduism in regard to eating and drinking. One or two were

honest and professed Brahmos. Babu Nabin Chandra Sarma,

who was the oldest member of our little republic, and as the

most advanced University student among us who was held in

sincere respect by every one, though not quite orthodox in his

opinions, was yet exceedingly scrupulous in the matter of his

ways of life. He used to frankly tell us that personally he had

absolutely no objection to take cooked food out of a non-

Brahmin’s hands
;

but be did not like to get cut off from his

family on the one hand, nor to tell lies about his ways and

habits, when questioned by his people. So he thought the most

honourable thing to do was to avoid eveiything that might

create trouble or force him to a denial. He would not,, there-

fore, take cooked rice out of the hands of us Kayestas or

Vaidyas, but had no objection to our cooking curries and dais

and other things for him. And the reason why he made this

distinction, he would frankly tell us, was that no body would

ever ask him if he took curries or dais cooked bynon-Brahmins,

the only question, if ever any were raised, would be, if he had

taken " Bhat ” or cooked rice out of their hands. The

idiom never used curries or dais as thename for cooked

food, but “ Bhat ” or cooked rice was the only term used in

this context.

The composition of our mess, called for some sort of a com-

promise between the so called orthodox and the Brahmo and

other heterodox members of our republic. So a rule was passed

by the unanimous vote of the whole House, that no member

shall bring any food into the house (except of course loaves and

biscuits, that had commenced to be tolerated by the orthodoxy

of the Metropolis) which outraged the feelings of Hindu

orthodoxy. It was, however, clearly understood that the

members of the mess as a body or even individually would not

interfere ’ with what ,any one took outside the house. So we

^re free to go and have all sorts of forbidden food either at
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the Great Eastern Hotel, which some of us commenced to occa-

sionally patronise later on, or anywhere else.

This law put us sometimes to very great incovenience.

One such incident has lived in my mind all these years. We
had left Nimoo Ehansama’s Lane, and had taken a house in

Madan Baral’s Lane, off Wellington Street, at this time. One

day our Brahmin cook was absent; and there was no dinner at

home. So Sundari Mohan and myself, we two went out in

search of food to Bowbazar, where we had seen cooked meat and

crabs and prawns and hot flour-cakes, fried in ghee or butter,

called “poories” in Northern India and “loochies” in our own

vernacular, put out for sale. We went to one of these shops

and having bought a good quantity of curried mutton, and

poories or loochies, asked the shop-keeper if there was any room

where his customers could have their meals. He showed us a

door leading to a hall where we could safely enjoy our meal.

So we eagerly went in, and found a table, a few chairs in

that hall which was lighted rather dimly by a kerosine lamp

hanging from the ceiling. The place was by no means inviting,

but we made ready to use it gladly on the principle of any port

in storm; because though our own house was very close to

tliis place, the law's of our republic forbade the introduction of

any cooked food into it from the outside. We had just set our

things down on the bare table and were going to sit down to

our dinner, when there entered a stranger with rather unsteady

steps, and a blue bottle peeping out of his armpit. This gave

us such a fright that we really did not know what to do. The
new comer noticed our nervousness and in a very kindly way,

but with a broken voice, stammered out : “What is there to be

ashamed of, my friends? I have come for the same object as

yourselves.” And as with these words he brought out a HTnii.ll

glass from his pocket and set the bottle from flis armpit on the

table, we gathered up our precious food and ran out of the room
like thieves, trembling all over. Coming out into the street,

we commenced to cast about for some place where we might
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go and sit and have our dinner. There was a small platform,

just opposite the small lane which led to our house, in front

of a neighbour’s residence, which was never used by the

inmates of that house, but where the Municipal officers, whose

rank had better not be disclosed, used to rest early in the

morning, and which had rather unappetising associations about

it. In our extremity, wc went to this place and finished the

poories and curries standing there in the dim light of the lamp

that lighted our lane. And as soon as the prohibited things

had passed out of our hands into our gullets, wc ran to our

bouse and there giilpcd the food down with the water from the

house-tap I

I had my first truly forbidden food in the house of a friend,

a class-mate of Snndari Mohan, and a very near relation of a

leading lawyer of the city, a well-known and wealthy member

of the Calcutta Kayestha community. He invited Sundari

Mohan, Tara Kishore Chaiidhuri
,
who also came from our

district and was a messmate of ours, and one or two others

and myself to dinner at his house which was not very far from

our mess. Tt was hero that both Tara Kishore Chaudhuri and

myself had chiicken curry for the first time in our life. And the

incident is specially remembered by me, because early next

morning, Tara Kishore came out of bed and standing in the

morning light, stretched out-his arms and commenced to exa-

mine what strength and flesh he had gained through the for-

bidden meat taken over-night ! Tara Kishore Chaudhuri rose

to considerable eminence in the Calcutta High Court Bar. A
few years ago he gave up a very profitable practice and retired

to Brindaban, where he has since been elected to be the head

of an important temple, with the title of Braja-Bidehi, the

highest spiritual recognition that ono can get among the VaishT

navas of Sree Brindaban, reputed to be the scene of the life

and leela or sport of Sree Krishna, in the Hindu legends.

Talking of Tara Kishore Chaudhuri, I am reminded of

another anecdote of his student life in Calcutta, which found us
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considerable fun for many days. There was illness ini our

mess. I think Sundari Mohan was ill, and the doctor prescribed

chicken soup for him. Tara Eishore Chaudhuri was sent for it

to the Great Eastern Hotel. When asked if he had brought

any yessel to carry the soup in, he innocently took out a copy

of the "Statesman" newspaper that he had with him, ahd

asked the man who came out to serve him, to put the soup

in it I

The story of my first lunch at "Wilson’s," as the Great

Eastern Hotel was called in those days, also deserves recording.

It was typical of our educated classes in those days (1876-76).

Sundari Mohan, myself, and three or four others went to have

our "tiffin" in this place. We had a private room to our-

selves. But none of ns had any experience of European food,

and our first difficulty, when the menu was placed before us,

was how to make our selection. Wc avoided this by leaving it

to the Mahomedan Ehansama to get us the very best there

was in the Hotel. >lone of us had any practice in handling

knives and forks. That was our next difficulty. And we tried

to solve it, by just trying to play with these as long as the

waiter was present, but sending him out on all sorts of errands,

we commenced to attack the victuals on our plate vigorously

with hand and teeth. It was a very miserable experience after

all. We did not like to hurt our dignity by honestly eating

with our hands the things that we had to pay for so much;

nor could we really eat in the unfamiliar way the Europeans do.

That experience was so unpleasant that as long as I was a

student, and not until I had become absolutely familiar with

these fnrftign ways, I never again crossed the threshold of the

Great Eastern or any other hotels in India. The story of our

first fight with knives and forks and spoons used to be frequently

repeated among our friends in those days* to their intense

merriment.

These students* messes were,* naturally, only of mafassil

young men reading in. the University. They were generally

X3
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grouped according to the districts from which they came. We
had, thus, a Tippera messl; a Jessore mess ; a Barisal mess

;

and a Sylhet mess. Dacca had more than one mess, there

was the Bikrampur mess, and if I do not forget, another,

the Manikganj mess. Of these somehow the Bikrampur, the

Tippera and the Sylhet messes were most prominent in all kinds

of public activities of those days, among the student population

of the Metropolis. Towards the close of iny life in the Univer-

sity, 33 Musalmanpara (Lane) the Bikrampur mess ; 28

Mechuabazar (Street) the Tippera mess ; and 14, College

Street ; these became something like prominent landmarks in

the life of the East Bengal students in Calcutta. 33 Musalman-

para came to receive the highest distinction because of its

association first with some of the most brilliant students of the

University, and next for its liberal, social and religious views.

Babu Ananda Mohan Bose, who subsequently went to Cam-

bridge and was the first Indian ^'Wrangler,” passed his M.A.

Examination and Boychand Prcmchand Studentship, which

carried a prize of 10,000 rupees in those days, while he was an

inmate of this mess. Babu Bajani Nath Boy, who subsequently

rose to the position of Deputy Accountant-General, was also a

member of this mess, and bis success in the University exami-

nations, in most of .which he topped the list of successful

students, shed considerable distinction on it. Babu Shasi

Bhusan Datta was another brilliant student of the Calcutta

University, who, too, took his degrees while he was a member of

this mess. Dr. Frasanna Kumar Boy, Babu Sree Nath Datta,

Sir Krishna Qobinda Gupta, all of them distinguished students

of the University, had intimate associations with the mess at

33 Musalmanpara. And their name and fame secured for it

the distinction of being the premier students’ mess in Calcutta

in time. 33 Musalmanpara was also a very prominent centre

of the social and religions revolt associated with Keshub

Chandra Sen and his Brahmo Samaj of India in the seventies

of the last century. It was from this mess that Ananda Mohan
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Bose, Prasanoa Kumar Boy, Srec Nath Datta, Bajani Nath

Boy, and Aghor Nath Chattopadhyaya, went to be publicly

initiated into Bralimoism by Keshub Chandra Sen, a few days

previous to his departure for England in 1871. Babu Dwarka
Nath Gangooly, the pioneer of liberal female education in

Bengal, and the editor of “ Abala-Bandhab " or the Friend

of the Weaker Sex,” who was later the Assistant Secretary of

the Indian Association, also lived during his first years in

Calcutta, in 33 Musalmanpara Lane. It turned out a larger

number of distinguished graduates, many of whom made their

mark in the public life of their Province, and some, indeed, in

that of whole India, than any other students-mess of our time.

33 Musalmanpara became thus almost a sign and symbol of

culture and progress in our community in those days. The

Tippera Mess at 28 Mcchuabazar Street, and the Sylhet Mess at

14 College Street, came to considerable prominence after 1874,

and particularly after the great schism in the Brahmo Samaj,

due to the marriage of the eldest daughter of Keshub Chandra

Sen to the minor Maharaja of Cooch-Behar, on account of the

intimate association of some of us wiith the new Brahmo move-

ment under Siva Nath Sastri.

Presidency College was the premier college affiliated to the

Calcutta University, in my time. There were
*' ‘

‘ private
’
’ that is, non-Governmenit,

Colleges in the city. Three of these, the General

Assembly’s Institution, situate in Cornwallis Square or Hedua
as it was and is still known among our people ; the Free Church

Institution, which was situate in Nimtolla Street, called also

Duff College, having bccni established by Dr. Duff ; and the

Cathedral Mission College, which stood in Mirzapur Street, and

occupied by the building that still stands on jhe south-eastern

comer of College Square, and is occupied by the Calcutta Cor-

poration as a District Office ;—belonged to Protestant Christian

Miflaions
; the first two, as their name indicated, belonged to the

Free Church of Scotland, and the third to the Church of England
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Mission. Then, there was the St. Xavier’s College, owned

and conducted by the Jesuit Fathers. Doveton and La Martinere

were meant exclusively for European boys, and as a rule, no

Bengalee was admitted to these institutions ; . though 1 think,

young Surendra Nath had his early education, preparatory to

his going to England for the Indian Civil Service, in the

former college, from which he passed his B.A. Pandit Iswar

Chandra Vidyasagar had established the Metropolitan Institu-

tion a few years before I came to Calcutta ; and this was the

only college affiliated to the Calcutta University which was

owned and managed by private individuals. When Sir George

Campbell opened his campaign against higher English education

and laid down the policy of gradually withdrawing from the

field of this education on the plea of releasing the funds of the

State available for the promotion of education among the people,

from collegiate education which benefited only a small section

of the community, with a view to its employment in the cause

of mass education ; the opening of the Metropolitan Institution

showed the way in which this new menace to higher education

iu the Province might be fought and removed. Pandit \Mdya-

sagar was not a very rich man. But he did not seek public

help in this new educational venture. He had no faith in

corporate action so far as his people were concerned. So he

dedicated whatever he owned to the cause of higher English

education, and practically staked his fortune and his high posi-

tion upon this enterprise. The fees charged iu his Metropolitan

Institution were much lower than those of the Presidency

College, and these were even less than what was charged by the

Missionary colleges. Poor students were helped with freeships,

and half-freeships as their condition justified. When I came to

Calcutta, the Metropolitan Institution had already secured a

high place among the Calcutta Colleges. Tara Kishore Chau-

dhuri who took a high position in Entrance Examination from

my school in Sylhet in my year (1874), and had got a scholar-

ship of rupees fifteen a month, went and joined the Metropolitan
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Institution ; though I took my admission in the more expensive

Presidency College.

Mr. Sutcliffe was the Principal of the Presidency College

at that time. Tq the early years of our University, the Princi*

pal of the Presidency College was, almost ex-officio, the Begis-

trar of the Calcutta University. The most brilliant students in

the Province, therefore, sought admission in this College if their

means allowed it. Mr. Sutcliffe’s dual position as Principal

and University Registrar, offered certain advantages to

the students of the Presidency College which students of

the other colleges did not enjoy. Students who passed with

distinction from the Presidency College, owing to Mr.

Sutcliffe’s dual position, stood much greater chance of securing

superior appointments under the Government, than their

brethren from the other colleges. Though the institution

of especial examinations for selecting candidates for the

Subordinate Executive Service, under the administration

of Sir George Campbell, somewhat restricted the field of Mr.

Sutcliffe’s patronage, there were other appointments, notably in

the newly organised Financial Department, that were practi-

cally in his gift. All these offered great temptations to ambi-

tious young men to prefer the Presidency College to others.

Though I had no such definite ambitions, and was really not

at all likely to succeed even if I had any, because I bad

passed the Entrance Examination in the Third Division, and

was exceedingly ill-equipped for successful competition with the

most brilliant students of the University who flocked to this

Colleges, as a scholarship-holder I fancied it would be profitable

and convenient for me to join it. So, at the beginning of 1875

I found myself in this College.

Mr. Tawney, who after his retirement, from the Bengal Edu-

cation Service was for many years in charge of the India Office

Library in London, was the senior Professor of English in the

Presidency College at that time. But he was in charge of

the B.A. and M.A. classes. Mr. Bellet and Mr. Hand; an
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Indo-Europeam gentlemani, and Babu Fyaricharani Sircar, were

ABsistaut Professors of English. They were in charge of the

Inftcruiediatc classes. Mr. Bellct had the typical Anglo-Saxon

features. He was a rather short maiii, with.a red face. He
hiid, however, the reputation of being a good English scholar,

and his teaching was very popular among the students. But

be had a rather short temper, which brought some trouble to

us all when 1 was reading in the First Year Class. He had

abused some students of the Second Year Class, and had indeed,

gone BO far as to order one of them to staml up, like a school

boy. This gave very serious offence to the whole class. The

next day, the Second Year students refused to attend his class.

There was groat uproar, toAvards the last period ; and almost

all the students came out and stood at the foot of the stairs^

iir an ugly angry mood. Mr. Bellet finding the situation rather

more serious than what he had thought it was ever likely to be,

t(M)k shelter in the Professors’ Common Boom, on one ofthe upper

floors, and waited there for the College to be dismissed and the

boys to go to their messes or homes. But he was disappointed.

The College was dismissed at the usual hour, but the boys of

the First and Second Year Classes,—and they were a large

number, refused to disperse but waited in angry groups at the

portico and the southern verandah through which the offending

Professor would have to pass out. After about an hour and a

half’s waiting, Mr. Bellet came down the stairs with another

English Professor, who was, I think, Mr. Parry, who
taught us Logic. As soon as Mr. Bellet stept down to the

verandah, he was struck on tlie head, by an umbrella by one of

his enemies.
,
His hat went rolling out into the portico, but

his head was safe and sound. He tried to catch the youth who
struck him, but as the whole body gathered at the foot of the

stairs went to the help of this young man, he had to give up
the pursuit as risky and hopeless. Here the matter ended for

that day. Mr. Sutcliffe took up the enquiry next morning ;

called a few students of the Second Year Class, to have the
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whole story from them. He was a very tactful person, and

took an almost fatherly interest in the young men of his College.

Though he did not openly show it, we all knew and understood

it, that the sympathies of the Principal were entirely with the

boys ; and it was even believed that he did not conceal from

Mr. Bellet his view of the indiscretion that he had been guilty

of, in dealing with grown up University students as if they

were mere school boys. One young man, however, who

struck Mr. Bellet, was punished with rustication, and the

matter was allowed to rest here.

Mr. Sutcliffe was, indeed, exceedingly jealous of the pres-

tige of his College and the honour of his boys. I heard it that

once one of his students got involved in a police case of some

sort and tho police officer in charge of the investigation went

to his College to identify the youth and investigate into the

complaint. As soon as information of the pmsenco of the

|)olice in his premises reached Mr. Sutcliffe, he came oat and

ordered the police men off, declaring that ho was the solo

authority within the walls of his College, and neither policeman

nor magistrate had any right to come there without his per-

mission. This pcrinissioin he sternly refused in the present

case, and the offic.er was sent about his business, without get-

ting any opportunity of holding any enquiry into the case in

the college, and as the matter was evidently not very serious,

the whole case was discreetly dropped. All this was in full

consonance with the traditions of the British Universities where

Mr. Sutcliffe hod been brought up ; and even the Government

dared not question the authority of the Principal in a matter

of this kind. The prevailing idea in my young days among

British officers of our Government Education Department,

was to build up our colleges and universities after the

model of tho British universities, and hence they were always

exceedingly jealous of their independence in all matters affecting

the training and discipline of the youths committed to

their charge.
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Mir. Bellet and Babu Pyari Charan Sircar were my Bngtiab

ProfesBors in the Presidency College. Mr. Hand taught us

History. And, oh, the history that wc read ! Taylor’s “ Ancient

ffistory ” was our text-book. The first-half of it was full of

the so-called history of the Jews, collated from Old Testament

legend. The discoveries of modem scholars regarding the history’

of the Semitic peoples, were then beyond the boldest imagina-

tion of the most diligent and imaginative historians of the

ancient world. Taylor, if placed in the hands of our sons, would

be throvm away as dry incredible fancies dressed up as history

!

We were, however, on firmer and much pleasanter ground when

reading the history of ancient Greece and Borne. I have no

recollection of the abilities or methods of Mr. Hand. He
stands out in my mind only as a quiet and inoffensive gentle-

man, who always was kind to ns. Mr. Sutcliffe, the Principal,

taught us Mathematics. He knew every scholarship-holder by

his name and face ; and we had to l)e particularly diligent, or

at least appear to be so, during his period ;
as otherwise, we

ran the risk of being called to his room, and we knew what that

meant. Not that he was ever harsh or rude, but still we stood

in fear of being called to see him in private. It always meant

some admonition. Mr. Bellet was a very good teacher ; and on

the whole, a good man. But he was exceedingly reserved.

He came to the class just as the hour struck, and without saying
,

a word or casting a glance about him, he would open his book

and start his lecture. And though he rarely called for the

register, very few students wanted to be absent from his class,

BO well did every one like his way of teaching. Pandit

Neelmani Mukhopadhyaya, who subsequently became a Maha-

mahopadhyaya,. was one of our Sanskrit Professors. He was

a very strict disciplinarian, and used everyday to call for the

register,to see which of the boys were present and' who were

playing the truant. But he was a very able teacher all the

same, and we liked him for it. The other Sanskrit Professor

was Pandit Baj Krishna Banerjee, who was a very great friend
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of Pandit Igwar Chandra Vidyasagar. He was a very genial

sort of person) : and indulged in all sorts of witticiems during

his lectures.

But the one man, who had the greatest influence over my
forming mind and character was Babu Fyari Oharan Sircar,

who was Assistant Professor of English in the Presidency College

during the early part of my first year there. He had a magne-

tic personality. I cannot say how his personality affected my
felloyr students, but it exerted very great influence,on me. He
was a man of few words ; and I do not remember to have

exchanged even half-a-dozen words with him during the five or

six months that he taught us. But these few words were so

gentle, and his whole being seemed to breathe such a sweet

gentleness and sympathy for every body, that when he died

after a brief spell of illness, 1 felt that I had lost an old and

personal friend or dear relation. That was the first time in my
life when the death of one who was not connected with me by

blood or marriage or long association, touched me so deeply and

drew out tears from my eyes. I had, though in a much lesser

degree, the same sense of personal loss, when, yea'rs after, the

news of Mr. Sutcliffe’s death reaclied us from England. But I

had closer acquaintance with him than I had the good fortune

of having with Babu Pyari Charan Sircar.

Babu Pyari Charan Sircar belonged almost to the first

generation of English-educated Bengalees.
Pyari Charan Sircar.

about sixty at tho time of his death

in 1875. The Hindu College, which first offered opportunities

of systematic education in English language and literature and

modem scienceB and European histories and humanities, was

established in 1820, when Pyari Charan must have been a boy

of three or four years. He was a pre-University man, and had

passed what was known as the Senior Scholarship Examination

with great distinction. Though he might have easily become

a Deputy Magistrate, he chose the humbler but more sacred and

responsible vocation of the school master ; and dedicated all his

.

14
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caltare and^ intelligence to the promotion of this ne^ education

among his people. His school primers, called the
”

First Book

of Beading,” the ‘‘Second Book of Beading,” the ” Third Book

of Beading” and the ‘‘Fourth Book of Beading,” were the

most approved text-books in my school days ; though I myself,

I do not know why, had ‘‘ Murray’s English Spelling Book,”

placed in my hands at the Missionary School at Sylhot, in

preference to Sircar’s primer. But Pyari Cliaran was not only

an ardent educationist, but a very enthusiastic social reformer

also, though of the more conservative school. It is said that be

spent as much as nearly 70,()(K) rupees, practically the entire

saving of the lifetime of a poor school master and author, in

promoting the cause of Widow-Remarriage among higher caste

Hindus, to which his friend Pandit Tswar Chandra Yidyasagar

bad consecrated his life. He w'as a very enthusiastic advocate

of female education ; and established a Girls’ School at Ohore-

bagan, the part of the city of Calcutta where he lived and which

contained his parental homestead, and maintained it at his

own expense. This school was continued after Babu Pyari

Charan’s death, by his cousin, T)r. Bhuban Mohan Sircar, who
was a well-known citizen of the Metro])olis and a prominent

member of the Calcutta Corporation up to the closing years of

the last century. But Pyari Charan stood apart from the earlier

generations of his English-educated countrymen, in his complete

freedom from the drink habit that worked such havoc in their

life. He was in my young days the leader of a movement

against this drink evil, to which young Bengal had taken with

ns much avidity as they took to the study of Shakespeare and

Milton. His advocacy of total abstinence found expression even

through popular Bengalee songs one of whieb was current in

and about Calcutta fifty years ago, and used to be sung by the

masses. It declaVed—Don’t drink wines or spirits: Pyari.

Chand has asked you not to. The inside which is used only to

pplses and vegetables, if it runs to excess in the matter of strong

drinks, will not take you long to reach the home of Pluto. It
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was a coBoic song, supposed to be composed by one who was
addicted to the hemp-drug ; and so the last line declared that

though it is dangerous to go by waters (i.r., indulge in drink)

there was no prohibition against travelling by land (i.e., smoking

hemp or ganja).

A typical anecdote revealing the pej'soiiality of the man
has come to my knowledge recently and may very profitably be

recorded here. Dr. Ganga Prasad Mookerjee, the well-known

physician of Bhowanipur, father of Justice Sir Asutosh

Mookerjee, was a pupil of Pyari Gharan Sircar while at school.

Ganga Prasad had to pursue his studies under very great

difficulties. His parents were not sufficiently well-off to

be able to pay for the expenses of his education. When
Ganga Prasad was sent up for the Entrance Examination,

he had not the wherewithal to pay his examination fees.

He asked his elder brother who was living in their village

home for these. He disposed of some of the household

utensils to procure the amount and sent it to him.

Unfortunately, j)oor Ganga Prasad lost the solitary ten-rupee

note, and did not know what to do. A friend suggested that

he might approach Dr. DuiT, who was known to help indigent

boys in such matters ; and Ganga Prasad went and saw him.

Dr. Duff was very much impressed with the honest and intelli-

gent look of the young man taml readily agreed to meet his

want, but asked him to get a note from his head master.

Ganga Prasad next came to Babu Pyari Charam and told him

everything. Pyari Babu felt liurt at the fact that Ganga

Prasad had never told him of all this before. “ Could’nt I

find rupees ten for you, Ganga Prasad, that you had to go to

Dr. Duff for it ? But since you had been to him, I cannot

deprive him of the pleasure of helping you now ; but please

wWever you are in difficulties in future, do not hesitate to

come to me.
’ ’

Over two hundred boys, I think, came and joined the

Presidency College in my year ; and so we had two sections
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in the First Year Glass. Among my class-mates here ^ere

Shut Nath Ghatterjee, who had stood first in the University

Entrance Examination in 1874. Bhut Nath went to the Engi-

neering GoUege, which was then a part of the Presidency Gollge,

and was located in the same building in Gollege Street, after

passing his First Examination in Arts. He entered Govern-

ment service and is now enjoying a well-earned pension.

Amulya Gharan Basu who stood second was also a class-mate

of mine in the Presidency Gollege. He took his Law Degree

and joined the Bar, but his health gave way and he has been

living practically in retirement. Krishna Lai Datta, who

after taking his M.A. degree found employment in the Finan-

cial Department, rose to the distinguished position of Accountant

General and was a trusted officer in that Department. Panknj

Kumar Ghatterje, rose to be a District and Sessions Judge.

Parvati Nath Datta secured a Gilchrist Scholarship, went to

England, took his B. Sc. degree in London, and got a post in

the Geological Survey of India. Babu Bhupendra Nath Basu

though of the same year, was not in our section. Babu

Heramba Ghandra Maitra, Principal, City Gollege, was also in

that section.

I do not know how things are now, but in my young days,

students in the Galcutta Colleges who came from East Bengal

Districts, and particularly in the Presidency Gollege which

was patronised by the sons of the Galcutta aristocracy, had a

rather bad time of it, especially if they were very sensitive.

Their local patoi was the object of ojxsn ridicule by their more

refined Metropolitan fellow students. Many of these mafftHBjl

boys were very shy and of a far more serious mood than the

Calcutta boys ; and they failed oftentimes to freely mix with

the latter or throw themselves into the playfulness of their

Calcutta friends. ‘ The Calcutta boys made fun of their pro-

fesors, behind their back. Some of them, including the very

best indeed, wrote horrid satires on their teachers, and others,

instead of listening to their lectures, drew caricatures of them
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on their exercise book. Gangs Govinda Gupta, a younger

brother of Sir Krishna Govinda Gupta, was especiaUy distin-

guished in this art and he had quite a collection of these cari-

catures in his exercise book. All these things seemed to hurt

the more serious minded East Bengal boys, and stood some-

what in the way of their freely mixing with the Metropolitan

boys. But there were, of course, exceptions. Ganga Govinda

was himself one, for he too was a “ Bangal” as his native

District was Dacca. So was Krishna Lai, who came from

Jessore. But generally the East Bengal or “Bangal” boys

found it rather hard to put up with the ridicule of the Calcutta

boys. Dacca boys were too proud of their own District and

of their old traditions as one-time capitiil of Bengal, to accomo-

date themselves to the new conditions
;
so while we Sylhet lx>ys

put forth strenuous efforts to give up our local patois as soon

as wc came to Calcutta, and learn the idiom and intonations

of the Metropolis, our Dacca friends kept up the habit of talk-

ing in their District patois as a matter of parochial pride and

patriotism ; and this tended to keep them away somewhat from

the general life of the Calcutta students. This was, however,

helpful to them, because they were able owing to tliis aloofness,

to devote themselves with greater diligence to their studies and

thereby to oftentimes beat their rivals belonging to the Ilietro-

polie, in the University’’ Examinations. As these students from

East Bengal had fewer interests outside their studies, they

were looked down iq)on by the Calcutta Imys as '*book

worms.”

Bipinchandra Pal
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STATE VERSUS COMPANY MANAGEMENT
OF RAILWAYS

Railways made their first appearance in this world in

Great Britain. They were the outcome of private enterprise.

There was a great deal of opposition from landlords, canal

companies and others against building of railways in that

country. The passing of railway bills through both houses

of parliament and the acquisition of land for railway

purposes were *no easy matters; and large sums of money had

to be spent in: these connections. The public opinion in regard

to creation of railways was divided, and there was no help

from the Government either finaneially or in the matter of

grant of land for railway purposes. Naturally, therefore,

Bailways were made by private capitalists, who yet remain

the owners and managers of British railways. But mainly

on the ground that the Railway Companies were given mono-

polistic rights over the roads they built, rcgiilatione were

made from time to time in order to bring the railways under

public control, exercised through the Board of Trade and

Railway Commissions (and now by the ministry of transport

as well), with a view to secure to the public those rights, which

they could reasonably demand of railways as public carriers.

During the past quarter of a century, there have been agitations

from time to time with a view to railways being turned from

Company lines into State lines, but, so far, these endeavours

have failed in Great Britain. Railways on the continent of

Europe were in some cases built by the Government, or with

the aid of the Government, and inother cases by companies, which

were in some instanpes originally financed by foreign capital-

ists. And the main reasons for acquisition of such company-

owned railways by the Government (for example. Railways of

B^iuni or of Switzerland) wore that the people of such

Countries fdt that as the control of foreign companies (owing
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and managing the railways) extended beyond the Bailways,

viz., to trade and industries, this was not beneficial to the

economic development of those countries.

. In U.S.A., the Railways were the outcome of private

enterprise, and their Railroads, which are equal in their

length of mileage to the Railway mileage of the rest of the

world, are the finest examples of what private enterprise can

do for a nation in providing works of great public utility,

although such works might 1)c created and run mainly for

the purpose of earning dividends for the investors.

In Germany, many years before the war, the Railways

were owned by the Government and worked by the manage-

ments, which were strictly those of the Government. They

were a great asset to the finances of the old Government

in Germany and wore worked for developing Germany’s trade

and industries. Whatever was the fiscal policy of the Govern-

ment was also the rates policy of the railways, wh'^h favoured

German industries, German exports and did everything to

farther the trade and industries of Germany, irrespective of

what the financial results might be to railways themselves.

So far as the British colonies and dependencies are

concerned, the railways of South Africa and East Africa, of

Australia and of New/ealand are state lines, owned and managed

by the state ; Canada had both company-owned and state-

owned railways, and to-day there is the
“
Canadian Pacific

Railway,” which like the railways of IJ.S.A. is company-

owned and company-managed, but there arc also the Canadian

I^ational Railways which are run on commercial lines by the

state.

No railway question has l)een so much discussed in every

country during the past 25 years as the question as to whether

company management or state management is the best in the

interests of a country.

In no country state management or company manage-

ment of railways has been determined upon, from the'
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point of view of efficiency of one or the other but, truly speak-

ing, each country has state or company-managed railways

due to the circumstances peculiar to that countiy. Where
private enterprise was able to hnanice railways independently

of the Government, and when there were prospects of a fair

return as dividends on the capital outlay, private enterprise

was not slow in> putting op money to build railways. In cases

where such private enterprise, or rather the capitalists, were

indigenous to the country they continued to be the owners and

managers of the Railways. In those countries where the

companies, who made railways, were foreign they were, in

some cases, bought out by the Government and in others by

capitalists in the country itself, but in certain instances, as

for example in the case of Argentine Republic, the foreign

companies still remain to own and manage the railways.

Circumstances i)eculiar to each country decided the state or

company ownership and management of railways; political,

economic or military consideration in each case decided for

or against state management. As the two great democratic

countries like Great Britain and II.S.A. still have company-

owned and mnnsiged railways, which are fine illustrations of

efficiency and continuous improvement, it is now generally

held that in democratfc countries it is best to have private

(i.e., joint stock company-owned) railways, as the managements

of such railways are free from political influences. While

not state-owned such railways arc sufficiently controlled

by the state in the interests of the public; whereas if they were

state-owned and state-managed the natural tendency of the

Government officials, in the event of inefficient management,

would have been to try to justify the action of the Government.

At present, it is held, the Government have no such interest

of their own to induce them to be partial to the railway

officials. The Government officials now know that they are

only there to control company railways and to see that the public

interests are well protected. Even when they have to be on the
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side of the oompanies, such action is intended to protect the com-

pandes against undue and unreasonable demands of the public

which, if complied with, would inflict unnecessary burden on

companies, and would thus cripple the power of the companies

to do greater good, to the community. It has often been said

that democracy and efficiency of state>owned railways are

not synonymous. But, in the case of South African Government

Railways, it was publicly admitted that in that country state

ownership and management of railways had achieved the

greatest amount of good, which, it was alleged, would not have

been possible with company management or company owner-

ship. The broad features of the South African State Bailway

policy are summed up as follows :

—

** Low rates for raw materials of manufacture, agricultural

produce, minerals and other raw products of the country, with

a view to stimulating agricultural and industrial development;

special low rates for long distance traffic on tapering rates

principle; passenger fares substantially low, particularly for

suburban and long distance traffic; low distribution rates to

afibrd inland traders equality of opportunity, as regards the

railway tariffs, in competing with coastal merchants for the

internal trade.”

With the German state railways, and with the state railways

of Belgium, the recognised policy before the war was that the

railways were to be one of the main instruments of further-

ing the interests of the industries and trade of the

country, and this was their first object, and the earning of

money was then not the primary consideration. But imlBua
,

such a policy is carried out judiciously, state railways are bound

to err on the side of yielding to public demands, irres-

pective of whether they are reasonable or not, and whether or

not in meeting such demands the railways, are mftlring any

profits. And there can but be one end to such a poliqy, namely

financtal crisis. When railways are stateK>wned and

state-managed, under the railway miniatiy of a democratic
'

16
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Govenunesit, the result may be that the ministry in the long

nm thinks it easy to take the least line of resistance, unftil its

finances are adversely affected. Commercial enterprise and

efficiency of management, economy and discipline may be

sacrificed to gain popularity with the members of a responsible

legislature, which control the destinies of a Government, and'

not unoften extensions of Bailway service and of railways thmn*

selves might be made without much consideration to financial

results. When concessions are granted to one locality,

to gain popularity with a certain or a certain number of

influential or powerful member or members representing such

locality, other localities would naturally demand similar conces-

sions and they too could not obviously be disappointed. But if

the railways are commercial concerns, subject to a reasonably

strict state control, it may be pretty certain that the stability

of policy and efficiency would be maintained vrithout any

adverse financial results. M the same time democratic

(Government can always enforce reasonably strict control over

company railways, in order to ensure that public interests

are well served and protected. But there is one disadvan-

tage; purely commercial railways will not go to territories

which are undeveloped, and would not bring in a good financial

result iin the near future, without substamtial aid from the

Government, either in the shape of advance of a portion of

capital on easy terms or of a guarantee of reasonable minimum
dividend on the capital laid out by companies. In such cases,

the (Government generally reserves the right (and is sometimes

compelled to do so owing to financial failure of companies) to

purchase the railways eventually, and when the subsidy paid

to companies and the purchase money are added together, it is

generally seen that the total cost is more than what it would

have cost the state to build the railways, out of state funds or

from direct state borrowings, from the beginning.

There is again another big problem in conneotioD with

$tate railways. The influence of the labouring
-

olasaos-io
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democratic countries is getting stronger, and the voting powers

of the masses will increase more and more. The railway

workmen will have the sympathy of the other members of the
' labouring classes, and it is feared that in the long run it might

lead to workmen demanding more and more wages which,

however, it demanded judiciously, would remove inequities of

the past, but it is feared that this would not be so. The
denumd for increased wages might be carried on to such an

extent as it would make it no longer possible to run the railways

economically, and the result might be that efficient and cheap

service, combined with modernly equipped and up-to-date

railways, would not be possible; the inevitable end of this must

eventually be rise in rates and fares to meet the expenses of

railways. Not only this; it is also thought that in the case

of non-employment prevailing in a country, owing to depression

in trade, the State Bailways might be called upon to employ

more men than they require, and this was found to be the case

in the case of German State Bailways after the war, until they

became company railways. On the other hand, the railway

technique is advancing rapidly and the railway plant is getting

more and more standardised, and then, again, in place of

competition between railways, which was at one time regarded

to be healthy to trade and industries, combination is getting

more common (and this is very apparent from amalgamations

and grouping of railways). On the principle that when
business outgrows the capacity of private individuals it passes

into the hands of joint stock companies, it follows that when tllb

business becomes bigger still and extends over a very big area

the intervention of public authority becomes essential.

tWhflthmr this public authority could be made more effective by

state management or by state control, through commissions or

trade boards or railway boards of a Govemm^, is a matter on

which it would be most difficult to pass any decided opinion at

the present moment when the 'railways in many of the great

oountries are passing either through a process of Solution or o{
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revolation in the matter of internal management (Executive

and Administrative), and as regards railway rates. Government

control and financial results. But the fact remains that while,

on the one hand, there is demand on the part of the users of

railways, or the public and the working classes, to nationalise

the railways and to run them as state concerns, the financial

conditions and considerations, on the other hand, are

making it quite clear that if railways are to be efBcienily run

and have to provide for cheap rates and fares, and ate to be

saved from bankruptcy, they should either be mnTiftgwd by

companies or run by the state on a purely commercial basis, t.e.,

with efficiency and economy. Then only they would be able to

cam a reasonable return on the capital outlay, which would

enable railways to pay interest on borrowed capital or loans, to

save money to create depreciation funds to allow of repairs and

renewals being carried out without further borrowings,

and also to create sinking funds, where loans have to be

redeemed.

Some think that amalgamation of railways is the first step

towards nationalisation of railways, i.c., amalgamation would
eventually lead to nationalisation. Amalgamation and grouping

of a large number of railways avoid many of the wastes, such as

for instance, running of trains by parallel routes of competing
railways, without there being the necessity for such trains from

the point of view of overflowing traffic from one of the routes

going over to the other. Moreover, when contiguous railways

are brought under one control, the public benefit by long dSs-

tance trains which also effect economy in working costs, and
enable carriages to be employed in working traffic for a Inugw
journey ahead, ins^ad of being kept standing at junctions fiv

return trips after comparatively shorter runs. The
fares and goods rates, on a tapering basis, are quoted over ^^ngfr
distances over the amalgamationised railway system, whidi
naturally means lower rates and fares. Uniformity of working
is rendered more easy along with standwduatkm of totting
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stock, plant and equipment. Delays to traffic at junction sta>

ticms of two railways, due to the process of taking over and

makipg over goods wagons, small consignments and parcels,

are avoided. These are some of the advantages that are aimed

at by the public when they ask for nationalisation of railways,

but it has been seen, both in Great Britain and in the Umted
States, that such advantages can also be secured by means of

co-operation between and amalgamations of railway systems

owned by companies. Moreover, the interest in railways is

becoming international, and as regards uniformity of working

and standardization of rolling stock, plant and equipment a

great deal is being achieved by the International Bailway

Congress association, in which Company Railways have played

a great part in the past. It is thus believed that if a Govern-

ment were to concentrate its energies in protecting the interests

of the public against unreasonable actions of joint stock railway

companies, the Government would render far better service to

the community, than if the Government were to engage in the

business of running commercial concerns, such as railways,

which had better be left to private enteiqmse
; because state

officials can hardly get rid of red-tapeism. Though it is

admitted that a state cam find better educated and abler men to

join state service, because of prestige and security of service, it

is held on the other hand, that it is this security of service and

promotion mainly by seniority that are the causes that take away

incentive and initiative from the officers and employees of a

state railway. In the case of commercial .concerns, pro-

motion by sheer ability and merit or on good results shown, and

more pay for deserving men are great incentives to the employees

to do their best for their employers, and as a railway can only

hope to prosper by meeting the requirements of the public and

by woridng in the interests of the conununity they (the Rail-

ways) serve, it gmierally follows that in endeavouring to do

their best for their employers the railway employees naturally

do the best also for the public.
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So far, the general aspects of the question relating to state

versus company management of railways have been discussed,

and it would perhaps be proper now to start with the Indian

railways and to deal with particular points that affect them.

Indian railways, as already stated, were first started by joint

stock companies of British domicile. Thus it was priyate

enterprise that built the first railways of India, and more rail-

ways were built by railway companies in India than by the

Government, but from the beginning such companies did not

take that amount of risk which is generally undertaken by

commercial enterprise. The railway companies that built the

railways of India asked for and were given free gifts of land

(t.e., the ownership of land was that of the Government and

the guaranteed companies* capital outlay did not include the

cost thereof), and a specific guarantee of 5, 4 or 4^X mini-

mum dividend. This latter concession led to company

officials becoming less keen in making and working railways

economically (because companies were made secure by the

guarantee of a minimum dividend) than such officials would

have been, had they not had this feeling of security against any

loss to their employers. Therefore, in the later agreements,

which were made with new companies, or with the old com-

panies after the old companies had been bought out by the

Government and the railways were leased back to companies for

purposes of working, the minimum guarantee was reduced to

a*. 3 and 3X • Then the companies could only get a highar

profit by sharing a portion of the surplus profits (which were

available after meeting all expenses) witii the Government.

And thus incentive was given to companies to earn more

money for railways and to economise in working and building

railways.

The railways were acquired by the Government after ^6,

80 and 60 years, and, in most cases, payments were made by

qpiteins 'of annuities, and a premium of 20 or 26^ • over and

vfaOfve the real value of the railway, was included in the total
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money payable to the old guaranteed companies for the purchase

of railways. After the acquisition! of railways by the state, the

responsibility for finding funds for further expenditure became

that of the Government of India and of the Secretary of State.

The railways became the absolute property of state, and natu*

rally Government control over such railways became more rigid.

It will thus be seen that, so far as ownership of railways by

Government was concerned, nationalization of railways in India

was effected a long time ago, although most railways were left

to be worked by the lessee companies. A few were, however,

retained by the state for management by direct state agen-

cies. But this did not meet with the wishes of the Indian

public, and they asked for state management of Indian

state-owned railways on the ground that since the railways

were owned by the state (and therefore by the Indian tax-

payers) there were no reasons for employing companies to work

them, and that the railways should be managed by the real

owners (t.c., through direct state agencies). It is true that a

small part of the capital was yet held by railway companies,

but it was noted that the Government, which was ^th owner,

should not entrust the management to the ^ owner

—

the

company—and share the surplus profits with them. But, on the

other' hand, another section of people interested in and using the

Indian Railways, mainly the European mercantile community

of India, and some Indians as well, were of opinion that

the whftring of the surplus profits was not such a loss to the

Government, as compared with what the loss would

eventually be by lack of incentive and want of initiative on

the part of the managers of railways, uhen they come to be run

by the state, and that in the long run the nett profits of the

.railways might diminish and efficiency might be sacrificed.'

The whole question was examined by a ttailway committee,

appointed by the Secretary of state for Bidia, and it w^s

presidednver by late Sir William Acworth, on^ a great apostle

of company management; but it was his view and also pfsome of
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hk oolleagnes that taking into consideration the special oinnim>

stances of the case it would be much better that the Indian

state-owned railways should be managed by the state. They

arrived at this conclusion after taking most exhaustive evidence

both in India and in England (unofficial and official)'. The
late Sir William Acworth was supported by four other membras,

but the rest 5 decided in favour of company management ; so

the committee was divided equally in their opinion.

The late Sir William Acworth, and those who shared his

views, stated that they did not find that there was any difference

between the managementa of Indian state railways by direct

state agencies and of company-managed State Railways, and

the Railway Board also admitted this, but those who held the

opposite views declared that the existence of state-managed and

company-managed rail ways side by side in India gave the

state-managed railways the incentive to keep their managements

up to the mark so as not to be below the standard of the com-

pany-worked lines. It was, however, pointed out by the

supporters of state management of Indian railways that the

company management of Indian state railways was not the

same as the company management of railways of Great Britain

or of U. S. A. In the latter countries, the railways were the

absolute property of the companies while in the caro of Indian
' Railways the property belonged to the state, and for this reason

the state controlled the finances and the expenditure; and

money for improvements, additions and alterations came from

the Government, or through the help of the Government.

Thus the companies in India could not undertake any expend!*

ture to effect improvements in service or in earnings on its

own initiative until or unless the Government sanctioned, and

were in a position to sanction, the expenditure and provided

funds. And thus tlhe real incentive of commercial enterprise

was entirely lost in the case of companies that were muuiging

^ Indian railways. That this was true to a gneat extent

could not be deued, but, on the other hand, it
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possible that as the companies looked for better profits they

were able to place before the Government such profitable pro*

posals and schemes which acted as inducements to the Governs

menft to consider them favourably.

It was further contended that the railway companies would

serve the interests of the public better by trying their best

to develop the traffic, but the Indian public bodies held the

view that the policy of the Indian railways in the past had

been to encourage exports of raw materials to foreign countries

and imports of foreign products by favourable rates to and from

the ports. It was clear, however, that this was not due to

any specific design or motive on the part of the railway com-

panies, (because they were foreign companies) to encourage

the export and the import trade in preference to internal traffic.

But it was apparent to a cet tain extent that in the case of

railways (whether worked by the state or by companies),

which were run as commercial concerns, the main object was to

earn money, and that, this being the case, as traffic to ports

gave the railways long leads, concentrated wagon and train

loads, and since imported traffic assisted to obtain loads for

empty wagons returning from the ports, the natural tendency

of the railways would be to encourage such traffic, in prefer-

ence to traffic which is not port traffic, i.e., internal traffic

carried for comparatively shorter distances. The object of the

state railways, it was argued at the time, should be to work
,

on the same lines as on which the German state railways

were working at the time, viz., the first and primary object of

state railways should be to improve the economic condition of

the country and not to look mainly for profits. But since then

tlie policy of the Gorman railways has now been altered, and the

same ban happened to railways in other parts of the continent

of Europe, mainly because of financial crisis, and the altered

policy is said to be summed up as follows :

—

*‘The primary object of railways should be to so fix the

rates and fares as to earn a reasonable* dividend on the capital

16
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oatlay, without of course impeding the progress of the econo-

mic condition of' the country so long as this could be done

without loss of a reasonable return to the railway on its invest-

ment.
”

It was once observed, many years ago, that the interests

of a railway company and those of the Government were not

identical in many respects. It was pointed out that while a

company might be content to earn 30,000 pies (Bs. 15G-0-0)

by carrying 10,000 passengers at 3 pics per mile, the Govern-

ment, which would be naturally interested in seeing that rail-

ways were made useful to as large number of people as state

railways could serve, might allow 30,000 pies to be earned by

carrying 30,000 passengers at 1 pie per mile, if the railway

could afford this without incurring loss or seriously minimising

the profits. It was, however, eventually accepted that as high

rates and high profits were not synonymous, and since low profit

per unit, repeated several times on a larger volume of business,

meant in the long run a larger aggregate nett gain than lesser

business at high rates, it would not be to the interests of a

railway company to charge such rates and fares as would impede

or impair the development of the railway business.

The Indian public opinion against company management

of Indian railways was mainly based on the ground, that state

management would be more amenable to Indian public opinion

than company management would be, and that as the state was
the owner of railways the public should reap the full advantage

of the Indian railways in the matter of making them useful to

develop India’s resources and economic condition to their fullest

extent, by grant of more favourable rates to Indian enterprise,

local trade and Indian industries, and by Indianising the

higher railway services. At the time the Acworth Rail-

way Comnuttee made its investigations it was possible to shew
that more Indians were employed in the higher services of the

state-worked state railways than they were in the service of the

company-worked state railways. The defence of the companies
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was that as Indians were found suitable they were being employ-

ed in the higher services, and that the company railway policy

in this respect was changing on the side of more Indiani-

sation; the companies argued that in the past the absence

of Indians in the higher services was not on the ground of racial

prejudices but on account of efficiency. Sir William Acworth

and those of his colleagues, who agreed with bis views, held that

us the railways were owned practically by the Indian tax-payers

it was not unreasonable that the Indian public should demand

IndianisatioD of the higher services and that the evidence

before the Committee showed that this had been more possible

in the case of state-worked state railways than in the case of

company-worked state railways. In (Icnniiny, even under the

present company management, no permanent employee is allowed

to be in Railway service unless he is a German. The bulk of

Indian public supporting state management laid stress on the

point that state railways were more useful in furthering the

national interests of Indians than company lines could be.

The supporters of company management practically held the

view that as the country became more democratic and the

masses came into more powers, undue iirfluence might be

brought to bear from the political side in connection with rail-

way internal management, which might result in ineffi-

ciency and want of discipline and loss in railway earnings,

which would reduce the powers of a railway to do good to the

country.

The Acworth group of the Railway committee (consisting

of late Sir William Acworth and four other members) recom-

mended state management of state-owned railways in India and

the rest (viz., the other five members) supported company

management and suggested that there should be, in future,

companies of Indian domicile, but the strongest argument against

such ooQipany management was that they would not be companies

in any real sense of the word because t^ greater part of the

finances would be those of the Government and that, therefore,
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the control of the Government would remain as rigid as before,

so that the real benefit of commercial and private enterprise

would be lost. Both the recommendations were placed before

the Indian Legislative Assembly, who by a great majority of

votes declared in favour of State management. The Govern-

ment of India and the Secretary of State for India, acting on

this recommendation, took over the two great railway systems,

the G.I.P. Railway and the E.I. Railway, under dir^ state

management, on the expiry of their contracts with the com-

panies, and the Government were thus able to effect the amal-

gamation of O. & R. Railway (a state railway) with the E.I.

Railway, which, it is expected, would lead to good results in the

long run. The Acworth Railway Committee also unanimously

recommended the separation of the railway budget from the

general budget, and this change has already been effected.

It may be useful to mention here that in the contract of

the newly foriped company, which has taken over the German

state railways and is managing them as commercial concerns,

the following clause appears :

—

The rights of supervision and control of the operation

and tariffs of the Railways reserved to the Government by the

present law shall never be so exercised by the Government as to

prevent tlie Company earning a net revenue adequate to secure

the regular payment of interest and sinking fund on the bonds

and the preference shares.”

A railway or railways of a country are the arteries of trade

and industries, and the flow of traffic through them should be

even and continuous, and this can only be done if the manage-

ment is efficient and the rates and fares are reasonable. Inter-

ference and control of Legislature over Railways of a country

are essential so long as they are in publiic interests, and do not

tie the hands of the managers too tightly, whether the rail-

ways are company-owned or state-owned. But when the rail-

ways arc state-owned the Legislature in a democratic country

is naturally responsible both for efficiency in management and
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for their finanoes ; and they are again required to see that the

safety of the public and the charges to the public are fair and

reasonable. If these can be attained by state railways, which

are already there, it is well and good, but if company owner-

ship, of a purely Indian character, can at any time develop

and purchase the Indian State Bailways and give efficient

service and cheap rates and fares it would be still better because

it would make the Indian people more enterprising and self-

reliant, so long as such compandes do not ask for any subsidy

from the Government either in the shape of free gift of land or

a guarantee of minimum dividend.

S. C. Ghos
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MILITARY EXPENDITURE OF THE EAST INDIA
COMPANY

The military expenditure of the East India Company

furnishes the key to its general policy. Before, however, we

discuss the details of military charges, it will be desirable to

give a brief history of the growth of the army in India. As a

trading corporation the East India Company did not find it

necessary to maintain a large military force. But the need

began to bo felt when the Company’s servants in India,

commenced the practice of interfering in the quarrels and

intrigues of the country powers. This policy before long

involved tlie Company in wars, offensive as well as defensive.

During the earlier years, the authorities in England desired

to pursue a policy of peace. Let us take an instance. Iinme*

diately after the passing of the Regulating Act of 1773, the

Directors sent instructions to the Govcmor-Ceneral and Council

directing them to fix their attention on the preservation of peace

throughout India. The Council was, however, divided on this

question. The majority favoured a ijacific policy, but Warren

Hastings was too ambitious to eoncur in this view. He not

unoften intervened in the affairs of the Indian princes with the

object of acquiring territories. In connection with the partici-

pation. of the Company’s forces in the Rohilla war, the Court of

Proprietors unanimously adopted the following resolution in

1776 :
“ They are of opinion, with the Court of Directors, that

the agreement made with Suja-ud-Daula for the hire of a part

of the Company’s troops for the redaction of the Rohilla

country, and the subsequent steps taken for carrying on that

war, were framed on wrong policy, were contrary to the general

orders of the Company, frequently repeated, for keeping their

troops within the borders of the provinces, and for not extend-

'jng their terptories, and were also contrary to the general
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principles which the Company wish should be supported.”*

The Proprietors strongly approved of the policy of the

majority of the Gbvernor-Qeneral’s Council which coincided

exactly with their own, and remarked that ” their determina-

tion to endeavour to maintain peace in India, and rigorously to

defend our poasessiona and I'lllies, cannot be too much

applauded.”

'

The orders of the Company, during this period, to their

administration at Bombay, were drawn up in the same spirit

and directed to the same object, namely, the preservation of

peace, and a system of defence. And yet they were not without

wishes for some extension of territories in that quarter ; and

had early recommended,^ in very strong terms, to the President

and Council of Bombay, ” an attentive endeavour, upon every

occasion that might olTer,” to obtain a grant of Salsctte and

Bassein from the Marhattas.

The Company’s officials in India were, with a few excep-

tions, wedded from the beginning to a policy of conquest. And
with the extension of territory and the hope of acquisition of

fresh riches, the policy of the authorities in England themselves

also underwent a gradual change. A large army thus became

an imperative necessity. Some of the writers in the service of

the Company had already transformed themselves into soldiers.

Small batches of armed men were from time to time brought from
the United Kingdom. In 1704, the President and Council in

Bengal represented that the Company’s interests were exposed

to great danger by frequent mutinies among the Sepoys, and

urged the indispensable necessity of keeping up such a body of

English troops as might furnish a sufficient security for their

possessions, and might over-rule the country powers. In the

same year. Lord Clive in a letter to the Cpurt of Directors

proposed that the Company should always have in Bengal 4,000

(or at least 3,(XX)) European soldiers. The Directors agreed to

* Fifth Report fMm the Comaiittae of Beonef, 17SS, Appendix. 46.

• fhid.
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the proposal and left it to the Governor ax>d Council to reduce

the same whenever it might be done with safety, or to increase

it, whenever it should appear to be absolutely necessary, and

not otherwise.*

A practical limit was set to the number of European troops

by the difficulty of obtaining recmits from Europe and the

enormous expense incurred for the purpose. Besides, the

European soldiers in those days were mostly drawn from the

lowest strata of society, and indiscipline and various vices were

their marked characteristics. Thus the formation of an army,

composed largely of Indians, was found necessary. Originally,

the Indian force consisted of half-disciplined sepoys equipped

with rude, antiquated arms. It was at Bombay that the first

Indian corps was formed by the English. The sepoys continued

long in independent companies, commanded by Indian captains.

As the possessions of that settlement enlarged, its army

increased.’ The companies were formed into battalions under

European officers. In 1780, during the war with the

Maharattas, the establishment consisted of fifteen battalions.

At the termination of the war with Tipu, these were reduce<1

to six, and one battalion of marines. In 1788, its numbers

were augmented to twelve battalions. In 1796, it was formed

into an establishment of four regiments of two battalions each.

The acquisition of territories, and subsidiary alliances, led to

a progressive increase in the force.*

Indian troops were first instructed in the European system

of discipline by the French in Madras. The idea was then

borrowed from them by the English. About the middle of the

eighteenth century, the southern Presidency was a scene of keen

warfare between theEnglish and the French. During the siege of

' Beport of the Committee of 8001017 , 1773.

7id0 Sir John Miloolnii Biee, Progrete and Oharaetor .of the Native Annj

id Indian written in 1816. Minutes of BvideDoe* Beport of the Select Oommitleek ' 1688.

AppAndiz B.

The Botaibay eepogr armj was indisoiiminatelj composed of all classes,

dans. Bindns, Jews, and Christians,
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Madras which took place in 1746, a number of peons, a species

of irregular infantry, armed with swords and spears or match-

locks, were enlisted for the occasion. A young officer attached to

this body, by name Haliburton, was employed in the following

year ic training a small corps of Indians in the European man-

ner. The number of such sepoys gradually increased. During

all the wars of Clive, Lawrence, Smith and Coote, the sepoys

of Madras displayed great courage and devotion to duty.

The Indian cavalry of the Madras Presidency was original-

ly raised by the Nawab of the Carnatic. The first corps em-
bodied into a regiment under European command sQjnred in

the campaign of 1768 in Mysore. From 1771 to 17^, the

cavalry force was greatly augmented, but then it declined.

The proportion that was retained nominally in the seWice of

the Nawab, but actually in that of the Company, served in the

campaigns of 1780 to 1783, and was formally transferred to

the Company’s service in 1784. .

The organisation of the troops in battalions in Bengal was

first made in 1757. Each battalion consisted of 10 companies

of 100 men each, commanded by a captain, with one lieutenant,

one ensign, and one or two sergeants. The cavalry came into

existence at a later date. The Bengal troops distinguished

themselves in the war against Tipu Sultan in 1790 and 1791.

They also showed their accustomed valour in the campaigns of

1803 and 1804.

Thus before the end of the eighteenth century, each of the

three Presidencies of India had succeeded in organising an

efficient army of its own.' The actual strength of the army
in India varied according to the political changes which

took place im the country itself as well as in Europe. In

Bengal, the total number of soldiers in 1^757, the year of

the battle of Plassey, was 3,796, of whom 1,407 were

Europeans (including officers and non-OMumissioned officers).

* Malacliw, JWm, Pro^fw ami CharteUr tf Mrmf of Inita, tStt,

17
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and 2,389 sepoys and topasses. In 1766, the Bengal anny

was composed as tellows : European infantry, consisting of

119 commissioned officers and 2,520 non-commissioned officers

and privates ; European cavalry,—one officer and 26 privates;

Artillery, 30 officers and 23,066 men ; Sepoy infantry,

—

3,000 officers and 300 mounted sowars. The army in the

Presidency of Madras consisted of : 97 officers and 2,397 non-

commissioned officers and privates in the European infantry

;

2 officers and 90 soldiers in the European cavalry ; 20 officers

and 338 men in the artillery ; and 3,000 officers and 13,122

sepoys in the Indian portion of the army. The strength of

the Bombay army was : 65 officers and 1,388 non-commissioned

officers and privates in the European infantry
;
17 officers

and 297 soldiers in the European cavalry
; 437 officers and

3,077 soldiers in the sepoy infantry. There were, besides,

small contin- gents maintained in Bencoolen and St. Helena,

at India’s expense.

Some increase in numbers in each of the Presidencies

occurred in the course of the next six years. This increase,

of course, involved an augmentation of charges. In 1772,

an attempt was made to reduce military expenditure ; but

a few years later, it again showed signs of increase. A
comparative view of expenditure in the dillerent provin<ces

during this early period will be found from the following table^

:

Bengal

£
Madras

£
Bombay
£

Total

£

1765-06 996,007 888,549 118,020 1,447,576

1772-78 .,579,175 500,216 811,002 2,490,296

1778-79 1,895,074 911,669 401, 584 2,608,079

It should be remembered that, in addition to these sums,

considerable amounts were spent by Indian princes in accordance

AU figniM implode expeDditozs on miUtuy'ibnildingi nnd forUSontUmi.
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wi'th treaties and engagements with the Company. In-

stances are to be found in the stipulations made by the Nawab
of Murshidabad, the Nawab of Arcot, the Baja of Tanjore and

the Vizier of Oudh.^

A brief reference may be made here to the pay of the

soldiers during this period. The salaries of the Indian portion

of the troops in Bengal were as follows : subedar, Bs. 20

;

jamadar., Bs. 13 ; havildar, Bs. G-2-0 ; naik, Bs. 4-2-0

;

topass,^ Bs. 5 ; sei)oy, Bs. 4. The pay of the European soldier

was somewhat higher. The salaries of the European officers,

were fixed on a much more generous scale. They received

house-rent in addition to salary.

In 1780, the pay, bhata, and allowances in the Bengal army

were as follows (in sonat rupees) colonel: pay, 310; bhata,

775 ; allowance, 2,100 ; lieutenant-colonel
:
pay, 248 ; bhata,

C20, allowance, 195 ; major
:

pay, 186 ; bhata, 465 ; allow-

ance, 155 ;
captain : pay 160 ;

bhata, 186 ; lieutenant
:

pay,

117 bhata, 124; ensign: pay, 50-8; bhata, 9&; sergeant:

pay, 16, bhata, 10 ; corporal
:
pay, 14 ; bhata, 10 ;

drummer :

pay, 11 ; bhata, 10 ; fifer, pay, 11, bhata, 10. The private

soldier received Bs. 10 as pay and Bs. 10 as bhata. The

salaries of the Indian officers and soldiers were slightly higher

than in 1757.

We thus find that while the rank and file received miserable

pittances, substantial emoluments were fixed for the commis-

sioned officers, especially in the higher ranks. In addition to the

sums mentioned above, the officers received commission on the

dewani revenues in different proportions. The Commander-in-

chief received, in addition to his salary and various allowances.

' Tbe Nawab of Aroofc engaged to defray the expensea of ten battalions of sepoys,

besides that of his own garrisons. Tho Baja of Tanjore^paid annually foor iakbs of

pagodas for the expense of the Company's troops.

* Tbe ' topasses ' consisted mainly of half-castes. The name was derived from ' topi*

(the European hat) which they used. They were intermediate between * Sepoys * and

Enropean Soldiers.
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seven and a half shares of the commission.^ In 1774, the

Court of Directors directed that the Commander-in-chief

be permitted to occupy a suitable house and that he be

paid a sum of £6,000 (Bs. 60,000) per annum, in lieu of

travelling charges and all other advantages, in addition to his

salary of £10,000 as member of the Gnvernor-Denerars

Council.’ Curiously enough, these emoluments were not

considered sufficient for the head of the military department,

and it was resolved in the Governor-Creneral’s Council in 1779

that Sir Eyre Coote (then Commander-in-chief) should be

allowed to draw Bs. 7,500 per month for the expenses of his

table and Bs. 6,326 for travelling and incidental charges when

in the field.' These allowances were discontinued in 1780 under

the orders of the Directors.^

Another, though uncertain, source of income of military

officers and soldiers was prize-money. All ranks of the army

participated in the plunder obtained from the various wars,

the shares of the officers being naturally much larger than those

of the rest. After the defeat of Tipu Sultan, Cornwallis ordered

a gratuity equal to six months’ hhata (about 22 lakhs of rupees)

to be distributed to the troops out of the money obtained from

him. The Court of Directors went further, and directed as much

' The aocoaDti of the military department show that from the Ist May» 1768i to

the let September, 1777, the total amount of the allowances drawn by the Gommanders-

in-Ghief in India (including profit on the monc^ly of salt and the commission on the

revenues) was 24,08,928 Gompany*s Bupees. No change for the Gommonder-in-Ghief

appears from the 16th September, 1765 to 27th January, 1767, during which period Glire

was Governor as well as Gommander-in-Ghief. The average amount thus works out at

about two lakhs of rupees a year.

* Gompany*s General Instructions, article 60, to the Govefnor-Generol and Council,

dated March, 20, 1774.

* Philip Francis objected to the proposal on the ground that the proposed establish-

ment was a doable one. But Hastings supported it by referring to the precedent of Gol.

Stibbert. To which Francis replied that no conclusion in favour of Sir Eyre Goote could

be drawn from the sbuseb of former times ; and he urged that it was in view of these

ttbum that the Company hod fixed a precise limit to the psj and emoluments of the

GoUttaander-in-Gbief. Vide Proceedings of the Governor-General and Goondl in Bengal,

ISth ana 28nd Apfil»'1779.

* Qninpaay*s General letter to Bengal, October, 18, 1780.
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more to be distributed "in testimony of their approbation of

the services of the army."

In the earlier days, the number of British officers was

small, and Indians rose to high positions, " even occasionally

to the command of irregular regimentts." ^ But, gradually,

they were excluded from the higher ranks of the army.' In

1783, the Select Committee of Parliament observed : "No
native of whatever description holds any rank higher than that

of a Subadar Commandant, that is of an officer below the rank

of the English subaltern." '

Wars and extension of territory led to further increase in

military expenditure during the next fifteen years. In 1781, the

President and Council at Fort St. George wrote to the Directors

that the heavy charges increased by the war with Hydcr Ali

laid them under the necessity of appropriating all the revenues

to the defraying of military expenses, and prevented any provi-

sion for investment. Cornwallis believed in a policy of peace,

but the engagements of the Company with some of the Indian

princes led him into a long and arduous struggle with Tipu

Sultan. He did not consider it advisable to make any material

reduction in the strength of the army. Besides, his conviction

that a large European force was necessary for the maintenance

of British authority in India prevented him from reducing the

military charges.'

In 1793, the total military expenses of India amounted to

£3,036,375. The strength of the army in that year consisted

^ Cornwallis relinquished his share which amounted to £47,224, and his example

was followed by General Medows. Vide Forest. Selections from State Papers, Coniwallis»

Vd. I, p. 178.

* Paper read by Sir George MacMunn at the Bast India Association, 1927.

* Ninth Beport, 1788. The Committee said further ; All the honourable, all the

lucrative situations of the Army, all supplies and contracts of whatever species that belong

to it, are in the hands of the Bnglish/’

* On the 18th August. 1787, Cornwallis wrote to ibe Court of Directors :
** I think it

must be universally admitted that without a large and well-regulated body of Bnropeans,

our hold of these valuable dominions must be very insecure. It cannot be expected that

even the best of treatment would constantly conciliate the willing obedience of so vast a

body of people." Boss, Cornwallis Correspondence.
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of 88,429 men. Of these, 34,922 belonged to the Bengal

Army, 39,895 to Madras and 13,612 to Bombay. The relative

proportions thus wrere : *394, *451 and *153 respectively.

Madras had now gone ahead of Bengal in respect of military

strength. Though diivided under three admimstrations, the

army in India was ini reality one whole, “ engaged as it was

for the protection of the Empire at large.” ^

Shore was of a peaceful turn of mind, and he did his best

to keep military expenses down. But after 1796, the armies

of all the Presidencies were increased by successive and consi-

derable augmentations. Between 1793 and 1807 the increase

of expenditure amounted to nearly four and half millions

sterling a year. This was due, primarily, to additions made
to establishments during Lord Wellesley’s wars, and, secon-

darily, to the remodelling of the army and the increase of the

pay of both European and Indian soldiers.

In the course of an exposition of the state of the Company’s

finances sinoe the renewal of the Charter in 1793, the Court of

Directors observed, in 1808 :
” Whenever Great Britain is

involved in a European war, the elTects are always felt in India

in increased military expenses, even when no European enemy

appears in the field there ; but that war (the Napoleonic war)

has been carried into India, and, at the desire of His Majesty’s

Government, the Company have had to sustain the expense of

various expeditions to the French, Dutch and Spanish posses-

sions in India, and to Egypt, all chiefly on the national

account.”*

The Directors pointed out that the Company had incurred

a very heavy charge on account of the great increase in the

number of the King’s troops sent to India. They advanced a

claim of £18,00,000 on the British Government on account of

the expenses incurred since the commencement in 1797 of the

foreign expeditions from India. In support of this claim they

^ Vide aa BxpoflitioD oE the State of the Company's Finances in India, 1808.

* An Exposition of the State of the Company’s Finances in India, 1st April, 1808.
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observed : Our reveDfues will not, with the requisite allow-

ances for the other branches of public expenditure, suffice for

the payment of the present military establishments, of which

the King’s troops, including their passage to and from India

and the recruiting service, account for so extensive a part.

Beduction, therefore, is here indispensable. Increase, payable

from the funds of the Company, is impossible; and this ie a

subject on which a clear and definite understanding is imme-

diately necessary.” They concluded their exposition with the

following significant remarks : ”For wars growing out of our

Indian system, at least before we had spread ourselves, as

within these few years we have done over so much of the conti-

nent of Hindusthan, our Indian resources, with the aid of loans,

have l)een adequate But against the invasion of great

Europecan armies by land, the Company’s revenues can by no

means provide, and it may be doubted whether the current

revenues of the Moghul Empire, when flourishing, and under

one head, would long have been sufficient for such purpose. . . The

Nation has an interest in preserving the Eastern possessions

of this country, and from the hands of the French, greater even

than that of the Company. The Company have acquired and

maintained them, infinitely more to the advantage of the Nation

than its own. If these possessions should at length be assailed

by Powers to which the revenues and resources derivable from

them can provide no effectual opposition, it is but just that

some part of the wealth which has flowed from them into

Great Britain through public and private channels, for the last

fifty years, should be employed in their defence, and in defend-

ing them out of means they have themselves furnished, the

country will only act in the maintenance of its own essential

interests.
’

At the time of the renewal of the Company’s Charter in

1813, the amount of force stood at 200,071 men. The relative

' An Exposition of the State of the Compeny’e Flnanoee in Indie, 1st April, 1808,
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proportions in the different provinces had also, in the meantime,

changed. Bengal, which in 1793 was second in point of

number, had now a considerably larger force than Madras, and

Bombay stood far behind both. The military operations against

14epal and the Mahrattas led to several additions to the strength

of the army from 1815. The maximum was reached during

the first Burmese war and the siege of Bharatpur. With the

return of peace in 1827, there was some decrease in number,

and in 1830, the total force stood at 223,476 men. The

numbers in the different presidencies at this time were : Bengal,

112,598 ; Madras, 70,730 ; Bombay, 40,148.^

If we compare the European and Indian troops in respect

of numbers, we find that in 1793, there were 18,768 Europeans,

69,661 Indians, the relative proportion being 1 European to

3*711 Indians. With the acquisition of new territories, the

number of European troops gradually increased, but the propor-

tion of the European to the Indian force fell almost steadily

till in 1830 it stood at 1 to 5*110.

The question of the relative strength of the two kinds of

troops formed one of the objects of investigation by the Select

Committee of 1832. The witnesses before this Committee

expressed very divergent views on the question. Sir Bobert

Scot was inclined to fix the proportion at one-tenth of the

number of troops maintained, but at one-sixth when they took the

field. Mr. Mackenzie observed :
** I consider that a large native

army is quite essential for maintaining the tranquillity of the

coimtry; but I should be very sorry to see its defence and obe-

dience trusted to them without also a large European force.”

On the other hand. Sir John Malcolm remarked :
” That a

certain proportion of European troops should always be in

India is fully admitted, but there is no error more common
than that of considering them as a check upon the native

armies. They never have, and never will prove such. It

^ Vide BTidonoe ttkan b7 tb« Beleot Oonimilteei 1689.
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is by complete confidence alone that the native army of India

can be preserved in efficiency, and attached to the Govern-

ment it serves.”*

The difference of expense between the two classes of troops

was always considerahle. The actual cost per man in each

description of corps, European and Indian, in 1830, was as

follows :

—

Cavalry : in Bengal ; European, £100 ; Indian £64 ;

in Madras, European, £109, Indian £90 ; in Bombay, European,

£107, Indian, 87. Artillery (Foot) : in Bengal, European,

£61 ; Indian, £28 ; in Madras, European, £81 ; Indian, £45

;

in Bombay, European, £90 ; Indian, £46. Infantry : in Bengal,

European (King’s), £61, European (Oompany’s), £59;

Indian £30-; in Madras, European (King’s), £66. European

(Company’s), £68, Indian, £35 ; in Bombay, European

(King’s), £65 ; European (Oompany’s), £67 ; Indian, £32.

With the question of expense is connected that of the

relative efficiency of European and Indian troops. This,

according to Sir Robert Scot.
“ would vary verytauch accord-

ing to circumstances.” ”In some situations,” he said, “the

native troops I should think better calculated for employment

than European troops ; in others, I should think the European

troops better calculated for employment than the native ; but

in the general course of service I should say they act better

together, and perhaps they should always be so employed, but

with a very limited proportion of Europeans to natives.”*

The pay of the Indian troops at the different Presidencies

was practically the same. There was, however, a difference

in the hhata, and a more considerable one in the pensions.

This had arisen from “ a variety of causes referring to the

class of men, the difficulty of obtaining recruits, price of pro-

vieions and labour, and other local circumstances.”

^ Vid§ Hinnies of ETideooe nioorded before the Bdeoi Committee, 1682.

‘ Fide Minnies of STidecce. Beleet Commiitee, 1882. Another sdTsntsge of the

Indian portion ol the army was meniioned by Sir John Malcolm. He wrote.** Onr le-

gnlar native army not only inspires awe by ifaeir oonrage and discipline, bni form a strong

link with a great body of onr snbjeois, indnding their xelaiWes and oonneotioDS.**

18
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The European troops were of two descriptions, namdy,

^ng’s troops and (Company’s troops. The total number of

King’s troops in the year 1813, including both cavalry and

infantry, was 21,490 ; and the expenditure amounted to

£1,014,971. There was some reduction in the strength of

this portion of the army between the years 1819 and 1826.

But an increase took place in 1827. The number rose to

20,292 in 1830, and the expenditure came up to £801,200.

The constitution of the Company’s army experienced fre-

quent and important alterations. Till 1783, all Company’s

officers were commanded by King’s officers of the same rank.

From that date till 1796, the Company’s armies had an inde-

pendent constitution and system _of promotion. A new

arrangement was made in 1796, and another in 1805. In 1823,

further changes were introduced into the system. The pay and

allowances of the King’s forces in India were the same with

the corresponding ranks in the Company’s army in 1830.

The pay of ’the officers was somewhat higher, but in such in-

stances a deduction was made from the allowances, so as to

keep the two services on a footing of equality in the correspond-

ing ranks.^ The Company repaid to the British Government

every sum spent in England in respect of regiments serving

in India.

The desirability or otherwise of the transfer of the Com-
pany’s army to the Crown was one of the questions asked df the

witnesses who appeared before the Select Committee of 1832.*

Some of them expressed the belief that a material reduction of

expense would result from the transfer of the Company’s troops

to the Crown. They held that a considerable duplication of staff

* Major-Geaeral Sir Joho MaloaUin*i letter to the Secretaiy to the India Board*

dated 18th Febinarv. 1889.

* Lord Cornwaliia had proposed not only ^atoflBoere in the Eiog'e and the Oompaoy'e

troopa ehonild be pat* as nearly aa ponible* on a footing of equality in eveiy nepeoti

bat that the whole of the anny* Indian aa well ae Barqpean. ahoold be tranaferred to £Da

BEaieaty'a.Seryioe. Letter to the Court of ^Direetora* Deoember, 19*1787 end Letter to

Dnndaa Korember 7, 1794,
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would be avoided by this means, and that a saving might bo
effected in the supply of stores. There was, however, no
unanimity of opinion expressed in this regard. One of the experts

declared that the separation) of the Company's army from the

King's had been '^productive of the greatest obstacle to its

effidency, good spirit and economy." On the other hand, some
other witnesses expressed themselves as deddedly opposed to such

a change. A few of them supported the idea of amalgamation

with some qualifications.

The army was divided into three branches, namely, artil-

lery, cavalry, and infantry. The strength of the artillery force

rose from 16,460 in 1813 to 17,385 men in 1830. During this

period, the expense of this branch rose from £ 398,929 to

£626,463. The cavalry consisted of 15,925 persons in 1813,

while the strength in 1830 was 19,539. The expense increased

from £939,490 to £1,070,834. The strength of the infantry

maintained in 1830 was 170,062 as against 156,279 in 1813,

the cost being £4,025,079 as against £ 3,644,099. Besides,

there were the irregular corps, the engineers, the pioneers, and

the medical staff

A few words may here be said about bhata or allowance.

The system of hitata was first introduced in the days of Clive, in

view of the additional charges which service in the field involved.

But in 1757, the system of double bhata’isvaa introduced in pecu-

liar circumstances.* Clive, being urged by the Directors to reduce

military expenses in Bengal, abolished double bhata in 1766.

The decision caused so great an irritation among officers that a

conspiracy was formed to resist the order. The combination was,

however, put down without much difficulty. In 1779, the system

was this. All officers and soldiers,—^whether of cavalry, infantry,

^ MinateB of Evidence, recorded by the Select Oommittee, 1882.

* In legerd to the origin of the eyetem of doable bheti, Mill teye, *' When the

Bnglieb foEoee took theMd with Mir Jefnr after the battle of PImmj, it wee to eherieh

their goodwill, on wbiob be wee dependent, that the Neweb afforded to the ofleere twice

the ordinary earn, end thie ellowanoe woe diitingmehed by tbe name of doable hhete.**

Hietoijf of Indie.
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artillery, or sepoys,—all iaskars, artificers and workmen of

every description, acting in ihe field, within the provinces, were

allowed full hhata. Half hhata, was flowed to all of thmn

while in garrison, cantonments, or quarters. Double bhata was

granted to commissioned officers only, when they were acting

in the field beyond the provinces, and half double (or full) bhata

when in garrison, cantonments or quarters beyond the provinces.

But officers who received double hhata were not entitled to

draw the monthly gratuity. The commissioned officers received

pay and gratuity (besides their pay and allowances on the staff)

according to their military rank, but hhata only in one capacity,

namely, that of their highest rank.^ Full bhata was originally

meant to provide for field equipment and extra expenses which

officers were obliged to incur when marching. But it early

lost this character in Bengal when continued to officers in can-

tonments. The same case occurred in the Bombay Presidency,

where instead of an amount to meet a necessary but temporary

expense a monthly allowance was given, which became practi-

cally part of the officer’s pay. On several occasions during the

(Governor-generalship of Marquis Hastings and Earl Amherst

the Court of Directors urged the reduction of the bhata. But

both these administrators objected to the proposal. In 1828, as

one of the measures of retrenchment, orders were issued for re-

ducing these allowances by one-half. Considerable hardship

was felt in consec|uence of the change, and it led to a great deal

of discontent among officers.’

Evidence was taken by the Parliamentary Committees of

1882 on the question of Indian military expenditure. It is

jsigudficant that the increase of the European portion of the

army was higher than that of the Indian, the relative strength

of the two kinds of troops being now 1 : 1*94. During the

administration of Lord Dalhousie, a groat improvement took

place in the condition of the European soldier. His terms of

‘ VUt Kaport of the OominiHee of Soocotaiy, 17M.
* VMoSirJ4duiMalo(diB’aLotWr, dirtadtiiolMFebnurytUSB.
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service, food, clothing,and lodging were all bettered, and great

care was bestowed upon his occupation, recreation and health.

But the condition of the Indian soldier was found to have been

so perfect in the past as to have left no room for improvement.

Many of the witnesses urged a substantial reduction. One

witness said : Just in proportion as good government fails,

is the chance of insurrection.” He expressed the opinion that

“future expense ought to be less than the past,” for the chance

of war had greatly diminished. He urged a policy of non-

interference with the Indian States. On the recommendation

of the Military Finance Committee, some reduction was made

in the strength of tlie army before the renewal of the Charter

in 1833. Considerable retrenchment was thus effected in

military expenditure.

In 1834-35, the total strength of the army in India was

183,760 men. During the Afghan, Sind and Gwalior Wars

it rose to 267,673. In 1844, there was a slight reduction in

the military force. But the Sikh Wars gave anbther push to

the army. By 1851, the total number of persons composing

the army had risen to 280,529. The Sepoy Mutiny caused a

large increase in the strength of the army. In 1858-50, the

army in India numbered 302,533 men, and it was composed of

106,290 Europeans and 106,243 Indians. Of the former,

86,186 were royal troops. This was, in reality, a question of

policy.

Simultaneously with the growth in number, there was an

increase in military expenditure. In 1834-35, army expen-

diture, excluding buildings, works, stores, etc., amounted to

£7,041,162. There was a slight reduction in charges in the

next two years. But from 1837-38, owing to the various

military operations, the expenditure showed a continually

upward tendency. In 1846-47, the military charges stood at

^ It was observed in reference to the half bhata order* *Hhat an over«strained

attention to economy on oceassions which call for epeelal consideration, is too likely to

c^ate injadicioiisly on the spirit and disposition of the oflBeers and men,*'
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;^11’98 millions. In the following year, a small reduction

was attempted, but there was again am increase in 1848-49.

During the three years which followed, military expenditure

was slightly less. But the year 1853*54 saw another increase.

On the eve of the Mutiny, the annual expenditure was over

12 million pounds sterling. The Sepoy Mutiny caused a large

increase in military charges. The total military expenditure

rose to £18*40 millions in 1857*58, and in the following year,

it amounted to no less than ;^25*16 millions.

Pbamathanath Bambbjba
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chhattarpur in bundeuhand

H. H. the Naharajft Biiwanath Singh Bahadur, the

preeent ruler of Chhattarpu^ in Bundelkhand, Central India,

is a ahriking personality. Ho is about fifty-six years old, a

slim figure—rather short-statured and of a light brown com-

plexion. His eyes, under prominent eyebrows, sparkle with

animaticm in ardent conversations, and his sudden and

hearty laughter is an index to the candour and warmth of his

heart. His Highness has of late been suffering from

various chrome diseases but the geniality of his temper

has kept him above all physical pain. He is thoroughly

conversant with Sanskrit philosophy and is a profound scholar

in English, speaking that tongue with an easy grace

and fiuency. There is nothing like superficiality in his

attainments. When he takes 'ip a subject, he dives deep

into it until he has acquired a thorough mastery over

its details. When I was explaining to him the principles of the

Bengali Shahaja cult, he referred to some analogous practices

prevalent amongst the ancient Greeks, and while the topic

turned to Yaishnavism, His Highness drew parallels from

Eant’s philosophy. The Maharaja is particularly fond of

learned discussions specially on religious matters. Towards

this end his purse is always open. He invites scholars from

all parts of India in order to have an opportunity of discussing

the knotty problems of the Hindu religion with them. However

learned a scholar may be in his special branch of study,

Maharaja Biswanath has the capacity and power of trying his

lance and of hitting at the weak points of his opponent. The

popular notion about him is that he is a devout and orthodox

Vaishnav. But one talking with him on religions subjects will

find nothing of i^deness or orthodoxy in his views which are

characterised by a broadness and liberality for which (me is

scarcely prepared. His Highness tains interest even in
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discussing Gharvak’s philosophy, and would not reject sophishry

and scepticism without meeting the subtle points of its doctrines

on fair ground. His mother died about twelve years ago, and for

tenyears after her death, he did not use anry bedstead but slept on

a plain rug spread over the bare floor. Owing to his ill health

during the last two years, he has been using a khatia or a charpoi

of an ordinary kind used by poor people. His Highness is lavish

of expenditure in all matters, of course, withini the limits of

economy consistent with his income. His guest-houses, both

for Indians and Europeans, are furnished with all the equipments

and luxuries befitting modern tastes, where every visitor is

welcome. He has spent nearly a lac of rupees over a Krishna

temple, but he himself lives the life of an ascetic, denying himself

even the ordinary comforts of life. I found him warming

himself with fire, preserved in a poor earthen pot. The

people of his city use things locally made at Chhattarpur,

which has its own sculptors, artists, weavers and makers

of all kinds of metal utensils ; and one has scarcely to go

outside for purchasing things necessary for everyday life.

In their weal and woe, in their distress and festivals, the

Maharaja is the true MS liSp of his subjects and they put

absolute faith in him as the child does in his parents. The

simple life of the people of Chhattarpur is certainly a lesson

to us. What a contrast with the Bengalees even of lower classes,

who are mad after trinkets of European make and go on borrowing

when their limited means fail to appease their unwholesome thirst

for luxuries ! The people of Chhattarpur are evidently content

with their simple life, and when extreme poverty overtakes them,

they feel assiired that the State would come to their rescue and

save them.

The Maharaja claims descent from the celebrated Agnikul

Kshattriyas who sprang from the lustral fire of the old sage

Viswamitra on the sacred hill of Abu. He belongs to the

Fanwar clan who played a leading part in the Medieval History

of Bajputana and Central India and are still represented in
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the latter by the chiefs of the sister States of Bajgarh aitd

Narasing.

I have dwelt on the outstanding personality of the

Maharaja at some length. His city is a perfect type of

cleanliness. Repairs and improvements on large scales are

going on everywhere in the city. There is no end of

temples within the limits of Ohhattarpur. These temples

are nowhere dilapidated or in ruins. The Municipal

arrangements are so perfect that the city seems fresh and

smiling as if built to-day. This description, however, does

not exhaust all the interesting things to be met with

within the jurisdiction of Ohhattarpur Raj. The Maharaja has

obtained a large inheritance of a good many places of historical

and artistic fame, and this lends a great interest to Ohhattarpur.

Of these let me first speak of the Rajgarh palace.

About thirty miles from Ohhattarpur we motored through

extensive tracts abounding with mango and mahua trees and

reached Rajgarh in the noon. As we proceeded in nur way we

perceived a gradual ascent, wave-like but steady, and the garh

looked from distance like a mound covered with shrubs

and plants, till we reached a red path, winding round the

mound, which proved to be a hillock, about 500 feet high

from the ground level. As wo ascended the hill we saw

large sheets of water, at first looking like silver courses,

reminding us of Kalidasa’s Hlfil

and gradually as we came nearer, expanding

into beautiful artificial lakes which delighted the eyes by their

charming transparence.

Our motor stopped at the foot of what looked like a tall clifi,

with an ascent of nearly 400 steps—all broad and high and made

of stone. The State palanquin was ready for us, but we preferred

to dimb the steps and observe the things arpund more closely.

It was a great strain on our nerves, but anyhow we succeeded in

nrnniwg to the highest point where we found a cave covertly

lying across the pathway but as we entered it, it grew wider

19
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aud wider. Suddenly roee to our view a strange palace, created

as if by the touch of a magician’s wand. A great arch revealed

itself to us, splendidly decorated with floral paintings of the

sixteenth century. Suirounided on all sides with green plants

and water courses, this coloured arch measuring about a hundred

feet in diameter afforded a lively contrast. Through the opening

overhung by this wonderful arch, looking like the gorgeous back-

ground of the image of our goddess Durga, we were ushered into a

large hall, so gigantic and magnificent that one could take it to

be the dwelling place of a mightier race of men than ourselves

—

the pigmies of the present generation. Numberless stone pillars

rose high up with artistic designs at the top, placed in rows and

leading to stone rooms and halls of great diimensions. Silent

as death itself but all in perfectly good order of preservation,

we imagined this mighty garh to be the abode of spirits loiter-

ing somewhere in the daytime, who would come back and rest

here in the night. Rooms after rooms, pillars after pillars

with beautiful arches carved like a lady’s eyebrows displayed a

panorama of sights of great sculptural beauty and of chiselled

labour. The grand palace appeared like what a child would

dream after having heard the Arabian Night’s tales. Over the

top of this huge three-storied construction lay parapets like

crowns with openings at short intervals for a thousand guns

to be shot at once from each side. It was really like a palace

where a monarch of old after his weary wars abroad would come

back and shut his eyes in sleep with a sense of perfect security

against his formidable foes. As I walked over the verandahs

sufficiently long and wide for horse race, as I saw from the

top the vast hilly tracts, the silvery streams, the great audience-

halls and massive stone-pillars that gave to the palace, not,

indeed, an air of awe, but of perfect security, I asked His High-

ness, who was my {lonoured companion, as to why he preferred

to live at Chhattarpur when he possessed such a wonderful palace

which thePanna Rajas had built about three hundred years ago.

This grand palace with its picturesque eirvironments of hilly
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lands made an impression on me never to be effaced from my
minid. It refreshed the memory of the descriptions of palaces

of fairies and demons that I had heard in childhood.

Bajgarh was built by Maharaja Hiudupati of Fanwar clan,

a descendant of King Chhattrasal of Bundelkhand (B. 1650).

Great interest of Indian antiquarians, however, centres in

the historic temples of Ehejuraha, which have already drawn

the attention of orientalists. The monuments, architectural

remains and statues there are so vast and multifarious that a

minute study of them will require many years of hard toil and

industry of scholars. These statues and temples are attributed by

popular tradition to Ohandravarman, the founder of the Ghandcl

dynasty. Though he may have given the first start, the

monuments reached a flowering point of architectural and sculp-

tural glory during the reign of his successor Chandrakirtti

Varman (775 A.D.) and of Dhanj Deo. The latter had

established tlie Kalinjar fort about thirty-five milps south-east

of Bundelkhand and forty miles north-east of Ehejuraha. One

is struck with wonder as he views these glorious monuments

of the Chandel Bajas. The statues have mostly been gathered

together and placed in a plot of ground, covering an area of

hundred highas, arranged in rows. This plot is practically

filled not only with statues but with doorways, gates, towers

and other architectural and sculptural relics. The eyes of the

observer will feast in this vast panorama of archaic remains.

All the deities of the Hindu, the .Jain and the Buddhistic

pantheons, the ten incarnations of Vishnu, prominently those

of the great Boar, the half-man and half-lion Narasingha, the

divine dwarf, the Vamana, and beautiful images of the Buddha

and of the Jain Thirthankaras are to be seen in this museum
constructed under the supervision of the British government

but owned and maintained by the State, '^hc research scholar

will feel the same difficulty in studying the statues which

Shahabuddin Ghori, the great iconoclast, experienced in

destroying them when he gave an historical importance to the
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place by his campaign in 1203 A.D. He came like a stonn

and in the course of his rapid expedition of conquest could ouily

break a few of the most prominent figures. Some of the most

beautiful figures on bas relief have remained unhurt, far above

at the top of the gateways and in the interior of the temples.

He had no time to stay for completing his work of destruction

and but superficially performed his iconoclastic mission. Scho*

lars have now and then visited those wonderful relics but like

Shahabuddin Ghori, they could not deal with them in a minute

way for shortness of time and funds. I give here facsimiles of a

few figures. The imige of the Buddha (Fig. 11.) as shown here

is in no way less interesting than that of the Barabodur temple

of Java, over which Mr. Havell is in raptures. The most ancient

and beautiful image of the Buddha has not yet been noticed

by scholars and orientalists. It is lying hidden in a niche in

the Tilavandeshwar temple of Benares, and the Pandas have

given it the otame of Jata Sankar. The Jata is uot, indeed,

the knotted hair of Siva, but the leaves of the great fig tree

under which the Buddha attained his Nirvana and which have

been mistaken as Siva’s Jata by the Hindu Pandas. The

great interest of the Khejuraha temples lies in the erotic figures

of which I have got a number of photographs. Though taste

would not permit of their reproduction, yet I, an old man, find

nothing repelling in these sexual pictures. Nay, the smiling

and jubilant faces of men and women enjo}ring themselves,

have a grace and innocence which seem to verge on spiritual sym-

bolism. Men and women are represented in hundreds of poses,

so graceful and loving, that a scholar would be tempted to pass

years in this fascinating field of study. There are many inscrip-

tions on the temples, some of which have not yet been deciphered.

All the lovely coils of creepers laden with floral wreaths, all the

ininooence of buds 'blooming into flowers, all the simple joy of

manhood that gives a tenderness to masculine grace have beeU'

IWQUght out by a touch of chisel in the figures on bas relief,

illustrating the union of the sexes and forming a tangle
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which shows the lovely inodes of a picturesque natural

scenery. How fine these are is beyond my power to describe.

My stay was short, so that all that I saw of Khejuraha is now

to me a midsummer night’s dream and more than this I cannot

say. The sculptures and models at Khejuraha seemed to me
mostly of the type of Bengal and Orissa art.

The third interesting thing that I saw in this Feudatory

State is the Mao-palace. It was built by Maharaja Hindupati

and had at first belonged to the Paniwar Rajas. It was latterly

occupied and enlarged by King Chhattrasal of the Ghandel

dynasty. Rajgarh and Khejuraha stand in solitary grandeur

in the midst of a large uninhabited tract abounding with mango

and mahua trees of a dwarfish size. Wc found peacocks display-

ing their plumes and dancing, and the deer drinking at the

fountains, in this hilly land which, however, is without any

forest. But the Mau-palace in all approaches to it from outside

showed inhabited localities and their gradual asegnt was made

imperceptible by a slow and easy slope. The houses of people

and the temples were generally brick-work, interspersed with tiled

roofs and there was nothing like congestion. As wc entered the

Mau-palace, the same types of pillars and halls that wc had

seen at Rajgarh accosted our eyes, though here these were

smaller in size and not so striking. But as we came to the

eastern halls, our eyes were startled by a strange sight, which,

once seen, will ever be in the memory of the visitor. Passing

through a garden of flower-trees displaying all the wealth of

variegated colours, pink, red, white and purple—of fruit trees,

banging down with tlieir rich burdens, we came to a verandah,

supported by massive stone pillars, which rose from underground

like stalwart guards to watch over the palace, and at the feet

of these pillars lay a vast sheet of clear and transparent water

extending over miles. It is an artificial lake of which if one

would like to travel all tlie four sides, it would mean a journey

of six miles. The vast resenroir of water is of a crescent shapt*

and bound on all sides by solid stones which looked like a thin
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thread faintly indicating the crescent form of the lake. Tiiis

vast body of water is of azure blue without any dirt or weed

but fragrant with the scent of flowers from the palace garden

and transparent as a solid piece of glass. Sitting in the terrace

of the palace, one might look at it unceasingly and yet the charm

of the place would not be diminished. In one comer of this great

lake lay u small temple and within it a flock of geese swam easily

looking like white dots iti an extensive blue field. Though I was

in haste to catch the train, I was in no mood to leave this place

of enchantment, which cast a magic spell on my mind.

1 was for twelve days in Chattarpur and the things that

1 saw in this land of romance are never to bo forgotten. I was

there during the nights of the waning moon, and the dark blue

of the sky I saw there was grander than what 1 have seen of it

anywhere else. Here, in Calcutta, the atmosphere covered with

soot and smoke, incessantly issuing from the ever-working mills,

hangs onthc^city like the dark veil of a horrible wench concealing

in the folds of her scarf the germs of all foul diseases. The sky

is not seen but only the semblance of it through the smoke. At

Chhattarpur, the darkness of the sky was grand, the blue

of the sky in its brilliant dearness studded with stars shining

like diamonds, was a sublime sight. There is no damp in the

atmosphere and in October when 1 was there, the weather was

delightfully cold. I 'was charmed with the solemn darkness of

the night, and Mrs. Jackson who enjoyed it equally with me,

wrote a fortnight dater that the moonlit nights were even

grander. I have a vivid impression of a temple dedicated to

Bam, which I saw on the top of a small hill at Chhattarpur.

1 had to pass through a flight of 200 stairs before reaching the

temple. 1 found the temple closed and saw the sacred images

through openings. The most prominent of these was 4he

Hanuman, the monkey chief. There was a single chameli

plant in the delightful compound, where thousands of. white

and fragrant flowers bloomed, spreading their scent in the ak,

looking like the silent tributes of Nature to the gods of the temple.
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The minister of the Baja, Bai Bahadur Sukdeo Behari

Misra, is known all over India as the historian of Hindi literature.

He is a person of outstanding merit. His studies, vast and varied

in their range, his administrative abilities and his literary talents

are justly praised by all Hindi-speaking people. On the first day

1 had taken him for a European and was agreeably surprised after-

wards to find him to be an Indian of high enlightenment. The

Maharaja who is a lover of literature must be given credit for

selecting his minister, so highly efficient and disinterested. The

Maharaja’s secretary, Mr. Gulab Bay, M.A., LL.B., is aperson

of quiet dignity and of unassuming ai^ pleasing manners.

1 am proud of the friendship that 1 have contracted with these

personages during my short stay there.

One word more before I conclude. The Maharaja is a

Vaishnava of Gauriya order. It is known to all Vaishnavasthat

the activities of Bup, Sanatan, Jiva and Gopal Bhatta in the

sixteenth and the seventeentn centuries popularised the

Chaitanya religion in Upper India. From an insenption in the

greatest Vaishnava temple in Vrindavan built by Man Singha we
find that he was a disciple of Bup and Sanatan, a fact which

is substantiated by the Bbaktainala and referred to in the pages

of the History of Mathura by Growse. Maharaja Biswanath

of Chhattarpur is a disciple of a descendant of Adwaitacharyya

of Santipur. It was at my suggestion that he agreed to instal

the images of Chaitanya, Nityananda and Adwaitacharyya in

the Krishna temple of Chhattarpur that he has recently built.

The installation ceremony came off on the 5tb of May last, and I

regret to say that though cordially invited to join the func-

tion I could not do so owing to ill health. It will be a good

news to many Yaishnavas of Bengal that a Khsattriya Baja of

Central India has established the images of our own apostles in

his city. This will add to the many attractions of Chhattarpur

for Bengali scholars to visit the place.

Dinbshohandra Sbv
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SIR ASUTOSH MOOKERJEE

The third anniversary * of the sad and untimely death of

Sir Asutosh is just over. The sacred memorial ceremony

observed with such genuine reverence by his relations, friends,

co-workers, followers and admirers in the Darbhanga Buildings

on the 25th of May last presented a touching scene of love

and regard for the illustrious departed soul whose memory the

nation will not easily let die. Was not his verily a soul sent

on a high mission—the mission of uplifting through culture a

race once truly great but now fallen on evil days ?

The hushed silence of that evening was in perfect accord

with our calmer grief. Three years have come and gone.

We realised how out of the distance of time might ensue desire

of nearness ' doubly sweet. Regret was buried in love for the

human-hearted man—the man with a large heart and a kindly

hand. We recalled the massive face always lit up with a

genial smile made at times more significant by an occasional

humorous twinkle of the ever-brilliant eye.

The complexity of Sir Asutosh* s character bafSes analysis

and makes a just estimate of the many-sided genius of

this wonderful man really difScult. The highest culture and

tradition of India and the noblest efforts of his own generation

of great Indians were summed up in one man. In him

was also beautifully and harmoniously blended the highest and

best of the East and of the West. He was a great apostle

of progressive culture in all directions and along all lines.

An intellectual giant, a mathematician of no mean repute,

a brilliant lawyer, an erudite judge of the High Court, a sound

scholar, an administrator of the first order, a keen and far-

sighted educationist, a genuine nation-builder, a masterful and

> Majr 25, 1927.
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towering personality, a man of sturdy and fearless indepen-

dence, of. infinite energy, of vast capacity for work, of indomi-

table will possessing force and tact to strive, fashion and

achieve, of lofty patriotism and finally of deep piety—^in vain

do we search for an equal. Where shall we find a man to fill

the void left by his premature death ?

Sir Asutosh stood before the public gaze as more than an

epitome of his own generation and will remain an invigorating

and stimulating example unto generations unborn. A single

dominant trait of his character by itself is sufficient to guide all

as a never-failing beacon, viz., his selfless devotion to the cause

of higher education and advancement of learning than which

nothing was dearer to his heart. The Calcutta University with

all its limitations and failings, organdsed as it is to-day through

his marvellous efforts, may rightly challenge the admiration of

the whole world as a monument to his constructive genius.

The conversion in the teeth of vehement opposition and

uninformed adverse criticism of a mere examining body into a

Teaching University modestly claiming with a due sense of her

shortcomings her legitimate place of honour by the side of the

great and prosperous seats of learning of the world—this alone

is a glorious achievement of which Bengal is rightly proud

to-day and for which the people of Bengal will ever remain

grateful to Sir Asutosh. How many years of patient and

untiring labour and what tremendous and iingrudging sacrifices

were needed to build this solid edifice

!

The spheres of his activities were too many for a single

mam. Li spite of these divided claims on his time and energy,

the volume of his varied and brilliant achievem^ts in the field

of learning and education alone remains unrivalled and will, it

appears, stand unsurpassed for many a year to come. He suc-

ceeded in carrying out this arduous task* through the sheer

^ving force of his marvellous character strengthened by a

dauntless vnU to do. TTia stirring words uttered on a memorable

occasion ring in our ears—** Freedom first, freedom second, and

20
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freedom always ” but it would have beeu equally characteristic

had be said, Work first, work second, and work always.”

While possessing a masterly grasp of minute details as n

thoroughly practical and efficient administrator he wos jealous

as an idealist in maintaining a high standard of excellence.

” No nation,” he once said with emphasis, ” attained to real

eminence as a nation unless they maintained in a state of the

highest efficiency and excellence their chief seat of learning.”

This high ideal was responsible for what has in some quarters

been condemned as ” thoughtless ” expansion of higher studies

in the Calcutta University.

The organisation of the Post- Graduate Departments in Arts

and Science and Technology is unq uestionably the highest result

of his lofty patriotism, keen farsightedness, ardent zeal for

learning and culture and long vision as a true idealist. At one

bold step ho succeeded in placing his own Mma Mater in the

forefront of ;all the Universities of the vast continent of India.

This sound and elaborate scheme of studies with its ample

provision for research in all departments of knowledge, ancient

and modem, at last justified the motto of the premier University

of India. Sir Asutosh’s own University has now undertaken

the heavy responsibility of efficiently teaching no less than 25

subjects in their higher branches and of affording tuition to

students in a variety of modem languages. The work done by

the Post-Graduate Departments has been recognisedby the World

of Letters and Science. The noble ideal which has borne this

fruit is very aptly embodied in one of his pithy utterances

—

“Search for the troth is the noblest occupation of man; its

publication a paramount duty.”

He not only possessed inexhaustible enthusiasm but knew
how to infuse it into others less fortunate and thus became an

i

unfailing source of inspiration to young men of the right stamp

to whom his warm sympathy was unstintedly extended. Their

personal devotion to him is a proof of their thankful acknow-

ledgment of his generous help and of the stimulation given to
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their efforts in extending the bounds of knowledge by patient

study and arduous industry.

All this Sir Asutosh accomplished in spite of the combined

opposition of a very influential body of men in power and with

the meagre help of limited public funds most grudgingly placed

in his hands and that after a strenuous fight carried on from

day to day through many long years.

The Post-Graduate organisation is a pioneer’s work and

has its defects. No sensible man forgets that there is consider-

able room for improvement. Let us not as its critics also forget

that nothing human is perfect. The foundation has been

truly laid. A highly creditable amount of good work has

already been done. Much yet remains to do. We should all

now work in mutual trust and fellowship and concentrate

our powers and efforts on the task of its consolidation,

financial stability, correlation and co-ordination of activities,

economy where economy is not inconsistent with efficiency and

further progress and advance within the limits of all available

resources.

The day, let us hope, of frontal attacks on the reconstructed

Calcutta University is now gone. Sir Asutosh has left it to his

countrymen as a legacy and a sacred trust. All true lovers of

the country and sincere friends of the youth of Bengal will

anxiously watch and patiently wait to see how the responsibility

of administering the nation’s trust is discharged and posterity

will give its dispassionate verdict as to how we acquit ourselves.

As for those who are directly engaged in the daily work of the

Post-Graduate Departments, may genuine grief chasten them

and make them wise I

The reorganisation of the secondary education of a vast

province like Bengal at this critical juncture is naturally the

burning question of the day and there is a good deal of contro-

versy over this very important matter. But this is not the

occasion for the discussion of a controversial thing and we

therefore prefer to keep silence on that point.
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Let ns finish with a word about technical education. Here

we cannot do better than give a single extract from one of

Sir Asutosh’s illuminating Convocation Speeches :

—

**Letme,*’ he said in 1922, emphasise that though

much has already been achieved, more still remains to be

accomplished, especially, in the direction of expansion of what

may be called industrial studies. » • • Industry and edu-

cation will march forward, more and more, hand in hand, for

this is pre-eminently a time to awaken industry and education

alike. Industry ini its many-sided interests will look to educa-

tion for enlightenment and support, and out of the labora-

tories of the University will emanate in an ever-increasing

measure the influences that make for economic and industrial

improvement and contribute to the betterment of human living

and to the good of mankind. I have in my mind particularly

the development of technological studies in the broadest sense

of that expression, not merely in the University but also in

hundreds of schools in the province where the students and

teachers alike legitimately display a hopeful yearning for voca-

tional training unhappily not yet satisfied.”

Javoofal Bankbjbk
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Bihar and Orissa, 1928-26, by Mr. B. Abdy Collins, C.T.E., pub-

lished by the Superintendent, Oovemment Printing, Bihar and Orissa,

Oulzarbagh, Patna. Price Bupee One a copy.

The most striking feature of the year under review is the favoured

treatment accorded to the Transferred Departments of the Government.
* it is a well-known foot that in other provinces owing to financial

difficulties the schemes prepared by the Ministors-in-charge of the Trans-

ferred Departments, cannot be fully given effect to. But such is not

the case with Bihar and Orissa. Education and not the Police is the

chief spending department, having increased its share of the expenditure

from eleven to fifteen per cent, in five years. Altogether, the Transfer-

red Departments get forty-two per cent, of the money available. It is

further to be noted that the lieserved Departments include Irrigation and

Forests and these account for six per cent, of the provincial expenditure.

Though there is no hope of large sums being available for schemes

involving recurring charges yet judging from the figures noted in the report*

it can safely be asserted that the province is solvent. But the most

disquieting feature is that the volume of litigation shows a continuous

tendency to increase so much so that separate arrangements had to be

made to dispose of the suits. An interesting experiment was the estab-

lishment of a class at the Gaya Central Jail for the compulsory education

of all Hindi-speaking prisoners of twenty-five years and under, serving

sentences of over two years. The prisoners are taught tailoring, weaving

and other practical subjects, besides reading, writing and arithmetic.

We also find nearly six per cent, of the male population are attending

primary education institutions of all kinds.

Bsxabb

The Kirntyana, for Boys and Girls (Young India Headers), Grade V,

by Mohini Mohan Mukherjee, M.A., Professor of English, AsutosE

College, Bhowanipur. Price 5 as, (Oxford University Press, 1926),

Illustrated.

This is, on the whole, a very successful attempt to present to Indian

readers in our English schools the story of the immortal epic of Volmiki.
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Tho author has shown himself to be possessed of no ordinary skill as a

story-teller. Throughout his book, though there is no wont of pictur-

esque detail, the main thread of his narrative is never lost sight of, tho

types of character are brought into clear relief, the descriptions which

have a truly epic variety are rendered in an admirable fashion. Tho

author's English style is always chaste and idiomatic. The interest of

the book for juveniles is increased by the attractive pictures which it con-

tains. The general get-up and print ore all that can be expected of a pub-

lishing house of the reputation of the Oxford University Press.

U. N. Ohobal

Annual Report on Emigration to Labour Dlatrlota {Assam, Cachur

and Sylhet), 1926, by Lt.-Col. A. Denham White, M.B., F.B.C.8.E.,

I.M.8., published by the Government of India, Central Publication

Branch Calcutt. Price Annas Twelve a copy.

During the period under report we find that twenty-seven local agent’s

licenses were granted by the District Superintendents of Emigration of

Bonkura, Birbhum, Burdwan, Jessore, Khulna, Midnapore, Murshi-

dabod, Nadia and the 24-Parganahs as against eighteen licenses granted

in tho previous year. Five-hundred and twelve garden Sardara, including

eighty-eight Sardamia were employed and worked under the control of

the licensed local agents. The total number of emigrants recruited by

garden Bardara working in and outside Bengal was 9,442 as against 12,688

in tbe previous year. Of tboso, 9,426 were despatched to the labour dis-

tricts. 4,889 left for Assam, 1,488 for Cachar and 8,154 for Sylhet.

S. K. 11.
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Thk Matriculation Examination.

The number of candidates registered for the Matriculation

Examination, 1927, was 15,754 of whom 15,026 candidates

actually took the examination. The number of successful

candidates is 8,388 of whom 4,618 passed in the First

Divieion, 3,266 in the Second Division and 504 in the

Third Division,—the percentage of pass being 53*95.

• • •

Eesults of L. T. and B. T. Examinations.

L. T.—
The number of candidates registered for the L. T. Exami>

nation was 27 of whom 23 passed.

B. T.—

The number of candidates registered for the B. T. Exami-

nation was 63 of whom 49 passed, 13 failed and one was

absent. Of the successful candidates 13 were placed in the

First Division.

« • •

Kamala Lecture.

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Ganganatlf Jha, ;.M.A., D.Lit.,

Vice-Chancellor, Allahabad University, has been appointed

Kamala Lecturer for the year under review. The subject of

bis lecture is Philosophical Disciplme. We understand that
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an attempt was made in vain to secure the services of a

distinguished Mahomedan poet.

« • «

Readership Lecture.

Professor C. K. Webster, M.A., who was appointed

University Reader, will deliver a course of six lectures on the

“ European Allianice : 1815-1826 ” next cold weather.

« • «

Two New University Chairs.

The following communication was received from the

Qnvemment of Bengal on the subject of creating the Asutosh

Chairs in Sanskrit and in Islamic Culture

:

‘

» GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL

DsPABTiiiNT Education.

EduoaHon Branch.

No. 173-T. Edn.

From

J. H. LINDSAY, Esq., M.A., I.C.S.,

SbCBRABY to THB .OOVBIUrilBNT Of BbNOAIv

To

Thb registrar,

Calcutta Uhivbbbut.

DarjaeUng, April, 1987.

Thb Hon. Mb. Btoxxbs Chakbatabti,

Iftnuter^’dafye,

Sib, •

1 am dineted to refer to your letter No. A<867, dated the

S^tember, 19t5, and to eay that the Govemment of Bengal in the

Minietiy of Edneation have deolM to make an annnal grant of Be. 12,000
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to the Univenity for the appointmet of a Profoemr of lelamie Stndiee

and Cnltare in the Poat-Gradnate Department of the Unirersify. A
provision of Be. 8,000 has, aeoordinglj, been made in the carrent jear*e

Ednoation Budget for the purpose.

2. I am now to request you to be so good as to submit proposals

for an appointment to a obair of this nature and to furnish Government

with what the University consider to be proper conditions for the tenure

of the Professorship. Th^ would also be glad to know what demonstrators

or other Assistants could be assigned to the new professor so that an

eflBeient department oonld be established.

S. In this connection,! am also to refer to your letter No. C>4!761-

P.G., dated the 29th June, 1926, and to this offioe letter No. 62 !6-Edn.,

dated the 26th September, 1926, about the establishment of two Chairs

to be known respeotively as the Asntosh Professorship of Sanskrit and

the Asntosh Professorship of Islamie Culture in the University and to

enquire whether, in view of the cirenmstanoes stated above, the University

contemplates the submission of revised proposals for the utilisation of the

fund aeeming from the rentals realised from the shops on the ground-

flodir of the Asutosh Building.

I have, etc.,

J. H. LINDSAY,
Secretary to the Gooenment of Beagal”

whereupon the Vice-Chancellor and the Syndicate passed

the following order

:

(1) That the offer be accepted with thanks.

(2) That the Secretary to the Government of Bengal, Department of

Ednoation, be informed that appointments will be nuKle in the terms of

Chapter IX of the Begulations, and that rules under Sec. 7 of the same

Chapter will be framed by the Senate.

(3) That a copy of the letter be sent to each member of the following

Committee for drawing up Buies and for noaking suggestions as to the

utilisation of the surplus money set free

The Vioe-Chanoellor.

E. F. Oaten, Esq., M.A., LL.B., M.L.G. •

- Sir Nilratan Siroar, Kt., M.A., M.D., LL.D., D.C.L.

Khan Bahadur Manlvi Ahsannllah, MA., M...;.A.S.

Prof. Pramathanath Banerjea, MA., D.So., Bar.*at>Law, M.L.C.
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Post-Gbaduate Department and the Presidency College.

We have been requested to publish the following

:

‘‘Fbok
J. 11. LINDSAY, Eaq., M.A., I.C.S.,

I

Secretary to the Oovemment of Bengal^

To
The hEGlSTBAR,

Calcutta Univsbhity.

Darjeeling^ the 23rd April, 1927.

The Hon’ble Mr. Byomebs Chakravabu,
Minieter-tn-charge .

Sir,

I am directed to refer to the correspondence ending with your letter

No. C 2700 P.G. (Bee.), dated the 30th November, 1026, on the subject

.of the co-operation of the staff of the Presidency Collegia in the scheme

for Post-graduate teaching in the Calcutta University. In that correspon •

deuce an agreement has been arrived at between the University and

Government on the recommendation of the Presidency College Committee

on the terms of co-operation, as contained on pages 6 and 7 of their final

Report, a copy * of which was forwarded to you with this office letter

No. 3775 Bdn., dated the 15th November 1926. I am now to address

the University regarding the remaining recommendations made by the

Committee.

2. Extent of Co-operation—^The proposals of the Committee in this

regard are set out in paragraph 7 of their second ad interim report (copy

forwarded to you with this office letter referred to above). These proposals

were arrived at in consultation with the Post-graduate Re-organisation

Committee of Calcutta University, who in paragraph 43 of their Majority

Beporty have also made identical recommendations on the subject. 1 am
to reej^uest that the University will be so good as to favour' Government
with their opinion on these joint proposals of the two Committees.

8. Government have had a set of rules drawn up to give

effect to the recommendation of the Presidency College Committee under

this head. I am now to enclose a copy and to enquire whether the draft

rules meet with the approval of the University.

4. library—Government are of opinion that the principle of recipro-

city, advocated by the Committee, cannot be arranged for the following

reasons:—

(1) the number of University students is very large and additional

staff will be required at the College to arrange for the lending out of books

to them

;
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(2) the eolleetion of money deposits at the College, which is usual in

such cases, will involve a great deal of extra work and will complicate

accounts ;

(S) the College Library is not large enough to allow of extra students

reading there. As it is, there is very little room for the Presidency College

men who number over 1,000 to read in the library and the addition

of several hundreds of men from the University will make reading in the

library impossible
;

(4) if the books are taken out by the University students from the

College library it will be necessary to arrange for dnplicite or triplicate

copies of several hundreds of volumes; otherwise many members of the

btaff, and students, of the College will be unable to consult works, which

they at iireseut use.

Kor these reasons Government feel thnt the proposal must be dropped,

though the Prineipal of the College will be prepared to make arrangements

in special case for a Post-graduate student, recommended by the Univer-

sity, to consult any book required bj’ him, which is otherwise unobtainable.

I have the honour to be,

SiE,
•

Your most obedient servant,

J. H. LINDSAY,
Secretary to the Oovemment of Bengal,'*

« » «

JOGENDRACHANDRA GhOSE BeSEARCH PrIZE.

The following subject is selected for the Jogendrachandra

Ohose Eesearch Prize in Comparative Indian Law for the year

1927 :

A comparative study of the Law of Evidence according

to the Smritis.”

The attention of the intending candidates is expressly called

to the following conditions laid down for the prize :

{i) By comparative Indian Law shall be meant the Hindu Smriti

Sastra called *'Byabaharkhanda’* and a comparison of the standard

Sanskrit authorities on the subject with British Indian Law as contained

in Parliamentary Statutes, Regulations and Acts of the Indian Legislative

Council, and the law as laid down in leading cases. The study, which

it shall be the object of the prize to encourage, is the history of the

Hindu Smriti Sastra as it existed at and from the time when India came
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under British rule and how and to what extent it has been altered under

British influenoe, regard being had not only to the existing S6atute8«

Begulations and Acts but also to those which, having been in operation

for a time, have now been repealed or become obsolete and regard

being also had not only to the existing leading cases but to oases which

were considered leading at one time, but have now been overruled, and

how and to what extent such alteration has affected Hindu society.

(»V) The essay may deal with the whole of the Indian Comparative

Law as before defined or with part or parts thereof; but in no case shall

an essay be entitled to competition which in any way attacks the reli-

gious belief, usages or institutions of His Majesty’s subjects.

(ttt) By Adhyapak shall be meant scholars of the Bmriti Sastra,

students of the Smriti in the Government Sanskrit College in Calcutta,

and in the ^ols of indigenous Brahmanical schools which send in candi-

dates for the title examinations held in that College, and students in other

similar institutions in India.

(tv) Every candidate for the prize shall be required to indicate

generally in a preface to his thesis and specially in notes, the

sources from which his information is taken, the extent to which he has

availed himseli of the work of others and the portion of thesis which he

claims as original. He shall further be required to state whether his

research has been conducted immediately, under advice or in co-operation

with others, and in what respects his investigations appear to him to

tend to the advancement of knowledge.

(u) Successful candidates shall be required to publish their essays,

and if necessary they shall receive help from the University for the

purpose.

(ei) The essay or essays shall be written, either in English or in

Bengali, but if any competitor sends in an essay in a vernacular language

other than Bengali he shall bo bound to furnish an English translation

thereof.
# * * «

State Scholarships.

Two State Scholarships of £300 a year tenable for three

years in the United Kinigdom with the usual War Bonus will be

awarded this year by the Government of Bengal in the Ministry

of Education to the best Hindu and Mahomedan candidates

respectiively. The University has been asked to nominate

three Hindus and three Mahomedans for the purpose.
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Latest Publications

Paper Cumnoy in India, by Dr. B. B. Das Gupta, M.A.,

Ph.D. (Cal.), B.Sc. (Lond.^, Reader, Lucknow Uni-

versity. Demy 8vo. ])p. 332.

The whole monetu^ organisation of India is at present being discussed
and examined by the public as it never was before; and it is to bo hoped that
this hook which deals exhaustively with our Paper Currency but incidentally
also with many other phases of our monetary system, will he carefully read
by many of the public and will enlighten and guide their judgment. The
author has shown in his handling of liis tliesJs, originality of thought
and treatment and his wr>rk is basecl on careful and painstaking research. I

have read with special interest, attention and instruction the last chapter
flealing with the rerommendations of the Ttrtval Commission dn Indian Ciirrenev

and Finance. I only widi that many mon critics of that Report possessed
the scholarly erudition and the weii'balauced jiiilgiiienl of our out nor. --

From the Foreword by Prof. C. Foyajee, I.E.S.

Syllabus of Poetics, by I’rof. H. Stephen, M.A., D.D.,

Ph.D., Second Edition, rcrised and considerably en-

larged. Demy 8vo. pp. 294.

Katyayana-Mata-Sangraha, by Narayan Cliandra Bandyo-

padhyaya, M.A. Royal 8vo. pp. 124.
*

Journal of the Department of Letters, Yol. XY, Royal 8vo.

pp. 354. Rs. 9.
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Contents.

—

1. The spiritual culture of the Hindus and the interpreta-

tion of their cdvilisation by Dr. Narendranath Law,
M.A., Ph.D. *

2. Platonism in Shelley by Amiyakumar Sen, M.A.

3. The gipsies and the spread of Indian culture by Bhudeb
Mookerjee, M.A.

4. Kuiitilya's place in the History of Hindu Political Tlieory

by Dr. Upcndranalh Ohoshal, M.A., Ph.D.

5. The place of Videha in the Ancient and Mediaeval
India by Kumar Gangananda Sinha, M.A.

6. The Upanishads as the Landmark in the History of

Fiulian thought by Prof. Carlo Ponnichi.

(i) The UpHnishadic Period.

(//) AtniHii in ihe Upanishads.

{in) The Doelrine of Kartrian.
'

7. The dialectic of Sankara and Ramanuja in relation to

'the Western typea of dialectic by Surcschandra Dutt,
M.A.

8. On the Cult .of ihe Sun-God in Mediaeval Eastern
Bengal by Saratchandra Mitra, M.A.

9. Some bull and boar fights from India by Eshitishchandra
Sarkar.

10. On the Silaris or Hirulis of Eastern Bengal by Sarat-
chandra Mitra, M.A.

11. The Identification of the Big-Vodio River Saraswati and
some connected problems by Kshetreschandra Ghatto-
padhyay, M.A.

12. Sandhyakshara-Tattwa (in Bengali) by Pandit Bidhu-
sddiar Sastri.

UniTersity Regulations, corrected up to April, 1727. Demy
8vo. pp. 628.1

Pre-Historic India, l>\ Paiicluuian Mitm, M.A. Thorouqhly

Rcchcd and Eii/uiv/cd. Demy 8vo. pp. 528. Bb. 7.
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Organication of Railways, by 8. C. (rhose, Lecturer, Post-

Graduate Teacbing in Arts, Calcutta University. Demy
8vo. pp. 32. Rs. 1-8.

In this book the siuthor has dlscuKscd in groat detail the
sysioins of liailwuy Organization in India and in other countries
and has made valuable sugge^stions regarding the proper division
of responsibility among all branehos of the railway operating
departments. It is an interesting treatise and is expected to help
refers to understand propcTly the very complex problems of the
Indian Kailways.

The Aborigines of the Highlands of Central India, by B. C.

Mazumdar, B.L. Demy 8vo. pp. 9U. B». 1-8.

In this iiiunograph the author has fumished u comprehensive
view of all the tribes of Central India, and has suggested some
new propositions regarding the origin of the racial characteristics
of the Sahara-Kol people.

University Calendar for 1927. Demy 8vo. pj). lUlO.

Agents for sale of University Pnblioations

—

P^or sale oiilKide India

—

MkSSUS. LoN(}MA.\S, (iRKKN & Co. ]iTI>.

London Houhv—JIU, Patku.noster Jiow, London, E.C. 4.

American House—56, Fifth Avenue, New York.

For sale in India

—

Calcutta—(1) Messrs. It. Ctmibriu & Co.

(2) ,, Chuckervertty, Chaltcrjeo & Co., Ltd

(3) ,, Kamalu Book Depot, Ltd.

(4) S. E. Lahiri & Co.

(5) ,, Thacker, Spink & Co-

(6) ,, W. Newman & Co., Ltd.

Bombay—Messrs. D. B. Taraporevala, ^ons & Co.

Poona—^The Oriental Book-supplying Agency.

Madras—{!) Messrs. B- G. Paul & Co.,

321, Tiiambu Chbtty Street.

(2) Messrs. B. Cambray k Co.,

386, Thambu ChettV Street.
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I. ANCIENT INDIA

1. GULTUBB IBD SOOUL OBOAHIBBTION

Culture and Knltnr Raoa Origine or the Past Unweiledy

by H. Brace Hannah, Bar-at-Law. Demy 8vo.

pp. 168. Bb. 3-12.

BeaideB other cognate matiara^ the book generaDy deala
with race-origina, raoe-developmenta, and raoe-moYementa, and
diflerentiatea, not only between Barbazoua Baoea ahd Oultura-
Haoea, but alao between Barbaioua Bacea that were or are

civilised and those that were or are uncivilised.

Ancient Indian Numismatics (Carmichael Lectures, 19H1),

by Prof. D. B. Bhandarkar, M.A., Fh.D., F.A.S.B.

Demy 8vo. pp. 241. Bs. 4-14.

This book oontains a ooune of leetures on Nmniamatiea, a
part of ArohaBoIogy, delivered the Professor in 1918. The
subjeots of the leotares we as follows

:

I. Importance of the Study of Numismatios

n. Antiquity of Coinage in India.

HE. Karshapana: its Nature and Antiquity.

IV. Boienoe of Coinage in Ancient India.

V. History of Coinage in Andent India.

Asoka (Carmiehad Lectures, 1928), by D. B. Bhandarkar.

M.A., Fh.D., F.A.S.B., Carmichael Frofessor of

Ancient Indian History and Coltuie, Galcatta TTniversily.

Demy 8vo. pp. 864. Be. 6,
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III this book the author has set forth his views about the
Buddhist monarch after a careful and systematic study fcnra

quarter of a century not only of the inscriptions of Asoka but also

of the valuable traoislationB and notes on these records by dis-

tinguished scholars in the field of Ancient History of India. The
bode consists of eight chapters deding with the flowing topics

:

1. Asoka and his early life, II. Asoka's empire and administration,

in. Asoka as a Buddhist, IV. Asoka’s Dhamma, V. Asoka as a

missionary, VI. Social and Beligious life from Asokan monument,
Vn. Asoka’s place in history, VEH. Asoka’s inscriptions.

Beifsot from a l&tUr from If. Sonart, tho dioUngvuhod Fronoh 8aoanV~~

... 1 am grateful to your book beoauM it bae brought me a brilliant

esam^ of the ingenioui and pauionate ekill with whidi modem India endea-

vonzi to leooDstniot ita paat yon intended to ehow by an analyrie of the

ineeriptiona what information hithorto unexpected they can yield to a aagaeiona

and penetrating explorer.'*

Tlie Evoliitioii of Indian Polity, by B. Shama Sastri, B.A.,

Ph.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 192. Bs. 6.

Contains a connected history of the growth and development
of political institutions in India, compiled mainly from the Hindu
Sastras. The author being the famous discoverer and translator

of the KautffAya Arthaiasira, it may be no exaggeration to call

him one of the authorities on Indian Polity.

Contento

:

—^I. Tribal State of Society. H. Elective

Monarchy. HI. The Origin of the Kshntriyas. IV. The
People’s Assembly. V. The Duties and Prerogatives of the

Kings and Priests. VI. The Effect of Jainism and Buddhism
on the Political Condition of India. VH. The Empire-building

polioy of the Politicians of the Kaiitilya Period. VII. Espion-

age. IX. Theocratic Despotism. X. The Condition of the

People—Intellectual, Spiritual and Economical.

“ ORia tiilsB of the lectures will indicate the wealth of information

contained in them Rome of the facte mentioned by Hr. Rhastri will

be an ^ye-ppener to moet pec^e, who are fond of imagining that Indiane

hare alwaye been ' vain dxeamera of an empty day,' oooopying themeelveB

with things of the Great Beyond* eupremely oontemptuoue of mundane
affairs, regarding them as Afaya. illusion All deeirons of knowing tlir

conditions of life in Ancient India should read carefully this fascinating

volume, which ie one more evidence of the eplendid work that the Post’

Graduate teachers of the Calcutta University are doing."-^Hindfiethaii

Rooiowt Jnly, ItBS.

Social OrganiMtion in North-East India, in Buddha’s

Time, by Bichard Pick (translated by Sisirkomax

Maitra, M.A., Ph.D.). Demy 8vo. pp. 390, Bs. 7>8.
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'* Dr. Fiort Die Soeiale Gliederung tm Nordoetliehen Indien
Zu Buddhee Zeit has, for many yean, been of invalnable atfftlraniTft to
all interest^ in the aocial and administrative histovy of Bnddhiat India.
Bnt those ignorant of Gennan were unable to make use of that book and
their warm gratitude will be extended to Dr.^ Maitra for his Mwip^ntly
readable translation. The book is too well-known to need any zeyiew ; suffice
to say that tlie translation is worthy of the book. Now that thi« scholarly
work is made available in English, it should find a larger ciiculation.'*—

Hindusthan Bseteis, July, 1988.

Contenta.

Chapter 1

—

Introduction—The Brghmanioal Caste-Theory.

Chapter 11

—

Oeneral View of the Caatea—^The Brahmonioal
Caste-Theory in the Pali canon—^Theoretical discussions about
the worthlessness of the caste—^The Essential characteristics of

castes.

Chapter III

—

The Homeleas Aaeetica—^Translation to the

homeless condition a universal characteristic of Eastern Culture

—

Causes of Asceticism.

Chapter IV

—

The Ruling Claaa—The Kshattriyas—Superior-

ity of the Kshattriyas over the Brahmanos.

Chapter V

—

The Head of the State— The chief represen-

tative of the Kshattriyas is the King—Oeneral View—^The Duties

of the King—^Limits of Boyal Power.

Chapter VI

—

The King*a Officera—Oeneral View of Ministers.

Chapter VTT

—

The House Priest of the King—Historical Evo-
lution of the post of Purohita—^His share in Administration.

Chapter VIII

—

The Brahmanas—Oeneral View of the Brah-
manas according to the Jatakas—^The Pour Asramas—Duties and

Privileges of the Brahmanas.

Chapter IX

—

The Leading Middle Claaa Fatniliea —The

Position of the Oahapati—^the Setthi.

Chapter X

—

The Ouilds of Tradesmen and Artisans—Stage

of Economical Evolution in the Jatakas—Organisation of the

Artisan Class.

Chapter Kl—Casteless Professions.

Chapter XII

—

The Despised Caste.

Sources of Law and Society in Ancient India, by Nares*

chandra Sen, M.A., T).L. Demy 8vo. pp. 109,

Rs. 1~8,
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In this book the author traces the souroes of Andent Indian
Law with reference to l^e enTironments in societvi and deals with
matters regarding legal oonceptions histarioaUy, initiatiiu a
somewhat new method, mainly following the one indicated by
Ihering with reference to Boman Law. in the study of problems
of Hindu Law.

Pelitioal History of Ancient India (From the Accession of

Parikshit to the extinction of the Gupta Dynasty), by

Hemchandra Baychaudhuri, M.A., Ph.D. Second Edi-

tion, Revised and Enlarged. Boyal 8vo. pp. 416.

Dr. Baychaudhuri's work in the domain of Indology is cha-

racterised by a rare solniety and by a constant reference to ori-

ginal sources and this makes his contributions specialiy valuable.

We have here probably the first attempt on sdentino lines to

outline the political history of India of the Pre-Buddhistio period

fiom about the 10th Century B. G. and the work is one of groat

importance to Indian history.

Prof. /. /oUy, Wurahurg Whet an enormoiia mass of evidonm hai

boon oolleetod and diaonated in thia work, an important faatozo of whioh ia the

quotation of the original testa along with th^ trinalation whidi makes it

easy to oontrol the condnaiona arrived at. The ancient geography not less

than tSe andent hiatocy of India has been greatly furthered by your reaeardiea

and mnoh new light has been thrown on some m the moat vesed prohlems of

Indian AiduBology and duondogy **

Prof. P. Otto Sekrodor 1 have read the book with ineteasing interest

and do not hesitate to say that it contains a great many details whioh will be

found naefni by later histmans

Pro/. A. BorrMoto KoUh FnU of useful information."

Andent Romio Ohronolofy, by H. Bruce Hannah, £ar-at-

Law. Boyal 8vo. pp. 60. Be. 1>8.

The book deala with the method of embodying eome original

reseatohea of Mr. H. B. Hannah in the domain of Ghionology
and omnputation of time in Anoient Egypt, aa wall aa other
oonneeted mattera, the ptooeaa bc&ig ahewn through varioua in-

ternal OTidenoea.

Plpe-Historio India* by Panchanan Mitra, M.A. Second
Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Demy 8to. pp. 628

(with 53 plates). Bs. 7.

One of the idoneer waria on Lidian pr8>hiBloc7 by e young
Indian aoholar, who la wdl poetad in tlw lateat work in thia

aubjeot.
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Contents :—Chap. 1.—^Baoea and Cultures in India—^Earlier

Studies and present outlook. Chap. II.—^The Oeolopoal Back-
ground; Gieopaphical and Paheo-Geographioal features. Chap.
UI.—^The PalMntological Basis—^Xhe Human ancestry—^The

cradle-land—^The Siwa[Uk Primates—^Fossil men outside India.

Chap. IV.—^The Earliest Artifacts of Pre-Chellean India (probably

more than a lac of years old). Chap. V.—^Early Paleolithic

Phases—Chellesn, Acheullean and Mousterian types. Chap. VI.

—

Pleistocene caye-Ufe—^Karnui. Chap. VU.—^Late Paleolithic and
Mesolithic cultures—^The Capsian Industry stations. Chap. Vni.
—^Prehistoric cayo-art and Bock carvings. Chap. IX.—^The

Neolithic types in India. Chap. X.—^The Neohthic culture-

stations. Chap. XI.—^Prehistoric Metallurgy. Chap. XU.—^Mohen-

jo-Daro— remarkable Discovery of an Eneolithic Site—Harappa
and Nal—Sir John Marshall's reports. Chap. Xm —Prehistoric

Copper and Bronze finds from other sites. Chap. XIV.—^The

Bi&an Megaliths—^Their Builders and Origin. Chap. XV.—The
Megalithic Structures—^Their architectural featuresi contents and
distribution in Lidia. Chap. XVI.—From extinct to hving types
—^Mammals—^The Bayana, Sialkot« Nala, Mohen-jo-Daro and
Adichanallur Human remains. Chap. XVII.—^Prehistorio pot-

teries and terracottas of India. Chap. XVIII.—Culture—Se-

quence and Origins.

International Law and Gnstoms in Ancient India, by

Pramathanath Baneijee, M.A., B.L. Boyal 8vo. pp.

170. Rs. 4.

In this interesting book the author demonstrates the elaborate

code of International Law and military usages which existed in

Ancient India, and a cursory glance will show that the Ancient
Indian usage in this matter was much more elaborate and much
more humane than that followed by all nations of antiquity and
even by nations of Modem Europe.

Contents:—Sources of International Law—^Intemational

Status or Persons in Internationa] Law—Intercourse of States—
The Essential Bights and Duties of States—^The Theory of the
Balance of Power—^Treatises and Alliances—^War: Character;
Grounds—^The Law relating to Enemy Persons and Enemy Pro-
perty—^The Agents, Instruments, and Methods of Wanare—
Neutrality.

Boonomio Condition of Ancient India, by J. N. Samaddar,

B.A., M.R.A.S., F.B.^ist.S. Demy 8to.

pp. 186. Bb. 3.

A brilliaat study, wUoh embodies a teooostniolioii of eoo-

aomio data and of eoanomie theories In AneienI India from
trealteea and from seattered refemaoea in eariy Qiada ud
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Buddhist literature. This is the first systematic attempt

to deal with this important subject. ** The author in course of

his six lectures lays bare to us the underlying spirit and principles

of the great Hindu Civilisation. He has taught us to look not

merely at the actions of the Ancient Indians and their glorious

achievements in the domains of Economics and Politics but he
has unfolded the environments in which they were wrought, the

motives which impelled them and the ambition which inspired

them.*’ The book has been highly praised by Dr. Bylvain Levi,

Dr. Jolly, Prof. WintemitZf Sir John Bucknill, Dr. A. Marshall,

Prof. Hopldns^ Prof. Telang^ Dr. Keith and many other

distinguisl^d savants.

Some Contribution of South India to Indian Culture, by

S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, M.A., Pli.D. Demy 8vo.

pp. 468. Bs. 6.

This book by the Professor of Indian History and Archeeo-

logy in the University of Madras contains the readership lectures

he delivered in 1919 in Calcutta. ,

** Th^ ana one of the fint fmits of the |wlicy of Calcutta Univmity to
create a oeparlment of Indian Btudiea—Hnguistics. archoBoloffy, anthropology,
and iiistoiy. *Dr. Aiyangar writes with a practised hand and with the ms-
aemment of an experienced seeker after historical truth ; and his lectnies form
a coutribution of some considerable value to the growing amount of literatim
on Indian Anthropological Sluclies. Ih*gititiiEig wjih the coming of the
Aryans, which means the Bralimans, to South India, the author proceeds to
describe, mainly historicnlly, the main currenU of culture The aiithrir

proceeds tj analyse the influences exerted on and by South India when
orthodox Hinduism was tainted by alien influences From religion Dr.
Aiyangar passes on to commerce, and devotes a considerable portion of this

work to showing how South India is responsible for the spread of Hindu
culture, to the Eastern islands and even so far as China The author
finally traoea the type of* administration which grew up in South India and
which, as he points out, has left traces to the present day. The whole work
is full of ictmst to the enquirer into the early stages of Indian cnltnre ;

it wiU of mneh value to the scholar, and not without utility to the admi-
nistrator. "—Ttmef o/ India, Bombay, Nov. 14, 1928.

BmttaU from Indum Antiquary, Vol. LIU, for January-Febmary, 1924 i—

" Sir JMehard Temple writes : '...They (the Lectures) are so full of valu-

able auggeationa that it ia worth while to consider here the nanlta of the

tody of s ripe sobolar in matters South Indian To myaelf, the book is a
faaoinating one and it cannot hub be of the greatest value to the atndenta,

for whom the lectures were intended.'^

Some Problems of Indian Literature, by Prof. M. Win-
temitz, Pb.D. Boyal Svo. pp. 130. Ra. 2-8.

' Oonient$ : The Age of the Veda—^Aeoetio Literature in

Ancient Lcdia—^Ancient Indian Ballad Poetry—Indian Litemtore
pad World-Literatare—Kautilya Arthaaastra^Bhaaa.
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a. BBUGIOH AND PH1L080PHT.

ComparatiTe ReUgion (Stephanos Ninmlertdu Ohosh Lec-

tures delivered in the Calcutta University in 1928 ; pub-

lished in July, 1925), by Prof. A. A. Macdonell, M.A.

(Oxon.), Ph.D. (Leipzig), D.Litt. (Edin.), D.O.L.

(Calcutta). Boyal 8vo. pp. 194. Rs. 8.

The work is the first course of lectures on ComparatiTe
Religion delivered under the auspices of the Stephanos Niimalendu
Ghosh foundation. The author has given a survey, in^ eight

lectures, of all the important religions of antiquity, including an
introductory one on " Primitive Religion.* They embrace Confu-

cianism, Zoroastrianism, Brahmanism (including Buddhism),
Greek religion, Judaism, Muhammadanism and Christianity.

These religions are treated objectively, not from the point of view
of any particular one. It been shown what they have in

common, and to what extent each approaches universality, to the

outlook of a world religion.

The Kamala Lectures on Indian Ideals in Education^

Philosophy and Religion and Art, by A^nie Besont,

D.L,, with a Foreword by the Hon’ble Sir Ewart

Greaves, Kt. Demy 8vo. pp. 135. Bs. 1-8.

The work is the first series of lectures delivered in the
Calcutta University by Dr. Annie Besant under the auspices of

the Kamala Lectureship established in memory of his beloved

daughter by the late Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, Et., C.S.I. The
author deals with Indian Education, Indian Philosophy and
Religion and Indian Art in course of her three lectures.

System of Buddhistic Thought, by Bev. S. Yamakami.

Boyal 8vo. pp. 372. Bs. 15-0.

The book presents in a comprehensive though short form a
complete view of Buddhistic Philosophy, both of the Mahayana
and Hinayana Schools.

Contents:—Chapter I

—

Introduction, Essential principles of
Buddhist Philosophy. All is impermanence-—There is no Ego—
Nirvana is the only calm.

Chapter II

—

Karma-Phenomenology—)Sarma as a principle in

the Moral World

—

Karma as the active principle in the world of

particulars

—

Karma as an active principle in the physical world.

Chapterm

—

The Barvastitvavadins (Realists)—^The Tenets of
the Barvastitvavadins—Eiq)lanation of the Seventy-five Dharmas
—Shankara’s critieism of the Sorvaatitvavadina, Ao., Ac.
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Clufiter IV>—TAe Satytuiddhi School—(tb» Tlieocy of the
Sanra>8iwataTads)—^The Essential parts in the dootiine of the
Sohocd—The View of Buddha-Kaya in this Bdhool.

Cluster y—The Madhyamika School—(The Theory of the
middle course)—^The fundamental doctrine of this Sduxd—The
conception of Buddha-Kaya in this School.

Chapter VI

—

Alaya-Phenomenology (the Theory of the V^na*
navadins)—^The elassiiioation of things—The four stages of the
cognitive operation of conaoiouaness—^Further diacuasion of the
Eight Vljnanas.

Chapter Vn

—

Bhuta-tathata (SuchneMl Phenomenology—
rhe Belation of Suchness to all things—The Theory of Impression.

Chapter VJil—The Tien Tot School—^The thrae prino^les of

this School, (1) Emptiness, (2) Conventionality and (8) Middle
path—^The Theory of Elesa.

Chapter IX

—

The Avataneaka School—^The Theory of the
Dhormaiteka-Phenomenology.

Chapter X—Conolueion—Qod in us and we in Qod—^The

Buddhist idea of Faith—^The Buddhistic Ethics.

Appendix—^The six kinds of Causes and the five kinds of
Effects.

Adwerd d. Thomae, Omieereity Ljtrary, I ahaU find

the wotfc meet neehil. The book leems to me veij veloeble in giving a eon*
neeted view of the different Sehoola at Boddhietio thoogbt, and of epeeial

importanee for Botopean Seholate both in enpplying information not eaailj

aeeaeeible in the Weet, and alao in treating the whole anbjeet from an in-

dependent atandlpaint

I think the hook refleota hononr not oniy on the antbor hnt alao on the

devotion to aoholarahip ahown by the Caleatta Univeraity.

Prolegomena to a History of Buddhistic Philosophy, by

B. M. Barua, M'.A. (Gal.), D.Lit. (Lond.) 8to.

pp. 52. Bs. 1-8.

The book embodies the results of a scientific enquiry by the

author, from the historical standpdnt, into successive stages in

genens and increasing organic complexity of a system of

thought in India, supposed to have evolved out of a nucleus as

afforded by the discourses of Gautama, the Buddha.

The Original and Developed Doctrines
^
of Indian

Buddhism, tty Byukan Kimura. Sup. Boyal 8vo.

pp. 82. Bs. 3.

It is a comprehensive manual of charts, givkig an explMt
idea of the Buddhist doctrines, as promulgBted in diverse ways b}i

diverse Buddhist Fhltosaphers,
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The Histevy of PM-Buddhistio Indian Philosophy, by

B. M. Barua, M.A. (Cal.)» D.Lit. (Lond.)- Boyal 8yo.

pp. 468. Bs. 10-8.

The book gives a clear exposition of the origin and growth of

Indian Philosophy from the Vedas to the Buddha, and seeks to
establish order out of chaos—^to systematise the teachings of the
various pre-Buddhistio sages and seers, scattered in Vedic
literature (Vedas, Brahmanas, Upanishads) and in the works of

the Jainas, the Ajivikas and the Buddhists.

Prof, 8, Radhakriahnan, M.A,^ King Georgo V Professor of Philosophy,
University o1 Caleutta ;

—** The book of its kind. No student of the
Philosot^y of the TJpanishsds can sffora to negleet it. The book shews soonrets
scholsrship and deep insight on onaey page.**

Prakrit Dhammapada, by B. M. Baniu, M.A. (Cal.), D.Lit.

(Lond.) and S. N. Mitra, M.A. Demy Rvo. pp. 322.

Bg. 5.

A new edition of the Dutreuil de Rhins Kharoshthi MS. of ihe
Dhammapada^ of which an edition was published in the Journal
Asiatique in 1897 by M. 84nart< The joint-editors ^ave recon-
structed whole passages from minute fragments not utilised by M.
Sfoart, and they have brought in the results of their vast and deep
Pali studies in establishing the text. The importance of the
Dhammapada as a world classic need not be emphasised too much.
Tn the introductory essay, there is an able study of the question
of the literary history of this work.

Early History of the VaishnaTa Sect, by Hemchandra
Baycliaudhuri

,
M.A., Ph.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 168.

Bs. 2-13.

The book contains materials for a connected history of

Vaisfanavism from the Vedic times to the age of the early Tamil
Acaryas who laid the foundation of Sri Vaishnava School. The
author takes into consideration only works of proved antiquity and
epigraphical records. His method of treatment is strictly scientific,

and he cumes to a number of interesting conclusions, among
which is the establishment of the historic personality of Vasudeva-
Krishna and the determination of the doctrines of the old Bhaga-
vata sect.

*

*' The leefeures of Iffr. Hemohendre Reyehendhuri on the Early Histoiyr of
the VaishnaTa Sect read almost as would a Bampton lecture on the ' Historieal
Ohrist ’ to a Christian audience. They axe an attempt to disentangle the
autistic figure of Eridina from the mass of Puranio legend and gross tradition,

hmn the wild oanjeotures and mistaken, if reasoned, theories which surround
his name. The worship of Krishna is not a superstitieus idolatry: it is the

»
*
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of the Bhekti, the deiotiaiiel fetih of u
neny miBsioneziee* ill-ecniiiiped lor with e dimly
would do well to etndj thie little yolomelT. Knet LUtrairy SuffUmmit,
Ifej 19. 1981.

A History of Indian Lo^o (Ancient, Medieval and Ifodern

Schools), by Mahamahopadhyaya Satischandra Yidya-

bhushan, M.A., Ph.D., M.B.A.S., F.A.S.B., late

Principal, Sanskrit College, Calcutta, and Joint Philolo-

gical Secretary, Asiatic Society of Bengal. With a

foreword by Sir Asutosh Mookerjee. Demy 8vo. pp.

696. Bs. 16.

A monumental work. Dr. Vidyabhushan has given here a
detailed account of the syatem of Nyaya, and has left no source
of information, whether Brahinanical, or Buddhist (Indian and
Tibetan), or Jaina, untapped. The history is brought down from
the days of the Vedas to the lQth century, and is full of facts well
disposed and lucidly set forth.

The author did not live to see the publication of a work
which is sure to make his name immortal in the annals of In-

dology.*

Prof. A. Berri0ddU Kmth, D.Idtt.. Uniymitj of Bdinborgh,
wzitss 8—

The work reSocta the highest eredit pn its late author. It eontaiiiB a
eat maaa of carefully Fezifled inlwmation lucidly arranged and eapounded
and it is inyaluable to every aeriona student of Indian Loi^. It must for a
very long period form an indispensable source of material for workers in the
field of ludian Philosophy, and whatever difference there may be vrith the
views of the author whether in principle or in detail, they cannot pooaibly

obscure the permanent value of a work wbich—as any one familiar with Indian
logic knows only too well—nrast have involved almost endless labour. 9%#
University of Calcutta is to be ccnogratuiated on the fact that it was foond
possible to produce the book despite the author’s death before its completion,
and the thanks of scholars are due to it for the production of the vnarfc in

•neh effective and enduring fonn.

A Short History of the Mediaval School of Indian Logic

(Griffith Memorial Prize, 1907), by the same author.

Boyal 8vo. pp. 210. Bs. 7-8.

The two principal syfitems of the Mediaeval School of Indian
Logic, ote., the Jaina Logic and the Buddhist Logic, have been
thoroughly expounded here by bringing together a mass of infor-

mation derived from several rare Jaina Manuscripts and Tibetan
xylographs hitherto inaccessible to many. In the^ appendices a

short and general history of the University of Nidai^a and the
Bc^al University of VUanunsila has abo^beisn
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8. ANCIENT INDIAN TEXTS

Rigreda Hymns (with the commentary of Sayana). Demy
Svo. pp. 136. Bs. 2-13.

Manu Smriti. Edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Ganganath Jha,
’ M.A., D.Litt., 'Vice-Chancellor, Allahabad University.

The work is sn English translation of the oommentaiy of
Medhatithi on the Institutes of Manu. The two editionst that
had (dready been published, «ts., one by V. N. Mandlik and the
other by O. fi. Ghatpure, being considtoed avowedly defective on
account of a hopeless muddling of the text, Dr. Jha oolleoted

numusoripts from various places; and, with the help of tiiese

MSB., made out an intelligible text, and then proceeded with the
work of translation. The translation will occupy five volumes,
of which the following have been published

Vol. I, Fart I—Comprising Discourse I and 28 verses of

Discourse n. Boyal 8vo. pp. 266. Bs. 6.

Vol. I, Part n—Comprising verses XXIX to end of Discourse

n. Boyal 8vo. pp. 290. Bs. 6. *

'Vol. n, Part I—Comprising the whole of Discourse m.
Boyal 8vo. pp. 304. Bs. 6.

Vol. n, Part n—Comprising Discourse TV. Boyal 8vo. pp.

208. Bs. 6.

Index to Vols. I and 11. Boyal 8vo. pp. 148. Bs. 1-8.

Vol. ni, Part T—Comprising Discourses V and VI. Royal

8vo. pp. 278. Bs. 6.

Vol. in, Part IT—Comprising Discourse VIT and the Index

to the whole of Vol. m. Boyal 8vo. pp. 206. Bs. 7.

Vol. IV, Part I—Comprising a portion of Discourse VIII.

Boyal 8vo. pp. 252. Bs. 8.

Vol. IV, Part n—Comprising Discourse Vlll and Index to

Vol. IV. Boyal 8vo. pp. 238. Bs. 7-8.

Vol. V—Comprising Discourses IX to XII. B<^1 8vo.

pp. 700. Bs. 12-8.
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Mana Smriti, Notes, Part I

—

Textual— the same author.

B(^al Svo. pp. 669. Bs. 12.

Do. Part n

—

Explanatory—By the same author. Royal

Svo. pp. 870. Rs. 16.

Do. Partm

—

Comparative—^By the same author, {/n

the press.)

Besides printing the five volumes of Manu Smriti comprising
translation of Medhatithi, it has been decided to print separate
volumes comprising Notes by the same author. The notes ^ve
been divided into three parts : Part I

—

Textual—dealing with the
readily of the texts and allied matters; Part n

—

Explanatory—
containing an account of the various explanations of Manu’s text,

provided not only by its several commentators, but also by the
more important of the legal digests, such as the Mitakshara, the
Mayukha, and the rest; Part HI—Comparative—eettang forth what
the other Smritis—^Apastamba, Bodhayana, etc., have got to
say on every one of the more important topics dealt with by Manu.

Inscriptions of Asoka, by Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar, M.A.,
Ph.D.; and S. N. Majumdar, M.A., Ph.D. Crown Svo.

pp. 104. Rs. 4-4.

The various texts of the rock, pillar, cave and other inscrip-

tions are given in parallel lines to enable the student to compare
the different readings at a glance.

Barhut Inscriptions. Edited and translated with critical notes

by B. M. Baruya, M.A., D.Lit. (Lond.), and Kumar
Gangananda Sinha, M.A. Crown pp. 139. Rs. 3.

Fi. J. Thomas, Under-Lihrarian, Cambridge Unwrsity Library I

find the book an extremely ueefnl one, both becaiiee it makes aeeessible an im-

portant collection of inBcriptions, and also for tbo great amount oi learning and
research whlcdi the authors have embodied in it.

" The work constitutes a long step Forward both as regards oar actnal

knowledge of the inscriptions, as well as in the grammatical analysis and the

palaeographical studies."

H. Vi, of the Tohoku Imperial University, Japan " In the work
the inscriptions are critically investigated, accurately explained and srell

arranged, so that the work is highly important for the study of the paleo-

graphical and linguisUcal devetopment and specially the history of early

Buddhism."

B. Washburn Hopkins, of the Yah University " I have gone caieMlty

through the volume of Dr. Benimadhab Barua and regard it as a most nsefiil

contribution well worthy of publication. The arrangement of the inscriptioilB

in accord with their subject matter is a great convenience and the explanatoiy

notes are all that can be desired."
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Prof, Dr. F, 0. Schrader, of Kiel This is an nsefal publication

fall of interesting details on whidh both its authors and the University may
be congratulated. The printing too is admirably dona."

Prof. Hermann Jacobi :
—

" many students will ^ thankful for the

various information in Section III, partly reproduced from different sources and
partly supplied by the Editors themselves."

L. D. Barnett :
—

" The book shews great learning and industry, and will

certainly be useful to students."

II. HISTORY

1. INDIA (MEDIAEVAL AND MODERN)

Siva Chhatrapati, by Surendranatb Sen, M.A., Ph.D.
Demy Svo. pp. 284. Ks, 4-14.

A translation of the oldest systematic bio^aphy in Marathi
of the great Maratha hero, the Sabhasad Bakhar, with extracts
from Chitnia and Sivadigvijaya with explanatory notes.

" Tt is the first of s series intended for such students of Maratha
history as are igndrant of Marathi. Of the importance of the Bakhar
Chronicles for a study of the rise and growth of Maratha power there can he
BO doubt; their historical accuracy is not always unimpeachible. But all in-

terested in this subject will feel deeply grateful to Mr. Ben and the
Calcutta Universily for making this study possible and easy."

—

The Hm-
dusthan Beview, Oct., 1924.

" It is a capital book for history students." --The Indian DaBy Newe, IM
Beptember, 1990.

" Professor Ben and the University of Calcutta have laid all Mndenta of

Maratha history under a great obligation by publishing this new English
edition of iMshnaji Anant's book."—•The Time* of India, 96th October, 1991.

Administrative System of the Marathas (from original

sources), by Surendranatb Sen, M.A., Ph.D. Second

edition (revised and enlarged). First edition exhausted

within a year of its publication. Demy Svo. pp. 730.

Rs. 10.

It is an ezhauBtive account of the polity that prevailed during

the centuries of Marathe domination. Dr. Ben haa oloaely studied

the available original soureea and this work is undoubtedly the

most Tsludble contribution on Maratha •administrative aystem

that haa yet appeared in Englidi.

Pr»f. A. BsmMIsI* Xsttk—“ It CMtaias a Tuy 1*^ amoont of

intanatiaf iafoimatian, eanfolly pot togathor, aaS nndoMd flnmiinatfaig by
ooBtpariMit witb tha doMriptUm of early BlBdn uwtitationa detired fmn tbo

Marmaaastia Ittaratsfa. It sadeebtediy ahiBi anieh Ugbt aa tba eoam of
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•imipiltrMien prior to iho odwii of Britiih nipraiiuflj, uid tho impactiolltf
Mid good MOM of nieh ptnonol jodgniiiite m too onirow doumroi xooog-

Prpf, Jyin Bloch (in tho ** Joamol Aiiotiqno ")—“O'oot nn ooTngo
oUde et uoportuit, qni fait honxioiir h ranteor et k I’dcole ou il so rattacba..

The Hom^blc Jiuiicc C. A. JCtnooid—** I ha^o ^ont Mwal daUghtfnl
hooTf reading joor moot Talnable work * AdminiatratiTe Byatem of the
ICarafhaa.' It ia fall of erodition and ahonld long remain the claaalo text on
the aobject. 1 do not fani^ any one alae would haTO *the indoatry aa well aa
the learning, to write anAher each book. I oongratolate yon wannly on
yov great eohiofioBiint.**

8, M Edworda (in the " Indiaii Antiquary," January, 1984)—
He baa now placed atiidente of Maratha affaire under a further obligation hj
thia eaiefal expoeition of the adminiatratiTe qyatem in rogue in the Deeoen
in the Pre-Britiah period.

The ralue of hia lateat work aeema to na to lie in ita impartiality and in
ito earefol axoidanoe of extreme diotian in caaea where the anthor'a mwa differ

from thoae already eiqpreaaed by botli Engliah and Indian writera. He treata

Qrant-Doff and Banade with equal impartiality, and doea not heaitate to

l>oint oat their errora of deduction : he apj^reciatea fully the good featorea of

ShiTaJi'e inatitationB, but ia equally explicit aa to their ahortcominga : and
he derotea a diatinot aection of hia work to explaining by oarefhUy ohoaen
quotationa and examples that much of 8hivaji*a ^miniatratnre machinery waa
not a new product ^ hia unoueationably reaonroeful mind, but had ita roota
deep down in ancient Hindu lore.

Aa to the actual facts diadoaed in Dr. Sen's work, their number ia so
many and they are so interesting that It is hardly possible to deal with them
in the brief ^oompasa of a review.

In oonolusion, let it suffice to remark that Dr. Ben has produced an ad-

mirable work of reference for students of the history of the Deooan in the
aexenteentb and eighteenth centuries."

The Ttmea lAterary Supplement, Thursday, May 10, 1988—** As in the
ease of the Great Noi^leon, Bhivaji the (3onqueror has always been more
attraotlTe to historians than Bhiyaji the Administrator, and Im than juatica

has been done to his oonstraotiye ability. Dr. Burendmath Boi has written
a scholarly analysis of the Maratha administration under Bhiyaji and the
Peshwas, and in spite of a natural bias in fayour of bis own oountrymen he
can claim to haye proxed that Maratha Government will at least bear
fayouroble conmariaon with and waa in some reapects superior to, those of

eontemporary Burope."

Journal of ike Boyd Aeiatie Sooietp, October, 1984—" Dr. Smundranath
Ben has given us a moat careful and comprohenaiye work and has shown that

the work begun so wdl by Banade is being continued in competent hands,
liie feet that the Maratha Kingdom lasted for a oentury and a half dioald
be sufficient to dispel the idea that the Marathaa were mete bands of marau-
ders. It comes aa a surprise, however, to see what a wealth of material

there is for the study of their oonstitutional and administrative Idstory. The
author investigateB tM origin and development of their institutions, awysing
the influence of traditiond Hindu systems of polity, and of those of their

Muslim neighbours. The book is a most valuable addition to the publications

of Oalontta University."

Bengal in the Sixteenth Oentnry, by J. N. Das Gupta, B.A.

(Oxon.) Sup. Boyal Sro. pp. 196. Bs. 2-13.

It is • Idsiorioal review of the eoeial and eeooomio eondhaon
of Bengal in the SizteenCh Cenkory of the Chtfatiaa era tte
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maigganoe in Bengal—^in the ligbt of tiie faets set forth in

oontemparary Bengali Literature, in hiatarioal reeordg, end
writings of European travellers in Bengal.

India in the Seienteenth Century, by J. N. Das Gupta, B.A.

(Oxon.) Demy 8vo. pp. 258. Bs. 3-8.

Hie oond^iion of India in respect of its political, social, and
economic aspects, in the early years of the East India Company,
has heed described in this volume with the help of the narratives

of Eunqiean travellers and foreign observers who were drawn to

this land by tbeir love of adventure, the faaoination of romance,
and the call of the East.

Historical Records of Baroda, by Bai Bahadur B. A. Gupte,

M.B.A.S., F.Z.S. (with annotations). Boyal 8vo. pp.

166. Bs. 6.

Compiled from original Maratha documents, which throw a
sidelight on the transactions of the Hon’ble East Lidia Company's
Officers, offer glimpses of the Baroda administration, describe the
Poona politics during the last stages of the Maratha Empire, and
record the working of the almost nominal sway ef the Baja of

Satara. Profusely illustrated.

* England’s Work in India, pp. 210. Bs. 1-8.

Bharate Ingraj (Bengali Edition.) Crown 8vo. pp. 202.

Bs. 1-6.

A Bengali version of * England's Work in India ' by Pandit
Tarakumar Eaviratna and Prof. Jogindranath Samsddar.

Do. (Hindi Edition) pp. 262. Bs. 1-6.

Orissa in the Making, by Bijsychandra Mazumdar with an

introductory Foreword by Sir Edward A. Gait, M.A.,

R.O.S.I., Betd. Lieut.-Govemor of Bihar and Orissa.

Crown 8vo. ppu 247 (1925). Bs. 4-8.

This work which has no rival in the field presents a mass of

new facts relating to the early history of Orissa, and sets out tile

t
Tsst-Booli.
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hitherto unnoticed course of events which culminated in the

emergence of Orissa as a distinct national and linguistic unit.

How the author has executed this work successfully after having
been engaged for many years in his research work in Orissa, has
been noticed by Sir Edward A. Gait in the introductory Foreword
spoken of above.

Indian Nationality, by Sukumar Dutt, M.A^, B.L. (Jubilee

Research Prize Thesis, 1922). Royal 8vo., pp. 210.

Price Rs. 3.

Contenia

:

—^Introduction

—

Basic Factors of Indian Life

—

The Problem of Nationality

—

The Meaning of Indian Nationality

—

Present Tendencies towards Development of

Nationality.

1. ISLAM

A History of Islamic People, by R. Klnida Bukhsl), M.A.,

B.C.Ij., Bar-at-Law. Deray 8vo. pp. 178. Bs. 5-10.

Translated from the German of Dr. Weils’ Oeachichte der
ialamitiachen Volker—a descriptive account of Mohammad and
the Qura’n, as also of the Caliphate. The confliot of ideas in

early Arabdom, the narrowness of early Arabic rationalism and
the evolution of Islamic culture on a broad and humanitarian
basis during the time of the Abbasid Caliphs at Baghdad is des-

cribed with the skill of an artist, and altogether the book forme
a most fascinating introduction to the mentality and general out-

look of Islam in the first few centuries of its history.

The Orient under the Caliphs, by S. Khuda Bukhsh,

M.A., B.O.L., Bar-at-Law. Demy 8vo. pp. 470.

Bs. 6-6.

Translated fropi von Kremer’s Kulturgeachichte dea Orienia.

The book deals not with the dry and wearisome details of military

operations, nor does it concern itself with court intrigues, but
opening with an account of the death of the Prophet and the
trouble that arose over the question of succession, gives in a vivid,

and delightful style an account of aU that was of enduring value
in Islam or Islamic civilisation.
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The Early Heroes of Islam, by S. A. Balik, B.A (BecgaJ

Oivil Service). Demy 8vo. pp. 614. Bs. 6.

In this book the author has tried to place before the public

brief sketches of the Prophet of Arabia and of his five immediate
successors. It also contains shor£ notices of a galaxy of great

men who flourished in Arabia in that age and gives an interesting

account of the birth and the rapid gro^h of Islam. It will be
both interesting and instructive to readers of all creed and colour.

III. LAW
Recent Developments in International Law.—(Tagore

Law Lectures delivered in the Calcutta University in

1922)

f

by J. W. Gamer, Ph.D., D.L., Professor of

Political Science in the University of Illinois. Boyal

8vo. pp. 860. Nice get-up. Excellent full cloth bind-

ing. Price (in India) Rs. 17-0 and 30s. (abroad).

In these lectures the author has traced and evaluated all the
more important developments of International Law, which ori-

ginating in more remote times, have attained their present state
since the opening of the twentieth century. He has also dis-

cussed in this volume the actual interpretation and application
of the Law, as well as its development, signalised the divergen-
cies of opinion and of practice, indicated the principal tendencies
which have characterised the recent history of the Law and put
forth some observations in the probable future lines of develop-
ment in the light of new and rapidly changing conditions.

Summary of oontenio

:

—^1. Becent and^ present tendencies
in the Development of International Law. 2. Development
of Conventional International Law; the Hague Craven-
tions. 8. Development of the Conventional Law of Mari-
time Warfare; the Declaration of London. 4. Development of
International Aerial Law. 6. Interpretation and Application of
International Law in Becent Wars. 6. Interpretation and
Application of International Law during the World War. 7. The
Treaties of Peace (1919) and International Law. 8. Progress
of International Arbitration. 9. Development bf other Agen-
cies for the Peaceable Settlement of International Disputes.
10. Development of International Legislation and Organisation.
11. Development of International Court of* Justice. 12. Pro-
gress of Codification. 18. The Beconstruction of International

Iaw.
** Fkof. 0«nMr*s Tsgm Law Leoturss on mlly a bistoiy of laotea

Thtemational Law, wifli the main emphasia placed cm the period rinos the
beginning of the preeent oentiuy The booi ie in feet a treatiae oon-
taining an enormooB man of infonnaUaii wril doomnented and hioidly

0
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ftRsand. It » the only book in Englidi which even attempts to omr m
oram^ensive manner the whole recent history of Inte^ticml ^w.
is a amt achievement, and one for which, in this age of periodical literature

and nionographs on particular tcmics, Prof. Garner deserves thanks of

aU international lawyers ’’—Society of Cam^araUve Legtslatton, London.

The ETolution of Law, by Nareschandra Sen Gupta, M.A.,
D.L., Advocate, Calcutta High Court. Royal 8vo.

pp. 191. Rs. 2-8.

In this work the author gives a systematic treatment of
historical and comparative jurisprudence on the basis of the most
up-to-date knowledge of nnciont laws and the laws and insti-
tutions of retarded races. The work is designed as an introduction
to the study of the subject which is treated simply and in broad
outline. But it is not a mere collection of the views of other
scholars. While the opinions of all standard authorities on the
main topics of nvolulionary jurispnidcTico nro givc^n, the author
has given many new intei'protations of facts and has put forward
some strikingly new opinions. A remarkable feature of the work
is llio ample use of inatenuls tak(‘n from a historical study of
Ilindu Law which has hithorio received far less attention ihan
it deserved in connection with questions of evolutionary juris-

prudence. This has led the author to formulate m‘w theories of
the foiTOS of family organisation, marriage and kinship, law of
procedure, of crimes, of the origin of property and of contract and
a strikingly original theory of the law of Lescjent, which, it is

hoped, will bi* found \^•o^thy of consideration by se-holars. Con-
trary' to accepted views, ib(» author traces the origin of laws of

inheritance to donations moriin cavfta or at the time of nuiuncia-
tion and thus establishes the primacy of testamentary over
intestate sncce-ssion. Tn an appendix the author gives a discussion

of the history of the Hindu Joint Family law which throws* much
new light on thg^j^ubject. As the author points out in the preface,

the state of our 1ciiowlo<lge of the subject being what it is, it is

impossible to systematise the existing knowledge of the subject

without a certain nu?asur<j of theorising on one's ow'n account..

This the author has doni* on a large scale and in the treatment of

every topic dealt with by him there are new thoughts and iiitcrest-

Jiig new points of view pr(‘senied which will furnish forid for

reflection

.

The Problems of Aerial Law, ]>y T?ijan1<uinar Miikl>erjee,

M.A., D.»L. Pemy 8vo. pp. ‘2-55. Rs. 2-8.

The work is a thesis approved for the Degree of Doctor of

Law. It is divifh'd into four chapters :

—

Chapier 7 .—Beginning and Development of Aerial Lav?. Tn

this Chapter, the author has collected the earliest legal ideas on

the subject and has attempted to show how those ideas ^adually

broadened down with increasing discoveries of human science.



Chapter II.—Sovereignty of the Air. Here the author
has examined minutely the different theories that have been put
forward by different jurists and has suggested all possible argu-
ments that could be advanced either for or against them.

Chapter III.—Principles of International Law relating to

the Air Space. This Chapter has been subdivided into two parts.

In the first part the author has analysed and examined in detail

the 45 arfcicles contained in the Air Navigation Convention of

1010 and has suggested alterations wherever the provisions appear-
ed to him to be unsound in principle or unworkable in practice.

The other part, which deals with questionB of war and neutrality,

IB much more speculative in nature and the author has built up
the law with such materials as were furnished by the analogy
of the existing usages of maritime warfare and the practices

of the combatants in the last great European War.

Chapter IV.—Principles of Municipal Law relating to the

Air Space. In tiiis Chapter the author’s principal effort has been
to establish that a perfectly consistent theory affording a com-
plete solution of the sever^ problems of private law &at arise

in connection with the use of air space may be constructed from
the principles of English Common Law as they have been applied

by English and American Courts.

Effect of War on Contracts (Onauth Nauth Deb Prize,

1917)

, by Fraphullacbandra Gbosh, M.A., B.L. Demy
8vo. pp. 152. Bs. 4-8.

The book describes at length the changes brought about by
the last European War in the commercial and f^ancial rela-

tions of nations and individuals.

Trading with the Enemy (Onauth Nauth Deb Prize,

1918)

, by A. G. Gupta, M.A., B.L. Demy 8vo.

pp. 146. Bs. 4-8.

The volume deals with the general principles of the law
(according to the English Common Law) of I'rii^ing with the
Enemy to which the last European War lent inliereBt and pro-

minence.

Legal Aspects of Strikes (Onauth Nauth Deb Prize,

1919)

, by Prabodhchandra Ghosh, M.A., B.L. Demy
8vo. pp. 61. Bs. 2-4.

In the opinion ot the author, concerted naovemente of labour
analosoua to stiikeg are ae old as history itself. In dealing with
the histoiy of sttOras he, therefore, traces thw origin and
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course, not only from a legal point of view but also from a

historical standpoint and disouBses the remedial measures in the

light of the condition of labour in other countries.

Occupancy Right—^Its History and Incidents (Onauth

Nauth Deh Prize), by Badharaman Mookerjee, B.L.,

Vakil (Calcutta High Court), Author of the Law of

Benami. Demy 8vo. pp. 436. Rs. 6-0.

The work contains a history of Land Tenure in India from
the earliest Yedio age down to the modem times and traverses

praotiodly most of the important and relevant portions of the

Bengal Tenancy Act as explained in the leading cases on the

subject, and indicates the basic principles thereof not done in

any other previous pubhoations.

Position of Women in Hindu Law, by Dwarka Nath

Mitra, M.A,, D.L. Demy 8vo. pp. 768. Rs. 12-0.

The work is a thesis s^proved for the Degree of Doctor of

Law in the University of Calcutta. It is generally based on ori-

ginal research as well as on the results achieved by previous

writers* on Hindu Law. It traces historically the various stages

in the devcdopment of the position of women in Hindu Law.

QBneral ConUnU,

CfMpter L—lntroduciory—Scope of the subject—^Develop-

ment of Hindu Law in different periods—Sources of Hindu Law.

Chapter 11.—Statue of Women generattjf—^Bight of Women
to Upanayan and to the study of the Vedas—^Tendency in Dkar-
ma Shaetrae to reduce women to the level of Shudrae—Depen-
dence is only moral and not legal subjection—^Views of European
Writers on the question of dependence—Judiciid interpretation

of the dependence of Women—^Theory of perpetual tutelage

—

Views taken by different High Courts—^Testamentary capacity

of Women under Hindu Law—^Bight of daughters and sisters to

maintenance.

Chapter 111,—Statue of Wife and the Law of Marriage—
Baghunandan’s definition of marriage—Marriage of Women not
compulsory in the Vedic ages—Different forms of marriage

—

Capacity of persons to marry—^Whether marriage of widows is

.. allowable—^Bule of prohibited degrees in marriage—^Inter-marriage

between different castes—^Marriage of a Hindu with a Christian

woman not invalid—^FormditieB attending marriage—Wife’s
right to maintenance—Divorce.

Chapter IV.—Statue of Widowe—^Power of Widow to adopt
—Divergence of opinion in different Schools—Bight of Hindu
Widow to maintenance—^Widow marriage.



Chapter V,—Proprietary Poeition of Women—(Inheritance)

—Interpretation of Vedic Texts oonoeming inheritanM by lead-

ing commentators—^Widow’s right to inherit—Principles of

succession of daughters in the Bengal Schocd.

Chapter VI.—Proprietary Bighte of Womenr^tridhan—
Extent of the rights of a woman over her Btridhan—^Three classes

of Btridhan, &e.

Chapter VII.—Statue of Courteeane and Dating Oirle—
Concubines tolerated by Hindu Law—^Bules governing status of

dancing girls.

The Theory of Sorereignty, by Sasankajiban Bay, M.A.,

D.L. Printed at an outside Press. Demy 8vo. pp. 360.

Be. 10-0.

The work is the thesis by the author for the Degree of Doctor
of Law. The author has sought to formulate a correct theory

of Law by critically analysing the conception of Sovereignty and
investigating the entire history of the theory of Sovereignty. The
work has been divided into three books: Book I deals with the
* Orif^n of lisw and the State/ Book II treats of the * Mani-
festation of Sovereign Power in the Different Sysljpms of Polity/

and Book III presents " A Critical Exposition of Sovereignty/

The Hcn'ble Mr. Justice O. C. Rankin, M.A. :
—** Dr. Bay's Thac^ at

Sovareigiity is a learned and able work, the special feature of which is its

full presentment of its subject on the historioaf aide. I think the book will

be of interest to advanced students of constitutional history in pdrtioular and
will provide them with valuable ffuidanos in Uie philosophy of tho subject of
which it treats."

The Theory of Adoption (Jogendrachandra Ghosh Prize.

1909), by Pandit Durrasula Sriram Sastri. Demy 8vo.

pp. 59. Bb. 3-12.

It discusses the origin and merits of the theory of adoption
in a Hindu family.

Separation of Exeentive and Judicial Functions, by B. N.
Gilchrist, M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 244. Bg. 4-0.

The Hindu Philosophy of Law, by Badhabinode Pal, M.A.,
M.L. Demy 8vo. pp. 176. Rs. 6.

In this bcxdc the author has directed his efforts mainly
towards an unfoldini; of early Hindu fundamental eonception of
law and has confined himself to the Vedic and Post-Vedic fa'nna.

prior to the institutes of Menu. The second, third, fourth and
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fifth dhaptera, particularly which relate to an enquiry into the
philosophical conceptions of Law, contain original matters, treated

in an original way.

LBADIMO CASES

* Part I, Hindu Law. Boyal 8vo. pp. 246. Bs. 1-8.

* Part n, Muhanunadan Law. Boyal 8yo. pp. 171. Be. 1-0.

*Part III, Land Tenures, Land Bevenue and Prescription.

Boyal 8vo. pp. 158. Be. 1-0.

* Part IV, Law of Transfer inter vivos. Boyal 8vo. pp. 108.

Be. 1-0.

* Part V, English Law of Beal Property and Law of Intestate

and Testamentary Succession in British India. Boyal

8vo. pp. 108. Be. 1-0.

* Part VI, Equity and Trust. Boyal 8vo. pp. 170. Bs. 1-4.

^Part Vn, Law of Contracts and Torts. Boyal 8vo. pp.

227. Bs. 1-8.

•Part Vm, Law of Evidence, Civil Procedure and Limi-

tation. Boyal 8vo. pp. 89. Be. 1-0.

•Part IX, Law of Crimes and General Principles of C. P.

Code. Boyal 8vo. pp. 102. Be. 1-0.

* Supplementary cases on

—

Hindu Law, Part I, Boyal 8vo. pp. 146. As. 12.

Hindu Law, Part 11, Boyal 8vo. pp. ISO. Bs. 1-8.

. Muliammadan Law, Boyal 8vo. pp. 69. As. 6.

Land Tenures and Prescription. Boyal 8vo. pp. 97.

Be. 1-0.

* Text-Book.
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Transfer of Property. Boyal 8vo. pp. 95. As. 8.

Beal Property. Boyal 8vo. pp. 23. As. 6.

Law of Contracts and Torts. Boyal 8vo. pp. 27. As. 8.

Evidence and Civil Procedure. Boyal 8vo. pp. 164.

Be. 1-0.

Limitation. Boyal 8vo. pp. 37. As. 8.

Law of Crimes. Boyal 8vo. pp. 141. Be. 1-0.

lY. ECONOMICS, fto.

Wages and Profit-Sharing (with a Chapter on Indian con-

ditions), by B. N. Gilchrist, M.A., Labour Intelligence

Officer, Government of Bengal. Bs. 7-0.

This book deals with three subjects. The first part is taken
up with a description of the various systems of w^ge payment,
vis.f the time wage, the piece-work wage, premium bonus systems
and systems of payment connected with scientific management.
The second part deals with profit-sharing and co-partnership in

the United Kingdom and other countries and is an exhaustive

analysis of the principles underlying them. The third part of the
book deals with general conditions of Indian labour, industrial

peace in India and the payment of wages in India with special

reference to payment in kind. Tea garden and colliery labour

are dealt with in some detail. Finally there are two appendices
one dealing with a comparative study of recent legislation on
conciliation and arbitration and also of trade-boards and works
councils and the other giving in extenso the recent proposals of the
Government of India regarding trade disputes and trade unions.

** The author, who is a graduate of the Aberdeen University, has
already revealed his skill in this class of woric in a volume on ' Conciliation
and Arbitration.' His writing is characterised by lucidity and relkcts a wide
and comjirehenBive knowledge of the subjects with which he deals "

—

Th$
Aberdeen Prese and Journal, Feb. 24, 1^.

*' An exhaustive inqniiy iuto the questions of wages, profit-sharing and co
partnership."—The StatisU London, May 16, 1925.

Timee lAterary Supplement, London.—This caipfu] and oomprebenrive
piece of work is in fact a dictionary of profit-sharing, though the author does
not reach his main subject till after some rather long-winded banters on the
methods of paying wages. He then examines the ooontries of Uie world in
tom, notices what pnmt-sharing schemes have been established, their scope
and measure of success. This is the most valuable part of tihe book, but the
most interesting is oertainly the appendix on Indian oonditims. Mr. Gilchrist
shows how different these are from those of this eoontry. and advises gieat
oevtiop in app1|yiDg Brititib fhetorj l^fislalioD to India.
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Factory Le^slation in India, by J. C. Eydd, M.A. Royal

8vo. pp. 198. Bb. 4>8.

This publication diaousaeB the conditions and terms of em-
ployment of factory labour by tracing a history of the Indian
Factory Acts since 1802.

Contents

:

The first Indian Factory Act—^The Bombay Fac-
tory Commission of 1884-86—^Interest in Indian Factory Labour
in the United Kingdom. The Indian Factory Gommission of

1800 and the Act of 1801—Controversy between Trade IlivalB

—

Night work—^The Textile Factories Labour Committee of 1008—
The Indian Factory Labour Commission of 1008 and the Act of

1011—The Indian and British Factory Acta—The International

Labour Conference and the Indian Factory Act—^The Indian
Factories Acts, 1881 and 1011.

Regulations of Jail Labour, &c. Demy 8vo. pp. 14. As. 6.

This booklet presents Government opinion on the subject of

Jail Industries in British India, with special reference to their

competition with similar industries carried on by private enter-

prises.

History of* Police OrjaniBation in India. Demy 8vo.

pp. 53. As. 12.

The book shows how from its esrliest stages the working of

the Police has come up to what it is to-day and what part it plays

in establishing order in the society and what further improvements
it requires for the betterment of social relationship.

Self-GoTemment and the Bread Problem, by Capt. J. W.
Petavel, R.E. (Retd.) Demy 8vo. pp. 128 (Board)

Rb. 1-8.

Do. (Cloth) Rs. 1-14.

The fundamental fact dealt with in this booh is that indus-

trial progress having rendered very groat use of unskilled labour

possible, the foundation of a co-operativo organisation might be
laid with tho young to their own immense advantage. The book
solves problems of the greatest moment to the State.

Non-Go-operation'and the Bread Problem, by Capt. J. W.
Petavel, R.E. (Retd.) Demy 8vo. pp. 28. As. 6.

In this treatise the author presents his views witit regard

to economic organisation and shows how it can help industrial

development of the country befitting the maesea.
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Man and Machine Power in War and Reconetraotion, by

Capt. J. W. Petavel, R.E. (Betd.). Demy 8vo. pp. 164.

Rs. 1*8.

In this book the author has tried to eolTe the great poverty
problem by showing how the economic condition of the country
can be improved by machine-power, only when individuals, for

whose benefit it is applied, co-operate and how man-power serves
little purpose without the aid of machine-power.

Economic Causes of Famines in India (Beeresicar Mitter

Medal, 1905), by Satischandra Ray, M.A. Demy 8vo.

pp. 85. Rs. 4-4.

The causes of famine and remedies against it have been
elaborately discussed in this book and a statistical information
adduced shewinsr the financial effect of the calamity and its rela-

tion to mortality. The author shows by facts and arguments as
also by quoting several extracts from official records that true
remedies lie m the hands of Government.

Agricultural Indebtedness in India and its Remedies^ by
Satinchandra Ray, M.A. Royal 8vo. pp. 493. Rs. 7-0.

s

It treats of Indian economic problems in one of their aspects,
the materials being collected from old and inaccessible Blue
Books, proceedings of I^egislaiive Councils, and Government Re-
ports and Publications. The compilation is designed to be a
Boiiroe-hook and guide for advanced students and teachers who
desire to prosecute a special study of Indian Economics.

Contents : Chapter I—^Indebtedness of the Land-holding
ClnckHes. Chapter //—(irnnt of T^onns and Advsnees to Agricul-

turists. Chapter III—Relief of Indebted Agriculturists. Chap-
ter IV—Restrictions on the Alienation of Lands. Chapter V~
Provision of Borrowing Facilities.

Land Rerenne Administration in India, by Satischandra

Bay, M.A. Royal 8vo. pp. 142. Rs. 2-13.

Compiled from red-letter reports of the five maior provinces

of India revised by the Governments. The book deals with
matters qf immense interest to a great maioritv of the population

of India. Apart from its purely financial aspect, the book is of

great importance from the social and political point of view.

Wealth and Welfare of the Bengal Delta, by S. G.

Panandikar, M.A., Fh.D. Royal 8vo. pp. 872. Be. 5,
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The euthor hee exunined end enalyeed in detail the
eoonomic life of the Bengal Delta in all ite aapeeta and has abown
that ita eooDomio eonditiflne are gradually tending to appcwdmate
more and more te thoee in the Weat. Ha hu ako eug^ted
praotieal remedies for the defects in the eooncmio organiaatMn of

the Delta. It is not only a valuable work to the student of

economics, but is also expected to be of great help to the politician

and the adnoinistrator.

L«otiires on Indian Railway Eoonomios, by S. C. Ghosh,

Late General Manager of the B.K., A.K., E.F., and

B.D.R. Bya. ; and also for some time special officer with

the Railway Board, Government of India, Railway De-

partment, Tjectnrer, Calcutta University.

Do. Part I, Demy 8vo. pp. 72. Rs. 1-8
a

Do. Part IT, Demy 8vo. pp. 98. Rs. 3-0.

Do. Part III, Demy 8vo. pp. 166. Rs. 3-0.

A oomprehensive idea of Bailway economics, Bailway rates,

Railway finance and of all up*io-date Bailway problems, such as

State V9: Company management; grouping of railways, train and
traffic control, coal traffic transportation, loco coal contracts and
of railway transportation working in detail can be bad from
a study of these books. Part 1 deals with railway economics,
finance and rates. Part IT denis with nil the transportation-

subjects, starting from making of oinbankmc'uts and ending with
traffic and train control and pooling of wagons, and Part' ITT denis

with the more intricate problems of management.
*' TbeM kotavw m aMntially prsetiesi, and stndento who pnmie them

esKofiilly will, nndoabtodly, gain ocmaidarabla inaighfe into the eariou problema
OQofroDtuig railway working in India .Vodem Trumspart, Jane 9, 1998.

Organization of Railways, by the same author. Demy
8vo. pp. 32, Rs. 1-8.

In this book the author has disoussed in great detail the
systems of Railway Organization in India and in other countries
and has made valuable suggestions regarding the proper division

of responsibility among ^ branches of the railway operating
departments. It is an interesting treatise and is expected to help
readers to understand properly the very complex problems of the
Indian ^Railways.

Proteotion for Indian Steel, by E. H. Solomon, M.A.,
sometime Scholar of King’s College, Cambridge,
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Professor of Political Economy, Presidency College,

Calcutta and Benares Hindu University. Rs. 5-0.

The problems dealt with in the book are:—^Is protection
necessary V Marginal vs, high protection, comparative costs of
production. The conditions for Imperial preference. Methods
and extent of protection. Bounties and import duties. Subsi-
diary industries and their treatment.

Present Day Banking in India, by B. Ramachandra Rau,
M.A., L.T. Second edition (thoroughly revised and en-

larged), Demy 8vo. pp. 318. Rs. 5-0.

The book describes the existing banking system and
valuable suggestions to bring about the much needed improve-
ment in our credit situation. The present edition besides em-
bodying the main conclusion of the earlier edition incorporates
a large amount of fresh material.

Contenta: I. Tlie Indian Money Market. 11. The Im-
perial Bank of India. 111. The Exchange Banks. IV. The
Indian Joint-Stock Banks. V. The Indigenous Banker of India.
VI. industrial Banks. VII. Mortgage Hanks. VI 11. Thi'

Indian Post OfBoc Ravings Bank. IX. Co-operative Banks.
X. The Xced lor liaiikiug Iteforin. XT. Banking Reform.

*' Mr. Raii’i book in a aoholarly aarvey of the Indiaa Banking ayatem
and ia more weloome for the moderation with which its critiduna ara ex-

presHod. The sectian dealing with banking reform ia paiticnlsrlj anggeative.

The book deaU with more immediate iaaijea than thia ; the work of the
rmperial Bank oC TndJa, ihe high level of the deposit rate, the need for more
intelligible balance sheets, the greater development of the cheque syatern

and tbe coiic^tration of tJie reaervea are intimately diacuaaed. Mr. Rau calls

for legislation and hia argument derivea forre from the unfortunato failure of the
Alliance Hank of Simla eape.'*—Thn Dritijth Tradn Aaotata, August, 1996.

Elementary Banking, by B. Raniaelinndra Rau, M.A., L.T.

Demy 8vo. pp. 209. Rs. 3.

This little book gives a dear idea of a Commercial Bank and
its theory and estimates the economic importance of their

operations, via,, Bank deposits. Note-issue, Drafts, Discounts,

Loans and Advances, Investments and Acceptances. It will be

a very useful book for commercial students who desire to under-

stand the work of a bank—^how it obtains its capital, how that

capital is employed, how profits arise and are distributed and how
again a Commercial Bank fails. •

Eoonomiof of Leather Indwtry, hy the same author.

Demy 8vo. pp. lliM. Rs. 3-8.

In this book the author makes a osreful eoonomie surrey of

the esieting eouroea of supply and deals udik Ote eooaomio
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importance of leather, causes of the decline of the indigenous
leukuer mdubiry, «tie export trade ot raw hides and skins and the
possibilities of successful leather industry in this country. The
book contains valuable suggestions for the improvement of the
raw material on which the economic life of various branches of

leather industry depends.

** The serieB of the articles ought to be read generally by all

interesled in the induetiies and oouimeroe of India and particuiarly by tboa^
who are oonoerned with the ieatlier induatry and buaioeaa."—Modern Essieir,
April, May. June. lUSS.

The anther ia to be congratnlated npon producing a dear and
oomplete exposition of the Indian trade and of India's raw materiala, resources

and the oharacteristios of them the information it furmshes will be
interesting and valuable to the leather trade universally and the work fonus
an important addition to the trade's technical literature."—The Leather
Tradee* Heeiew, 10th February. 1926.

inland Transport and Gonunnnication in Mediaeial
India, by Bijoykumax Sarkar, A. B. (Harvard). Boyal

8vo. pp. 91. Bs. 1-12.

The objeot of this book is to study the methods of inland
transport and communication in Medieval India, roughly from
the llljfi to the 18th century A.D. In the preparation of this

work, the chronicles of Mahomedan historians and the accounts
of foreign travellers have been the author's principal sources > i

information.

W. H, Moreland "I have read Mr. Barker’s book on Inland Transj^
with much interest, and I may say that, speaking generally, the method
strikes me as sound, and the execution satisfactory/’

Prof, J. Jolly^ Ph,D., University of Wurzburg, Bavaria Mr. B. E.
Barkar's work on Inland Traubport and Commnnioation in Medieval fndis is

no donbt a valuable production. Mr. barker appears to have spared no pains
to collect important materials from the most various sources. Bis book is very

pleasant reading and presente a vivid picture of the means of Water and Land
Transmit during the middle ages. The index is very copious aiid gives a

good idea of the varied contents of the work.”
" Adequate and useful study of transportation. It is a nsefnl service to

gather the scattered references and organise the material in a systematie

statement.

'

A mencan Kconumic Hevte u)

.

Charles Olue :—Le petit livre de M.S. est d’une lecture agreable, oomine
eerait celle d'un voyage h travers les &ges et dans nn pays qui n'a pas heroin

du recul du temps pour dtre pittoresqne. Une bonne pert des renseignements
donnds dans oe livrre, et les plus intdressants, est empruntde an livre d*nn
Fransais, Tavernier, dont le voyage dane le'Inde an xvii Bi^cle parait avoir une
valenr doenmentaire, ponr rhistoric de ITnddgale k celle du livre de vpyage
d’Arthur Yonng poor rhietoue de la France k la veille de la Etdvolution.

Y. PHILOSOPHY

Studies in Yedantisiii {Premchand Roychand Studentship,

1901), by Erishiiftchuidra Bhattacheryya, M.A. Bern}

8v6. pp. 84. Bs. 8-12.
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It a treatise dealing on Vedantic lines intended to bring out
the relations of the system tu modern philosophical systems.

The Study of Patanjali {Griffith Memorial Prize, 1916), by

8. N. Dasgupta, M.A., Pb.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 216.

Bs. 4-8.

Here we have an account of the Yoga system of thought as

contained in the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, according to the inter-

pretations of Vyasa, Vacaspati and Vijnana-lmikshu, with
occasional references to the views of other systems by an
acknowledged authority on Hindu Philosophy.

Adwaitabad (Bengali), by Ivokileswar Sastri, Vidyaratna,

M.A. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Boyal

8vo. pp. 255. Bs. 3-8.

In the present work the author has given an admirable expo-
sition of the Vedantic theory of Advaitavada in all its different

aspects. The work consists of five chapters. In the first chapter,
the nature of Nirgun Brahma and its relation to the world and
the individual souls have been discussed and Sadkara has been
absolved from the charge of I’antheistn. In Chapter II the nature
of the individual Beings and Selves has been discussed. The fact

that the Sankara school has not resolved the ‘Individual* into

qualities and states has been carefully examined. In Chapter III

the author thoroughly discusses the doctrine of the * Unreality oi

the Universe ’ and has attempted to prove that the Sankara
school has not abolished the reality of the world. Chapter IV
discusses the ethical theory, individual freedom, the Brahma-
SAksh^ltt'dra, thei * contemplation of the Beautiful ' and the final

salvation in the transcendental goal. Here the relation between
Karma and Jnana has been well brought out and bears the impress
of originality. In Chapter V. an attempt has been made to trace

the may&v^da of the Sankara's sohuol to the Rig Veda as its

original source. Numerous authoritative texts have been quoted
at foot-notes enhancing the value of the book. No student of

Philosophy ought to be without a copy of this book.

Philoiophical CnrrantB of the Present Day. by L. Stein

(translated by Shishirkumar Maitra^ M.A., Ph.D.)>

Do. Vol. I. Boyal 8vo. pp. 250. Bs. 4-8.

Do. Vol. n. Boyal 8vo. pp. 162. Bs. 4-8.

Do. Vol. m. Boyal 8vo. pp. 237. Bs. 8-8.
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The book ie a translation of the well-known work of Ludwig
Btein. It contains a description, and critical examination of the
philosophical movements of the present day. The contents of
three volumes are as foUows:

—

Vol. I—^I. The Neo-IdeaUstio Movement. 11. The Neo-Fosi-
tivistio Movement {the “ Pragmatiem of William Jamee), HI,
The Beoent Movement of Nature Philosophy (Wilhelm Ostwald's
** Energetics "). lY. The Neo-Bomantio Movement. V. The Neo-
Vatalistio Movement.

Vol. n—^VI. The Neo-Bealistio Movement (the Tranecenden-
tal BealUm of Edward e. Hartmann and the Co-Belativitiam of
to~day). YIl. The Evolutionistic Movement {Herbert Spencer and
hie Succeeeore). Yin. The IndividuiJistic Movement. IX. The
Mental Science Movement (William Dilthey). X. The History
of Philosophy Movement (Eduard Zeller, 1814-lQOB).

Vol- III—^XI. The“Problem of Knowledge. XII. The Prob-
lem of Beligion. XIII. The Sociological Problem. XIY. The Prob-
lem of Toleration. XY. The Problem of Authority. XYI. The
Problem of History.

Considering Prof. Stein's eminence as a Social Philosopher,

the third volume may be looked upon as the most iinportant of

the three volumes. The famous Chapter on Authority is, accord-

ing to the author, the keystone of his Philosophy. This volume
contains a preface, especially written by the author for the

English edition. An extract from the preface is given below:

" I am extremely grateful to my Englieh translator for this,

that he has made the first attempt to make my Philosophy aeces-

sihle to the English-speaking world, * * * It is my bounden
duty to express my heartiest thanks publicly td the transla^r of
this work, because he had the courage to take up in the midst of

the War, the work of a Swies written in Oehnan,**

Prrf, J. H. Mwrhsad, M.A., LIj.D., Vidweadtj et Biimingbam—

'* The tramlation seems to me most readable and the prfHtmg aU that could

be desired. It has obviously been a labour of love to you to make the tDrUmys
of this distinguished writer aeeessible to Bnglish and Ameriean readsre.**

Hegelianism and Human Personality, by Hiralal Haidar,

M.A., Ph.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 67. Bs. 3-12.

The theocy adivaiioed in tine book proridee a philoeopliieal

foundation fat the empiriool fact of multiple personality. It

eleo ezplaina what the ' subliminal self ' of man is. The real

theory of Hegel has thus been interpreted in this publioatioo. It

rbally strikes out a fresh line of thought by, which a new mean*
ing has been attached to the usual Bridsh interpretation of
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Soovateiy Vol. I (in Bengali : illustrated), by Bajanikanta

Onha, M.A. Demy 8yo. pp. 684. Bs. 6-0.

The author, as a prelimin'^ to the atudy of the life and
ihot^ht of the great Greek philosopher, gives in this volume a
detailed aooount of Greek life and culture Instituting interesting
uotuparison with the life of the Ancient Aryans in India. The
autto is one of the few Indians who has a familiatiW with
Greek authors in the original, and this work may be said to he
the most authentic work in Bengali cm ancient Greek civilisation.

Do. Vol. TI. Demy 8vo. pp. 861. Bs. 8-0.

This volume has been divided into three parts. Part I deals
with the life and character of Socrates, n contains the
details of judgment and death and Part m eonttins tiie teach-
ings of Socrates.

•

Introdaotion to Advaita Philosophy (English edition), by

Eokileswar Sastii, Vidyaratna, M.A. Second Edition

—

Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged. Demy 8vo. pp. 280.

Bs. 4-0.

The work ie a brilliant exposition of the Banlfara-Bchool of

the Vedanta Philosophy. The most striking feature of the work
is the full consideration of various altogether new issues such as
—(1) whether Bankara has denied the reality of the objeots of

the universe, (2) whether individuality has been resolved in his

system of Philosophy into mere relations and actions and
whether the Ego cannot be held to be an active power, (8)

whether Vedanta advocates inertia, emptying of the human mind
rather than its expansion. (4) whether Sankara's Theory can be
called Pantheism, (5) what is the relation between Being and Not-
Being; and between Infinite and Finite, (6) what is the place of
Ethics and Beligion, (7) what is the correct view on Vedantic
Mukiif and such other valuable topics. The work will prove an in-

dispensable companion for the thorough and correct understand-
ing of the great Maya-Vada in its various aspects. Copious
authoritative quotations from Bankara 's commentaries on the 10
Upanishads, Brahma-Sutra and Oita have been given in tbe
fo^otes enhancing the value of the work, which are an invalu-
able mine of information^ on the subject. The author attempts
also to dear up various misinterpretations and misrepresentationB
of the Sankara-Vedanta, giving a ooneot and right exposition.

Tbe book has been highly praised by distinguished scholars
like Prof9. A. BerriedaU Koith^ M. WintemitOf B. F. Leoniy,
J. H, Muifheady J. JoUy, E. TF. Hopkins^ Rudolph Otio,

Hermann Jaoobi, W, B. Vrquhart, S. Badhakriehnan, James H.
Woode, J. Wackemagel, W. Caland, Richard, Bchmidi, Otto
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Jesperson, Alfred Hallenbrandt, Richard Oarhe, Bit Oeorge A.
Qrieraon, Dr- M, E, Scnari, Dr. P. K. Boy, Dr. It. D.
Barnett, etc.

Ezferaote from the (pinions of only a few are given :

—

Prof§»Mor A. BerriedaU Keith . D.Liti, D.C.L., Univenitj of Edinburgh

—

" Your book is a remarkably able and highly interesting contribution
to ibe interpretation of Sankara, its collection ol passages alone would be
nf very high value, for the extent of Sankara's writings is so great as to
render easy reference impossible without such aid, and 1 fully appreciate tho
labour which has been involved in the selection of the texts cited. Even
mater value applies to your powerful expoution of the realistic element m
Sankara. Your restatement of his position in terms of modern philosophical
ccnceptioo. shows a veiy giest skill and will demand the moat careful oonsidera-
tico Irom those who seek to apprehend the true force of the teachings of the
Aeharyya/*

Profetaor Julius Jollff, Pk.D., University of Wniaburg, Bavaria This
work contains an excellent exjmition, I think, of the main prindipiee of the
Adwaita system and an equaUy excellent vindication of this against the re-

proaches raised by scholars wrongly interpreting its technical terms."

Sir Osorgs A. Gtisrson, Ph,D., D,Litt,y LL.D.y late Vioe-
President, Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland I
have read a g^ deal of it ‘and found it very interesting and instructive

your book shows evidence of much original research and I hope that you will

oontiniM your studies of this and other important Systems of Indian
Philosophy."

Dr, L. D, Barnett, Oriental Studies. London Institution (University ol

London) :
—" Your book is a work of considerable merit."

ProfevBor J. Wackemagel, Basil, Switxerlsnd :
—
"

' Introduction to Adwaits Philosophv * is a vslnable bnrk f shall iiot

fail to make it known and accessible to follow-workers interested in India
Philosophy, and hope it will be sppiecisteii uuiversdlly accordia;^ to its

merits.^*

Profeeeor Hermann Jacobi, Ph.D,, University of Bonn, Germany :~
I have read this novel exposition of Paiikara's aysleni with interest

and profit, whether one entirely agress with Die author's* theory or not, one
will admire liis ingenuity amt be grateful for many valuable suggesuous
It IS an admirable book

"

Dr. JIf. E. Senart of Paris :
—" Your deep justice to the old master

—Sankara—and your remarkable comiiiand of the difficult literary materials

cannot but meet the grateful acknowledgment of all interested in this line of

researeh."

Prof. 8. V. Leeneg, Ph.D.. University of Prague :
—

" ....The teadiing

of your great couiitryiiian—Sankara— has been treated by you in a very happy
way and to much profit of your readera."

Prof. E. Washburn Hopkins, Ph.D., LL.D., Yale University, America
“ My final judgment is that you have made a most important corilri

butioD to our knowledge of Sankara's Philosophy
"

Pro/. D. Johannes Heriel. Professor of Sanskrit, University of Leipzig,

Germany : — N'o doubt this wnik— liitrodiietions lo Ad^xaita Phi-

losophy, 2Dd Edition— is cMmnoIy ii'-«dul. lucid in slylf*. and iiid.-|)»'i«dent, in

the representation of Shankara's doctrine. It remarkably marLs a decided

step in advance
"

«*

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, Jnlv,

1936 :
—“ The author is lo be cocgratulated on having produced a very well-

written and remarkably clear and able book dealing with a very^ thorny and
difficult subject—the non-diialistic phil'jsophy of the great Vedantit^i—Sankara.

Mr. Sastri has collected a large number of passages of great value and impor^
anca from the writings of Sankara and has expounded them wiUi marked
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{lUUgiouM iSifearofc), Kol. Ill

9

0, Ilk No?emb«r, 1090 of Tokyo UaiTonity, Japui :
—'* It leemi ihftt tlio

suthor ii on authority on tha Vedanta lyitem of Philouphy in the Caleatta
Unimniky of India. He hai itndief and maitered thoronghly the ¥ait
knowledge of the Sankara Philoaophy The lut two diaptwi are Y&rj
intereiting and give new light on the inbjeet ’* (Original in Japansts).

Tha Forward^ October 8, 1036 :

—

** I^f. Saitri'i ' Adwaita Fhiloiqphy ’

no longer reqnirei any advertiiement through the preis. The book hai alraidy
made its mark ai one of tha rioheit oontributioni to modem leiearoh on the
* Adwaita Philoeophy * In Prof. Baatri that philoiophy has got e
luoid enonent ai a piece of original rmearch the book hae received on-
qualified admiration from Indian ai well ai European icbolari.**

System of Yedantic Thought and Culture (An introduction

to the Metaphysics of Absolute Monism of Sankara
SrhonI), by Malicnclraiiath Sarkar, M.A., Ph.D. Demy
8vo. pp. 340. Rs. 7-0.

It is a treatifle, the first of its kind, intended to bring out
Advaita Vedantiem as a complete ayutem which haa been made
specially interesting by the introduction of the conceptions of ihe
Sankaritea from Padmapada down to Prakaaananda. It leaves no
important topic out of consideration.

Pro/. /. H, Muirhaad, JMT.d., LL,D,, Univenity of Birmingham
'* It aeeme to me a valuabUi preaentation of the Vedantio Byitem and
to have the great merit of objectivity and freedom from the attempt in which
some writer! upon it indulge to bring it into line with European Philoao|dieii
of the Abinlute. Thii alone, 1 am cure, will give it an authmty ai a bow of
raferenoe, m I hope to use it in the future

**

Profaasar A. BarriadaU Kaiih, D.Litt., D.O.L., Univeraity of Edinburgh;—“ Toon appears to me the moat lucoeiisfal attempt yet made to set out tbi
very varied and decidedly abitruie doctrines of the later Vedantina on such
topics as Maya and Avidya and, at the same time, to express their views in
terms which will convey to western philosophers some zeal impression of the
tenets which th^ expounded.*’

Profaaaor Hartnann Jaeohi^ Ph,D., TTniversi^ of Bonn, Germany :

—

It impressee me as a very able exMiition of the principles and
some aspects of Advaitism, and I muw no doubt that your book will be
appreciated by the general reader end especially the student of Indian Philo-

sophy who approaches the subject through the medium of English and is able

to read the original texts
'*

Profaaaor Af. Wintamita, Fk,D.^ University of Prague, Cieeho-Blovakia :—** As far as I have been idile to examine the work, it seems to me
a very g^ representation of Advaita Vedantism in its different aspects and in

its development from the Upanishads through Bankara to its Neo-Vedantlc
phase.’*

Profaaaor Dr. B, Otto, Ph.D,, Marburg, Germany :
—“ It is nr-

doubtedly the best exposition of this system which I know. I find that, io

tbii reipeci, it is more learned than that of Uenssen.''—(Tfenstotion from
Oarman). •

SveegopBl Bmq Malllk Vedanta Fellovehlp Leotnree (in

Bengali), by Mohunahopadhyaya Durgaoharan Sankhya*

Vedantatirtha, Vedantabaridhi.
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Part I {Brahmavidya)

.

D. Crown 16mo. pp. ^260.

Bb. 1-4.

Part n (Hindudarsana). D. Crown 16mo. pp. 264.

Rb. 1-4.

Part in (HindudarMna). D. Crown 16mo. pp. 266.

Bs. 1-4.

Sreegopal Basn Mallik Vedanta Fellowship LeotnreB (in

Bengali), by Pandit Chandrakanta Tarkalankar, Five

VoIb. (Slightly Damaged). Bs. 6 per set.

Ethios of the Hindns, by Susil Kumar Maitra, M.A.

Boyal 8vo. pp. 870. Rb. 4-8.

In this book the author has tried to gfive a phflosophtoal ex-

position of Hindu Ethical Ideas. What he has attempted is an
analytical exposition of Hindu Ethics as distinguished from the
histmcal. One of the excellent features of the book is the com-
parisons lietween Indian and European Philosophers which the
author has introduced in explaining oonoeptB and ideas which are

peculiar to the Hindus.

Prof. J, H, MuiT%§ad^ Af.il.. Ph,D.^ TTniTcrfitT of Galifcmis (late of

Bormingliam)

T

may aaj howa^or hnw much T Tain# the attempU of jtm
book and othen which 'have raoently onina under my eorntiny. notably Pro-
foiiinr BadhycriRhnan'e hietoriaR, to make the Philos^hies of India more ac-

oouibli to Bnaliah readerf bcih in Great Britain and in America. Wo find.

I think, great diflLealty not only in the language but on aoooont of the great
multitude of thinkm and viewi and any efforte to reduce theee to iimidicity
and make the etudy of them more attra^Te seem to me a real oortribntion
to a better underetanding between Eant and Weet. Bo far from agreeing with
the critic! yon mention in your Preface that oomparieona ahould be aToided, I
think that the oomnariaona you introdooe between Indian and Buropean pUlo-
•cphera an exoellent feature of your book Aa more apedfio etodiaa of
aapeola of philoanpbT yoori aeem to me to come well after moce general onea
line Profeaaor Radhakriahren*!, and aa more apeoifio ntill of partioular ethioal

tandenciea or docirinea, will, T am aure, be welcomed.'*

Lord Haldane :
—" The work ia an intereating ootoome of much

reeearch into the avbjeot. It haa the adrantage of being a pbiloaophioal ezpo-
aition of Hindu ethical ideas, xnatead of a mere hlatory of the anooeaaioD of
these forms. The oomparlaon with western ideas on the aubieot T ham found
eahiabli."

Mahamdhopatfhyay Dr, Ganeanatha Jha, Bi,A., D.Litt., Vioe-Chanoellor.
Univeraity of Allahabad^ " I haee looked into the book " The Ethios of the
Hindus " bT B. K. Maitra, and ba^e much pleaaure in bearing teatxxDonT
its axoellenoe. It supplies a clear and pretty aoourate aooount of the Hindu
Ethical Gonoaf^n in all ita bearings. The weak point of tha book hc»wueer
Has In the omiaaion of rsferenoea to the *' original souroea *' upon which the
whole work ia profeaaedly. and eery rightly bMed. How keenly the want of
•uoh referenoea ia felt will bo clear wlm we refer to page 186, whsre oarlsin
riewi fli Prsbhakara and Xumarila era sxpoundsd in tams io modamly
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dantifie thftfc on* would like to eompore the stotemeAt with the wordi of theM ftothor. Bnt this is en omissica which beoomes marked onij like a spot of

ink on a white pieoe of oloth ; aad ooe would not have noticed it if the woik
bad not been otherwise most oommendable. The anther deserTos to be oon-
gratnlaled on his work."

Pro/- E, W. Hopkins of YdU Uniosrsitp ;
—** The subject is

treated in a new light with great ihoroughnees and marked ability and is a
very yalnable addition to cor knowledge of ethical authority and tho bases
recognised by the different schools of thMght.*'

Pro/. A. Berriodols Keith of Edinburgh Unioersity :
—*‘The work, 1 am

glad to say, has substantial merits. It contains clear proof of wide reading,
and of careful examination of the philow^bioal doctrines of the great systems
of Indian Philosophy. Much of the material, if not precisely new, is present-

ed under fresh aspe^, and the book will be a yaloable aid to those onga^
in studying Indian Ptdlosophy, both by reason of the positiye yalue i£ the
results and on aooount of the fruitful dissent which some of the opinions ex-

pressed will eertainly enike.*'

VI. LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

1. ORAMMASS. Ao.

* Elementary Sanskrit Grammar with Dhatnkosha. Demy
8vo. pp. 255. Bs. 2-0.

a

* Do. do. (Bengali Bdn.). Demy 8vo. pp. 216,

Us. 2-0.

* Balavataro or an Elementary Pali Grammar. Demy
8vo, pp. 168. Re. 1-0.

A Grammar of the Tibetan Language, by H. Bruce

Hannah, Bar.-at-Law. Royal 8vo. pp. 416. Rs. 11-4.

English-Tibetan Dictionary, by Lamn Dawsamdup Kazi.

Royal 8vo. pp. 1003. Rs. 16-0.

Higher Persian Grammar, by Lt.-C!ol. D. C. Pbillott, M.A.,

Ph.D., F.A.S.B. Royal 8vo. pp. 949. Neatly printed

and nicely bound. Rs. 14-0,

Perhaps the largest and most compendious grammar of

Persian in eziatenoe. It ia written by one who is a reoognised
authority on Persian. It is intended mainly as a book of

•Tsst^oek.
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reference and for this purpose is printed with a copious index. It

is specially suitable for those students who haTe learnt, or are

now studying Persian in India. This book also illustrates many
of the differences that exist between the Persian of

A^hanistan and of Persia, not only in pronunciation and
diction but also in construction. The notes on composition and
rhetoric will prove specially interesting to Indian sladents,

many of whom have to study Persian through the medium of

English and it is for their benefit that these subjects have been
treated from an English point of view.

Mr. A. H, HarUy, M.A., Prwdpdl, Cahutta Madrasah^ mji :

—

*' Ool.
Phillott'i * Hif^hsr Persiui Grammar ' is a moat welcome additiim to the liet

of works deali^ with the aooidcDoe, syntax and rhetoric of the language,
nieir number is not large, and their contents not as oopious as ooiud be
desired. Their Higher Grammar is designed to meet the needs of students of
the classical language, and of the modm colloquial, and it is oomprebensiw
enough to satisfy both olasses. It is dii&ouit to seieot any one (mapter as
deserving of pa^cuiar meuiicn; m all there is that ihoronghness of treat-

ment, and attention to arrangement and detail which might be expected of

one who has been both a teacher and an examiner. Bulea and exceptions are
freely illustrated. Customs are adequately explained. The extensive use
of tmnioal terms is s feature which will commend itself to advanced leadera.

The whole bears evidence of the general as well as of the specialised acholsr-

ship of the compiler, and is enlivened by allusiona which only one having
first-hand knowledge of the land and its people oould employ.

Calcutta Univeraity is to be congratulated on having placed a standard
work at the dispose! A the increasing oommiinity of admirers of one of the

moet ohamiiiig end oourUy of langueges.*'

Babda-sakti-Prakasika, by Pandit JagadiBa Tarkalankara,

Part I, Demy 8vo. pp. 168. Bs. 1-6.

Selections from Avesta and Old Persian. First Series,

Part I, by I. J. S. Taraporewala, B.A., Ph.D., Pro-

fessor of Comparative Philology, Calcutta University.

Demy 8vo. pp. 256. Bs. 6-0.

Arranged on a most convenient plan—^the text in Boman
letters, with a literal Englieh translation on the page opporite,

each text and translation being followed by elaborate linguistic

and other notes—^the book is intended primarily for students of

Sanskrit. No finished Sanskritist can do without some acquaint-

ance with Avestan, and Dr. Taraporewala’s book, already adopted
for class work in several European Universities, is by far the
best chrestomatfay of Avesta. The Selections have been highly
praised by distinguished scholars like Pro/s. RapBon^ A^sd
HiUebTandt, L. Barnett^ Otto JesperBon, J. Jolly, P. O.
Schrader, A. B. Keiths Hermann JacobU Dr. F. W. Thomae, Sir
George A. Oriereon, Rev. Father R Zimmermann, ete., etc.

Prof. V, Leeny, Unieeretiy of Prague, Oeeako-Sloeellna Tour book Is

VMy usafnl and very valuable. 1 ihall not fail to noommand it to my studenli in

Baropa, as the aeleotion it good, the trantlation ooneet, Bteral (what I ney
Mflh appiaelata) tad ftlthM**
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5lf O0Ofg^ A. Ori§rtOH, DIfiOtof of LinguuHe 5«ro0f of India :
—** I have

been leading it with mat interest, and must oongratulate jon on the pxodnctioo

of ao scholarly a won. I am looking forward to the publication of the second

Pfrt ....The notes are to me moot aluabie, and fonn an admirable introdoe-

tion to the oomparatiTe etody of Iranian and Indian langoagee.*'

Pro/. J. Jolly
^ Univonity of Wvnhurg, Bauariai^-"' It must be translated

into Qennan, it is far superior to the other AToeta Beaders and has made the

study of ATesta comparatively easy.”

JOr. P. W, Thomat, India Office Library^ London :
—

'* It seems to me to be
just .what was wanted for the serioiia Oniversitj study of Iranian, and I hope
that it will be used both in England and in Amencs, as well as in India. Your
notes are veiy full and accurate and supply all that is required, while your
general views are marked by moderation and reasonableness."

2. BENGALI

The Origin and Development of the Bengali Language, by
Sunitikumar Chatterji, M.A. (Cal.), D.Lit. (London),

Khaira Professor of Indian Linguistics and Phonetics

and Lecturer in English and Comparative Philology in

the University of Calcutta. With a Foreword by Sir

George Abraham Grierson, K.G.I.E., I.C.S. (Retd.),

Director of the Linguistic Suiwey of India.

Iq two YoIb., F’cap 4to.

Vol. I—^Introduction and Phonology, pp. i-zci,

1-648.

Yol n—Morphology, Additions and Corrections, and

Index of Bengali Words, pp. 649-1179.

Two Yols., Cloth-bound, Uncut Edges.

Bs. 20.

This loDg-ezpeoted work, which took over three years to print,
has at last been published by the University of Calcutta (September,
1926). *' This ^mirable work,” says Sir George Grierson in his
Foreword, ” which is a fine example of wide raowledge and of
scholarly research, is the result of a happy combination of pro-
ficiency in facts and familiarity with theory, and exhibits a
mastery of detail controlled and ordered by the sobriety of true
soholaiwp.” In its MS. form the work was read by and obtained
the highest approval of some of the most distinguished scholars in
the field of Indian Linguistics in Europe, and it may be said to indi-
cate a land-mark in the history of philological researches into Indian
Languages. It is the first systematic and detailed history of a Modem
Ltdo-Atyan Language written by an Indian, and incidentidly,
aa it is oomparative in its treatment, taking into oonaidaratMn
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facts in other Indo-Aryan speeches, it is an invaluable contribu-

tion to the scientific study of the Modem Indo-Aryan languages as a

whole.

The Bengali words have throughout been given in Bengali as

well as in Boman characters.

Sir Oeorgs Grierson, on reoeipt of the complete work, wriiOB to the Umversitj :

You ere good enough to ask for my (^nion of the book. May 1 refer you to the
opinion expreaaed by me in the h'oieward prefixed to the firet volume. I have
nothing to add to this, and here content mjAit with renting my nigh appreciation
of a work based on accurate knowledge, and inspired by tlie principles of true
science. It is a source of much gratification to me that it has appeared as a
worthy ornament of the University with which for many years it was my honour to
be associated as a Fellow.

Prel. Jnles Blesb, of the Univexsitj of Paris : As to my opinion on the book.
1 shall deem a duty to give it at length in scholarly periodicals, ets„ * BoUetin de
la Bocidtd de Linguistique de Paris ' or * Journal Asiatique,' for instance ; lor the
present 1 may assure you that this time at least the generosity of your university
in printing that book has not been in vain ; it will honour the University and
Indian scliolarship very much. It is the first book of that amplitude and depth
devoted by an Indian to an Indian language ; I should wish to see moi'e of the
same sort : but 1 fear there are not many people yet endowed with the same gifts
and the same knowledge and method ts Prof. Chatierji.

Prd. L« D. Banistt, of the British Museum and the University of London :

It uas a great pleasure to me to receive this fine volume, in which the studies

begun here are so happily completed. It is a work of extremely high importance
and value, establishmg on a firm basis the principles of the history ^ the Bengali
language, and saving as a model for future lesearohes in other languages of India*

Prof. Sion Konov, of Oslo, Norway : 1 sincerely congratulate you on your
achievement. You have brought out a really fiirst-clasB 'work, and it would be
impossible for any European scholar to bring out anything so full of information
from the most various and partly quite inaccessible sonrees. Your penetration of
the subject is admirable, and you prove to have mastered Western methods to

perfection.

Dr. F. W. Thomas, of the India Of&oe Libraiy and the University of London :

The very welcome copy of your great book has now come, and before 1 am swalkiwed
up again in other preoccupations, I hasten to write to you my cordial thanks. 1

have begun the perusal ; but a full absorption of the contents will plainly be a
work of some time. I propose, however, to write to you later. At present I can do
little more than congratulate you upon the completion of an enormoiu task, to

which you have brought a thoroughly scientific method and an extraordinary special

competence. I feel sure that all thm great lights in the fields of General
Indian Philology, whose most perfected doctrines you so ably and judicionsly studied

in Europe, will be gratified by the abundant fruit realised through your independent
application of them to your moUier-tongue. The book contains abundant new
material for them all. It is, in fact, bewildering in its extent and in the complexity
of the factors which have had to be taken into eonsideration.

Fkef. R. L. Tomer, Professor of Sanskrit in the University of London : I
have long been looking forward to its appearance, and the book comes up to my
best hofiM. It is a very fine achievement, and marks the beginning of a new
ehapter in the study of Ipdo-Aryan Languages.

Prof. M. Wlntemlia, of the German University of Prague, Chekho-Slovakia : I
have read with great interest the learned Introduction which forms almost one-
fourth of the work, and which treats, in a masterly manner, not only the history of
Bengali, but also the history of Indo-Aryan speech from the earliest times down to
the preBem dey. The author is thoroughly familiar with the Western methods of
l^ikiilMoal-historioel investigation, and at the same time has a knowledge of
lingnisne feats which no Buropean scholar could ever hope to acquire. Bom the
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BQlhor himiell ftnd the UiiiTersitj of GiloatU an heaitaly to be oongntiilated on
the poblioation of this mutorpiaoe of Indiaii philology.

Pnf. JoftB Pnulaildi of the Univenity of Paxie : Col onVtMe fail la fdoi grand
honneiir k eon auteur el h 1* Uniwsitd de Calcutta. Gens qu a* intdrmeut aux
dicidea de Granizuain oomparde el toua lea ludianiatea ae rejouiaaeni de trounr
ddoril, dana un expoad magiatral, la ddyeloppemenl d'uoa dea langnae lea plua im-
portantea pour Thiatoin de la ciTiliaation isdiexma.

Prof. A. C. WoolnePa Frincipali Oriental College, and Dean, Uniireraity Inatruc-
tian. Panjab Univeraity : Tbia ia the moal Taluable piece of work that haa been
publiahed by the Univeraity of Calcutta, at any rate in the departmenta when I
con form any opinion. I oonaider Dr. Chatterjee'a book to be an important contri-
bution not meroly to the hiatoty of the Bengali language but alao to the hiatory of
the Indo-Axyan languagee in general. In thla direction it ia the firat important atep
taken ainoe the pablication of Prof. Bloch 'a work on Marathi. Dr. Chatterjee'a work
ia alao remarkable aa being a ayatematic examination of the hiatory of an Indian
loBgoege baaed upon a thorough atudy of Phonetioi, and indeed from that point of

iew he haa broken new ground ow a wider area going back aometimea to the
Vedic period. There are many oontroveraial queationa on which Dr. Ghatterjee haa
touched and on aeTeral of anoh pointa I find myaelf in agreement with him We
hafe here material for more than one book.

Prof. G. Tneei, of the Univeraity of Borne ooncludea hia appreciative review
of the work in the Modern Review for January, 1927. with the fmlowing worda
To aum up ; We can aay tliat the work by Prof. Ohattorji is the firat acientiAc

oontributioo of Modem India to linguistic studies. With his work the anthcff hu
shown the way how to work, to hia younger countrymen who are inclined to thia

line of reaearoh.

Prof. J. Waekemagal, of the ITniversity of Basel, Switeerland : Your work
is really admirable and worth to be named beside those of Beames^ and Bloch Yon
are to be congratulated upon yonr being now one of the leaders in^the application
by Indian scliolars of bhe historical and c<xnparative method on Indian languages.

History of Bengali Language, by Bijsychandra Mazumdar,
B.L., Lecturer in Anthropology, Comparative Philology

and Indian Yernacnlars in the University of Calcutta.

Second Edition, Demy 8vo. pp. 323. Bs. 7-0.

Tbe book gives a sketch, in broad outline, of the origin of

the Bengali Language and the varioua influenoes—^linguistic,

ethnic, social—^tbat shaped and moulded its earlier history.

In reviewing this book in tbe J.Ii.A.B. (1928, p. 448) Dr. D. D.
Barnett wntMi : Mr. Maeumder's work on account of its learning, vigoroua
style, and bold deviation from euirently accepted doctrine deaervei a fuller

notice than can be accorded to it here. Opening with a atoni denW of Sir
G. Orieraon’s theoiy of the origin of Aryan vernacular be maintaina tneir

derivation from the Vedic Ijauguage, and explains their variations aa due
to tbe influenoe of Non-Aryan speech, mainly Dravidian: in particular,

Bengali, Oriya and Aasameae are in bis opinion all primarily evolv^ from
one and the same Eastern Magmdhi Prakrit and the drat two have been in-

fluenoed in a secondary degree by Dravidian Speech. To ua the most attrac-

tive Chapters are II—TV on the names Vanga and fiangla, the geography of
ancient Bangla, with the oonnected regions Gauda, Badim, and Vanga
VI on Bengali idionology and VET—IX, a fine atudy of accent in Sandnit and
Bengali and of the Bengali metrical ayetem, which ia of eapeeial value aa
the author himself has won high distinction as a poet in his native language.

On the whole it may be said that the book ia moat stuiinlating and siggiiative,

and that il preaenta a remarkable bums of interesting facta relating to modern
Bengali.
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History of Bengali Langnage and Literature (in English),

by Bsi Bahadur Dinescbandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Demy
8vo. pp. 1067. Ea. 16-12.

A oomprehensive view of the development of the Bengali
Language and Literature from the earliest times down to IKK).
This book has very little affinity with the author's epoch-making
Bengali work on the same subject, the arrangement adopted in

the present work being altogether new and the latest facts, not
mticipated in the Bengali treatise, having been incorporate in

it. It has been accepted by orientalists everywhere as the most
complete and authoritative waA on the subject. The book is

illustrated by many pictures including five coloured ones.

ggfoeia IfMt (Parit)— I oannofe give yim pruiM enongli—your work ! a
ChinimtunU^^ RaUiakara, No book abont India would I eompaxe with
yonn Mevor did I find Boeh a reoliitie Bonne of literature Pandit and
Peaaant, and Baja mix together in a Shakeepearean way on the ftage
yoa have bi^t np."

D. C. Phittott---** I can well understand the enthniiasm with which the
work wae reoeived by Bcholara. for eren to men nnaoqnainted with your
langnage, it oaniiot fail to be a aonzoe of great interest and profit.*'

Jttlea Bloek (Paris)
—** Yonr book I find an admirable one and which is

the only one of its kind in the whole of India."

Tk§ Ttffieg littercff SuppUmmi, London. June 90, 1019—" In his

narration, aa beoomes one who is the soal of Bcbolarly candour, he tells those,

who can read him with sympathy and imagination more abrat the Hindu
mind and its attitude towaj^a life than we can gather from 50 Tdnmea of im*

preaaions of travel by Enropeana. Loti's pictnieaqae aoooimt of the ritea

practised in Travanoore temples, and even M. Chevrillon's sjrnthesis of mneh
browsing in Hindu Scriptures, seem faint reoorda by the side of this nn-

assuming tale of Hindu literature. Mr. Ben may well be prond of the laeting

monnment he has erected to the literature of his native Bengal."

Tko Spoctator, June 19, 1019—" A book of extraordinary interest to those

who would make an impartial atudy of the Bengali mentali^ and character—
a work which retieots the utmost credit on th» candour, industry and learning
of its author. In ita kind hie book ie a masterpiece—modest, learned, tboroagn

and aympathetic. Perhaps no other man living has the learning and ba^J
industry for the task he has successfully accomplished."

From a long review by H. Kom in the Biidragon of the Bopai Institnis for

Tool (translated by Dr. Kern himself)—" Fruit of investigation earned

through many years highly interesting book the reviewer hae all to

admire in the pages of the work, nothing to oritieiBe, for his whole knowledge
is derived from it."

The Empire, Auguit 81, 1918—" Aa e book of refeienoe Mr. Ben's work
will be found invaluable and he is to be oongratulated on the result of his

labbnra. It may well be said that he baa proved what an English enthuriast

cnee said that * Bengidi unites the mellifluonsness of Italisn with the power
nossesBed by Glerman for rendering complex ideas.”

"

f

Bengali Ramayanas, by Eai Bahadur Dinescbandra Sen,

B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8vo. pp. 836. Bs. 7-8.

'' in this book the author adTaaeea certain thecaies NgaedinR
the basiQ materisla upon whioh the Bpio of Vshnihi was bnitt
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Had the ideels preeented thereia as also the soumee of the
Beagali Bamayaaaa aad the pnaoiplea ooataiaed ia them,

« *

Th9 Timet LiUrar^ SupptemeiU, April 7, 19SS1.-*** The Indlui Epiee
deienre doMr itudj then tbcj have hitherto zeueived at the hande of the
average EngliehmeD of eoltiue. Apart from the lotezeet of the maio themee.
the wealth of iiuageiy and the beaetj of maoj of the epiaudea, they are etoie
homea of informatioii upon the ancient life of India and a kej to the origin
of enatoma which atili live. Moreover thej ahow manjr curioua affinitiea to
Ozeek literatuze whudi anggeat the eaiatenoe of legenda cianinon to bo^
eountriee

TIm main theme of Uieat- lectuzea ia the tranafonnation of the old majeatie
Banakrit epic aa it came from the hande of Vaimiki to the more familiar and
homelj atyie of the modem Bengali veraiona. The Itamayana, we are told,

ia a piotaat againat Bnddhiat monastidam, the glorification of tins domeatic
home. The Bengali veraiona. bp reducing the grandeur of the heroio eha-
virtoea. proclaiming that tliere ia no need to lode for salvation outaide tfae

raotera, to the level of ordinazp mortala. bring the within the readi of
the humblest peasant ; thep have their own virtues. Just as the aimde
narrative of the Gospels has its own charm, though it be different in kmd
from that of Isaiah's majestic cadences.*'

From a review In the Journal of Roifal Atiaiie Society bp Sir Oeorge
Qrierton—** This is the moat valuable contribution to the literature on the
Hamaaaga which has appeared since Professor Jacobi's work on the Ramapana
was pnblished in 1898. The latter was confined to Vaimiki *s famous epic, and
the present volume, from the pen of the veteran author of the Hittory of
Btngeli Language and Literature, carries the inquirv on to a farther stage

and throws light both on the origins of tLe storp and on its later develop
menti."

The Yaishnava Lilcrature of Mediceval Bengal ^ by Rai

Bahadur Dineschandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Demy
12mo. pp. 312. Rs. 1-6.

The book contains a connected hiatorp of the influence of

Vaiuhnava Ijiterature of the Medieeval Age on the development
of Bengali Language, with concluding chapten on the relation

between the Buddhistic and Vaiahnava creeds and similarity

between Vaishnavism and Chrlstianitp. It clearly shows how
religion once played a great part in the building up of our
national literature.

fVtlltam EoCAaiimin.—** I vrat delighted with pour book. I cannol tell

pon how touched I am to be reminded of that aide of poor beloved eountrp

which appeals to me mcst«-a side of which I was able to peioeive samething

during my own too abort visit to India. In the faces of the best of jronr

eonotrpmen 1 was able to aee Uiat sjurit of which pon write so ehsnnlnglp in

poor book Bo once more I send you mp thanke far the magic esfpqt you

sent me. upoo whkdi mp soul oao return to pour dear land. Map the aoiiga of

whibh you write remain to fill this land with their ficagraaoe; you will have

use of them, in the yearn befoie you. aa we have need of all that » h^ in

the aonga of oor own leera in the dark waters tbrmigh^hich we
Fkwn a Icmg review in the Ttmei Literarp Smmament, Mh Apfl.

—** II is aa authentic record of the leUgious aasemoB and thought of ihai

wonderful land of Bengal which few of ita Woatsm mlora. we auapert. beve

nok ten iMk of MmAj bat btOH

Mik^ vliat Mt. 8«i biMtt than niy ow IMog* Mtar lh«B 8|r

«
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< J. D, And&rtan^ B$q,t Prof§t§of» ,Camb^^9 CTwivifjief—** I bra md
mon thui half of it. I propoae to rad ^ui it» if otxenmatiM^t lora nui
the ooonge to write it, e short Preface (wbioh 1 hope yon will read witii

pleasure even if yon do not think it worth pablication) eaplafning in the
lodgment of a very old student of all yoor works, yoor hocdc sboold be read
not only in Calcutta, bot in London, and Paris, and Oxford and Caaibtidgc,
J have read it and am reading it with great driight and profit' and esiy nal
sympathy.*'

Chaitanya and His Age (Ramtanu Lahiri Fellowship Lec-

liircs for J919 and 1921), by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra

Sen, B.A., D.Litt., with a Foreword by Prof. Sylvain

Demy 8vo. pp. 463. Bs. 6-0.

The book gives a oomplefce end oonsisteat history ei
.Chaitanya, his religious views, and of the sects that follow Us

• veligion, with an aooount of t^ condition of Bengal before the
advMit of the great subject of the memoirs. Everything dealt

with in the book is based on old authority.

Chaitanya and His Companions, by Bai Bahadur Dinee-

cliandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8vo. pp. 841.

Bs. 2-0.

The book prssents short life-sketches of Sri Chaitanya and
his Bhaktos with c general history of the Vaislmava doctrine and
a comparative study of mysticism (oecidental and oriental).

a

Bengali Prose Style, by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen,

B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8vo. pp. 184. Bs. 4-4.

The book throws light on the lingnistie features of the
earliest period of our modem prose literature (1600 tv 1667) and
gives many interesting speoimena of the ever-ehanging forms of

our progressive speech. In fact, it is a history of ^ evolution
of modem Bengali Prose.

Vanga Sahitya Pariohaya or Typical Selections from Old
Bengali Literatnre. Edited by Bai Bahadur Dines-

ohandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. In two parts. Boyal 8vo.

pp. 2087. Bs. 16-12.

Those volumes contain specimen writings of known or un-
known Bengali authprs from the ancient times down to the midAs
of the eightisontin century, thus showing the development of tiie

Bengali style and Beugw language. Tho meatdngs of old and
diffioult Words and phram have been fully given on eaoh page hi
fnnt-notes.

_
SevomI beautiful coloured piotuies illustrate

• Volumes.
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Sir Ororgr GrUrstmr-T* luvalnable work That I baw jet read
tteouh its 1900 pages 1 do not pxcdend, but what I have read has filled me with
Mmtetuni for the industry and learning displayed. It is a worthy sequel to
your momunental Hist^ of Bengali Litetature, and of it wa may safely say,

oorsfiet opfif.* Bow I wish that a similar work ooold be compiled for
other Indian languages, specially for Blndi,”

Folk Literature of Bengal, by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra

Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8vo. pp. 404. Bs. 4-4.

In this book the author traces the sources of Folktales anfi

through the mirror of some of these tales shows the ancient
customs and thoughts of the people of Bengal—^Ae materials of

hidden historical toowledge which may go a great way towards
the reconstruction of i history of this proTinoe.

Eastern Bengal Ballads—Mymensingh, Yol. 1, Part I, by
itai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Boyal

8vo. In two parts, complete in 900 pages. Es. 7-8.

This Tolume contains an English rendering of ^e original

Bengali ballads with an introduction by the compiler in Part 1

and the Bengali text in Part 11. Inhere are eleven pen and ink
sketches attached td the work and a literary map indicating the
position of the villages connected with the incidents of the
ballads has been appended to Part I. The excellence of these
ballads which reveal altogether a new find of supreme interest in

the field of old Bengali literature has been attested to by
European critics and Lord Bonaldsbay says in the foreword
written by him that ''these ballads should prove a mine of wealth
alike to the philologist and the historian and last, but not least,

to the administrator who seeks to penetrate the inner thought
and feqli^ of the people.”

Do. Vol. n. Part I. Edited with Bitroduction and Notes,

by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen, B.A., DXitt. (with

21 illustrations). Boyal 8vo. pp. 646. Price Bs. 7*8.

Do. (Maimantingha Gitika), Vol. I, Pigrt II. Bs. 6-Q.

Pnrbakaaga Qitlka, Vol. II, Part II. Edited with Tn^
ductitm and Notes, by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen,

B.A.^ DXitt. (with 21 illustrayons). Boyal gvo.

. f^p. 68R Bs. 6.
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Kafikankan Chandi, Part 1. Edited by Bai Bahadur Dinea-

chandra Sen, Cluarachandrk Baneijee and HriabilfAab

Basu. Bs. 6-0.

& ^ preface of
_

the bodk there is an intereating account of
the original

^
manuscripta of the Chandikavya preserved in the

temple of Singhnbahini attached to the house of the poet at
Damunya. The proeent edition which is based on a copy of ths
original mnnuaoripta brings the poem up to the story of Kalaketn
and contains 850 pages of Royal 8vd. sise.

Kabikankan Ghandi, Part H. Edited by Bai Bahadur
Dineschandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt., Charu Banerjee, B.A.,
and Hrishikesh Bose, M.A., pp. 686. Bs. 6.

Chandimanjala-bodhini or Notes on Eavikankan-Chandi,

Part 1, by Charuchandra Banerjee.' Boyal 8vo. pp.4i672.

Bs. 6.

In this book the author, who is also one of the joint-editocs
of the*tezt of Kavikankanchandi, has given a very elaborate com-
mentary on Part 1 of the text already published by the Uni-
versity. •

Govindadas's Karoha. Edited with elaborate Introduction

and Notes by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen, B.A.,

D.Litt. Boyal 8vo. pp. 103. Bs. 1-8.

Gopiohandraf Part 1, Edited by Bai Bahadur Dineschandra
Sen, B.A., D.Litt., and Mr. Basantaranjan Bay. Boyal

8vo. pp. 311. Bs. 4-8.

Do. Part n, Boyal 8vo. pp. 434.
^
Bs. 6-0.

It is a recension of the story of Baja Gopiehandra, one ol

the greatest pre-Moslem legends m BengM, ns taken dosm ftom
oral recitation in Northern Ben^. The test has been supple-
msoted by different other reoensiona from Bengal, as printed tgr

• other scholars.!

Early Bengali Prose, by S. B. Mitra. Demy 8vtoi. pp. 184.

' Bs. 3-0.

The book contains a fpw Epical specimens of <dd Bsogah
Prose which was written before the advent Of BrithA Mid
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estabHshnient of the printing ptaas in Bengal. By ilie oom>
pilation of thia volume, the author haa eatohliahed the fact that
there exuted a oonaiderable amount of Bengali Proae writing long
before the Serampore Miaaionariea or the Pandita of the Fort
William College or even Baja Bammohan Boy ever dreamt of
oreating a general proee style.

Bangali Llteratnre in the Nineteenth Century (Premehand

Roychand Studentship thesis, 1917), by S. E. De,

M.A., D.Lit. Demy 8vo. pp. 530. Rs. 8-6.

It is a historical review of the course of Bengali literature

from its decadence after Bharatchandra’s death to its re]uvena>
tion imder the British influence with a badiground of social and
poBtioal history. The materials have been collected bom
sources hitherto inaccessible to many.

*’ The mote I peruM yoor intenaely intcieeting end excellently written work
on Bengali literatnie, the more does it daseinate me. Yon have left no stem
ontamM to present to the reader an exhaustive history, in fact, I ventnre to
say, the meet complete and valuable work on the snbfeet that has as yet been
pnblisbed."

—

Prof, J, P. Bltmliardt, London.

“ It is a work involving much intelligent and diligent research
*'

—Prof. A. B. KeBk, Edinhurgh.

The book has also been highly admired by PrafessonF like /. D. Andor-
ton, Sglooin Loot, P. E. Pargitor, Julo* Block, ete., ate.

•

The Ori^ of Bengali Script {Jubilee Research Prize,

1913), by Bakhaldas Bancrjee, M.A. Demy 8vo. pp.

122. Rs. 3-0.

The book gives a history of the development of the Bengali

alphabet. It is a valuable contribution to Indian Paleography.

Glimpeee of Bengal Life, by Bai Bahadur Dincschandra

Sen, B.A., D.Litt. Demy 8vo. pp. 321. Rs. 4.

The work embodies the lectures delivered by the author in

>015 as Bamtanu Lahiri Boseorch Fellow of the Colcutta Uni*

rcrsity. The work throws light on many points connected with

the social, political and religious history of Bengal. The last

chapter contains stray notes on some Bengali baUads, the Mina*

dietan or the song of Gorakshanath, on Chamlidas, Chaitanjfa’s

desertion of S^iya and humour in Old Bengali poeirg.

*Matrionlation Bengali Selections. Crovra 8vo. pp. 400.

Rs. 2-8.
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*InUvMadSiate Bengali Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 43S.

..Xts. d~0.

Deseriptive Catalogue of Bengali Manuscripts in the

Calcutta UniYersity Library. Edited by Basanta

Banjan Bay, Vidvadvallabh, and Basantakumar
Chatterjee, M.A. Demy 4to. pp. 252.

Contains short description of 286 of tho large collection of
Bengali MSS. in the Umversity of Calcutta.

8. OTHER INDIAN VERNACULARB

Typical Selections from Oriya Literature. Edited by Bijay-

chandra Mazumdar. Yol. I. Bojal 8vo. pp. 303.

Bs. 11-4.

Do. Vol. n. Boyal 8vo. pp. 220. Bs. 11-4.
••

Do. Vol. in. Boyal 8vo. pp. 619. Bs. 11-4 per copy or

Bs. 22-8 for the full set of 3 Vols.

The speoial feature of this work is that in the introductory
essays (8 in number) the historical and social background of the

literature of Orissa has been clearly laid out, the hitherto un-
settled chronology of the early poets has been definitelv settled,

the characteristic peculiarities of Oriya literature have been
noted, the origin of Oriya Language has been for the first thne
carefully traced, and the merits of leading writers of various

' times have been critically considered.

Asamiya Sahityar Chaneki (Typical Selections from the

Assamese Literature), compiled by Pandit Hemchandhra
Qoswami, M.B.A.S., F.B.A.S., of Assam Civil Service

and Editor of " Hema-Kosha.”

The book consists of three Volumes. Tn it the Assamese
litamtiira has been tiuated in nz different periods cn Historicsl
and Philolopcal considerations. Hie first period of giH-jpiga (600
A.D.—tSOO A.D.) deals with the Oradle semgs, the FAstocal aonaB.
the Bihu sonns and the ballads of Assam, ^le aeeood period
-.(800 A'.D.—1200' A.D.) deals with the mantras and the apfawsms

Assam. In the third or Pre-VaishnaTa period (1200 A.D-’^
1400 A‘.D.) the tnaelation of the -Punaias am the Bwdkaysna'.in
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Awameae wa» iakan ba. hand lor iha firat time by wtHara like

Heme Saraawati, Madbaba Kandali and Pitambara Dw^ja to

fftepare the way for Vaishnaviam. In the fourth period or the
Vakhnavite po^ (1460 A.D.—1800 A.D.) in whioh aQ the great
writera of andent Aaeanioao literature flouriahed, the literature

waa ohiefly employed for the propagation of Vuahnaviam. The
fifth period or the period of e^anaion beg^ about IfiOO A.D.
with the oonaolidation of the Abom power in the eountry and
extenda up to 1800 A.D. about wh«m time the oountiy came
under the Britiab rule. Thia period waa marked by great

literary activity. The sixth period oommenoea in 1800 A.D. and
continues up to the present time.

Vd. I—Contains selections from tlie first three periods be>

sides an Introduction in English dealing vaith the

history of the language and literature. (In the Press.)

Voi. n—Contains selections from the fourth and the fifth

period.

Fart I

—

Vaishnava Period, pp. 420. Boyal 8vo.

Rs. 6-0.

Part II

—

Vaishnava Period, i)p. 421»-830. Boyal

8vo. Rs. 6-0.

Part in

—

Period of Expansion, pp. 831-1162.

. ,
Royal 8vo, Rs. 6-0.

Part rV

—

Period of Expansion, pp. 1163-1479.

Royal 8vo. Rs. 6-0.

Vol. Ill, Modem Period—Contains selections from the last

period and a glossary of archaic icords with mean,

ings will be appended to it.

Part I—^pp. 347. Royal 8vo. Rs. 6-0.

Part n—^pp. 348-648. Royal 8vo. Rs. 6-0.

Selections from Hindi Literatore, cony)iIed by Lala Sits

Bam, B.A., Sahityaratpa.
» .

*

nde work is divided into 6 bodka. Ihuh book has an inteo-

duotion in EngjUsh and contains extracts from 'woika of elaariosi

Bind} writers on the subfe«t< - .
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Book 1—^Baidlo Poetry—Ccmtains extroete firom the Pritkin^
.Ratau of Chand Bardai, the DUddev Rom* of Nalha, the Bit-
iinfh-Charit of Keaav Das, the Sivaraj Bhughana and the Bira
Btumi of Bhushan, the Chhatra PrakaBh ot Oore Lai, «he
Jtaf Dtlag of Man, the Jang Nama of Murlidhar, the Uamit Ragau
of Jodh Baj, the Sujan Charit of Sudan, and the ' Himmat
Bahadur BtrdavaU of Padmakar. Boyal Svo. ppf 851. Be. 04).

Book II—^The Krishna Cnlt—^In this book the compiler has
given extracts from the vritings of the followers of Valla*
bhaeharya including Sur Das and others commonly known as Asht
Ofahap, Babhaji Gokul Nath, the oldest prose writer, and Dhruva
Das. These writers have described loves of Krishna and Badlw
in a religious spirit and have nothing in comnum with ordinary
writers of erotio Poetry. No other book has yet been published
in Hindi in which the curious reader may find the hymns of

each of the Asht Chhap with notices of the authors. Boyal Svo.

pp. 883. Us. 6-0.

Book in—^Tolsl Das—whom Sir Oeo^ Grierson calls the
brightest star in the firmament of Indian kfedinval poetry
* stands unapproached and unapproachable in his niche in the
Temple of Fame. ' His works in extract have been set up in a
book of their own with an introduction containing a short life of
the poet and an account of his various works. Boyal Svo. pp. ^1.
Bs. 0-0.

Book IV

—

With a learned foreword by Mahamahopadhyaya
Qanganath Jha, M.A., D.Lilt., Vice-Chancellor. University of

Allahabad. The Saintk—^The extracts given in this book are

from the teachings of nineteen great saints including Swami
Bamanand, Kabir, Guru Nanak, Guru Teg Bohndur, Ghiru

Govind Singh and Mira Bai. Boyal Svo. pp. 890. Bs. G-0.

Book V—^Arts Poetioa—^This book deals with the Science of

poetry end the extracts desc^be the variouc emotions and passions

which constitute the essence of poetical compositions, to which
Hindu writers have added fanciful classifications of women,
tedmioally called ite Nayika-bhed. Boyal Svo. pp. 875. Bs. 3.

Book VI, Fart I—Other Poets (trifh a brief hUtory of the

Hindi Language)—^In this book extracts ore given from the WTit-

ings ot Vidyapati, Malik Mohammad Jaisi, Eesava Das, Bahim,
naslcliaii

,
Mubarak, Usman, Senapati, Bihari Lai, Bhupati, end

Babal Singh Chauhan. Boyd Svo. pp. 834. Bs. 8.

Book VI, Fart II--Other Poete—Begins with a 'History of the

,HMi Uieraiure with im appenduc emtaining notes on the

Awadhi. the Braja Bhaahs, the Punjabi, the Maithili, the Mar-
wari, the Jain Hindi, and the Urdu Literatures and gives exttaets

from the writings of 19 well-known Hindi writers ending with

the great Haris Chandra of' Benares. Boyal Svo. ]^. 406. .

Ba. 6. (Domplete ig^j^Beehe I-VI) Bs. 80.
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“ it it nMtfiMt to oaf tkat otiootUmo mado bf thio Maotar of Hindi aro
odmiraMg dona. Wo ohoM oogorl§ await iho oueooodmg poUmoOf far whook
00 Hn thooo wo aro otmMdoiU o/ ah omthuoiaoiio roooation

.*
**^Tko Mhodmotam

Hoaiow, te 19B8.

Seleotions from Glaasioal Gujarati LitaratnrOf Vol. I, by
I. J. S. Taraporewala, B.A., Ph.D., Professor of Com-
parative Philology and Lecturer in Gujarati in the

Calcutta UniTersity. Boyal 8yo. pp. 464. Bs. 5-0.

4. CLASSICAL TEXTS

(Prescribed by the University for different examinations.)

* Matriculation Arabio Selections, compiled by Maulawi
Muhangunad Irfan, M.A. Boyal 8vo. pp. 80. Bs. 1-12.

/
* Matriculation Persian Selections, compiled by Agha

Muhammad Kazim Shirazi. Boyal 8yo. pp. 97. 1^. 1-12.
a

* Matriculation Selections in Classical Tibetan. Boyal 8vo.

pp. 1(X). Bs. 2-0.
»

* Matriculation Sanskrit Seleotions, I (Prose). Crown 8vo.

pp. 108. Re. 1-0.

* Do. n (Poetry). Crown 8vo. pp. 221. As. 10.

* I.A. Arabic Seleotions, compiled by Maulawi Muhammad
Irfan, M.A. Boyal 8vo. pp. 98. Bs. 2-0.

* I.A. Persian Seleotions, compiled by Agha Muhammad
Eazim Shirazi. Boyal 8vo. pp. 146. Bs. 2-0.

* I.A. Sanskrit Selections. Crown 8vo. pp. 195. Be. 2-0.

* B.A. Honours Arabic Seleotions. Boyal 8vo. 144.

Be. 2-8. ,

7
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* BiA. Pass Arabic Coutm, 1 (old Selections). Bojrsl Sro.

pp. bB. Bs. 1>8.

* Do. 11. Boyal 8vo. pp. 80. Bs. 1-8.

*B.A. Pass Arabic Sdections, compiled by Maulavi Md.
Irfan, M.A. Boyal 8vo. pp. 75. Bs. 1-8.

* B.A. Honours Persian Course. Huyail 8vu. pp. 31-1.

Bs. 2-8.

* B.A. Pass Persian Course (old Setections). Boyal 8vo.

pp. 157. Bs. 1-12.

* B.A. Pass Persian Selections, compiled by Agba
Muhammad Kazim Shirazi. Boyal 8vo. pp. 245.

BS..2-0.

* M.A. Persian Course. Demy 8vo. pp. 225. Bs. 2-8^

*

Gowhar-i-Murad, edited by Aga Mahammad Kazim Shirazi

Boyal 8vo. pp. 120. Bs. 3.

Diwan-i-Nasir-i-Khusraw, edited by Aga Mahammad Kazim
Shirazi. Boyal 8vo. pp. 77. Bs. 2.

6. TiBETAM
*

She-rab-dong-bu, by Major W'. L. Camplwll, (M.R. Royal

8vo. pp. 137. Bs. 6-12.

Or Tree of Wisdom—a metrioal traaslatkm in Tibetan of a
Sanskrit ethioal work entitled Ftafna dotuie wiittsB
'Nagaijuna. ThS present publication is an English uetaion
the Tibetan work, the text and the translai&in bsing printed
opposite pagee.

•Tsstbodk.

8
{{.
S’
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6. BHOU8H TBZTB, an.

* Saleotloiii from the Bible* Part I. Crown 8vo. pp. 4U8.

Be. 2^.

* Do. Part n. Grown 8vo. pp. 186. Be. 1-0.

* Do. Part in. Crrown 8to. pp. 489. Bs. 2-8.

* Do. Part IV. Crown 8vo. pp. 802. Bs. 2-8.

* Shakespeare’s Gomedy at Errors* edited by Bev. J. C.

Scrimgeour, M.A. Grown 8vo. pp. 187. Bs. 1-4.

* Ben Jonson’s Yolpone or the Fox. Re. 1-0.

*A Syllabus of Poetios* by Dr. H. Stephen.

This book points out the fundamental ideas regaling
poetry contained in the works of Wordsworth, Coteridge,
Bhclloy, and Aristotle, and expands, explains and applies them
to some extent, with a view to helping students to thi^ out the
subject for themselves. Revised edition in the press.

On the Poetry of Matthew Arnold, Robert Browning and
Rabindranath Tagore* by A. C. Aikat, M.A. Boyal

8vo. pp. 316. Bs. 7-8.

This book embodies a series of leoliures on the writings of

these three poets, and a oomparative review of their works.

* Othello* the Moor of Venice. Edited by Bev. J. C. Scrim-

geour, M.A. Crown 8vo. pp. 281. Bs. 2-0.

* Lahiri’s Bdect Poems. Crown 8vo. pp. 206. Bs. 1-8.

* Select Readings from English Prose; Cidwn 8vo. pp. 224.

Bs. 1-8.

* Sele^ons from W. Inring. Crown 8vo. pp..331. Bs. 3-12.

' Tnt.hpnfc
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* Intermediate Prose Seleotions. Grown 8yo. {9. 41S.

Bs. 3-0.

* Intermediate Poetical Selections. Crown 8to. pp. 860.

Bs. 3-0.

VII. MATHEMATICS

* Matrices and Determinoids, Vol. I, {Readership Lectures

delivered at the Galeutta University), by C. E. CuUis,

M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc. Sup. Boyal 8vo. pp. 442. English

price 24s. net.

ContenU:—Chap. 1—^Ihtroduotion of Bectangular Matrieea
and Detonnmoids.

U—^Affects of the Elements and Derived Pro-
ducts of a Matrix or Detormuund.

„ in—Sequences and the Affects of Derived
Sequences.

,, IV—Affects of Derived Matrices and Derived
« Determinoids.

., V—^Expansion of a Determinoid.

„ Vi—^Properties of a I^roduct formed by a

ChMn of Matrix Factors.

,. VII—Determinoid of a Product formed by s

Chain of Matrix Factors.

,, Vlll—Matrices of Minor Determinoids.

,, IX—^Bank of a Matrix and Connections be-

tween the Bows of a Matrix.

„ X—^Matrix Equation of the First Degree.

XI—Solution of Any System of Uneat
Algebraic Equations.

Piof. Cnllit will MTii Um gi^tvda of mstiwiiiiatiesl tndmU far sSordiag
thorn the opportanity of obtoiniag • right por^oetivo of u iiapertan
braaeh of fan moihomstieo, whoso dovol^moato so far haw ^^eond ia

csttorod Botoo and momHro not atways oaoy of aeoaoi. Szainnlao an
ahmidantt and, whilo a largo nambor of thorn an iQnatntivo, than 6 a good
eoneotioB of anggaativa oxoreiaoa indioating tba diieetions ia which fnrthar

original work may, bo dona.—The /osrnsi a/ ffdaoaffa^

nw chiaf featnrt of thia book is that it daalo with ractangnlar matiieoa
• and dotaniinaida aa diatingniahad •faom aqnan matrioao and datarminawta,

tha datarmtnoid of a laotangotar matrix bang ralatsd to it Jnat as a datar-

* 7^8 right of guhUeoHon of M» book i$ hM bg mnd aogioo mog bo h§4 of IM
Qgmbrtigo XJoiowroitg Prooot Fottor Ler#, LotUhm, B. C. 4
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miliftnt if rolated to • sqiian mairu. Tha anUhor .endMfoare to art f.irtli a
oniDiileito UieoKy of Uiefe two rabjeetat and vifet tha first Tolnma to give tha
most fundamantal portions of tha thaory. Two nora Tolmnaa am promiaad,
the second to give tha more advanoad portions of tha thaoryy and tha third

its applications.

This is new ground and tha author has dona a qdandid place of work and
with the pnblialm daservas much endx^MatJumaiiUidl Tsosksf (5ffraaBSS»

U. a. A.)

* Matiioes and Detorminoids, Vol. H. Sup. Boyal &vo.

pp. 673. English Price 42s. net.
»

ContentB:—Chap. XII—Compound Matrices.

,, XIII—^Relations between the Elements and
Minor Determinants of a Matrix.

,, XIV—Some Properties of Square Matrices.

„ XV—^Banks of Matrix Products and Matrix
Factors.

.. XVI—^Equigradent Transformations of a
Matrix whose Elements are Constants.

XVII—Some Matrix Equations of the Second
Degree.

•, XVIll—^The Extravagances of Matrices and of

Spacelets in Homogeneous Space.

„ XIX—^The Paratomy and Orthbtomy of Two
Matrices and of Two Spacelets of

* Homogeneous Space.

The outstsnding festure of the work, which the author pr^rly em*
pliasises, is the detailed discussion of rectangular, as distinguished from
square, matrices. For this reason alone the work ought to give a grmt
stimulus to the subject, and we hope that the publication of the whole treatise

will not be long dwyed. Until it is finished, it will be difficult, if not im-

possible, to give a proper appreciation of it, e^ecialljr as the author introduces

so many new symbols and teriinioal terms. One tl^g, however, is certain ;

we now have the outlines of a calculus of matrices in which the operations of

additkm, subtraction, and multiplication are definite.

—

Nature^

The present volume worthily maintains the traditions of the Cambridge
Umversity Press, and is a most valuable addition to the rapidW growing
series of volumes for which the Beadership at the University of Calcntta is

responsible.—defence Progfcee.

* Matrices and Detenninoids, Vol. m. Part I, Boyal dvo.

pp. zz+ 682. English price £3. 3«. net. Indian price

Bs. 46. '

Oonieni$:—Chap. XX— Imaddble and IrreduoSile
Facton of Bational Integral Funo*
tiona.

’ * The fl/ puhUtMm e/ <hj* teoh it ktU hf «aS, tapitt mag te had at the

GaaAriSga UnfomtUg Pratt. Patir Ltnt "LorUiaa. M. 0. i
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Contents :—Chap. XXI—^ResultantB and Eliminanto of Bationol
Integral FunetioiiB and Equatfons.

,, XXn—Symmetrio FonetianB of the Elements
of SimOar Sequenoee.

,, XXni—The Potent Divisors of a Battonol
Functional Matrix.

,, XXIV—Equipotent ^ransfonnations of Ba*
tion^ Integral Functional Matiices.

,, XXV—Bationol Integral Functions of a
Square Matrix.

XXVI—Equipment Transformations
.
of a

Square Matrix whose Elements are

Constants.

XXVII—Commutants.

,, XXVm—Commutants of Commutants.

„ XXnC—^Invariant Tronsformands.

Appendices.

* Chapters on Algebra (buing the First Three Chapters ol

Matrices and Doterminoids, Yol. Ill), by C. E. Cullis,

M.A., Ph.D., D.So. Sup. Boyal Svo. pp. 101.

Bs. 11-4.

This volume doals with rational integral functions of severiil

scalar variables as also with functional matrices.

* Funotions of Two Yariables, by A. B. Forsyth, F.B.B.

Sup. Boyal 8vo. pp. 300. Bs. 11-4.

The author’s purpose is to deal with a selection of principles

and generalities that belong to the initial stages of the theory iif

funotions of two complex variables. The consideration cA re-

lations between independent variables and dependent variables

has been made more complete with illustrations in this publica-

tion.

Analytical Geometry of Hyper-apaeea, I (Premehand Roy-
ckand Studentship thesis, 1914), by Surendramohan
Gangopadhyay, D.Sc. Demy Svo. pp. 93. Bs. 1-14.

Do. n. Demy 8vo. pp. 121. Bs. 3-12.

It deals with certain inteiWting problems in »-dimeosioniil
Geometry, the method adopted being one oi deduotion from ffanrt

-.Tka right tf pshliosUon of tkts took I* UU ty saA sspiss meg to ho# a# <4
QowtrMyo Untosrsitg Prsss, Fottor Lens, Lonisn, B. 0. 4. -
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piiodples. The eeocnd part eontaina eertaia inteieatiog ceaulta
in the Uecnnetiy of Hjiper-apaoeBi which is now recogowed aa an
indiapenaabie part of that aoienoe with extenaive applioationa in
matbeinaticul Phyaica. In the treatment of Bubjeot>matter, the
euaieat poaaible methoda have been adopted, ao that the dia-

.euaaiotia can be followed by an ordinary student of Mathematioa
without a knowledge of Higher Idathematiea.

Theory of Higher Plane Carres, Vol. 1, by Surendramolian

Gangopadhyay, D.8c. Second Edition (thoroughly re-

vised and enlarged). Demy 8vo. pp. 413. Bh. 6-8.

The first edition of the work published some years back was
designed to meet the syllabus prescribed by the University of
Calcutta for the Master’s Degree and intended as an introductory
course suitable for students of hi^er Geometry. The present
Volume, which is a thoroughly revised and enlarged edition of
the earlier one, includes new materials together with recent
resuarehes which would not only be of use to the students for
the Master's Course, but also would encourage independent
thinking in students of higher studios engaged in research work.

Do. Vol. n. Second EdiUon, thoroughly revised and en-

enlarged. Demy 8vo. pp. 408. Es. 4-8.

,

This Volume deals with the appliaation of the theory in
studying properties of cubic and quartic curves.

Parametric Go-effloient (Griffith Memorial Prize, 1910), by
Syamadas Mukhopadhyay, M.A., Ph.D. Demy 8vo.

pp. 31. Bs. 3-0.

Vector Calcnlne (Griffith Memorial Prize, 1917), by Durga-
prasanna Bhattacharyya, M.A. .Demy 8vo. pp. 91.

Bs. 3-0.

An attraapt has been successfully made in this book by the
author to plam the foundstiem of veotor-analyais on a in-
d^tendent of any reference to cartesian oo-oedinotea and to
establish the mein theorems of that analytis directly V—> flrrt
principles aa also to develop the diflerential and integral
of vectors from a new point of view.

8oIntii»8 of Differential Equations (Premchand Boyehand
, Studentship thesis, 189ff), by Jnansaran Chakravarti,

M.A. Demy 8vo. pp. 64. Bs. 8-12.
,

_
.The subject of tin booh is an en^pihiy.into. the natOM'Cf eo>

Itttitms cd differential .aquatioaa, ddeily, with lefereiioe to
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geometrioal interpretation, and the investigation of the oonneo*

tion that exista between the complete primitive and singular

solution.

Reciprocal Polars of Conic Sections (Premchand Boychand

Studentship thesis, 1900), by Krishnaprasad t)e, M.A.
Demy 8vo. pp. 66. Bs. 3-0.

Khandakhadyakam, edited by Pandit Babua Misra, Jyotish-

acharyya. Demy 8vo. pp. 217. Bs. 2-0.

The book is an astronomical work by the great scholar

Brahmagupta. It contains the comments^ called Fasane-
lihaaya by Ameraja.

VIII. SCIENCE

1. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

Progress of Physics, by A. Schuster, D.Sc. Demy 8vo.

pp. 17i. Bs. 3-15.

Do. (for Registered Graduates). Bs. 2-4.

It traces the changes due to the sequence of discoveries in

the domain of Physical Sciences during 1876-1006.

Theory of Electro-Magnetism, by O. J. Walker, M.A..'

D.Sc., P.R.S. Demy 8vo. pp. 60. Bs. 3-6.

Do. (for Registered Graduates). Bs. 1-8.

The book puts some of the most important developments of

electro-magnetic theory into a connected and convenient form.

* Optical Theories, by D. N. Mallik, B.A., Sc.D. Demy
8vo. pp. 191. Bs. 8-1.

The book traces the development of optical theories from the
earliest times to the present day. Its subjest-matter being the
.one great general problem of modem Physios, it will be reiUy
helpnil to understand tiie relation between the diflerent tiiearies,

so that one may be clear as to how much is known for oertain
and, how much is mere speoulatian.

* Tk$ right •/ jNihNssfioa 0/ fkit booh U hbU bf tho CombrUgo • UniooroUg
ftm.
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t The Principle of Relatifity, by M. N. Saha, D.Sc. and
S. N. Bose, M.Sc. (with a Historical introduction by
P. C. Mahalanobis). Demy 8vo. pp. 248. Bs. 4-8.

English rendering of the original papers by A. Einstrin and
H. Minkowski.

Molecular Diffraction of Light, by C. V. Baman, M.A.,

D.Sc., P.R.S. Demy 8vo. pp. 113. Bs. 3-0.

In this book the author discusBes the general theory of the
molecular scattering of light in all refractiTe media, including in
a comprehensive survey, the case of gases, vapours, liquids,

crystcJs, and amorphous solids.

Organic Theo-componnda, by Sir P. C. Bay, Kt., C.I.E.,

D.Sc., Ph.7^. Boyal 8vo. pp. 74. Bs. 1-8.

2. BOTANY

Indian Medicinal Plants, by Lieut.-Col. K. B. Kirtikar,

P.L.S., and Major B. D. Basu, I.M.S. (Betd.)

Nicely bound in 2 Vols. Plates kept in nice cardboard

cases. Bs. 276-0.

The book contains botanical description, names in vernacu-
lars, properties and uses of over 1,800 Indian plants. Neatly
printed on tliick art paper (1,410 pages) with clear illustrations

in above 1.000 royal 4to-8izea lithographic plates. A very rare
and valuable work of reference to Botanists, medical men,
manufacturers of indigenous drugs and Agricultural and Forest
Departments.

“ To real iDTeBtlgaton in tliia Arid (of indigenona mtama of medielna)
tba mannmeTital work on Indian Utadieinal Plants ODght to na indfapenaable
Apart from the ralne of the book to the medical profeaeion, it ie helpfid alao
in tapping the reBonrcefi of the coontry for the manofaotore of dmga.'*—
India,

** The Tmperial and Provincial Agnonltoral and Foreat Departmanta of

Britiah India ahoald make nae of the information hrmight together in fbia

monumental woA. All Native Stataa tibould have medical plant gardens and
lAannaoeatieal laboratorieB and iheir Agrioultiira) and Foreat Department*
ahoald be provided with copies of tUa book. Now that it has bm pnblleliad,

the educated section of the publio abonld hiaist that all indigenona pli^nfliaBB of

repute and all the leading pharmaoeutioal faoloriea dMmld ha able to eeieiittfie-

identifj tiie plantfT&y me,'*—Ifodem Brnrimo.
a

f The tale of tka book it roHrkUd wiMm Indh,

8
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a. MBDicnm ahd surgbrt

Ghttuistry and Toxioology, of Nerium Odorum with a du--

eription of a newly separated Principle. (Coate*s Me-
morkd Prize, 1901), by Bai Bahadur Chunilal Baau,

M.B., F.C.S. Demy 8vo. pp. 32. Bb. 3-12.

A treatise on the properties of Nerium Odorum, the sweet-
soented oleander, known by the name of Karahi at Saner.

Tenminalia Ai^nna XCoate's Memorial Prize, 1908), Lal-

mohan Ghoshal, L.M.S. Bs. 3-12.

The book gives a description of the plant and .explains its

popular uses, chemical composition, and therapeutic action.

Diabetes, by Indumadhab Mallik, M.A., M.D., B.L. Demy
8vo. pp. 43. Bs. 3-12.

A treatise cm Diabetes—a disease most widely prevalent in

Lower Bengal.
r

Studies on Htemolysis (1st edition), by U.^N. Brahmachari,

M.A., M.D., Ph.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 71. Bs. 4-8.

Do. .(2nd edition). Bs. 4-8.

Among several other new facts brought to light by the
author by the studv of the physical aspect of htsmolysis. twv
discoveries, vie., the fallacy of the haimozonio value of blood,
as worked out by Sir A. E. ' Wright, and a new me^od
of testing blood, are of great value. All these are explioitiy

dealt with in this work.

Bnpgioal Instraments of the Hindus, Parts T. Demy 8vo.

pp. 476, and 11, Demy 8yo. pp. 172, by Girindranath

Mnkhopadhyay, Vislmsfacbaryva, B.A,, M.D., F.A.S.B.

‘{Griffith Memorial Prize, 1909). 9-0.

t

Do. ' (For Members of the Senate and Syndicate). Bs. 6-0.

“ The book repneentB diaot years of laboriooe inireefeigatioiia—a
work of real reneardi an4 ero^itioo. Tt is ondonbiedly the moefe imporfea&t
work upon this sobjeet whicli has yet been written in the Bnididi laagnafre*

It ie Ml of interesting intoinatiw and is a yaloaUe gootribntioii to^tbe
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hiftory of Medical ooieiioe. Dr. Mokerjee is a pioneer in Uiia field of le-

search. It is of coarse impossible in a short notice to gi^e an adequate ao-
connt of a scientifio work devoted to a special study, but bis discovery that
the surgioal instruments in use in Europe were only modifications dt those
used by our surgeons in ancient days is no doubt stutUng. The bode is ex-
haustive, originid and informing and it reflects the utmost credit on the in-

dustry, learnmg and research of its author. From many neglected, forgotten
and unexpected comers, he has accumulated a mass of materials and comuiled
a systematic account of the instruments used by the Hindu Burgeons, uont
8,000 ^eors ago. A field of study which is unknown to many is here made
accessible to all by the labour of an Indian. It has the advantage of being
written by one, who is not only a noted surgeon of Calcutta but is also a
profonnd Sanskrit scholar No brief analysis of Dr. Mukerjee's work is

l^sible. The work is divided into mne chapters, in which he describes each
instrument by its Sanskrit name with a comparative stu^ of Mtnilar inetru-
ments from the surgical catalogues of other nations. Msides, there is a
learned preface, and a carefully prepay index of Sanskrit and English
words. The book is of extraoi^ary interest to those who would make an
impartial study of the surgery of the Hindus. The foot-notes contain the
Sanskrit originals, the source of Dr. Mukerjee's descriptionB of the instru-
ments. The subject of ancient Indian medical hterature has been little

noticed by the Eutomu scholars. The contributions from Wilson, Wise,
Jolly, Gordier and Moernle are no doubt important but their works cannot
compare witli the present in the amount of original research and complete
mastery of the subject. Dr. Mukerjee quotes with becoming gratitude the
help he had derived from his predecessors in this field of research. One is

impressed as he advances through this valuable work that the author has
spared no pains to make the work useful and instructive **—^Bengalee.

“ The results of your investigations have been a revelation to
me In any case, a perusal of your two volumes must convince any
unprejudiced readier that the development of the healing art in India must
always occupy an important place in the history of civilisation. We hear a
great deal of ' culture * now-a-days, and it does not always wear a benefi-

cent aspect. But peace has her victories as well as war, and it is evident
that the humane achievements of the Indian disciples of Aesculapius can no
longer be ignored. It is a pleasant reflection that henceforth the medicine and
surgery of the East will be allied in harmonious conjunction with the w*™
sciences as cultivated in the West, and the happiest results may be expected
from their sisterly rivalry *’—CharleM H, Tevnsp.

History of Indian Medicine, by the same author. With a

foreword by Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, Kt., C.S.I., etc.

(Griffith Prize Essay for 1911).

Do. Vol. I, Demy 8vo. pp. 403. Bs. 6.

Do. Vol. n, Demy Svo. pp. 433; Bs. 6.

The work consists of notices, Biographieal and Bibliograpfai-

oal, of the Ayurvedio Physidans and thdr works on Medidne
from the earliest ages to the present tiifles. And as deities aK
wftid to be the propounders of the healing art, the notices of the

gods have been culled from the Vedas and the^ Puronos. It

traces the origin and development of Indian Medidne from the

Boost andent times and naturally the gods and goddesses, seen
And who odebrated the Sdence find s place here.
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“ li Jb difficult to owcBtimate tbo iuiportuiice of the work The
valuable Bibliography is eloquent id Uie cruditiuii and labour of the author,

History of vaccination und inoculation is a highly interesting study.

Of its value as a work of reforenoe It is indeed supi^uous to speas.
We hope that all educated men who are interested in lihe history of

Medicine will welcome the comprehensive, Biogra^ical and Bibliographical
Studies of Anoieni rhysicians of India."—The Indian Medical Record,

* Beb., 10S5.

Bheia Samhita (same as Vol. VI oi the Journal of the De-
partment of Letters). Bo>al 8vo. pp. 286. Bs. 9.

It oQntains the complete text (in Sanskrit) of the Bhtila

Bamhita^ one of the most ancient and valuable treatises on
Indian medicine.

4. ANTHROPOLOGY

Lectures on Ethnography, by Bao Bahadur L. K. Ananta-

krishna Iyer. Boyal 8vo. pp.. 302. Bs. 6-0.

'rhe miitorials gathered for the preparation of the lectures are

mainly from a first-hand study of the people of South India in
general itud of MaJahar, (Joc*hin and Travancore in iiarticuiiir.

The lectures have been properly illustrated by photographs taken
from different parts of South India. •

Contents:—^Anthropology, Ethnography and Iflihnology—^Iluco

—ilaoial history of Malabar, (•oeliin and 'rruvauoore—Caste—Sox
and Marriage—^Euniily, Kinship and Social Orguiiisatioii—^Magic,

Sorcery and ‘Witohesyt—^Evolution of 'raste in Dress and
Ornaments— Village Ooininunity in South fiidia.

First Outlines of a Systematic Anthropology of Asia, by

V. Giuifrida-Buggeri (translated from Italian by Haran-

chandra Ghakladar, M.A.). Boyal 8vo. pp. 110. Bs. 1-8.

It gives an aooount of the anthropometric oharaoteristios in

respect oi stature, cepha^ index, and nasal index of living

subjeots with additional infonnation on the subject obtained by
the author from difEerent sootoes.

Hos of Beraikella, Part 1., by Anathnath Chatterjee, M.B.,
’ B.S., and Tarakchandra Das, M.A., Boyal 8yo., pp. 94.

(Profusely illustrated)

This is the first of a series of p«qierB started by the Antiiro-

pologieal ]>epartment of tiie University of Caloutta. The first

part dealg with the qteeial dharaoterisnos of the life of the Boa
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of Seraikella, a state in the dietriot of Singbhum. The book is

of cqiecial int^st to all students of Anthropology.

The Aborigines of the Highlands of Central India^ by B. C.

Maziundar, B.L. Demy 8vo. pp. 90.

In this monograph, the author has furnished a oomprehensive
view of all the tribes of Central India, and has suggested some
new propositions regarding the origin of the racial duvaoteristios

of tile Babcra-Kol people.

IX. SIR ASUTOSH MOOKERJEE SILVER
JUBILEE COMMEMORATION

VOLUMES

Those volumes contain essays contributed by the friends and
admirers of the late Sir Asutosh Mooherjee on the occasion of

the Silver Jubilee of his attaining* the Degree of Doctor of Law
of the University of Calcutta.

—

Bs. A.

Vol. I, Arts A Letters, 1921, Boyal 8vo. pp. 821 ... 11 4

Vol. II, Science, 1922, Boyal 8vo. pp. 484 ... 11 4

Vol. m, OrieittaUa, Part 1, Boyal 8vo. pp. 624 ... 11 4

Do. 2, Boyal 8vo. pp. 767 ... 11 4

*Do. 8

Individual papers contributed to the Volumee may be bettfkf

separately at the following rates fixed aooording to their stss.

Not exceeding 10 pagee

Above 16 but not exceeding 33 pages

„ 33pages „ 64 „

„ 64 „ „ 138 „

Volmne I« Bs. 11-4.

Contents—
1. J. N. Das Gupta. B.A. (Oaon.j^ I.E.S.—4 NaiMitive

of Bengal Ttaneaottons.
*

2. Shishirkumor Moitra, M.A., Tlie Bomontie
niamant in the Modem Philospidty of Matheirtatics.

Bs. a. p.

0 13 0
13 0
1 14 0
S 14 0
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J. C. Coyaji, B.A., LL.B. (Cantab.), I.E.B.—Charao-
teiistioB of Aneient Indian Trade.

4. Surendranath Sen, M.A.—Burrival of Old Hondo
Institution in Maharastra.

6.

£. F. Oaten, M.A., LL.B. (Cantab.), I.E.B.—Megiddo:
A Study of Military Eoatory.

6. Saaadhar Bay, M.A., B.L.—Origin of Language.

7. Bamehandra Bau Basavarau, M.A., L.T. (Madraa),

F.B.E.S.—Some Features of Banking in India.

8. Mohinimohan Bhattaoharji, M.A., B.L.—^Pioodeller Mi>
randola: An Italian Neo-Flatonist.

9. Jitendraprasad Niyogi, M.A.—Custom and Transit

Duties in the Madras Presidency during Early British Bole.

10. S. Khuda Bukhah, M.A.. B.C.L. (Ozon.)->PoUtio8 of

11. Jogisohandra Sinho, M.A.—^Sstory of Indian Com*
merae, 1766-1618.

12. Badhakamal Mookeijee, M.A., Ph.D.—^The Guild in

Modem India. Its Constitution and Expansions.

18. Hiralal Haidar, M.A., Ph.D.—^Kant’s Ethical Theory.

14. Bejoykumar Sarkar, A.B. (Harvard)—^Land Transport
in Medieval India.

15. W. S. Urquhart, M.A., D.Phil. (Aberdeen)—Sankara
and PMf. James Ward.

16. Captain J. W. Petavel, Late I(. E.—Knowledge and
Power.

17. Harimohan Bhattacharyya Kavyatirtha, M.A.—^Tha

Oootrine of Maya and the Besult of Modem Science.

18. Sitaram Baaeijee, M.A., B.L.

—

A Plea for an Indivi-

dualization of Punishment.

10. N. N. Sen Gupta, M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)—On the
Epistemologioal Discussions.

20. Itirmalohandra Chatterjee, M.A.—^The Chait Sing
Tragedy.

21. H. Stephen, M.A., D.D. (Aberdeen)—Coleridge as a
Thinker.

22. B. Mukherjee, M.A., F.B.E.S.—^The New Yellow PhriL

28. P. Seshadri, M.A. (Madras)—Contemporary English
Poetry.

94 W. 0. Wordsworth, M.A. (Oson.)—Education and
Beconstraotion in England.

26. H. Stephen, M.A., D.D. (Aberdeen)—^The Philosophy
- of Anarchy and the Idea of Time.

96. Badhakamal Mookerjee, M.A., Ph.D.—The Data of

Begicnal Economics.

27. B.’N. Gaohrist, M.A. (Aberdeen), I.E.B.—Imperial
Federation.
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Volume II, Sdenoe. Bs. 11-4.

ContenU :

I. C. E. Cullia, M.A. (Cantab), Ph.D, (Jena), D.Se.

:

Hcunipterio Matrices.

. 8. N. Bal, M.8o. (Michigan):

Cephaleuias Yiiesoens, Eunsi (with plates).

8.

D. N. Wadisj M.A., B.Sc. (Bom.):
Fonnation of a White Garnet as the End-product of

the Series of Changes initiated by Banssuritisatioo

Nature of Immediate Experience in the Light of Contemporary
(with Plate).

4. Sir P. C. Bay, Et., C.I.E.> D.So. (Edin.),^ Ph.D..
F.C.S., and Maniklal Dey, M.So.

:

. Interaction of Thio-uroa with Memo., Di- and IVi-

ohloraoetic Acids and Monochloracerio Eser.

. Hemohandra Das-Gupta, M.A., F.G.S.

:

On the Occurrence of Francolite in Stemy Meteorites.

6. Nilratan Dhor, D.So. (Lond.), Dr. es Sc. (Paris)

:

Temperature Coefficients of Physiological Processes.

7. S. B. Bose, M.A., F.L.S.

:

Spore-culture of Panaeolus Cyanesoens, B. A DB.
(with Plate).

8. G. de.P. Cotter, B.A., F.G.S. :
•

On Indian Fossil Plants and the Gondwana
Continent. *

9. Ekendranath Ghosh, M.So., M.D.

:

A' Bevision of the Family Ophryasooleoidae dans
(with Plates).

10.

N. N. Sen-Gupta, M.A., Ph.D. (Bburvard):
A Study in Inhibition of Association.

II. Priyadaranjan Bay, M.A., and Pulinbihari Sarkar,
M.So.

:

Compounds of Hexannethylenetetraniline with Com-
plex Metallocyanides and Metallooyanio Adds.

12.

Jnanendranath Mookerjee, M.So.

:

The Coagulation of Metal Sulphide Hydroaols.

18. N. N. Sen-Gupta, M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard) :

On the DisintogratiTe Function of Attention.

14. Basiklal Datta, D.Sc.

:

Additive and condensation Products of Tkinitro-n-
Cresd.

15. C. V. Baman, M.A. (Madras), D.Sd.

:

Acoustical Enowledge of the BBndus.

10 PtafuUachandra Mitter, M.A., Ph.D.
' (Berlin), and

Judhishthitohondra Das, M.Sc.

:

On Tautomeric Changes in Phenylhydtosones of
Orttioaldehydio and 1-4-aldehy^ Add»,
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' 17. P. J. BrCkhl, D.8o.. F.G.S., F.O.S., I.S.O.

:

Qn Paq>alm Digiiaiia and Anaafaofdraa : A
(with Plates).

16. PcafuUaohandra Guha, M.Bo.

:

Behaviour of Phenyldithioosbaainic A<nd towards
VatiouB Thiohalogenahra oomiKninda.

19. B. Vredenbutg, B.So., B.T., A.B.C.B., A.B.B.M.

:

Conoeming the Ghnaitee and Pegmatitea of tiie

Indian Peninsula.

90. Biaiihumar Mitra, D.Bo.

:

On Difibraotkm of Light by Apertures having the
Form of a Begment of a Circle (with Plate).

21. Hemohandra Das-Oupta, M.A., F.Q.B.

:

Notes on the Panohet Beptile.

22. JHendranath Balrahit, M.Bo., F.B.G.

;

Estimation of Morphine, Codeine and Narcotine' in

Indian Opium.

98. Govardhanlal Datta, M.A.

:

Some Experiments in Aipple Motion (with Plate).

94, Jnenendraohandra Ghosh, D.Bo.

:

Ionisation of Electrolytes in Solution (with tables).

25. b. N. Mallih, B.A. (Cantab.), So.D. (Dublin), I.E.B. •

Belativity of Time and Bpaeei

90. Haiipada Moiti, M.A.

:

A Study of Fatigue and Endurance.

27. Shyamadas Mukeijee, M.A., Ph.D.

:

A Gtonera) Theorem in the Geometry of a Plane
Curve.

98. Surendraohandra Dhar, M.Sc.

;

Direct Beplaoement of Negative Groups by Halogens.

29. Mauzioe FreoKet:

Esquisse d’une Theorie des Ensembles Abstraite.

80. Kalikumar Kumar, M.Sc.

:

Equilibrium in the Fractional Preoipitation of Sil-

ver Chloride and Silver Bromide.

81. Lilananda Gupta, M.Sc.

:

Some Metallic Arsenates and Phosphates.

89. Manmathanath Bay, M.A., B.L.

:

On the Mobius Surface and Ocme of the Fonrih
Degree (with inates).

88. Sttdhansukumar Banerjee, D.Bo.

:

^
On Harmonioe assodated with an Ellipsoid.

84. The College oi Science, Calcutta ahd its Activitiea

(with Plates).
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Volume III, Orlentalia, Part I. Bs. 11-4.

(kmteHts:
'

1. A. Fouober, D.LiM.

:

The Imfluenee of Indian Art on Cambodia uid Java.

2. F. E. Paigiter. M.A. (Ozon.). I.C.8. (Betd.):

Atatajin : an Old Legal Term.

8.

Indradeva Hwati, M.A. ^enarea):
The Coneqtt of Puniaha in Sankhya Miiloaoplqf.

4. Upendranath Ohoahal, M.A.

:

The Brahmanioij Conoeption of Uie Boienee of

Pkditioa.

6. Oauranganath Baneiji, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.A.

:

The Art of Oandhara.

0. AkBhaykumar Barker, M.A.

:

13ie Partieulaiity of the Hindu History and the
OeniuB of the Hindu People.

7. Bamapraaad Chanda, B.A.

:

Eariy Indian Beamen.

8. Badhakamal Mookeijee, M.A., Ph.D.

:

Dravidian Elements m Indian Polity.

9 . Bai Bahib Dineaehandra Ben, B.A.

:

Domestio Element in the Popular Creeds of Bengal.

10. Satiachandra Chatteiji, M.A.

:

On the Asoertainment of Pramana in the Nyaya.

11. Dineaehandra Bhattachaiyya, M.A.

:

Paninian Studies in Bengal.

12. O. 0. Oangoly, M.A., B.L.

:

On some loonographio Parallets.

a8. Radhakumud Modcerji, M.A., Ph.D.

:

Anoient Hindu Education as evideneed by the
Brahmanas and Upaniaada.

14. Surendranath Das-Oupta, M.A., Ph.D.

:

Ctoneral Introduetion to Tantra Philosophy.

15. O. Howells, M.A., Ph.D., B.Liti., B.D.

:

Syrian Christian Churoh in India: its Origin

and History.

16. L. E. Ananthakrishna Iyer, B.A., L.T., F.B.A.I.

:

Antbrop<do^ of the Boman Catholios of the Latin
Bites in Malabar, Cochin and Ikavanoore.

17. Haranehandra ChaUadar, M.A.

:

Sidelights on Sodd Life in Ancient India

:

Studies in Vatsyayaha’s Kamasutra.

18. B. Barua, M.A., D.Lit. (Lond.):
Valmiki as be leTeals himsdf in bis Poems.

10. Kaliehbeg F. Mina:
A Mysterious Cdneidenoe in ths HMoty of tte

Mahonwdaa Worid.
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90. Ann Sen, B.A. (Oontab.):

The Pipnwa Belies.

91. Hemohandra Bay, 1C.A.

:

Was 8iate>8^alism known in Andent lAdia?

99. K. M. Jhaveri, M.A., LL.B. (Bom.), J.P.

:

Influenoe of Bengali on Ouiaraiti.

28. Aga M. Kuirn Shirazi

:

Nau-nia.

94. Nanigmal Majumdar, M.A.

:

Sue Vihar Copper-plate of the Reign d
Kaniska.

96. Induhhushan Banetjee, M.A.

:

The Quru in Sikhism.

96. D. R. Bhandackar, M.A., ni.D.:
Origin of the Indian Alphabet.

Volume III, Orientalia, Part II. Rs. 11-4.

CoHtsnt*

:

1. Hemohandra Bayohaudhuri, M.A., Pli.l>.

:

« The Laksmanasena Eta.

9. B. C. Maaumdar, B.A., B.L.

:

The Qri|^ and Charaoter of the Purana Literature.

8. Surendranath Majumdar, Sastri, M.A.

:

The Dative Plural in Pali.

4. Mahamahi^adhysy Ganganatha Jha, M.A., Pb.D.

:

Bodhayana’a Prayasoitta lor Sea>Voyage.

5. I. J. B. Tanyiorewala, B.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Wncs.),
Bar-at-Law:

A Sanskrit Vernon of Yaana IX.

0. Giilbert Slater, M.A., D.Se.

:

Origins of Indian Civilisarion.

7. Shams-ul'Ulema J. J. Modi, B.A. fflom.), Ph.D.
(Heidelberg), O.I.E., Diphm. Littem et Artibus
(Sweden)

:

Some Iranian Forms of Invocation to Ood.

8. Vidhusekhars Bhattaoharyya

:

Sankara’s Conmkentaries on the Upaniaada.

0. Mahamahopadhyay Batiaehandra Vidyabbusana, M.A.”
Ph.D.

:

. Introduetion of the Alphabet into Tibet.

10. Dhiyeahehandra Aeharyya, Vldyaratna, Sastri, M.A.,
B.L.

:

The Doetriue of Bevd«tihP ip Ike Bigvede.
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11. Bir OeoKoe A. Grienoii, K.O.I.B., I.O.8. ffletd.), PI1.D..
D.Litt., LL.D.

:

The BaBtem Bofaool of Pnfait GcammarioM and
Poiaatd Brakxit (with two plates).

12. I. J. 8. Tatapocewhla, BJk. (Cantab.), II1.D. (Wun.),
Bar>at>Ij8W

:

991
18. John Van Manen :

Kaoehe Fhalu: a Tibetan Moralist.

14. Bhams-ul-Ulema J. J. l^idi, B.A. (Bom.), Fh.D.
(Heidelberg), O.I.B., Diplom. Litteiis et Arties
(8weden):

The Tasiks of the Nirang-i Braosa Tast (with a
genealogioal table).

16.

ByWain Levi, D.Litt. (Cal.):

Gonarda, Je Betoeao de Gonardiya.

16. Buahilkumar De, M.A., D.Ijit. (Lend.):
The Theory of Bara in BancArit Poetioa.

17. Bam Karan, '^^aratna:
History of the Bathors (with a genealogioal table).

18. B. L. Turner, M.A. (Cantab.):
The e and 0 Vowels in Gujarati.

19. 8. K. Belvalkar, M.A., Ph.D. (Harrard) : «
The Original Bafcuntala.

90. NagendrcBiath Ghose, M.A., B.L.

:

The Bamayana and the Mahdbharata : a Bodologi-
eal Btudy.

21. Prabodhohandra Bagohi, M.A.

:

Decline of Buddhim in India and its Canaes.

22. Burendranath Majumdar, Bastri, M.A.

:

Borne Notes on Anrnent Geography.

98. K. Amrita Bow, M.A., B.T. (Madras):
The Dravidian Affinities of the Piaaea Languages

of North-Western India.

21.

26.

27.

8. X. Hbdhrala, B.A. (Bom.)

:

NDtra-Moitra.

Bbsma-ul-Ulema J. J. Modi,
(Heidelber{^, O.I.B., Di^om.
(Bweden):

Idbl-Worahi^: Did it exist among the
Aryans and among them, among the andent Hindns
of the Vedie Thnea? •

B.A. (Bom.), Ph.D.
Litteris et Artibus

I. J. 8. Tuaporewala, BJt. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Wura.),
Bar>at-Law:

A note on Banakrit Confounds.

SaOendrauHi Mitm» M.A.:
Pdi, ftakiit, Barukrit in BiddUst Literature.
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228. Badhagovinda Baaak, M.A.

:

Land-Sale Doeumenta of Andent Bengal.

88. Bem^ Kumar Sarinr, M.A.

:

The Theory of the Constiiution in Hindu Pditieal

Philoet^hy: A Study in Comparattre Pditioa.

80. Kiaborimohan Gupta, M.A.

:

Land-Syatem uid Agrieulture (d the Vedie Age
(with a plan).

81. 8. Kriahnagwami Aiyangar, M.A. (Madraa). ni.D. (Cal.).

Bf.B.A.S., P.B.Hiat.S. s

Gangaikonda Chola (with two mapa).

82. Nalinakaha Datta, M.A.

:

The SarvaatiTada School of Buddhism.

88. I. J. S. Taraporewala, B.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Wun.),
Bar-at-Law.

:

Contamination in Language.

84. Sunitikumar Chatterji, M.A., D.Lit. (London.):
The Passive in Bengali.

85. Rao Bahadur B. A. Ghipte, F.Z.8., F.B.S.A.

:

The Pre-historio Skim of Bayana (wiGi one plate

and diagrams).

86. N. B. Divatia, B.A. (Bom.), B.C.S., (Betd.):

, The Ablative Tennination in Gujarati.

87. Sivaprasad Bhattaoharyya, Sahityasaatri, Xavyatirtha,

M.A., B.T. :
•

'^e Peyohologioal Basis of Alankara Literature with

special ^feience to Bata.

4H. Hemantakumar Sarkar, M.A., M.L.C. (Bengal):
The Intellectual Laws of Language and Bengali
8«Duntios.

X. PERIODICALS, ANNALS AND SERIALS

UniTenity Exteniion Leotnres (1916'1916) (First Series).

Demy 8to. pp. 162. As. 12.

Containing the following leoturee by various Schdats:—

1. Pursuit of Chemistry in Bengal—Sir P. C. Bi^.

8. An Eii^teenth Century Bengali Manusci^vt—J. N. Das
G^>ta, B.A. (Oxon.)

- 8. Ciaaaieal tmd Bomantie in Poetry of the 18th
Century—H. B. James.

4. Art Spirit in Keats's Poetry—^Prol. B. 8. Krios.

6. Cerlyle—J. B. Banerjea, M.A., B.L.

6. Constructive Ideals in EducatioiK-E. E. Biw.
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7. Nationality (1*11)— N. Oilehriat, M.A.

8. Aatnmomy, Ancient and Modem—D. N. MallOc, B.A
6o«D«

Journal of the Department of Letters. (Fourteen rduines

published.)

Each volume contains learned eseaya on various literaty

subjects by reputed scholars.

Some of the articles of each Volume are menthmed :

—

Volume I. Bs. 9-0.

1. The Kushan Chronology. Part 1—^By Bamesohandra
Majumdor, M.A., Ph.D.

8. International Law and Custom in Ancient India—By
Pramathanath Banetjee, M.A., B.L.

8. Ancient Bomic Chronology—^By Herbert Bruce Hannah
Bar-at^Law.

Volume II. Rs. 9-0.

1. Bomic Calendrical Beginnings—By H. Bruce Hannah.
3. The Throne of Ptah and our Arctic Home-**By H. Bruce

Hannah.

8. Communhl Organisation of Industry as the Begional Type
of India—^By Badhakamal Mooherjee, M.A., Ph.D.

Volume III. Rs. 9-0.

1. Kant’s Central Concept—^By Bamdas Khan, M.A., Ph.D.

3. Medieval Sculpture in Eastern India—^By Bamaprasad
Chanda, B.A.

Volume IV. Rs. 9-0.

1. Four Ancient Taksa Statuea (with Seven Platee)—^By
Bamaprasad Chanda, B.A.

3. Vatsyayana the author of Kamasutra : Date and Place of
Origin—^By Haranohandra ChaUadar, M.A.

8. On a Bihari Ceremonial Worship of Totemistie Origin—
By Saratohandra Mitira, M.A.

University of Calcutta Anthropdogioal P^>er No. 4.

4. What is Boddlusm?-^By B. Kimura.

6. Aryanism and the Kig*Vedie Age, I—^By H. B. Hannah.

6. The Bevenue Prii<7 of Shiviji—By ^urendranalh Sen,

. M.A.

7, The Aryans of Lndia—By B(jayehendrm Majumdar, B.A.
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8. On the Katina Dhanna Featival of Nocth Bihar and ita

Munda Analoguea— Baratehandra Mitra, M.A.

0. Water Tranapwt in Mediaval Indiar-^By Bqi^kumar
Barkar, A.B. (Harvard).

Volome y. Bs. 9-0.

1. Indo>Aiyan Polity during the period of the Big'Veda—
By PtaftiHaohandra Bose, M.A.

8. Atyaniam and the Big-Yedie Age, IE, HE and IV—^By

H. B. Hannah.

8. The Hrat Outlinea of a Byatematio Anthrcqiology of Aaia—^By Prof. Y. GiuSrida-Buggeri, tranalated from Italian by
Haranohandra ChaUadar, M.A.

4. Aryaniam and the Big-Yedie Age, Y—^By H. Bruce
Hannah.

5. Primitive Elementa of Jainiam—^By Prabodhdiandra
Bagdu, M.A.

Volume VI. Bs. 9-0.

Hie Bhela Bamhita (Banakrit Text).

Volume Vli. Bs. 9-0.

1. Beview and Critioiam of Dr. Jamea Watd’a Payehology
Part I—^By P. K. Bay, P.So.

3. Part IE: Dr. Jamea Ward’a “PayoholQgioal Prinoipiea”
—By P. K. Bay, D.Bo.

8. The Oonoeption of Freedom—^By P. D. Bhaatri, M.A.,
Ph.D.

4. The Moral Btandarda in Hindu Ethics—^By Busiikumar
Maitra, M.A.

5. The Claim of the Individual to be Beal—By Q. H.
Lan^y, M.A.

6. Plato and the Bophista—By W. Douglas. M.A.
7. Teachings of 'Dpanisads—By Mahendranath Barkar,

M.A., Ph.D.

8. Two Ancient Behodla of Yedanta—^By Abhayakomar
Cuba, M.A., Ph.D.

0. The Springs of Action in Sndu Ethioa—By Busiikumar

^ Mdtra, M.A. »

Volume VIII. • Bs. 9-0.

1. B. C. 3788 in Ancient Bomic Ohrondogy, and the
Point of the.Bothic Kdngs—By H. %aee Hannah.
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3. AtyaniMn and the Big*Vedio Afa, VI—By H. Bniee
Haanali.

8. Aryaniam and the Big*Vedio Age, VU—By H. Bruce
Hannah.

4. BSg^ Caate Hindu Marriage of Ben^ with qieeial re-

fetenoe to ita FoUe Elementa—^By Tarahebanm Daa, M.A.

6.

The Problem of Sothio-Buing Dates aa reported by the
Prieete—^By H. Bruoe Hannah.

6. The Mahasanghika Sohool of Buddhism—^By Nalinaksha
Datta, M.A.

7. On the Cult of Sonaraya in Northern Bengal—^By Sarat-

ehandra Mitra, M.A.

8. On the Oult of Sonaraya in Eastern Bengal—By Sarat*

ohandra Mitra, M.A.

0. The Antiquity of the Big-Vedie Age—By Abinaaehandra
Daa, M.A., Ph.D.

10. Baees of India—^By Bamaprasad Chanda, B.A.

11. The Problem of the Sothio-Bising Dates as reported by
the Egyptian IMesta—By H. Bruoe Hannah.

12. Manava Sulha Sutram—^By Narendrakumar Majumdar
M.A.

Volume IX. Bs. 9-0.

1. Ancient* India—^By SylTain Leri, D.Litt.

3. The Text of Kavyaloka lioeana, IV—^By SusQkumar De,
M.A., D.Lit.

8. Problem of the Beported Sothic-Bising Dates as recorded
by the Egyptian Priests, HI. The Solution—^By H. Bruce
Hannah.

4. The EzpressiTeness of Indian Art—By Stella Eramrisch.
Ph.D.

(i) Indian Art, its Significance in the World.
(it) Nature and Creativeness.

(m) Myth and Form.
(iv) Space.

(«) lAythm.
(«i) Evolution: the Historical Movement.

5. Indo-Aryan Origins and Developments, Baoial and Cul*
tural—^By H. Bruoe Hamtdi.

6. AtohBologioal Methods—By Aroon Sen.

7. Political Histo^ of India from thp Aocesskm of Patihahil
to the Coronation of Bimbissra—^By Hemchandra Bayehaudhuri,
M.A.. Ph.D.

Volume X. Bs. 9-0.

1. The Gntjara-Pratiharas—^B^ Bameeidiaiidra Ma|umdar.
lliA.( Pl|.Pt
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The Contaet of Indian Art with the Art of other Cirtli-

aatione—^By Stella Eramiisoh, Ph.D.

8. Bfalp'buOding and Commeroe in Ancient Bengal—By
Tamonaah Das Oapta, M.A.

4. The Beligion of Aaoka Buddha—By Manindra Mohan
Boee, M.A.

6.

On an Accumulation DroU from Baatem Bengal—^By

Baratchandra Mitre, M.A.

6. On a Musulmoni Legend about the Sylvan Saint Bana
Bibi and the Tiger-deity Dahahina Baya—By Baratchandra Mitra,

M.A.

7. The Art of Wriiang in Andent India—By Abinaachandra
Daa. M.A.. Ph.D.

8. The Vinayapitekam fmd Early Buddhiat Monaatidam in

ita Growth and Development—By Suramar Dutt, M.A., B.L.

Volume XI. Bs. 9-0.

]. Problema in Ancient ** Egyptian " Chronology—^By H.
B. TTatififtti

,

2. The Telugu Academy Platea of Viahnukundin—^Madhava
Sarma III A.D. 694—^By E. B. Lakahman Bao, M.A.

8. Tte Legend of Buddhaghoea—^By M. Louia Finot.

4. Bun Worahip amongat the Abori^nal Tribea of Eaatem
India—^By Tarakchandra Daa. M.A. •

6. On a Legend from South Behar—By Baratchandra
Mitra. M.A.

6. On Two New Typea of Accumulation Drolla—^By Barat-
fthandra Mitra, M.A.

7. The Kahun Sothic-Bising, I and 11—^By H. B. Hannah.

8. Mythology and Gedogical Time—^By H. B. Hannah.

9. Place of Ethica and Beligion in the Bankara Syatem—^By

Kokileawar Saatri, M.A.

10. Notea on Vajra—^By N. G. Majumdar, M.A.
11. The Era of Menophrea and the Sothic Calendar, I-IV—^By H. B. Hannah.

12. An Enquiry about the Hindu Law of Evidence—By
Amareawar Thakur, M.A.

18. The Ykhnudharmottaram—^By Stella Kiiamrinah ^.D.
14. An Hiatorical Study of the Terma Mahayana and Hina-

yana and the Oiigii^ of Mahayana Buddhiam

—

By B. Ximura.
* •

Volume XII. Bs. 9-0.

' 1. The BJicamaa of Bhaaa—By Jyotuchandra Ghatak, M.A.
2. Linguiatio Bpeculationa of the Hindua—^By Prabhal-

obandra Churavarti, M.A.
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8. A Historioal Study of the Terms Mahayana and Hinayana
and the Origin of Mahayana Buddhism—^By B. Eimura.

Volume XIII. Bs. 9-0.

1. Evolution of Law—^By Naresohandra Sengupta, M.A.,
D.L.

2. Analysis of Meaning in Indian Semantics—^By S. Vaima.
8. Analysis of Volition in Hindu Philosophy—^By Susil-

kumar Maitra. M.A.

4. Economic Policy and Functions of the EautiUyao
State—^By Hemchandra Bay, M.A.

5. Bir Singh Deo—^By Lala Sita Bam, B.A.

6. —^By Nalinimohan Sanyal, M.A.
(with 12 plates).

7. —^By Nirmalkumar Basu.

Volume XIY. Es. 9-0.

1. The Conception of Positive Law in Anoiei;^t India—By
N. C. Chattcijee, M.A., Bar.-at-Law.

2. The Date of Mricchakatika from Astrological Data—^By

Jyotischandra Ghatak, M.A.

3. A Brief Account of Malayalam Phonetics—By L.
Vishwanath Bamaawaiui Aiyar, M.A., B.L.

4. Problems in Ancient Indian Chronology. A solution—^By
11. Bruce Hannah, Bar-nt-Law.

5. On the Cult of Gorakshanatha in Eastern Bengal—^By
Saratchandra Mitra, M.A.

6. On Two Accumulation Drolls of ** The Prawn and the
Grow type”—^By Saratchandra Mitra, M.A.

7. Notes on War in Ancient India—^By Hemchandra Bay,
M.A.

8. Laghumanasan of Munjala—^By N. K. Majumdar, M.A.
9 On the Purvas—Bj P. G. Bagdii, M.A., D.Lit. (Paris).

10. Aspects of Bengali Society from Old Bengali Literature

—

By Tamanashohandra Dasgujita, M.A.

Journal of the Department of Science. (Seven volumeR

published.)
S

Baoh volume oontams learned emaye on various erienMflo
eolijeeto by lepated eohoilan.

10
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Vol. I. Boyal 8vo. pp. 826. Bs. 9.

1. Time articles on Meioury Meroaptide Nitrites snd their

Beaetion with the Alkyl Iodides; Chain Compounds of Sulphur by
Sir P. C. Bay and Mr. P. C. Guha snd five other articles on
Chemistry mostly by Sir P. C. Bay.

2. Fourteen articles on Mathematics by Sudhansukumar
Banetjee, D.So., Bibhutibhushan Datta, M.So., C. E. Cullis,

M.A., Ph.D., etc.

8. Five artidlea on Physics by Prof. C. V. Baman, M.A.,
and Sisitkumar Mitra, M.So.

4. Two articles on Botany one on *' Cotnmentatkmes Myoo>
logioe ” by Prof. P. Briihl, D.So., and another on Meliola grow-
ing on Phoenix Sylveeirie and Ciinu Mediea (var. aetdd), by
S. E. Bal, M.8o.

Vol. II. Boyal 8vo. pp. 313. Bs. 9.

1. Seventeen articles on Mathematics by Prof. Sudhansu-
kumar Banerjee, D.Sc., Nikhilranjan Sen, M.A., Shyamadas
Mukheijee, M.A., Ph.D., Sasindrachandra Dhar, M.Se., Prabodh-
ohandra Sengupta, M.A., N. K. Majumdar, M.A., etc.

2. Eight articles on Physics by Prof. Meghnad Saha, D.So.

8. Eight articles on Botany, five by 8. N. Bal, M.So., and
H. P. Chowdhury, M.Sc., and two by Prof. P. Briihl, D.So.

Vol. III. Boyal 8vo. pp. 298. Bs. 9.

1. Twenty articles on Mathematics by Prof. S. E. Banetjee,
D.Sc., Abonibbushan Datta, M.A., Satyendronath Basu, M.8o.,
Bai Bahadur A. C. Bose, M.A., Prof. C. E. Cullis, M.A., Ph.D.,
etc.

2. Three articles on Physics—^two by Prof. Meghnad Saha,
D.Sc., and one by 8. B. Mali, M.Sc.

8. Tbne articles on Botany by S. N. Bal, M.Sc., and K. L.
Banerjee.

Vol. IV. Boyal 8yo. pp. 488. Bs. 9.

1. Thirty-nine articles on Mathematics by Prof. 8. K.
Banerjee, D.m., Abanibhushan Datta, M.A., Ph.D., Panchanan
Das, M.^., O. BE. Bryan, So.D., Jyotirmay Ghosh, M.8e.,
Prof. C. V. H. Bao, Sasin^achandra Dhar, M.Sc., etc.

* 2. The following articles ’on Physics and Chemistry:

—

(1) Molecular Diffraction of Light by Prof. 0. V.
Baman, M.A., D.So.

, (2) The Beolity of Atomic Structure by ffir

William Jackson Pope, K.B.E., F.B.S., M.A., I£.D.,
D.So.
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(8) On lihe loniBation of .GaseB by Heat by Frol.

Megbnad Saha, D.So., F.Lut.P., and Paul GOnther,
Ph.l).

8. Zoology—^The Bole of Olfactory Sensation in Selection oC

Food by Ants by B. Mitra, B.A.

4.

Geology—On the Can(»inite from Eishengaih, Bajputana,
by Saratlal Biswas, M.^.

6. Botany—(1) The Algn of Bengal Filter-beds by Kof. P.
BriiU, D.So., and K. P. Biswas.

(2) A New Species of Meliola growing on
Different host-plants by S. N. Bal, and A. C. Datta.

‘Yol. Y. Royal 8vo. pp. 392. Rs. 9.

1. Seven articles on Chemistry by Sir P. C. Bay, £t.,
O.I.E., D.So., Ph.D.

2. Three articles on Physios by Bidhubhushan Bay, M.So.

8. Twenty-one articles on Hathematios by Gurudas Bhar,
M.Sc., Nripenmanath Sen, M.Sc., and Satischandra Chahrabarti,
M.So., and others.

4. Four articles on Botany by Prof. P. Briihl, D.So., and
K. P. Biswas, M.So., and Atulohandra Datta, M.Sp.

5. Geology—Indian Pre-History by Hemehandra Daa-
Gupta, M.A., V.qt.B.

Yol. YI. Royal 8vo. pp. 463. Rs. 9.

1. Thirteen articles on Mathematics by Panchanan Das,
M.Sc., Jyotirmay Ghosh, M.A., Prof. C. ES. Cullis, Manujiiaih
Ohatak, etc.

2. Three articles on Physics by 8. K. Dutta, M.Bc., Prof.
O. V. Baman, and K. B. Bamanathan, M.A.

8. Astronomy—^The Hindu Nakshatras by Dhirendranath
Mukheijee, B.So.

4. Zoology—(1) Prepotency of Stimuli, a Study in the
Behaviour of House-Flies by K. Mitra, B.A. (Wis.).

(2) Beversal of Thigmotropism in Hydra by
K. Mitra and H. K. Muhherjee.

5. Botany—Gommentationes Phytomorphologien et Phyto-
physiologiofls. HI: Eichhomia Studies (with Plates), by Prof. P.
Brdhl, D.So., and Atulohandra* Datta, M.So.

6. Chemistry—^The Precipitation of Suspenaoids by Electro-
lytes by Prof. Jnanendranath Mukherjee, D.Sc. (Load.).

7. Agriculture—^Agricultural Besearoh and PraoUce in

Europe (witih illustration) bf Prof. N. N. Gangulee, B.Be.
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Yol. YII. Boyal 8vo. pp. 466. Bs. 9.

1. Sixteen curtides on Mathematics by Prof. Gtmee Pnuwd,
Mr. N. K. Basu, lifo. S. C. Chakravarti, M.So., Mr. Ghirodas

Bhar. M.Be.. BCr. B. T. BeU. Mr. 8. O. Mitsa, ete.

3. Nine artioleB on Physios by Mr. Duigadas Baaeijee,

M.So., Dr. Bidhubhushan Bay, D.So., Mr. 8. C. Boy, M.So., Ifr.

Uemohandrs Das-Ghipta, M.A., F.G.8., eto.

8. Ten artides on Chemistry by Sir P. 0. Boy, Prdl J. N.
Mukhetjee, D.So., Prof. H. E. Sen, D.So., Prof. Meghi^ Saha,
D.So., eto.

4. Two artides on Zodogy by Mr. Q. G. Chatterjee, M.B.
and lifr. Durgadas MuMetjee, M.m.

6. One article on Botany by Mr. B. P. Biswas, M.A.

N.B.—The individwd papera eontribuiad to the Jowned of

Arte, the Jownal of Beienee, and to the Sir Aeutoeh Mooherjee

Bilver Jubilee Volumee can be bought aeparately at the following

ratee fixed according to their eiae :

Net exceeding 16 pages

AboveJi6 but not exceeding 82 pp.

„ 82 pp. „ „ 64 „

I ,, ), I, 128 „

Jt, a. p.

0 12 0

12 0

1 14 0

.i. 8 14 0

Galoutta Reviev (Estd. 1844 ; Third Series 1921).

An lUuetrated Monthly, published by the Calcutta UniTeraity.

Hie Oldeet and Beat Cultural Paper of inAia. (Annual Subaorip*
tion Bs. 8^ only; Hdf'yearly Bs. AS only.) Single copy Bupee
One only. For libratieB ana educational Institutions 13m. only
Year begins from October.

Regular featurea :

(t) Artides of general interest dealing with literary, his-

torioal, economical, philosophiod and sdentifio subjeots.
(t'Q Orientalia.

(m) Popular Literature.

(te) Pictorial Section.

(«) Book reviews.

Advertisement in the Caleutta Review is a sound inveelmeni,

. •

OoDTOoation AddreBses (complete set). Bs. 10-0.

..Part I, 1868-1879. Demy 8vo. pp. 408.

Part n, 1880-1898. Demy 8vo. pp. 442.
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Part in, 1899-1906. Demy 8vo. pp. 222.

Part rv, 1907-1914. Demy 8vo. pp. 360.

Part V, 1916-1923. Demy 8vd. pp. 646. Per

Bb. 6.

The volume* eontaiii addresses delivered by the ChanoelloiB

and the Vioe-Chsnoellors of the University at tile annual
Oonvooations.

UniYeraity Calendar for the year 1926. Containing (1)

list of members constituting the Senate, Syndi-

cate, Faculties, Post-Graduate Councils, Boards of

Examiners, etc., (2) Full information regarding Endow-
ments for Professorships, Lecturerships, Readerships,

Fellowships, Research studentships. Scholarships, Prizes

and Medals, (3) Descriptions of affiliated institutions,

and lists of recognised schools, (4) Lists of text-hooks for

the years 1927 and 1928, (6) Rules for ' Examinations,

(6) List of publications of the Calcutta University, etc.,

etc.. Demy 8vo. pp. 901. Rb. 7-8.

Do. for the year 1027 {in the Press).

Do. for the years 1924 and 1025. Demy 8vo. pp. 996.

Rs. 7-8.

Do. for the years 1022 and 1028. Demy 8to. pp. 861.

Rs. 7-8.

Do. lor the years 1020 and 1021. Demy 8to. pp. 872.

Be. 7-8.

Do. for the years 1018 and 1010, Part 11,

Vol. I (containing the list of Graduates and Under-

graduates— 1866-1917 ; B. A. Hons, in order

of merit, 1886-1917 B.A.’s in aSphabeUeal order,

1868-1918, etc.). Demy 8ro. pp.*1108. Be. 7-8.
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UidTtnity Galendar for the yean 1918 and 1910, Part II,-

Yol. II (containing the list of Graduates in Arts, Science,

. Law, Medicine, 1918 and 1919 ; Under-gradmtes, 1917
and 1919). Demy 8vo. pp. 1048. Bs. 7-8.

Do. Part II—Supplement for 1020 and 1021
(containing list of Graduates in Arts, Science, Law,
Medicine and Engineering in 1920 and 1921). Demy
8vo. pp. 976. Bs. 7-8.

Do. Supplement for 1922 and 1928 (containing the list of

Graduates in Arts, Science, Law, Medicine and Engi-

neering in 1922 and 1923). Demy 8vo. pp- 1017.

Bs. 7-8.

UniTersity Calendar for the year 1024, Part II, Yol. I

(containing list of Graduates in Arts, Science, Law,
Medicine and Engineering up to the year 1923). * Demy
8vo. pp.*1612. Es. 10.

I

Do. for the year 1924, Part II, Yol. II (containing-

list of Graduates in Arts, Science, Imw, Medicine and
Engineering in 1924, and list of under-graduates, 1924).

Demy 8vo. pp. 628.

Unirersity Regulations, (Revised edition in the Press.)

(Containing the Acts and the Regulations regarding

(1) Constitution of the Senate, Syndicate, Faculties,

Boards, etc., (2) Election of Fellows, (3) Affiliation

of Colleges and Schools, (4) Admission of students to

School and Colleges, (5) Admission of candidates to all

Examinations and Degrees, (6) Syllabuses of studies for

Examinations, etc,., etc.).

University Examination Papen for the examinations in

Arts, Sdenoe, Law, Teaching, Medidne, Engineering,



• PBRIODIGALS, ANNALS & SERIALS -

etc., for the yean 1917, 1918, 1919 and 1920, bound

in four volumes. Each Volume Bs. 4>8.

Do. for the year 1921—in the Press.

Galontta University Proceedings of the Gonnoils of Post*

Graduate Teaching, 1917. Rs. 4-8.

Galcntta University Proceedings of the Gonncils of Post*

Graduate Teaching, 1918-1928. For each year Bs. 3-0.

Gatalogne of Books in the University Library :

I. English Literature. Bs. 1-8.

n. History (including Biography, Geography and

Travels). Royal 8vo. pp. 212. RB..jU8.

,Tn. Social SdSence, Fart I. As. 4.

IV. Descriptive Catalogue of Bengali Manuscripts

Vol. I. Edited l»y Basanlaranjan Ray, Vidvad-

vallabli and i^asantakunmr Chatterjee, M.A., Demy
4to. pp. 252. Bs. 3.

Contains short description of 286 of the large collection of

Bengali MSS. in the Calcutta University Library.
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Agtnts fop sale of UniTSPsity Pnblioattons

—

Vat sale outside fodifr—

Msssbb. Lokoxahs, Gbbxv a Oo., Ltd.

London House—89, Patebnostbb Bow, Lokdoit, E.0 4.

American House—SB, Fifth Athhub, Nbw Tore.

For sale in Indi»—

Oaleutta—(1) Messrs. B. Cambray A C!o.

(2) ,, Ghuokerveitty, Chatterjee A Co., Ltd

(8) Kamaln Book Depot, Ltd.

(4) ,, Book Company.

(6) ,, S. E. Lahiri A Go.

(6) ,, Thacker, Spink A Go.

:

(7) ,, W. Newman A Co.

Bombay—^Mnssns. D. B. Tarapokrvatm, Sons A Cc.

Voono—iPitB Obibntai. BooK-SDi>PLmio AoENcy.

Madras—(1) Mbbsrb. B. G. Paul A Go.,
^

821, Thambu Ghrtty Stbbbt, Mairas

(2) Messrs. B. CAHBBAy A Co.,

mo, Thawbo CHRTxy Stbrrt.



BOOKS IN THE PRESS IN JUNE, 1927

1. Arab and its Fall, tranalatod by Mra. J. 11

Weir.

2. Histoty of Indian Medicine, Part in, by Giiindranalih

Mbokeijee, B.A., M.D.
8' Vedanta-Parivaaba, by Vedantaviaarada N. S. Ananta*

kriabna Baatri.

4. Banimandir (in Bengali), by Saaankamofaan Sen, B.L

5. Prooeedinga of the Pbiloaophioal Congreaa.

6. Deaoriptive Catalogue of Old Bengali ManuBocipta in the

Univeraity labraty, Vol. n, edited by Manindromohan

Boae, M.A.

7. Biatory of Lidian Literat’ue, by Prof. M. Wintemito,

tranalated into Engliah by Mral 8. Eetkar.

8. Beameaa of Life (Stephanoa Nirmalendi^%ectureB), by

Prof. A. Canney.

0. Deainamamala, edited by Muralydhar Banerjee, M.A.

10. Spirit of French Civil Law (Tagore Law Lecturea, 1028*

1924), by Prof. Henry Bdoa.

11. Siddhanta-Sekbora, by Babua Miara, Jyotiahacharyya.

aoharyya.

12. Elementa of the Science of Language, by Prof. 1. T S.

Taraporewala, B.A., Ph.D.

18. Aaamiya Sahityer Cbaneld, Vol. I, Part I, edited by
H. C. Goawami, B.A.

14. Viauddhimaggo, by Frabodhdiandra Daa, M.A.

16. Harilila (in Bengali), edited by Bai Bahadiur Dinea*

ohandra Sen, B.A., D.Iitt., and Baaantaranjan Bay,

Vidwatvallabh.

15. Sir Aautoah Mookatjee Silvpr Jubilee Vohunea, Vol. Ill,

Part II (Orientalia).

,

17. Journal of the Bepartment of Science, Vol. Vm.
18. Journal of Sie Dejiartment of Lettera, Vd. XVI.

IS. Univeraity Queationa for 1021.



CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS

30. Kamala Lectures, 1026, by the Bight Hon’ble Sriuivas

Sastri.

21. Bural India, by Nagendranath Qangulee, Ph D.

(London).

22. Endian Railway Economics. Part I. by S. 0. Gbose.

28. Plants and iMaiit Life, by (lirijapmsunna Mavjumdar,

MA.
24. Ilistoric'al Study of tlif Hinaxanu and the Origin of the

Maliayfnia JWiddliisin. b\ R. Einiuni.

2,'). Curnait Inlerjuiiional Co-operation, by Prof. Manloy O.

Hudson.

20. Uiiiversilv (’alondar for 1020 and 1020, Part JT.

27. Notes on Kavikankan Chandi.. I*ari IJ, by Charu Ran-

dyopadhyay, 1 5.A.

28. I'apini, by late Ibijanikanta (iiipta.












